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FOREWORD

Two authoritative texts of the Pāñcarātra system, viz. the Jayākhya Sanhitā (G.O.S., no. 54, 1931, reprinted in 1967) and the Paramasamhitā (G.O.S., No. 86, 1940) are published earlier by the Oriental Institute.

It is a matter of privilege to publish now a Descriptive Bibliography of the Printed Texts of the Pāñcarātra Āgamas prepared with scholarly precision and meticulous care by Professor H. Daniel Smith.

This Descriptive Bibliography, makes the general contents of the numerous texts surveyed available for the first time to all English-reading scholars including even many Sanskritists unable to read such scripts as the Grantha or Telugu, and to whom, until now, even a number of the texts described here were inaccessible.

This presentation of such a significant number of Pāñcarātra texts decisively expands the known spectrum of literature generally referred to as ‘āgama’ and ‘tantra’ from the limited scope heretofore and popularly associated with the sensational, so-called ‘left-handed’ practices to a clearer and more comprehensive view that ‘āgama’ and ‘tantra’ should rightly and much more representatively be understood in the Indian tradition to include the more conventional, so-called ‘right-handed’ tántric and āgamic practices which, indeed, cut across Hindu piety and practice at all levels.

Although the initial impression may be that this work is relevant only to those engaged in the study of Śrī-Vaiṣṇavism, it must not be overlooked that it provides an important source-book for all the scholars seeking to reconstruct the historical and doctrinal development of Indian theistic thought in general. This synoptic and panoramic presentation of these thirty texts will be used by researchers particularly where matters of Vaiṣṇava history are at stake, but not less in matters pertaining to practical religion and to studies of Indian religious literature.

Professor Smith’s work, ambitious as it is, still represents only thirty of the texts of the extensive Pāñcarātra tradition, focusing only on those titles already in print. Still there is much more for textually-oriented scholars to do—there are scores of texts and fragments yet to be collected, collated, edited and studied—and we must be grateful to the author of this work for indicating throughout the volume, in his notes and comments, where much of this most fundamental work yet to be done must commence.

Moreover, Professor Smith’s work generously provides help and assistance to others out of his own expertise. The format of this volume makes this quite
clear; those wishing to find more information on any topic in the texts which he presents are clearly informed, through precise citations by adhyāta-chapters and sloka-verses, exactly where they may turn to in the original, primary text materials.

I trust that this book will be profitably used by all students of Hindu religion and religious practices.

I take this opportunity to thank the University Grants Commission and the Government of Gujarat for jointly giving financial aid towards the publication of this volume.

Oriental Institute, Baroda
January 30, 1975

B. J. Sandesara
Director
PREFACE

The Story behind this Volume

I first became aware of the literature of the Pāñcarātrāgama in October of 1956. That was when I happened to come across F. O. Schrader’s Introduction to the Pāñcarātra... quite by accident in the library at Yale University. I was still a graduate student at the time, casting about for a dissertation topic. What struck me then, awakening an interest that has stayed with me to this day, was Schrader’s meticulous concern for the recovery of the “lost” Sanskrit texts of the neglected Pāñcarātrāgama corpus, and his generous advice to future scholars regarding areas in the field of Pāñcarātra studies that had yet adequately to be explored. I had, that autumn afternoon, inadvertently discovered not only a field sufficiently focused for my dissertation purposes, sufficiently rich for subsequent research, but also—and more importantly—I had encountered and recognized a spirit and quality of scholarly inquiry that has ever since prompted me in my own attempts to venture further and deeper into the “ocean” of Pāñcarātra literature.

It is now almost twenty years since that chance event. As I look back over what has subsequently transpired I am tempted to invest what has occurred with an orderly progression. In fact what seems really to have happened in the years immediately following 1956 was the result of a series of (for the most part, happy) accidents.

My adviser, Professor Norvin Hein of the Divinity School at Yale University, encouraged me to pursue my newly-found interest. With his help I secured a Foreign Areas Training Fellowship from the Asian and Near Eastern Studies Program of the Ford Foundation to undertake field studies in India on a project to survey the history and literature of the Vaiṣṇavas of South India. In my initial trip to India, then, during 1957-58, I explored in some depth one specific area suggested by Schrader, a topic of greatest interest to me at that point of my studies, namely, the materials in the Pāñcarātra literature dealing with temple construction.* In 1960 a Ph.D. degree was awarded by Yale University for my dissertation that resulted from that first study, a work focusing on the ritual associated with the construction of temples for Pāñcarātra-oriented worship, entitled “The Temple-building Activities of the Śrīvaiṣṇavas of South India according to available extant Pāñcarātrāgama texts with special reference to the Pādmas Tantrā.”

It was during that first visit to India that I met Professor V. Raghavan. I had gone to Madras in order to work at the Adyar Library and Research Centre where, some forty years before, Schrader had done his research and writing. It turned out to be a fortuitous coincidence, I felt, that one of the world’s most eminent Sanskrit scholars—Dr. Raghavan—should also live in Madras and, in fact, be closely associated with some of the many scholarly enterprises of the Adyar Library and Research Centre. It was not long until we met.

During the early phase of our relationship, I suspected that Professor Raghavan was trying to discourage me from following out my interests in Pāñcarātra studies. I surmised that he may have been doing this because he was apprehensive in regard to what he could only consider was my defective background in Sanskrit training. As a matter of fact, when I first mentioned to him my proposal to study the special features of Vaiṣṇavite temple architecture from all available Pāñcarātra primary sources, he advised against it, saying that such a subject was not only too broadly based but that it was not well conceived for other reasons as well since, except for images, the basic architectural elements of temples, Śaivite or Vaiṣṇavite, were much the same. I recall that, at that point, he spoke to me of the Vaikhanasa āgama works which, he quite accurately pointed out, were at least limited in number; nor had they until then, at least, been studied even to the extent that the texts of the Pāñcarātra had been.* And, he even personally took me to Tirupati and introduced me to the great Vaikhanasa āgama scholar, R. Parthasarathi Iyengar, with whom I spent several very helpful sessions examining under his guidance the literature of the other āgamic branch of Śrī-vaiṣṇava literature, the Vaikhanasa texts. But it may have been that Dr. Raghavan was, in his own way, testing my motivations and my sincerity. For, when he observed that my interests continued to remain primarily with the Pāñcarātra materials, in due time he became my champion and sponsor.

I should not fail to mention here that, also during that first trip to India and at about the same time, I also met Pañdit V. Krishnamacharya of the Adyar Library staff. He was, in 1959, to publish a critical edition of the Lakṣmi Tantra and later, in 1969, a critical edition of the Sanatkumāra-sanhītā.§ He graciously sat with me for some weeks, explaining to me certain intricacies of Pāñcarātra thought as he found them in the ”jñāna-pāda” portions of several

---

* This situation has since changed, at least insofar as American Indological studies are concerned, by the impressive work that has been undertaken by Professor G. R. Welbon of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (U.S.A.).

§ Both works have been published in the Adyar Library Series, number 87 and 95 respectively, and are discussed, infra, in the present volume.
works he knew so well. Also, by this time, the staffs at the Adyar Library and at the Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library had become friendly towards me and were proving increasingly helpful to me in many ways, not the least of which was responding to my needs and interests by finding manuscripts in which I might seek out specific passages pertinent to prāṣāda, the topic which I had originally been sent to India to study.

My perseverance had by then manifestly won the approval of Professor Raghavan. He put me in touch with some highly skilled men, scholars as much at home with English as with Sanskrit, and men familiar with the various scripts in which the printed books and unpublished manuscripts of the Pāñcarātra texts were transmitted.* Among these were T. Srinivasacharya, Mīmāṃsā Śiromaṇi, Assistant Professor of Sanskrit, Pachaiyappa’s College, Madras (Ret’d); T. K. Venkateshwaran, now a Professor on the faculty at Detroit University (U.S.A.), but then on the staff of the Sanskrit Department of Presidency College, Madras; and R. N. Sampath, currently Curator of the Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, but then a junior member of the staff of the Sanskrit Department, also at Presidency College, Madras. Each of these gentlemen spent countless hours with me locating titles, then ascertaining with me the approximate contents of texts available in the libraries of Madras City. And, it was with T. K. Venkateshwaran that I made my first tour outside of Madras City in search of manuscripts not available in the local libraries—a practice that continued on subsequent visits to India in later years and one that has added significantly to our present resources for the study of Pāñcarātra literature.‡ As it turned out, although Mr. Venkateshwaran was to emigrate from India to the United States, I was fortunate to be able to work with both Messrs. Srinivasacharya and Sampath on those subsequent visits I was to make to India in my continued study of Pāñcarātra literature, doctrines and practices.

I left Madras in June 1958 not to return again until the summer of 1962. In the meantime I finished my dissertation, already cited, received the Ph.D. degree and obtained a teaching post in the Department of Religion at Syracuse University (U.S.A.). My academic duties there kept me from moving vigorously ahead in my specialized, Pāñcarātra studies; nor were there adequate resources for doing such research in either the United States of America or in

---

* Specifically, in addition to the "standard" Devanāgarī script, the somewhat less familiar Telugu script, and the decidedly less familiar Grantha script.

‡ Valuable materials were found with the help of co-operative personnel at the Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha in Tirupati, The Saraswati Mahal Library in Tanjore, and by correspondence at The Oriental Institute at Baroda. Additionally, the owners or managers of the following personal collections also contributed copied texts or data to the project: Singamayyangan Library in Srirangam, Sri Krishna Bhattar’s Collection in Srirangam, and Sri Periyathiruvadi Bhattar’s Collection at Srivaikuntham.
Europe even had the time been available to me. My new colleagues at Syracuse University understood the situation, fortunately, and encouraged me to plan a return to India at an early date. And it was a senior professor from the School of Journalism at Syracuse University, Professor Roland Wolseley, now retired, himself an author of several works pertaining to journalism in India, who in 1962 nominated me and supported my subsequent application to the Lilly Foundation Program for Post-Doctoral Research in Religion, enabling me to win a travel and research grant to return to India; and others of my colleagues at the University voted that additional financial assistance, in the amount of onehalf of my normal academic year salary, be paid me despite my absence from campus duties so that I might undertake another year of research in India.

When I returned to Madras in August of 1962 I immediately sought out Professor Raghavan. He gave me a warm welcome, and took a keen and paternal interest in my continuing search for otherwise unnoticed manuscripts Pāñcarātra pieces. In this, he made it possible for me to consult some of the materials going into the New Catalogus Catalogorum of Sanskrit and Allied Manuscripts which he was then directing at the University of Madras. He also outlined to me some of the work then being planned for long-range research programs in India—for example, Āgama-kōta the project which he, as the then-chairman of the Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha at Tirupati, had organized, and the intention of which was to produce a Dictionary and Thesaurus of Āgamas Pāñcarātra, Vaikhānasa and Śaivite. Thus duplication of efforts was circumvented, lines of communication between myself and other scholars in India with similar interests were initiated. He was also instrumental in arranging for an invitation to be made to me to attend the 1962 Ilayathangudi Vidvat Sadas convened by His Holiness Jagadguru Śrī Chandraśekharendra Sarasvatī Śrī Śaṅkarāchārya Swāmīgual of Śrī Kāṇcī Kāmśōti Peetam. His Holiness of Kāṇcī graciously received me, blessed me in my work, and gave me a new enthusiasm for my studies. His notice of my “labour of love,” as He called it, resulted in many doors, formerly closed to me, opening up thus facilitating my work immensely. Because of that invitation, further, I came into contact with a large number of Āgama and Pāñcarātra Ṛṇḍiś and arcāhas from the leading temples in South India who had gathered at the Conference before His Holiness and discussed—with me in their midst—topics of the āgama traditions. Several of the individuals with whom I came in contact then have since become good and valued friends.

Speaking of friends, it was still early during my second period in India that Dr. Raghavan put me in contact with two gentlemen who have ever since continued to be invaluable informants, trusted collaborators, and among my most intimate friends. The first of these is K. K. A. Venkatachari, B.O.L., Śiromani, Vidvān, Sāhityaratna, then on the teaching staff of the Vaishnava
College, Madras, and, more recently, Director of the Ananthacharya Research Institute, located in Bombay; the second is Dr. M. Narasimhachary, M.A., Ph.D., then a student under Professor Raghavan at the University of Madras, but now an Assistant Professor and Research Supervisor, Sanskrit Department, Vivekananda College, Madras, the author of the scholarly study on Yāmuna and editor of a critical edition of the Āgama-prāmāṇya.* With their help during the succeeding months I was able to bring to print what had earlier provided the textual basis for my Ph.D. dissertation, the first ten chapters of the “kriyāpāda”-section of the Pādama-samhitā; that publication, issued in 1963 by the Rathnam Press in Madras, is called Pāñcarātra-prāsādaprāṣṭādhanam [200 pp.]. And during that same period I also kept regular reading schedules with each of them independently so that, with their combined help I got through in detail the bulk of the texts that comprise the present Bibliography.

During this same period I came to be acquainted with another student of Dr. Raghavan’s, Mrs. Seetha Padmanabhan, who had, under Professor Raghavan’s direction as early as 1953, been working on Pāñcarātra Āgama texts and who, later, was to produce a critical edition of the Pāñcarātra text, Śrīprāna-samhitā.† Several informal conversations with her proved to be fruitful because she drew my attention to some details I might otherwise have ignored.

My leave period ran out, and I again went back to the United States. But there were still texts I had not yet read, and I knew I would have to return to India at the earliest possible date. I was once more at my job at Syracuse University and, until 1967, I was to be immersed in my teaching duties to the extent that...as before...I was unable to do any new work in Pāñcarātra studies.

It had by that time become clear to me that the materials which I had so laboriously been recovering from the texts should somehow, some way, be shared with others. I felt increasingly that the resources for understanding certain reaches of sectarian Hindu piety in these documents were too rich and informative to keep to myself. Accordingly, during the interim years between 1963 and 1966, I corresponded with Professor Raghavan and, in one of my early letters, suggested that some of my research findings should be published. I pointed out that most of the materials I had examined in the literature of the Pāñcarātra—both in printed texts and in unpublished manuscripts and fragments—were sufficiently unknown to deserve wider circulation. In order

---

* Contribution of Yāmuna to Viśistādvaīta, Madras, Prof. M. Rangacharya Memorial Trust, 1971; Āgama-prāmāṇya, critically edited with an Introduction in English, Baroda, Gaekwad’s Oriental Series.

† Published as Number 12 in the Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha Series, Tirupati, Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, 1969. See description. infra.
that, what I had might be shared with other scholars, I proposed the publication
of a detailed bibliography of all the texts I had to date been working on with
the help of those already named. This project seemed to Dr. Raghavan too
ambitious. He suggested limiting the texts to be covered in the proposed
publication to those that were already in, or scheduled soon to be in, print.
Further, he suggested expanding my notion of a bibliography, urging me to
give in English extensive "descriptions," chapter-by-chapter, of the contents
of each work, condensing rather than attempting to translate. To all these
suggestions I readily agreed and, in order to make the précis the more useful to
future scholars interested in Pañcarātra studies but unfamiliar with its canoni-
cal literature, I suggested adding to the condensation of each text a brief essay,
"Introductory Remarks" concerning the particular title, its reputation in the
corpus of canonical Pañcarātra texts, and some observations about its general
contents, notable stylistic features, doctrinal peculiarities and current popularity
among arcakas. In addition, I suggested appending at the end of each condensa-
tion brief "Critical Notes" which would, in each case, indicate in a few lines
problems found in the work of a text-critical nature, suggestions for further
research, and data found in the text useful for attempting to date it. Thus the
design of the present Bibliography came to be formulated.

The time was ripe, then, to return to Indian in order to get the materials
ready for a printer and in order to complete the examination of the several
additional texts I had not yet read. For those purposes I applied to the
American Institute of Indian Studies for travel and maintenance monies for ten
additional months in India as an A.I.I.S, Faculty Research Fellow during
1966-1967. My application was strongly endorsed by, among others, Professor
Raghavan. The award was made and, with the permission of the administra-
tion at Syracuse University, I returned to Madras for a third time.

Until I met him once again in person in Madras during the summer of
1966, I had not wished to broach the subject to Professor Raghavan of his
explicit and more visible collaboration in this publication project. But when I
met him he seemed to have anticipated my most ardent hope, and he agreed to
write an extended "Introduction" not only to the publication itself but to
include in his lengthy essay a review of the entire canon of the Pañcarātrāgama,
in the process assessing its place and stature within the framework and historical
development of Sanskrit literature in general. This is promised for a volume to
supplement the present one, to be published as a companion volume to it in the
near future, and containing in addition to Dr. Raghavan's greatly anticipated
"Introduction" my own index-cum-glossary already containing almost 5000
precise references to important topics found in the printed texts.

Here, I must acknowledge my gratitude to the Oriental Institute at Baroda
for offering to publish this Bibliography as part of its prestigious Gaekwad
Oriental Series. It seems to me fitting that the publishers of *Jayākhyā-saṃhitā* (G.O.S., Vol. 54, 1931; re-issued 1967) and of *Parama-saṃhitā* (G.O.S., Vol. 86, 1940) should commit themselves further to the field of Pāñcarātra studies by undertaking to bring out this present work.

The story is reaching its conclusion. It may be noted that during the very busy months of 1966-67, in addition to working on the completion of the press copy for the volume now in hand, I found myself happily involved in a number of other enterprises, all directly or indirectly related to Pāñcarātra studies. I wrote and directed, later edited and narrated, a series of eleven 16 mm./color documentary films designed for use in American schools and colleges; in at least three of those films has been depicted what has its firm foundation in, and was during location shooting in fact guided by, certain Pāñcarātra texts. The technical adviser for that filming project was my close associate, K.K.A. Venkatachari, already mentioned. In the course of our moving about Tamil Nadu State to seek out various authentic locales for filming, Mr. Venkatachari and I used every opportunity to seek out unique manuscripts of the Pāñcarātra tradition. As a result we were able to locate, read and identify as genuine or apocryphal some 104 titles, when added to the already known texts; Mr. Venkatachari later translated the details of my notes on all these texts into Tamil, and this work was published in 1967 by Hoe & Company, Madras, in Tamil as *Pāñcarātra Nulvillakam* (112 pp.). This book was the premier publication of a Society Mr. Venkatachari and I jointly founded in 1967 with several other scholars interested in Pāñcarātra studies; the Society, called "Pāñcarātra Pariśodhana Pariṣad" (Pāñcarātra Research Society), is dedicated to the promotion and publication of Pāñcarātra studies, and to the preservation of Pāñcarātra texts. Mr. Venkatachari and I also undertook another publication during those months, in collection of all pertinent passages from available Pāñcarātragama texts concerned with the creation of images of Śrī-vaiṣṇava deities. The result of our efforts was *A Sourcebook of Vaiṣṇava Iconography*, and this was produced as the second volume in the publication series sponsored by the Pāñcarātra Pariśodhana Pariṣad (Madras, 1969, 306 pp.). Since the central portions of this present Bibliography went to press, a third publication has been released by the Society, Volume One of a two-volume issuance of *Pādma-saṃhitā*, under the able guidance of Mrs. Padmanabhan and Mr. Sampath, both already referred to; until now this important text has been available only in Telugu characters, and this publication makes it available in the more widely-known Devanāgarī script. The basic text upon which the new version is based is described, *infra*, and bibliographical data concerning it and preceding versions will be found elsewhere in this volume in the "Summary Bibliography"
By the time I left India in August, 1968, all the press copy for the present Descriptive Bibliography was finished and handed over to Professor Raghavan. He had generously agreed to serve as director of the publication and as supervisor of the proof-reading and of all other details too cumbersome for me to attempt to manage via intercontinental post. And, as any responsible editor would do, he has extended his attention to countless details.* The delays in releasing this volume to the public have been occasioned by factors beyond the control of any one person connected with the project, and seem almost natural in these days of economic constraints and other difficulties. But the delays have not been without this happy outcome: the release of the present volume at this time permits me to write these words while once again in India.

For, I am, as I write these words, in India on my fourth visit. Once more I am the recipient of a grant from the American Institute of Indian Studies. Once more I am here with the endorsement and support of my generous colleagues at Syracuse University. And, once more, my energies are to be concentrated on work pertaining to what is in hand, more specifically to the projected, second (or supplementary) volume to contain, in addition to Dr. V. Raghavan’s lengthy “Introduction”, my own extensive index and glossary of important topics encountered in the texts described in the present volume. The bulk of double-checking the accuracy of the citations to the texts is now done, and all that remains for me to do is to finish the press copy to be handed over to the publishers of the Gaekwad Oriental Series at the Oriental Institute in Baroda. An early publication date of that companion volume to this one is expected.

The story behind this volume, and its companion supplement that is to follow, would not be complete if I were not to describe the hope that inspires all who have in any way participated in the project. It is the fond hope of all concerned that this Descriptive Bibliography of the Printed Texts of the Pāñcarātrāgama, with all its resources for reference in its final form, will provide a useful tool for Indological scholars; that it will certify to the mind of the uncertain that such āgamic texts as these deserve more serious consideration than they have heretofore received by Indologists; and that it may provide a stimulus for those who know nothing at all of this literature to learn more about it, perhaps to bring a future generation of scholars well beyond where we now stand.

Those whose help was crucial

If my sense of indebtedness to Dr. V. Raghavan is not already abundantly apparent, I wish to make my gratitude to him perfectly clear. I could not have

*I am particularly mindful, for example, of his editorial emendations to my original copy for Śeṣa-samhitā (q.v.), notably chs. 22-31, 35-63; also chs. 3, 15-17, 20-21.
continued in my work without his encouragement at many places; the present publication could not have reached the form in hand without his detailed and painstaking labors at several significant points. Yet, quite obviously, others, too, played exceedingly important roles in the project.

Specifically, Dr. M. Narasimhacharya read with me the following texts: Agastyā¹ and Agastyā², Bharadvāja¹, Iṣvara¹, Jayākhyā, Kapiniyala, Kāśyapa¹ and Kāśyapa², Mārkandeya, Parāśara, Sanatkumāra, Sañḍilya, Śeṣa, Viśvaksena, Viśvāmītra, and Viṣṇu, Mr. K.K.A. Venkatachari read with me the following: Hayaṭṭrṣa, Jñānāṃśasārā, Nāradīya, Pādāma, Paramapuruṣa, Puruṣottama, and Viṣṇutilaka. T. Srinivasa Chary read with me these texts: Aniruddha, Bhāradvāja, Bṛhad Brahma, Iṣvara¹, Lakṣmi, Parama, and Śaliwata. And R. N. Sampath read with me the Ahirbudhnya, Pārameśvara, Pauśkara, and Śrīprāśna sanhiti. I am indebted to them for their help, and for my part I have tried to transmit the materials as faithfully and as accurately as possible. And, to all the institutions, libraries and foundations mentioned in the preceding pages, a special expression of gratitude is due here. Each has been, in some particular way, crucial to the project.

I plead indulge from my working colleagues mentioned above, and from all readers, for the errors of various kinds that have inadvertently remained behind in this final, published form. For these I am alone responsible. I have supplied an “Errata List” (q.v.) in order to correct those mistakes which, were they left unremarked, might misinform the reader or otherwise create undue confusion. No attempt has been made, however, to call attention to unintentional spelling errors and inconsistencies resulting from different usages prevailing between English and American spellings, to printers’ lapses, or to other minor mistakes—which, in all cases, are remarkably few in number.

The Design of this Volume

The design of this volume is simple and straightforward. The thirty texts examined are arranged in alphabetical order according to the Sanskrit scheme. The central portion of each entry, labelled “DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS”, is the chapter-by-chapter condensation into English of the contents of the Sanskrit text. Śloka numbers are furnished to assist in locating specific passages for those who wish to consult the original texts. Occasionally in the condensations technical terms are retained when rendering them into more precise English equivalents seemed either awkward or disputable; sometimes, in especially important or controversial instances, the resort was to put the technical term in brackets, but more often the solution was to employ hypenation with an English link-term. Chapter titles are normally those found in their respective colophons. Śloka-counts, as given with each chapter, may be used as general indicators, of the degree of detail to be found in that chapter.
As already explained earlier, and as will be obvious by a glance at the "TABLE OF CONTENTS" (q.v.), the description of each text is preceded by some "INTRODUCTORY REMARKS" and followed by brief "CRITICAL NOTES".

Although each entry commences with bibliographic information, the fact that this matter is dispersed throughout the volume suggested the desirability of consolidating all titles with their respective publication data into one listing. That "SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY" will be found at the end of these pages, and that listing also attempts to indicate new editions that have been issued since the central parts of this volume went to press. Particular attention is called to the following titles, printed versions of which have appeared in the interim years since I read them in their earlier published forms or in their unpublished manuscript traditions: Isvara, Jayakhya [re-issue], Naradīya, Pādma, [Mārkaṇḍeṇya, Lakhṣmī [English translation], Viśvāmitra, Viśvakṣena, and Hayasirṣa.

I wish to dedicate this volume to all those who have in the past, do now at present, and will in the future work on matters pertaining to Pāṇcarātra and allied āgama literature. This I do in the earnest expectation that such work will make an incalculable contribution to our growing understanding of the extra-ordinary vitality and wide-ranging concerns of theistic Hinduism through the ages.

Madras,
January, 1975

H. Daniel Smith
SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following list brings together bibliographical data otherwise dispersed throughout the book. In addition to consolidating and emending those data, it endeavors to bring the list of printed Pāñcarātrāgama texts up-to-date by including those titles that have been released since the central portions of this volume went to press. The new editions, reprints and recent translations are marked by an asterisk (*), proposed publications with a dagger (†).

**AGASTYA-SAMHITĀ**

(i) **AGASTYA-SAMHITĀ**
Editor: Vaiṣṇavarāmanāraṇāyaṇadāsa.
Published by Seth Chotilal Lakṣmīchand Bookseller, Ayodhya, printed at Jain Press, Lucknow, 1898.
1, [134 × 2 = ] 268, 5 pp. [ Devanāgarī script ]

(ii) **AGASTYA-SAMHITĀ**
Editor: Kamalakrishna Smṛtitīrtha.
[ Publisher unknown, printer unknown ], Calcutta, 1910.
[? ] pp. [ Bengali script ]

(iii) **AGASTYA-SAMHITĀ**
Editor: [ rare book, unavailable ; not known ].
[ Publisher unknown, printer unknown ], Mysore, 1957.
[? ] pp. [ Kannada script ]

**ANIRUDDHA-SAMHITĀ**

**ANIRUDDHA-SAMHITĀ**
Editor: A. Srinivasa Iyengar.
Published by editor, Mysore, 1956.

†As of early 1975 there were still only three texts available in English translations, namely, Jñānāmyartaśīra, Parama, and Lakṣmi. Of these, only the Parama-samhitā text may be considered a typical example of the extant Pāñcarātra corpus as a whole. See, infra, descriptions, remarks and notes concerning each work.
AHIRBUDHNYA-SAMHITĀ

(i) AHIRBUDHNYA-SAMHITĀ [2 volumes]
Editor: M. D. Rāmānujācārya, under the supervision of F.O. Schrader.
Adyar Library, Madras, 1916.
Adyar Library Series No. 4.
Contents—Prefatory note in English by Johan van Manen—
Introductions in Sanskrit by editor and by T.A.T. Kumāratāthācārya
—Critical text with notes and gloss by editor in Sanskrit—Index in Sanskrit.

(ii) AHIRBUDHNYA-SAMHITĀ (2nd edn., revised) [2 volumes]
Editor: M. D. Rāmānujācārya, under the supervision of F.O. Schrader,
revised by V. Krishnamacharya.
Adyar Library and Research Centre, Madras, 1966.
Adyar Library Series No. 4.
Contents—Preface in English by Radha Burnier (original prefatory note and introductions omitted in this edition)—Table of contents in Sanskrit—Critically edited text with notes by editor in Sanskrit—Index in Sanskrit.

ISVARA-SAMHITĀ II

(i) ISVARA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: Pārthasārathi Iyengar.
Printed at Sadvidyā Press, Mysore, 1890.
4, 547 pp.
[Telugu script]

(ii) ISVARA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: P. B. Anantacharya Swami.
Printed at Sudarśana Press, Conjeevaram, 1923.
4, 667 pp.
[Devanāgari script]
Śāstramuktāvali Series No. 45.
†(iii) _ĪŚVARA-SAMHITĀ_

[Proposed new critical edition in _Devaṇāgarī_ script by V. Swaminathan utilizing above printed editions plus variant readings from six manuscripts from various places, accompanied by "Śāntalārthapraṇāśīkā", a commentary by Alasinga Bhattacharya, also critically edited; to be published by Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyāpeetha, Tirupati. No details available re: publication target date.]

**KAPIṆJALA-SAMHITĀ**

(i ) _KAPIṆJALA-SAMHITĀ_

Editors: Rāghavācārya and Gopālācārya.

Published by editors with assistance of T. Subbaraō, printed at K.C.V. Press, Cuddapeh, 1896.

6, 90 pp. [Telugu script]

(ii ) _KAPIṆJALA-SAMHITĀ_

Editors: P. Sītārāmānūjācārya and G. C. Śrīnivāsācārya.

The Publication of the Literary Pride of India [No. 1]. [1932?]

48, 10, 36, 156, 4 pp. + plates. [Telugu script]

Contents—Introduction in Telugu by editors jointly—Detailed tables of contents, text with variant readings, two appendices in Sanskrit.

(iii) _KAPIṆJALA-SAMHITĀ_

[At least one other version is reported to have been printed, that one from A. G. Press in _Telugu_ script, Vijayawada (and/or Dehalepur), 1930-1931. Not seen: no other data on editor, publisher, contents.]

**KĀŚYAPA-SAMHITĀ**

KĀŚYAPA-SAMHITĀ

Editor: Śrī Yathiraja Sampathkumaramuni of Melkoṭe.

Published by editor, printed at the Kabeer Printing Works, Triplicane, Madras, 1933.

2, 4, 28, 4, 144, 20 pp. [Devanāgarī script]

JAYĀKHYA-SAMHITĀ

(i) JAYĀKHYA-SAMHITĀ
   Editor: Embar Krishnamacharya.
   Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1931.
   78, 47, 454 pp. + chart, diagram. [Devanāgari script]
   Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, Vol. 54.
   Contents—Foreword in English by B. Bhattacharya—Sanskrit introduction by editor—Critical text—Indices.

*(ii) JAYĀKHYA-SAMHITĀ
   2nd edition (reprint); with an additional foreword to the second edition by B. J. Sandesara [remainder duplicated by photo offset process].
   Editor: Embar Krishnamacharya.
   Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1967. [Devanāgari script]
   2, 78, 47, 454 pp. + 2 diagrams.
   Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, Vol. 54.

JÑĀNĀMRTASĀRA-SAMHITĀ [“NĀRADAPAṆCARĀTRAM”]

(i) THE NĀRADA PAṆCHA RĀTRA IN THE ORIGINAL SANSCRIT
   Editor: Rev. K. M. Banerjea.
   Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1865. [Devanāgari script]
   9, 371 pp.
   Contents—Introduction to the Narada Pancha Ratra by editor in English—Text in Sanskrit.

(ii) NĀRADAPĀṆCARĀTRĀ WRITTEN BY MAHARISHI NĀRADA.
   Editor: Śrīnāthacandra Śiromaṇi.
   Published by Samvādajñānaratnākar Press (owned by Bhuvanachandra Vasāka), Calcutta, 1887.
   “Available at Bombay with Samskrta Pustakālaya, Kalbadevi Road, Bombay, with Paṇḍit Jyeṣṭhārām Mukunda”
   3, 362 pp. [Devanāgari script]
   Contents—Table of contents—Text in Sanskrit.

(iii) ŚRI NĀRADA PAṆCARĀTRĀM: THE JÑĀNĀMRTASĀRA-SAMHITĀ
   Translator: Swami Vijnanananda.
xxi

Panini Office, Allahabad, 1921.
8, 256, 16 pp. [English translation]
(iv) [Photo offset reprint of the above entry, "(iii)", of recent date in 1970’s. No details of publisher, distributor.]

**NĀRADĪYA-SAMHITĀ**

**NĀRADĪYA-SAMHITĀ.**
Editor: Raghava Prasad Chaudhary.
14, 13, 583 pp. + diagrams, charts. [Devanāgarī script]
Kendriya Sanskrita Vidyapeetha Series No. 15.
Contents—Sanskrit introduction by editor—Detailed table of contents—Critical Text with notes—Appendices.

**PARAMA-SAMHITĀ**

**PARAMA-SAMHITĀ**
Editor and translator: S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar.
Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1940.
47, 208, 230, 2, 14 pp. [Devanāgarī script, and English translation]
Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, Vol. 86.

**PARAMAPURUṢA-SAMHITĀ**

**PARAMAPURUṢA-SAMHITĀ**
Editors: P. Sitārāmānuṣaṭhāryulu and G. C. Śrīnivāsācāryulu.
The Publication of the Literary Pride of India, Bhadrācalam. [1938 ?]
8, 8, 29, 158 pp. incl. 2 plates. [Telugu script]
The Publication of the Literary Pride of India, No. 4.
Contents—Preface in Telugu by chief editor—Detailed table of contents—Text with variant readings and gloss—Appendices,
PARĀŚARA-SAMHITĀ

PARĀŚARA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: K. K. Raghavacharya.
Printed by editor at Vāgyāvari Press, Bangalore, 1898.
9, 153 pp. [Telugu script]
Contents—Detailed table of contents—Text with marginal subheadings.

PĀDMA-SAMHITĀ / PĀDMA TANTRAM

(i) PĀDMA TANTRAM
Editor: S. Parthasarathi Ayyangar.
Printed by editor at Sadvidyā Press, Mysore, 1891.
649 pp. [Telugu script]

(ii) PĀDMA TANTRAM
Editor: S. Parthasarathi Ayyangar.
Printed by the editor at Sadvidyā Press, Mysore, 1912.
4, 649 pp. [Telugu script]
[Appears to be a reprint of preceding entry, "(i)."]

(iii) PĀDMA-SAMHITĀ
Volume Two.
Editor: Ethiraja Sampatkumara Ramanujamuni.
Published by editor, printed at G.R.C. Press, Madras, 1924.
68, 526 pp. + 1 plate [Telugu script]
Contents—Detailed table of contents in Sanskrit—Text with variant readings of "Caryāpāda"

(iv) PĀDMA-SAMHITĀ
Volume One.
Editor: Ethiraja Sampatkumara Ramanujamuni.
Published by editor, printed at V. Naid and Co., Bangalore, 1927.
42, 336 pp. + 2 plates [Telugu script]
(v) **PĀDMA-SAMHITĀ**

Editor: [no name appears; evidently a companion volume to "(vii)," below, therefore produced from a previous edition, dated "1887"].

Printed at Coronation Press, Mysore. [1961?]

88 pp. [Telugu script]

Contents—Text in Sanskrit of "Jñānapāda" and "Yogapāda".

* (vi) **PĀDMA-SAMHITĀ**

[Second Part (?).]

Editor: G. R. Josyer.

Published by G. R. Josyer, The International Academy of Sanskrit Research, Mysore, 1959.

[300 pp. reported: not seen] [Telugu script]

Contents—Text in Sanskrit of "Jñānapāda", "Yogapāda" [same as entry "(v)", above] and "Kriyāpāda"—Index.

(vii) **PĀDMA-SAMHITĀ**

Third Part.

Editor: [no name appears, but stated to be a reprint of an 1887 edition].


2, 32, 538 pp. + 1 plate [Telugu script]

Contents—Text in Sanskrit of "Caryāpāda."

(viii) **PĀNÇARĀTRAPRĀSADAPRAÇHADHANAM: A PAÑÇARĀTRA TEXT ON TEMPLE-BUILDING**

Editor: H. Daniel Smith.

Published by editor, printed at Rathnam Press, Madras, 1963.

28, 200 pp. + 2 plates [Devanāgarī script]

Contents—Detailed table of contents—Acknowledgements—Foreword in English by editor—Introduction in Sanskrit by T. S. M. Varadarāja-bhaṭṭar, Chief-Arcaka, Śrī Varadarājaswamy Temple, Kañcipuram—Critical Text in Sanskrit with notes and gloss in English by editor of chs. 1-10 of "Kriyāpāda."—Bibliography describing in English texts used by editor—Corrigenda.
(ix) **PADMA-SAMHITĀ**: PART ONE

Editors: Mrs. Seetha Padmanabhan and R. N. Sampath.

Published by Pāṇcarātra Pariśodhana Pariṣad, Madras, 1974.

14, 14, 216, 61, 56 pp. illustrations, fold-out, color insert.

Pāṇcarātra Pariśodhana Pariṣad Publication Series No. 3.

Contents—Table of contents in English—Acknowledgements in English—Foreword in English by R. N. Sampath—Introduction in English by Mrs. Seetha Padmanabhan—Detailed table of contents of text in Sanskrit—Sanskrit text of “Jñānapāda,” “Yogapāda,” and “Caryāpāda” with variant readings by editors—Index in Sanskrit—Appendices with charts, diagrams, tables, line-drawings.

**PĀRAMEŚVARA-SAMHITĀ**

**PĀRAMEŚVARA-SAMHITĀ**

Editor: Śrī U. Ve. Govindaçārya.

Published by editor, printed at Śrī Vilāsam Press, Śrīraṅgam, 1953.

2, 8, 34, 5, 4, 30, 64, 286, 4 pp. + 3 plates.

Contents—Preface in English by S. Krishnaswami Iyengar—Preface in Sanskrit by editor—Detailed table of contents in Sanskrit—Text with notes—Addenda both front and back including many lists in Sanskrit, charts, over fifty diagrams by editor.

**PURUŚOTTAMA-SAMHITĀ**

**PURUŚOTTAMA-SAMHITĀ**

Éditeur: P. Sitārāmācārya.

The Publication of the Literary Pride of India, Bhadrācalam, 1932.

48, 8, 198, 38, 54 pp. + 4 plates.

Contents—Various letters, notices, notes in Telugu inserted front and back of central text—Sanskrit text with variant readings.

**PAUŚKARA-SAMHITĀ**

**PAUŚKARA-SAMHITĀ: ONE OF THE THREE GEMS IN PANCHARATRA.**

Editor: H. H. Śrī Yatirāja Sampatkumāra Rāmānujamuni of Melkoṭe.
Published by A. Śrīnivāsa and M. C. Thirumalachariar, Bangalore, 1934.
2, 8, 22, 272, 2 pp. [Devānāgāri script]

Contents—Foreword in English by T.E. Satakopacharya—Introductory matters, table of contents and compilation of authoritative quotations by editor in Sanskrit—Text in Sanskrit with variant readings, notes by editor.

BRHAD-BRAHMA-SAMHITĀ

(i) BRHAD-BRAHMA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: [title page not available].
[Publisher and Printer unknown], Banaras, 1909.
[?] pp. [Devānāgāri script]

(ii) BRHAD-BRAHMA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: [no mention on title-page or elsewhere].
Śrīveṅkaṭeśvara Nilaya Press, Tirupati, 1909.
8, 276 pp. [Telugu script]

(iii) BRHAD-BRAHMA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: Venegavkar Sankar Sastri.
Ānandāśrama Press, Poona, 1912.
179 pp. [Devānāgāri script]
Ānandāśrama Sanskrit Series No. 68.

BHĀRAĐVĀJA-SAMHITĀII

(i) BHĀRAĐVĀJA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: [known copies all lack title-page; name unknown].
[Publisher unknown], printed at Sadvidyā Press, Mysore, 1894.
[?], 133 pp. [Telugu script]

(ii) NĀRADAPAÑČARĀTRA (BHĀRAĐVĀJA-SAMHITĀ)
Editor: Khemarāja Śrīkṛṣṇadāsaśreṣṭhī.
Published by editor, printed by Veṅkaṭeśvara Steam Press, Bombay,
Sāṃvat 1962/Sāka 1827 [= 1905?].
4, 212 pp. [Devānāgāri script]

(iii) BHĀRAĐVĀJA-SAMHITĀ
Editor: [rare book, unavailable; name unknown].
[Publisher unknown], printed at Anand Press, Madras, 1912.

[?] pp. [Devanagari script]

(iv) **BHĀRAḌVĀJA-SAMHITĀ**

Editor: Pañcanadīya Vedānṭa Govindaśārya Miśra.

Published by editor, Calcutta, 1922.

[?] pp. [Devanagari script]

Contents—Text with notes—Commentary by editor in Hindi.

**MĀRKANDEYA-SAMHITĀ**

**MĀRKANDEYA-SAMHITĀ**

Editor: C. V. Seshacharyulu.

Published by Executive Officer, Śrī Lakṣmīnarasiriphasvāmivān Devasthānām, Yadagirigutta, A. P.; printed at Tirumala-Tirupati Devasthānām’s Press, Tirupati; 1975.

[?], 252, [?] pp. [Devanagari script]

Contents—Editor’s Foreword in Sanskrit—Acknowledgements in English—Introduction in Sanskrit—Text In Sanskrit with variant readings and critical notes by editor—Appendices (2)—Indices (4)—Errata.

**LAKŚMI TANTRA**

(i) **LAKŚMI TANTRA**

Editor: Iyyam Aiyengar of Manikarnikā.

Published by Śrīraṇgapattnam Pārthasārathi Aiyengar, printed at Sadvidyā Press, Mysore, 1888.

22, 246 pp. [Telugu script]

(ii) **LAKŚMI TANTRA : A PĀṆCARĀTRA ĀGAMA**

Editor: V. Krishnamacharya.

Adyar Library and Research Centre, Madras, 1959.

8, 55, 324 pp. [Devanagari script]

Adyar Library Series, Vol. 87.


*(iii) **LAKŚMI TANTRA : A PĀṆCARĀTRA TEXT**

Translator: Sanjukta Gupta.
Published by E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1972.
36, 398 pp. + 3 fold-out charts [English translation]

**VIŚVĀMITRA-SAMHITĀ**

*VIŚVĀMITRA-SAMHITĀ*

Editor: Undemane Shankara Bhatta.

40, 480 pp. + illustrations, charts. [Devanāgarī script]
Kendriya Sanskrita Vidyapeetha Series No. 13.

**VIŚNU-SAMHITĀ**

**VIŚNU-SAMHITĀ**

Editor: T. Gaṇapati Śāstrī.

Trivandrum University, Trivandrum, 1925.
10, 249, 6 pp. [Devanāgarī script]
Trivandrum Sanskrit Series No. 85.

**VIŚNUTILAKA-SAMHITĀ**

**VIŚNUTILAKA-SAMHITĀ**

Editor: K. I. Rāghavācārya and Vājapeyam Kṛṣṇa Śāstrī.

Published by the editors, distributed by Bangalore Book Depot, Bangalore, 1896.
16, 231 pp. [Telugu script]

**VIŚVAKSENA-SAMHITĀ**

*VIŚVAKSENA-SAMHITĀ*

Editor: Lakshmi Narasimha Bhatta.

6, 17, 479 pp. + illus. [Devanāgarī script]
Kendriya Sanskrita Vidyapeetha Series No. 17.
Contents—Foreword in Sanskrit by editor—Table of contents in Sanskrit—Critically edited text with notes—Indices and line-drawings, diagram.

ŚAṆḌILYA-SAMHITĀ

(i) ŚAṆḌILYA-SAMHITĀ: BHAKTI-KHAṆḌA [Parts One and Two]

Editor: Ananta Sastri Phadake.

Published by Government Sanskrit Library, Benares, 1935/1936.

2 v. I: 6, 124 pp.; II: 50, 170, 4 pp. [Devanāgarī script]

The Princess of Wales Saraswati Bhawana Texts No. 60 (pts. 1, 2).

Contents—Introduction in Sanskrit by editor—Text with notes—Indices and charts.

(ii) ŚAṆḌILYA-SAMHITĀ

Editor: [book not seen: details unknown].

[Publisher not known, Bombay, 1887.

[? pp. [Devanāgarī script]

Contents—"Fifth Khaṇḍa" of fifteen chapters.

ŚEṢA-SAMHITĀ

ŚEṢA-SAMHITĀ

Editor: L. Śrīnivāsācārya.

Published by Mysore Dharmasamsthā, Mysore, 1935.

10, 231 pp. [Devanāgarī script]

Contents—Preface in Kannada by editor—Table of contents in Sanskrit—Text in Sanskrit.

ŚRĪPRAŚNA-SAMHITĀ

(i) ŚRĪPRAŚNA-SAMHITĀ

Editor: G. Rāmasvāmi Bhāṭṭācārya.

Published by editor, Printed at Maṅgalavilāsa Press, Kumbakonam, 1904.

4, 152 pp. [Grantha script]

(ii) ŚRĪPRAŚNA-SAMHITĀ

Editor: Mrs. Seetha Padmanabhan.

SANATKUMĀRA-SAMHITĀ

* SANATKUMĀRA-SAMHITĀ OF THE PĀNCARĀTRĀGAMA

Editor: V. Krishnamacharya.

Adyar Library and Research Centre, Madras, 1969.
25, 534 pp. [Devanāgarī script]

Adyar Library Series, Vol. 95.

Contents—Foreword in English by V. Raghavan—Detailed table of contents in Sanskrit—Critically edited text with notes—Index.

SĀTTYATA-SAMHITĀ

SĀTTYATA-SAMHITĀ

Editor: P. B. Anantācārya.

Published by editor, printed at Sudarṣana Press, Conjeevaram, 1902.
8, 287 pp. [Devanāgarī script]

"Śāstramuktāvalī" No. 15.

HAYAŚIRṢA-SAMHITĀ

(i) HAYAŚIRṢA-SAMHITĀ: "ADI-KĀΝḌA" [Volume One and Two.]

Editor: Bhuban Mohan Sānkhyatīrtha.

Published by Varendra Research Institute, Rajshahi (East Bengal/ East Pakistan) [Bangladesh], 1952/1956.
2 v. I: 12, 88, 4 pp.; II: 6, 120, 2 pp. [Devanāgarī script]

Contents—Foreword in English by Dines Chandra Bhattacharya—Table of contents in English [v. 1]—Introductory note in English by Kshitiṣ Chandra Sarkar [v. 1]—Critical text with notes and variant readings [chs. 1-14 v. 1]—Prefatory note in English by Kshitiṣ Chandra Sarkar [v. 2]—Critical text with notes and variant readings [chs. 15-44, v. 2].

(ii) HAYAŚIRṢA-SAMHITĀ: "ADI-KĀṆḌA"

Editors: Kali Kumar Dutta and Kalyan Kumar Dasgupta.
Published by Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1975/6.

[ührung], 140, [ührung] pp. [Devanāgarī script]

Bibliotheca Indica Series.

Contents—Introductory materials in English by editors—Critically edited text with notes—Appendices.

†(iii) HAYAŚIRṢA-SAMHITĀ: Dr. Kali Kumar Dutta, co-editor of "SAṂKARṢAṆA-KĀṆṇA" "(ii)," above, has finished critical text of these; scheduled to be published by Asiatic Society of Bengal at an unspecified future date.

†(iv) HAYAŚIRṢA-SAMHITĀ: "SAURA-KĀṆṇA"

†(v) HAYAŚIRṢA-SAMHITĀ: "LIṆGA-KĀṆṇA"
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A DESCRIPTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PĀṆCARĀTRA ĀGAMAS
Introductory Remarks:

The name of the ancient sage Agastya has been attached to works of many different types in an effort to lend them authority or to suggest their antiquity. Even a cursory inspection of the entries in the New Catalogus Catalogorum under "Agastya" (Vol. I) and "Agastya" (Vol. II) will confirm the fact that there is a bewildering miscellany of works so titled. Indeed, both contributors to the present volume in hand have written separate articles attempting simply to describe and distinguish the works called "Agastya Saṃhitā" deposited at the Adyar Library in the first instance and at the Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library in the second instance. We are concerned here only with the title "Agastya Saṃhitā" belonging to the Pāncarātra corpus of literature. The following Pāncarātra works name a text called "Agastya" as one among the canonical titles constituting the Pāncarātragama: Kapiņjala, number 13 in a list of 100 titles; Pādma, 76/108; Puruṣottama, 68/106; Bhāradvāja, 15/103; Viśvāmitra, 84/108; and Viṣṇu T. 4, 112/154.

Our description under this title will be in two parts, because there are two texts that must be noted—one "apocryphal," the other "authentic"—both to be considered for all practical purposes as Pāncarātrin. Because the "apocryphal" text must necessarily be secondary to the "authentic" text of the same name, we shall refer to it as "Agastya S. I" and to the primary work as "Agastya S. II." To ensure against confusing the two, we shall further designate the "apocryphal" work, which has gone through several printed versions, and which will therefore be described first, as the "Agastya-Sutikṣṇa-saṃvāda"; the "authentic" work, which we have been able to reconstruct only in some dispersed manuscript traditions, we shall further designate as the "Agastya-Brahma-saṃvāda."

1 Edited by Dr. V. Raghavan, University of Madras, Madras, 1949.
2 Edited by Dr. V. Raghavan, University of Madras, Madras, 1966.
3 See The Adyar Library Bulletin, I, pt. 3, pp. 92-95 and XXVII, pts. 1-4, pp. 1-17, for articles by V. Raghavan and H. Daniel Smith respectively. See also an article by B. Bhattacharya in JBORS, XXII. ii. 111-115.
4 Viṣṇu Tantra, a work in manuscript only, to be distinguished in all subsequent canonical listings from the published Viṣṇu Saṃhitā (q. v.).
5 Dual entries will be encountered also under Iṣvarasaṃhitā and Bhāradvājasaṃhitā (q. v.).
This "apocryphal" work has been published in four editions and has been accepted by many as the genuine "Agastya-samhita" named in the canonical lists of the Pāncarātrāgama canon. In fact it is a relatively late work of the Rāma cult, with no internal evidence marking it as distinctively Pāncarātra in character. That it has "passed" for generations as genuine simply witnesses to the level of indifferent scholarship which has been the lot of the Pāncarātra branch of tantric Hindu literature for some three or four centuries past.

As it comes to us today, it is a work of some 34 medium-length chapters—even though some printed versions and several extant manuscript traditions preserve only 32 chapters. In it Śūta narrates a dialogue between the sages Sūtikṣa and Agastya during the course of which dialogue a conversation between Śiva and Pārvatī is recorded. The whole deals with the worship of Rāma, Śītā, Lākṣāṇa and Hanumān—with composition of mantras to them and the use of these mantras in worship taking the primary attention. Neither in philosophical orientation nor in practical details is there anything specifically Pāncarātra about the work—unlike typical works of the canon. Details concerning Dīkṣā-initiation are simply of a generally Vaiṣṇava flavor ("Give this only to Vaiṣṇavabhaktas" at end of Ch. XVIII—not, as in typically Pāncarātra works "...only to Pāncarātras"); also the acārya-sūtikṣa passages in ch. XXXIII specify only generally Vaiṣṇava qualities and, except that his shoulders should bear the marks of the discus and conch, there is nothing remotely to suggest that the work was intended as a manual of the Pāncarātra school.

It has been, however, excerpted in some secondary collections of Pāncarātra materials. For examples, a manuscript named Pāncarātra-samhita (MT.

1 Chapters 6, 10-13, 20, 26-28 and 32 are quoted by the 16th century jurists of Bengal, Govindananda and Raghunanda (according to NCC I. 20). This work may also have been quoted by Hemādri, thus taking its date back prior to the late 13th century. J.N.D. Fraipar in his Outlines of the Religious Literature of India, p. 190, places the composition of this work in the period between 530-900 A.D., a date that seems to us too early.

2 Some of the mss. available are MT. 5059 (34 chs.), MD. 5190 (33 chs.), MD. 2618 (inc. but giving ch. 35), MD. 5189 (inc.) and MD. 18914 (inc.); also Adyar TR. 1112, TR. 550, PM. 2967; and Baroda 5137, 7991, 6654c, 12760; privately owned mss. may also be found in Srīraṅgam and elsewhere.
AGASTYA SAMHITĀII - Muktyupāyavīcāra

352)¹ contains extracts from chs. VIII and XVII; ch. XVIII is also represented in a manuscript named Pāncaratradgama (MT. 3257). Nonetheless, the work must be rejected as "authentic" and be considered instead "apocryphal" in regard to its canonicity.

AGASTYA-SAMHITĀII

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS
(According to MT. 5059):

I शाखावतार

Sāstrāvatāra
(30 śls.)

"The Transmission of the Teaching"

(Śāta narrates:) The scene is Śrutkṣā's hermitage on the banks of the Godavari River. There the divine sage Agastya comes, and Śrutkṣā takes the opportunity to ask how—despite all the efforts he has made by means of penances, sacrifices and gifts to no avail—he can cross over the ocean of saṃsāra. Agastya offers to tell the secret that Lord Śiva once told his wife when she asked him how mankind could escape delusion, sin and rebirth. Śiva's "secret" begins by saying that his tāmas-infused way is a way of violence and destruction; those who follow him lead violent lives and are destroyed only to be reborn. Brahmā and Viṣṇu, however, being true to their dominating rajoguṇa and satvaguṇa respectively, are in charge of creative and productive activities.

II मुक्त्युपायविचार

Muktyupāyavīcāra
(25 śls.)

"Discussion of the Means of Liberation"

Pārvatī asks then, in view of the foregoing, whom mankind should worship in word and deed in order to achieve mokṣa. Śiva responds that Puruṣottama (i.e., Nārāyaṇa) is the highest deity who alone can put an end to suffering existence, and who alone should be worshipped by all men in ways appropriate to their stations. Even mere meditation upon the Birthless One [aja] will assure men of mukti. So it has been laid down in the purāṇas—and so it is naturally understood and practiced by some few who are fortunate. They need follow only this dharma which itself fulfils all prāyaścītās and other expiatory efforts. All others, it is pointed out, must learn of the path of devotion from a guru (and practice their devotion as that guru directs).

¹ Catalogue abbreviations are mostly as used in the New Catalogus Catalogorum.
III भगवदवतरा

"The Incarnation (as Rāma) of the Lord"

Pārśva asks, since meditation upon and worship of one particular aspect of the Lord brings salvation, which of Viṣṇu's many forms should be singled out? Śiva replies that the Supreme Viṣṇu, out of compassion [sarvabhūtaṁ-te rataṁbhaktānukampā], took human form as Rāma, the son of Daśaratha. How this was accomplished was that some persons undertook serious penances [tapas] so that they might see the Lord directly, and by virtue of their penances Nārāyaṇa came down from His bed on Ādiśeṣa along with His retinue, and they all took earthly form. Nārāyaṇa became Rāma; Lakṣmi became Jānakī; Śeṣa became Lakṣmaṇa; Śaṅkha and Cakra became Bharata and Śatrughna; all the other deities became the monkey-hosts. Even a sinner who utters the name "Rāma" thrice will be saved! Since tapas undertaken such as by the sages mentioned can effect such marvellous results, all tapas is to be extolled.

IV मन्त्रप्राप्तिप्रकार

"How the (six-syllable) Mantra was Received"

Pārśva asks Śiva to explain what manner of devout meditation [upāsanā] it was that those sages engaged in, the effects of which brought Nārāyaṇa down into the form of Rāma and thus brought salvation within reach of all. Śiva explains that the sages mentioned before were led by Hiranyagarbha (= Brahmā) who, by means of that great penance [tapas] and praise [stotra] over a number of years, succeeded in seeing Nārāyaṇa; indeed, he was the first one to whom Nārāyaṇa appeared. Śiva then goes on to explain that when Nārāyaṇa appeared He offered to grant Brahmā whatever he wished. Hiranyagarbha—as the Creator of all the world and its beings—asked that he be given the instruction [upāya] by which he and his fellow sages, as well as all of sinful humanity, might achieve final beatitude [mukti]. Thereupon Nārāyaṇa gave to Hiranyagarbha a mantra of six syllables, along with other mantras and yantras—and at the very moment Hiranyagarbha heard the six-syllable mantra he was transformed into the Overlord [saivādhīpāyam] with omniscience, etc. Nārāyaṇa also instructed Hiranyagarbha to share the liberating knowledge with the other sages by instructing them also in the six-syllable mantra, the other mantras and yantras, that they too might be liberated. The instruction was this: just as any mantra has its receiving ṛṣi, its devatā to whom it is directed, its meter [chandas], its power [sakti] and its esoteric scope [bijā], so this mantra of six syllables has as its ṛṣi Brahmā, as its devatā Rāma, as its meter Gāyatrī, as its power namaḥ and as its scope "a" to "ya". This is the best of all mantras. Further, if one offers all he has to Rāma, he will enjoy the things of this world as well as liberation in the next.
Having thus given the boon to Brahmä, Nārāyaṇa disappeared, says Śiva, leaving with Brahmä orders to spread the secret teaching [upādeśa] to the world at large. Brahmä and his fellow sages undertook to obey Nārāyaṇa’s orders; this is how Brahmä came to be the preceptor of all mankind. Śiva concludes his story by advising Pārvatī to learn that same all important six-syllable mantra, etc., in order to gain her own liberation.

V पार्वत्यूपदेशः  
Pārvatīyupādeśa  (46 ś's.)

“The Initiation of Pārvatī (into daily worship habits)”

Sutikṣṇa asks Agastya what Pārvatī did then, and how Śiva went about helping her to learn the mantra, etc. Agastya replies that from that time on Pārvatī started to follow the secret truth of Hiraṇyagarbha [hāryaṇya-garbha-siddhāntarāhasya] by emptying her mind of everything but thoughts of Rāma. But, he adds, so successful was Pārvatī’s concentration that she became desireless, and this worried Śiva; for, so Śiva reasoned, their purpose within creation was to come together as prakṛti and puruṣa and produce progeny. How could this be accomplished when Pārvatī was meditating upon Rāma? So Śiva told Pārvatī that she must remain true to her nature as prakṛti and maintain the stance of a householder, of a person in this world and of this world: for, their ordained task together is to produce devatās and this task could be shirked by such one-pointed concentration on Rāma alone.

Pārvatī heeds her spouse’s warning, and allows herself to be instructed in a discipline more in keeping with her daily duties. Śiva says that Pārvatī must daily worship Rāma with all attention to details. He adds that, while in this kaliyuga merely to chant the name of God could in itself be enough to end all evils, nevertheless she should collect all the necessary paraphernalia for worship—sandalpaste, flowers, etc. He repeats that mere concentration alone [jāna]—without dāna and homa—is not enough for a householder to achieve liberation; both must go hand-in-hand. And, while indeed there may be other rules which apply to brahmacārins and sannyāsins, she must follow her own āśrama.

The worship of Rāma should be “saguna” and, if it is done with proper materials, it will yield all kinds of happiness here and hereafter.

VI तुलसीमाहात्म्यः  
Tulasīmāhātmya  (44 ś's.)

“Eulogy of the tulasi (‘basil’) Plant”

Sutikṣṇa notes that Agastya sips something from his palm and asks what it is he is doing when he ought instead to be explaining to him about tulasi plants. Agastya replies that the best of all flowers and leaves is tulasi because once (Bhū?...as) Tulasī did penance and received as reward Janaḍana (i.e., Nārāyaṇa) for her husband; just as Sītā is the beloved of Rāma so is tulasi
holiest to Him (Rāma). Whoever worships Rāma daily with tulasī leaf—no matter what his dārāma—goes to Brahma. Various ways of worshipping Rāma with tulasī leaf are then outlined, and their respective rewards [phala] are mentioned. Wherever tulasī plants grow along with other flowers, there Rāma and Śitā are believed to be present; those who grow these plants in their gardens will win immortality by this act alone. Those who sip only once water which has drenched a sālagrāma-stone and into which tulasī leaves have been dipped go straight to mukti. Further eulogies of the greatness of tulasī leaves and twigs witness to the plant’s ability to give freely to all—irrespective of caste, sex, etc.—final beatitude. So great is it that even God Himself cannot count the greatness of tulasī, of sālagrāma and of the Ganges!

Whenever one worships with tulasī plant, one should accompany it with the six-syllable mantra—and to him only the highest good will come.

VII पद्वश्रमाहात्म्या

Śaḍakṣaramāhātmya

"A Eulogy of the Six-Syllable Mantra"

Sutkṣṇa asks Agastya to tell him about the renowned six-syllable mantra that was revealed by Brahmā, and Agastya replies by telling a story. At Vāraṇāsī (= Benaras) all Śiva’s devotees were once meditating upon him. Śiva knew, however, that this action would not win for them the mukti they sought. Searching about for an answer to this problem, he encountered Brahmā who had come to Vāraṇāsī for a visit, and so he asked him what could be done to help his (Śiva’s) devotees. Brahmā, of course, tells him the secret doctrine [upāya] that had been given him from Rāma. Śiva receives this instruction in the six-syllable mantra—it is the moment of a solar eclipse along the banks of the Ganges—and he remains there for several years performing penance by means of homa, āhyāna, etc. Rāma, pleased by such devotion, thereupon came down to Śiva and offered him a boon. Śiva requests that Rāma grant to Śiva’s devotees their long-sought emancipation; and, even as he is asking, his followers become one with Viṣṇu [sarte jvotirmayāssantaḥ Viṣṇaveva layam gatāḥ] Rāma offered Śiva another boon, and Śiva asks that all who die on the banks of the Ganges, whether naturally or unnaturally, be given the gift of mukti. Rāma agrees, even extending the condition to the smallest insects. Rāma adds that any who hear the six-syllable mantra, either from the lips of Brahmā or now from Śiva, will attain the highest. Also, whoever worships Him (Rāma) in an idol form using the six-syllable mantra, will achieve liberation.

Śiva takes it upon himself to ask a further boon; namely, that all who wish to achieve liberation by learning the six-syllable mantra come to him in Benaras to get it. Rāma agrees, which explains why, ever since, Benaras has been the place of salvation [muktiḥṣetra] and why Śiva is called Saviour.
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[muktida]. Thus it is due to Viṣṇu’s beneficence that all the merit gained by pilgrimage to other rivers can be got from the Ganges, and that all who live there until their death gain salvation. This is the truth; this is the truth [ satya satyam]!

VIII गुरुशिष्यलक्षण  
“Requisites of a Preceptor and Initiate”

Sutiksṇa asks Agastya who was the first teacher of and the first initiate into the six-syllable mantra on this earth. The order was this: Brahmā to Visiṣṭha to Manu to Vedavyāsā, the last-named of whom spread this teaching on earth to his many disciples. One of these disciples, namely Śaunaka, was instructed first about the requisites of a good guru and of a good disciple, and told that only such are fit to receive the mantra. There follows an esoteric discussion describing how even parts of the mantra may be repeated to great benefit—e.g., “Rām,” “Rāma,” etc.—and how by adding certain syllables one can produce other valuable mantras.

Although initiation into the mantra is open to persons of all castes, the instruction differs for each group. Nonetheless, as part of this initiation in all cases, a pot must be placed ritually inside a yantra-design.

IX यन्त्रलक्षण  
“The Distinctive Characteristics of Yantra-Designs”

Sutiksṇa then asks about the yantra—how it is prepared, where placed, and why it is called by the name “yantra”. Agastya explains that the word “yantra” suggests that we “fix” our minds on that (design), and by doing so our mind is “fixed” or “controlled.” Further, a yantra-design is filled up with mantra (syllables), and Rāma is to be worshipped by means of this yantra full of mantra. Whenever He is meditated upon in a yantra-design along with Śītā, whatever wishes the worshipper has will be realized. As for the original form of the yantra-design, this was given by Brahmā—comprising six angles which enclose a rectangle—and it is beautiful to behold. Letters and mystic syllables are written in the spaces in prescribed ways. When Narasimha’s abbreviation [bija] and Varāha’s abbreviation are also placed in the yantra-design along with the Rāma-mانtra, the worshipper gains happiness in this world and the next. The yantra-design may be made of gold, silver or tree-bark, and it is to be worn inside a locket around the neck; thus it will put an end to all miseries, etc.

X पूजालिङ्गन  
“Concerning the Daily Worship Rites (of Rāma)”

Agastya tells Sutiksṇa how to go about worshipping Rāma, the instructions being those originally told by Nārada to Vālmīki. The first step in pājā
is when the *dvāraparivāras* are honored with *stotras* of praise—Gaṇapati, Bhūnu, Vidhātā, Gaṅgā, Yamunā, Viṣṇukṣena, Gaṇḍa, *et al.* This is followed by repetitions in various ways of the six-syllable Rāma-mantra (this being called "Rāmamāhātmyam"), and these bring great rewards to him who chants them daily. The rewards for such persons are briefly listed.

XI* Bhūtasuddhi

“Purification of the Spirits (before pūjā)”

Continuing his instructions, Agastya says that, further, before worshipping, one should purify himself bodily as well as internally in order to qualify as a worshipper. To do this purification, *yoga* is employed. Also, preliminary to worship, the instruments and objects used in worship are to be cleansed by *prokṣana* and *ksālana*. Only when such matters are taken care of will God be effectively worshipped; otherwise all the rites will be futile. Thereupon the nyāsas called *mārkā, hēsavāda*, *attava, mūritpānjara, jīśchhadas, mantradevata*, and *sadhana* are done along with repetition of their mystic syllables, after which God is to be contemplated and acknowledged by offering everything one has to Him. His retinue is also (mentally) honored.

Next regular, external or liturgical worship [*bāhyapūjā*] is arranged for by securing a platform upon which a *maṇḍala*-design is disposed. The *maṇḍala*-design is to be of the eight-petalled lotus motif, surrounded by a rectangle and other designs. The finished *maṇḍala*-design is worshipped and a *śīṁhāsana*-seat is placed on it and festooned, *etc.* While the ultimate benefits [*phala*] enjoyed by those who do *bāhyapūjā* are material prosperity, nonetheless it is normal at this point that folks gather around this center of worship and make joyful noises with music and song solely for the pleasure of Rāma.

For the (*bāhya-*) pūjā itself, flowers, *tulasi*, *etc.* are gathered, vessels with pure water are strategically placed, Vedic scholars are invited to be present, the worshipper spreads a tiger-skin and sits on it, and offers a garland to Rāma. Sandal-paste, other flowers, *etc.*, are then offered to the deity. A particular posture must be assumed when Viṇāyaka and others are worshipped. After the preceptor has been duly honored, the devotee then salutes the deity by clapping his hands thrice. The demons and demigods are pacified with *mantras*, and the five elements [*bhūtas*] are then purified also with *mantras*. This latter is what is known as "bhūtasuddhih"—without which all other rites like *japa* and *homa* are futile. Other purifications are also mentioned in regard to the worshipper’s limbs; he purifies his feet by circumambulating God’s temple, he purifies his hands by offering flowers, his ears by hearing divine stories, his lips by repeti-

---

*A chapter unusually discursive in style, with no internal development and little order to speak of.*
tions of God's Holy Name, his eyes by beholding holy festivals, etc. Thus purified, even the deadliest of sinners may participate in this kind of pujā.

**XII मात्रकाय्यासः**

\[ Māṭṛkānyāsa \quad (64 \text{ śls.}) \]

"How to understand the Māṭṛkā (and other) Nyāsas"

This chapter attempts to elucidate and explain the significance of nyāsa in its various meanings. The nyāsas referred to in the preceding chapter (viz: र्षिचन्दनय्यासः, मान्त्रादेवताय्यासः, शायांगय्यासः, मात्रकान्यासः, केषावादिन्यासः, तत्त्वाय्यासः, मुर्तिपारिकारण्यासः) are all now described in detail. Each nyāsa employs a different mantra and is directed to different limbs of the worshipper's body. Of the six treated, the first—र्षिचन्दनय्यासः—may be taken as representative: the power believed to be marshalled in the mystic syllable "Om" is thought to be concentrated in the palms. Then with the hands one touches the head, the face, the heart, the genital organ and the feet while uttering an appropriate and specific mantra. The effect of these actions is to absorb strength and power to the extent that the Strength and Power of God Himself is transferred to the various limbs of the believer’s body. Similarly the other nyāsas have their own particular method, although the aim of each is roughly the same—that is, to transfer infinite, cosmic power and strength to the mundane and individual level.

**XIII पुजाद्रव्यासुध्दीḥ**

\[ Pujādravyaśuddhi \quad (61\frac{1}{2} \text{ śls.}) \]

"Purification of the materials for Worship"

Agastya continues to describe the preliminary preparations for the worship of Rāma—that is, after having attended to all the preceding, to purify now the articles of worship with water and muḍrīs and mantras. There are five kinds of purifications mentioned: by प्रकषा, by अवकषा, by विकषा, by तद्धान and by अर्चना. This matter attended to, then the idol itself is purified by bathing it in liquids from four pots (milk, curd, coconut water, perfumed waters), whereupon a second bath is given in pure water. It is pointed out that whosoever does such bathing of the Lord daily will reap great rewards.

Then the worshipper and the Lord thus readied, daily worship is commenced. This is comprised of 16 steps [upacāras]—eleven of which are named and briefly described.

The latter part of the chapter is focussed on a miscellany of counsels: the entrance-deities are to be worshipped before Rāma; mantras in yantra-designs are to be worshipped also; several homas are to be done; when Rāma is worshipped in a sālagrama-stone it is most effective; only some flowers, and they only when perfect, are to be used in pujā; some places are to be avoided for pujā, others to be sought because favourable; Rāma worship is to be done with leaves and flowers and water and, above all, with devotion; etc., etc.
XLV अशिकार्यविधि  
Agnihāryavidhi (58 1/2 šls.)

“Rules for Kindling the Sacrificial Fire”

Agastya turns now to the matter of the sacred fire, wherein the presence of Rāma is to be invoked and worshipped according to the rules (which follow?). In this, as in any other step in worship, he warns, only righteous means are to be used and only objects acquired by one’s own efforts are to be used. Thereupon he launches into a detailed description of how to make a kuṇḍa—firepit. Dimensions are given. When it has been duly constructed it is decorated.

In a place north and west of the kuṇḍa—firepit an eight-petalled lotus-design maṇḍala is drawn and colored, and in it Rāma is invoked and His whole retinue is worshipped there also. At this point the fire is to be kindled in the kuṇḍa—firepit and, after securing some vessels in one of which Viṣṇu is invoked and worshipped, homa is done in the fire to Rāma. Offerings are also made to His entire retinue. When this has been done, the essentials of the agnihārya-ceremonies are over.

Thereupon brahmṇs are fed and celebration is made. The worshipper then, turning to the fire, transfers to his own soul the presence of Rāma from the flames. He asks the blessing of Vedic scholars, and then himself consumes (acting as Rāma?) the left-overs of the food which had previously been offered to God. The ceremonies are then concluded by offering bāli to (the iconic form of?) Rāma.

This is how agnihārya-ceremonies are to be done—which, incidentally, is always preceded by ankurāṛṭaṇa rites—whenever occasions demand.

XV अन्योगबेद 
Prayogabheda (53 1/2 šls.)

“Varieties of Ways to Worship for Specific Ends”

Agastya says that certain kinds of prayogic worship can be undertaken by any man—indeed, little real exertion is required—and that these will definitely yield particular benefits. The procedures are much the same as already outlined—the kindling of fire, making offerings into it and meditating upon Rāma there, the performance of the sixteen upacāras, etc. For examples: sesame and lotuses offered in the fire will get the worshipper whatever he wishes; full-blown jāti-flowers mixed with sandal-water will make even a king come to one’s beck and call; largesse in sacrifice will get one the most beautiful damsels imaginable; eating certain roots while standing in water during certain months and thereupon performing pūjā with pāyasam will gain one sons as strong as Rāma Himself; etc., etc. After listing these and others in great detail Agastya concludes by cautioning that he has mentioned them only to show they are wrong; those who worship Rāma for His own sake will get mukti.
"Rules for the Repetition (of Pious Acts)"

Agastya says he will now explain puraścarana, without performing which a mantra does not yield its fruits. Puraścarana is composed of five parts [pañcāṅgam]. The first part is pūjā, which must be done thrice daily. The second part is homa, and to this a large part of the chapter is devoted—where it is to be done, how it is to be done according to the rules, what personal habits are to be observed by the initiate. Japa, another of the five parts of puraścarana, is to be done a prescribed number of times thrice daily and without hurrying. Tarpana, a fourth part of puraścarana, which itself involves a minor homa, is to be done by offering only pure water to God. The fifth part of puraścarana is to feed as many brahmins as possible each day.

These actions should all be discharged without desire for rewards, albeit those who do them will be amply rewarded. Beyond the practice of puraścarana there is nothing better. In special cases when all five cannot be done, at least two must be continued without break—japa and the honoring of brahmins; even then the full fruits of complete puraścarana will be enjoyed. In some isolated cases, even the mere feeding of brahmins alone will suffice. The proper observance of puraścarana completes the full worship of Rāma.

"Rules of Initiation"

Agastya offers to tell about abhiṣeka, which is crucial as part of dikṣā and without which any amount of devout meditation [upāsana] is fruitless. The candidate for dikṣā must satisfy his preceptor regarding his devotion and reverence. The preceptor, having attended to his own ritual purification and having selected the most auspicious time (preferably during a solar eclipse), sees first to ankurārpaṇa, then in turn to śrāddha and svastivācana. A mandala is prepared and, after Rāma’s presence is invoked into a gem-invested pot by means of Vedic mantras, the pot is placed on the mandala-design. Bhūta-śuddhi and nyāsa are done, as earlier enjoined [see adhy. XI, XII], and entertainment is arranged for. Gifts are made to non-widowed women and to grāhasthas. The preceptor must observe vigil during the night preceding the ceremonies, and do japa 6,000 times. The next morning, having worshipped Rāma, and having done agnikārya [see adhy. XIV], the preceptor does a special homa, and the pot into which Rāma had previously been invoked is worshipped. Bali is then offered, after which point the candidate is conducted to the place.

The preceptor leads the candidate through a brief prāṇāyāma exercise, whereupon bhūtaśuddhi is undertaken on the candidate’s behalf. Then the pot
containing Rāma’s presence is taken from the maṇḍala-design, filled with water to the accompaniment of the “surāstvām...” mantra, and this water is then poured over the head of the candidate by a number of brahmans. While this crucial abhiseka rite is being performed it must be kept in mind by all that, by this, Rāma comes to dwell in the candidate.

Afterwards the initiate dons new clothes, etc., and is directed to do the nyāsas [see adhy. XI]. The preceptor, then, puts his hand on the initiate’s forehead, and repeats the Rāma-mantra 108 times—thus delivering to the initiate this all important mantra (called “vidyā”). As this is being done the preceptor should sense that vidyā is going out of him, while the initiate should feel that he is being infused with that same vidyā.

The dīkṣā concludes as the initiate rewards the preceptor by offering him everything he owns with all devotion; others, too, must be rewarded in appropriate ways. Thereupon the initiate receives the blessings of his preceptor and of the other brahmans assembled. Only at this point can the initiate break his fast. Only at this point, also, can he as a full-fledged initiate attend to certain practices—sandhiyā, purification of self by water, and the Rāmagāyatri [see adhy. XXXIV below].

XVIII  पूजासाधनालक्षण

“Description of the Components of Pūjā”

The materials used in daily worship are discussed, the chief among these being water, flowers, sandal, incense [āhūpa], lamp [dīpa], offerings [naivedya] and havis (fire-offerings). While certain items are prescribed in pūjā, those which are prescribed for use should be of the best type possible. In addition to these physical items, one should offer pūjā with devotion [bhakti] and orderness [saṁkālpa]. Further, the devotee should accompany his worship with the practice of mudrās—for this delights the gods. The following mudrās are described: āvāhana, sāhāni, saṁriddhikaraṇī, saṁnirūdhani, saṁmukhikaraṇī, sāmkalikaraṇī, maḥāmudrā, saṅkha, cakra, gadā, pañcama, dhvam, haustubha, garaṇa, śrivatsa, vanamūlā and yoni. One can “melt the heart” [dṛśayet] of God if he uses all of the mudrās in daily worship.

Postures [āsana] to be assumed during worship are then discussed—with descriptions of the following: svāstika, vajra, pañcama (= abja), vira and gomukha. There are many others, the text adds, any one of which can be selected for the repetition of God’s names and for other pious activities [japādi]. Agastya summarizes by saying that so far he has instructed Suśīkṣa in the following: pūjā, japa, homa, mantra, dīkṣābhiṣeka and pujopakaraṇalakṣaṇa. He suggests that such instruction should not be given to those who are not devoted to Viṣṇu.
Agastya tells Sutikṣṇa of the effectiveness of the six-syllable mantra—how it can even atone for the murder of a brahmin, to say nothing of its other surpassing powers. In all it gives bhūkti in this world and mukti in the next. Sutikṣṇa, at this, raises doubts as to how these two contradictory ends—bhūkti and mukti—can be achieved by one and the same means. For, bhūkti implies continued life [ pravṛtti ] and mukti necessitates cessation of existence [ nivṛtti ]. Agastya admits the difficulty; but the important thing, he adds, is self-realization [ ātmānubhava ] and this can be achieved either in this present life or in the released state. So long as one continues to identify with and to realize that he really is Rāma, whether involved in the things of this life or not, then the important thing of self-realization has been done. Further, since all things are Rāma, no matter what he who realizes this does, he cannot be far from mukti even while involved in bhūkti. Being fully human does not in itself prevent one from the ultimate goal. So long as one practises meditation of the six-syllable mantra and so long as one also mentally focuses on his identity with Rāma, then there is nothing in this life either ordained for him to do or prohibited from his activities.

Ultimate Reality (Brahman) and Rāma are as synonymous as kālaśa and ghāta; just so, great self-realized people continually utter “I am Rāma.” In order to implement the good life here in this world Agastya recommends certain habits—to practise ahīṃsā, to keep good company, to do good acts—and these may be effected in eight ways. These eight ways turn out to be the eight steps of yoga—the first two of which are described (and this description takes up the latter part of the chapter).

Agastya continues by saying that, having assumed a posture [ āsana ], one may practise prāṇāyāma or breath-control in order to achieve rewards in this world and the next. One should undertake breathing exercises at least five times a day; it is better to do it thirty times, and best to do it forty-five times. So powerful is this exercise in its consequences that one may undertake to do it certain specified numbers of times to atone for misdeeds, etc.; indeed, homa and japa and other things are validated only when prāṇāyāma is also practised. Agastya briefly mentions the other steps and adds that alternatively one may, in worshipping Rāma, think of Him either with or without distinctive qualities [ saguṇa/nirguṇa ]. One who does either the eight-fold karmayoga or the latter
jñānayoga will attain mukti. He urges Sutikṣu to practise yoga—either karmayoga or jñānayoga—if he is really serious in his quest.

He distinguishes the two kinds of yoga by saying that while karmayoga is for all, jñānayoga is for those who have left their evil ways behind them. He deplores at length these evils. He ends by saying that whoever undertakes to become a yogin should do so without desire for rewards.

XXI

(Concerns the Secret of Practising Yoga)

Agastya declares he is about to give the “secret of secrets” [guhyāt guhyatamam] which puts an end to all misery. Deeds alone [karman] cannot penetrate this mystery because who, after all, does his duty perfectly? Money cannot purchase the secret, for what money has been earned entirely by just means? Mantras cannot win the secret, for who understands completely the meanings of the mantras he utters? Not even Brahmā or Viṣṇu, themselves unaided, can obtain this secret, because they are not capable of doing it without some help from others.

Whenever anything is done, expands Agastya, three elements must be perfectly balanced and working in co-operation with one another in order for the desired fruits to be realized—the person doing the thing [kartri] is one element, the thing done itself [kṛti] is another and the materials used in the operation [sādhana] is the third element. (Take for example:) a yogin must do his practices daily [nitya], as well an on special occasions [naimittika] and whenever he is given a choice to do so [kāmya]; by doing thus he attains detachment [vairāgya] and moves toward mokṣa. Such as one—and who but a sannyāsin who abandons everything on his one-pointed quest can do this?—will achieve comprehension of the Brahman within and, thus, become one with Brahman. Such an one—in contrast to a grhaṣṭha or even to a brahmācārī—feels that family and other mundane attachments are just so much unholy dirt [amedhva]; such a wise man leaves these things behind forever. It is, after all, our senses that lead us to attach to such distracting worldly things; therefore we, like the successful sannyāsin, will achieve a certain amount of understanding [jñāna] by controlling our attachments.

But we should also understand, Agastya continues, that this jñāna is itself but a means toward an end, and that the final goal is mokṣa. Yet, in order to get even this jñāna which leads us on toward our final goal, we must become a yogin also. And being a yogin necessitates continual practice of yama, niyama, etc. (In other words,) Know Thyself. Come to know, through the practice of yoga leading to inner realization, that Rāma Who pervades everything is also your inmost self. The man who does this will surely achieve liberation.
Yogalaksana

"A Chapter on Yoga"

Sutiksna asks Agastya what yoga actually means, and how to control the mind. Agastya replies that the way to control the mind is first to control the vital airs. He begins to describe how this breath-control is to be done, only to interrupt himself by launching off into a digression on karma and Samsāra in the midst of which he classifies bodies into four types according to their past karma. Also in the digression he explains in some detail how the jīva develops physiologically and intellectually in the mother's womb from conception to delivery. Just before the time of delivery, he avers, the jīva knows clearly that his goal is "self-realization," but as soon as it is brought from the womb it forgets all things and becomes increasingly "worldly" as each day passes.

Granthibhedalaksana

"Discussion of the Types of 'Knots'"

Agastya speaks of that within, which is to be liberated from worldly life and says that this luminous being is pure sativa, pure activity [caitanya] and that its joy is being One (with Rāma?) [advaitānanda]. He counsels Sutiksna to realize that pure atman within. Further, he adds, whatever one sees in the world about—whether it be moving or stable—is but an effect of caitanya; and this caitanya can be called by various names like "Om", "Sat", "Brahman", "jīvātman" and "paramātman". In any case, it is that which pervades all things. All the Vedas, Sāstras, Purāṇas, etc., witness to this truth.

Sutiksna counters that certainly not all things look alike as if they are pervaded by one thing! Agastya says there are certain great sinners, of course, who cannot see this truth; only those with penetration can see through to the truth in all things—they are the jīvanmuktas. But they became so discerning only because they practised yoga, whereupon Agastya returns to his original topic, breath-control. He tells how to do it. One of the aims of the breathing exercises is gradually to "untie" each of the five "knots" [grānṭhi] in the body. Once the "knot" in the heart has been "untied" a person will know all things—the past, the future, etc. Going even farther when are untied all the five "knots", only then will that person's birth [janma] become purposeful. Such will be the destiny of him who displays indifference [vairāgya], who is unattached [tyāga] and saintly [sannyāsa]. Such a person is to be regarded just as Rāma Himself.

In: The closing slokas Agastya praises the present work (as a book) which preserves his words and the teachings they mediate. Its saving power is great.
“Varieties of the Rāma Mantra”

The narrative continues by saying that it is the concensus of the sages' opinions—men like Vasiṣṭha, Vāmadeva and Nārada—that Rāma is the Highest God, the soul of the universe, and, since He is known also as "Yajña", is also the Source of the World. As for Sound itself [śabda], its very principle in the form of fifty letters, came from Rāma; and He alone is to be recognised in the infinite variety of sounds, sentences, etc. The best of all sounds is the combination "Ra" and "Ma", and this is to be commemorated continually by repetition of the "Rāma" mantra. Varieties of the mantra may be made by inserting specified syllables. For all these mantras Brahmā is the ṛṣi, gāyatrī is the meter and Rāma is the devatā, etc. [cf. adhy. IV, above].

Nyāsas are to be done, directed to specified bodily parts like the heart, lips, tongue, throat, arms, stomach, etc. Rāma, associated with Sītā, is to be meditated on in the true believer's heart. Japa, homa, arcana are to be done as pājā following this; even if done on a small scale it will yield immense results. Recounting the virtues of repeating the Rāma mantra, it is pointed out that even the most heinous sins may be erased by it.

“Eulogy of Rāma’s Birthday Celebrations”

Every year in the caitra-month on the ninth day when the constellation Punarvasu is there, the birthday of Rāma is to be remembered. Fasting and a vigil should be observed on the "ninth day," as well as tarpāṇa-rites. Those who break the fast enjoined will go to hell. Alms-giving is also to be practised. On the following day (i.e., the "tenth day"), Rāma and His retinue should be meditated upon with the dvādaśa-mantra, and then worshipped thrice along with the aṣṭākṣara-mantra. Such muttering of these powerful mantras is itself sufficient to yield great results.*

Sutkṛṣṭa then says that, having heard about the way the aṣṭākṣara-mantra may be used in the preliminary worship of Rāma, he would like to hear now if there are any other mantras that may be used in Rāma’s honour. Agastya says that there are those who, with tears of joy in their eyes and moved to dance

---

* Internal coherence indicates that this passage is interpolated here. Also, see the third section in ch. XXVI, below, where the directions are, in essence, repeated. There is reason to believe that even then the repeated passage occurs in the midst of a section the whole of which is also an interpolation cf. Agastya Sahhitā MGOML R. 2681, a fragmentary manuscript which moves from bāhyapāja (our ch. XXVIIa) to pratigah of Rāma (our ch. XXVIIb: 1-7 and XXIX: 8-44, omitting all mention of Rāma's birthday celebrations.
and ecstasy, and who without even dīkṣā or following other prescribed routines of worship, merely repeat “Rāma, Rāma!” and are saved! Indeed, while any mantra praising Viṣṇu may save them, the most efficient one of them all is also the original of them all—the sadakṣara-mantra.

Having said this, Agastya nonetheless proceeds to instruct Sutiksṇa in the general rules for using any mantra in his worship. The use of any mantra should always be preceded by bhūlaśuddhi, nyāsas, sandhyā, dīkṣā, prāṇāyāma and gāyatri. Also, he counsels, the six-syllable “mūla-mantra” should be uttered along with the Śīlā-mantra; and they both together should be meditated upon in the disk of the sun (?). As well, stotras of praise should be showered upon Rāma. All this should be done thrice daily, each one of those times repeating the mantra 6000 or 1000 or 300 or 100 times. Those who shirk the performances of this kind of jaṣpa-repetitions will go straight to hell.

If one employs any other mantra in worship at this point in the preliminaries, he should nevertheless return to the “mūla” mantra before proceeding on the formal, liturgical part of the worship [bāhyapājā].

XXVI बाह्यपञ्जा Bāhyapājā (38½ śls.)

“Formal, Liturgical Worship”

Agastya says that formal, liturgical worship [bāhyapājā] of Rāma may be done in one’s own house, provided certain appointments and paraphernalia can be furnished. What these items are is mentioned, along with options and varieties. As part of the daily pājā, and to validate it, a śankha-pājā must be done—like the regular pājā itself, thrice daily. Dhūpa and dīpa are offered, as well as foodstuffs [naivedya] followed by betel. One who worships thus becomes a king like Rāma Himself.

Sutiksṇa says that he is pleased to have heard about nyāsas and how to do them [see adhy. XI, XXIV, above]; but now he would like to know what happens to people who cannot, for one reason or another, do those nyāsas. Agastya says that, ideally, the nyāsas simply must be done by anyone who seeks the reward that a mantra promises. And thereupon he names over the nyāsas once again—paramahamsanyāsa and praṇavanyāsa being two new additions to his previous list. Later on, he sanctions mere utterance of mantras for those unable to accompany them with the nyāsas.

Then for the remainder of the chapter there is a repetition of the injunctions for when and how and why Rāma’s birthday is to be commemorated [see adhy. XXV, above].

XXVII प्रतिमादानविधि Pratimādānavidhi (42 śls.)

“Rules for (the Ceremonies of) Presenting an Icon”

Sutiksṇa asks how to go about making a gift of an image of Rāma. Agastya says that this, when done, should be done on the 8th and the 9th of
the bright fortnight of caîтра-month (i.e., just a day before His birthday celebrations are to be held, according to adhy. XXVа and XXVІс.). A worthy and deserving brahmin should be selected as recipient; the giver should treat this recipient as if he were Rāma Himself. There is a general pattern of action to be followed by both the men throughout the first (8th) day. On the second (9th) day the presentation ceremony begins in a specially constructed maṇḍapa. The image to be given is preferably to be made of gold (3 tolas in weight) and should show Him with Sītā in His lap and demonstrating the jñāna-mudrā in one hand. On the night of the 2nd day entertainment is provided and a vigil is kept. On the 3rd day morning homa, etc., are done after which the presentation is ritually made. All of this is done solely to please Rāma, says Agastya; but he goes ahead to list, then, the numerous rewards which incidentally accrue to him who does this meritorious act.

XXVIII (No title) (39 śls.)

"More details on the Presentation Ceremonies"

Sutiksṇa asks to know what a poor man who cannot afford such an expensive image and elaborate celebrations is to do. Agastya tells him that alternatives do exist, so that all (even those without dīkṣā as well as ladies and śāḍras) might avail themselves of this meritorious deed. Some of the alternatives are outlined; the two constants which remain unchanged in each case is that a fast must be undertaken by the donor and a feast must be provided to the brahmins.

Then Sutiksṇa wants more details concerning what takes place during the vigil enjoined for the night of the second day. He is enlightened by Agastya who tells in some detail what kinds of pious acts are to be done during each yāma or period of the night.

XXIX Pratiṣṭhāvidhi (41½ śls.)

"Rules for Consecration (of an Icon)"

Sutiksṇa wants now to know when, how and where an image of Rāma is to be installed. Agastya begins to answer him by extolling the virtues of installation ceremonies, the mere seeing of which is very auspicious. He then points out that a variety of methods exist for doing this. As for when and where it ought to be done, it is to be done preferably on the ninth day of caîтра's bright fortnight, even though other months may also serve as alternates. He adds that certain other deities—Gopāla, Nṛsiṁha, Keśava and Ananta—each have their own auspicious times for installation also. The rewards for seeing to installation [pratiṣṭhā] of Rāma are given.

As for the icons themselves which are to be installed—namely idols of Rāma, Sītā, Laksmaṇa and Hanumān—these may be made of stone, metal or
wood. But they should all, when displayed as a single group, be of the same material. Pratiṣṭhā- ceremonies are then described for a temple. The temple precincts are to be decorated; a pit dug, a pīṭha-pedestal furnished with a yantra-diagram, subsidiary icons placed, Gaṇeśvara readied, pratiṃdāṇa ceremonies (as already described in adhy. XXVII, above) observed, and the Rāma-image is to be made according to either the daśākṣara or the dvādaśākṣara method [mārga].

XXX द्वादशाक्षरविधि

Daśākṣaravidhi (45 śls.)

"Rules for Using the 'Daśākṣara' (and other) Method"

Sutikṣṇa asks to know what the "daśākṣara" method, as well as the others, is in reference to making an image of Rāma. He is told first that Rāma should be shown seated in the virāsana-position on a lotus-seat. He should have but two arms. He should be depicted with lovely eyes and so holding Sītā on His knee that His encircling arm touches her breast while His free hand manifests the jāna-mudrā. The position and posture of Lākṣmaṇa and Hanuman are also described. So the grouping will be when Rāma is made according to the "daśākṣara" method of making an image. When He is made according to the "dvādaśākṣara" method He is shown in a regal disposition, surrounded by sages, His three brothers, Sītā, et al. Appropriate details are furnished for describing each of these figures.

Three other methods—the "saptākṣara", the "āṣṭākṣara" and the "ekākṣara"—are described: One reveals Rāma primarily as a warrior with Lākṣmaṇa, another as a warrior without Lākṣmaṇa, and the third as central figure among His male retinue and without Sītā. Other methods are alluded to, any one of which might be used for worship or meditation icons of Rāma.

The way one worships any one of these (groups of?) images is by nyāsa, mūla-mantras (= āṭa), etc.—just so long as it has been "vitalized" [prāṇa-pratiṣṭhā] according to the rules. The mantras used for Lākṣmaṇa, Satrughna and Hanuman are to be prepared according to the rules, also.

Sutikṣṇa asks what these rules are. He is told these rules as well as the usual details concerning each (e.g., the ṛṣi for Lākṣmaṇa’s mantra is Agastya, the meter is gāyatrī, the deity to whom it is addressed is Lākṣmaṇa, the syllable is "laṁ", and the śakti is "namah"). As for worship, Lākṣmaṇa is stated to deserve as careful attention as Rāma Himself; indeed, both Rāma and Lākṣmaṇa are to be worshipped thrice daily. The reason for this is that they represent Ultimate Reality, * and by worshipping them together only does one properly worship God and gain the fruits thereof.

param brahmaiva lokesmin rāmalakṣmaṇa-saṁjñayā jāvirbhāya ca kāśyeyevāna tasmāt seyyah dravyah sadā || This, it would seem, is clear indication of the apocryphal nature of this work
"Rules for Aiming at Special Ends in Worship"

Agastya offers at this point to tell how the (mūla-?) mantra may be employed to gain specific ends. These secrets he is about to impart were supposedly used to good advantage by Arjuna who, upon such instruction from Kṛṣṇa, proceeded by them to win the battle. In each case there is a particular posture to assume while repeating the mantra a specified number of times; doing so one gains remarkable rewards; for example: 100,000 repetitions will regain lost kingdoms; 100,000 repetitions along with homa of fried grains while recollecting a particular episode of Rāma's life will secure a virgin bride; 1000 repetitions, along with meditations upon Rāma as He is cutting off the nose of Rāvana's wicked sister, will chase away demons who threaten, etc. Agastya says that those who have earthly desires may have them satisfied by this use of the mantra; however, those who have no such worldly desires will, by use of the mantra, achieve the realm of Brahmā.

These secrets concerning such motivated worship were originally given to Agastya by Brahmā, who ordered Agastya to publish the word abroad. Agastya reminds his listener that there are many who have won their salvation by learning and using the mūla-maṇtra; the marvellous virtue of the mūla-maṇtra is that while other maṇtras (of Saivas, Vaiṣṇavas and Gāṇapatyas) give only salvation, this one of Rāma gives either salvation or the consummation of all worldly desires—depending, of course, upon the aim of those who use it.

"Regarding the Hanuman-Maṇtra"

Sutikṣṭa declares that he has learned much that he never knew before, and that he is grateful to know all this about Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa. But sometime back he heard Agastya mention Hanuman, and he asks to be further enlightened about the maṇtra and worship to be addressed to that deity. Agastya allows that he had meant to tell him about that, because the Hanuman-mantra (also) gives bhūkṣaṇa and mukṣa in this world. This particular maṇtra was originally revealed by Śaṅkara (= Śiva), the meter is anuśṭup, the deity is Hanuman, the bija is "krīm", etc. Anyone who uses this maṇtra can be sure that all evil spirits will be dispelled. The method for uttering the maṇtra is given at some length, with instructions for nyāsas, etc. Directions are also given for repeating the maṇtra if one wishes to obtain certain ends—e.g., curing diseases, exhorting spirits, winning battles, etc.

as a part of the Pāñcarātrāgama corpus. Such theological perspectives are here expressed seem quite out of keeping with any system even remotely concerned with the four-Vyūha interpretation of God's nature.
XXXIII

"Further Rules for Consecrating an Icon"

Sūtikṣaṇa is asked to hear about pratiṣṭhā of Rāma (presumably the narration picks up here from where it left off in adhy. XXIX, above). A proper person to direct the ceremonies having been selected, ankurārpana is attended to. The icons then, brought in a chariot-procession to the place, are deposited in a specially-built maṇḍapa-pavilion. The ācārya then performs jalāhivās and homa-rites, after which the icons to be consecrated are laid down in pure and fragrant waters while pāja with tulasi-leaves is done. Ṛtvik-priests utter the Rāma-mana and selected stotras, whereupon bali-offerings are made. Protection [rakhṣa] is ritually given to the images, and before puṣṭhayāga is done the subsidiary deities of Cakra, et al., are worshipped.

The Ṛtvik-priests are then rewarded and vāstupājā is done in the temple [devalaya], where the procedure will be to sprinkle for purification and to do vāstupājā-homa, and, on the next day, to remove the idol from the water. The icon is kept in the maṇḍapa-pavilion where two abhiṣekas are done to it, and it is decorated, etc. Letters from mantras are written on various parts of the body of the icon, whereupon the image of the Lord is taken to the yāgadāla. There He is surrounded on His throne by water pots, and later He is made to recline on a bed of grains.

The chapter ends with a discussion of the prerequisites of the ācārya who is capable to supervise these pratiṣṭhā rites. The most notable qualification is his endowment with and his manifestation of "the nine-fold bhakti." The nine marks of bhakti are: the cakra-brand of Rāma, the urdhva-puṣṭra, exclusive allegiance [tadanyānaṃśeṣeṇa] to Rāma, conviction in His mantra, an unwavering practice of fasting on each tenth day, the pious calling on Rāma's Name, the reception of Rāma's left-over water and of His food, and service to Rāma's other devotees. These make one a "true" Vaiṣṇava.

XXXIV

(No title) (42½ śls.)

("Concluding Remarks on Consecration Ceremonies")

Agastya continues the ceremonial injunctions for pratiṣṭhā. The image of Rāma, having been ritual readied for worship, the other icons of Sītā, Lakṣmaṇa, Hanuman and Gaṇapati are then made to recline on the left side of Rāma's image. Other paraphernalia of liturgical worship are also sanctified—for example, Garuḍa is invoked to be present in the long-handled fans, Ananta is requested to reside in the umbrella, and Viṣvaksena is asked to sanctify by his presence the flag, etc. Brahmans are then selected, and they are to chant the Hanumān and Gaṇeśaikākṣara mantras (over some pots placed on a bed of grains?)
The interpretation of the remainder of this chapter's text is not at all clear in regard to what the precise directions given apply to or even in regard to what the topic discussed refers to; however, it is possible to assume from the miscellaneous remarks that are made that the icons of Rāma’s retinue are “installed,” and that regular worship begins only then. This regular worship, once it is initiated, will presumably employ all the mantras, nyāsas, mudrās, etc. that have been mentioned and explained in the course of the many preceding chapters.

In the latter half of this chapter, also, it is worth noting, there are two rather long eulogistic descriptions of the Rāmagāyatī. It is stated that this mantra (mentioned also at the close of adhy. XVII, above) may be used only by brahmins who have undergone dikṣā.

— END OF MANUSCRIPT TEXT R. 5059 —
AGASTYA SAMHITĀ

[Index Code: Agst^]

( Agastya-Brahma-Saṃvāda )

NOT PUBLISHED; reconstructed from fragments found in MD. 5191
Agastya-saṃhitā ( leaf/Telugu—injured and old ); MT. 2996, Prāyaścītaḥpaṭala
(paper/Grantha); and MT. 2856, Pañja-
saṃgraha ( leaf/ Telugu ).

This "authentic" work has been reconstructed in part from existing
manuscript traditions; it has not been published. So far only parts of nine
chapters of varying lengths have been found: chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 and
11. What survives clearly indicates that this is a work typical of the Pañca-
rātra school—not only is the word "Pañcarātra" used naturally in the course of
the text, but such Pañcarātra concepts as the Vyūhas ( Vāsudeva, et. al.) are
encountered. Moreover, the exposition of the narrative follows a general order
normally found in other saṃhitā-texts.

The condition of the sole surviving text is not good. Beyond physical
damage causing lapses at several critical places in the narrative, the tradition
itself is a poor one—abounding in minor spelling errors. Further, in regard to
style, the work lacks good continuity of exposition, jumping from one subject
to another after sometimes only superficial treatment, etc. On the other hand,
there is an occasional abundance of detail found in this text that helps to clarify
other, less specific texts.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

1 māsādvākṣya

Prāśadalaksana  (106 (plus) sās.)

" Chapter on Temples"

( It must be assumed that Brahmā is speaking:) Temples are to be built
in proportion to the main deity inside  (1). Before commencing the building
process, a suitable site must be selected on an auspicious day (2-13). Then,
after bali-offerings have been made and the lingering spirits have been asked to
depart, the site is marked off with pegs-and-strings, and the area is plowed,
levelled and sown with seeds (14-22). A pit is dug and reinforced with sands,
whereupon an īṣṭakā-homa service is attended to—and the method for doing this
is given, indicating that what is to be done there is a very grand undertaking.
(23-31a). The first bricks are laid [iṣṭakādhāna] near the site of the future entrance, whereupon the pit previously dug is made ready to receive a box filled with flowers, gems, etc. [garbhadhāna]. The liturgy of filling, placing and burying the box is given (along with clues to the ideology of the elaborate ceremony—31b-74).

Then the projected temple is discussed in terms of space-allotment to various gods (75-84); as well, there is mention that space should be given over to the prākāra-courts, the gopura-tower, the Garuḍa-maṇḍapa, etc. (85-89a). A yajamāna-patron is sure to be spiritually rewarded for sponsoring the careful construction of a temple (89b-93a), making sure that the finished temple is complete in every architectural detail and that every ritual detail has been observed. Included in the preliminary rituals is another iṣṭakā-rite, the details for which are given. When all is done, it is proper time for great celebration, etc. * * * The closing ślokas of this chapter are lost due to lapses (93b-106... plus).

II प्रतिमालक्षण

Pratimālakṣaṇa (10 śls., many lapses)

"Discussion of Idols"

* * * The beginning of the chapter is full of lapses. * * * The discussion turns first to general matters related to the making of icons: the preliminary rites, the gathering of materials used in their construction, the classification (of uncut stone?) into ("griva") types, the relation of the intended icon to the size of the sanctuary and to the entrance-gates, the homogeneity of materials used in icon-groupings. A classification of icons [citra/ardha-citra/citrabhāsa] is given, followed by a brief discussion of kirīṭa-crowns to be found on the icons' heads. The narrative then turns briefly to the lotus-shaped pedestal for the icons whereupon the quality of stone to be used is discussed, giving ten types of faults a stone may have which renders it defective. Another typology is given according to the warmth of touch of the stone, etc. Metals that may be much used in making icons is also discussed (lapses in the manuscript render impossible meaning here) * * * arms on icons * * * weapons carried by icons * * * sīhānaka * * *

III. शयनासनलक्षण

Sayanāsanalakṣaṇa (10 śls., many lapses)

"Discussion of the Posture and the Seat (of the Lord in His Sanctuary)"

[A number of ślokas at the beginning of this chapter contain serious lapses; these lines must be considered "lost".] * * * The narrative picks up at the point where the pīṭha-pedestal in the sanctuary has been made ready. The icon of the Lord, seated and in a particular posture, is there; icons of Śrī
and Bhū also are placed in the sanctuary on either side of the main image. Ādiṣeṣa, too, finds a place there as Viṣṇu’s couch.

IV. प्रतिष्ठाविभय Pratisthāvidhi (172 śls.)

“Rules for Sanctification Ceremonies”

Brahmā says he will now turn to ceremonies of sanctification [pratisthā]. The proper time having been decided upon, a maṇḍapa-pavilion is especially built in front of the prāśāda for the purpose, and in it firepits are to be provided, toraṇas decorated, etc. (1-18a). Pots are to be placed on a maṇḍala-design, and into them the presence of certain gods are to be invoked with maṇtras. Homa is done, and after kautuka-bandha has been done to the icon’s right wrist, the icon is taken to a snāna-maṇḍapa for several baths. During these bathing rites, the idol’s eyes are ritually “opened” [netrōṇmilana] (18b-64a).

Viṣṇu is invoked, offered liturgical worship, and asked to recline on His śayana-couch, whereupon the deśika-priest undertakes some disciplined meditation on the Lord in His Vyūha-forms and in other aspects of His sakti-power (64b-120). Doing this, well-trained ācāryas perform sanctification and installation rites [pratisthā] to an icon of the Lord (122).

Agastya then asks if there are different types of pratisthā in accordance with Vāsudeva, et. al. Brahmā replies that as the murti varies, so do the details of the (five kinds of) pratisthā-rites for it change—but that a constant in such operations is to regard the murti-as mantras, which mantras (—and thereby which murtis—) may be worshipped both mentally and liturgically in a caḥrājamanḍala-design. How this worship is done is elaborated.

(Note: This section—123-172—refers, apparently, to the modes of pratisthā to be undertaken for temple deities other than those already described
in the opening 122 ślokas, the discursive nature of the text itself, and certain peculiarities of style, however, make certain interpretation difficult.)

(Second Pañala) V. अर्थना Arcana  (I14 śls.)

"Concerning Worship"

Before any kind of special act is undertaken, a ritual bath [snāna] must be taken by the ācārya first. The procedure for this is given (I-16). After this is taken care of, the ācārya should proceed to the yāga-bhāmi-place and begin a discipline of nyāsas (22 ff.) preliminary to turning to a maṇḍala-design which he makes (34 ff.). Using mudrās (42 f.) he invokes the presence of the Vyāhas—one for each of the four directions—and, as well, petitions other lesser deities to be present. Thereupon (55 ff.), he prepares to offer pādyā, ācamiṇya, etc. Other paraphernalia of worship are also to be kept in readiness there (listed 52b ff.), for these are going to be offered. After they have been offered, homa is attended to (61b). (All of the preceding (I7-68a) is presumably done mentally.)

(Moving to the temple precincts?) a vessel is worshipped, and a small bimba-image of the Lord is put into it in water. Worship is then undertaken by the ācārya and the sīṣya together. The ācārya then circumambulates the sanctuary with the pot and puts it next to the pīṭha. An offering of flowers is made then to Viśvaksena, followed by bali-offerings, japa and some entertainment (68b-66a).

The remainder of the chapter discusses flowers, shoots, leaves and roots that are acceptable in worship of the Lord (87-114).

VI. (no title) (175 śls. plus)

("Rules concerning Festival Occasions")

Brahmā promises herein to discuss utsava-festivals. He begins by defining utsava as a "remover" [ut] of "misery" [-sava] (I-2). Ankurāpaṇa-rites with sprouting seedlings must always accompany the preparations for a festival occasion; how these rites are to be done is given in detail (3-27a). Also, a flag is to be raised on a pole on all festival occasions—and how to make the flagpole (27b-32) and the flag (33-52) is given, along with directions for installing the same into regular use (53-110).

When such necessary preparations have been made, the utsava-bera (i.e. the movable idol used on special occasions when processions, etc. are involved) is to be taken into the sanctuary, whereupon bali-offerings are made (I10-I44). Then "mrgayātrā" is done (I45—little explanation of what this is appears here but probably it is mrgayā-yātra, the hunt-festival), followed by kautuka-rites (I46-I48a) and punyāha. The next morning, after repetitions of some of
the preceding rituals [note: a gap in the manuscript appears after śl. 161], a mandala-design is prepared, the icon brought to it, and special baths given to it there. ** [Manuscript breaks off at this point.]

IX पवित्रारोपणार्थक

"Expiatory Rites for the Garlanding Ceremony (and others)"

Brahmā attempts to define "prāyaṣcitta" as a compound of "prāyaḥ" (meaning "evil") and "citta" (meaning "making good for"). The bulk of the chapter deals with occasions when prāyaṣcitta is necessary, and how to go about the atonement rites—for examples: mistakes in daily worship, errors in conducting festival occasions, omissions in such rites as snapana and pavitrāropana, etc.

X. तन्त्रसंकराभेद

"Concerning the Ways of Mixing up Tantric Methods"

Agastya asks (Brahmā) about the variety of tantras—which ones are primary and which ones are secondary (in authority). Brahmā replies that tantras are either "sāltvata" or "asāltvata," the former being the type to which Pāñcarātra methods belong, the latter being the type to which Vaikhānasana methods belong. He says that a "sāltvata" tantra is based on the Vedas, and it is as authoritative as the kalpasūtra itself. Those who follow this tantra should worship God according to the Pāñcarātra.

Agastya asks then what are the bad effects of mixing up the two types of tantras. (The answer is that) one who has taken to one way of worship should at all costs continue in that same way; if he does not, his worship becomes useless [abhicārika]. Moreover, famine will assail the country and the king will die.

Should a lapse occur in the (uninterrupted) worship in either the Vaikhānasana or the Pāñcarātra modes, then rectifying steps in each case are to be followed. The only distinction between the two prāyaṣcitta-methods—as they are given—is that the Vaikhānasana adherent must reinstall his image according to the Pāñcarātra way of pratiṣṭhā, whereas the Pāñcarātra follower need make no such concession to the other way.

XI. नित्यनामितिकप्रायास्चित्तविधि

"Rules for the Expiatory Rites Covering Regular and Occasional (Worship Disabilities)"

The rules in this chapter cover a variety of shortcomings, in each case giving the type of defect first, followed by the appropriate remedial steps to be taken. When icons are repaired or replaced, and the work is done incorrectly at some point, specific remedial steps must be taken; when there is a lapse in worship, likewise, remedial steps appropriate to the gravity of the omission
must be undertaken; when break or damage in icons of various materials (i.e., metal, stone, etc.) occurs, certain remedial measures are to be taken according to the materials; when a person dies within the temple precincts, and thereby pollutes the place, prāyaścita of a certain kind must be done; when repair of certain ornaments (e.g. the kiriṭa—crown used in festival processions, etc.), a specific remedial measure is prescribed; when fire breaks out, when lightning strikes, when a kite or other inauspicious bird alights on some part of the temple superstructure, when an uninitiated person (—or worse, when a woman or a śūdra—) touches the icon—in each and every case there is a definite measure which must be taken to rectify the damage.

Critical notes:

Further search in secondary collections may yield additional fragments of the “authentic” text of the Agastyasamhitā. Private collections containing copies of Agastyasamhitā should be examined to see which texts there may represent the “apocryphal” or the “authentic” version. A second or even third copy of the “authentic” text is sorely needed to clarify parts of the current text not clear at present.

It appears that we have in the Agastya-Brahma-Saṃvāda a useful fragment of a typical Pāñcarātra work. It is probably old; but the surviving fragments yield few certain data for fixing its period with any assurance. No early works quoting or citing Pāñcarātra sources have yet been discovered referring to this work. The collections that were found to preserve chs. 9, 10 and 11 are probably quite late.

The touchstone of canonicity by which one judges whether a work is “spurious,” “apocryphal” or “authentic” has yet to be worked out in detail. But it is clear that future scholars will have to rely on internal evidence more than scholars heretofore; the facts that colophons claim Pāñcarātra authority and that a text is quoted by later writers as a Pāñcarātra work are not in themselves sufficient evidence of authenticity. The two works under the title Agastya-samhitā illustrate these insights.

The other works also called Agastya-samhitā might confuse the unwary student as possible other “lost” samhitā works, inasmuch as they both display certain “tantric” characteristics and both might be classified as Vaiṣṇava-oriented texts. Both are to be dismissed, however, as non-Pāñcarātra works. The first, represented by the manuscript MD. 5192 (leaf/Telugu), is a dialogue between Nārada and Agastya, and is chiefly concerned with the glorification and the uses of the Gāyatrī mantra. The second, represented by the manuscript Adyar 22. A. 8., is a dialogue between Śuka and Agastya, and is of the nature of a purāṇa but definitely not of the Pāñcarāitrāgama class of literature.
ANIRUDDHA SAMHITĀ

Available: edited and published by
Rs. 5/- Devanāgarī script

Introductory Remarks:

This is a general work of thirty-four short- to medium-length chapters, altogether comprising almost 1800 granthas. It is noteworthy among the samhitās of similar length for the attention it gives to the annual festival cycle at a Pāñcarātra-oriented temple; this and the sections outlining regular temple worship routines account for over half the bulk of the text. Of the remainder, well over half of that is devoted to the concerns of temple-building, icon-making and sanctification ceremonies. Attention is also given to initiation procedures and to ethical behavior enjoined upon aspirants, initiates, preceptors and others.

Its moderate length, along with its unencumbered discussion of a wide spectrum of Pāñcarātra concerns, recommends this text as a useful introduction to the genre of Pāñcarātrāgama literature. Its effectiveness as a practical manual, however, is marred by its superficial approach and its manifest unconcern for details. For obvious reasons it is not used as a guide for worship in any of the well-established Pāñcarātra temples.

The narrative framework is in the form of a resumé by the sage Bhṛgu to other sages of what the Lord ( Bhagavān ) taught him in His aspect as Aniruddha. Thus Bhṛgu occasionally quotes Bhagavān during the long passages of instructions he hands on to the assembled audience of sages.

Although this title is missing from most of the canonical lists—only the Viṣṇu Tantra names it (14th in a list of 154)—it seems nevertheless to be a genuinely representative work of the Pāñcarātra branch of tantric literature. Passages from it are quoted in secondary Pāñcarātra compilations. Still, for a variety of reasons, it cannot be regarded as among the first ranks of Pāñcarātra samhitā works.

Among the especially interesting items to be noted concerning this work:

ch. I offers a series of vague definitions involving the number “five” in an

1 Pāñcarātra Samhitā ( MT. 352 ) quotes part of an unnumbered chapter; Pāñcarātrāgama ( MT. 3257 ) quotes chs. V and XVIII; Prāyaścitta-samgraha ( MT. 3743 ) quotes ch. XXIX; Bhakta-pratistha ( MT. 1673 ) quotes ch. XXXIV; Utsava- sangraha ( MT. 3286 ) quotes ch. XXIII and possibly also portions of chs. XX, XXI, XXII and XXIV.
effort to explicate the meaning of "Pāṇcarātra" (34 ff.); several chapters (see Ch. X et passim) give an unusual amount of attention to the respective duties of the four varṇa-classes; the tenth chapter affords an intimate glimpse into the daily life in a palace (21 ff.); both the Sātvata and Pauśkara saṃhitās are mentioned in XXIV:76.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शास्रवतारणा   Śāstravatāraṇa   (43 śls.)

"The Transmission of the (Pāṇcarātra) System"

The setting is Bhṛgu's hermitage on the paradise-like slopes of the Himālayas. Bhṛgu is surrounded by an admiring circle of sages who ask him to tell them what duties, beyond those enjoined in the Vedas, will lead ordinary mortals like themselves to salvation. He offers to share with them the revelations made to him by Lord Viṣṇu Himself. Who appeared to him in Śvetadvipa as Aniruddha. The mode of worship about to be outlined to them is, Bhṛgu says, that enjoined by the Pāṇcarātra system.

II. शास्रप्राप्यमाणाः   Śāstrapraṇayaṁa   (19 śls.)

"The Greatness of the (Pāṇcarātra) System"

A series of metaphors is used to show how superior the Pāṇcarātra system is to all other systems. Because its ultimate source is Viṣṇu Himself, he who knows and masters the system is transmuted to the level of the divinities. All who study it will be accounted virtuous, etc.

III. आचार्यविकारण    Acāryalakṣaṇa   (18 śls.)

"The Prerequisites of a Preceptor"

One who is to be a preceptor in the Pāṇcarātra system must be a brāhmin who is not only well-versed in the Vedas and allied literature but who is also an expert in the Pāṇcarātra literature and its injunctions. He should be young, but also experienced; as well, he should be devout and in good health. He should display proficiency in many arts, among them architecture, music and dance. A preceptor so qualified may initiate any persons who seek purification and salvation through the Pāṇcarātra system—be they brāhmans, kṣatriyas, vaśyas, śūdras or those who are in any one of the four stages of life.

IV. शास्रकृष्णाविधि   Śāstrāṅgaravideshi   (34½ śls.)

"Directions for Initiation into the System"

Initiation should take place only from mid-January to mid-July [uttarā-yāna], and preferably then only on a Wednesday, Thursday, Friday or a Monday, provided the other auspicious considerations are also favourable;
initiation is of two kinds, śāstradikṣā and mantradikṣā—the former for brāhmaṇas only, the latter for all others (r-4). The bulk of the chapter (5-31) outlines the steps of śāstradikṣā only. At the conclusion of an initiation, gifts are given to the preceptor appropriate to the individual initiate’s status (32-35a).

V. Yantradikṣā

"The Making of Mystic Diagrams"

Detailed instructions are given for making the Viṣṇuyantra (4-25), the Pārīṣṭayantra (26-40) and the Vāsudēvayaustra (45-58). Some of the benefits which accrue to one worshipping the Pārīṣṭayantra and the Vāsudēvayaustra are given (41-44, 59-60a).

VI. Mandalānā vidhiḥ

"Directions concerning Mandalas (i.e., diagrams of ground plots)"

Technical instructions are given for making out a given space, having internal divisions each with a separate name, and some reserved for symbols of Viṣṇu, a few with colors. The uses of this kind of diagram are not given (r-26). Then follow, however, special instructions for preparing a smaller kind of diagram (26-55), worship of which brings to the devout worshipper whatever benefits he desires [ṣṭastidhiṣṭra—27a]. This latter kind of diagram is to be constructed and used at the times of initiation, certain festivals, idol-bathing, flower-festival, birthdays of gods, eclipses, certain calendar days, expiation ceremonies, etc. (56-58). Such use and worship of mandalas is better than image-worship (59b). The best occasions for worship are then given (60 ff.), with instructions for undertaking such worship.

VII. Cakrāḥjamandala

"Concerning the Circular Lotus Design"

When certain occasions arise (41-42)—such as particular liturgies, raging epidemics, threat from enemies, famine, etc.—then a special kind of diagram is recommended for worship, the cakrāḥjamandala. Having made it according to prescribed rules (r-38), the benefits are immense to him who worships it (39-40).

VIII. Kundavidhi

"Directions (for making) the Temple Fire-pits"

A raised fire-pit in a temple is to be prepared according to certain rules, with 14 varieties to choose from. Instructions for building, finishing, decorating and using these are given (r-55). Water-pots are to be placed on an altar near the kundā-pit containing various materials, and these materials will be later used in ceremonies honoring the temple-idol (56-64).
IX. **abhisekavidhi**

"Directions for Drenching (the temple-idol with consecrated water)"

Intimate knowledge of the rules of abhiseka-ceremonies is necessary for the ācārya for his assistants [sādhakas] and for kṣatriyas (I). An abhiseka-ceremony requires a special mandapa-pavilion, seed-offerings, the presence of the Ananta-form of Viṣṇu, a fire, sanctified vessels placed according to specific instructions, ten kinds of flowers, several fruits, spices, grains, gems, etc. (2-40). The 12 prepared pots of water necessary for the drenching ceremony are then turned over to the ācārya who must await the auspicious moment to commence the actual abhiseka-ceremony (41-49). After the ceremony all—including brāhmaṇas, kṣatriyas, vaśyas and śūdras—must prostrate before the idol (50-51).

X. **rājalakṣaṇa**

"Characteristics of the Ruling Class"

The kingdom is the body, and the king is the life-giving element [jīva] to it; therefore it is necessary to keep both the king and the kingdom intact (I). Then follow several personal qualifications of a man capable of ruling others (2-20). The daily duties and privileges of the king are then enumerated (21-51). The chapter ends with some administrative injunctions aimed at the allocation of equipment and dispersal of personnel in his kingdom (52-57).

XI. **grāmādinirnāṇa**

"On Town-planning and Related Topics"

General instructions are given for laying out an ideal village site, that is, one having a temple for the Supreme Viṣṇu in its center. It is noted that if another temple should be raised, it should be placed either in the east or west parts of the village; where other shrines are to be placed at the cardinal points is also given (1-13). Some instructions for planning a royal city with palace apartments, ramparts, etc., are also given (14b-20). Omens for building are given (21-24), and then the steps for undertaking the construction of a village (25-34), with the location of shrines, etc., given (35-45). The dedicatory services are to be conducted according to Pāṇícarātra rules (46-47).

XII. **beralakṣaṇa**

"Characteristics of Idols"

Images of Vāsudeva, Keśava, et. al., are to be shown seated, or lying down, or riding on their vehicles [yāna] (I-2). The proportional measurements of these types are given (3-4). Definitions of six types of measurements are given (5-7); as are also directions for showing the idol in full, in bust only, or in a two-dimensional way (8-9a). The materials with which idols are to be made
are precious gems, stone, wood, metal or clay (9b). Eight technical names for idols are listed and defined, the differences stemming from where these idols are to be found (10-13), and what their respective measurements and uses are (14-19a). Then six types of idols, serving different purposes in temple-worship, are named; temples are classified as good/better/best according to the numbers of these types of idols they possess (19b-21). When Viṣṇu is to be shown in His various aspects, idols with certain numbers of arms are to be used (22-23). When specified hopeful ends are desired by worship, then certain types of idols are to be established in certain places (24-25).

XIII. अन्कुरर्पण
Aṅkurārṇa

"The Ceremonies of Germinating Seeds"

There are movable [jangama] and immovable [sthāvara] idols, and certain rules apply as to when, where, by whom and how these idols are to be consecrated for worship (1-6). As part of the consecrating ceremonies for an idol [prātiṣṭhā], an elaborate ritual of sowing and germinating seeds—called ankurārṇa—is required. Step-by-step directions for the respective duties in this ritual for the patron [yajamāna] and for the director [ācārya] are given (7-33).

XIV. जलधिवास
Jalādhiواس

"Immersion Ceremonies (for idols)"

Other steps in the sanctification ceremonies [prātiṣṭhā] for an idol include an immersion in vessels of water (1-17), a ritual "opening of the eyes" [netrātmānā] (18-23), and several types of baths in mud, water, sandal-paste, etc., [abhiseka, snāna] (24-50). At the finish of these rituals the idol is laid to rest [sayana] (51a).

XV. प्रतिष्ठाविधि
Pratiṣṭhāvidhi

"Rules for the Consecration Ceremonies (of an idol—concluded)"

Continuing from where the preceding chapter broke off, this chapter deals with the succeeding rites from sayana (2-21) to the final vitalizing rites for the idol [prāṇapratiṣṭhā] and for the temple-structure itself (22-46a). Sayana-rites include providing a proper place for the idol's temporary repose (2-16) as well as ceremonies of fire-offerings and food-offerings (17-21). Following these rituals, then, the final consecration rites [prāṇapratiṣṭhā] commence (22-25). Consecration of the temple-structure must also be done, and this includes fire-offerings [homa] and sprinkling of the towers with water and sandal-paste (26-31). Next day, at an auspicious time, the main idol [mālabera] is moved into place, made perfectly upright with plumb-lines, and then fastened to the floor of the sanctuary with a sacred cement mixture (32-38). The seven other
idols are also consecrated (39-42), and the temple is then closed for three days. On the fourth day only may pâjå-worship commence (39-41a). After this, the ācârya is hailed and rewarded (44b-46a).

XVI. स्नानारविवि Sadācūravidhi (38 śls.)

"Rules for (the initiate's) Good Conduct"

The daily duties of an initiate are here outlined, from early rising until bedtime. His day begins with pious recitations (3-9), followed by snâna-ablations (10-18), and his agni-pâjå ceremonies (19-20). Then he goes to the temple, observing carefully all rules of sacred etiquette (21-23), and performs various prescribed nyâsa-rituals (24-35); thereafter he offers first silent worship [mûnasapâjå] then actual worship (36-38).

XVII. समारकनविवि Samârâdhanavidhi (95 śls.)

"Rules for Liturgical Worship (by the arcaha in a temple)."

The chapter opens with a list of materials with which pâjå-worship by a temple-arcaha is to be done (2-6), the things to be done (7-8) and the festivals to be observed (9-13). The daily celebrations and the occasional festivals are also mentioned (14-16a). Care should be taken daily to insure the cleanliness and purity of the vessels, the materials, the room, the idol and the worshipper himself (16b-26). Then a detailed exposition of the liturgy to be followed by the arcaha in his ministrations and the worship is given—including drenchings, food-offerings and decorations (27-93). Finally, after this liturgy is over, some instructions are given for the arcaha to go to the temple-kitchen with offerings (94-95).

XVIII. अग्निकार्यप्रायादानविवि Agnikâryabalipradânavidhi (49 śls.)

"Rules for Libations and for the Final (bali-) Offering".

Picking up from where the preceding chapter ended, the aspirant [sâdhaka] then, as part of the daily liturgy, goes to the kitchen [pacanâlaya] and perform homa there (1-29a). After this is done, bali-offerings are made throughout the temple (29b-39a). This regular procedure, known as nityotsava (39b), is done while the special image [balibimba] is carried around in his company (40-70). This finished, then the priest [ācârya] goes to his home and performs anuyâga, after which only is he allowed to eat; if his meal does not "satisfy" him, likewise the offerings just rendered in the temple will not be pleasing to God (48-49).

XIX. स्नापनविवि Snapanavidhi (124 śls.)

"Rules for Bathing (the idol)"

Technical details are given for the various methods of bathing the (main,
festival and/or “special bathing”?) idol—both on fixed festival occasions and for averting calamitous times (I-9). Descriptions of the vessels are given (10-18), as well as of their decorations (19-35), contents (36-66a) and their arrangements into groups of 1000, 500 or 250 (66b-117a). Also some instructions for less elaborate methods [ādhamsnapāna] are given (117b-122). The chapter ends (123-124) with a listing of rewards for him who undertakes to endow a snapana-service: absolution of all sins, reaching the abode of the Lord, enormous worldly wealth, the reward of pilgrimages to holy rivers, the fruits of performing all yāgas, the credit of giving to charity—both for the person himself and for his family.

XX. ध्वजारोहणविधि  Dhvajārohāṇavidhi  (II4⅓ śls.)

“Rules for the Ceremonial Flag-hoisting (on festival occasions)”

Definition of the word utsava is given (1), and there are three kinds—occasional [nāmitāṭika], optional [kāmya] and routine [pratisamvatsara, or mātikā]. Certain occasions call for a festival, but not all of these call for a flag to be raised in the temple precincts (3-19). The detailed preparations preliminary to the flag-hoisting ceremony are given: preparing mud vessels (20-34), readying and sanctifying the cloth for the flag (35-70), making bali-processions about the village (71-96), selecting the material from which the pole will be made, etc. (98-102), placing the platform (103), cleansing the pole and the platform, etc. (104-107a). These done, then the cloth is tied to the pole, wound around it, and the pole and the flag are hoisted (107b-110), after which offerings are made and mantras are intoned (111), and the balibera is taken around the temple precincts (112). Anyone who is in the village during the dhvajārohāṇa-ceremonies is enjoined to remain in the village for the next ten days, or else run the risk of falling ill with a fever (113-115a).

XXI. महोत्सवविधि  Mahotsavavidhi  (II2 śls.)

“Rules for the Major Festival (viz., the annual Brahmostava)”

A calendar of 17 events for the full ten days of the great annual festival—Brahmostava—is given, for which the flag-hoisting ceremony [dhvajārohāṇa] is invariably to be done (1-5). Various ceremonies connected with germinating sprouts [ākharāpāṇa] must first have been attended to some days in advance (6-42). Then, on the first day of the mahotsava, there will be a procession of the balibera-idol (43-50), while the utsavabera-idol is to be paraded twice daily on different vehicles for nine days to different optional places (51-58). On the eighth day night, the tirthabera-idol will be prepared with powders, etc., and on the ninth day taken to the tank, bathed several times in public, and led back in procession to the temple (59-80). The tenth day activities will center around puṣpayūga-ceremonies (81-93a), and around offerings made in the sanctuary
after the mulaabera-idol has been brought there in procession (94-99). Sometimes after this, homa will be performed, the attendant gods will be dismissed, the flag lowered, and awards distributed to the participants (100-108). The benefits for underwriting such a mahotsava are listed (109-112).

XXII. तदनारोपणविधि

“Concerning the Damanāropana (and other) Festival(s)”

Certain special festivals may be celebrated at optional times: damanāropana during February-March; tulāśyāropana during March-April; campakāropana during April-May; śālapatraśāja during May-June; phalotsava and/or abhiśeka during June-July; mango-pājā during July-August; plantain-pājā, pavitrārohana [see Ch. XXIV, below], and jayantyutsava [see Ch. XXV: 5-27, below] during August-September; worship with lotuses during September-October; worship with white lotuses during October-November; the light-festival and/or kṛtyotsava [see Ch. XXV: 28-49, below] during November-December; fragrant oil libations and/or the scripture-reading festival [see Ch. XXVI below] during December-January; turmeric applications and/or the “picnic” festival during January-February (1-23a). Some general instructions for celebrating the above festivals are given (23b-31), followed by more specialized directions in relation to a few of the above-mentioned celebrations (32-63). All ministrations in the festivals cited are to be done to the immovable idol [mulaabera] as well as the sacred fire-pit [homakunda] and subsidiary deities (64-65). A few additional directions are recorded, and the chapter ends with the rewards [phala] to those who supervise such undertaking (66-69).

XXIII. मासोत्सवविधि

“Rules for (special) Monthly Festivals”

In addition to the preceding chapter’s regular festivals, there are certain special festivals to be observed at other times. When and how these are to be observed are given: tulāśyāropana, damanāropana and campakāropana (1-8); phalotsava (10b-26); pahkajotsava (27-33); gandhotsava (34-44a); and pūṣya-māsotsava (44b-46).

XXIV. पवित्ररोहण

“Offering of a Special Thread-garland”

At a special time of the year a ceremony called pavitrārohana must be performed in order to insure the validity of all other, regular offerings (1-7). Preparations and procedures for the first day are described in detail (8-104). All participating in the festival should themselves wear a garland (105-111). The whole of the first day’s routines is repeated the necessary number of times if it is to be a 3, 5, 7 or 9 day festival (112-144). At the end of the festival,
the garland given to the deity is divided and distributed among the faithful, and this releases the recipient from all sins (145-147). Closing ceremonies of showing honour to the chief-priest are described, as are the benefits to all who participate in such festivals (148-159).

XXV. जयंतीकृतिकोत्सवविधि Jayantikṛtikotsavavidhi (49 šls.)

“How Two Festivals—Krishna’s Birthday and the Lamp Festival—are to be Celebrated”

In addition to the thread-garland festival of the preceding chapter, four other festivals must without fail also be celebrated annually in order to insure the success and validity of all other, regular offerings—namely, Krishna’s birthday [jayantyūtsava], the lamp festival [kṛtikotsava], a harvest festival [āgrāyaṇotsava] and a cycle of recitations from the Vedas [adhyāyanośava] (1-4). Particulars of jayantyūtsava (5-27) and of kṛtikotsava (28-49) are given.

XXVI. अध्यायनोसवस्वविधि Adhyāyanośavavidhi (24½ šls.)

“Rules for the cycle of Vedic recitations”

Picking up from where the preceding chapter broke off, the opening slokas of this chapter outline the methods for celebrating some concluding routines [nirājana] which are part of the kṛtikotsava but which are done on the day following the main celebrations (1-17). The remainder of the chapter takes up when and how praises to God through the recitation of the Vedas [adhyāyanośava] are to be undertaken on an annual basis (18-24).

XXVII. संवालसरोसवस्वविधि Samvālāsarośavavidhi (35½ šls.)

“Rules for (the fifth of the) Yearly Festivals”

The fifth annual festival enjoined is a harvest festival, āgrāyaṇotsava. In January-February, when grain is ready for cutting, a procession is to be made to the field with an icon of Hanumān, Viṣvakṣena or Garuḍa. After cutting ceremonies, the bundles of grain are brought back to the temple (1-8). There, token offerings are made, the grain is pounded to a powder, and a food preparation is made. This preparation is offered first to the deity, then distributed to the faithful, followed by concluding ceremonies. This festival is undertaken to promote better future crops (9-36a).

XXVIII. तिलदानविधि Tiladānavidhi (13 šls.)

“Rules for the Tiladāna Rites”

During the first half of January-February, a special festival called tiladāna is enjoined. After the usual preparations which accompany all festival occasions, the appropriate idols are ceremoniously smeared with a paste [rojanisāra], and the festival ends with an abhisēka rite (1-11). In February-March, worship
of departed souls [pitṛpūjā] must be done with leaves, flowers, fruits, water, and sandalpaste offered to the deity (12-13).

XXIX. मंत्रोश्चल्लिपि
Saniprokṣaṇavidhi

"Rules for Purification Ceremonies"

When ominous phenomena (1-4) threaten, when inauspicious defilements or lapses in worship occur (12-18), certain kinds of ceremonies are required. In the first case, these threats are considered to be averted by giving baths to the idols [abhiseka], etc. (5-11); in the second case, involving interruption of Pāñcarātra forms of worship, much more elaborate ceremonies [saniprokṣaṇa] are required in order to rectify the damages done (19-23).

XXX. अभिषेकस्वित्विपि
Prāyaścitavidhi

"Rules for Expiatory Rites"

Expiatory ceremonies may be classified into three groups: those which gain their efficacy through pure and truthful confession of words [vāksuddhi], those in which there is inner repentance [mānasasuddhi], and those in which good deeds are undertaken [kāyikaśuddhi] (1-3). In all cases, the performer must be ritually pure (3-7), as well as devoted and enthusiastic (9). The remainder of the chapter deals with the kinds of expiation that require overt ritual, i.e., the kāyika-type. When and how such rituals are to be done are given (10-35). In extreme cases of pollution, a whole town and its temple must be re-established (36-50). To the man who would have everything, he must not only worship God, but he must also erase his sins by generosity in giving and by acquisition of merit through the faithful performance of his duties (51-53a).

XXI. मार्गेन्यासविपि
Garbhanyāsavīdhi

"Rules for the Garbhanyāsa-Rites"

A series of rituals collectively called garbhanyāsa must accompany the laying of the foundation for a temple. After preliminary preparations have been made on days preceding, an auspicious night is chosen when nine pits are dug at the foundation site, lined and filled with pots. Into these pots various items are to be placed and given homage. The pits containing these treasures are then filled up with sand, to the accompaniment of mantras (1-17). Thereupon the director dacārya and architect [śilpīv] are both handsomely rewarded for their participation in this all-important ceremony. Mantras which are to be used in garbhanyāsa-rites are named but not given in full (18-24).

XXXII. बलिपिथप्रतिष्ठापनविपि
Balipiṭhapratisthāpanavidhi

"Rules for the Dedication of the Outer Altar for Offerings"
In the temple the four most important items are the central building \([\text{prāsāda}]\), the inner sanctuary \([\text{garbhageha}]\), the pedestal \([\text{pītha}]\) for the idol, and the idol \([\text{pratimā}]\) itself (1-2). The altar for offerings \([\text{bali}pītha]\) located in front of the central building should be constructed so as to be proportionate with the size of the idol’s pedestal, and of the same materials (3-5). South or west of this \(bali\text{pītha}\) a 16-pillared hall is to be constructed, and its measurements and appointments are described (6-9). In this structure the preparations and preliminary rites of dedication of the \(bali\text{pītha}\) are to be done—most of which activities are ceremonies analogous to those done at the consecration of the idol itself (10-31). The final dedicatory ablutions to the altar are done with sanctified water on the third day; the rites for this are described and the appropriate \textit{mantras} to be used throughout are mentioned but not given in full (32-42).

\textbf{XXXIII.} \textit{विष्ववक्षणप्रतिष्ठाविधि} \hspace{1cm} \textit{Viṣvaksena-pratishṭāvidhi} \hspace{1cm} (19\frac{1}{2} \text{ sls.})

"Rules for the Installation \((\text{of the icon})\) of Viṣvaksena"

In all Viṣṇu temples one of the most important subsidiary idols will be Viṣvaksena. The methods for conducting a three-day ceremony of dedication of this aspect of Viṣṇu are given. These include on the first day: sprouting of seedlings, soaking the idol in water, ceremonial opening of the eyes, bathing the icon, laying it to rest, 108 fire-offerings and food-offerings (1-13); on the second day: invocation of attendant deities, more fire-offerings, etc.; on the third and final day: sprinkling of the idol with sanctified water, reciting appropriate \textit{mantras}, offering homage to the idol itself and, lastly, rewarding the participating priests (14-20a).

\textbf{XXXIV.} \textit{सक्षात्रिष्ठाविधि} \hspace{1cm} \textit{Bhaki-pratishṭāvidhi} \hspace{1cm} (17 sls.)

"Rules for Dedicating Idols of Saints"

For dedicating icons representing saintly men, the usual three-day ceremonial preparations are to be made (1-3). The major events of the dedication described in this chapter are 108 repetitions of sanctifying \textit{mantras} (6), 108 fire-offerings (9) and the final, all-important sprinkling of the icons with holy water (15). The idols are then ready for regular daily worship (16-17).

\textbf{Critical Notes}

The printed version of the \textit{Aniruddha-samhitā} is not a scholarly rendition, being replete with errors of spelling and printing mistakes; in some instances, variant readings between the printed version and the manuscript recensions alter the meaning of a given passage \((\text{e.g., in chs. XIX and XXXII})\) but no critical apparati indicating these textual difficulties are afforded in the printed version. It would seem that a critical edition of this work could be done easily, PA5
since several manuscript traditions are extant; but in view of other priority needs in this field of literature, so long as the present printed version is available a critical edition of the *Aniruddha-samhitā* is not pressing.

The date of this work cannot be precisely determined, although it must be reckoned as coming after the Āḷvārs (XXXIV: 16b mentions a bhakta named Śaṭṭhakopa, to be identified with Nammāḷvār who flourished toward the end of the ninth century A.D.); and it may very likely be even after Rāmānuja; “Chera”, “Kerala” and “Pandya” royalty are mentioned in X.5. The inclusion or exclusion of this (or any other) title from various canonical lists—it is missing from the names found catalogued as canonical in the Kapiṇḍula, Jānānyaśasāra, Pādma, Pāramūṭvara, Puruṣottama, Bharadvāja, Mārkandeya, Viśvāmitra and Hayaśīraṃ saṁhitās—can scarcely be used as a means for dating it in view of the generally corrupt nature of most of the lists.

---

1 *Adyar* 10. G. 2; Baroda O.I. *mss.* 7959, 6645, 6638 (all incomplete); I.O. 6136 (incomplete); MT. 1673 (incomplete); and other manuscripts at Molkote Śrīraṅgam, Tirupati, etc.
AHIRBUDDHYA-SAMHITĀ

Available:

Introductory Remarks:

Because of the excellent and illuminating study of this work in English by F. O. Schrader (Introduction to the Pāñcarātra and the Ahirbudhnya Samhitā, Adyar, 1916) this is perhaps the Pāñcarātra samhitā best known to Western scholars. That the entire corpus of Pāñcarātraṇa literature should be judged by the tone and scope of this work, however, is regrettable. For, the overweening concern for temple-oriented activities found in most extant texts is nowhere present in the work at hand; and, what are matters of subsidiary interest in most other samhitās available either in print or in manuscript become in the Ahirbudhnya-samhitā prime subject matters. It is "...one of the samhitās to an appreciable extent, or exclusively, concerned with the theoretical part of the system" (Schrader, op.cit., p. 94). In other words, it is hardly a representative work of the extant literature as a whole.

A work of 60 chapters—the narrative framework being a conversation between Durvasas and Bharadvāja during the course of which the latter relates Nārada’s questions to Alīrbudhnya (Śiva)—it extols throughout Sudarśana, the personification of Viṣṇu’s Discus-Power. More elaborately than elsewhere are treated the processes of Creation, the exposition in the opening 14 chapters reaching unparalleled heights of sophistication. After a brief discussion of general ethics (ch. 15), the attention then turns to arcane matters of the construction and uses of various mantras, particularly to the potent Sudarśana mantra-yantras and “astra”-mantras; these lead initiates to the cultivation of cosmic consciousness and afford kings and others with practical, mundane powers (chs. 16-27, 30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 46-48, 51-59). Almost unique in the literature are the chapters, reminiscent of purāṇic pieces, containing stories of kings and legendary figures who have benefitted immensely by mastery of the “astra” mantras (chs. 41-45). Only two chapters (28 and 29) deal with liturgical worship. Another (37) deals with the attitude of “surrender” [nyāsa]. The
closing chapter (60) eulogizes what has been said in the foregoing chapters, and this, along with what is said in the latter third of the penultimate chapter, indicates that the work is complete and autonomous as it stands.

It is not difficult to understand, in the light of the mundane concerns of large portions of this work, why the Pâñcarâtrins were judged so severely by such Mîmâmsâists as Kumârila (6th or 7th century A.D.) for their "prayogic" attitudes. But whether this tendency so pronounced in the Ahirbudhnya-samhîtâ makes it datable so early is an open question. Schrader (op. cit., p. 20) favors an early date. But his suggestion that it may have been referred to by Utpala (Schrader, op. cit., p. 18, 96) is not convincing proof; nor did either Yâmuna or Râmânuja mention it. The first mention of it comes with Vedânta Desika in the 13th century. Curiously enough, it is named as canonical in only two lists, in the Pâdma-samhitâ (31/108) and in the Visvamitra-samhitâ (25/108). Nevertheless, one must note that the Vyûha theory—so characteristic in the primitive samhitâs whose dates are assumed to be well before Râmânuja—appears to be implicit in the assumptive background of this work. Moreover, judging from the cosmopolitan attitude in regard to other systems (Sânkhya, Yoga, Pâsupata) the Ahirbudhnya-samhitâ must have originated in a time and place where scholastic hostilities were minimal.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

A. Pûrvârtha (Volume One):

I. शाखावतार Śastra范冰冰ara (74 šls.)

"The Lineage of the Teaching"

The scene is on the banks of the celestial Ganges, where Bharadvâja, speaking to Durvâsas asks (in a tone remeniscent of the Atharva Veda) to know all about Sudarśana and his powers, the world and its creation, and what the role of Sudarśana is in all this. Having seen scattered references to these matters in the various śastras, he wants a consolidated and unified picture to clarify doubts that have arisen in his mind now (1-14). Durvâsas says that even so great a one as Nârada himself once had the same questions (24-68a), and to get a similar consolidated view on those matters he approached Śiva. Since Durvâsas happened also to be there at the time, he heard Śiva’s clarification on these matters to Nârada. This teaching was called Ahirbudhnya Samhitâ and, though it once consisted of 240 chapters, and was later abridged to 120 chapters, what Durvâsas now will relate is a 60-chapter version* authorised by the great Vyâsa, compiler of holy books (15-23, 68b-74).

* Cf. Pâdma-samhitâ "jâ" 1, Pârameśvara-samhitâ 1, etc.
II. पारिवृक्षवाचिक

"The Knowledge of Brahman and the Six-fold Qualities"

Nārada asks Śiva about the pitched battle between the Lord Viṣṇu and
the demon Kālanemi (cf. I: 46-63), and how it was that the Sudarśana-discus
weapon of Viṣṇu outshone and vanquished all the enemies' weapons; was the
strength of Sudarśana inherent or acquired? And what is the meaning of
the name Sudarśana? (1-2). Ahirbudhnya (Śiva) says that what he knows about
Sudarśana came to him, after penance, from Śaṅkara. Moreover he learned
a good deal about Eternal Being (parabrahman) at that same time and will share
these insights also with Nārada (3-7a).

First, "Sudarśana" means the Eternal Power which shines out to those
who aspire after it (7b-9); and this power is the repository of all the activities
of the universe (10-13). Second, as for whatever questions that Nārada may have
about the inherent or acquired nature of these powers, Śiva then turns directly
to a discussion of the Eternal Being—known variously as Parabrahman, Vāsudeva,
Nitya, Atman, Vyakta, Pradhāna, ...Brahmā, Hīranyagarbha, Śiva, etc. (27-40)—and says that it cannot be described but only experienced in Libera-
tion. The truth of the matter is too high for creatures of the mundane world
to reach. The concept of Eternal Being is then described in negative terms
(46-53), but this gives way—to the surprise of the attentive Nārada—to an
enumeration of the six ideal and immutable virtues (ṣādguṇya) which charac-
terise the Eternal Being. These are: jñāna—Intelect, sakti—Energy, aiśvarya
—Sovereignty, bala—Inexhaustibility, virya—Immutability and tejas—self-
sufficiency—the latter five of which are comprehended in the first. When these
are concentrated, it is the Eternal Being in His essence; when the five radiate
out of the one, then it is Sudarśana in his own visible aspect (54-62).

III. वैश्वर्यसंस्करेय

"The Comprehensive Form of the Universe"

Nārada asks how it comes to be that the guṇas radiate out from their
unity. Śiva says that all the potential sakti-powers exist in potential form even
in this unity—the reason this is not apparent is that the sakti-energy is known
only by its effects and not in any particular form. Wherever there is existence
there is sakti, just as wherever there is the Moon there is moonlight (1-6). The
self-same sakti-power of the Lord is represented, however, in many different
names and forms by which it works its miraculous powers (7-24). The sakti—
power is not the essence of the Eternal Being but only one of its attributes (25).
That sakti-power which is found always associated with the Lord Viṣṇu is
Lakṣmi—and She, then, also, has a two-fold nature, Kriyā and Bhūti. The
former of these sets into motion the divine energy; the latter has three sub-
divisions [avyākta, kāla, punābhava] and as these continue to proliferate, we witness creation; as these withdraw back toward their source, we witness dissolution. The released, proliferating power—as well as the contraction of the same—through all the stages of creation is to be identified with Sudarśana (26-56).

IV. Pratishācaravarnana

"Description of the Dissolution"

Nārada asks to know how it is that Sudarśana comes to be the efficient cause of the Universe (1-2). Śiva replies that should Sudarśana withdraw his continuously proliferating energies in any way, a chain-reaction starts that will in time [***] a lapse occurs at the point where the length of time calculated for this to take is given [***] cause all things to perish, wither, burn, return to dust, to air, etc.—a complete step-by-step reversal of the order of creation (3-66). When the creation has returned to Vāsudeva, there is no energy left over, for it is all concentrated and potentialised once again in Him (67-78).

V. Sudhāsṛṣṭivarnana

"Description of Pure Creation"

Śiva (i.e., Abirbudhnya) then turns to the creative process. The Śakti—energy as it is potentialised in and identified with Vāsudeva is Lakṣmi. His consort who is always and inseparably with Him. She "opens her eyes" [unmēṣa] and there arises in Her the desire [icchā] to create. Inasmuch as Vāsudeva’s nature is śāḍgūnya [see ch. II, above], these six qualities within Him combine into three pairs to form the so-called Vyuhas—namely, Saṃkṣaṇa (jiṇa and bala), Pradyumna (aśvarya and vīrya), and Aniruddha (śakti and tejas) (1-44). These, in turn, with Vāsudeva, each produced three others, or 12 in all namely, Keśava, et. al.—the Vyūḥantarās who are encountered more fully in the passages dealing with yantra-designs and tantra-type worship (45-49). Next, the 39 vibhavas appear—and Śiva says that if one wants to know their origin, see the Sātvatasmhīlā (IX) (50-60).

VI. Suddhetarāṣṭīvarṇana

"Description of Non-Pure Creation"

As for the stages outlined so far, these are comprehended only by pure yogins just prior to their ultimate release (1-6). The order of creation from this point is determined by the factors called Puruṣa, Kāla and Guṇa (8a) which are intimately related with the three Vyūhas: Pradyumna produces from the various parts of his body four pairs of human beings which constitute the four classes of society (9b-11); Aniruddha provides the nourishment for the human beings as well as he sustains inanimate objects as these needs arise in the
temporal order (7-15). It is in the non-pure creation that the three *gunas* operate—and progressing from the highest, these produce in sequence *buddhi*, *ahamkara*, *tanmata*, the eleven *indriyas*, the five *bhutas*; in the combination of these is produced the physical world as we know it (16-18).

At this, Nārada asks for clarification of how Lakṣmī in the first place was moved to "open her eyes" and cause the primary creation to come about (20). In answer to this, Śiva reviews the process, but in a significantly different way—this time showing a more humane interest, and tracing the origins of created souls such as *nityas* and *muktas* as well as mundane saints and normal humans. The human race is traced to Manu (21-53a). In all the earthly affairs of this race of man, both Pradyumna and Aniruddha evince a keen interest in that they on the one hand encourage and stimulate human beings and, on the other hand, sustain them and make them persist in their worldly ways (53b-63).

VII. श्लोकतरस्पितिवर्णेः Śuddhetararśṭīvarṇana (73 śls.)

"Description of Non-Pure Creation (contd)"

Śiva continues to trace the order of creation, turning now to philosophical matters—giving a Sāmkhya analysis of *prakṛti* evolving *ahamkara*, *ākāśa*, *manas*, *etc.*—and saying that the stimulus to all these evolutions is none other than Sudarśana (1-61). Then, in retrospect, Śiva reviews the stages of creation just covered in the last three chapters, saying that both the cosmic involution and the cosmic evolution are the result of the action of Viṣṇu's *sakti*-power otherwise known as Sudarśana (62-73).

VIII. जगदधारानिरुपणं Jagadādhāranirūpaṇa (54 śls.)

"Description of the Sustaining Force of the World"

Nārada expresses dismay over the fact that there are so many diverse philosophical views concerning creation (1-9a), but Śiva consoles him by pointing out that capacities of various individuals to comprehend ultimate Truth differ, and these various views are but reflections of different understandings of the Ultimate's diverse manifestations and of different men attempting to express their own limited understanding of these manifestations (9b-28).

Nārada, seeming satisfied, returns to what had been said before and, reviewing what he had heard about the *sakti*-power of Viṣṇu being identified with Śrī, and itself two-fold—*bhūtis* and *kriyā*—and this latter in turn being identified with Sudarśana, he asks "what is the support [*ādhāra*] (by which all these things adhere)?" (29-33). To this, Śiva replies that none other than Sudarśana is that internal force [*ādhāra*] (which keeps all disparate activities together and moving in one particular direction or on one particular plane of action)—and that *ādhāra*-force is worshipped by those who perceive its power in several
different forms: as the one-spoked wheel called mahārātridhara (38-39), as the two-spoked usāsacakra (40-41), as the three-spoked udāyacakra (42-43a), the four-spoked āśivaṛyacakra (43b-45a), the five-spoked saktimahācakra (45b-47a), the six-spoked sāgaracakra (47b-49a) the twelve-spoked mahāśudarśanacakra carried by Viṣṇu Himself (49b-51), and the thousand-spoked sahasraśaracakra (52-54).

IX. अष्टद्वारस्थानायस्वतिरिधिनिरूपनः

Aṣṭadhajogadādāhāranirūpaṇa (46 śls.)

"Regarding the Sustaining Force of the Mundane World"

Having said this much, Śiva now turns to the driving force of the energies that are unleashed as the creative process rolls from one stage to the next; for this he uses the symbol of wheels, the spokes and other parts of which represent the realms and levels of creation, etc. Many are the cakra-wheels described, all of them seen as dynamically and intimately interrelated—just as wheels-within-wheels are. The thirty-spoked sakticakra, the six-spoked kālacakra, the eleven-spoked ādhibhācakra, the one-spoked ākāśa-cakra, the two-spoked viṣṇu-cakra—all of these (i-9) contained within the mahāvidhi-cakra which itself contains innumerable spokes but which unifies within its circumscribed limits what has been created (10-35). Also described in this same symbolic way, as that which rolls out as Viṣṇu manifests a desire to withdraw His powers, is what is called the saṁkhya-cakra (36-46).

X. अर्थात्मकप्रमाणनिरूपनः

Arthātmakapramāṇanirūpaṇa (52 śls.)

"Regarding the Dynamic Process of Creation"

Nārada asks what proof there is for saying the entire world is sustained by a desire by Viṣṇu to uphold it, which desire is personified as His Sudarsana wheel symbol (i-6). Śiva undertakes to give the proof regarding Viṣṇu’s sthiti—sustaining will—in its collective (mahāsthiti) regard (10) and in its individual-directed concern (vyāstisthiti) (11-40a). Further, he adds, the weapons of Viṣṇu—the discus, plow, club, conch, etc.—are those powers borne by His avatāra-forms whose very nature it is to enter creation and to work for its preservation and adherence to dharma (40b-52).

XI. सद्युत्तमकप्रमाणचूत्तिरिधिनिरूपनः

Sadbātmakapramāṇavyuhāhanirūpaṇa (65 śls.)

"Regarding the Manifestation of the Divine Word"

Further continuing to describe how the entire world is sustained by the powers of the Lord, Śiva, having already spoken of the manifestations of the divine śāstras, turns now to verbal proofs and the revealed teachings (sāstra) which point to the ultimate nature of God’s Power at work in the world (3-19). Behind all the earthly manifestations of this teaching, stands the Original Version of the divine teaching which has an infinite number of chapters and
contains the essence of everything known by all the human systems (20-45). However, while the Original Version may have been adequate to the information of all creatures during the first (sattvic) periods of time, when the ages progressed and matters became increasingly less sattvic and more rajasic and tamasic, the Original Version had to be promulgated in part by various sages, each one infused by Sudarśana's śakti to succeed in spreading his śāstra—Apāntaratapas propounding the three Vedas, Kapila spreading the Sāmkhya, Hiranyagarbha teaching Yoga, Śiva enjoining the Pāṇḍūrata and the Lord Himself condensing the purest essence of all from the Original Version and expounding this in the Pāṇḍarātra (53-62). This latter has as its goal the Liberation of all, and it gets its name Pāṇḍarātra (63-65) because it is none other than the noblest desire of Viṣṇu Himself as Sudarśana bringing Himself to help effect this saving task in the five-fold nature of Para, Vyūha, Vibhava, etc. (50-65).

XII. शब्दाथ्मकप्रामाण्यस्बूतिविवेकस्वरूपतिलिपण

Śabdātmakapramāṇavyāhaviśeṣasvarūpanirūpaṇa (55 śls.)

"Regarding the Nature of the Special Divisions of Verbal Authority"

Nārada wants to know more about the five systems into which the Original Version is now promulgated (1-3). Śiva turns first (4-17) to the Vedas, Vedāṅgas, etc. and points out that these, just like the other systems, have their origin in the Sudarśana-śakti of the Lord; then (18-30) he discusses the sixty internal divisions of Sāmkhya and traces this multi-form system also, to the Original Version; then (31-38) Yoga in its two schools; and Pāṇḍūrata with its eight divisions next (39-44a). Finally (44b-50) he discusses the Pāṇḍarātra, here called Sāttvata-śāstra, with the topics: bhagavat, karma, vidyā, kāla, kartavya, vaiśeṣikī kriyā, samyama, cintā, mārga and mokṣa. On these five all other systems are built; and all of these, therefore, despite apparent divergences, have as their source Viṣṇu's desire (to uphold dharma)—except those systems which He has designed for the confusion of some wicked men (51-53).

XIII. प्रामाण्यविलिपण

Pramāṇārthavilipī (45 śls.)

"Regarding the Significance of Proof"

Nārada asks Śiva to explain further his previous statements (1-4a), and he is told that everything—stated in its simplest form—rests with Viṣṇu's desire (sāmkalpa). As for all the proofs and reflections themselves, they exist mainly to be of help to people, a point which is made in Śiva's derivation of the word "pramāṇa". Indeed, these proofs and reflections sum up all that is best in life, and they indicate the ultimate goal or summum bonum for all (4b-41). Not only is an ideal found therein, but also a two-fold technique of jñāna and dharma to reach the ultimate goal. The practice (dharma) of ideal behaviour anticipates the full comprehension and appreciation of the means and end. Practice (in}
the form of a worshipful attitude) may also itself be of two kinds—that wherein one is reverent to all reality without distinction (avyavahita), and that wherein one is devoted to particular forms or manifestations of the cosmic reality as deity (vyavahita) (12-22).

Śiva then turns to an evaluation of the better-known systems of philosophy and ways of life in terms of their direct or indirect access to the final goal. Among those which he classifies as avyavahita are the systems founded by certain sages who established an uninflected mode of apprehending ultimate reality—e.g., Pāncarātra and (possibly?) Śaṅkhyā—while those which are vyavahita are systems founded by certain sages who established a mediated or indirect apprehension of ultimate reality—e.g., Veda, Vedānta, PāñCAPpta (23-31). As for the various ways of life one sees—artha, dharma, kāma and mokṣa—the first three are to be used by the successful as means only to achieve the fourth and final one, mokṣa (32-45).

XIV. जीवसयं सांसारहेतुदद्धारणप्रकरणणितम्

Jayasya saṁsārahetutuddhārāṇa-prakāraṇāvanāṁ (41 śls.)

"Concerning the Cause of Sāṁsāra and Escape from it"

Nārada accepts this, but wants to know why most people in this world seem bound to a cycle of rebirth; is there no escape for them? (1-5). Śiva points out that it is the will (śiccā) of Viśṇu Himself that manifests itself eternally—without beginning and with no foreseeable end—and since the jivās are parts of Viśṇu they, too, will continue endlessly and eternally to go the round of births and deaths (6-20). Nārada puzzles that, if this is so, man is indeed bound to saṁsāra. But Śiva points out that it is Viśṇu’s Will itself that one is speaking of here; He (Viśṇu) is not ultimately bound to saṁsāra. He only uses it according to His desire. Since He also longs for man’s salvation, even as Sudarśana is seemingly involved in mundane saṁsāra, He wills this within the framework of earthly and temporal existence with His five-fold powers—namely creation, protection, destruction, obstruction and furtherance (anugraha). Whatever happens to man, whatever be his condition in this life, is the Will of Viśṇu in operation responding to man’s own voluntary involvement (10b-25). Even in the context of saṁsāra, God’s Grace (kṛpā) is available to relieve man; and, although to some jñāna has been granted even they are nonetheless still bound to their duties and austere pursuits (26-41).

XV. अधिकारिनिरुपणं

Adhikārini-rūpaṇā (76 śls.)

"Regarding the Candidate"

Nārada asks who are the people with competence to pursue the stated aims of life. The answer involves a discussion of the means to the ends, namely the five systems, with the PāñCAPtra placed foremost and reserved for the pure-
in-heart and with other systems appropriate for other human beings. Theoretically, all are eligible to win competence through application of the Pāñcarātra in their lives, but in practice only some follow this high way of life while others seem able to do no more than follow Pāñcupata ways, Yoga, etc. Nonetheless (22) all the systems do finally lead all to the final competence; but most effective of these is the Pāñcarātra (1-25). Then follows a discussion of varṇāśrama-dharma—with some lengthy remarks on the sannyāsin's stage—and in addition to the usual duties required of all in each class and stage, it is further enjoined that all should additionally observe āhimsā, satya, ukrodha and svadārāṇirati (26-76).

XVI. वर्णोपत्तिनिरूपण

"Regarding Origin of Letters"

Nārada asks how all things in creation, being as they are, can be protected, and he is answered that the Lord Himself wills to protect all things by means of His energies as Sudarśana in whom are invested the necessary weapons of protection (astra/sastra). Not only are there the ordinary weapons analogous to God's own which serve to protect man, but there is the mystical weapon in the form of "mantra" that can protect man and the world (1-9). Only the competent, however, may receive the mystical mantra—and this means only the best among brahmins—while at the same time only the king can wield appropriately the ordinary weapons. When an extraordinary brahmin with his astra-mystical weapons and an extraordinary ruler with his complement of regular śastra-weapons combine forces, the kingdom prospers (1-36).

As for the mantra-weapon of protection, there is a long and highly involved and technical exposition of how sounds have their potencies, and syllables are combinations of these, etc. Each letter of the alphabet is analysed as to its physiological locus, its cosmic origin, etc. (37-104).

XVII. वर्णसाम्राज्यनिरूपण

"Regarding Names of Letters"

This chapter continues the discussion of letters and sounds, and gives a key to the mystic and esoteric levels of comprehension in which mantras are held by devotees. Each letter of the alphabet is explained to have three mnemonic levels of reference according to whether it is addressed to Viṣṇu, Śiva or Śakti (4-30)—and the language used to discuss obliquely and mnemonically a mantra in each of the three traditions must adhere strictly to that mystic vocabulary appropriate to it (31-51).

XVIII. मन्त्रोद्घार

"Composing Mantras"
A devotee, in order to employ mantras effectively, must first himself become a proper receptacle for all the powers inherent in the formula’s letters. Directions for achieving this fitness are generally given, along with specific directions for how to compose or construct particular mantras by employing these letters and mystic values in various combinations (1-48).

XIX. अंगोपांगमानुदीधारा (66 śls.)

"Composing Subsidiary and Lesser Mantras"

Since the devotee is to be the receptacle of the powers inherent in letters and mantras, this discussion turns to consider which are the five areas (heart, head, hair-lock, etc.) where these powers are to be formed in strongest concentration. It is from these various centers of power in his own body that the devotee will draw upon when he wishes to compose and employ a mantra effectively (1-40). The closing ślokas deal with the Cakra Gāyatrī and other weapons of Viṣṇu which may be invoked as protection to the devotee which is infused with the powers of letters and mantras. It is said that for other techniques in regard to mantra uses, one may turn to the Jāyāḥnya or other śāstras (41-66).

XX. मन्त्रभ्रमणदिविश्वाविक्षण (58 śls.)

"Rules regarding Initiation into a Comprehension of Mantras"

Turning to practical matters, this chapter takes up the process by which the devotee is introduced to the lore and mystic uses of mantras—namely through initiation. The chapter opens with a listing of the pre-requisites of a preceptor (1-7), followed by the qualities to be sought in a sīṣya-candidate (8-11). Then the simple outline of the steps of mantrādikṣā are quickly reviewed (12-49), ending with instructions for “acquiring” the mantra’s power by repetition, etc., and pointing out that the Sudarśana-mantra which has been concentrated into the body of the devotee must be reverently and carefully used henceforth in order to preserve and maintain its protective influence in the world (50-58).

XXI. ज्योतिर्मयमारक्षनिरुपाल (29½ śls.)

"Regarding Protection of the Radiant Mantra Power"

Once he has received a mantra, Nārada wants to know what he does with it and in what way it protects him. He is told first that the rakṣa-protection which is effected is of two kinds—one, a kind of awesome and glowing radiance to one’s being, and the other a verbal and spellbinding power. The bulk of the chapter is given over to a description of the radiant variety (1-21), and how it effects mystically the life of the believer initiated into the mantra (22-30a).

XXII. मन्त्रमयमारक्षनिरुपाल (48 śls.)

"Regarding Protection of the Spellbinding Type"
Continuing from the preceding chapter, the second kind of rakṣa is discussed, the spellbinding verbal kind as it is concentrated in a yantra-design. Three types of yantras are discussed here: the four-spoked Brahmačakra-design (1-13) and the six-spoked Viṣṇucakra-design (14-30) and the eight-spoked Narayanačakra-design (31-48).

XXIII. Vasudevādiyantranirūpāṇa (III šls.)

"Regarding the Yantras for Vāsudeva and others"

Continuing the foregoing discussion here described is the twelve-spoked Vāsudevacakra-design (1-13), the thirty-two-spoked Narasimhacakra-design (28-43), and the hundred-spoked Jyotis-cakra-design (44-68). Finally the thousand-spoked Māṅkācakra-design is described (69-III).

XXIV. Yantradvātādhyananirūpāṇa (29 šls.)

"Regarding Meditation of the Presiding Deities of Yantras"

Each of the preceding eight yantras has its presiding deity. Each of these is separately and briefly described for purposes of meditation (1-29).

XXV. Sudarśanayantravibhāvavārana (26 šls.)

"Regarding the Greatness of Sudarśanayāntra Design"

Narada says all these complicated procedures were well and good in former ages; but now it is the Kali age. What is to be done by people nowadays, unable to comprehend or countenance such difficult matters? (I-II). He is told that the precise antidote for all things is the Sudarśanayāntra which, moreover, if coupled with the use of the Narasimhayāntra, can effect almost anything (12-26).

XXVI. Mahāsudarśanayantralakṣaṇa (95 šls.)

"Design for the Great Sudarśanayāntra"

Narada wants to know more about this potent Sudarśanayāntra. He is told that it may be fashioned on any one of several kinds of material, and that the design itself will follow certain conventions (1-13). If done well, and set up properly and correctly infused with other divine powers (14-81), this Sudarśanayāntra will yield great benefits (82-95).

XXVII. Dhāraṇāyantranirūpāṇa (46 šls.)

"Regarding a Yantra Fit to be Worn on Body"

Narada counters with the observation that there should be some way for ordinary people to be protected by such weighty and potent yantras. Śiva then tells him how to go about constructing a yantra dedicated to both Narasimha
and Sudarṣana—hence of very high potency—yet which will in an effective and not too overpowering way work for the individual’s good. Indeed, it will yield him his heart’s desire (1-16). Even Indra benefitted by this yantra, and while it also gives good to all, kings particularly seem to benefit exceedingly from it (17-46).

**XXVIII. भगवदवारद्धार्द्धनिदित्तितिरुपाणि Bhagavadārādhanavidhinirūpāṇa** (85½ śls.)

“Regarding the Rules for Offering Worship to the Lord”

Siva (= Ahirbudhnya) says he will now turn to the liturgical worship of God which, when maintained, assures happiness here in this world and a continued existence in the hereafter for the worshipper (1-2). After bathing and attending to other daily duties (3-10), the worshipper then goes to the mandapa (11-17). There on a dias God is approached with stotra-verses and invocations, whereupon the worshipper begins pṛṇāyāma—exercises for his own internal purification (21-29). Vessels to be used are then arranged and appropriately filled for their imminent use (30-36), and the actual pūjā begins by addressing mantras to the deity (mantrasana) (37-41). This is followed by snānasana (42-50), alaṅkārāsana (51-61), bhōjyāsana (62-69), a second mantrasana-cycle (70-73), and a concluding paryāṅkhāsana (74-80). The rewards for maintaining this program of worship are described (81-86a).

**XXIX. काम्याराद्धनिदित्तितिरुपाणि Kāmyārādhanavidhinirūpāṇa** (88 śls.)

“Regarding the Rules for Worship having the fulfilment of particular Desires as the objectives”.

Nārada asks about the ārādhaṇa—worship that is capable of accomplishing certain desires. He is told about special ways of worship which may be instituted by kings. If the king wants to make a conquest in a country to the East of his kingdom, he installs Sudarṣana so that the icon faces East (4-18). Similarly, for a conquest in the South, an icon should be installed facing South (20-30). The same goes for the West (31-42) and the North (43-58). If the king seeks after heavenly conquest (jāya) he should place the icon facing East (59-72); if he seeks conquest over the netherlands and their riches, the icon is also to be placed facing East (73-79). The chapter closes with general procedures of worship with homa in all these cases (80-88).

**XXX. अस्त्राणां जन्मनामानितिरुपाणि Astrāṇāṁ janmanāmanirūpāṇaṁ** (41 śls.)

“Regarding Origin and Names of Weapons”

Here Nārada is told how the various astra—weapons of the divine Nārāyaṇa relate to the mundane weapons wielded by worldly rulers. Just as the Sudarṣana discus represents Viṣṇu’s own sakti—Power and divine Will to rule wisely and benignly (yet powerfully), so when a king employs his royal arms and army he is exercising an analogous (mundane) power to arrest his enemies and pro-
tect his subjects (1-21). From the face of Sudarśana come certain weapons (e.g., arrows), from his chest others (e.g., slings), from his thighs some other (e.g., combustibles) and from his feet yet others (e.g., spears); moreover from other parts of his body other weapons of warfare have their divine source in Sudarśana (22-41).

B. Uttarārāha (Volume Two):

XXXI. योगाधिकल्लयमानसनिरपूर्णा Yogaśāṅgāyamāniyamānasanirūpaṇa (47 śls.)

"Regarding the Subsidiaries of Yoga—Yama, Nīyama and Āsana"

Nārada says that having heard about liturgical worship, he now wants to know how worship can be done mentally in silent sacrifice. Ahirbudhnya says this kind of worship is perhaps the most important of all—since it involves offering oneself with sacrificial devotion. Thereupon, he tells that the discipline that leads to ultimate release brings about union of the ātman with the para-mātman by the method of following the eight āṅgas of Yoga (1-14). The first thing that one must accomplish is yama (15-23). Then must come mastery of nīyama-practice (24-30a). Thereupon he names twelve different āsanas, yogic postures which the aspirant may assume in practice (30b-47).

XXXII. नादीशुद्धिवायुज्ययोगाधिकल्लयामादिवृत्तकरितुपः Yogaśāṅgāyamāniyamādihṛdayādipācakānakaritupāḥ (76 śls.)

"Concerning the Remaining Five Subsidiaries of Yoga—Prāṇāyāma, etc.—
By which Means One comes to control the Vital Breath and purify the Nervous System"

Nārada wants to know about prāṇāyāma-breathing exercises. He is told that when a man is divided into ninety-six parts, right in the middle forty-eighth space is a fire-reservoir—and this is called the "nāḍīcakra" or "nābhicakra". The epicenter of this has twelve spokes whence spring two of the body's most important nerves. From this center radiate out through the body the 27,000 nerves. But control of only three of these brings about control of the rest (1-22). The nāḍī-nerves are further discussed (23-30) before the discussion moves on (31-47) to consider the vital airs, of which there are ten. The first five of these are located in the body; and it is said that the nerves may be relaxed and toned up as these vital airs themselves are controlled. How to control the vital airs is then outlined in detail, advising that all exercises should be accompanied by reflection (āhyāna) upon Sudarśana, holding of this vision (pratīyahāra) and maintaining it (āhāraṇā). Such practice will lead to a final samādhi (48-76).
XXXIII. Sudarsana-prabhāvavārṇane maṇiśekhara-prabhāvavārṇanaṁ (100 śls.)

"Concerning the Maṇiśekhara-Episode as it Relates to the Greatness of Sudarśana"

Satisfied with these things, Nārada asks then to have explained to him the reasons behind Sudarśana’s great strength. He is told that Sudarśana is really the executive aspects of the Lord, and even takes part in the world as Śiva, Brahmā, the Buddha, the Jina, etc. (1-23). A story is then told how once an imperiled king called Maṇiśekhara was championed by the Lord, Who after the king duly worshipped Him for one month, protected him from demons and destroyed them with His discus-form (24-100). [See Schrader, pp. 132-133].

XXXIV. Mahāāśavākara-dīnānusvṛttapratipadapratishthāpanā (105 śls.)

"The Section Dealing with the Nature of the Brahmāstra, etc."

Nārada remembers that the mystic weapons were said to have had their source in Sudarśana, so he asks now about these astra-weapons. Ahirbudhnya at first hesitates to hand on such information—but then relents by giving one-by-one some sixty-one spells which, by the power invested in them by Sudarśana’s ever-active energy, can act as offensive or defensive weapons of a mystic kind. Each one of these astra-mantras has a characterist mnemonic sound associated with it (1-105).

XXXV. Mahāāśavākara-dīnānusvṛttapratipadapratishthāpanā (99 śls.)

"Regarding the Real Nature of the Wrathful Weapons (of Sudarśana)"

The former astra-powers originated with the major limbs of the great Sudarśana. The present chapter, continuing the tone of the preceding, turns to the forty-three astra-mantras that have their origin in the smaller parts of Sudarśana (his eye-brows, his nails, etc.) (1-81). Nārada asks if these various astras have presiding deities associated with them; indeed they do, and these horrific beings of divine wrath are described in some detail (82-99).

XXXVI. Mahāāśavākara-dīnānusvṛttapratipadapratishthāpanā (67 śls.)

"Rules for Kings to Follow in Paying Homage to the Sudarśana Yantra-design; and Explaining the Relation of Dependence of Keśava and Others (on Sudarśana)"

Nārada reminds Ahirbudhnya that he had been told (see ch. 26, above) that Sudarśana should be afforded actual worship—especially by kings. Ahirbudhnya says that the Lord may be worshipped in the center of a yantra-design,
surrounded by His retinue (1-18). On the other hand, he may also be satisfied by the employment of mantras in worship which honour him in his various astra-powers; the king who does this latter kind of worship is sure to become a "cakravarthīn" himself. Even ordinary individuals may also undertake this kind of mantra-oriented worship to great advantage; however, the worship of the Sudarśana-discus with two spokes is reserved for brahmīns only (19-30). Another cakra-form of Sudarśana—with three spokes, known as kālacakra—should be worshipped only in a temple. And any one who helps to provide the temple with facilities for such worship will be richly rewarded both here and in the hereafter (31-49).

Nārada asks why the other forms of Viṣṇu (Kṛṣṇa, et. al.) have become subordinated to Sudarśana to the position of attendant deities. He is told that this is because Sudarśana personifies not just partially but wholly both the desire (icchā) and the ability to accomplish ends (kriyā)—whereas Kṛṣṇa, et. al., being anātriśāta-forms, are brought into being strictly for the purpose of maintaining the creation once it has been established.

XXXVII. न्यासपारापारयांप्रपातिनिरपि ना

"The Chapter Dealing with Prapatti-surrender, or Nyāsa"

(57  śl.)

Nārada asks why it is that one must undertake the routines of worship at all, and Ahirbuddhnya replies that such worship does good. Not only during times of danger, but at other times also one should worship the sixteen-armed Sudarśana—and this applies particularly to kings (1-21). Hearing this, Nārada says that he would like to know about "nyāsa" as a discipline, and Ahirbuddhnya tells him that whosoever would surrender to the Lord must manifest six qualities—namely: an intense hope that prapatti will be successful, an abandonment of undesirable practices, a deep conviction that God will indeed save one, a sincere petition to Him as Protector, a surrender of oneself, and an admission of one's helplessness (28-29). Who does this "nyāsa" completely and successfully need not do the other things like going on pilgrimages, undertaking vrata, presenting dāna-gifts, etc. (22 57).

XXXVIII. ज्वरादिरोगानिवियुधयाविधान

"Chapter Dealing with the Means of Countering Diseases like Fever, etc."

(73  śl.)

Nārada asks whether Sudarśana-worship can serve to protect one from the ravages of disease, etc. He is told that diseases are the result of sins, so that to do away with diseases one must do away with the effects of sin. This can be done by undertaking to worship Sudarśana in certain ways in order to nullify the dangers that come with fevers (20-37), tuberculosis (38-49), skin diseases (50-52), gastric-intestinal troubles (53-62) and epilepsy (63-73).
XXXIX.  sarvapathalasādhanabhātalamahābhīṣēkhavaiḍāna

"The Performance of Mahābhīṣēka for the Accomplishment of All Things"

Nārada asks if there is any omnibus performance which one may undertake in order to accrue at once all the rewards that come of worshipping Sudarśana in various ways. Ahirbudhnya declares that what he is about to relate is the most secret of secrets. It turns out that the performance of "Mahābhīṣēka" is that one deed which brings to the doer everything (1-5). The bulk of the chapter deals with the details of how a king performs this "Mahābhīṣēka" rite—the Sudarśana-yantra being placed on a Mahendra-maṇḍala-design and worshipped along with a pot filled with sanctified water. This latter is then poured over the heads of the king and his ministers (6-32).

XL.  astraśrutiśravativikhyayaprakāśana

"Chapter Dealing with the Power and Form of the Astra-weapons"

Satisfied with what he has heard so far, Nārada now asks to know about each of the astra-weapons, their forms, potencies, etc. Ahirbudhnya complies, listing some 102 astra-weapons. For examples, the Nārāyanāstra is ferocious, effulgent and like the bursting into vision of a thousand Suns and altogether dazzling in its effects against whom it works; the Saivāstra is like a flaming staff that explodes with devastating effect over a large area (1-63).

XLI.  śrutivaśvāmarakṣayavagītāvadya mahābhūtānāsāharāpye

"Regarding the Destruction of Madhu and Kaitabha in which the Utility of Astras are Demonstrated"

This chapter tells the story of the two demons Madhu and Kaitabha who, at the time of creation, stole the Vedas from Brahmā and refused to return them to him. Brahmā appealed to Lord Viṣṇu, at whose very thought the demons were summoned to His presence. Upon their adamant refusal even to the Lord, He sent Viṣṇu's son against them—but even he failed to humble them. Thereupon Viṣṇu, appearing in the form of Sudarśana, came before the demons and to their dismay sent toward them his discus which decapitated them then and there. Thus were the Vedas restored to Brahmā by virtue of the astra-powers in the Divine Discus (1-47).

XLII.  viśākhaśrayamānakṣaraṃkramaṃ kaśīrājaduddhakīrtiyupakhyānavyakaranam

"The Stories of Suḍdhakīrti and the King of Kāśi, illustrating the Utility of Astra-weapons"
Närada, referring to the aṅga-mantras he has already heard about (ch. 19, above), now asks to know more about these mantras—those presiding deities, etc. Ahirbudhnya says that for every and all mantras Sudarśana is the presiding deity (1-7). Then Närađa asks if the aṅga-astra-weapons have ever been used, and by whom. Śiva then cites a few instances when these aṅgastra-weapons might be useful (8-14) and he thereupon embarks upon a catalog of symptoms that necessitate the employment of Sudarśana's aṅgastra-powers (15-34). He illustrates the use of the aṅgastra-weapons of Sudarśana by recounting the story of the vengeful king of Kāśi who hurled a magic effigy at Kṛṣṇa, whose fame and success he coveted, but who along with the effigy was destroyed by the intervention of Sudarśana using his own aṅgastra-weapon (35-40). For contrast, he tells the story of Suddhakirti who, instead, worshipped Sudarśana and was richly rewarded for his faith (41-82).

XLIII. अग्निकाल्यकृत्तं तुड़ुर्णेन शाक्रायुक्तः स्वस्वरूपप्रदर्शनवर्णन

Jagaccakrātmakena sudarśanena śaṅkarāya
svasarūpapradarśanavarnana

“Concerning the Revelation by Sudarśana of His Power to Śaṅkara”

Närada asks to know more about the wheel of ichchā by which Sudarśana encircles creation. Ahirbudhnya reminds Närada of the legion of demons which once threatened the world. He (Śiva) and others prayed to God for protection and God answered their prayers by sending down to their aid Sudarśana who revealed himself to Śiva (1-20). Because of the fact that Sudarśana revealed himself to Śiva, the latter was strengthened to the point that others, including Indra and Brhaspati, approached him for help (21-43).

XLIV. अग्निकाल्यकृत्तं तुड़ुर्णेन ब्रह्मात्म्यें स्वत्त्वरूपप्रदर्शनवर्णन

Jagaccakrātmakena sudarśanena brhaspalye
svasarūpapradarśanavarṇana

“Concerning the Revelation by Sudarśana of His Power to Brhaspati”

Continuing the narrative of the preceding chapter, Śiva tells here how he imparted to Brhaspati the mystic mantra which called before the latter the presence of Sudarśana in his two-armed aspect. Immensely pleased at this, Brhaspati requests to behold the cosmic form of Sudarśana. When this boon is granted, Brhaspati swoons at the sight—only to revive and find Sudarśana once again in his more mundane aspect. Sudarśana points out that such is his power that he can expand or contract himself thus at will (1-56).

XLV. सुदार्शनाप्रभूहवेन प्रारब्धहकर्मणामापि नस्यस्य वर्धितो भूलोपशापोपाश्यानवर्णन

Sudarśanaprabhāvena prārabdhahkarmanāmapi
nāyatvam vahutum hūsadhvajopākhyānavarṇana

(65 śls.)
XLVI.  सुदार्शनोहमङ्गद्राव्याय विज्ञापितम् (30 श्लोक)

" Regarding the Ingredients required for Sudarśana Homa-rites, the Measurements for Pit, Instruments, etc."

Nārada asks how a king may institute worship to Sudarśana if it has not already been the practice, and how, if the king is prevented from doing such worship, such rites may be done by proxy (1-2). Ahirbudhnya begins his answer by turning immediately to the king’s preceptor—the purohita—and outlines his qualifications (3-11); for, he is the one who may act on behalf of the king. He next turns to the instruments and utensils necessary for performing the prescribed Sudarśana-homa, giving a cursory description only (12-20). At the conclusion of the normal homa-rite, the king is recommended to have a holy bath with the left-over water, whereupon, the homa concludes as the king rewards brahmīns with gifts and food (21-30).

XLVII.  महाशिवीद्याह (69 श्लोक)

"Rules for the Major Pacification Rites"

Nārada asks what can be done to set at rest all the threatening and malefic powers in this world and the next, and by doing which one gains prestige and power himself (1-4). Ahirbudhnya tells of a way by which all physical, all moral and all spiritual maladjustments may be rectified—but it is an undertaking usually done only by kings. Indeed, eight kings did this and so doing became caukrava-tins: Ambariṣa, Śuka, Alarka, Māndhārī, Purūravas, Upāricara, Sibi and Śrutakṛtana (5-10). The remainder of the chapter details the procedures for this Mahāśanitī-rite—selecting a proper place, building a special mandapa, providing the necessary kuṇḍa-firepits, etc. (11-65). At the end of the rite, the
king is ritually bathed with sanctified water left over from the proceedings (66-69).

XLVIII. Śriśudrāṣṭraṁnavaṁ śrīdvarṣāyaṁ vāpaḥ samātyāṁ

Śrisudarśanamahāyantraghaṭitāsanāṅgu'iyadarpānaprabhāvavarṇana

(109 śls.)

"Chapter Dealing with the Prowess of a Mirror, a Ring and a Seat, Imprinted with the Sudarśana Emblem"

Nārada asks if there is any less troublesome way to acquire the benign influence of Sudarśana's power. Ahirbuddhnya points out that, in fact, there have been kings who have achieved high power in other ways—namely Mukta-pīḍa by emblazoning the Sudarśana-yantra emblem on a "seat", Viśāla with an emblematic "ring", Sunanda with a "mirror", Citraśekha with a "flag" and Kṛtimāli with a "canopy" (1-7). He then narrates the first three of these stories (8-50, 51-63, 64-109)—all of which illustrate the power of Sudarśana's astra-powers to enter into mundane affairs at a critical juncture to save those who bear his emblem.

XLIX. Śriśudrāṣṭraṁnavaṁ śrīdvarṣāyaṁ vāpaḥ samātyāṁ

Śrisudarśanamahāyantraghaṭitāsavāpābhāvavarṇana

(67 śls.)

"The Chapter Dealing with the Story of Citraśekha Illustrating the Prowess of Sudarśana's Banner"

The chapter narrates the story of the fourth king (mentioned in the preceding chapter) who was given a banner with Sudarśana's emblem on it by Mahālakṣṇa and who henceforth went out to conquer his adversaries without difficulty (1-67).

L. Śrīdvarṣāyaṁ vāpaḥ samātyāṁ

Śruṣuṁmahāyantraghaṭitāsavāpābhāvavarṇana

kṛtimālyupākhyānavavarṇana

(125 śls.)

"The Chapter Narrating the Story of Kṛtimāli Illustrating the Prowess of the Sudarśana-canopy"

This chapter narrates the action-packed story of king Kṛtimāli who, fighting against the gods and protected by virtue of the Sudarśana-canopy, slays even many of the divine ranks. Due to the Sudarśana-discus fighting on his behalf he is able with certainty to turn aside all the weapons the gods hurl against him (1-125).
"Concerning the Significance, Form and the Basic Letters of the 'Tāra' (and other) Mantras"

Nārada asks to know about the "Tāra" mantra and some others (1-6). Ahirbudhnya replies that to one who understands the mantras, they become so much the more efficacious. He then begins his discussion by pointing out that mantras have three aspects—their sthūla, sākṣma, and para forms (1-10). He turns then to the prāṇava syllable, saying that each of the letters comprising "AUM" is presided over by Saṅkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna and Aniruddha respectively and that these give to it its special potency (11-53). Continuing with the "Tāra" mantra, he then discusses the sthūla, sākṣma and para aspects of it (51-69). The concluding lines give a résumé of what he has just covered (70-81).

"A Chapter Dealing with the Substance of Mantras Concerning Viṣṇu, Nārāyaṇa and Vāsudeva"

Ahirbudhnya continues his discussion of Mantras. He says that each mantra will always end with "namah" and this word sets up a relationship of salutor and saluted between the aspirant and the deity to whom the mantra is addressed etc. (1-13, 25-34). He then elaborates a bit more on the qualities of one who would invoke the powers of mantras, such a person being termed a "prapanna" (14-24; cf. XXXVII: 22-57).

Turning to the "Viṣṇu"-mantra, he begins to analyze the word Viṣṇu part-by-part (35-48), and then, moving to the "Nārāyaṇa"-mantra, he does the same (49-58). Finally he explains the word "Vāsudeva" in the "Vāsudeva"-mantra (59-61).

"Chapter Dealing with Mantra called "Jitante"

Ahirbudhnya here explains the mantra "jitante puṇḍarikākṣa..." by discussing the meaning of the constituent words "jitam" (1-2), "puṇḍarikākṣa" (3-21), "viscabhāvana" (22-36), "krṣṭikaśa" (37-51), "mahāpuruṣa" (51-63), and "puroja" (64-76). (Note: Throughout this chapter, there are some interesting remarks concerning the intimate relation of certain of these syllables in their sthūla forms to the Vyāhas of Pāṇcarātra theology).
AHIRBUDHNYA SAMHITA—Jyotiṣcakramantrārthānirāpāṇa

LIV. नारसिंहानुष्ठुब्हान्त्रार्थानिरापाण

Nārasiṁhānūṣṭubhamānṭrārthānirāpāṇa (55 śls.)

“Chapter Dealing with the Anuṣṭuṭ Mantra on Nārasiṁha”

Ahirbudhnya turns now to the “Nārasiṁhānūṣṭ”-mantra, and endeavors here to explain, part-by-part, its śhūla-significance in a way that is acceptable and/or adoptable to aspirants of any one of the five major schools of thought (namely: Sāṃkhyā, Yoga, Pāṇcarātra, Vedānta and Pāṣupata). For example, in treating the word “ugra”, he gives an etymology pointing to the widely-held notion that the world both emerges [“vomitted”] and disappears [“swallowed up”] during the periods of sarga and pralaya (17). The other words are treated in similar, if not somewhat more extended and complicated, ways (1-40). Toward the end (44-56a) he gives the particular analysis of this mantra according to the Sāṃkhyā school’s outlook.

LV. नारसिंहानुष्ठुब्हामान्त्रार्थानिरापाण

Nārasiṁhānūṣṭubhamānṭrārthānirāpāṇa (53 śls.)

“Chapter Dealing with the Anuṣṭuṭ Mantra on Nārasiṁha”

Ahirbudhnya says that, similarly, there is a special interpretation given to the “Nārasiṁhānūṣṭ”-mantra by the Yoga School—and he explains what this is (1-7). In like manner he gives the viewpoints of the Pāṣupata (8-14) and Vedānta outlooks (15a—which says simply to refer to the prior explanation given in LIV: 1-40). Finally, he turns to what is presumably the Pāṇcarātra interpretation of the mantra (15b-53)—for example, “ugra” here connoting the Śaṅkarāśya-vyāha who articulates the faultless śāstra and with it delights all mankind (16). The other words up to “jvalat” are as before treated in similar but more detailed and esoteric ways.

LVI. नारसिंहानुष्ठुब्हामान्त्रार्थानिरापाण

Nārasiṁhānūṣṭubhamānṭrārthānirāpāṇa (45 śls.)

“Chapter Dealing with the Anuṣṭuṭ Mantra on Nārasiṁha”

Continuing from where he left off in the preceding chapter, Ahirbudhnya takes the words of the “Nārasiṁhānūṣṭ”-mantra—starting with “jvalat”—and continues with the sectarian Pāṇcarāṭrīka interpretation of their meanings: “jvalat” (1-8), “aprameya” (9-21a), “nṛsiṁha” (21b-30), “bhadra” (31-32) and “mṛtyumtyu” (33-45). In the course of this analysis the various letters are stated to have an esoteric relation to each one of the thirty-nine avatāra-forms assumed by the Lord.

LVII. Jyotiṣcakramantrārthānirāpāṇa

“Chapter Dealing with the Radiant “Discus”-Mantra, viz. “Sāvitrī” or “Gāyatrī”-mantra”
Here, Ahirbudhnyaya analyzes the words in the basic 24-syllabled “Gāyatri” mantra (1-19) and the extended “Bṛhad gāyatri”-mantra (20-28). Then he turns to certain (related?) Vedic mantras in common use (29-70) and he analyzes these in terms acceptable to Pāñcaratris, the discussion following the pattern set by the preceding three chapters.

LVIII. पञ्चाहेतुमन्त्रारूपिण  Pāñcaha'ya mantrārthaniśāpaṇa (65½ śl.)

“Chapter Dealing with the Meaning of Five Groups of Mantras”

Certain liturgies require the employment of groups of Vedic mantras. These mantras, used in certain specified and common ritual acts, are here explained—the attempt being to analyze the groups of mantras in terms acceptable to Pāñcarātrins. Altogether five groups of mantras are discussed: a group of ten [daśatri] (8-29), a group of four [caturtri] (30-37), a group of five mantras (38-38), a group of six (49-51) and a group of seven mantras (60-67a).

LIX. पुरुषसाक्तियुक्तारामन्त्रारूपिण  Puruṣasākta-uktāya mantrārthaniśāpaṇa (77 śl.)

“The Chapter Dealing with the Significance of the “Puruṣasākta”, “Śī ṣākta” and the “Varāha-Mantra”

Ahirbudhnyaya turns to the 16-stanza “Puruṣasākta”-mantra—pointing out in a most interesting way that the first stanza connotes the reality of the Pra- form of the Lord, that the second stanza reflects Śaṅkarā’s being, the third refers to Pradyumna’s work in the world, the fourth to Ahirbudhnyaya, and the remaining fourteen stanzas concern various worldly matters and their inter-relations (1-39). Moving to the “Śīṣākta”-mantra, he deals with this in briefer fashion, saying that in another work (anyatra) it has already been dealt with at length—adding that this “Śīṣākta” recited along with “Puruṣasākta” will win for one a place in Viṣṇu’s abode (40-43).

As for the “Varāha”-mantra, whether it be in its gross or subtle form, it does nothing other than to reflect the brilliance and power of Sudarśana (44-50).

Having said this, Ahirbudhnyaya is led to reflect that what he just said about the “Varāha”-mantra is no less true of what he has been saying throughout the entire narrative so far—whereupon he launches into a resumé of all that he has treated so far (51-69). He closes by saying the foregoing sāstra should be kept secret from all except who qualify to hear its potent message (70-75). He and Nārada express gratitude to Sudarśana for allowing them to have had this discussion with him as subject (76-77).

LX. शास्त्रवाचनिणिः  Śāstravāchavanīśāpaṇa (27 śl.)

“Chapter Dealing with the Greatness of This Work”
Durvasas now speaks again to Bharadvaja, saying that the dialogue he has just heard recounted to him contains the correct knowledge about the world and its ways. Moreover, it contains the essence of all the systems like Sāṃkhya, Yoga, etc., hence it is information not to be squandered, nor especially is it to be imparted to those not eligible to hear it. It contains sixty chapters, knowing which a man will become omniscient (r-27).

A brief pariśāṭa of some 119 ślokas plus some prose and other ślokas follows. The main contents of this is a stotra for reciting the 1000 names of Sudarśana. The progression of these names is based on a mnemonic device of the letters "a" to "kṣa". The purpose of reciting this stotra is to keep Sudarśana calm and pleased.

Critical notes:

Few of the sāṁhitās in print enjoy good, critical editions; here is an exception. Schrader’s Introduction provides the definitive study of this work; no future studies can be made without reference to it. The problem of dating this work with precision, however, still remains. Sāttvata-sāṁhitā and Jayākkhyā-sāṁhitā are both mentioned (at the ends of chs. 5 and 19 respectively).
As is the case in both the titles Agastya-samhitā and Bhāradvāja-samhitā (q.v.), so also here in the name Īśvara-samhitā there are two works—both Pāñcarātra documents—to be distinguished. The printed Īśvara-samhitā, a work of 25 chapters, has gone through two editions and a third one is scheduled for release soon. This text will be discussed and described first. Then we will turn to the second Īśvara-samhitā, a text surviving in part only and represented by a version preserved at the Oriental Institute, Baroda; it is a brief, 14-chapter work devoted to the mantra addressed to Narasimha.

This is one of the older samhitās, and one that is justifiably popular as a reference manual. Its encyclopaedic scope, covering most subjects of concern to Pāñcarātra priests, as well as its detailed, clear, precise and coherent treatments of those subjects highly recommend it for study of the system. Its origin is South India and, indeed, it may have been composed in the Melkote area where it is still closely connected with the local temple traditions of worship.

It is a relatively long work, totalling almost 8200 ślokas. The exposition for the most part follows an inner logic, and the 25 medium-to-long chapters that come to us today may be divided into three major sections—relating to nītya, naimittika and kāmya concerns—with a fourth section appended expanding on certain details. The first section—excluding the first chapter which conventionally sets the narrative framework (Nārada instructing a group of

sages) and which eulogizes the work—comprises chapters 2 through 9 in which the daily (niyāya) routines of temple worship are given in detail. The second section, chapters 10 through 15, takes up matters relating to the occasional (naimitika) festivities celebrated in the temple's liturgical cycle. The third section turns to the optional (hāmya) activities of temple-building (ch. 16), furnishing the finished structure with properly wrought and sanctified icons (chs. 17 and 18), penitential undertakings (ch. 19) and dīkṣā-initiation (chs. 21 and 22). The fourth and final section (chs. 23-25) expatiates on the answers to six questions of special interest to professional arcakas—questions regarding the maintenance of pure worship traditions, the use of mantras, the employment of mudrās, the objects of dhyāṇa, the construction of fire pits, and the rules regarding appropriate food-offerings.* One of the assets of the work is that there is a happy combination throughout of philosophical speculation with the various practical injunctions, lending to the whole a sense of reasonableness and conviction that is rare among the normally didactic samhitā-texts.

The Īśvara-samhitā is popularly considered to be derivative of the Sāttvata-samhitā (g.v.).§ This latter work is named in the text at hand (1:64, 66) as one of the “Three Gems” along with the Paṇḍuka-samhitā and Jayādhyāya-samhitā; further, these three are identified respectively with Melkoṭe, Śrīraṅgam and Conjeevaram (1:67). That its origin is southern is further supported by mention of Tamil liturgies and songs (see XI: 236a, 252b; XIII: 220). The 20th chapter, whether it is original with the samhitā-text or not, containing a eulogy and legendary history of Melkoṭe, certainly at least indicates an attachment to this southern center of Śrīvaishnavism if not actual origin there. It may be worth noting that there is a marked hostility to Vaiṅānavas ways (see XIX: 458; XXI: 586). Perhaps also noteworthy is the fact that the Īśvara-samhitā gives no support whatsoever to the notion that Lakṣmī is coequal and coeternal with Viṣṇu (see, for example, VII: 1-6).

The title is named in the following canonical lists: Pādma (35/108), Pārāmeśvara (4/17), Bhāradvāja (5/103), Mārkandeya (32/91), Viṣṇu Tantra (94/154), Hayaśīra (10/25); also in Agni Purāṇa (10/25) and Mahēśvara Tantra (11/25). Yāmuna (late 9th/early 10th century A.D.) in Āgama-prāmāṇya quotes twice from “Īśvara-samhitā” but neither of the brief passages can be identified with material in the printed text. Vedānta Deśika (13th century A.D.) also quotes several passages from “Īśvara-samhitā”—including those two cited earlier by Yāmuna—but only some of these have been traced to materials found in the printed editions.

* Chapter 20 appears to be an interpolation. See “Critical Notes,” below.

§ Note, however, that the dīkṣā—initiation rites described in Īśvara-samhitā XXI differ considerably from those enjoined in Sāttvata-samhitā XVI-XX.
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शास्त्रवतः \[Sastra-\]vātāra (71 1/2 sls.)

"The Transmission of the Teaching"

Nārāyaṇa delegates Nārada to instruct some sages (Pauṣkara, et. al.) who have come to the Badari āśram in search of the means of salvation (1-17a). Nārada commences by explaining that what he is about to impart to them has extraordinary merits. He tells them that it is a teaching which derives from the Sātvata-śāstra, the "root of all Vedas," that it has been passed down undefiled through the ages, and that, although it is a demanding way, it none the less has the potential to lead to mohsa even in the present age (17b-43). The saving power of this holy teaching is made more accessible in these dark days by the fact that it is now also passed along in the popular anuṣṭup-metre—just as are also the Pauṣkara, the Jayākhyā and the Sātvata samhitās. The teaching is, furthermore, couched in a language that is not only direct and clear [sātvika] but also has explanations when necessary [rāja], as is common in other present-day Pāṇcarātra and Vaikānāsa works. He concludes his introduction by saying that of all the samhitās, the present Īśvara Samhitā is the best because, coming from Īśvara Himself, it has preserved its purity (44-72a).

II. मानसयागविधि \[Mānasayāga-\]vidhi (131 sls.)

"Rules for Silent Worship"

What is the proper mode for worship of God? The pūjaka must attend first to his own daily toilet. Only then when he is ritually pure, may he go to the temple where the Lord abides (1-5). Approaching the deity, he is to wake Him with music and praises, and commence worship—making certain all the while that all details are meticulously attended to (6-131). Utensils must be cleansed (24-27); the sanctuary purified (36-37); the mind of the arca-kāra elevated to the level of Viṣṇu (38-50) by undertaking certain nyāsa-meditations commemorating God's activities of srṣṭi (51-63) and sthiti (64-76), and by some yogic disciplines (77-94). Then the arca-kāra is to continue directing his attention to God by addressing Him mantras and by paying Him other attentions and favors (95-101), ending with a brief commemoration of God's destructive energies (103-105). Thereupon the worshipper begins formal "mānasayāga"—mentally offering to God a variety of pleasing objects (106-122), surrendering even himself, his wife and children, with tears of joy to God's service (123). He continues with some further yogic routines before he finally turns to the image of God for purposes of liturgical worship (124-131).

III. विमानादेवतार्कनविधि \[Vimānadevatār-\]canavidhi (194 sls.)

"Rules for the Worship of the Gods in, on and around the Vimāna"
Despite the title, this chapter deals with the details of the materials and utensils, procedures and motions of liturgical worship [bāhyayāga, vis., water and water-pots (I-4a-9a, 89b); the incense-holder (40-51a, 58-59a); the bell (51b-57); uses and times of mantras (29b-36, 90); the various offerings to and the calling to witness of the gods, demigods, spirits, and powers, etc. (91-102, 123-175); and types of esoteric meditation (103-122). Cautions are given toward the end of the chapter (176-188) that the spirit of reverent worship is to be found in him who sees in the pājā-icon all reality and existence. The closing ślokas (189-194) tell how to construct the mantra for any given temple and its deity, with a eulogy for those who perform worship-rituals with correctness and piety.

IV. निराजानान्तविधि  

Nirajanaanatavidhi  
(245 śl.)

"Rules (for Worship up to the) Waving of Lights"

The narrative of the preceding chapter, having traced pājā-liturgy up through incense-purifications [dāhāpa] only, is picked up in the present chapter and carried on through the light-offerings [dīpa]. The details for the rituals of worship to the attendants of Viṣṇu are given—Cakra, Agni, Yama, Īśāna, Vāyu, Sun, Moon, Ananta, Garuḍa, Viṣvaksena and his lieutenants, et.al. (1-56). This is followed by a section on how to worship Viṣṇu Himself with flowers, water-offerings, prostrations, further meditations, miscellaneous offerings and petitions (57-142a). Then follows a description of the successive daily toilet rites of the icons [snānadāna] (142b-199a). The concluding portion of the chapter (199b-245) is concerned with a discussion of when and how the ceremonial waving of lights [nirajana] is to be done; nirajana is of three types, depending on where and when it is done—sāttvika, rājasa and tāmasa—but only the sāttvika-type is here discussed.

V. भोज्यासनागिनकार्यविधि  

Bhojyasanagnikāryavidhi  
(285 śl.)

"Rules for Kindling the Fire and for Making Food Offerings"

Continuing the liturgy of daily temple worship, this chapter opens (1-45) with an outline of how to proceed with bhojyāsana—giving several preparations of fruit, rice and sweets as offerings to God, and following these with rites of washing, incense—and betelnut-offerings. Then (46) God is offered "rest". The remainder of the chapter (47-285) turns back to the particulars of agnikārya (a part of the pājā-liturgy that normally precedes the food-offerings since the fire used for cooking them is what is kindled during agnikārya), and describes materials, procedures and the rationale.
VI. पितृसन्विभागदीयानोत्सवावलीविधि  

"Rules for the Offerings to Departed Ancestors, etc. and for the (Ending of the) Sayana-Festival"

As part of agnikārya, offerings to the spirits of departed ancestors [pitṛ-sanvībhāga] is to be done; how this is done is given (I-21). Only after this are the deities on the gopuras and at entrances, etc., to be worshipped with the same items offered previously to the main deity. Offerings are then to be made to the festival icon [utsavabera] in the same manner as the preceding ones had been made. After that, worship of the balibera-icon is done, whereupon balī-offerings end a procession are made—which concludes agnikārya-rites (22-47).

The regular daily offerings are to be made either to the utsavabera-icon or to the balibera-icon—a portion of the liturgy here referred to as "nītyotsava" (48-60). Then (picking up the narrative from where it left off in the preceding chapter, see adhy. V: 46, above, after sayana:) comes anuyāga (62-70). After this has been duly done, an octave of worship [aṅgākārya] is performed (71-75), which octave of worship should be repeated twelve times a day [dvādaśakālākārya] (76-109).

Whenever pūjā-worship is done to one of the movable icons, the presence of God’s power must be asked to go from the main idol to the particular movable icon [āvahana], and, when the celebrations are over, that power of God is asked to return from the movable icon back into the main idol again [visarjana] (110-112a). All materials remaining from pūjā-offerings (flowers, etc.) are finally to be offered to Viṣṇusena, whereupon the doors of the sanctuary are closed (112b-113).

VII. लक्ष्मिसुदर्शनचेतनविधि  

"Rules for the Worship of Lakṣmī and Sudarsana"

Lakṣmī and Bhū are both aspects of Viṣṇu’s two-fold power on earth—the former His power of enjoyment [bhokṣākāti], the latter His power of nourishment [puṣṭiśakāti, karmāśakāti] (1-6). Lakṣmī takes on three forms [rūpātāra]—“yogākāmi” within the mole of Viṣṇu’s chest, “bhogākāmi” by His side and “vīralakṣmī” as she is seen as a separate icon in her own shrine. The first two forms are worshipped along with Viṣṇu Himself; the third form is to be worshipped with a separate liturgy (7-9). How this is done—where the shrine is located, decorated, how her image is to be modelled, how her presence invoked (23), the proper stotras of praise to be raised (48-61), special liturgies and festivals devoted solely to her, etc.—is given for when the shrine is part of a Viṣṇu temple [paratantra pūjā] (10-68), and, even more elaborately, for when
she is in a temple dedicated only to her [svatantra pūjā] (69-90a). Bhūdevī may be worshipped in the same way (90b).

Turning to Sudarśana, the personified Discus of Viṣṇu may be separately worshipped also. Many good effects and healings can be secured from worship of Sudarśana (91-99). The description of Sudarśana is then given, along with mantras for invoking his presence and power (100-151), followed by an outline of the steps in Sudarśana-pūjā (152-218). Note, however, the śayanāsana-portion of the regular liturgy is never to be accorded to Sudarśana (221a).

VIII. गरुडाधिपतिवरांर्चनाविधि  
Garuḍādhiparivārārcanavidhi (227 śls.)

“Rules for the Worship of Garuḍa and Other Subsidiary Deities”

This chapter discusses three subsidiary deities and their worship: Garuḍa (1-65), Viśvakṣena (66-173) and Vaiṣṇava saints (174-227). Garuḍa is first described in all his greatness (1-5). Then follows discussion of his shrine and its location in a temple (6-8), his mantra and how it is produced (9-25), his posture according to his relation to the main Viṣṇu image (16), and the liturgy of his worship (27-40). A description of his five forms is given (41-57) along with their uses in actual worship; and the section closes with a description of Garuḍa’s personal entourage and its worship (58-65).

Why worship Viśvakṣena, where and with what (66-67)? Why and when to worship Viśvakṣena is given (68-75), along with a eulogy of those who do such worship (76-95). Where his shrine is to be located within a temple’s precincts is given (96), followed by a step-by-step outline of how to worship him (97-109a, 131-173) interspersed with descriptions of his appearance (109b-130). This section closes with a description of his entourage of Gajānana, Jayatsena, Harivaktra and Kālaprakṛti (153-160), and how they are to be worshipped along with him (161-170).

Vaiṣṇava saints [viṣṇubhaktas] may be worshipped by devotees—why this is to be done, how their icons are to represent them and where their shrines within a temple’s precincts should be located are given (175-182). This is followed by a step-by-step directive for the liturgy of their worship (186ff., 213-227), interspersed with instructions for producing their mantras (183-185) and a description of their appearances for meditational—and iconographical—purposes (209-212).

IX. द्वारावरणदेवतालक्षणाविधिः  
Dvārāvaranadevatalakṣāṇāvidhi (350 śls.)

“Rules for the Characteristics, etc., of the Fixed Deities in the Doorways and courts”.

This chapter concerns the daily ritual obligations owed to the deities whose abodes are fixed in the temple doorways—namely, Vāgīśa in the right door-
jamb [dakṣina], Kṣetranātha in the left [vāma], and Lakṣmī in the lintel along with the personified discus of Viṣṇu (i.e., Caṅkra). Their respective descriptions are given (5-16). At the entrance of the sanctuary [garbhagṛha], Gaṅadhīpa and Pracaṅga are to be found, with Garuḍa in the lintel (17-28); while in the maṇḍapa attached to the sanctuary Dātā and Viḍhātā will be found. In the first prakāra-wall, proceeding clockwise, one will encounter the stations of Kumuda and Kumudākṣa, Puṇḍarīka and Vāmanā, Śaṅkukarna and Sarvanetra, Sumukha and Supratistha in the eight directions (31-49a). Elsewhere will be found Jaya and Vijaya (50-51a).

In the second court [āvaraṇa] will be found Garuḍa’s shrine (52-58), as well as Upendra, Tejodhara, Duratikrama, Mahākarmā, Mahāhrada, Agrāhya, Vasuretas and Vardhamāna in the various directions, with Sākṣī in the sky and Adhāranilaya beneath. At the go)puras leading into this second courtyard will be found Śaṅkha and Padma in front and Bhadra and Subhadra in back (52b-83). Further descriptions and eulogies of selected names from the lists above are given (84-88).

In the third court [āvaraṇa] will be found, in due order, the ten deities: Indra on his elephant, Agni on his goat, Yama on his buffalo, Rākṣaseśvara (= Niṛtī) on a corpse, Varuṇa on the makara-whale, Vāyu on a deer, Moon on his rabbit, Śiva on his bull, Ananta on his tortoise, and Brahmu on his swan (89-105a). In the entrance to this third courtyard, at the go)pura, will be found Sudarśana (105b-115).

In the fourth court [āvaraṇa], the ten weapons will be found in due order (116-130); the entrance to this round is guarded by Gaṅgā and Yamuna (131-138). In the fifth āvaraṇa are the eight deities: Lohitākṣa, Mahāvīrya, Aprameya, Susobhana, Virahā, Vikrama, Bhima and Śatāvarta (139-153); the entrance to this round is guarded by Vajranātha, Hariśa, Dharmadhyaśka and Niyantriśa, Vāsuna and Sudhānanda (154-168). In the sixth āvaraṇa Vidyādhīpati, Śiva, Prajāpatismāha and Indra—all with their retinues—will be found, along with the eight weapons of Viṣṇu (169-183). In the seventh āvaraṇa are representations of the Seven Sages, the Planets and Stars, the Cloud-groups, the Nāgas, the Heavenly Nymphs, the medicinal Herbs, Cows, and the Sacrifices; while at the entrances will be found Ānanda and Nandana. Virasena and Suṣeṇaka with their sixteen assistants, and the samsāradevatas will be encountered in the ground of the outer round (184-204a). At the outermost entrance, eight guardians keep improper people from entering the temple precincts (204b-212), while sixteen additional gajas populate the outer gates and the outer corners (213-233). The eighth āvaraṇa, when and if, it is built, contains the tālitas of creations, and assures that God abides in the icon and receives all worship (234-237). These tālitas are to be worshipped (238-242).
Additional deities are given for the other subsidiary entrances to the eight āvaraṇas (243-281), along with the details for their iconography, consecration, their roles in daily worship, etc. (282-335). The chapter ends with some general reflections on the daily routines of worship in regard to all the above-named deities, the times and relative importance of the various parts of the liturgy, and a placement of the whole into the context of worship of the main deity (336-350).

X. महोत्सवाध्वजरोहणान्तविभि

Mahotsavadhvajaroḥaṇāntavidhi (412 śls.)

"Rules for the Great Festival up to the Finish of the Flag-Hoisting Ceremonies"

The chapter opens with a general discussion of festivals, when and why they are held (1-10), and how the temple itself must have been properly prepared from the very beginning with all accoutrements necessary for festivals (11-13), and the length of time for various festivals (14). The preparations for the major nine-day festival are described: the ācārya’s preparation and purification (16-59); the preparation of the deity (60-77); the ritual of sprouting seedlings (78-226); the preparation of the cloth to be used in the flag-ceremony (227-274); preparation of a manḍapa in which further sanctifying ceremonies are done to the cloth for the flag (275-304); the raksābandha-ceremonies in which the festival idol is asked to preside over the succeeding events (305-334); the selection, preparation and placement of the flag-pole (335-357); procession with idols and the flag (358-368); hoisting the flag itself with a rope before coiling, and the succeeding consecration services (369-381). When these things have been done, then gifts and other rewards are generously to be given (382-384), after which the ācārya is to recite a eulogy of Garuḍa (385-391). This is the end of the first day of the nine-day festival. The gains that accrue to those who perform this ceremonial liturgy faithfully are given, along with some further details and directions concerning the flag-hoisting ceremonies in general (392-412).

XI. महोत्सवविभि

Mahotsavavidhi (439 śls.)

"Rules for the Great Festival (Continued)"

On the second day, after having arranged for a musical prologue (1-36), the necessary bali-procession is made with bālībera-icon (37-93), whereupon the utsavabera-icon is taken to the yāgaśālā-hall for a fire-ritual [koma]—which is described in all its details, and the fire of which is not to be extinguished for nine days (94-179). There are interjected at this point some directions for the ācārya in regard to austerities he must observe during the mahotsava-period (181-183). The third day [dvitiya divase pṛāpte (sic)] is much the same as the second in its ritual observances (184-212), and likewise is both begun and
ended with a procession with the balibimba-icon. And so, in fact, it is to be
done each day until the ninth day with only minor alterations (213-214). On
each night a different specified vehicle [vāhana] is offered to the Lord—although
during the daytime the choice of the vehicle is optional—and the grand proces-
sion of vehicles is generally described at length (215-244). This is done twice
daily, and after each grand procession of the utsavabera-icon, the idol is returned
to an utsava-mandapa, given offerings, and ceremoniously returned to the temple
(245-260).

On the seventh morning a special chariot procession is enjoined and de-
scribed (278-311)—being the single, biggest public performance to be celebrated
during the entire mahotsava-festival. The avabhṛthotsava, which is inserted into
the normal observances of the ninth-day morning, is also described (317-336).
On the ninth-day evening the ācārya blesses all in the presence of God, and
there is then a routine concluding homa-sacrifice in the yāgaśālā in which bali-
offerings are made and the deities which had been called to witness the entire
mahotsava-festivities are given permission to leave and return to their respective
places or to their source in the mūlabera-image. When this is done, the ācārya
is richly rewarded (357-376). Other concluding rites are also taken care of, and
the utsavabera-icon is returned to its original place where, on the following day,
after all regular rituals have been attended to, a special puspayāga is done in
the evening (377-412). The flag is then lowered (417), all the remaining deities
are given permission to disperse (420-423) and, early on the eleventh day, some
further ceremonies are done by the ācārya. Thereafter he bathes (429) and
regular pūjā-activities in the temple are resumed (430).

All during the mahotsava-festivities brahmins should be fed (354b), and
at the end all participating personnel are to be generously rewarded (431-438).
A yajamāna-patron who supports mahotsava such as has been described will
gain the best of both worlds (439).

XII. पक्षोंतस्वविधि

"Rules for Festivals During the (Various) Fortnights"

On the twelfth day of each fortnight, there is a dvādaśi-festival celebrating
respectively the full moon day and the new moon day; when the śravana-star
comes each month, a śravana-festival is held; the monthly star-day of the idol’s
consecration is celebrated; the monthly star-day of the yajamāna-patron is also
remembered; the bi-annual viśvottava is marked approximately on April 15th
and on October 15th; ayanottava also is marked on approximately the 15th of
August and the 15th of January (1-4). A few technicalities about the foregoing
are given (5-10). The remainder of the chapter is devoted to describing in
more detail some of these, and other, festivals; dvādaśī is described (11-24a);
madhumāsotsava (=C. vasantotsava) which does not appear in the above list is also described, with some options given concerning its celebration (24b-40); jalakriṣṭotsava, which is part of the foregoing, and is also not mentioned in the opening ślokas, is described (41-60); Śacāryabhamāna is briefly treated (61-62); and damanikotsava is covered in somewhat more detail (63-92). The following are also described: viśākhotsava (93-103a); plavotsava (105b-143a); āgāyaṅotsava (143b-160); ghōlotsava (161-205a); and svāpaṅotsava (205b-234a).

XIII. सकलोत्सवविधि

Sakalotsavadvidhi (265² sls.)

“Rules for Festivals Done throughout the Year”

The following festivals are enumerated and described in this chapter: kṛṣṇajanmadinotsava or jayantī utsava (1-86); Rāma’s, Naraśimha’s and Varāha’s birthdays—which are celebrated in much the same way as the preceding (86-90); viralakṣmyutsava, including vijayadāśāmyutsava (91-126, 127-146); (kṛṣṭikā) dipotsava (147-207); śuklotsava (208-211); mārgaśiṅotsava (212-250); an unnamed festival in which gifts are distributed by the yajamāna on behalf of God (251-253); mṛgavīlotsava (254-263a). The chapter concludes with a list of rewards for those who see to the celebrations of these festival-occasions (263-266a).

XIV. पवित्रोत्सवविधि

Pavitrotsavadvidhi (313 sls.)

“Rules for the Garlanding Festival”

During the four-month period [cāturmāsyā] when Viṣṇu is in His divine Contemplative Slumber [yogāṇidrā], a “purifying ceremony” [pavitarārohaṇa] is done to rectify lapses of worship and morals during the preceding year (1-13). The narrator, Nārada, then states where it is to be done (14-17); the measurement of the special maṇḍapa to be built there (18-34); other preparations, constructions and decorations to be attended to (35-82); materials needed for the ceremonies (83-165); and some more specific directions for the time of the festival’s commencement, thus fixing times for adhvāsa, ankuraṁpana and raksābanṭha-rites (166-198). The actual performance of paviṇtotsava proceeds with regular pājā-offerings (199), bringing the utsavabera-icon to the maṇḍapa (201), and then the liturgy itself of giving the paviṇtra-garlands to all instruments and icons and celebrants, ending with processions, a feast, and other things (202-258). The reasons for performing paviṇtotsava are given (259-260).

There follows a description of a very simple, one-day version of a variant paviṁtotsava (261-272a); then a domestic version for celebration at home (273b-274).

Four or seven days after the completion of paviṇtotsava, the tīrthabimba-icon—or a substitute stalk of darbha-grass—should be taken to a holy river or tank and there, using it as a symbol of purity in this gross world, it is submerged for ritual purification; the ācārya, his family and all of creation are symbolically
cleansed and purified by this act—indeed, the ācārya and his family also bathe at the same moment as the tīrthabimba-icon is submerged. No name is given in the text for this concluding ceremony (275-313).

XV. स्त्रयविष्ठि Snapanavidhi (430½ śls.)

"Rules for Bathing (the Icon)"

All other performances are validated and will bear fruit if snapana is done perfectly (1). Just as a pillared hall was constructed for pavirottsava, so a maṇḍapa is to be prepared for snapana-rites—only this one will be without kūnda-firepits. The personnel needed for the snapana-rites are listed (2-11). Then follow directions for various preliminaries (12-27), followed by an explanation of the ten-fold "para"-snapana and nine-fold "apara"-snapana rituals (28-33). Thereupon the directions for the preparation, decoration, placement, filling and sanctification of the numerous pots needed for the various kinds of "para"-and "apara"-snapana are outlined (34-343). Next the mantras are given which are to accompany the orderly pouring [abhiṣeka] from the various jars (344-387). In closing, a synopsis of doing things throughout the entire liturgy is given—from the ācārya’s early morning arrival through the snānabera-icon’s processions, washings, garlandings, etc., to the distribution of prasāda (388-419). Gifts to the ācārya and to other participants are to be given (420 f.). The chapter ends with some miscellaneous injunctions and alternatives regarding when the snapana is to be done and when omitted (422-431a).

XVI. प्रसादादिप्रतिष्ठथाविष्ठि Prasādādipratisthāvidhi (351½ śls.)

"Rules for the Sanctification Ceremonies of the Temple, etc."

A yajamāna-patron who proposes to build a temple should first engage a suitably qualified ācārya to supervise the task, and these two together should select a śilpin. Then the three together should locate a desirable place to construct the temple (1-12). After the ground has been ritually examined [bhāparikṣā], then, as part of the liturgy of taking possession of it, a hut [parnakūṭi] is built (13-30) wherein a pot representing Nārāyaṇa is placed and offered appropriate homage (31-48). Then the ṣhāpati measures off the plot and, with numerous ceremonies, digs a pit at the place where the future garba-gṛha-sanctuary is to be raised (49-77). The pit is filled in with stones, etc., for firmness and then watered, levelled; and cows are then allowed to graze on the area. The starting of the structure of the prāsāda is made with the fixing of the peg, śaṅku-ṣṭhāpana and for warding of impediments, a bālālāya is established with the Idol which is to be worshipped till the Image is established and consecrated in the main temple. Then the regular construction work, stage by stage, as attended by diverse ceremonies is described (78-329). Then follow directions for consecrating maṇḍapas (330-340) and gopuras (341-352a).
"Specifications for Icons, etc."

Idols for worship by those who desire the best results should either be in picture-form [citra], or modelled in clay [mṛt], or fashioned from wood [kāśṭha], or cast from good metal [sāloha] or from iron [ayāḥ] (1). Elaborations on all the above are given (2-8). Precious gems are not generally used for icons (9, 13 ff.). Then follow general directions for procedures of collecting clay for idols (10-12, 17-30), and of collecting stone and wood for making carved images (31-71, 72-91). Thereupon some iconometric rules are given for measurements—general (92-173), for the vigrahas of Hayagrīva and Narasiṃha (174-214), and for vāhanas in conclusion (215-237).

There are six kinds of idols, representing types for use on various occasions: kāmārcā, utsavārcā, balyārcā, tirthahautukārcā, nimittasnapārcā and sayanārcā. The last five in any temple are the best: the measurements of these five are given in proportion to the mālabera-idol. Their postures are also discussed (238-248a). Temples may be classified, indeed, according to the number and types of idols they contain—ekabera and bahubera and varieties thereof (248b-260). The sixteen varieties of pedestals are then discussed (261-281) with their relation to the posture of the icon they support; sometimes the measurement of an icon is itself determined by the pedestal (282 ff.). For utsavābera-icons the pedestals may take different shapes (294-296). In any case, a pedestal must have a fastening spike for attaching the icon, called a "prāṇāla"—and the uses and types of these are discussed in closing (297-307).

"The Procedures of Sanctification Ceremonies"

For the consecration of all idols with mantras, elaborate preparations are necessary: a special manḍapa is to be constructed (2-68a) and the idol to be consecrated (or its substitute) is to be brought to the manḍapa in a chariot and there made ready for its consecration bath (68b-84). The bath of consecration is called "jalādhivāsa," and the rites connected with this may take from one to three to five days; how jalādhivāsa is done for a wood, metal and stone icon is told (85-131, 152b-167), and how it is done by a method called "chāyādhivāsana" when icons cannot be immersed in water is also told (132-149, 159). The next step after jalādhivāsa concerns the placement of the icon on a bed of grains, and it is called "dhānyādhivāsa" (168-339a)—and connected with it are many homas (236 ff., 305 ff.) and simprokṣanas (220 ff.) and other activities, the most important of which is investing the icon with various "powers" and "weapons" [mantranyāsa] (273 ff.).
After sleeping next to the idol and expiating for any bad dreams, the yajamāna directs the ācārya to proceed with installing the icon [sthāpana] (344a). To do this, the ācārya goes to the place where the idol is to be installed, measures with strings, digs a pit in a spot marked off as “Brahma” (347-357), places the pedestal on top a cache of deposited articles (358-380), and brings the prepared idols of the Lord and His consorts to the spot from their bed of grains (381-398). When all has been prepared, the icon is fixed on the pedestal and mantras are repeated (399-402). Thereupon, the icon is washed with water which has been reserved, and after this regular worship may be commenced (403-411).

A variation on the above is given with different mantras (412-428).

The other idols of the Lord (i.e., the karmabera-icons) are then to be consecrated in their appropriate ways, and offerings are to be made (429-453). Agnikārya is done, whereupon other items like the vāhanas are sprinkled, balidāna is offered, and the ācārya’s tasks for the next three days are duly to be concluded with pāṃhūti. On the fourth day, after pāṃhūti, the closing rites are performed with homas and mantras, and the sādhaka himself takes a bath with the sanctified water (454-480).

The rewards [phala] for such a pratiṣṭhā ceremony are listed (481-487). Pājā should henceforth be done. When pratiṣṭhā is to be done for the Goddess, for Cakra and for saints’ icons, the same rules as already outlined above apply—they are merely to be placed in other sections of the temple. The job, however, is considerably simplified if it can be arranged to do their sanctification ceremonies at the same time as the pratiṣṭhā-sanctification for the main image. Some special instructions for the consecration of these other icons are given (488-516).

Ornaments of the idols and instruments of pājā should all also be consecrated, and this should be attended to in particular ways (517-532a). The reasons for attending so carefully to these consecrations are given—the main reason being that, in the end, such care will give pleasure [bhoga] to God (532b-560).

XIX. प्रयासितविधि  

Prayaścitavidhi  

(880 śls.)

“Rules for Expiatory Rites”

The sages ask how to perform expiatory rites on such occasions as when a temple or anything in it needs attention and repair, when the idol or sanctuary needs to be cleansed from defilements, when natural calamities threaten and when lapses occur to interrupt the regular worship (1-2). The principle regarding repair of an idol is to preserve it if possible once it has already been consecrated; if it is irreparably damaged it should be ceremoniously disposed of
by burying it or sinking it in water. When the temple itself undergoes repair, or the mūlabera-idol in it is undergoing repairs, a bālālaya is to be employed. "Svayamvyakta"-idols require special rules (50 ff.) and should be preserved intact at all costs. Stylistic changes introduced while repairing a given icon are to be scrupulously avoided. Other rules for repairing the idols and the structure itself are given, along with instructions for attendant ceremonies (3-128).

When an idol and/or the temple is defiled by one way or another, certain ceremonies are required for divine satisfaction (129-258a). When natural calamities [utpāda] come, or even threatening signs appear, again specific instructions are given for performing pacifying ceremonies (258b-298). When a mistake in daily pājā or in utsava-ceremonies occurs, this must be rectified—whether it be because of defilement by persons, mistakes in liturgy, omission of mantras, etc. (299-743).*

The chapter continues with a section (744-791) on grāmaśānti—first telling how all the foregoing prāyaścittas mentioned serve to benefit the village, then (792-843) giving specific instructions as to when and where special prāyaścittas to protect the village itself are to be done. The chapter ends with a section on general rules for śānti-homa rites (844-880).

**XX. यादवचलमाहात्म्य Yādavacalamāhātmya**

(329 śls.)

"On the Greatness of Melkoṭe"

The sages ask Nārada where the "svayamvyakta"-images (mentioned in the preceding chapter) are to be found, and why these give greatness [mahattva] to the place wherein they are found (1-3a).

Puṣkarakṣetra is where Puṇḍarīkākṣa abides; Śrīraṅgam in the South and Naimiśa in the North have Keśava; in Badarindāth Nārāyaṇa dwells; in Tirupati, Govinda; in Bṛndāvan, the Lord in two forms; alongside the Yamuna, Trivikrama; etc., etc. (3b-110 mentions dozens of such places—some with familiar names, some apparently places not intended to be geographical). Of these many holy places, four stand out in particular, namely: Śrīraṅgam, Tirupati, Conjeevaram and Melkoṭe (11-114). The establishment of Melkoṭe (= Nārāyaṇaḍri = Yādavācala) is then described in story-form (115-329), giving mythological support for certain dates, place-names and festivals observed at Melkoṭe. There is also a brief story given about the establishment of Śrīraṅgam (238 ff.), a eulogy of the Kālyāṇi tank at Melkoṭe (291 ff.) and a eulogy of Narasiṁha who is also worshipped at Melkoṭe (310 ff.)—all embedded in the foregoing narrative.

* The section just concluded takes up mistakes in all types of pājās and utsavas, and at almost every important juncture therein; almost everything and every rite mentioned in the śāṁhitā-literature is allowed for.
"Rules for Initiation (into Pañcarātra)"

The sages say to Pauśkara that they have heard (perhaps referring to XIX. 323 or some such similar passage in XIX) that only those who have undergone dikṣā-initiation are eligible to perform rites honoring the Lord. Therefore they are to know about dikṣā-initiation. To this, Nārada replies that before dikṣā-ceremonies, an initiate must purify himself both bodily and mentally, for a period the length of which depends upon his class (1-28). In a suitable place (31 ff.), if money permits, two maṇḍapas (40 ff.) are prepared and various paraphernalia are collected (54 ff.) whereupon a maṇḍala is drawn and attention is directed to it with practice of mudrās (84 ff.). Meanwhile the yāgaśāla-place will have been prepared for a worship of Vighneśa—albeit other gods are also invoked to be present—whereupon all are satisfied with cooked rice which is brought to the maṇḍala-design (117) just before homa is performed (118-123).

Another maṇḍala-design is prepared for the initiate to sit within (124 ff.), and he is sprinkled with various materials, touched with darbha-grass, "surrounded" by mantras and blind-folded (129). Objects which are to be offered to God are then put into his outstretched hands by the ācārya, and the candidate's thrill and ecstacy at this point help the ācārya to decide whether or not he is fit for actual initiation (130 ff.). If the ācārya is satisfied by the signs, he ritually touches the initiate (136). Then, after penitential meditation, the candidate contemplates the entire created universe as within his own body and in the maṇḍala upon which he sits (137-168a); thereupon he worships the maṇḍala-motif. Then he is led to a fire where he does a special sampāla-homa (172-179), which absolves him of all previous sins. Resolving, then, to lead a new life, a red thread in length the same as the candidate's own height is brought, and it is wrapped around him while he meditates upon his earthly condition (184-213). After a homa-observance, then, this "ādhiṇāsa" part of "vaibhava-dikṣā" is over.

A variation on the above, and called "āpara-dikṣā", is when the candidate meditates upon the elements of which he is composed (214-227), and, thus readied, he is led into the sanctuary where he is "presented" to God and, after bringing him back to the maṇḍala, he undergoes there certain purifications. Homa is done 100 times, and the candidate is covered with a new cloth, being enjoined to sleep with his thoughts of God (228-246).

A second variant, called "ekāneka-dikṣā," is similar to the above maṇḍala-oriented procedures, but much attention is given in it to interpretations of dreams experienced by the initiate (247-279).
Then, after having been prepared in one of these ways, the five sacramental purifications [pañcasamāskārasyā] are attended to—and these would seem to constitute the central part of “vaihavā-dīksā”—namely, ṭāpa (284-292), ṭuṇḍra (293-317), nāma (318-325), mantra (328-441) and yāga (442-448).

Four other types of dīksā-initiation ceremonies—called “nitya-dīksā,” “vyūha-dīksā,” “brahma-dīksā” and “paramantra-dīksā”—are briefly outlined (449-464).

After dīksā-initiation ceremonies are completed, the initiate must undergo a ritual bath, the preparations for and the procedures of which are given (465-504). Only after all this may he independently do pūjā.

“Svārtha-dīksā” and “parārtha-dīksā” are specifically mentioned as being for those who worship privately in the home and for those who worship publicly on behalf of others in temples respectively—the latter being as the sun is to a small lamp (505-510). Those descended from Śaṅkilya are eligible for both “svārtha-dīksā” and “parārtha-dīksā”; all others may have only “svārtha-dīksā” and thus may not do temple-pūjā (511-558).

The last thirty ślokas of the chapter deal with the very interesting subject of intra-sectarian purity: It is said that the Pāñcaratrāgama is divided into four parts—aṅga, mantra, tantra and tantrāntara. The first deals with vyāha-sthāpana, etc., and is immortal; it is used in former yuga-periods. In the tretāyuga-period, mantrasidāḥānta came into being from aṅgasidāḥānta, and it concerns itself with all kinds of dīksā, abhiseka, etc. rites, and with mantras, muḍās, ṭuṇḍas, etc. (559-577). Tantra is concerned with the worship of one mūrti-aspect only (577-578); tantrāntara is concerned with various mūrti-aspects with all their retinues, their weapons and ornamentations, etc. (579-583). These four “ways” of worship should not be mixed; proper use of them leads to the welfare of all. As for Vaikhānasa rules and Śiva worship—these are quite outside the pale of Pāñcaratra practice (584-587).

XXII. नियमविचार नियमविचार

“Rules of Conduct (for a Śīya)”

An initiate must observe certain etiquette toward and respect for his guru—always answering him affirmatively with “bādham,” never showing him disrespect, seeking him only for advice, etc. As well, he should take care in all his everyday affairs to behave correctly—never climbing a banyan tree, always refraining from māt, taking off his shoes before entering a temple, etc. Particularly, he must honor certain rules in worshipping God in order that his pūjā may be perfect and acceptable (1-67).
XXIII. मन्त्रोद्धारविधि

"Concerning the Nature of Revealed Scriptures and Mantras"

The sages ask Nārada to answer six questions. In this chapter his answers to the first two questions are recorded. First: what is the nature of the scriptures’ divine teaching [dvīya-śāstra]? The origin of the teaching, he explains, is three-fold—coming from a divine source (4-15), from sages (16-26) and from humans (27-33)—none of which should be mixed or confused. The rules of worship found in dvīya-śāstra works are to be followed in temples where a svayamvyakta, etc., image is established; dvīya-śāstra rules, however, may also be used to direct worship elsewhere to the advantage of the worshipper—for the saltra-infused rules found in dvīya-śāstra works are outstandingly best in comparison with īmāsa and rājasa rules typical of those found in works that originated with sages and humans (34-50).

Second: what is the nature of mantras used in establishing an image? He replies that among mantras of Viṣṇu which are “vyāpaka,” there are three—namely, the “aśṭākṣaṇa,” “dvādaśaṅkṣaṇa” and “saṅkaṇa” mantras. All images may be worshipped with these mantras; some particular images, however, must have, in addition, their own appropriate, special mantras. But of all the mantras, the “aśṭākṣaṇa”-mantra is best (51-61). Details are then given relating to how the syllabic elements [mantravarna] of various mantras are disposed within the prastāra-sections (of a maṇḍala-design) for various purposes and in a number of combinations (62-222). The instructions for composing the mantras for the icons of the twelve mūrti-aspects of the Lord are given (224-225), for the icons of the twelve Goddesses (226-234), for the icons of the weapons of the preceding (235-238), for the icons of the vibhavas (239-273), and finally for the all-important [biṇa] mantras appropriate to all the icons of the preceding deities (274-289). Other names of Viṣṇu are given, followed by instructions for composing the mantras appropriate to their iconic forms (290-339). The instructions conclude by telling how to construct and then add a “base” [pāda] to each of the mantras. For, without a pāda-base a mantra is not complete because, without its “base” no mantra can have either strength or effect (340-436).

XXIV. मुद्रालक्षणबद्धत्वानाविदिप्रकार

"Steps for Contemplation of Bhagavān, and a Description of Ritual Hand-Gestures, etc.”

Nārada turns now to answer the third question put to hiṃ by the sages, this one concerning ritual hand gestures—[mudrā]. He begins by giving a two-fold definition based on the etymology of the word—the first being “that which gives joy”
to the ritual, the second being “that which drives away evils” (1-2). He then tells how one prepares himself for the practice of mudrā-gestures—washing the hands with sandalpaste, doing certain exercises with the fingers, ritually touching the chest with the thumbs and forefingers of both hands, executing certain motions with the palms joined, etc. (3-11). Different mudrā-gestures are named and described (12-72): vaibhavī (15a), avidyādaśāni (20a), hāra-daśā (21b), śiras, śikhā, tanutra, astra, netra (23a), kriṣṭa (24a), śrīnala, pādā (24b), kaustubha (27b), māla (29b), pādmi (30b), śaṅkha (33a), cakra (34a), kaumudākī (35b)—sometimes called gaṇḍā), śakti (38a), pāksirāja (41a), aśjali (41b), dāhana (43a), āpyāyana (44a), and kāmadhenu (46b)—all of which are directed to objects. The mudrās that are directed to mantras are then given: anantāsana (49b); the mudrās for artha, kāma, dharma and mokṣa (53a); dāmatraya (55b); viśvaksena (59a); śiddhasantati (61b); agni (65b); saṃmukhya (69b); viśarjana (71a).

Nārada then turns to the fourth question posed by the sages, this concerning the disciplined state of mind [dhyāna] to be achieved while uttering mantras to various aspects [mūrti] of God. He answers that the single, ekamūrti-aspects require one particular type of dhyāna-contemplation with the appropriate mantras being employed (73-84a); āvītyamūrti etc. (84b ff.) others. In addition, the susūptivyāha-aspects require still other kinds of mental appreciation in contemplating God and His activities; svapnavyāha-forms of God, yet others; and jagradvyāha-forms of God yet again others (up to 129). Further discussion of contemplation [dhyāna] of God’s Vyāha-forms follow (130-146), after which a similar treatment is given for Keśava, etc. (147-160), then for the consorts of the Twelve (161-164), the Viśva-forms (165-184), and the Antar-yāmin-aspects (185-194). The remainder of the chapter is devoted to descriptive passages relating to various deities which descriptions may act as guides to facilitate concentration [dhyāna] on these divinities: Ādiśeṣa (195-199), Śaktaśeṣa (200-210), Madhusūdana (211-213), Vidyādhiṣeṇa (214-215), Kapila (216-218), Viśvarūpa (219-231), Haṅsāmūrti (232-237), Vāsudeva (238-243), Vājiraktra (244-256), Kūrma (257-264), Narasimha (265-271). A particularly elaborate description is given of Śriyāhpati (272-333), followed by a shorter description of Nārāyaṇa (334-349). A short eulogy of dhyāna-contemplation is given, in the course of which the worshipper is reminded that only One Person takes all these forms, and that these are only worthy reflections through which to lead the devotee to that one, namely Nārāyaṇa (360-369).

A section describing each of the 51 forms of Garuḍa follows (370-437), for purposes of dhyāna-contemplation. In the course of these descriptions various other aspects of Viṣṇu and His entourage are touched upon—but all of these seem subordinated to the primary aspects of Garuḍa. The chapter, and the discussion of dhyāna in relation to mantras, draws to a close.
with a section on the weapons of Viṣṇu (438-476). Finally it is said that such dhyāna as has been described may be mentally undertaken at any place by a qualified sādhaka—either at home, or in the temple, or indeed at any other place (477-482).

XXV. कुण्डस्रुक्षुङ्किलक्षणहविःपाकविधान

"Concerning Construction of the Kūṇḍa-Firepit, the ladles, and the Preparation of Oblations"

Nārada now turns to the fifth question, and it concerns how to make the kūṇḍa-firepits. He gives elaborate instructions, with measurements and alternative shapes, etc. for constructing the firepit (1-52). He also tells how to make the sruva-ladle (53-56).

The sixth question the sages had asked concerned the preparation of havis, etc. Nārada turns to this and begins to answer it by telling what grains are to be used, how they are to be collected and from where, how they are to be prepared and by whom and under what conditions, etc., and what dishes can be made from these (57-92). A special dish, havis-pāka, which is offered to the deity, is then described (93-106). Further varieties of havis (that is, some varieties that will not be offered into the fire) are treated—rice with milk, rice with sugar, rice with ghee, and vegetable mixtures—and He tells what occasions call for these preparations (107-119). He discusses ingredients as well as vegetables and fruits, some of which are to be used in the preparation of other dishes and some of which are to be offered to the deity separately (120-168). He explains in what ritual manner these dishes and other offerings—like sandal, drinks, betelnut, etc.—are to be placed before God, how they are to be removed (169-190). He warns of certain things to avoid—overcooking, breathing on the food, getting hairs in the food, forgetting the ghee, etc.—which disqualify the food offerings to God; one who offers such inferior food to God is guilty of sin eradicable only by japa-exercises (191-200). Correctly prepared food should be offered to all the deities which have been duly installed in a temple, each offering accompanied by the appropriate mantra to each god (201-205). Of all the foods made from the grains and other ingredients, only liquid dishes [pāyasas] and certain fruits are to be offered into the fire as homa-libations; but all offerings are to be made to the accompaniment of mantras by those who are qualified by dikṣā (206-211).

The chapter concludes as Nārada tells that the foregoing has expatiated on the meaning of the sūtrāvata teaching, and should be treated with reverence and care; it should be shared only with those who are initiated (into Pāṇca-rātra), those who are pious, those who seek to escape from the bondage of
worldly life, etc. Whoever worships God according to the foregoing system will achieve all his objects in this world and in the next (212-217).

Critical Notes

Regarding the age of this samhita-text, if we assume that the reference in VIII:175b to Saṭhakopa (＝Nāmāḷvār) is not an interpolation then it follows that the work was composed sometime between the tenth century times of Nāthamuni (who attested to the fact that by his time Saṭhakopa/Nāmāḷvār was a figure popular enough in Śrīvaiṣṇava piety to have had iconic representations made of him) and Yamuna (＝Ājavanār) who quotes what is presumably this samhita. In order to preserve an early date for this work, Farquhar (Outlines of the Religious Literature of India, p. 246) suggests that both the passage containing VIII:175b and another one containing the veiled “prophecy” of Rāmānuja (see XX:274-5) are interpolations—thus freeing him to seek a date of composition considerably earlier. Schrader holds that theĪśvara-samhita comes from a time “before 800” (op. cit., p. 20). We prefer, however, to see the passage containing the reference to Saṭhakopa as genuine, while not only the passage containing the reference to Rāmānuja but the entire twentieth chapter is an interpolation. Thus we suggest that theĪśvara-samhita be dated in the neighborhood of the tenth century.*

That the passages quoted by Yamuna cannot be located in the text as we have it provokes some interesting hypotheses. Schrader, for example, speculates (op. cit., p. 21f.—for other reasons, be it noted) that there may have been two Īśvara-samhitās. There is, indeed, another brief work, called “Īśvara-samhita,” that is extant; it is a Pāṇcarātra document. It is discussed and described in the next section (below); but it seems not to be the work cited by Yamuna. What seems more likely to us is that the present “Īśvara-samhita” (Isvr1) is, rather, not complete in its present 25-chapter version. Certain secondary works—e.g. Uśavasamgraha (Mysore, Telugu script)—present extracts purporting to be from “Īśvara-samhita” that are not found in the printed versions.† A collection of such passages might—although the possibility is admittedly remote—yield the passages quoted by Yamuna.

At this point the passages integral to the text concerning temple construction may serve to help in the dating. Certainly some of the architectural details indicate that a later rather than an earlier date is required for the stylistic data given so that the structures described correspond to temples the building-dates of which are known.

† The portion quoted is a 57½ śloka treatment on “vyātikāmotsava.” Chapters that are found elsewhere in other secondary documents present fragments from “Īśvara-samhita” on
Regarding the doubtful twentieth chapter—which intrudes upon the otherwise smooth development of ideas in the work as it stands—it might be possible to argue that only certain portions (e.g., XX: 118-28ga) are interpolated. This would at least rid us of the obviously later "prophecy" of Rāmānuja and his eminent followers. But the problem of the chapter itself remains; to retain it as an integral part of the work would require major rearrangement of other parts of the text in order to accommodate it neatly. Instead, we prefer to see the present arrangement of chapters cohering to an inner logic of its own, as suggested above in our "Introductory Remarks," and that the twentieth chapter in its entirety should be dismissed. This in no way denies to the Iśvara-samhitā its origin nor its historical connection with Melkoṭe.

A comparison of the text as it stands with commentaries written on it (for example, one such commentary may be found in the S. Iyengar Library in Śrīraṅgam) might turn up data on the various textual problems touched upon in the preceding paragraphs.

such topics as bhūbhaṭa(?)prāyaścitavidhi, sarvadoṣaprāyaścitta and samprokṣanavidhi. These may—or may not—prove to be fragments of "lost" portions of our work. A chapter on "śāntihomavidhi" found in Prāyaścitāsviśāntara (MT. 3743), claiming to be from "chapter twelve" of Iśvara-samhitā appears in fact to be from the latter part of Ch. XIX.
According to a leaf manuscript in grantha script, O.I. Baroda No. 7967 (88 leaves, in good condition).

**Introductory Remarks**

This relatively short and apparently incomplete work of some 640 ślokas divided into 14 chapters may alternatively be called “Nṛṣimhakalpa.” The colophons of the Baroda manuscript offer no consistency—the work being variously labelled “Īsvarasamhitāyam,” “Pāncarātra,” “Nṛṣimhakalpa,” and “Śrisudāranāṃsṛimhakahalpa.” It is written in the form of a dialogue between Īśvara and Pārvati.

Because scholars may be intrigued to know what this “second” Īśvara-samhitā presents, a detailed description of its contents is given below to satisfy their curiosity in regard to this rare manuscript. That it is a Pāncarātra document is supported not only by its colophon claims but also by the typically Pāncarātra hospitality to all classes—addressing itself to the universal social order, with special dispensations given to śūdras (e.g., IV. 68)—as well as by internal reference to the Pāncarātra tradition near the end of the second chapter.

The most noteworthy facet of the work is its extreme “prayogic” tendency. By the proper application of the “Nṛṣimha”-mantra enemies may be overcome, diseases cured, death circumvented, etc. Even the “Evil Eye” may be averted. While “prayogic” passages are certainly encountered in other Pāncarātra works, the blatant tone of this work sets it apart from the mainstream of the Pāṇcarātra literature (see, however, Kāśyapa-samhitā [q.v.] and the Index under the heading “prayoga”).

**DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS**

1. no title (27 śls.)

Attached to the beginning is an opening verse in praise of Narasimha, followed by the statement that Pārvatī (=Devi) approached Īśvara on Mt. Kailāsa (1-2). Having already listened to several mantras, she asks to know some details about the incomparable “Nṛsimha”-mantra—its form, meaning,

---

*Pārvatī is however, sometimes addressed as "O holy Sage !"
† See also New Catalogus Catalogorum, Vol. I. Revised edn., pp. 278-9 on the two Īśvara-samhitās,
and its "bija-sakti"; how dikṣā-initiation is to be done with it; what are its rṣi, chandas and devatā; its usages; how to construct a yantra-design to match it; what are the prescribed nyāsa-concentrations and mudrā-gestures to be mastered when employing it; how to do agnihūtra-routines in relation to it; what are the features of the firepit to be constructed (for agnihūtra); and which are the materials prescribed for homa-offerings. Further, what are the directions for employing the mantra to achieve specific aims; how abhiṣeka sprinklings are correctly to be done; and what are the features of the special kumbha-pots used here (3-9a).

Īśvara replies that he will deal with these topics briefly because the "Nṛsiṁha"-mantra, is so important, so worthy, so useful, so efficacious, etc. for people of all classes and stages of life (gb-16). He then recounts the legend of how and why the Lord Viṣṇu assumed the Narasiṁha-incarnation, pointing out that this mantra was then used (by Prahlāda) to good effect (17-18). Brahmacā also was empowered to create the present world order only because he repeated this "Nṛsiṁha"-mantra; indeed, the power revealed by the gods and enjoyed by humans must be in all cases traced back to this potent mantra. Unlike other mantras, this "Nṛsiṁha"-mantra may be freely used at any time, without scruples regarding tīthi, nakṣatra and various upavāsa-prerequisites—thanks to the Lord Viṣṇu's abounding grace (19-27).

II. no title  

Īśvara here discloses that the rūpa-form of the 32-lettered anuṣṭup-mantra has eleven parts, the import of each of which part is to describe the physical and spiritual attributes of Narasiṁha (1-17). Even Mārkandeya long ago overcame death by means of this mantra (18). The "seed"-letter is "r" in which is invested the prime power of the mantra; just as in Śaiva mantras there is a "śiva-bija" and in Śakti mantras there is a "(female)-bijā", so in the Pāṇcarātra and other Vaiṣṇava tantric traditions there is (in all mantras) this Vaiṣṇava "bijā". Meditating thus on it one can attain mastery of the mantra (19-30a).

III. दीक्षाधिनं  

"Concerning Initiation"

On the night preceding dikṣā-initiation rites the ācārya and the aspirant are together to observe a fast and to offer special worship to Narasiṁha. Also a maṇḍala-design is to be traced on the ground—either of the "sarovatobhadra"-type or of any other type—within which design Śakti (= Śīl) is to be honored. Then, placing pots at appropriate places in the maṇḍala-pattern, invoking in each pot different deities, (the Śīṣya-aspirant?) is to receive a snapana-bath. After some further prokṣaṇa-sprinklings they both are to sleep, and in the
morning, after each again bathes, the ācārya is to select a ṛtvik-priest (1-20). This special priest chants various Vedic mantras, after which further special offerings to Narasimha are made (21-24). Thereupon some fire-offerings are attended to (25-32), whereupon the ācārya gives (another?) bath to the sīṣya-aspirant, using special vessels (33-37).

Dressed in new clothes the aspirant sits next to the ācārya who, placing his right hand on the candidate’s chest, whispers to him, “You shall now become my son.” Assenting, the aspirant repeats some mantras and makes flower-offerings to the Lord. So, dikṣā-initiation concludes (38-44).

As for the homa-offerings, these vary according to the class-status of the aspirant (45-46).

The preceptor then is to be honored, after which he will clasp the aspirant’s hand and impart to him the “Nṛsimha-anuṣṭup”-mantra along with certain instructions and elaborate details. Prokṣaṇa follows, and, thereafter the aspirant is to use only this “Nṛsimha”-mantra in all his devotional activities (47-62).

IV.

According to this chapter (śl. 59) there are some seventy-seven varieties of the Nṛsimha-mantra, roughly divided into those that are pacific in nature (such as the “anuṣṭup” variety) and those which are of a violent character. The latter type have certain “prayogic” applications. Only two specific varieties are named—“mudrabandhāna” and “agniprākāra”—but all the varieties differ from one another according to varying meters, different rśis associated with them, different deities presiding over them, different mudrā-gestures used with them, different dhyāna-meditations employed, etc.

Two examples of application of different dhyāna-methods using the “anuṣṭup” variety (71 ff.) will suffice here. One called the “puccha-simha” method, the other called the “ekavīra” method. In the first type, one imagines a Leonine Form, his tail stretched up, his tongue lapping up all sentient creatures. Thus, the mantra may be used to influence and subdue others. When one imagines a five-faced Narasimha, each aspect ferocious, one then uses the mantra to effect cures not only from diseases but also illnesses induced by poisons.

V.

Turning to the yantra-design which may be used in accompaniment to worship with the “Nṛsimha”-mantra, Īśvara points out that thus may enemies be defeated, prosperity be gained, diseases be cured, untimely death be circumvented (1-2). He then describes the different petals of this lotiform pattern,
which may be traced out on a cloth or on a leaf or on a tablet. Various prayers for protection, invoking different aspects of the Lord, are appropriate in this kind of worship. A man who has done nyāsa-concentrations on this yantra-design cannot be approached by evils of any kind (3-16a).

VI.

Mudrā-gestures, too, may be employed to good effect in worship with the “Nṛsiṁha”-mantra (1-10). The bulk of the chapter is devoted to the “aṅjali”-mudrā and how to do it to pacify God.

VII.

Here, Īśvara says that fires must be prepared only in kuṇḍas. Three firepits may, however, be of any shape; but the shape has the potency to affect the results of the fire-sacrifices done in the firepit (1-9, 43-45a, 56-57). Once the firepit is constructed and sanctified a special vessel should be used to carry the fire to it, whereupon the fire there is kindled (10-13). The first step of homa is meditation on Agni (14-17a), after which offerings are made to him (17b-24a) in certain, specified quantities (24b-42).

Homas may be undertaken for specific aims, and the realization of these goals may be effected by altering slightly the offerings made to the fire (45b-55).

VIII.

Kāmya-rites undertaken in connection with homa-offerings are next taken up as being the means by which humans may obtain ends which even the gods cannot achieve. For examples: if a barren woman wants sons Lakṣmīpatra-leaves are to be offered into the fire; if one wants plentiful grain in his house, he should perform homa as outlined a lakh of times; if one wants to paralyze another, turmeric offerings are to be made into the fire; if one wants to attract the admiration of others, honey is to be offered; if one wants relief from fever, a special vālukā-solution is to be offered 2000 times; etc. Dozens of such instructions are given in this chapter. (1-43).

IX.

Īśvara here gives the characteristic features of the kumbha-pots to be used in abhiṣeṇa-rites. In addition to giving certain proportions, he counsels that the pots' purity must be maintained by preventing unauthorized persons from touching them, and making sure even that they are not seen by diseased, profane or otherwise contaminated persons (1-6). When ready, the pot is sanctified by sprinkling it with a solution of pañcagavya (7-11a).
Iṣṭvara offers to disclose to Pārvatī that secret, hearing the disclosure of which one may achieve one’s all desires in the here and in the hereafter (I-6). This secret is concerned with the 18-syllable mantra addressed to Lakṣmī, its sakti, kīla and jīva (7-19) and its uses. Śrī is, of course, to be contemplated according to the elaborate descriptions here given (20-48) both before and after repetition of the mantra. So doing, one should then offer food to Lakṣmī and Viṣṇu in the homa-fire over a period of one year if one wishes to rise to the status of a king; doing homa similarly with other items brings to one other desirable rewards (49-61).

Iṣṭvara says that what he has just disclosed was long ago given by Brahmā to Agastya. The remainder of the chapter then elaborates further on varieties of homa-offerings to be made to Lakṣmī in association with Narasimha—the results of which eradicate evils, erase sins, exterminate enemies, etc. In some cases, in addition to simple homa-offerings, there are special abhiṣeka-rites and certain prescribed meditations and acts to be undertaken (62-I17a). At the end of the chapter (I17b-I18a) Devī asks to know more about the meditations on Narasimha which have been enjoined.

XI. no title (16 śls.)

Here, dhyāna-meditations on the ferocious aspects of Narasimha are outlined. He is described as eight-armed, red-haired, red-eyed having holy marks and with Lakṣmī at his side. With this in mind, one should then repeat the “siṁha”-mahā-mantra. If done correctly and devotedly one can expect to enjoy a number of rewards (1-7). Homas, too, may accompany these exercises to even greater effects (8-13).

This discipline with the “siṁha”-mahā-mantra was given by Viṣṇu to Brahmā and by the latter to Agastya. Brahmā also gave it to Sanaka and other sages (I4-I6).

XII. no title (52½ śls.)

In this chapter Iṣṭvara notes that mantras are of two types—those with “bija” and those without “bija”. Having dealt with the first type in the preceding chapters he now treats of those without “bija” (I-5). Continuing his treatment of the “Nṛsiṁha”-mantra he says here that by varying the homa-obligations, and adding certain dhyāna-meditations to mere japa-repetitions, etc., one can bring about certain desired ends—such as longevity, physical power and wealth (6-53a).

XIII. no title (54 śls. +)

Iṣṭvara here takes up the mastery of the “anusṭup” variety of the “Nṛsiṁha”-mantra for various mundane goals (I-16). [-*** a lapse in the
Again, as before, the mundane goals to be achieved may be controlled by altering the homa-oblations and the dhyāna-meditations in certain specified ways (the remaining 38 slokas extant).

XIV. no title (65 šls. +)

(*lapse omits opening šlokas of this chapter)

Isvara is here describing how one is to meditate in the wheel of the heart [hrdayacakra] on certain objects and ideas in order thereby to effect changes upon those objects or ideas. Āsana-postures are recommended to accompany these meditations, different postures yielding different effects. For examples, if one wants to kill a particular person, one must simply imagine that enemy being beaten by others mercilessly. Homa-oblations, accompanied by specific meditations, and done at such times as the dead of the night or in certain seasons, may also effect such sorceries as subduing others or bringing about their death—or even, simply, beating them in debate.

Critical Notes

The Baroda manuscript reveals occasional lapses, and entirely missing are šlokas in the middle and at end of Ch. XIII and at the beginning of Ch. XIV. Some šlokas are repeated.
Introductory Remarks

This is a relatively short work, presenting in compressed and clear fashion a variety of subjects centering about the establishment of worship in a temple—from choosing an ācārya to supervise the preliminary activities, to selecting the plot for building the structure, through supplying the finished building with icons, to the final institution of ritual cycles in the functioning temple. As such, it provides an alternative to a text like Aniruddha-sanhitā (q.v.) for introducing the student new to Pāṇcarātra literature to the genre.

Altogether there are some 1550 slokas (plus prose in Ch. XXV), divided into thirty-two short-to-medium length chapters. The narrative framework has Kaśyapa seeking out Kapiñjala, the latter in turn condensing the teaching he once received from Mārkaṇḍeya. While there are certain broad similarities between the present work and text handed down as the Mārkaṇḍeya-sanhitā (q.v.)—for example, they both contain thirty-two chapters, both contain lists of sanhitās, both have more or less the same practical focus—the differences are marked enough to minimize their interdependence.

The Kapiñjala-sanhitā probably took shape during the “later” period of productivity in the Pāṇcarātra school. It is not quoted by any early writers of the school, although some of its chapters are quoted or extracted in secondary works (viz., chs. VIII and XXIV are quoted in a work called Pāṇcarātra-sanhitā, MT. 352; chs. XXVIII and XXXII are found in Utsavasaṅgraha, MT. 3286; ch. XXXI is seen in Prāyaścitapāta, MT. 3299)—see also our


* Another version of this work, found in a private collection in Srirangam maintained by Arcakar R. Raghava Bhattar, reveals a version of Ch. XXXI having 18 slokas additional to the ones found in the printed text.
“Critical Notes,” below. It is listed as canonical in only the following works: Purushottama (66/105), Visvamitra (37/118) and Visnu Tantra (136/154).

Among items of especial interest that set this work apart is the chapter on town-planning (Ch. IX) and the list of 100 titles named as canonical in Ch. I. Also, there is an interesting attempt to define the word “pancaratra” in the first chapter (šls. 31a-32).

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. Tantrapāraṅgalakārtana (33 šls.)

“Eulogy of One Who is Advanced in the Knowledge of Tantric Lore”

The scene is Kapinjala’s hermitage on Mount Meru, where Kaśyapa comes to learn from the great sage Kapinjala about Pāñcarātra. He has already studied the Vedas, śāstras, etc., and now wants to know how to worship the Lord in His image form (1-9). Kapinjala says there are 208 works comprising the Pāñcarātra, and he offers to give Kaśyapa the essence of the Pāñcarātra teaching which he himself received in the former age from Markandeya (10-11). Asked to name the 208 works, Kapinjala complies [see Addendum below—the list contains only 100 titles] (12-27). Kaśyapa then states he wants to know how to do worship of the Lord in all things from “karṣaṇa” to “pratiṣṭhā” (29b), as well as the meaning of the word “Pāñcarātra.” The meaning of the word, he is told, refers to the cessation of enjoyment by creatures [pratiṣṭhā] of the five elements and their guṇas [pañcā] (31a-32). As for the other matters, the first thing necessary for doing anything from plowing to consecration correctly is to select an acārya-teacher (33).

II. Ācāryalakṣaṇa (34-1/2 šls.)

“The Qualifications of a Preceptor”

The moral and physical attributes of a proper person to select as an acārya are given (1-8)—a person in any one of the four life-stages being eligible. Kapinjala then discusses dīkṣā-initiation. First he tells how to make the manḍapa in which the rite will take place (9-13a). Then, regarding manḍalas, he says there is a choice whether to use the “svastika,” “bhadraṇa,” “cañcarāja” or any other design and he gives general instructions for constructing a “cañcarāja-manḍala (13b-21a). Then he describes the kuṇḍa-fire-pits necessary (21b-22) and how the various ceremonies of the two-day initiation are to be conducted by it (23-35a) [NOTE: The sīya is blindfolded, (but not wound with red thread), flowers are put in his hand and where he drops them on the manḍala-design determines what name he is given (29-30a).]
III. **Bṛhariṇi Samyoga**

**Vaiśṇavasamayya**

"Vaiśṇava Traditions"

Certain places are recommended as the sole places where good Vaiśṇavas should dwell; certain other places are to be avoided, while some should be visited for periods no longer than three days (I-5). Commensal rules are then turned to (6-9, 17) before giving praise to those who wear the marks of Viṣṇu on their body (10, 16, 22-24a), to those who treat with respect other persons and those who are pious and devoted (11-15). Praise is given to those who wear the left-over flower offerings to the Lord (18-21). The remainder of the chapter turns to other general moral and social rules of behaviour—not being hostile to those of other persuasions, avoiding meat and alcohol, shamelessly singing the Lord’s praise, studying sanhitās, helping others, and doing the *garbhādhāna* and other *saṃskāras* in the usual Vedic ways, etc. (22-33).

IV. **Samayācaravīpa**

**Samayācāravidhi**

"Rules for Acceptable Behavior"

For each of the four castes and for *pratilomakas* and *sūtakas* as well as for any of the four āśramas certain modes of behavior are expected; further, all of these persons are eligible for *saṃskāras* (I-4). Such terms as "brahmaśārin," "śīlī," "śīryā," "upāsaka," "śrāvaka," "ācārya," "vaikhānasa," "svatantra," "guru," "niśkāla," "bhikṣuka," "hatva," "bhagavān" and "prabhu" are defined (5-21a). The remainder of the chapter deals with general principles of conduct common to all these persons—*prāṇāhuti, japa*, etc. (21b-24a).

V. **Nakṣatradivasādi**

"Regarding Auspicious Times"

For such undertakings as ritual plowing, selecting a site, digging the pit, placing the "first-bricks," placing the "last bricks," sanctifying a temple, and particularly for beginning festivals, auspicious times must be selected (I-2). Generally, the *uttarāyana*-part of the year is preferable; and in this certain months, constellations, days, etc., are to be selected as most desirable (3-13a). Likewise, certain times of the week should be avoided (13b-18). Also certain times of the day are to be preferred (19-21a).

VI. **Nimitta-parikṣā**

"Testing for Omens"

This chapter turns to an examination of omens of various kinds. General omens are first listed (I-5) and depending when one sees them, and under what circumstances, they may be either good (6-12) or bad (13-15). Then
specific omens are listed for particular activities, like digging in the earth, taking a bath, performing certain rituals, brushing the teeth [?], etc. (16-24). A section is also included on dreams at the time of dīkṣā (25-28).

VII. वसुधालक्षण 

"Prerequisites for a Good Plot"
Plots are here classified as "śupāmā," "bhadraḥā," and "śupārnā" and "dhumrā" (1-8). Taste, smell and color tests are recommended for selecting a good plot (10-12a).

VIII. भूसंग्रहण 

"Taking Over a New Plot"
This chapter turns to the first activities undertaken on a new plot. Pegs and strings are laid (3-5), bali-offerings are made (6-10), a plow is made and consecrated (11-14a), bullocks are selected and yoked to the plow (14b-15), and the ritual part of the plowing consists of making 3, 5, or 7 furrows going in a clockwise manner while repeating the "dvādaśākṣari"-mantra (16). Certain omens are to be noted, and if bad omens are encountered śāntikomā must be done (17-18). Seeds are sown while repeating the "asfākṣara"-mantra, and their sprouting-time is taken as an omen (19-22). The plot, after a month during which time cattle are allowed to graze, is to be plowed again whereupon brahmins are fed (23-25).

IX. आसविप्यय 

"On Town Planning"

The rewards of town planning are great; moreover, by planning a town properly one sees to the construction of temples and, consequently, to the worship of God. Towns are called by several names: "agrihāra," "grāma," "nagara," "paṭṭana," "kumbha," "kharvatana," "kheṭa," "keta," "drāvāga," "kula," "homābhikā" [?] and "jalavāsa" (1-3). Once a plot for a town is selected certain steps must then be taken: procession to the place, bali-offerings, setting up pegs and strings, etc. (4-9a). Various types of towns are named according to their lay-out of streets: "dandaḥa," "svastika," "prastara," "prakṣuraka," "nandyavarta," "pataḥa," "pādma" and "śrīpratiśthita" (9b-10). Of these, only the "svastika"-type is described (11-15a).

In the center of the town the Viṣṇu temple [devālaya] is to be constructed, and in the various directions throughout the town temples to other deities are to be placed (15b-22). The posture of the icon (of Viṣṇu?) determines in which direction the temple will face (23-25a). Different aspects [mūrti] of the Lord also will face in different directions—Vāsudeva will face South-east,
Samkarṣaṇa South-west, Pradyumna North-west, and Anirudha North-east. Likewise Balarāma, Kṛṣṇa, et al., are to face in specific directions (25b-33a). In each case, there is a particular advantage for building temples to the gods who face in the various directions (33b-37). The ferocious aspects of God—Viṣvarūpa, Narasimha, Vaṭaśāyin, Jāmadagni—are not to be placed where people come face-to-face with them (38-41).

X. आसादविधि

Prāṣādavidhi (132-1/2 śls.)

"Concerning Temples"

The fruits of temple-building are first rehearsed (1-3a.). A temple may be made of stone, bricks or wood (3b-4). Having selected a plot, a hole is to be dug for water all the while noting omens, and the plot is levelled before doing 108 homas. Pegs and strings are laid, and a "chāyā"-manḍala is drawn according to the rules found in "Vāstuśāstra," whereupon the plot is divided up into parts reserved for the various deities. These gods are then worshipped and the entire area is covered over by a layer of sand (5-24). Then a "varṇālaya" [sc.: tarṇālaya] is constructed as a miniature model of the proposed temple—complete with torāṇas, prākāras, etc. The next day a (miniature) icon is put inside the miniature temple and the Lord is asked to reside therein while the temple is being built (25-33). The next day (the "fourth") snapana, utsava and tīrthayātrā are observed (34). The prathameśṭahā-rites are then outlined, with mantras that are to be used given (35-44). The first brick is laid by the right of the prāśāda, mantras again being given, following which (the pit) is filled with water and a jālavarta-test is made by observing which direction floating flowers, etc., move (45-52). The place is then guarded for three nights.

Then the discussion moves on to the matter of the measurement used for the main icon of the proposed temple, for the measurements of it determine what will be the measurements of the future temple proportionately built to house it (53-60). Then temples are discussed in terms of the relative sizes of one, two,... up to twelve-storeyed building (61-66). The garbhageha-sanctuary is then discussed (67-68).

Temple are of three styles—"nāgara," "āraviḍa" and "vesara"—and these styles are discussed (69-72a). The prāśāda-doorways (72b-75), its deities (76-78), the various mandapas, the gopura, kitchen, store-rooms, balipīthā, wells, etc. (79-88)—these are all discussed briefly in terms of their size, location, etc.

The "garbhanyūsa"-rites are then discussed. A pātra-vessel [or bhājana] is to be carefully constructed with nine compartments (89-90) and, after appropriate ceremonies have been taken care of, the nine compartments are PAJ3
filled with clays, metals, gems, seeds, etc. (91-106). Then the vessel is put in the pit (where the “first-bricks” were placed) at a position in keeping with the caste of the yajamāna, after which various homas, etc., are done (107-111). The vessel is imagined to be Earth, and the ācārya then utters a prayer (113)—all this being done in the night.

The text then turns to a description of the “mūrdheśṭakā”-rites, which are to be attended to after the temple has been constructed. Directions are given for the special maṇḍapa to be constructed in which the five bricks are worshipped, etc., before being placed in the roof (114b-125). The stūpiṅkā ** is similarly treated, and after it is properly assembled, it is put into place and cemented there (126-132a).

The ācārya and the śilpin are honored at the end of the temple-building process (132b-133a).

XI. प्रतिमालक्षण Pratimālakṣaṇa (70 śls.)

“Description of Images”

The chapter opens with a description of how and from where to collect the materials—metal, stone, clay, gems or wood—that are permissible for use in constructing the kautukabera-icon (2-10a), followed by details for the rituals related to collecting wood from a forest (10b-20), and details concerning collection of stones (21-36). The iconometry of the kautukabera-icon is briefly dealt with (37-45), depending on what material it is made of, before turning to general proportions of the icon’s size to the temple-building itself (46-49), to the door (50-52) and to the stambha-post (53). The size of the image, in turn, determines the size of its āsana-seat and its śuyana-couch (54-56). Certain remarks are made about the fashioning of the karmārcā-image, balibera-icon, the kautukabimba-icon to be put in a temporary abode (kṛtimālāya), the yāgabimba-icon and the snānabimba-icon—giving briefly the measurements (57-60). The karmārcā-icon should reflect faithfully the mood of the immovable icon, and it is preferable that this mood be pacific (61-62).

Icons that are made of clay or stone are to be painted (63-64a); while clay icons are suitable for temples in villages (grāma), stone icons are more suitable for temples in town and cities (64b-67a).

Icons are classifiable into three categories “citra,” “ardhatitra,” and “citrābhāsa” (67b-68a). Icons are (further?) classified into those representing human forms, divine forms, etc., and according to varṇa (68b-70).

** The text spell this word as “stūpiṅkā” throughout.

* The symbolism of this rite is not as clear in its meaning as is found in certain other textual traditions.
XII. प्रतिष्ठालक्षण  

"Concerning Consecration Rites"

Kaśyapa asks to know about the sanctification [pratistha] rituals for icons. Kapinjala then outlines the 16 steps of pratistha, and this chapter proceeds, then, in an orderly yet detailed fashion, to outline these steps—from making the special maṇḍapa, through all the sanctification rites of the icon, to its being fastened on the pedestal and its investment with divine powers (to 163). A later section (164-188) tells of the arrangement in the various prākāśa-court-yards of the parivāra-deities. Once daily pūjā has been instituted (189-192a et passim) then all who participated in the pratiṣṭhā-rites are rewarded. [This is a good, clear chapter on the subject of pratiṣṭhā—good for a bird's eye view.]

XIII. स्नयनविधि  

"Rules for Bathing Ceremonies"

Snapana—bathing of the icon is to be done at certain critical times; it is done as an expiation; and it is done, further, when the icon itself needs purification (2-6a). How to prepare the maṇḍapa and the pots is given first (6b-26). The pots are filled with various materials put in liquids (27-33) and the pots are then worshipped, whereupon after homa, and after the daily obligations at the temple have been attended to, the pots are poured one by one to the accompaniment of mantras (34-51). After the bath, the deity is dressed and adorned and a special light is waved before the deity to remove all lingering evil effects, and afterwards the special light is discarded. Then are done a number of rituals designed to serve the icon, whereupon snapana-rites end with the offering of special dishes to the lord (52-60a).

XIV. साधहासनान  

"The Aspirant's Bath"

The ācārya, before he undertakes to do any service pleasing to the Lord, must first bathe himself ritually. How this is to be done—including where he may go to bathe, what he uses as detergent, which mantras are to be repeated, upon whom he is to meditate, etc.—is given (in moderate detail). The śnāna ends as the man at home offers pūjā to Viṣṇu (1-15).

XV. अरणाविधि  

"Rules for Worship"

After eulogizing the good effects of doing regular worship, Kapinjala outlines the steps to be followed in daily temple routines—opening doors, sweeping out the area, providing music, etc. (2-10). The ācārya should further purify himself with breath-control and doing nyāsa-concentrations
(11-27a). Then the discussion turns to the various objects and instruments to be used in worship-yogapāṭha (27b-30a), vessels, etc.—and how to arrange these before the Lord. Silent worship [antaryāga ] is to be done prior to the invocation [āvāhaṇa] of the Lord with the “mālā”-mantra. This is followed by the portion of worship done with mantras and nyāsa-concentrations, whereupon only is attention to be turned to the attendant deities (30b-38a).

The location of the parivāra-devatās in the various courtyards is given (38b-50).

Snānāsana is to be offered to the Lord—and this is explained in detail (toothbrush, tongue-scraper, etc.) (51-55)—after which the Lord is adorned [alaṅkārāsana] and offered the honors of flowers, food, etc. Only when this is done is worship directed to parivāra-devatās allowed. The liturgical routine closes with a fire-ritual, verses of praise addressed to the Lord, bali-offerings, and other nityotsava-activities. After all is done, and before darkness descends, the doors of the temple are to be closed and the ācārya is to go home (56-64).

The chapter closes with a few remarks about image at home—wherein the Lord’s presence is invoked from the Sun’s disc (since there is no mālabera) and in the services to which homa, bali, śayana, and yāna are to be omitted from the liturgical routines. Also some general remarks are made concerning the size and materials and appearance of household icons (65-69a).

XVI. अधिकार्‌

“Fire-Offerings”

Agnikārya

(46-1/2 śls.)

The liturgy of igniting the fire is done on certain special occasions like dīkṣā-initiation, prokṣaṇa-purifications, praśiṭṭhā-consecrations, snapana-rites, uṣava-celebrations, prāyaścitta-atonements, etc. Generally speaking, Kapinjala gives the steps from entering out the kitchen, preparing the firepit, performing saṅkāra-sacraments to the firepit, invoking the Lord and His Consort into the fire, arranging 12 vessels, putting particular items into the fire, baking a “cake” in the fire, etc. (1-36). Further libations are made for the parivāra-devatās, and the whole is concluded with a seṣahoma (37-46a). The Lord present in the fire is invited to enter the worshipper’s heart (46b-47a).

XVII. नित्योत्सवविधि

Nityotsavavidhi

(25 śls.)

‘Regarding Regular Routines’

Kapinjala now repeats what Mārkaṇḍeya once told him about nityotsava [which apparently refers to balidāna]—which is done in three stages: bimba, anna and puṣpa (1-2a). First, after having invoked the presence of God into the balibimba and arranged all the instruments properly (2b-7), the bali-food offerings are made throughout the temple (8-23), and finally flower-offerings are made to Viśvaksena (24-25).
"Description of Havis Offerings"

If havis, properly prepared and offered, pleases the Lord, then good will come to the world, declares Kapinjala (1-2). Various grains are mentioned as being appropriate for havis-offerings (3-6). How they are prepared by the yajamanā's wife, cooked, what kind of vessel they are to be cooked in, how much water is to be used, how the cook is to be attired, etc., is given (7-22a). The havis-offerings are put in from 12 to 50 vessels [here, then, several preparations are named], and these are then to be offered to the Lord first, and afterward other preparations are offered to Viśvakṣena. Whatever has been once offered to Viśvakṣena should not be eaten but should be thrown away into water (31-32); however, food offered to the Lord should be taken as a divine gift that nourishes knowledge of Him (22b-35a). Half of the prasāda-leavings are to go to the ācārya. The chapter concludes with some pointers on fuel, recipes, acceptable fruits as offerings, etc. (35b-51).

"Purification of Items used in Worship"

Kapinjala proposes to discuss the purification of the sādhaka as well as the instruments of worship prior to commencing the liturgical rites. Purification of the sādhaka must be both external and internal, the latter of which is done by acamana, ācārayama, acquiring mental tranquility (manassuddhi), etc. (1-4a). Then the area and the articles of worship are turned to for purification; how they are purified is given—ātipātra, ṭuṣṭa, dāru, havis, vessels, the icon itself, etc. (4b-15).

"Rules Regarding Flowers"

Kapinjala names and describes the flowers, leaves and shoots that may and may not (21-23a) be offered in worship of the Lord (2-13, 23b-24a), giving for the former category the days appropriate for certain species. Flowers grown in one's own garden are more desirable than those which have been purchased. Other general observations also are given (14-20).

"Rules for Germination of Seedlings"

This chapter provides a general discussion of ānkurāpāṇa-rites of germination, beginning with observations on the occasions these are to be done and then turning to the three types of containers that may be used for the seedlings (1-9). Then directions are given for providing the maṇḍapa in which the germination-vessels are to be kept, and the ritual attentions to be given them (10-28).
XXII. ध्वा०ज०रोहणार्थरी—Puśpayāgavidhi

“Regarding the Flag-Hoisting Ceremonies”

Kaśyapa asks when festivals celebrating the Lord Viṣṇu are to be done, and how (1-2). Kapiṇjala classifies festivals into the three categories of “nitya”, “naimitiikā” and “kāmyā”; he explains each briefly (3-5). Kaśyapa asks about tīrthayāṭra, and is told that this is an observance done at certain times (6-7). The duration of utsava is said to be 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 21, 27 days or one, six or twelve months—thus giving twelve varieties (8-9).

Prior to any utsava, except those lasting only one or three days, “dhvajārōhāṇa” ceremonies must be done. Details on how to prepare the flag with Garuḍa’s picture on it are given (10-52a), followed by how to make ready the (wooden) dhvajastambha-flagpole, which is to be at least as high as the prāṣāda building or a gopura-entrance, and then garlanded (52b-61); also how to attend to the rites of raising the flag on the pole (62-67). Thereupon a vedikā is built at the base of the pole, a maṇḍapa is also raised, silpins are dismissed [n.b.—connected with ch. XII, above] etc. Other deities are invited to witness this important event, bali-offerings are made in the village, and after the flagpole with the flag is raised utsava-celebrations may be begun (68-83a).

XXIII. उस्तवविद्यि—Utsavavidhi

“Rules for Festival Celebrations”

The chapter begins by promising rich rewards to the deśika who sees to the performance of utsavas. As for preparations, the town should be beautified, the temple appropriately decorated, etc., and a maṇḍapa-pavilion containing a vedi with a kuṇḍa-firepit is to be erected (1-6). “Rakṣābandha”-rites should have been seen to the preceding night, āṅkurārpana is taken care of, āgni-kārya-rites are to be done, and bali-offerings are commenced for the entire period on the first night (7-41, see also 81-83); “kautukabandha” is done on the 7th day (42); and on the 8th day adhivāsa is to be done for tīrthayāṭra—which itself is described (44-74). After this is over, the Lord is returned to the temple, worshipped, bathed, etc., whereupon puśpayāga is done that evening (75-80).

XXIV. पुष्पयागविद्यि—Puśpayāgavidhi

“Rules for Worship using Flowers”

The detailed instructions for doing puśpayāga-rites are given: preparing the maṇḍapa and its accoutrements, placing the flowers in the maṇḍula-design etc. (1-29), and the actual liturgy (30-61). The close of the mahotsava period is marked by “bringing down” [dhvajāvarohana] Garuḍa from the festival flag, making final bali-offerings and honoring the ācārya (62-69a).
XXV.  

Mantrakosavidhi

"Concerning the 'Treasury' of Mantras"

Kapiñjala first of all points out the necessity of mantras (1-2a). Then he gives [in prose] the mantras as follows—five varieties of "pañcopaniṣad"-mantras, "śrī" and other mantras addressed to the consorts, the "prāṇava"-mantra, "aṣṭākṣari"-mantra (along with how to do nyāsa-concentration on it), "dvādaśaṁkṣari"-mantra, "pañcatalanmātra"-mantras, the four "caturmātri"-mantras, the three "guṇa"-mantras, etc. Those not found here may be, says Kapiñjala, found elsewhere.

XXVI.  

Jirṇoddhāravidhi

"Regarding Repairs"

Repairs to icons must be made according to rules and in accordance to the material from which the icon is made (1-6a). Icons beyond repair should be officially disposed of (6b), in which cases permission must be granted by an assembly of learned Pāṇcaratras brahmins to the yajamāna (7-21). Having done so, śāntihoma must be performed in front of the temple by the yajamāna, whereupon the rituals of removing the icon from the temple are done and the icon is submerged under water (22-34). The new icon which replaces the old one should be installed and all things like bālālaya (39b ff.), jalādhivāsa, ending with mahotsava and puṣpavāga, should be seen to (35-75).

XXVII.  

Mudralaksanavidhi

"Rules Regarding Ritual Hand-Gestures."

Kāsyapa asks to be told about the mudrās that are enjoined in the śāstras. Kapiñjala stresses how important mudrās are as a part of worship, and how the Lord is pleased by them, etc. (1-3). The remainder of the chapter names and describes 27 types of mudrās (4-26). Those which are not listed and described here, says Kapiñjala, may be found in other tantra works (27).

XXVIII.  

Suṇāpavidhi

"Rules for the Period of Repose"

Kapiñjala says that he will now describe the "sleeping festival" of the Lord, and adds a few remarks about the period known as "caturmāsa." The preparations involve making ready a manḍapa-pavilion furnished with a couch, etc. This is to be done the 11th day of the bright fortnight of āṣāḍha-month (sometime in early August). Then that night the icon is to be bathed, and on the next (12th) day, after certain rituals, the icon is put on the couch in the manḍapa and covered up to the shoulders (1-13). During the four months, "caturmāsa," the Lord is worshipped thrice daily; then in kārtiḳa-month
(November-December), on the 11th day of the first fortnight, a fast and vigil are to be observed. On the 12th day, the Lord is worshipped and requested to “get up” [ utthāpana], whereupon He is bathed and offered food, etc. (74-18).

This is to be done yearly, and those who do it will go to Viṣṇuloka (19-20a).

**XXIX. पूर्णाविषि** Pūraṇavidhi (20-1/2 sls.)

“Rules for a Special Kind of Ritual”

Kapiṇjala says that “pūrṇa”-observances are optional, and if done are to be done at times of eclipses, one’s own birthday and/or śravaṇa-month’s “viśṇupāṇcamī” or “viṣṇudsādī” day. Various flowers, leaves, grains, food-stuffs, gems and precious metals are to be used in the Lord’s worship to fulfill all one’s desires. The previous night one must see to the usual matters of providing maṇḍapa, maṇḍala, etc. The icon is bathed and worshipped and then kept in a cage [paṇjara] for a period of ten nadiśas—and construction of the cage is described (7-11). The central part of the rite is worshipping the Lord with the materials already gathered, until He is “satisfied” [pūraṇam]. Various usual rituals follow this—snapāna, homa, etc.—and the fruits to him who attends to this liturgy are the fulfilment of all desires (1-21a).

**XXX. पत्रच्छेदविषि** Patracchedavidhi (20-1/2 sls.)

“Rules for the Cutting of Leaves”

In this chapter Kapiṇjala turns to the matter of cutting leaves of the plantain, palmyra or other plants which are used as offerings to the Lord and are made into garlands with flowers to decorate the pedestal, walls, etc., around the Lord’s place (1-21a).

**XXXI. आच्छादनविषि** Prāyaścitavidhi (80 sls.)

“Concerning the Rites of Atonement”

Kaśyapa asks to have prāyaścitā-atonement rites explained in detail. Kapiṇjala commences by saying under what circumstances such rites are called for (2-11). He then gives specific ways in which different occasions are cancelled off by performing prāyaścitta-rites (12-79a). The rewards for doing these atonement rites are then given (79b-80).

**XXXII. पवित्रारोपणः** Pavitrāropana (94 sls.)

“The ‘Garlanding’ Rites”

Kaśyapa wants to know all about (the special all-inclusive prāyaścitta-rite known as) pavitrāropana (1-4). Then Kapiṇjala tells when (10-11a), why (5-7) and how to do this rite—including the preparatory matters (8-18), making the “garlanding”-threads (19-34), the ceremonies surrounding their sanctification (35-51) and placement (52-54), further ceremonies including
putting fresh [?] different?] pavitras on the icons the next day (55-80a), the
distribution of the used pavitras to Vaiśnavites (80b) [ or to the ācārya?—
84a], and the honoring of the participating brahmins (85-87a).

The conclusion of the chapter—and of the samhitā—finds Kapiṅjala stress-
ing that the present work is but a condensation of Mārkaṇḍeya’s teaching. He
also counsels that these are holy secrets and should be kept from the ineligible.
All of this comes as the grace of the Lord. Kaśyapa then thanks Kapiṅjala, and
returns to his own āśrama (87b-94).

Critical Notes:

A number of manuscripts of this work are available at various libraries
throughout India. If a new edition in Devanāgarī script is ever undertaken—
and such a venture might be considered useful so that this book might serve as
an introduction to the genre, as suggested above in our “Introductory Remarks”
—then some minor critical problems might be solved. These concern them-

selves largely with providing the reader with all the available verses for any
given chapter; the present printed version has attempted to do this to some
extent, but there are still additional verses available for some chapters according
to quotations made from this work in secondary Pāñcarātra works.

There is a possibility that a “second” Kapiṅjala-saṁhitā exists—since
there appear to be one or two chapters available that do not correspond to any
found in the version at hand; of course, it is also possible that these fragments
preserve additional chapters of the present text. The problem is left for future
editors of this work to solve.

Addendum

LIST OF SAṀHITĀS MENTIONED IN KAPIŃJALA SAṀHITĀ (1:14b-27)

1. Sanatkumāra
2. Caturmūrti S.
3. Nārādiya
4. Kapila (cf. 14, below)
5. Vārāha
6. Śaunaka
7. Padma (cf. 75, below)
8. Puṣkara (cf. 21, below)
9. Hairañya
10. Pārāsārya
11. Nykesari
12. Kaśyapa
13. Agastya
14. Kapila (cf. 4, above)
15. Yājñavalkya
16. Atri
17. Viṣṇusiddhānta
18. (Viṣṇu) tilaka
19. Jaya
20. Sāttvata S.
21. Śṛipuṣkara (cf. 8, above)
22. Mahālakṣmi
23. Kuśala
24. Ānanda (cf. 28, below)

(NoTE: A supplement at the end of the published version offers an alternate 14th
chapter, called prāyaścittātāntihomaprapakāra (18-½ sls.), which is found in
certain manuscripts only. Also some 27 additional ślokas, that may be
inserted between sls. 92-93 of thirty-second chapter and containing a list of
purāṇas, upapurāṇas, etc., which were found in a former printed edition.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Pāvana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Gārgya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Bodhāyana T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Ānandākṣīya (cf. 24, above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Śambhara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Pañca-prāśna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Śrīyāḥ Praśna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Prahlāda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Nalakūbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Mūla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Auṇānasa T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Mārkandeya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Māyāvaibhavika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Vyāsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Vāsiṣṭha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Jaiminā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Nārāyaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Brahmokta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Vaiklānasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Vīranāṅgālīka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Pārameśvara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Jayottara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Śaṇḍhya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Mārīcā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Phalcatattva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Mahājāṅga (cf. 82, below ??)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Vaijayaanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Vaibhava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Viśvakṣena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Tārkṣya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Pārvata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Bhūmi S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Sanaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Śūnanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Viśvāmitra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Aṅgira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Aindra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Īśāvāsa T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Kauberā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Vāruṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pāvaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Pavana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Yāmya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Vasu S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Maudgala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Romaśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Maitreya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Mātasya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Brahmāndā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Kaumāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Padma (cf. 7, above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Kūrma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Vāmana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Pūrūṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Lāṅgāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Śatātapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Daśatātāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Jhāna (cf. 50, above ??)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Bharadvāja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Gautama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Kumudā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Jāmadagnya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Vāsudeva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Subodhaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Merugāṅgā or Meru/Gaṅgā ??</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Satyokta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Gaṅdharvagaṇa or Gaṅdarva/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Nāradottaravijñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Gajendra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Manu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Paulastya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Pulaha T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Māyā T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Mahā T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Puruṣottama</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The list was said to have comprised “108” titles, these, different samhitās named after different manifestations of the Lord or different teachers. They are all said to be authoritative as the ultimate promulgator of all these is the same Nārāyaṇa.
KASYAPA-SAMHITĀ

AVAILABLE:

Kasyapa-samhitā, published by Śi Yathiraja Sampathkumaramuni of Melkote, printed at Kabeer Printing Works, Triplicane, 1933 [Devanāgarī script].

General Introduction:

As with the name of the ancient sage Agastya, so the name of Kāsyapa has been attached to works of many different types in an effort to lend them authority or to suggest their antiquity. Care should be taken to distinguish the "Kāsyapa-samhitā" of the Pāṇcarātrāgamā from other similar titles in medical literature, in jyotisha writings, in tantric canons and elsewhere. The work we are concerned with is named as canonical in the following lists: Kapināla (12/10), Pādma (85/108), Puruṣottama (7/106), Bhāradvāja (14/103) and Mārkaṇḍeya (7/91). The published book before us called "Kāsyapa-samhitā"—a work of 13 chapters on snake-bites, poisons and their cures by use of the "Garuḍa"-mantra—may or may not be the work alluded to in the canonical lists. A reasonable doubt arises because of the unusual focus of the work in comparison with other, more typical samhitā-works of the corpus.

To be sure, "prayogic" passages (that is, passages in which the use of liturgical rites aimed at the achievement of frankly mundane ends are counseled) are encountered time and again in the Pāṇcarātra literature*—see the Index below, under "prayoga"—but nowhere else in the literature is a work found devoted exclusively to such practices. In fact, such "prayogic" passages as are encountered elsewhere are generally balanced by the observation that such practices are but a poor second-best to worship of the Lord motivated solely by pure devotion. No such balancing opinion is found in the "Kāsyapa-samhitā" before us.

Two other considerations serve to bolster doubt concerning the authenticity of this printed work as a genuine Pāṇcarātra piece. In the first place, there are no clues within the work at hand that otherwise identify it as Pāṇcarātric—neither doctrinally nor in claims advanced by the colophons. In the second

* See, for example, Brhadbrahma-samhitā II. iii. 36-57 for a passage counseling worship of Garuḍa for the cure of snake-bites—exactly parallel to our present text under discussion.
place, this present work does not seem to have been quoted by any of the secondary collections of the Pāṇcarātra school; on the contrary at least two chapters are extant—an unnumbered chapter on "bhūguptaprayascitlaprokṣaya" in Pājāsāṅgahā (MGOML R. 2856), and a 23rd chapter on "bhūgantuṣaṅgahā" in Prāyaścitāsāṅgahā (MGOML R. 3743)—that point to the existence of another "Kāśyapa-saṃhitā" that well may represent fragments of the work alluded to in the canonical lists.

Nonetheless, because this printed text is popularly assumed to be a Pāṇca-rātra piece, its inclusion in this Bibliography is justified.

Description of Contents:

I. गरुडपान्तकाष्ठरिकत्व Garuḍapaṅcāṣṭārikalpa (70 šls. + prose)

"The Method of the 5-Syllable 'Garuḍa' Mantra"

Gautama, approaching Kāśyapa, says that although he knows many mantras he would like to know the 5-syllable "Garuḍa"-mantra (1-7). Kāśyapa agrees to tell him not only the mantra itself, but its greatness, its origin, how to meditate upon it, how to employ it in worship, etc., in just the same way that Mahādeva (Śiva) once taught it (8-11).

The story of the origin of the mantra is told, relating how Dharā did penance to Śiva on Mount Kailāsa and how Śiva explained the meaning of the mantra to him letter-by-letter (12-18). The potency of the mantra is such that one may through its use gain long life, health, all wishes, etc. (19-26a). Moreover it has special potency, says Śiva, against poisons, snake-bites, chemical mixtures, etc.—so long as the "Garuḍa"-mantra is properly and promptly applied (26b-27).

Thereupon, Śiva tells Dharā, the "rṣi," the "bijā," and other details about the "Garuḍa"-mantra as well as the spiritual and mental preparations one should undertake before using the mantra (28-70—including prose sections detailing bijākṣaras).

II. [No title given in printed edition] (58 šls.)

Śiva, continuing his exposition of the "Garuḍa"-mantra, turns now to the dhyāna-meditation required to manifest the presence of the deity of Garuḍa in the heart of the person using the mantra (16-31). Once this has been effected, one is to repeat the mantra properly for 12 lakhs (1,200,000) times daily, accompanying these japa-repetitions with tarpana and homa offerings (32). Further, there are certain yantra-designs which may be constructed, and after invoking Garuḍa's presence into them may be either worshipped or worn; thus gaining the protection of that divine being (33-48). If the yantra is to be worshipped, certain procedures are to be followed—and these are given (49-58).
“Concerning Disciplined Use of the Mantra for gaining Specific Ends”

Returning to the mantra, Gautama asks to know how it may be employed for special viniyoga-purposes. Kaśyapa says that there are six aims for which this mantra may gainfully be employed: “śāntika,” “pauṣṭika,” “rakṣāvidhi,” “vaśya,” “ākaraśana” and “kṣudravidhi” (I-3). The peculiar, variant practices to be employed in each case are given—for the most part, entailing the use of different kinds or quantities of offerings in the required homas (4-49). Of special interest are directions (10-17) for homas by those suffering with tuberculosis, anemia, abdominal distension, abdominal pains, appendicitis, ulcers, smallpox; also directions are given (25-32) for preparing an effigy through which one may cause harm to another.

“The Symptoms of Snake-Poisoning”

Gautama asks to know about the protection from the speedy reactions of poisons. Kaśyapa replies that there are five kinds of poisons—namely, “sthāvara,” “jaṅgama,” “kṛtima,” “grahaja” and “sāṅkāviṣa.” [In regard to the second kind?] He then goes into detailed analysis of various kinds or species of snakes—classifying them into caste-categories, according to their habitat (heavenly, mundane, sea, underworld, etc.), and so forth (I-43).

Only then does he turn to the kinds of poisons which come from snakes, and these he classifies according to the circumstances which prevailed when the victim was bitten. In this regard, there are eight kinds of bites, ranging from minor to deadly (44-75)—in the course of which, for example, he discusses the ten stages of the poison’s fatal action on the human body from the hair standing on end, through thirst, sweating, coughing, burning sensation, paralysis, “lāḍāsrava” (drooling?), delirium, coma, to death (55-57a). Since all things are interconnected in this world, even the most minute elements connected with the snake-bite incident have their bearing upon the victim’s recovery—even such matters as the physical and moral qualities of the messenger sent for a doctor must be considered, as well as whatever omens this messenger might on his way for help encounter (76-110).

“The Uses of Mantras and Yantras to Relieve Poisonous Effects”

Gautama asks now particularly about treatments for snake-poisoning. The chapter, providing an answer to his query, is divided into three major parts—one, concerning certain mantras to employ and repeat in liturgies (I-24); two, concerning certain yantra-designs to establish and institute into worship
(25-32); and three, the mantra-formulas which are to be repeated by the attending physician as he gives the medication (33-50). In the closing lines (51-80), another yantra-design is recommended for use by those who would seek a general immunity from snake-bites.

VI. Sarakridalaksana

"Regarding Times and Snakes"

A formula is here suggested which, by noting the location of a victim's bite and adjusting to this calculations regarding the time when he was stricken (considering the day of the bright or the dark fortnight and allowing for this factor), predicts the chances for his recovery (1-10). Presumably, if the patient shows chances of survival, then medicinal herbs may be collected (11-19), an attempt made to capture the culprit snake with mantras and killing it (20-48), and medicinal applications for the bite prepared (49-60). Other methods of revenge upon the guilty snake are discussed (61-68), and some additional diagnostic devices to employ concerning the victim’s chances of recovery are offered according to when during the day he was bitten (69-73) or according to what kind of immunity he might have gained by having in the past followed certain ritual habits on particular days of the week (74-78).

VII. Srimadgarudapancdkarikalpa

"The Sacred 5-Syllable ‘Garuḍa’ Mantra"

The bulk of this chapter (1-28a) contains esoteric directions for composing various mantras—to Śeṣa, Takṣaka, Karkoṭaka, et. al. These may be used by the attending mantrika to give treatment to the victim in absentia by reciting them in japa-exercises accompanied by homa-offerings (29-31).

VIII. Darvikaracikitsā

"The Treatment of Bites from the Darvikara and Other Snakes"

The bite of the Darvikara snake is discussed in terms of treatment to be given—the proper medication (3b-31), giving some specific details about a particular eye-ointment (32-40), an ointment for the body parts (41-47), about certain medicinal drinks (48-51), oral drugs (52-53) and pills (54-58).

IX. Mandalicikitsāvidhi

"Rules for the Treatment of (Bites from) the Maṇḍali Snake"

This chapter is devoted entirely to the treatment of those bitten by different variety of the Maṇḍali species of snake—symptoms caused by their bite in general (1-7), then special treatments for bites caused by each one of the several varieties of the Maṇḍali snakes (8-50a). The remainder of the chapter (50b-87) is devoted to listing the mantras that may be used in the place of the medical treatments for each of the varieties of Maṇḍali snake-bites.
X. राजा-चिकित्सा

“Treatment of (Bites from) the Rāja-li Snake”

This chapter, in a way parallel to the preceding two chapters, explains the treatments given for bites from the various types of the Rāja-li species of snakes—using incense, inducing sweating, etc. (1-39). The victim is warned to refrain from eating, sexual pleasures and so forth, and to take certain kinds of medicine without fail (40-45).

XI. सोधासात्तातुचिकित्सा

“Treatment for 16 Different Kinds of Rat-Bites”

First, sixteen varieties of rats (including bandicoots, mice, field-mice, water-rats, etc.) are listed, and the treatments for bites from each of these are (1-35). Then follow some general instructions for rat-bites of any kind (36-65). The remainder of the chapter lists medicines and mantras to be used in each case (66-89).

XII. विनासविद्धननिश्चिकित्सा

“20 Categories of Various Poisons and Their Treatments”

This chapter turns to spiders, scorpions, dogs, donkeys, horses, tigers, fish, small insects, etc.—their varieties, and the treatment of the poisons and infections that come from their bites or stings (1-42). The remainder of the chapter deals with reactions, allergies and poisons—and their treatments—that arise from such items as seeds, leaves, nuts, fruits, etc. (43-62). The next sloka (63) summarizes that there are eight kinds of alternative remedial treatments to be considered in treating any serious wound or bite: burning out the wound with a hot iron, cutting the wound to make it deeper (drainage), applying ointment, etc. The closing lines (64-65) counsel some rules of thumb for dosages of the medicines described in the preceding chapters.

XIII. यन्त्राभिषेकतद्वरणविवि

“Rules for Abhiṣeka of the Yantra, and for Wearing It”

Gautama says he is glad to know now about mantras and their uses [viniyoga] for snake bites, etc. Now he wants to know about abhiṣeka-rites that are to be done in relation to the yantra-design (ch. II above) for purposes of securing health, wealth, a relief from evil spirits, poisons, etc. (1-5). The times, places and methodologies for these rites are given—including the provision of a Garuḍa image, the placement of 108, 1008 or 10,008 pots, etc. (6-42). After the rite is completed, the yantra is to be worn for its protective powers (43-44a).

Critical Notes:

If the work just reviewed is accepted as the authentic document alluded to in the canonical lists, then the inclusion in the Pāñcarātra canon of a work
so blatantly "prayogic" in character must be put into an historic and doctrinal context by students of Pāñcarātra thought. If, on the other hand, this text is rejected, then a concerted effort must be made to search out whatever fragments might remain of the "authentic" Pāñcarātra work called "Kāśyapa-samhitā."

It may be noted here that the work known as "Kāśyapottara-samhitā"—of which chapters 18 through 32 survive in the mss. represented by MD, 5215, 5216, 5217 and 5218—is a fairly recent composition. While it is a Śrī- vaiṣṇava document, and written in the tradition reminiscent of Pāñcarātra samhitās, there is no reason to turn to it as a Pāñcarātra source.
Jayakhya-samhita

[Index Code: JAYA]

Jayakhya-samhita, edited by Embar Krishnamacharya, Gaekwad Oriental Series, Vol. 54, Baroda, Oriental Institute, 1931 [Devanagari Script].

Introductory Remarks:

This is an important work not only because of its overall range of subject-matter but also because along with the "Paushara-samhita" (q.v.) and the "Sattavata-samhita" (q.v.) it is honoured as one of the 'Three Gems' of the canon. As such, it is probably among the "older" texts of the school; it already seems to have attained its rank among the triumvirate by the time of Utpala (10th century) who quoted it and the other two reverentially.

Of the three works, the Jayakhya-samhita offers the greatest diversity of topics taken up. Its general contents approach the range of concerns found in the later so-called "classical samhitās"—that is, the general contents may be summarized as falling within the four conventional categories of jñāna, yoga, kriyā and caryā. In this case, chapters I through IV treat of creation and the like, as is often the case in the jñāna-sections of the more stereo-typed texts; chapters V through XII, XIX and XXVI through XXXIII turn to mantra-formulas, their uses as yogic disciplines and their "prayogic" effects, and represent what might be called a "yoga-pāda" of the work at hand; chapters XIII, XIV, XV, XX and parts of XXI represent the kriyā concerns of this work, and turn to the preparations necessary so that bāhyayāga, or overt liturgical worship, may proceed once the paraphernalia have been prepared and pratiṣṭhā-rites provided; and the caryā-portions of this work—concerned with dikṣā-details, and ācāra-activities including śrāddha-rites and āpreta-procedures, and with āpūyaścitās and vrata-are to be found in chapters XVI, XVII, XVIII, XXII through XXV and part of XXI. While the four "classical" categories may thus be extracted, nonetheless it should be noted that they are not presented formally in this way and, furthermore, that the main thrust of the work is upon mantra-formulas, the narrative returning time and again to the matters of mastery through comprehension of esoteric correspondences of constituent letters, and through practice of japa-repetitions, āhyāna-meditations, mudrā-esticulations, nyāsa-concentrations and the like. Altogether there are thirty-three chapters comprising almost 4500 slokas, placing this among the group of medium-length pieces.

PA15
Dasgupta, in Volume Three of his History of Indian Philosophy (24 ff.), attempted to extract certain systematic philosophical notions from the Jayākhya-samhitā. We are inclined to see his summary as of passing interest only. Here, Bhattacharya’s reminder in the “Foreword” to the edition of the work at hand seems more to the point: “The philosophical portion of the Jayākhya has been brought into the book to show the necessity of worship which seems manifestly the purpose of the composition of the book, and for showing the utility of the worship of gods with the help of Mantras” (p. 24).

The framework of this samhitā is a dialogue reported at two or more removes from the original speakers: here, the bulk of the work is a dialogue between Nārada and the Lord (Śribhagavān), as this has been reported by Nārada to Śaṅḍilya, who in turn imparted it to sages among who was Aurva, who told it to Saṁvarta—whose questions open the work. The setting for the framework narrative, Prabhāsatīrtha, may be identified with the celebrated pilgrimage spot on the west coast in Kathiawad; today, this work and the Pāda-samhitā (q.v.) which is supposedly based upon it, are closely associated with the Pāncarātra faith and practice as obtaining at Kānci.

In addition to being mentioned in certain texts—Akīrbudhnya (XIX:64), Isvara (1:64) and Pārameśvara (1:19)—this title is named as canonical in the following lists (where either the title “Jaya,” “Jayākha” or “Jayottara” appears): Kapiñjala (19, 46/100), Pāda (38, 68/108), Pārameśvara (3, 10/17), Bhāradvāja (21, 47/103), Viśvāmitra (9/108) and Viṣṇu Tantra (89, 93/154).

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शाखावतरण

“The Lineage of the Teaching”

The scene is Prabhāsātīrtha where the sage Saṁvarta approached his father Aurva asking him to narrate to him the means to emancipation. Aurva tells the story of how he and other ṛṣis during the Kṛtyuga-age sought also to know the means to emancipation. Yet they, despite their penances, discovered nothing until they approached the sage Śaṅḍilya (1-39). Śaṅḍilya, residing on Mt. Gandhamādana, told the assembled sages that what he is about to tell them—which he commences to do only after he has placed his hand on their heads with a “viṣṇuhasta” gesture symbolizing that a guru-śiṣya relationship has been established between himself and them—was what he himself learned at the Badaryāśrama-hermitage from Nārada. And this was a teaching which Nārada got straight from the Lord. Before Śaṅḍilya consented to impart his knowledge to the others, he discoursed to them on the pre-requisites of those
JAYÄKHYA SAMHITÄ—Śuddha.....tattvākhyāna

who would learn as well as on the virtues of anyone who would, in turn, impart the sacred knowledge to others (40-69). Although the original teaching consisted of 1-1/2 crores of ślokas and was given in its unadulterated form directly by the Lord to Nārada, now, due to the absence of dharma in the present age, it must be mediated in a shorter and simpler form. Despite this, it contains the essence knowing which those who follow its teachings may succeed [jaya] in their quest for emancipation (70-79a).

[ The following 163 ślokas are interpolated; they concern the 'Three Gems' and their commentaries and their derivative texts, where these texts are held in highest esteem, and a prolonged eulogy of Hastiśāla (Kaṇḍī), its temple to Varada, its festivals, etc. ]

II. ब्रह्मसर्गं Brahmasarga (75-1/2 śls.)

"Concerning Creation"

The ṛṣis request Śāndilya to divulge his knowledge. He then commences to narrate the dialogue between Nārada and the Lord.

The first thing to be described is the appearance which the Lord made to Nārada, and Nārada's reaction to this in the form of an eulogy (1-30). At Nārada's petition, the Lord tells him of the creation of Brahmā and how from two drops of sweat the demons Madhu and Kaiṭabha were also born. These demons stole away the Vedas and, in order to prevent further calamities, the Lord intervened, assuming His "mantramaya" form, destroying them and restoring the Vedas (31-76a).

III. प्रधानसर्गं Pradhāna-sarga (28 śls.)

"Primary Creation"

Nārada asks to know more about the creation of the world of matter. Śrībhagavān relates that from the inert [jāda] One—which is unborn and balanced in the three guṇas, beginningless and unmanifest—came this world of tattvas, etc. Nārada raises some objections and queries as to how such a process can possibly take place (for it is contradictory for activity to come from inactivity), but he is apparently satisfied by the response Śrībhagavān gives him about mokṣa (1-28).

IV. शुद्धसर्गाब्रह्मसर्वत्वाक्यानन्दा Śuddhasargabrahmasatrvākhyāna (132 śls.)

"Chapter on Pure Creation and on the Real Nature of Brahman"

Nārada asks to know about pure creation. Śrībhagavān answers as follows: In the beginning Vāsudeva was. (His attributes are all-pervasiveness [sarvavyāpaka], intelligence pure and simple [citsāmāṅgam], and undivided bliss [paramānanda]). He existed alone. Just as a flash of lightning forms by itself,
so Vāsudeva, shaking within Himself [क्षोभयितृ] created [स्रजत] Acyuta. From Acyuta came Ananta in similar manner (the metaphor referred to here is that Ananta is as the bubbles or foam that come from the motion of the waves). Thus Acyuta is the waves which form from the motion of the sea; the sea, existing alone, is Vāsudeva. Yet another metaphor is referred to here in that the clouds on a summer day are formed as the sun pulls them out of the ocean. The ocean is again Vāsudeva; the Sun is Acyuta; the cloud-formation is Ananta [—not quite as successful a metaphor as the previous one]. This Vāsudeva is also to be understood as pervading all devas. He is, further, termed Puruṣa. All the avataras are His parts. Puruṣa, Satya, Acyuta—all these are manifestations of Vāsudeva, who is Intelligence [साध्वित] pure and simple. Just as pure crystal glass cannot be distinguished from the space it occupies, nor can the reflections in a mirror be separated from their original objects, so these manifestations are intimately related to Vāsudeva (1-19).

Nārada asks now for the Lord to explain His "sthāla" and "sūkṣma" forms, as also the original "para" form—both manifested and unmanifested. Śribhagavān replies as follows: "In my 'sthāla' form, I am the Creator, Protector and Destroyer. In my 'sūkṣma' form, I reside in the hearts of all beings and I shower My blessings and grace on all bhaktas (devotees). The 'para' form, which is all-pervading is full of bliss and permeates all things just like sap runs through a tree" (20-26a). Nārada claims to understand all this and asks further how Vāsudeva performs His threefold activities. Śribhagavān replies that by His own powers of concentration He allows His bhaktas to achieve emancipation through mantras. These mantras He has given, mantras pointing both to His formless state [niṣkala] and to His manifested forms [sakala]. The latter [kind of mantras [sakala] give enjoyment; the former kind of mantras [niṣkala] give mokṣa (release) (26b-33).

Nārada asks to know more about mantras and their practice by virtue [विर्य] of which one is led to emancipation. Bhagavān says that pre-requisite to this (practice of mantra which leads to final emancipation?) is a discursive and elementary knowledge of Brahman, without which none else may be known. And, he continues, to get this kind of jñāna of Brahman one must distinguish between "sattāḥkhyya"-knowledge, which is pure and alone leads to true knowledge of Brahman; and "kriyālmaka"-knowledge, which concerns itself with yama and niyama and which by the employment of yogic practices moves one gradually to the purer knowledge through disciplines of various kinds (33-50).

Having this elementary knowledge of Brahman, the jīva becomes deathless and identical with Brahman. Those who do not have this jñāna-knowledge are bound by avidyā and, due to this, suffer under certain reborn forms (such as gods, humans, etc.). As for the object of the highest knowledge towards which
the jīva may aim, it [parabrahma] is described in both negative and positive terms (60-118a). For those who would undertake specifically to meditate, thus to gain jñāna, they are recommended to turn their attention to the Lord as He manifests Himself in his viśvarūpa-form (118b-132).

V. भज्जानोदप्याक्षयान Brahmajñānotpattyākhyāna (46½ śls.)

"The Chapter on the Dawning of the Knowledge of Brahman"

To obtain knowledge of Brahman experientially one may also undertake yogic disciplines, because through these introverted processes one comes to understand oneself and this, in turn, gives one an impression of the nature of parabrahman. If one has the zeal to do this, and to discover by it the real nature of the self, then he should approach a qualified teacher for guidance (1-10). Having done this, the aspirant seeks for equanimity and tranquillity by the practice of mantras in order to enjoy their liberating powers, which come to him first as jñāna and culminate in the experience of Brahman (11-30). Of the two means to move toward Brahman-knowledge—formal yoga and mantra practice—the latter is both easier and more certain (31-47a).

VI. * मुक्तमनोद्धार Mukhyamantrodhāra (250 śls.)

"The Deliverance of the Chief Mantra"

He who wants liberation through mantras should first select a pure spot—a square of one or two cubits which may be adorned and beautified. Clean sand is spread and letters of the alphabet are written in it. "Om" is in the center of a circle with eight spokes, and in these all aksaras are written (1-32a).

The aksaras are to be imagined as various forms of the deities. Using this circular design, and having thus the Lord before him, the aspirant begins worship. Other manifestations of the Lord are represented from the letters short "a" to the letter "kṣa" (32b-58).

From these letters, mixed together, come the mantras which are directed to the principal forms of the Lord and His retinue. To them in their "mantramūrti"-presence the worship of arghya, ācamana, etc. is undertaken,—the whole process being done mentally (59-221a).

Further esoteric explanations are presented concerning the mantras, their origin, their symbolic references, their powers, etc.—all with the effect being that such mantras can lead one to release (221-250).

According to the "Introduction," this chapter offers some paleological evidence for dating the work.
VII. Upakārayamantrodhāra (124-1/2 śl.)

"How to compose the Auxilliary Mantras".

"Ādhāra"-mantras (2-37a) and 6 sub-types, "āsana"-mantras and 6 sub-types (19b-38) are given here. Other mantras also are given. In each case the form is given in esoteric language, followed by instructions on how to meditate upon the mantra (39-125a).

VIII. Mudrābhandhākhyaṇa (117 śl.)

"Description of Mudrā-Gestures"

Each of the mantras just given (in chs. 6 and 7) is now assigned certain gestures which are to accompany the japa-repetitions. Fifty-eight mudrās are named and described and, in most cases, the effects of using one mantra rather than another are given (1-117). [Presumably (?), the mudrās are given in the same respective order as the mantras given in chs. 6 and 7].

IX. Snānavidhi (71-1/2 śl.)

"Rules for the Qualifying Bath"

Bhagavān now turns to the snāna-rites which qualify an aspirant to undertake soma and yāga-rites (as part of mantra-disciplines). There are two phases to the snāna-rites—"sāmānyā" and "viśśā." The steps for the first phase, which is an ordinary [sāmānyā] bath, are outlined—śauca, etc. (3-15a)—and then the steps which follow for the viśśā-śnāna phase of the bath with mantras, mudrā, etc., are outlined. This is to effect spiritual cleansing beyond mere physical washing (15b-44a). After the bathing rites have been completed the aspirant continues in certain meditations, undertaking further mantra-repetitions—now with nyāsa-concentrations—making some preliminary tarpāṇa-offerings, etc. (44b-60). In cases where it is not practical to do the above routines with water, it is permissible to take a "mantra-śnāna," washing only the hands and feet, sipping a few drops of water, etc., along with undertaking repetitions of the "mūla"-mantra (61-63)—and this kind of "mantra-śnāna" is a thousand times preferable to a mere bath unattended by the sanctifying invocation of mantras (64-65). A second alternative mentioned is "dhyāna-śnāna" which also, under certain circumstances, may be done—imagining that Viṣṇu Himself enters and cleanses the body with the spiritual waters of the Holy Ganges (66-72a).

X. Samādhikhyapana (103 śl.)

"Realisation of Samādhi"

Bhagavān says [that the next step is] to find a secluded place, arrange for a clean place to sit down, and undertake preliminary meditation of the Lord.
and of one’s teacher. Having done this, one then proceeds to purify the place and the mundane elements that comprise in with mantras (1-22). Meditating upon his own mundane condition, the aspirant then meditates on earth, air, fire, water and space as being essentially one with him; the same is done with the subtle forms of these gross elements (23-57). Having succeeded in this, the jīva is lifted in imagination through the various levels of being to the realm of kaivalya-consciousness (58-77), whereupon in his “luminous-body” [tejomaya-sarītra] he aspires to feel infused by the Power and Presence of the universal spirit invoked by the “ātma”-mantra which he repeats (78-103).

XI. मन्त्रन्यासविधि Mantranyāsavidhi (43-1/2 śls.)

“Rules for Concentrating the Powers of Mantras”

If one practices nyāsa-concentrations during the disciplined repetition of mantras, he will achieve great spiritual as well as mundane rewards (1-3). The detailed instructions for undertaking nyāsa-concentrations of the mantra’s powers into one’s own body are given step-by-step (4-38a). The overt nyāsa-exercises, when it comes to that, should be done secretly and under cover (7b-9)—and some elaborations are given on the “hasta-nyāsas” to be done to the accompaniment of the “mūla”-mantra, prior to “deha-nyāsa”. Altogether some 27 nyāsa-directions are named and explained in the course of this chapter. Along with the nyāsa-practice one should demonstrate in the process certain mudrās and undertake specific dhyāna-meditations (38b-44a).

XII. मानसयाग Manasayāga (136-1/2 śls.)

“Silent Worship”

Having achieved a certain level of consciousness by the preceding disciplines and practices, the aspirant, feeling himself to be infused by the Holy Presence of the Lord, then must begin worshipping Him in a silent manner [mānasayāga]. The devotee in these steps imagines himself to be the locus of the “ādīśā”-śakti, of the whole earth, of the Lord’s lotus-borne throne, indeed of all the subtle forms of created matter, etc. To this imagined center of all things it is to be thought that Viṣṇu Himself descends (from Vaikuṇṭha) in His “mantramūrti” form, and there He will be worshipped along with Lakṣmī and His other consorts in all their glory and qualities (1-50). How to actualize this worship is suggested by the use of mudrās and mantras, etc. (51-58), and this is elaborated upon later in somewhat greater detail (59-107)—all the steps of actual liturgical worship being done here by the imagination, and within the believer’s heart.

A special, further way of (continuing?) silent worship is also given, wherein the main feature seems to be to concentrate the Presence of the Lord within the cupped palms of the hand (108-114).
The chapter concludes with directions for achieving *homa*-offerings mentally [*mānasahoma*] and with a eulogy for the methods of silent, mental worship (115-137a).

**XIII. Bhāyāga**

"Overt, Liturgical Worship"

Having accomplished this much, one then moves on to overt, liturgical worship [*bāhyāga*] (1-4a), even though it may seem superfluous on top of the preceding (4b-10a). The steps for doing this comprise the bulk of the chapter (10b-236): first, a *mandala*-design is to be selected and prepared (11-63a). The materials that are to be used in *arghya*-offerings having been collected and made ready (63b-75), the Lord’s Presence with His retinue is invoked into the *mandala*-design by means of *mantras* and appropriate *dhyāna*-meditations (76-169a), whereupon certain overt offerings of flowers, edibles, etc., should be made to the Lord and His retinue (169b-185a, 222b-236). One should have secured the proper instruments of worship needed at this point—the *dhāpapātra—*incense vessel (185b-196), the *ghantā*-bell (197-221a), etc.—and, further, know how to employ them properly. As well, one should know how to employ certain specific *mantras* at particular points in the liturgy (221b-222a).

**XIV. Jāpavīdāhāna**

"Concerning the Repetition of *Mantras*"

Having pleased the Lord thus—either in the *mandala*-worship just outlined or at His presence as it has been invoked into a pot, or into a *bimba*, etc.—one must next honor Him by the repetitions [*jaṅga*] of *mantras*. There are three aids to doing *jaṅga*-repetitions—employing a rosary [*akhṣamālā*], saying them aloud [*vācika*] or by repeating them in a low voice [*upāniśu*]—and each of these is of varying value depending upon the motives of the aspirant (1-5a). The *akhṣamālā*-rosary is then described and its uses discussed (5b-76a, 90-95a), whereupon the narrative turns to consider what determines which *mantras* under various circumstances should be employed for *jaṅga* (76b-89).

**XV. Agnikāryavidhāna**

"Rules for Kindling the Sacred Fire"

*Jaṅga*-repetitions having been completed, the Lord is worshipped with *arghya*, flowers, incense and scented powders. This in turn is followed by worship with fire-offerings (1-2a). The *kunda*-pit in which the fire will burn is to be constructed near where the deity is housed, to the North. Detailed directions are given for measurements, along with some indications of its symbolic nature found in the injunctions for the *kunda-saṁskāra-sanctification*
of the pit (2b-58). Once the pit has been completed, then the sacred fire is to be kindled to the accompaniment of mantras, appropriate dhyāna-contemplation of the powers called to concentrate themselves there. Then the fire and utensils used are purified (58b-161a). In the course of the preceding discussion, the various utensils used in the course of the homa are named and briefly described (78b-105).

As for homa-offerings themselves, these are discussed in terms of the materials to be offered, their measurements and qualities, the mantras used to accompany the offerings, and the benefits derived from various offerings (161b-197). Indeed, a section follows (198-211a) on various ways to predict the results of a homa-offering, by noting the portents indicated in the fire. Certain configurations of the flames are to be avoided (211b-215a). But when homa-offerings are undertaken at the auspicious times, then only beneficial results will accrue (215b-222). As the homa-offerings are made to honor the Lord Nārāyaṇa and Lakṣmī and others, a certain number of offerings should be made to each of these divine beings, followed by japa-repetitions of appropriate mantras (161b-167a).

Upon completion of the homa-offerings, certain concluding liturgical steps are enjoined (223-236a, 239b-263a). In order that the Presence of the reality of the Lord evoked by the homa-rites may be remembered by the devotee, it is recommended that he apply a tilaka-mark on his forehead with the sacred ashes from the fire and dust from the maṇḍala (231b-245a), and that he maintain certain thoughts in his mind about the Lord (232-239a).

The foregoing instructions are to be handed down only to certain qualified persons (263b-264).

XVI. शिष्यविधान

"Regarding Initiation Rites"

Nārada asks about dīkṣā-initiation for various types of people—a person living under a vow, a youth, an aspirant, an ācārya, a woman and a child (1-2). Bhagāvān chooses to tell him first about initiation-procedure for a śīṣya-disciple, and this involves first of all a protracted discussion of mantras to be used in the ceremonies (3-50), after which only does he turn to a description of the qualifications of a suitable śīṣya-candidate (51-53). He then briefly notes the general threefold classification and rationale of initiation-rites into “normal”, “shortened” and “elaborate” versions (54-61a).

In any type of śīṣya-dīkṣā, the tattvas must be invoked with particular mantras (61b-88). The auspicious time for this śīṣya-dīkṣā having been selected, the śīṣya prepares himself by taking a sacramental bath, and the accoutrements for the ceremonies are gathered, placed and sanctified (89-124a). Blindfolded,
the aspirant is led to a mandala and there, in the presence of the Lord, is asked to offer flowers; where these fall, determines the name he will be given (126-127a). Later, entwined in the symbolic bonds—the red-colored māyāvāśātra—that bind him to this earthly life and into which the tatwas are to be imagined, he witnesses and/or assists in various homa, bali and other rites (127b-195).

Since this is a two or three-day initiation ceremony, certain things are to be done during the first night. Next day, ominous dreams recalled are to be nullified by certain rites, and if this has been done, the initiation rites recommence with a second blindfolding.

After certain rites, performed both by the guru and by the śisyā (196-300), instruction (upadeśa) is given to the candidate (301-336a). When this has been concluded, the initiate, then on his own, worships the Lord’s Presence in the pot where it had previously been invoked and having done this, he turns to his teacher and honors him with similar observances (336b-342a). As concluding parts of the dīkṣā-ceremonies, brahmins are feasted, the (second) night is spent in vigil, etc., and an avabhyathānāna-bath is taken, followed by soma “drinking” (346-359), whereupon the guru is worshiped that third-day morning (360-367)—doing all of which brings enormous rewards to both the guru and the new initiate (368-369).

XVII. शिष्यभेदः

“Types of Aspirants”

There are four classes of śisyās—“samayin” or “samayajña,” “putraka,” “sādhaka” and “ācārya.” To Nārada’s question about them (1-2), Śrībhagavān takes each one of these up for individual discussion (3-11, 12-16, 17-28, 46-62). A section on the daily duties [ācāra] of the sādhaka is also rehearsed (29-45).

XVIII. अभिषेकविधि

[Returning to dīkṣā-initiation ceremonies broken off at the end of ch. XVI] an abhiṣekha-ritual bath must be given the candidate. Various choices and alternatives in regard to the personnel to conduct the abhiṣekha-rites are given (1-19) before the general steps for the procedures are outlined (20-33) for each of the four classes of śisyās (discussed in ch. XVII). Each class of śisyā deserves the treatment and éclat for his respective abhiṣekha bath as is afforded to a commander-in-chief of the army, to a prime minister, to a prince, and to a king respectively (34-35).

Of these various procedures, the abhiṣekha-rite appropriate for the “ācārya” type at his dīkṣā-initiation is given—the difference between his abhiṣekha and that of other śisyā’s is in the number of pots used (36-69a). A candidate who
is about to be initiated into ācārya-ship is to receive certain special instruction about behavior, etc. and this is given (6gb-82a). At the close of this special instruction, he who is about to become an ācārya receives from his mentor a "vīṣṇu-hasta" gesture of blessing whereupon he drinks the water which has been used to wash that mentor's feet (82b-86a).

The chapter closes with some miscellaneous special rules for the abhiṣeka of the other classes of sīyas (86b-89a), and the general benefits which accrue to those who observe the rules (89b-93a).

XIX. मन्त्रसिद्धिविधि Mantrasiddhihna (36-1/2 sls.)

"Indications of Mastery in Mantra-Discipline"

After abhiṣeka is concluded, the initiate receives permission from his mentor to start practising his mantra, a process for the mastery of which the aspirant should expect to take some 12 years of steady and patient labor (1-12). Nārada asks if there are any signs or indications along the way for the aspirant to look for in order to assess his progress toward mastery of the mantra. Bhagavān warns him that many difficulties inevitably arise, particularly during the three first years of this mantra-japa-discipline; but if the aspirant comes through this three-year period he will begin to see definite signs of his approaching mastery. For example, students will seek him out, etc., until after the seventh year even kings will come to him. By the time he has persevered through ten years of this discipline he will be able to see, hear and do marvellous things (13-33). The chapter closes with the caution that these signs should, however, be kept in one's heart (34-37a).

XX. प्रतिष्ठाविधान Pratiṣṭhāvidhāna (386 sls.)*

"Rules for Sanctification Ceremonies"

Nārada recalls thatŚrībhagavān advised one aspiring to mastery in mantra-disciplines to practise his discipline using a bimba-icon as an aid to his worship; therefore he wants to know about the construction and consecration of such icons (1-2). He is told that while there are different uses to which images may be put, and different ways of painting, drawing or modelling these, nonetheless, there are certain canons of measurement that must be maintained in preparing these figures (3-66a). While various choices exist for making icons (66b-67), extreme care should be exercised in selecting the material, particularly if the icon is to be used in the house (68-69).

Then follow some instructions regarding pīṭha-pedestals for icons (70-92), as well as some general remarks about the foundations and basements for temple

* The numbering in the printed version is wrong from sl. 3 on.
structures (93-99). Indeed, moving to temple-structures themselves, various types are named according to their shape; rules for the appropriate basements (100-124), for doors (125-127), for a maṇḍapa (128-131a) of the “kaustubha”-type of temple are given.

(Returning to the subject of images), it is pointed out that all images are to be consecrated prior to being enstated in regular worship. The time for this is suggested, and the various preparations which must precede the actual rites are outlined (131b-138a). The steps of the pratiṣṭhā-rites—snāpana (138 ff.), neltronmilana (161b ff.), kautukamocana (168 ff.), mantranyāsa (180 ff.), etc.—are given up to the point where first worship of the icon is done (184b-187).

The pīṭha-pedestal is then prepared (188-190) and, after the icon has been carried through the village (191 ff.), is “put to rest” (śayanādhivāsa) (193-203a) and later given various honors and further invested with mental powers by the ācārya (203b-251a). Thereupon worship is given the Lord in the presence of brahmns (251b-306). These things done, “rātnanyāsa” is accomplished, the pedestal placed, and the icon fastened to it (307-330).

Thus does the icon come to be the locus of all realities—tha tatvās, all mantras, etc. (331-342)—and thereby justify all the ritual attentions thereafter given it and the praises directed to it (343-352). Certain concluding rites, covering the next four days, are enjoined (353-364a). This is followed by a mahoisava (382b-386). Images that are made on canvas, as well as those made of wood, are to be consecrated in much the same way—with only a few steps omitted from the usual liturgy (364b-368a). As for repairing icons and pedestals once they have been sanctified and also then broken, certain rules must be followed for mending them (368b-376a).

The chapter closes by giving certain options about mantras to be used in the pratiṣṭhā-rites (376b-379a), and saying that a properly-installed icon should be carefully protected against the ravages of war and natural disasters, etc. (379b-382a).

XXI. पवित्रगर्बना

“Rules for the ‘Pavitra-Garland’ Rites”

Nārada asks what is to be done when worship that should be done to an icon lapses? (1-2). Bhagavān replies that the remedial measure to take in such cases is performance of pavitrāropana-rites. He then goes on to explain the procedure of these rites—when it should be done (56 ff.), how to make the pavira-threads (8-29a), worship them (29b-47a), and how to present them to the Lord in His various places (47b-68). He also describes the prayer of atonement to be uttered (69-76a.), the worship of the guru and giving of gifts to brahmns (76b-97), the removal and distribution of the garlands (104-107), etc.
Having observed this, the sādhaka then must undertake a period of penential-vrata in order to validate the pavitraśrōpaṇa-rites (113 ff). This vrata involves the repetition of a mantra, and so Nārada asks about that mantra, and it turns out to be the ("pavitra"-) "mahā"-mantra. How to pronounce the mantra and to use it along with others is given (120-226a). The chapter closes with a eulogy of the ("pavitra"-) "mahā"-mantra (226b-233a).

XXII. वैश्वानारायण

"Ethics for Vaiṣṇava Believers"

Nārada wants to know about the attitude toward Vaiṣṇavas who become sannyāsins or yatis (1-2). The answer he gets is a classification of various types of Vaiṣṇavas, the differences being explained on the "natural" grounds that peoples' states are determined by past karmans (3-5)—"yatis" (6-10), "ekāntins" (11-13a), "vaikhanasas" (13b-35a), "karmasātvulas" (15b-16), "śikhins" (17-19a), "āptas" (28-34a), "anāptas" (34b-35a), "ārambhins" (35b-36a), "sastravartins" (36b-37). All of these are distinguished by some overt sign or profession. Other groups (presumably those who are classified not according to any external sign but rather in terms of their inner spiritual quest) are "yogins" (39-41), "japaniṣṭhas" (42-45a), "lāpasas" (45b-51a), "śāstrajīnas" (51b-53) and "śāstradhdrakas" (54-56). The Lord asks Nārada to honor all these kinds of persons. All of them, He says, are eligible to do yāgas as well as pūjās. Even their mere glance can wash away the sins of those less fortunate and endowed (57-64a).

Nārada wants to know about the pañcakāla division of the day. He is told about what is to be done in each of the five periods—abhigamana (68-69a), upādāna (69b-70), tiṣyā (71), svādhyāya (72), and yoga (73-74a). Nārada then asks to know the various steps [aṅga] of the worship to the Lord—and is told that worship is to be observed in this order: abhimāna, bhoga, pūjā, offering ghee and other eatables (including paśu: 77), saṃpradāna, vahnisantarpana, pitryāga, and prāṇāgniḥavana (74b-81a).

XXIII. श्राद्धाविधान

"Concerning the Annual Memorial Rites"

Nārada asks what the details are for the performance of śrāddha-rites. The Lord says that all, even the initiated, are to do these rites with care and attention throughout their lives—it is a duty incumbent upon all (1-6). He then turns to the occasions when it is most proper to perform the śrāddha-rites (7-14) before he commences to outline the various steps to be followed in this ritual performance—inviting the brahmīns to be fed and seating them appropriately with all honors (14b-35a), performing homas and making food-offerings
to the “manes” in the persons of the brahmins present (35b-59a), distributing
the food to others present and other concluding acts (59b-62a).

When a man dies the rites will be modified and given elaborations by adding
certain mantras and routines day-by-day for eleven days (62b-108); on the
first anniversary of the man’s death, the śrāddha-rite will mark the deceased soul’s
transition from “preta” to “pitr,” and the rules for this ritual celebration are
outlined with the necessary elaborations (109-146a).

Mantras are given for the concluding portions of the general śrāddha
ceremonies (146b-148).

Special śrāddhas for preceptors are to be done (149-153a). All the
śrāddha-ceremonies are eulogized (153b-155).

XXIV. मेयसद्वरकः प्रेतासन्निधिः (104-1/2 śls.)

“Concerning Funeral Rites”

When an initiate [dikṣita] has died, the corpse should be bathed, decorated,
certain sacramental saṁskāra purifications should be done, his personal
possessions distributed, and the corpse taken to the cremation grounds and
burned. The bulk of this section is given over to the step-by-step description of
what the guru officiating at the funeral rites does to the corpse (18a ff) and what the mantras are that are to be pronounced as the fire is kindled (56 ff).

After the funeral, the guru who has officiated must cleanse himself
immediately of the defilement brought by contact with the corpse—including jaṭa, homa, etc. (62-68a). After three days have elapsed he should return to
the cremation grounds, collect the bones and then consign them to a river or to
the earth. The bones of initiates must not be scattered (68b-71a).

Funeral rites should be done for all the faithful, and the chapter closes
with some special instructions given for the services for yatis (75) and for those
whose death has occurred far away necessitating funeral rites in absentia
(76-105a).

XXV. प्रयासित्वानि प्रयासित्वाद्विधि (159-1/2 śls.)

Nārada asks about prāyaścitta-penances for the deeds of omission and
commission done by a Vaiṣṇava. Bhagavān declares that there are indeed, for a
variety of reasons, many sins but that these may be expiated by japa, dāna-gifts,
havana-sacrifices, or tapas-exercises (1-4a). The bulk of the chapter is given
over to the various instances that require and permit prāyaścitta-penitential
performances: the sin is given along with the appropriate mantra-formulas to
repeat, the gift-offerings to make, etc. (4b-131). Having heard these things,
Nārada is led to ask in particular what is to be done if something defiles the
mantrārca-image in the home (132-135), and he is told that the prāyaścitta for
this involves fasting, japa, special maṇḍala worship and gifts to the 12 ācāryas
(136-160a).
"A Disciplined Program of employing the 'Mūla'-Mantra'.

Having heard so much that relates to mukti, Nārada now asks to know how to achieve bhukti. Bhagavān tells him that by employing the "mantrarāja"-mantra in particular ways with skill, that great achievements can be enjoyed as the fruits. However, certain things must be done in this connection, and this includes finding the proper spot to practise the mantra, etc. If a devotee achieves mastery of the mantra and then does homa in a prescribed way along with mudrās and other special liturgies, the supernatual order can be controlled (9-21), poisons can be made ineffective (22-24a), making others submit to one's will can be effected (24b-30), disposing of others or otherwise controlling them according to one's wishes (31 ff.) and a variety of other powers may be acquired (up to 96). Mastery of certain yantras may also lead to effective control over various phenomena—namely the "cahāra"-yantra (97-105a) and the "sāṅkha"-yantra (105b-111a)—but the effects differ according to the times when various suggested homa and offerings are made to these yantras (111b-121).

The chapter concludes with a eulogy of the "mantrarāja"-mantra (122-134a).

"A Disciplined Program of employing the 'Sakti'-Mantra'.

Bhagavān continues, here turning to the instructions for getting mastery over the mantras addressed to Lakṣmī and other female deities. First he points out that while certain matters like selecting an āsana, performing dhāpa, ghanṭā-­ringing, etc., are going to be the same in the various cases (1-10), nonetheless certain specific details will vary. Then he discusses the practices that are specific to the "Lakṣmī"-mantra (11-30), and the powers that come to one who masters it (30b-57a). Next he gives the same kind of treatment to the "Kīrti"-mantra and its mastery (57b-95). Similarly the "Jāyā"-mantra (96-138), and the "Māyā"-mantra (139-216a: with nyāsa and mudrās somewhat more extensively treated). The chapter closes with a eulogy of the four mantras just treated (216b-218).

"A Disciplined Program for employing 'Aṅga'-Mantras'.

Here Bhagavān says he will treat of the mantras which are directed to the "limbs" of the devotee who then sees his limbs as analogous to the "Limbs" of the Lord—the mastery of which leads to certain powers. First, he treats of the "hpt"-mantra (2-15), the "śiro"-mantra (16-40), the "śikhā"-mantra
Yogakhyana

(41-70a), the "kavaca"-mantra (70b-98a), the "netra"-mantra (98b-127), and the "astra"-mantra (128-158a).

XXIX. Vaktramanyadhanā Vaktramanyadhanā (187-1/2  śl.)

"A Disciplined Program for employing the 'Vaktra'-Mantra"

This chapter continues in the same spirit and tone as the preceding ones. Here, Bhagavān turns His attention to the "Nṛsiṁha-vaktra"-mantra and his retinues' mantras (258), to the "Kapila-vaktra"-mantra and his retinues' mantras (59-110), and finally to the "Varāha-vaktra"-mantra and those of his retinue (111-188a).

XXX. Parikarasādhana Parikarasādhana (117-1/2  śl.)

"A Disciplined Program in utilizing Mantras related to the Lord's Weapons"

Bhagavān here turns to the mantras addressed to the cosmic weapons and how to achieve mastery of these—the "kaustubha"-mantra and its mastery (16b-31), the "kamala"-mantra (32-40), the "śaṅkha"-mantra (41-49), the "caakra"-mantra (50-61a), and the "gada"-mantra (62b-72a). Also the "Garuḍa"-mantra and its mastery is discussed (72b-85), after which the "paśa"-mantra is treated (86-99a), followed by the "aṅkuśa"-mantra (99b-118a).

XXXI. Upāngasādhana Upāngasādhana (49  śl.)

"A Disciplined Program for employing 'Upānga'-Mantras"

Here Bhagavān first takes up the practice of and the mastery over the powers inherent in the "satya"-mantra (1-8), the "Vāsudeva"-mantra (9-14a), the "Śaṅkarsana"-mantra (14b-21), the "Prādyumna"-mantra (22-30), the "Aniruddha"-mantra (31-38). Also, He similarly discusses the "saptākṣara"-mantra (39-49).

XXXII. Sādhanavidhi Sādhanavidhi (84  śl.)

"Rules for Disciplined Use (of other Mantras)"

Bhagavān says that previously he had made a passing reference to the "Vighnote"-mantra, and now He wants to discuss it in detail—namely how to achieve mastery of it, and the effects of so doing (1-36). He concludes his discussion of the "prayogic" mastery over the divine powers by turning to the "Vāgīśvarī"-mantra (37-65) and how to employ the "Vāgīśvarī"-yantra (66-84).

XXXIII. Yogāṣṭhāna Yogāṣṭhāna (87  śl.)

"The Chapter on Yoga"
The Lord says He will now tell how one can achieve the end toward which yogic practices are means. Having selected the proper place for meditation, and arranged the seat, one begins his discipline with prāṇāyāma. By doing this in the prescribed manner, one achieves union with brahman and leaves this mortal coil having achieved mukti (I-59).

Nārada inquires how to recognize the symptoms that one is achieving the dehaḥāta-state (60). Bhagavān details the physiological signs that usually accompany death but which also presage ultimate union with Brahman (61-80).

The closing slokas say that this saṁhitā is the best (sarvoitamā saṁhitaisā), that it gives the best knowledge possible. It is to be kept from undeserving narrow-minded fools (saṁtha); but it should be given (deyām) to those who are true to their dharma, to those who really wish to cross the sea of saṁsāra, to those who are devoted to the Lord, etc.—once they have had dīkṣā-initiation.

**Critical Notes:**

The present edition is up to the usual high standards of the Gaekwad Oriental Series. This is one of the few printed texts that has an adequate Index; as well, the introductory portions are learned and helpful. So it remains, here, only to draw attention to some details found in the text that may be of interest to students of Pañcarātra thought and its development.

One of the notable things about this saṁhitā is how it deals directly with the subject of death. Although, as elsewhere, the remarks may be put in the context of happenings that occasion prāyaścitta, here a full chapter (XXIV) is given over to funeral details—and this follows in the work of an unusually protracted discussion of the śrāddha-rites.* The final chapter (XXXIII) also has preoccupation with death, and the symptoms of its approach.† To say the least, these passages are interesting because they are so rarely taken up as a separate subject in the saṁhitā literature (see “Index,” below, under entry “maratha.”)

More typical are the “prayogic” passages found throughout but especially in Chs. XXVI-XXXII. That these kinds of counsels are found so early and so pervasively in so highly regarded a work of the canon simply attests to the fact that this strain must be seen as normative in the school—despite latter day attempts to become apologetic about such tendencies when found in the literature. Indeed, the passage frankly citing the “prayogic” benefits of the “Garuḍa”—mantra (XXX:72b-55) gives indirect support for the canonicity of the Kāśyapa-saṁhitā (q.v.)—a text so exclusively “prayogic” in temper as to render it suspect as an authentic work of the Pañcarātra school.

---

* See Paramapuruṣa-saṁhitā (q.v.) Appendix “B” for the only treatment of funeral procedures set apart from the normative concern for defilement, etc.
Two other points may be of interest. The first is in regard to the uses of meat: in XXI: 116a it is stated that meat is to be avoided during a certain period by an aspirant, suggesting that at other times meat-eating may have been considered permissible; and in XXII: 77 an alternative to the usual offerings of ghee, flowers, etc., is allowed—namely, offering the Lord animals in sacrifice. The other point raises problems of dating the work and/or detecting the nature and extent of an interpolated passage—in either or both of which cases there is considerable room for argument. The problems revolve about the mention in XXV: 144 of twelve Ācāryas: if the passage is accepted as integral to the original Jayākhyā text the work cannot be nearly as early as one might suppose, or that some "ācārya"-tradition existed early in the history of the school only later to be revised by Rāmānuja’s followers, or that the "Jaya" text referred to in Utpala and other early literature of the school was considerably different from what we now have in the work at hand; if the passage is rejected as a later interpolation, then one must attempt to demarcate and defend precisely where the actual interpolated passage begins and ends.

There seems to survive at least four fragments of an independent work known as Jayottara-samhitā—three fragments found in various Utsavasamgraha works* on celebrations of the Lord’s “birthdate” (perhaps all from chapter ten of the otherwise “lost” work) and the fourth found in Pūjāsāṅggraha (MT. 2856) on Prāyaścittā. This partial work should not be confused with the Jayākhyā under scrutiny.

---

Jñānāmṛtasāra-saṁhitā

RARE:
(b) Śrī Nārada Pañcaratram-Jñānāmṛtasāra-saṁhitā, Calcutta, Bibliotheca Indica series, Vol. 38, 1865.

[Introducory remarks:

This saṁhitā carries with it a peculiar historical distinction—it was the first, and for some years the only, Pañcaratra text available in an English translation. This misfortune has been remedied by the appearance in the 40’s of the more typical Parama-saṁhitā (q.v.). However, as a result of the appearance of the so-called “Nārada Pañcaratra” first, the impression created among Western scholars regarding the nature of Pañcaratra thought was distorted and inaccurate.

The Jñānāmṛtasāra-saṁhitā, as the text at hand should more accurately be called, while it is certainly a product of the Pañcaratra school, is a late work and by no means representative of the corpus as a whole. Entirely missing from it is the broad theological base of the older texts, the wide scope of interests found in the more typically practical Pañcaratra manuals, the careful and subtle expository style of the more literate texts. Instead, what one finds here is a rambling, artificially structured and narrowly sectarian glorification of Kṛṣṇa and Rādhā. As a document representing the cult of Rādhā-Kṛṣṇa, then, it must be dated among the latest of the saṁhitā-type works. It is doubtful that this work is referred to in any of the canonical lists.*

The title under which it has been somewhat misleadingly published $—$ the “Nāradapañcaratra”$—$ derives from the fact that it is divided into five

---

* The Jñānāmṛtasāra-saṁhitā (1: 57) lists seven names which, if construed one way, may be taken to refer to seven particular works in the canon of the Pañcaratragama: Brāhma, Śaiva, Kaumāra, Vāsīṣṭha, Kāpila (“param”), Gautamiya and Nāradiya.

$ This term is used collectively for the entire corpus sometimes, elsewhere specifically for those saṁhitās in which Nārāda figures prominently.
("Pāñca-"") sections ("rātras") and that Nārada figures prominently in the framework narrative. It runs to somewhat over 3100 ślokas, divided into sixty chapters, again divided (as already noted) into five unequal sections. The narrator is Vyāsa who proposes to tell what was revealed to Nārada by Maheśvara (= Śāṅkara = Śiva).

In the course of the narrative, however, it is difficult at times to keep track of the framework, inasmuch as there are stories-within-stories, flashbacks, interruptions and introduction of irrelevant details. While on the one hand one may accept these conventions as reminiscent of a lively minstrel's lay, on the other hand the technique becomes distressingly discursive to anyone attempting to extract from the text a unified teaching. The fact of the matter is that there is no unifying outlook—philosophically there is an unconvincing amalgamation of Advaitic, Sāṁkhya and Pāñcarātra doctrines; theologically there is a confusion of advaitic monism and viśiṣṭādvaitic theism; and confessionally there is contradiction as to the status attributed at various places to Śiva, Brahmā, Kṛṣṇa, et al. The overall impression is that the work is less the result of synthesis than of uncritical admixture of popular ideas. The work has little independent merit as literature.

Of interest to historians of the development of Pāñcarātra doctrines and practices are the following points: the Kavaca (-amulet?) is highly extolled for purposes of protection, etc.; the "Kṛṣṇa"-mantras are available to all castes and to women for their private and (n. d.) public worship (V: iii: 10-11); Rādhā is deemed to be Creadrix and Destroyer of the worlds (V: v: ii-4), responsible solely for Kṛṣṇa's "supremacy"; even Mahālakṣmī is said to have been born from the left side of Rādhā (II: iii: 60); worship of God at night is recommended as a regular routine (III: xi, xii); the Vyūhas are mentioned (V: i: 63) but nowhere form the basis of a theological orientation. As for works mentioned in the text: the Saṁvāgamas are alluded to as those which Viṣṇu ordered Śiva to promulgate to delude people (IV: ii: 30; cf. the paean to Śiva elsewhere, however, in I: vii: 15-19; the "Kāpilapañcarātra" is mentioned (II: vi: 3) as is also the "Brahma Vaivarta Purāṇa" (II: vii: 30) and the "Viṣṇu Purāṇa" (II: vii: 32).

The real interest for us in this work is that it demonstrates the direction that Pāñcarātra thought takes in the context of later sectarian developments, and reveals how certain ideas traditional to the school are dropped (e.g., the Vyūhas) and how others assert an overweening prominence (e.g., the emergence of the sakti-power as a significant, creative and generative force in its own right). It may be a matter of lively debate to what extent a work like this shows a degeneration as over against an invigorating revaluation of typical Pāñcarātra stances in the face of popular new folk movements like the Rādhā cult.
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

FIRST RĀTRA:

Vṛṣśadevaśukadevasanvāde granthopraśamsanam (82 śls.)

“Glorification of the Pāñcarātra Literature in the course of the Conversation between Vyāsa and Śuka”.

After an opening eulogy of Kṛṣṇa’s supremacy and immanence (I-11), Nārada describes the hermitage of Vyāsa where his son Śuka came seeking knowledge (12-21). Vyāsa undertakes to impart to his son what his guru had given to him, thus continuing the family’s traditional concern and devotion for Kṛṣṇa (22-34). Vyāsa tells how in Goloka the Lord Kṛṣṇa once taught Brahmā the secret knowledge and how Brahmā, in turn, went to Śiva, and he in turn gave it to Nārada. Vyāsa’s own teacher (35-42). In the Pāñcarātra system, one deals with knowledge [rātra] of five [pañca] kinds (43-44)—knowledge of Kṛṣṇa who is the Highest, knowledge of that which is desired by seekers after muktī, knowledge of that which effects devotion, knowledge of the 16 kinds of yogic discipline, and knowledge of worldly affairs (45-55). This five-fold knowledge has been promulgated under seven traditions: Brahmā, Śiva, Kumāra, Vasiṣṭha, Kapila, Gautama and Nārada (56-59).*

Vyāsa praises the Pāñcarātra teachings—especially the tradition handed down by Nārada—because they lead to the dāśya-type of devotion. He thereupon launches an extended eulogy of the Pāñcarātra system (60-82).

II. Brahmatanākumārasyaśayabhyaśaṁśanam (77 śls.)

“Glorification of Food-Offerings in the course of the Conversation between Brahmā and Sanatkumāra”.

Śuka asks his father Vyāsa where exactly Śiva gave the Pāñcarātra teaching to Nārada. He is told that the revelation to Nārada came not by virtue of penances and ascetic action but rather because of a display of “true” bhaktī to Hari. A visionary visitation comes to Nārada prior to his receiving the teaching from Śiva; it is his own father and brother—Brahmā and Sanatkumāra. They engage in a discussion that distinguishes the relative virtues of penances [tpas] and devotion [bhaktī], highly praising the latter and de-emphasising the former. The Pāñcarātra system that teaches “true” devotion to Hari is the essence of the Vedas. Kṛṣṇa loves such devotees even more than his own wife and consorts, regardless of caste (1-41).

*As already indicated in our “Introductory Remarks,” above, these names may also be construed as referring to Saṁhitā-titles.
Indeed, the "dasya" type of bhakti is extolled, and this is what Nārada is advised to establish with Hari (42-45).

Sanatkumāra interposes a further question, seeking clarification regarding tapas versus bhakti. In response, Brahmā analyses the word "ārādhita" as most important toward understanding either penance or devotion—for acquiring Kṛṣṇa’s grace through devoted worship of Him can be both a penitential exercise and an act of love. In either case, sipping the lord’s foot-water and eating His left-over food—as a part of daily worship—is what will eventually gain for the devotee his eternal reward (46-67). A story is inserted to show the importance of consuming the life-giving naivedya-food-offerings of the lord (68-77).

III. भ्रामसनातकुमारसंवादे श्रीकृष्णमहिमोपलवणम्

"Repeating the Glories of Kṛṣṇa in the Conversation between Brahmā and Sanatkumāra”.

Sanatkumāra pursues the matter of naivedya-offerings and another story is told by Brahmā about Subhadra’s devotion being rewarded by a divine vision of Kṛṣṇa and His entourage (1-88).

IV. भ्रामनारदसंवादे कवचवाण्सा

"The Question regarding Amulets in the Conversation between Brahmā and Nārada”

Continuing the story of Subhadra, Brahmā tells how that brahmin boy was visited by the sage Nārāyaṇa who initiated the lad with the "Śrīkṛṣṇa” -mantra ("śrīm hriṃ kliṃ kṛṣṇāya svāḥ"). The boy is also given a necklace containing an amulet (of this mantra?) (1-36). The story of Subhadra continues—and he turns out to be none other than Mārkaṇḍeya in his next birth (35-75). Brahmā concludes the chapter with some words of praise for the kavaca-amulet—the same one that is worn by all the great-souled ones (76-88).

V. जागन्मङ्गलकावच

"Concerning the Most Auspicious Amulet”

Brahmā here speaks further of the kavaca-amulet and of meditations and praises appropriate to it. He further repeats the praise that Kṛṣṇa once heaped on it. He notes that the “sage” of it is Nārāyaṇa; he also treats of the deva, chandas-meter, etc., of the amulet, how it protects the wearer, how one should treat his amulet with care, etc. (1-32).
VI. लोमशनारदसांवाद

Conversation between the Sages Lomasā and Nārada''

Nārada goes to seek Śiva at Kailāsa, and on his way encounters a brahmin boy named Lomasā. He turns out to be a disciple of Śiva and a devotee of Kṛṣṇa; he refuses to tell about the kavaca-amulet he wears, citing the fact that his guru, Śiva, had enjoined him to remain silent about it (r-72).

VII. गणपतिस्तोत्र

"Verses in Praise of Gaṇeśa"

Continuing on his way to Kailāsa, Nārada meets Mārkaṇḍeya and they talk (r-15), and he continues on his way to Kailāsa. On his way he passes various pools, flowers, etc., until finally he reaches Śiva’s aśram. It is replete with pictures and reminders of Kṛṣṇa. There he also meets Gaṇeśa, who serves as guardian to the aśram, and duly worships him first (16-92). The stotra of praise used by Nārada in worshipping Gaṇeśa is eulogised (93-95).

VIII. [No title]

Vyāsa continues to narrate the pilgrimage of Nārada to Śiva’s aśram. The jewel-studded place is described, as is also Śiva Himself in His Glory. Nārada bursts forth into praise, in reward for which Śiva agrees to initiate Nārada into "Haribhakti" (r-35).

IX. नारदोपदेशानन्दण

Nāradopadesagrahaṇa (39 śls.)

"Nārada Receives Initiation"

The upadesa-instruction that leads to the five kinds of knowledge concerns itself with ācāra-ethics, worship-routines, and anything that promotes spiritual effort. Also part of the instruction is knowledge about Kṛṣṇa’s avatāra forms as well as further understanding of the kavaca-amulet (r-15). Śiva praises Śrīvaikāṇṭhas as they have received the "Kṛṣṇa"-mantra. He initiates Nārada in the river Ganges, then gives him the mantra and also a kavaca-amulet of his own (16-39).

X. महोत्सावारम्भ

Mahotsavārambha (91 śls.)

"Commencement of Great Festival Celebrations"

A digressionary flash-back is given here regarding the sage Nārada’s former birth as Nārada, son of Brahmā. It seeks to justify why the sage Nārada, not noted for his learning, could qualify to receive the initiation into Kṛṣṇa-bhakti from Śiva. In course of the chapter (74 ff.) there is a digression within a digression concerning different types of pāpa-sins; as well, a celebration is recalled during Nārada’s former birth that honours his father for having praised Kṛṣṇa (r-91).
XI. महोत्सवदर्शन

"Witnessing the Great Festival"

Continuing the flash-back within a flash-back of the preceding chapter, Vyāsa here tells of how Nārada in his former birth as Upavaraṇa sang praises of the rāsa-dance of Kṛṣṇa and of His sports, etc. The song was well-received by all the heavenly hosts who heard it, and their acclaim of it is what constituted the "mahotsava" (1-39).

XII. गन्धर्वकृत्तिस्तोत्र

"Stotra of Praise by the Gandharva Nārada"

Still continuing concerning the mahotsava that occurred in the story-within-a-story of the preceding two chapters, Vyāsa tells here of the further songs by Nārada in praise of the Lord Kṛṣṇa which cause his listeners to swoon in ecstasy, etc. A shining theophany of Kṛṣṇa results, and all in the sagely and divine assembly one by one sing forth their own stanzas of praise to the luminous Lord (1-77).

XIII. गन्धर्वमोक्षण

"Release Won by the Gandharva Nārada"

Continuing the preceding narrative, Vyāsa describes how Nārada addressed Kṛṣṇa requesting release from the curse of the devas under which he suffers. Bhagavān (= Kṛṣṇa) says that the stotra just sung was sufficient to effect this release. Further, He speaks of His own mantra, of using it and winning all sorts of joys with it when employing it with devotion. He rehearses the names of those who have formerly received the "Kṛṣṇa"-mantra and passed it on. He, however, withholds the mantra from Nārada (= Upavaraṇa) saying he must get it in another birth, once removed from a rebirth as a śādra (1-35).

XIV. कुलातोपति

"Being Born of a Unchaste Woman"

Vyāsa here returns to the upadeśa scene of Nārada and Śiva, with the latter continuing his instructions to his new initiate. He speaks of creation, the unity of God and the longevity of the Lord's devotees (1-28). Śiva turns to Brahmā and asks him to allot places for fiery wrath of the devas and sages. Brahmā says his own wrath is concentrated into the fire; Śiva's is concentrated in fever; Śeṣa's wrath is in the venom of his mouth; Indra's in his thunderbolt; etc. etc. (29-42). When he comes to Kāma's wrath, Brahmā consults with others present and, after some discussion, determines that it is to reside in exquisitely beautiful, but decidedly unchaste, women. Thus is explained the origin of prostitutes (43-117).
XV. [No title] (31 śls.)

Vyāsa turns again to the story of Upavarnaṇa who, according to the curse of Brahmā, was born of a śūdra-woman. But by virtue of eating the prasāda of Viṣṇu and by reciting the “Krṣṇa”-mantra, he was again reborn as the son of Brahmā (i-4). Seeking out Śiva in this birth for instruction Nārada again asks for enlightenment. Śiva prepares to satisfy him at long last (5-31).

SECOND RĀTRA:

I. प्रथमांशाध्यायरितिकवर्णने Prathamajñānādhyātmyikavarnana (50 śls.)

“Discussion on the First Kind of Knowledge Concerning the Self”

Śiva commences to tell Nārada about the highest knowledge, praising first the Pāñcarātra system (i-17), and moving on from there to praise spiritual knowledge that leads to service of Krṣṇa, and then into a eulogy of Krṣṇa as the Source of all Being. In the course of the chapter many philosophical points of view are brought together—Sāṁkhya, Advaita, etc.—and at the end of the chapter Śiva claims to have covered now the first kind of “knowledge” reached by the Pāñcarātra, namely knowledge concerning the Highest Krṣṇa (18-50).

II. भक्तिज्ञानिनिरूपणम् Bhaktijñānanirūpana (100 śls.)

“A Delineation of Devotion and Knowledge”

Śiva turns now to the second kind of knowledge, sought by all sages, yielding the kind of devotion to which even mukti must take second place. This bhakti is fostered by the company of other devotees of “Krṣṇa”, and is expressed in various ways (i-11). Initiation into the “Krṣṇa”-mantra must be done only by a Vaiśṇava, and mastery of it can effect many great things (i2-50). A section follows concerning creation, in the course of which cosmography and sacred geography are touched upon (37-102).

III. हरिभक्तिज्ञानिनिरूपणम् Haribhaktijñānanirūpana (105 śls.)

“A Delineation of Devotion to Hari and Knowledge (contd.)”

Nārada asks Mahādeva more about devotion that is coupled with knowledge, so that he might know better how to love the Lord. Śiva protests that what he asks is very difficult to outline, and proceeds then to praise Krṣṇa as the superlative of a number of qualities, activities and powers (i-17). Nārada asks then about Rādhā, her birth, her glories and her place of abode (18). The (somewhat discursive) answer commences by going back to the origin of creation, outlining the sport of Krṣṇa among the gopīs, and finally how Rādhā emerged from Viṣṇu-mādyā and caused other aspects of creation to proceed (19-45).

PAG
Närada asks for more details about other wonderful things regarding the characters of gods and their consorts, and the answer dwells upon Rādhā again (with a marked usage of Sāṁkhya terminology shown here—46-68). Närada interjects, asking about the uses of the "Rādhā"-mantra—which turns out also to be the 6-syllable "mahāvidyā," the powers of which are remarkable and praiseworthy (69-97). Two other mantras—a 14-syllable variant and a 10-syllable variant—are given toward the end of the chapter (98-105).*

IV. शिवनारदसंवैदे भक्तिज्ञानकथने राधाप्रासंकथनम्

Śivanāradasaṃvade bhaktijñānakathane rādhāprasānakathananam (61 śls.)

"The Narrative Concerning Questions about Rādhā from the Section on Bhakti and Knowledge in the Course of Śiva and Nārada’s Conversation ".

Nārada wants to know about the dhyāna-concentrations, ājñā-worship, the kavaca-forms and the stotra-hymns appropriate to Rādhā. He is told about three of these things (1-12, 13-46, 47-61), the subject of kavaca-amulets being postponed to the next chapter.

V. राधाकवषकथान

Rādhākavacaprakāśana (66 śls.)

"Explanation of the Amulet invoking Rādhā ".

Nārada asks about the "Rādhā"-kavaca. After at first refusing, Śiva finally answers by telling him the history of the kavaca-amulet (1-15), and then tells him a number of specific cases in which he may use the kavaca-amulet for protection by varying the number of syllables used (16-59). The chapter ends with eulogies of the kavaca and its uses (60-66).

VI. राधाप्रासंसा

Rādhāprasāmsa (32 śls.)

"Eulogy of Rādhā"

Śiva points out that what he has been telling about Rādhā is the essence of all Vedic teaching, and it was elaborated in the "Kāḍilapanaṭcaritra" (1-3). He goes on to praise Rādhā as First of All Things, as inseparable from Kṛṣṇa, as the same as Lakṣmī, as source of other deities, etc. (4-32).

VII. मुक्तिज्ञानकथन

Muktijñānakathana (52 śls.)

"Section Dealing with the Knowledge of Mukti"

Nārada, having heard so far about this wonderful bhakti, wants to know now about mukti (1). He is told that mukti is the actual union with Hari and finding satisfaction thereby (2). Mukti is of four types: sālokya, sārṣṭi, sāmīpya, and sārūpya—depending upon the nature of enjoyment of the person

* The English translation appends to Ch. III a section of 8 pages taken from Yogadīpikā on "bijas".
so released. But, really, devotion and service to Hari are the best kinds of release—adds Mahādeva (3-7).

When a person dies in Banaras, Śiva gives the victim the “nirvāna”-mantra. This is discussed, described and eulogized as the best among the many ways (including hearing about Pāñcarātra) to achieve release (8-52).

VIII. योगज्ञानकथनम Yogajñānakathana (38 śls.)

“Section Dealing with the Knowledge of Yoga”

Mahādeva continues, turning now to yoga-discipline as it has been outlined in the āgamas. He speaks first of the 17 siddhi-powers one may obtain through yogic practice—which, however, are achieved by true devotees of Kṛṣṇa who wish only for a “dāsya”-relationship with Him (1-5). There are six cakra-plexuses in the body (6-18). One should worship one’s guru (19-28).

Nārada asks whether it is better to follow the path of bhakti or of yoga—and the reply given is that some worship the Lord with form, giving Him service, and others worship the Lord as Formless Light. Śiva expresses his favor for the former (29-38).

THIRD RĀTRA:

I. प्रातःक्रिया Prātaḥkṛtya (24 śls.)

“Early Morning Duties”

Śiva promises to tell Nārada about mantra, yantra, etc. He commences by saying that Pārvatī had asked him how to do morning worship of Rādhā, Kṛṣṇa and of herself—the meaning of the mantras, yoga, the 108 names and the 1008 names especially of Rādhā (1-10). He then quotes [sic?] Vyāsa telling Śuka about the “Gopāla”-mantra, and the practical aspects of using it (11-24).

II. प्रातःक्रिया Prātaḥkṛtya (33 śls.)

“Early Morning Duties” (contd.)

Vyāsa continues, speaking here of the mūrtis and their respective sakti-powers represented by the syllables of the mantra (“ōṁ kṛṣṇaḥ śāyam kirtaye namah”—1-11), dhyāna- meditation on Viṣṇu connected with it (12-13), nyāsa-concentrations during its use (14-21), prāṇāyāma-breathing cycles and other yogic exercises to tap the latent powers abounding in the formula, etc. (22-33).

III. [No title] (27 śls.)

Vyāsa turns here to the 10-syllabled “Mahā”-mantra (“gopijanavallabhāya svāhā”) and to the 10-syllable mantra to Madhusūdana. He gives here corresponding nyāsa-concentrations for use with the first of these, along with its
chandas-meter, the devatā-presiding deities, and the various purposes for which it might effectively be employed; as well, he gives a syllable-by-syllable analysis of the "meaning" of the mantra (1-25). He then turns to an 18-syllable mantra ("kliṣṇāya govindāya gopijanavallabhāya svāhā") in closing (26-27), saying it is similar to the preceding.

IV. [No title] (23 šls.)

Vyāsa names here the "tattvas"—the 5 elements, ahaṅkāra, mahat, prakṛti, puruṣa and paramātman—and points out that nyāsa-concentrations should be undertaken to assume these tattvas in different parts of the body (1-10). Then he turns to a 12-syllable mantra (11-14), before moving to a general treatment of mudrā-gestures—namely, "dhanī," "astra," "āhau," "mālā," "śrivatsa," "kaustubha," "bhadra" and "vīvākhyā". One should practice these while repeating the following mantra: "Om kṛdaye svadānāya aśtrāya phaṭ," all the while meditating on an image of Kṛṣṇa (15-23).

V. [No title] (36 šls.)

"The Steps of Worship using Mantras"

Vyāsa speaks here of a meditation of Vṛndāvana in which Kṛṣṇa is described as being served by gopis and rṣis (1-36).

VI. [No Title] (24 šls.)

Vyāsa speaks here of the type of worship that will lead its practitioner to a place near Kṛṣṇa. First necessary is meditation, then (mental worship), then overt, liturgical worship. This latter requires certain preparations to be made, the employment of certain mantras, etc., preliminary to actual worship (1-7). After collecting the necessary paraphernalia, and some mantra-repetition, pūja-routines commence (8-23). Similarly worship of Lakṣmī should follow this routine of Kṛṣṇa-worship (24).

VII. [No Title] (39 šls.)

Vyāsa speaks here of mastering two mantras. For this, "mantra"-dākṣā is required, and some of the preparations for this in a special maṇḍapa—pavilion are given (1-39—note that deities named here in the course of invoking divinities into pots are all sectarian Kṛṣṇa-cult deities).

VIII. [No Title] (23 šls.)

Vyāsa continues by speaking here of the further preliminaries before commencing practice of the two mantras spoken of in the preceding chapter (1-23).

*The chapter does not have satisfactory order, context, or detail's for clear condensation.*
IX.

Vyāsa continues by saying that after the first steps of pūjā (presumably connected with "mantra"-dīkṣā) one should then turn to 1008 homa-offerings (1-2). After these, other actions are enjoined that include dhyāna-meditations, jāpta-repetitions, etc., whereupon the sīṣya-initiate is given mantra-instruction (3-22).

X.

This once-a-year initiation rite prepares one for putting these mantras into practice for eventual mastery (1-7). One may begin using the mantras after completing a prescribed number of jāpta-cycles and homa-offerings. These may vary according to one's caste (8-14). The mastery of the second of the two mantras also involves some particular meditations on Kṛṣṇa (15-21).

XI.

Returning again to pūjā (cf. III: vi, above) after naivedya-offerings one should turn to jāpta of the proper mantras so that Kṛṣṇa may be duly honored. Such jāpta requires dhyāna-meditation (3-6; 14-21), homa-libations, etc. (1-27).

XII.

Vyāsa praises worship undertaken during the night, in the course of which (3-14) he describes Kṛṣṇa's figure (1-20).

XIII.

Here Vyāsa ventures to suggest that one may fittingly alter the offerings advanced to Kṛṣṇa in pūjā at various times of day as well as change the mantras. The "prayogic" effects of such variations and substitutes are suggested (1-25).

In closing, Vyāsa says that daily worship of Hari may be done through a śālagrama-pebble, gems, yantras and maṇḍalas (26-27).

XIV.

Vyāsa here continues citing "prayogic" applications of the two mantras already taken up. He adds also some other mantras as well, giving for them their presiding deities, meter, etc., as well as pointing out their "prayogic" abilities (1-78).

XV. मन्त्रपूजाहोमविविधि

"Rules for Pūjā and Homa with Mantras"

Vyāsa here wants to speak of certain "secret matters" and "rules" relating to Kṛṣṇa. First (1-13) he speaks of dhyāna-meditation on Kṛṣṇa.
Then he turns to *homa* and *japa*, saying these must be done (14). Next he turns to the “all efficacious” 18-lettered *mantra*, its meter, presiding deities; followed by certain other *mantras*, their *nyāsas* and *mūrdhas* (with a certain “prayogic” flavor discernible here, too—15-74).

**FOURTH RĀTRA:**

I. 1. **Umāmaheśvarasamvāde dharaṇiśeṣasamvāde kṛṣṇāślokaprerāṣaṭanāmasiotram**

“Hymn of Praise on the 108 Names of Kṛṣṇa during the Dialogue between Dharaṇī and Śeṣa recounted in the Conversation between Umā and Maheśvara”

Śiva here addresses Pārvatī, telling her what Śeṣa once told Earth regarding the repetition of the 108 names of Kṛṣṇa. This pious activity can be a means of attaining *bhakti* and *muktī*, and there are various other benefits that come from repeating these names as well (1-15, 37-45). The *stotra*-hymn itself has its own presiding deity, its *rṣi*, its meter, its *viniyoga*-use, etc. The 108 names are listed (16-36).

II. [No title] (30 śls.)

Nārada responds here to some questions posed by some sages, speaking of the best means for removing all sins, and attaining *muktī*. In doing so, he recounts what Śiva told Pārvatī—a glorification of Viṣṇu. Much merit accrues to him who repeats Viṣṇu’s holy names (1-30).

III. **Pārvatīśivasamvāde śrīviṣṇornāmasahasram**

“The Thousand Names of Viṣṇu told by Śiva to Pārvatī”

Here Śiva asks Bhagavān (= Kṛṣṇa) to show the best way to cleanse oneself from all sins. He is told that the 1000 names of the Lord Viṣṇu is the single-best means for this. Pārvatī, hearing this, wants to know more; she is told the *rṣi*, presiding deity, the meter, etc., of the 1000 names as well as the *dhyāna*-meditation that should precede the repetition of them (1-9). The 1000 names are listed (10-183). The remainder of the chapter (184-224) eulogizes the *stotra* just enumerated.

It is stated (223) that mere repetition of the name “Rāma” three times is enough, in itself, to assure *muktī*.

---

1 This hymn is independently found in several MSS., some assigning it to the present Śamhitā, some to Drahmavaivarta Purāṇa, which, incidentally, is referred to in this Śamhitā (II. vii.30). See New Catalogus Catalogorum V. p. 25b.
IV. Śrikrṣṇastotra  

"The Hymn in Praise of Kṛṣṇa"

Here Śiva tells Pārvatī of the "Trailokyamaṅgala"-kavaca, given by Sanatkumāra to Nārada long ago (1-2). The glorification of Kṛṣṇa follows (3-19). The benefits of repeating this are given (20).

V. Trailokyamangalam nāma kavacam (41 sīs.)  

"The Amulet called 'Trailokyamaṅgala'"

Nārada, asking Sanatkumāra about the "Trailokyamaṅgala"-kavaca, is told that Nārāyana originally revealed it to Brahmā (1-8). Other details of it —its sage, meter, etc.—are also given, and its various parts are analyzed according to what protection it gives (9-30). Sanatkumāra warns that this kavaca should be given only to proper aspirants, by properly qualified preceptors, and should be used only in the proper ways (31-36). The chapter closes with an eulogy to the kavaca and its uses (37-41).

VI. Gopālastotra  

"A Hymn to Gopāla"

Nārada here recites a hymn describing the exploits of Kṛṣṇa as a shepherd (1-17).

VII. Gopālakavaca  

"The Mantra to Gopāla"

Śiva tells Pārvatī the sage, deity, meter, etc., connected with the "gopāla"-kavaca, as well as how and to what its various parts lend protection (1-15).

VIII. Gopālasahasranāmastotra  

"The Hymn of the 1000 Names of Gopāla"

Pārvatī, having asked Śiva about the 1000 names of Gopāla (1-4), is told what Nārada told the sages long ago. After hearing a eulogy in praise of it, and having the presiding deity, meter, etc., identified (5-10), the list of 1000 names is given (11-159). The benefits of reciting these 1000 names at specific times are given (160-176).

IX. Pājādravyavidhāna  

"Regarding Articles used in Worship Liturgies"

Śiva speaks here of vessels to be used in worship, the stool to be used, the flowers and waters to be collected, the light, incense, and other paraphernalia including food to be used (1-14).
X. पञ्चप्रकाराचिविधि

"Regarding the Five-fold Method of Worshipping (Krṣṇa)"

Śiva (= Mahādeva) says, having got the various articles of worship ready the Lord is to be requested to accept them (1-19). Then he speaks of the five forms of worship: abhigamanā, uḍādaṇā, yogā, svādhya and ijjī—in each case giving a brief explanation (20-24)—and praises them as resulting in the highest satyujya-type of muktī (25).

XI. द्वादशाशुद्धि

"Twelve Types of Purification"

Śiva speaks here of the twelve ways for Vaiṣṇavas to purify themselves: various physical activities which have a corresponding effect of purifying the part of the body physically engaged—circumambulation for the feet, inhaling holy flowers for the nose, etc. A peculiar aspect is wearing various marks of the Lord on the body: the club on the forehead, bows and arrows on the head, sword on the chest, saṅkha and cakra on the shoulders, etc. (1-9). He speaks also of certain prohibited activities (11-19). In passing, he speaks also of the "dhārayā"-mantra used when the Lord's foot-water is put on one's head, and a number of miscellaneous acts that are meritorious (20-25).

FIFTH RĀTRA:

I. [No title] (93 śls.)

Śiva speaks here to his wife, Devi, about mantra-formulas addressed to Krṣṇa, the use of which fills the person with bhakti. In the kali-age a devotee should receive this from his preceptor and, after having received the "trailokya-mohana"-mantra, worship to the īṣṭadevata-god should be set up and addressed with the mantra-formulas (1-7). One such mantra is the 18-syllable formula addressed to Krṣṇa; meditation appropriate to this formula is suggested (8-14); also mentioned are the 10-lettered, 28-lettered, and the 32-lettered mantras (15-17). Such repetition of mantras must be accompanied by other complements of worship (18-20), certain changes in which and substitution of formulas that will bring "prayogic" results (substitutes mentioned are the 16-, 7-, 12-, 8-, 4-, 6-, 11-syllable mantras among other—21-93).

II. मुद्रानिदियम

*Mudrānirūpaṇa (sic.) (52 śls.)

"Description of Ritual Hand Gestures (sic)"

* This title has no bearing on the contents. Mudrās are mentioned but never taken up in III. iv. 15.
Śiva tells here how to subdue [vaśikarana] other people with the help of 10-syllable and 18-syllable mantras spoken of in the preceding chapter. The first part of the chapter deals with how different degrees of japa, different types of homas, and different kinds of dhyāna can be combined and varied to achieve different "prayogic" effects (1-22). Then a six-phase worship cycle is recommended—also containing japa, homa and dhyāna—in order to achieve the same results (23-52).

III. [No title] (35 šls.)

Śiva speaks here of alterations and additions to standard mantras that will form new, different, subsidiary mantras. With all of the mantras, Krṣṇa is to be worshipped; all four castes are permitted to use these mantras in private and in public worship (1-11). Krṣṇa is then described, presumably for meditational purposes (12-25), and it is recommended that this be followed by japa and homa using a yantra-design for the purpose of this worship (26-35).

IV. [No title] (26 šls.)

Śiva continues by praising a devoted bhakta who worships in the above manner. Then he turns (almost as an afterthought) to the "sammohanākhyā"-mantra, praising its power, before describing the benefits [phala] that come to those who worship according to the manner just described (1-26).

V. राध्कनामसहस्र  Radhikānāmasahasra (184 šls.)

"The Thousand Names of Rādhā"

Pārvatī asks Śiva to tell her about the "excellent" thousand names of Rādhā, who is both Creatrix and Destroyer of the worlds (1-4). Śiva responds by launching into the 1000 names of Rādhā (12-184), after first praising her and nominating her as responsible for Krṣṇa's supremacy (5-11).

VI. [No title] (24 šls.)

This chapter turns to the benefits [phala] that accrue to one who employs this mantra of Rādhā's thousand names correctly and with faith (1-24).

VII. Sarvaraksākaram rādhākavacam (31 šls)

"The All—protective Rādhā Amulet"

Pārvatī asks Śiva to speak of the "kavaca" of Rādhā that leads to fourfold mukti. He mentions its originating sage, presiding deity, meter, etc., and points out that after having invoked the various protective powers they are to be "set down" in the kavaca-amulet. This will bring great power to the bearer—just as it did to enable Brahmā, Viṣṇu and me (Śiva) to carry out their cosmic enterprises (1-30).
VIII.  सन्त्रासारहस्य  Mantranāmarahasya (31 śls.)

"The Secret of the Mantra-Names"

Nārada here asks Śiva to tell him the meaning of the Kṛṣṇa and Rādhā mantras. In reply Śiva gives several instructive etymological derivations for each letter of the "Kṛṣṇa"-mantra, and then proceeds to take up the Lord's other names with similar fanciful etymological explanations for Keśava, Nārāyaṇa, Mādhava, et. al. (1-31).

IX.  राधामन्त्रकथन  Rādhāmantrakathana (21 śls.)

"Recounting the 'Rādhā'-Mantra"

Nārada (again) requests information about the "Rādhā"-mantra. In reply Śiva gives the mantra (5); then recounts its founding sage, its presiding deity, its meter and the meditation appropriate to it. Worship with it must be attended by the proper paraphernalia and offerings (1-18). He also recommends certain special activities of a vrata-nature on the eleventh day of each fortnight (19-21).

X.  योगकथन  Yogakathana (43 śls.)

"Telling about Yoga"

Nārada asks Śiva about the physiological aspects of the body relative to yogic disciplines. He is told about the nādi-nerves and their source in the mālādhāra-base, and about various cakras and padmas throughout the system (1-26). Breath-control, meditation, and concentration are then recommended for use along with the mantra in order to achieve realization of Brahman (brahmasiddhi—27-43).

XI.  योगप्राकरण  Yogaprakaraṇa (31 śls.)

"Chapter on Yoga"

Śiva speaks here of the body's yogic center in the prostate area, the kundalī-power within, the importance of breath-control exercises, the signs of approaching mastery in yoga, and the final goal of complete identification of the self with Brahman (1-25). This Ādipuruṣa is described as recumbent on the Milky Ocean, attended by His Consort Kamalā and other sages (26-27).

Nārada turns now to his listener * and says this is the teaching that brings the highest Brahman to the true devotee (28-31).

 Imperfectly completing the framework of the story-within-a-story of this confusingly structured samhitā.
Introductory Remarks:

Because the name of the sage Narada is often associated with the propulagation of the Pāncarātra doctrine, some other works bear this epithet in one form or another—most notably the works subtitled “Nāradapāncarātra”, namely, the Jānāṁyārasāra-saṁhitā (q. v.), and Bhāradvāja-saṁhitā II (q. v.). Further, fragments of a work called Nārasaṁhīta survive;† these are to be distinguished from the work at hand. Also not to be confused with the present work is another work, likewise called “Nārādiya-saṁhitā”, published in 1878 by the Kāśi Sanskrit Press and again in 1905 in Banaras—both works on jyotiṣa; nor with the work published in 1915 in Calcutta—31 chapters on dharmic practices with special attention to jyotiṣa-concerns.‡ The work under scrutiny here is a text comprising well over 3000 ślokas divided into 30 chapters in which the narrative framework has Bhṛgu relate to Atri what Nārada taught to Gautama.

The title “Nārādiya” is named as canonical in the following lists: Kapīṇḍāla (3-100), Jānāṁyārasāra (7-7), Pādma (8-108), Puruṣottama (3-106; see also nos. 85, 106), Mārkandeya (3-91), Viśvāmītra (20-108), Viṣṇu Tantra (104-154), Hayaśīra (5-25), Agni Purāṇa (7-25) and Mahēśvara Tantra.

* Other versions of this work are: Adyar 10. K. 4. (D. Nag/paper; 3500 granthas); Tirupati ms. No. 3858 (Granthal/paper; 3280 granthas); Tirupati, Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyaapeetha (formerly belonging to A. Śrīvāsa Iyengar of Mysore); Mysore ms. No. 4308 (note: Chs. 17 ff. different from other versions); Śrīraṅgam, S. Iyengar Library (Grantha); Śrīvaikunṭham, privately owned ms. in collection of Periyatiruvadi Iyengar (Granthal/paper, chs. 1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 23).

† Pūjāsāngroha, MT. 2856, contains an unnumbered chapter on “maranaprāyaścitta” said to be from “Nārada-saṁhitā”.

‡ For the first two, see MGOML printed books S 1512 and S 1513; for the third, see TD. 11478–85.
The title "Nārada" is mentioned in the following: Bhāradvāja (4, 94-103), Viśvāmitra (72-108) and Viśṇu Tantra (146-154). This work may perhaps also be the one mentioned in Sanatkumāra-sanhitā "Śivarātra" vii (q.v.). Chapters from the present work are quoted or excerpted in several secondary collections of the Pāñcarātra school.*

* A manuscript at the Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library (MT. 3817—Grantha script), called "Nārādiyapaddhati," seems to be a commentary on it in eighteen chapters.

The present work, as is typical of so many Pāñcarātra sanhitā-texts, is concerned primarily with worship—its formal content, its paraphernalia, its personnel, its locus, and its festive modes. The main thrust of the thirty chapters may be analyzed as follows: actual worship routines [ārādhana] are outlined in Chs. II, XII, XXI-XXII, XXVI and XXVII; the mantras appropriate to these routines in Chs. III-VI; the initiation affording access to these routines and their mantras in Chs. VII-X; the modes of behavior enjoined upon initiates in Chs. XI, XXIV, XXIX and XXX; and the construction, furnishing and consecration of temples used for proper worship in Chs. XIII-XVII and XXVIII; and the occasional festive and special celebrations recommended for such sacred places in Chs. XVIII-XX, and XXIII. Unlike some texts that are prolix and discursive to the point of confusion, this work offers several chapters notable for rich details—for examples, Chs. VIII, XV and XXV. At the same time, however, we encounter chapters that are defective, difficult to follow, and disjointed—for examples, Chs. XIII-XIV (gaps), XIX (lapses, and overlapping topical exposition) and XXVII (disjointed). The treatment of dīkṣā-initiation given here—especially in Chs. VII and IX—is slightly different from the procedures found in some other texts (see "Index," below, under "dīkṣā").

Two or three chapters are of particular interest because they treat in detail not found elsewhere the subject of "phala". In Ch. XXII, treating "phala" in the sense of fruits and other items used in worship, we find named a number of substitutes nowhere so systematically listed. And in Ch. XXIV, using "phala" in the sense of reward accruing to the virtuous, we have a revealing chapter affording insight into the good life as envisioned within the Śrī-vaiṣṇava community.

* Chs. 18, 19 and 23 are found in Utsavasamgraha (Adyar TR. 569); chs. 19, 21, 23 and 24 in Utsavasamgraha (MT. 3286); chs. 6 in Pāñcarātrāgama (MT. 3257); chs. 24, 26 and 27 in Prayaścittapuṇḍara (MT. 2996); chs. 25, 26 and 27 in a manuscript privately owned by R. Raghava Bhattar of Śrīraṇgam.
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. प्रस्तावनाथय य यहहनसिहर नारायणांविषयम्

“Introductory Chapter”

The sage Atri, having done penance for many years in a forest, was directly by a divine voice to approach Bhṛgū at his hermitage, there to request enlightenment regarding the “Viṣṇu-vatsa”-system. Hearing his request, Bhṛgū is reminded that similarly Nārada had been approached by Gautama, and so he tells what transpired in their sessions (1-18a). Nārada, whose teaching came to him directly from the Lord Viṣṇu, stipulates that it should not be given to non-initiates into the Pañcarātra way of worship. Thereupon he gives ākṣā-initiation to Gautama, giving him a condensed version of the original revelation (18b-25a).

In the beginning, before Creation, according to Nārada, the “saṭṭvāc” Vāsudeva existed alone in the Void. For His own pleasure [kriyā] He divided Himself into two parts, bringing forth [ākṛṣya] Samkarṣaṇa, who in turn created Pradyumna, who in his own turn produced Aniruddha. These four Forms constitute the essential Godhead—also known respectively as Haṁsa, Nanda [sc. Nāḍa], Vyoma and Parahaṁsa (25b-45).

Further elaborating on the number four, Nārada notes that whenever these four forms [caturmārti] are intended for worship, one should allow each of them a separate place [sthdānaka, āsana, śayana, yāna]. Further, the four Forms are progressively appropriate for worship by each of the four castes; one Form is appropriate for the various four yuga-ages; and four Goddesses are to be identified respectively with the four Vyūhas—Śānti, Śrī, Sarasvatī and Rati (46-54).

Returning to Creation, the four Vyūha-forms, by uniting with there respective female counterparts, produced the various sura-gods governing the twelve months, the ten avatarā-incarnations, etc. The world order itself was produced from Aniruddha, from whose navel sprang the lotus in which the Golden Egg broke to reveal Brahmā (55-68). Creation is briefly described, and it is noted that its reverse also takes place at the pleasure of Vāsudeva. Those who do not comprehend the Divine Process are subjected to māyā-illusion, and such persons can only be freed from this delusion by a study of the Pañcarātra ways of worship—a fact to which all Śastras point (69-78a).

II. अराधनाविषयानां

“Worship Procedures”

Gautama asks how to worship Vāsudeva and others in the proper way. Nārada commences the reply by outlining the daily routine activities to be
observed by an ācāryasūtra (4-18), certain other preliminary preparations prior to going to the temple (19-26a), entering the temple (26b-31a), attending to purifying steps before worship (31b-49a), and actual overt worship itself (49b-65). The course of the description of this latter subject is interrupted by a question by Gautama concerning the doubtful necessity to "invoke" the Presence of the Lord to accept the liturgical offerings when He is, in effect, already present. He is reassured by Vāsūdeva that the āvahana- invocation has as its aim primarily the petition to the Lord mercifully to accept the ministrations of his devotee (66-77a). Then, continuing the outline of the steps of overt worship, the narrator touches upon phases of the "alaṅkārāsana"-offerings and of the "bhojanāsana"-ministrations (77b-142); he also gives some attention to bali-offerings (143-156) before closing with an eulogy of this kind of yāga-worship (157-159a).

III. चतुर्मूर्तिलक्षणविधानā

"Rules regarding (the Mantras addressed to) the Four Forms"

Gautama asks to know about the various mantras, etc., for use in praising the various deities (by implication continuing into the "mantrāsana"-stage the subject of the preceding chapter on overt worship routines). Nārada commences with instructions for the construction of the "dvādaśākṣara"-mantra, and along with these gives an analysis of the main mantra while also telling about the twelve subsidiary mantras [āṅgamantra] connected with it—including certain colors associated with the subsidiary mantras and the tatiāras-realities symbolically referred to by them (1-20). This "dvādaśākṣara"-mantra is said to be the most efficacious, secret, divinely-empowered, blessed, etc. (21-39). He then digresses into the disciplinary techniques [sādhana] to be used when employing this "dvādaśākṣara"-mantra in a regular program of japa etc., along with the worldly and other-worldly rewards accruing to such practices (40-64). However, he attaches to his exposition a warning against grossly misusing the mantra's power for selfish, mundane purposes (65-68). The discussion of the "dvādaśākṣara"-mantra concludes with a restriction—to wit, that it be given only to properly qualified persons (69-72).

Nārada then turns to discuss another, unnamed mantra addressed to Saṃkarṣaṇa. Here, too, he treats of its construction, its subsidiary forms [āṅga], its uses and restrictions (73-94). The next mantra is for Pradyumna (95-104), followed by a similar treatment of the mantra addressed to Aniruddha (105-117).

IV. द्वादशामूर्तिलक्षणविधानā

"Procedure regarding (the Mantras addressed to) the Twelve Mārtis"
Nārada here turns to a treatment of the twelve mantras addressed to Viṣṇu, et. al., their mastery by the devotee and the “feel” of the deities’ presence by one who has effected control of them by his mantra-mastery. Some attention is also given to the phala-rewards that accrue to one employing each mantra successfully—including the “prayogic” uses of each. The mantras are not clearly named, but are simply taken up in order and referred to as “the first,” “... second,” (... up to) the “twelfth” (1-20a, 20b-24a, 24b-31, 32-34, 35-38, 39-41a, 41b-47a, 47b-54, 55-60a, 60b-67, 68-73, 74-81). The closing remarks (82-85) briefly turn to the subsidiary “aṅga”-mantra—forms of the twelve.

V. नारदियमात्रितिलक्षणविधान

Matsya-मुर्तितिलक्षणविधान (97½ śls.)

“Rules relating to (the Mantras addressed to) Matsya, et. al.”

Gautama [sic] continues his treatment of mantras to various aspects of the deity—much as in the preceding chapter—here turning to Matsya (1-10), Kūrma (11-20), Varāha (21-31a), Narasimha (31b-40), Vāmana (41-48a), Jāmadagnya (Paraśurāma; 48b-57a), Dāsarath (Rāma; 57b-64), Vāsudeva (Yādava = Kṛṣṇa; 65-76a), Buddha (76b-79), and Kalkin (80-83). After counseling to keep these secret and away from the uninitiated, he briefly tells of the “paṇcápansiḍ-”-mantra and those addressed to the parivāra-deities (84-98a).

VI. मुद्रालक्षण

Mudrālakṣaṇa (36 śls.)

“Concerning Ritual Hand Gestures”

Gautama asks Nārada about mudrās, by using which one can please the Lord (I.) Nārada then names and describes how to form with the hands 26 gestures: namely, those for the four Vyūhas (2-5), then the “hrdaya,” “kavaca,” “netra,” “udara,” “prṣṭha,” “bāhu,” “stana,” “janghā,” “pāda,” and “aṅguṣṭha” (6-16). Also “śakti,” “śaṅkha,” “cakra,” “gadā,” “padma,” “musala,” “khaḍga,” and “vaṇamala” (17-28). All the preceding are mudrās appropriate to use when worshipping the Lord in His central shrine.

He then turns to mudrās for the two major parivāradevatās, that is, Vainateya and Viśvakṣema. The chapter closes saying that there are special mudrās—e.g., “Matsya”-mudrā—and these, along with the others already named, may be used in special ways for special occasions as, for example, when the Lord is bathed, taken in procession, etc. (29-36).

VII. दीक्षाविधान

Dikṣāvidhāna (88 śls.)

“Rules for Institution”

Gautama asks Nārada to tell about dikṣā-initiation, and the reply commences with a review of all the preparations that the preceptor must
personally make prior to performing ḍikṣā-rites for an aspirant, as well as the liturgical preliminaries that must be attended to—personal purifications, (1-15) constructing the vahnikurya-firepits (16-29), igniting and purifying the sacred flames (28-38), making certain fire-offerings (39-64), and convening the ceremonies in the temple [devāgāra] where the initiates will have gathered (65-70). The initiates are there blindfolded and are led to a place standing before the Lord’s icon, where the preceptor will have offered an intercessory prayer on their behalf to the Lord petitioning that they (called “paśu”) should be relieved of their sin [paśa]. They thereupon each drop some flowers onto a maṇḍala-design, the place where these fall determining the name for each initiate. For each, the preceptor performs some nyāsa-concentrations, and follows this by repetition of a mantra and by some bali-offerings (71-77a). After spending the night there, each aspirant must recount his dreams to discover such omens as they may contain and, in such cases as it is required, to perform some śānti-purification rites to obviate the bad omens (76-83).

VIII. मण्डललक्षणविधानम्

“Concerning Maṇḍala-Motifs”

Gautama asks about the maṇḍala-design (alluded to in the preceding narrative), specifically about the “bhadra”-maṇḍalas—their dimensions (2-36), their colorings and decorations (37-51), and the locations of various deities in the designs (52-63). He says that for ḍikṣā-initiation, for pratiṣṭhā-installations, śānti-pacifications, and āśrayaśītta-penances the “cakrāṭa”-type is to be used; while the “bhadra”-type is useful for curing diseases and for other “prayogic” purposes. The selection of an appropriate maṇḍala-design for use in ritual activities in a temple is also determined by considerations of the number of icons at hand in that temple (64-70).

IX. दीर्घाक्षणविधानम्

“Regarding Initiation Rites”

Gautama wants to know more about the initiation rites they had been discussing, and so Nārada satisfies his curiosity by giving him further details (that continue from where Chapter VII left off). Having performed pūjā and offered naivedya-foodstuffs to the Lord in the maṇḍala-motif, the deśika-preceptor performs samprakṣaṇa-sprinklings to each initiate. The initiates will each have been “bound” [badhāva], and the ācārya will turn his attention to them and meditate on the subtle and gross forms of the Created Order (1-7a). Together he and each śisya-candidate approach the fire and perform maṇḍhata-rites there, addressing themselves to the tattvas of the Subtle Order as well as reflecting upon all the gross manifestations in the Created Order that comprise the holy and sanctified place where God’s Presence is to be recognized (7b-204).
The latter reflection constitutes a long and elaborate cosmographical and geographical digression describing the world-order and its various parts, sections, spots, etc. (45-190).

Then, returning to the subject of initiation, the narrator says that there are four things a deśika-preceptor should scrupulously attend to in the course of the initiation-rites inasmuch as these affect his own status as a qualified master. These are considerations concerning precision in pronunciation of mantras with one to eight syllables, and facility in using them at proper junctures in the ceremonies (205-232); a proper understanding of the nature and destiny of prāṇa (233); and knowledgeable observance of proper and auspicious kāla-moments in the uttaraṇa part of the year, on the one hand, and in the dakṣiṇāyana-part of the year on the other (234-235). Thus, during the on-going purṇāhutī-rites, with these things in mind, the preceptor should proceed to enlighten the initiate concerning mantras and their uses when accompanying such fire-rituals of various kinds. He should all the while also be alert to omens seen then and there during the rites indicative of the initiate’s readiness for continuing the initiation procedures (236-254). Should the omens be discouraging the preceptor should be prepared to perform certain śrāvyācita-measures to neutralize the dangers suggested by the omens and make every candidate in any case ready for what is to come (255-295). Of course, dīkṣā-rites are themselves capable of erasing all sins and rectifying all shortcomings. There is interjected here a eulogy of both dīkṣā and of one who brings this mode of salvation to others (296-330). The initiation rites end with an abhiṣeka-bath for each of the aspirants (331-338a).

X. अभिषेकविधान
Abhiṣekavidiñāna
(53 śls.)

“Rules for the Initiatory Bath”

Gautama wants to hear details concerning the qualifying abhiṣeka-bath that admits an initiate to deśika-status (1): Nārada turns first to the general qualifications for any preceptor (2b-3a), and then, turning to what is the first of three types of abhiṣeka to be distinguished, notes that attention must be given to selecting an appropriate mandala-design within which the abhiṣeka-activities will transpire. Then, a bhadrapiṭha-plank will be placed and surrounded by eight kalaśa-pots containing a variety of materials including water, sprouts, herbs, gems, etc. (3b-13). The candidates for ācārya-ship sits on the plank while the officiating priest utters mantras and pours libations over him. He notes that during the libations ladies in attendance sing lovely songs. It is only after this event—equivalent to a sāṃskāra-sacrament—that one may properly be called a “dīkṣita” (14-16). “Abhiṣeka”, “guru”, “ācārya”, “bhagavān”, “cakravartin”, “dīkṣita”—these are titles that distinguish how many times one has undergone abhiṣeka (17-20).
Another type of abhiṣeka-rite requires only one pot to be used, at the
closure of which bathing ceremony the candidate is given the symbols of his
new office—an uṣṇīṣa-turban, a kaṭakaka-anklet, mudrā-blem, a pustaka-book,
a pair of sandals, a deer skin, a whisk, a srava-ladle, an āsana and a ṛṭika for seating purposes, an umbrella, and a yogapati-taka-sash—along with
a charge from his preceptor to pursue his duties (21-32). The initiate,
in turn, honors this preceptor in all appropriate ways (33-37).

A third type of abhiṣeka-rite involves another, much larger pot
[ mahāghata ] (38-46). Such an abhiṣeka-rite should be done on the 12th or
15th day (of the fortnight?) under ṣuṣṭa or rohini asterisms, in time of war
when a king is going forth to battle and wishes to gain victory, or it may be
done to rectify a number of other defects among individuals or within society,
etc. (47-53).

XI. समाचारविषि

Samācāravidhi

(93½ śls.)

“Rules for Good Behaviour”

Gautama asks about the rules of conduct that a Vaiṣṇava should observe
during adhvara-sacrificial rites. Nārada turns to the conventions observed by
a “dīśita” in particular, pointing out his daily obligations at home, at temple,
and in society.

The bulk of the chapter concerns itself with such matters as options
given for when, how often and under what conditions special liturgies are to be
undertaken at home and in the temple (4-8); honoring divine beings, cows,
brahmins, elders, sages, et. al. (9); cultivating acceptable behaviour and
dress (10-11a); commensal rules (11b-12); judgement of others’ character,
and judgements concerning their professional and caste status in light of their
demonstrated faith (13-36). Also, counsel is given to remain faithful to Viṣṇu;
selecting divine names for his children; keeping mantras always on his lips;
guarding the secret doctrines from the prying of non-believers, etc. (37-46).
Utsavas are to be observed or avoided according to auspicious or inauspicious
times (47-49). Also criticism and back-biting of others is to be studiously
avoided (50-52a).

As for personal discipline each day, the devout man will go through the
day observing scrupulously certain habits—from rising, through his morning
toilet, his purificatory undertakings, and his morning prayers (52b-71a). In
addition to other kinds of virtuous and exemplary Pāṇcaśātra behaviour, he
is to visit holy places, avoid other areas [such as Parasika-areas, Malaysia,
Ceylon, Bihar, Assam, Eastern Coastal areas from Puri to the mouth of the
Krishna River, the Punjab,—places, of course, all given ancient nominations]
(71b-79). Further, samśkāra-sacraments are to be observed, either as outlined
in Vedic treatments or in Pāñcarātra texts (80). The chapter closes with some miscellaneous and reiterated rules about pūjā, commensality, etc. (91-94a).

XII. विविधवाण "Regarding Cooked Food-Offerings"

Gautama inquires about the different kinds of fire-offerings (1). Nārada speaks first of acceptable ingredient grains for making caru-cakes used in nitiya, naimittika and kāmeya offerings (2-12). Then he turns to the distinctions that may be made according to quantities of specific grains offered as havis and bali—noting that they may be classified as “good,” “better,” and “best” (13-25). He also speaks of other offerings of cooked food made on various occasions, continuing that these must be prepared according to strict recipes and under hygienic and controlled conditions—emphasizing in the latter instance the importance of mantras (26-45).

In regard to making food-offerings, one-fourth of the naivedya-leftovers that have once been presented to the Lord are to be given to Viṣṇu; the remainder is to be distributed to dihitis and to other Viṣṇavas—and not at any cost to undeserving people (46-55).

Returning to the classification of fire-offerings according to different quantities of offering, used, he repeats counsels regarding the preparation as well as the method of making the offerings (56-60). After mentioning a few other acceptable cooked and uncooked food-offerings, he then concludes by referring to several ordinarily unacceptable and prohibited food-preparations (61-73).

XIII. प्रतिमास्वरापविधान "Rules regarding Icons"

Gautama asks to know about icons and iconography. Nārada’s reply turns first to materials to be used, giving details of what kind of stones should be selected and quarried. ***[Chapter breaks off here in MT. 2503]* **

XIV. प्रासादलक्षणविधि "Concerning Temples"

***[The beginning portion of this chapter is lost in MT. 2503]. The narrative picks up as Nārada notes that there are several types of pratiṣṭhā-sanctification ceremonies for icons—“sthāpana,” “āsthāpana,” “sannāsthāpana” “pra-sthāpana” and “pratiṣṭhā.” He then turns to the special procedure for consecrating a karmācād-icon by means of transferring the vitality of the main image to it. He speaks also of installing subsidiary images. Then he
describes the various parts of a temple-compound—the dvāra-gates, the ardhamandapa, the mukhamandapa, the gāla, the shrine for Garuḍa, placement of various other shrines in the dvāranā-courts, etc. He also describes the location of and appointments in the mahānasa-kitchen, where the store rooms, treasury, stable and wells are to be found, etc.

Nārada then takes up in somewhat more detail matters pertaining to the various gates throughout the temple compound, how to construct them, their measurements, the procedure for installing them, and the guardian deities that are to be invoked in various particular entrances.

The chapter closes with some observations regarding the placement of a Viṣṇu-temple within a town, counseling that renovation of ancient temples and their parts is to be done with due respect for the original plans.

XV. प्रतिमाप्रस्थालाक्षण Pratimāpratiṣṭhālakṣaṇa (243 śls. + mantras)

"Description of the Consecration Rites for Icons"

Gautama asks how to consecrate icons of Viṣṇu in His various forms (1). Nārada turns first to the auspicious days for doing pratiṣṭhā (2b-6a), then gives a step-by-step outline of the activities to be undertaken—preparing a special mandapa with all appropriate appointments and decorations (6b-25); igniting a fire therein and placing a sayana-bed on the mandula-design and initiating worship to the viyādhipati-aspects of the Lord (26-32); constructing a second mandapa for snapana-purposes and preparing there a bed of grains for dhānya-dhīvāsa-rites (33-54); placing the thread-wrapped icon on the sayana-couch to the accompaniment of mantras, taking it to the second mandapa and performing netronmilana-ministrations (55-62); following this with abhiṣeka-sprinklings and then snapana-washing from the various pots prepared (63-70). Then, following dvāhana-invocations, the Lord is afforded certain worship routines with mantras (71-78), and is carried back to the first mandapa where the officiating priest meditates on various aspects of reality as comprehended by the Lord’s Being (79-125). Thereupon arcanā followed by śāntihoma is done, after which sparśana-contacts are attended to and various festivities are undertaken, followed by more libations (126-145). Next, the icon is placed in water overnight, after which the master of ceremonies attends to gem-burial rites [ratnasvinyāsa] at the site of installation within the shrine (146-179). The icon is then carried into the sanctuary and placed on the pindako-pedestal, and the priest then “transfers” [niyojana] the spirit of the Lord in his heart into the icon being sanctified (180-195). These are the rules for installing the mālavidgrahas.

Similarly, says Nārada, but with certain modification, sanctification procedures are to be observed for karmārcā-icons (196-224). The benefits
accruing to those who attend to all the details of proper pratiṣṭhā-rites are listed (225-231).

After pratiṣṭhā-installation, dhvajārohaṇya-flag ceremonies are to be attended to, whereupon a festival is to be celebrated for 1, 2, 9 or 12 days—culminating in a tirthayātrā-procession (232-235). The chapter closes listing certain prohibitions concerning the treatment afforded icons already sanctified and installed (236-243).

XVI. मण्डपादिप्रतिṣ्ठास्थापन Maṇḍapādipratiṣṭhāsthāpana (24 śls.)

“Consecration Rites for Maṇḍapa-Pavilions, etc.”

Gautama [sic] turns to matters here of making temples and their various parts ready for use. First in regard to maṇḍapas, one must prepare kunda-firepits for the necessary homa-rites (1-9), followed the next morning by invoking the presence of divine powers about the premises of the maṇḍapa (10-14). Next, in regard to gopuras, here also firepits are to be constructed, homa-rites are to be done, and sprinklings along with invocations are to be made to the deities being installed around the superstructure (15-21). Finally, one must also attend to certain rites, dedicating the mahānasa-kitchen for divine uses (22-24).

XVII. जीर्णसशभाविनि Jīrṇasamśāvatividhi (91-1/2 śls.)

“Rules for Renovations”

Gautama asks Nārada what to do when repairs have to be made to the main icon, the vimāṇa-structure, the vimāṇa-building, the maṇḍapa-pavilions, the gopura-towers, and the parivāra-shrines. Nārada turns first to matters of repairing an icon, noting that differences will occur whether the main icon is acknowledged to be man-made or is considered to be of semi-divine or even of divine origin [mānuṣa-ārṣa-svayamvyakta]. He directs how to undertake repairs of an immovable, man-made icon by constructing a miniature bālālaya containing a small replica of the immovable icon and undertaking repairs while the spirit of the Lord reposes in the miniature-shrine—giving details of various rites of transfer, etc. (1-46). Similar care is to be given to all details when repairing an iconic representation of the Lord appearing on the vimāṇa-structure, although a mirror may be used to effect certain liturgical routines that due to logistics are otherwise difficult (47-61a). Briefer directions are given for instances when the vimāṇa-structure itself, or when maṇḍapa-pavilions, or prākāra-walls, etc., need repair (61b-92a).

XVIII. ध्वजारोहणविनि Dhvajārohaṇavidhi (93-1/2 śls.)

“Concerning Flag-Hoisting Rites”

Gautama asks about utsava-festivities and how these are to be undertaken for optimum results (1). Nārada first defines the word “utsava” as
that from which a sacrifice [\textit{sava}] comes into being [\textit{ut}] (2). He explains that \textit{utsava}-celebrations are to be classified as "\textit{niyā}," "\textit{nainītika}" and "\textit{kāmya}"—defining each category (3-7). Taking then as his subject \textit{mahotsava}, he notes a threefold classification of great festive occasions according to whether there are preceding \textit{āhujaśrōhaṇa}-rites, or additional preceding \textit{āukurārpana}-germinations, or whether there are in addition also \textit{devatāhvāna}-invocations—each of which yields particular benefits (8-10). He then speaks of the options available for scheduling the length of the \textit{mahotsava}-celebrations, as well as the occasions and times that demand elaborate \textit{utsava} observances (11-15).

Turning to the details of \textit{mahotsava} preparations: Nārada explains how far in advance the flag-ceremonies are to be taken care of according to the lengths of the festive periods. Then he turns to the actual preparations necessary for flag-hoisting observances—preparing the flag (22-27) and the flag-pole (28-48, 58-64a)—whereupon he says that after prayers to Garuḍā, \textit{homa}-oblations are made and, to the accompaniment of music, the flag is taken in procession (49-54). More prayers and other invocations (55-57, 64b-65) immediately precede the actual flag-hoisting. After the flag has been duly raised, it is henceforth appropriate to worship Garuḍā's presence there (66-68).

Nārada then continues about mistakes and accidents during the various steps preceding the final flag-hoisting, and he gives some \textit{prāyaścitta}-rectifications for specific errors (69-78).

As for the \textit{devatāhvāna}-invocations, these are to be done in addition in instances when the flag-hoisting ceremonies take place on the appointed \textit{mahotsava}-day itself (79). Those who do not avail themselves of witnessing these invocations court disease and other ill-effects (80-82).

The chapter ends, returning to the topic of (\textit{maha}-)\textit{utsava} celebrations, by describing how the town is to be decorated and made ready (83-86) and by reiterating certain details about the times, durations and general preparations appropriate for \textit{mahotsava} (87-94a).

\textbf{XIX. महोत्सवविविधि \textit{Mahotsavavidhi} (155-1/2 śls.)} "Rules regarding the Great Festival"

Nārada here offers to describe the procedure for \textit{mahotsava} festivities. The icon to be used in the processions may be the \textit{bālibimba}, the \textit{karmabimba} or the \textit{utsavabimba}. In any case, it is to be prepared with \textit{saṇḍhana}-baths, and after due \textit{naivedya}-offerings, clays are to be collected and put in special \textit{pālikā}-pots for \textit{āukurārpaṇa}-germinations. Thereupon \textit{homa}-offerings are made (1-42). After these things are done, then \textit{bali}-offerings are (again?) made and the icon is lifted onto its vehicle and taken in procession around the temple (43-57).
The mahotsava-festivities then take place at night when the icon is taken in an elaborate procession through the village. Nārada points out that all good things will come to those who unstintingly participate in the joyous parading and praise of the Lord (58-64).

After the procession, the Lord is returned to His sanctuary and there worshipped (65-66).

Nārada then offers certain options and alternatives in cases where other than the uisava-icon is used—the use of the bali-bimba apparently offering optimum advantages (67-69).

[The remainder of the chapter, because of overlapping topics taken up, interrupted, then returned to, is difficult to present in clear outline—in fact the exposition seems not to be designed to present the mahotsava-procedures in the format of a day-by-day calendar, but instead simply in the random mention of observances as they come up. Among the major subjects taken up are:]

agnipradakaśīpa (coming round the fires) (70-73), sahasradhārāsnāna (bathing with water poured out a vessel of numerous holes) (74-75), pratisara-binding rites (77-92), gṛhītāropaya-smearing and cūrṇa-distributions (93-111), tirthayātra-processions (112-126a), ṣuṣpaya-gā-offerings (126b-148), followed by ātmavini-vedana-consecrations (149-151a). So uisava-routines are to be done if one hopes to achieve maximum benefits (151b-156a).

XX. स्नायविधि Snapanavidhi (113 śls.)

“Rules for Bathing Rites (during the Festive Celebrations)”

Gautama asks about the detailed procedure for performing snapana-rites. Nārada replies by telling first about the snapana-manḍapa-pavilion to be constructed, the ankurārpaya-germinations to be taken care of, and the kautaka-bandha-tying rites to be performed—all of which must precede the actual snapana-rites (1-20). On the day set for the rites, prokṣyas will sanctify the area, brahmins will be called in to assist, 64 pots with various contents will be bathed to the accompaniment of mantras (21-49).

He then explains that certain occasions call forth snapana-rites that are done without mantras; this is a form of a ṣrāyaścita-penitential act that is the least praiseworthy (50-55). Snapana-rites done with certain mantras while using particular kinds of liquids, done for pacification purposes, is praiseworthy only to a certain degree (56-64). Those done with 473 pots and mantras addressed to Viṣṇu are most worthy of praise—for they are done regularly at certain times or for particular aims, or to rectify damages to an icon, or to redeem lapsed services, etc. (65-79).

Nārada then gives some detailed attention to the contents of the pots used in this last and best type of snapana-rites (80-109). In closing he mentions
that cārṇa-powders are to be smeared on the image, and the remaining powders to be distributed to the devout, whereupon the icon is decorated, foodstuffs are offered and the officiating priests are rewarded (110-113).

XXI. पुष्पाविद्हāन पुष्पाविद्हान (32 śls.)

"Regarding Flowers, etc."

Gautama inquires about flowers, roots, fruits that are acceptable in the worship of the Lord. Very briefly, Nārada lists what may be considered acceptable items (1-18). Then he tells how they may and may not be collected, how they are to be kept clean and fresh, and how one should hold his hands when making his flower-offerings (19-32).

XXII. प्रातिनिधि-(विधान) प्रातिनिधि-(विधान) (27-1/2 śls.)

"Rules for Substitute Offerings"

In niīya, naimittika and kāmya routines particular offerings are usually specified. Gautama wants to know what is to be done when the specified items are not available. Nārada tells him that under certain conditions substitutions may be made in snāpana and other rites. For examples: when curd is not available, milk may be used; when hot water is not available, cold water may be used, when certain fruits are not available, a banana may be used; when dhāpa-incense is not available, dīpa-lights may be advanced (and vice versa); when a śayāna-couch is not available, kūṣa-grass may be used; when a ghanṭā-bell is not available, a brass gong may be used; when a sruk-ladle is not available, a srava-spoon may be used; and in the absence of that the leaves of cerain plants may be freely used; etc. (1-28a).

XXIII. पवित्रारोहणविधि पवित्रारोहणविधि (83-1/2 śls.)

"Regarding 'Garlanding' Rites"

Gautama and Nārada here turn to the paviṭrārohaṇa-rites, doing which rectifies errors and atones for sins done throughout the entire year, making all other prāyaścititas unnecessary (1-5a). The steps to be taken in performing the paviṭrārohaṇa-rites are then detailed : setting the time (5b-5a), constructing a maṇḍapa-pavilion (6b-12a), having a virgin prepare the sātra-thread according to certain specifications (12b-34), and seeing that the ācārya on the eleventh day fasts as well as attends to other preparatory actions for sanctifying the paviṭra-garlands (35-60). The thread-garlands are offered to the karma-or the utsava-bimba icon of the Lord, as well as to His attendant deities (61-68), whereupon the yajamāna-patron is to honor the officiating priests. On the same day—or, alternatively, five days later—the "garlands" are to be removed and distributed to devout Vaiśṇavas (69-75).
There is a simplified, domestic version of these *pavitrārohaṇa*-rites also given (76-79), and the chapter ends with a eulogy of the good effects of performing *pavitrārohaṇa*-rites to achieve all the four human goals (80-84a).

**XXIV. फळबेदाविधि**

Phalabheda vidhi (103-1/2 šls.)

"Concerning the Variety of Benefits (of Faith)"

Gautama wants to know what rewards come to a man who worships the Lord with faith [*śraddha*] and devotion [*bhakti*] (1). Nārada first speaks of the virtues of worshipping the Lord daily and monthly with *tulasī* (2-8a). Then he speaks of the good effects of fasting on the day commemorating the *jayanti*-birthday of the Lord (Kṛṣṇa?)—even to the point of noting that flat-chested women will enjoy thereby the reward of more attractive and developed breasts—as well as on the *jayanti*-days of other incarnations of Hari (8b-21). Bhāgavatas, too, may be worshipped and honored to good effect (22). Also, one who wears the *ārdhavāṇḍūra*-mark on the forehead will be blessed by the Lord and admired by women (23-24a). Further, there are various rewards accruing to those who participate in temple activities—sweeping, sprinkling with perfumed waters, offering various *upacāra*-items to the Lord, etc. (24b-29).

The chapter continues by listing other rewards to those who daily support worship of the Lord, or who distribute gifts, or give charitable endowments, or help beautify temples, or donate time and money for the performance of certain festive celebrations (30-88a). After again extolling the performance of *pavitrārohaṇa*-‘garlanding’ rites (88b-96), Nārada closes the discussion with praises generally of those who see that food-offerings of good quality are made to the Lord (97-104a).

**XXV. प्रयासितविधि**

Prayaścitavidhi (392-1/2 šls.)

"Concerning Penitential Undertakings"

Gautama asks to know the details of *prayaścittā*-penances for (mistakes) in *pūjā* and all (prohibited) activities (1). Nārada commences by saying that if one worships the Lord without having first bathed, then the proper *prayaścittā*-penance is to repeat the "*māla*"-mantra 1000 times; if the *śādhaka*-aspirant undertakes *pūjā*-routines forgetting to wear his *pavitra*-ring, then he should make amends by repeating the "*māla*"-mantra 500 times; if he touches a polluted article—a bone, a tuft of hair, a *śūdra*—then the atonement is to undertake *snāpana*-rites using *pañcagavya* (2-6). And so the chapter progresses, citing specific pollutions, errors, lapses, one by one, each followed by its specific *prayaścittā*-performance. In most cases the penances are *japa*-repetitions which may be with *homa*-oblations in some cases, or without *homa*-offerings in others—but in all cases of *prayaścittas* in temples, *snāpana*-rites are...
XXVI. Mahāhaviśvidhāna

"Rules for Fire-Offerings"

Gautama asks to have the procedural details clarified regarding mahāhaviś-offerings. Nārada replies that first a rectangular āsana-seat is to be prepared under a maṇḍapa-pavilion. Here the utsavabimba-icon is to be brought for bathing, after which it is decorated, given food-offerings and other attentions (1-13). Then dīkṣita-priests bring there haviś-offerings, placing them along with other food-stuffs on a leaf-covered vedī-pedestal. Prokṣaṇa-sprinklings are done to these items, and they are offered to the Lord with the “havir”-mudrā-gesture while music plays forth (14-22). This is a ritual so efficacious that anyone can watch it. Likewise, the same haviś-offerings are to be advanced to Śrī and Bhumī—but not to Viṣvaksena (23-26). The remainders are, instead, distributed to Vaiṣṇavas. Thereupon, after attending on the Lord as if He were a great king, the icon is carried back to the sanctuary and its “power” transferred back to the mālahimba-icon (27-34).

This praiseworthy mahāhaviśryāga-offering is done on special occasions, especially during mahōlsava-celebrations (35-42).

XXVII. Yāgopakaraṇavidhi

"Regarding the Articles of Worship"
Gautama asks Nārada about the articles to be used in nītya and naimittika services (1). Nārada responds by saying that pūjā requires water, sandalpaste, flowers, incense, foodstuffs (including fish), etc., so long as they have first been purified (2-5). Then he commences to go into detail, first by giving measurements, specifications and purifications for the kuṇḍa-firepits and the paraphernalia used in fire-offerings (6-31). He also takes up the matter of bali-offerings, quantities of fruits and foods to be offered, how to prepare pāścagavya, measurements related to the dhvaja-flag and flagstaff, placements of the five āsana-seats and pīṭha-pedestals of the Lord, His sandals, mirror, bed, etc. Included in the preceding descriptions (32-60a) are some isolated statements also concerning the Lord’s decorative ornaments—the conch, discus and crown.

**XXVIII. सर्वदेवताशापनविधि**

*Sarvadevatāśāpanavidhi* (十三届/2 śls.)

"Rules for Installation of All the Gods"

Gautama asks now how to sanctify [pratiṣṭhā] all the icons of the Lord to make them ready for worship (1). After noting that vimāna-structures are of two types, "śvalantra" and "asvalantra" (2-7), Nārada then describes those dedicated in turn to one or another of the gods along with worship appropriate to each god for specified ends: Agni for bhogā-enjoyment (12b-22a), Brahmā for sukhā-pleasure (22b-28), Dhanada for wealth (29-33a), Gaṇeśa for overcoming obstacles (33b-36a), Śrī for affluence (36b-40a), Skanda for jaya-success (40b-45a), Śūrya for health (45b-51), Rudra for knowledge (52-58), Durgā for heaven (59-65), Yama for longevity (66-70a), Candra [sic: should read "Indra"] for vibhāti-glory (70b-75a), Viṣṇu for mokṣa (75b-85), Kāma for saubhāgya-grandeur (86-94a), the Aśvins for health and safety (94b-101), and Candra for strength and good harvests (102-107a). In discussing next the shrine dedicated to each, he describes their shapes, proportions, the building materials used, the types and postures of the icons contained therein, various appointments and subsidiary parts, and finally the spectrum of worship appropriate in them (107b-140a).

**XXIX. निषेक्तिदिस्मशानानवलसंस्कारविवि**

*Nīṣekāḍīśmaśāntasanāśkrātāravidhi* (40 śls.)

"Rules for Observing the Sacramental Acts from Conception to Crema-
tion"

Gautama asks Nārada about the saṃśkāra-sacraments appropriate for initiates (1). Nārada briefly tells when and how various saṃśkāras are to be done: garbhādhina (2-3a), pūṇasavāna (3b-4), simanta (5-6), jātakarman (7-10a), nāmakarman and upanāiskoṣramava (10b-11), annaprāśana (12), cādākarman (13), upanayana and dīkṣā (14-21), and upayamana (22-27a). Nārada then
counsels that in the proper order and time one is to take the āśrama-phases of vānaprastha and sannyāsa (27b-28a), and then should cast off his body through yogic-discipline. When such a person—and he is properly to be called a “Bhāgavata”—dies, then the appropriate measures for the sacrament of śmaśāna should be taken (28b-36a).

The chapter closes with the general remarks that only Pāñcarātra-mantras—which are professed to be Vedic in character, whether traceable to the Vedas or not—are to be used in the samskāra-routines (36b-40).

XXX. कालद्वायुः Kālādhyāya (32 śls.)

“The Chapter on Time-Periods”

Gautama asks about the five-fold division of the day into “kālas,” the mere knowledge of which puts an end to all transmigratory existence (1). Nārada names the five as “abhigamana,” “upādāna” [sic], “iyā,” “svādhyāya” and “yoga,” and briefly describes each (2-9a). He elaborates on the last of these, enumerating and describing the eight steps (9b-21).

The remainder of the chapter turns to a conclusion of the entire work, pointing out that what has here been given is the authentic Pāñcarātra tradition. Any details not found in what has been said may be sought says Nārada, in other tantras.

So saying, Nārada vanishes. Gautama thereupon spread his message to his disciples, all of whom were Vaiṣṇava initiates. * * * Whosoever follows this teaching and worships God will gain all that can be aspired to in this world and in the hereafter. If a king worship Viṣṇu in this way he will become a great emperor; if brahmin worship Viṣṇu in this way he will become prosperous and the wole country will be rich and fertile. So saying, Bṛgū himself vanished from Atri’s sight, and Atri became one of the most prominent of sages (22-32).

Critical Notes—

The framework narrative in Chs. I and XXX suggests that the text as we have it is essentially complete. However, in the manuscript version used in our study (MT. 2503), there is a gap between Chs. XIII and XIV and lapses of varying significance elsewhere. It is hoped that the printed edition proposed will be able to eliminate these by reference to complementry texts. Extra passages or chapters may perhaps be found in secondary texts to add to the present version: a section on “mahālakṣmībiṣja” can be seen in Pāñcarātrāgama (MT. 3257), and a section on “maranāprakṣaṇa” is available in Pājā-saṁgraha (MT. 2856)—although this latter might already be incorporated in Ch. XXV.
The problem of dating this work, as is the case in most of the other works of the canon, must wait upon the accumulation of further data. Vedānta deśikā refers to a “Nārādiya” but it is almost impossible to know at this point whether his references are to the text in hand. Certain curiosities found in our text, however, may give clues to the context from which it emerged.

For example, in XI: 74a the following areas are to be avoided: places where Pāraśikas live, Ceylon, Bihar, the eastern coast from Puri to the Krishna River, and the lands around the Indus River (Punjab?). By the same token, in XI: 137 et passim, the rivers, lakes and kṣetras recommended list places in both the North and the South. A Northern origin might, but need not necessarily, be indicated in XXVII: 4a where fish-offerings to the Lord are enjoined.

There seems to be reflected an unusually hospitable attitude towards Śaivism in IX: 146 passim, where the text mentions some Śaivite shrines as places where “holy people” worship. Further, in the use of the terms “pāṣa” (bond) and “pāṣu” (soul)—see VII: 71-73a and IX: 149—one is reminded of the terminology used in Śaiva Siddhānta.

The term “Vaikhanāsa” seems to have been employed in two distinct senses, one positively (XXI: 23-24) when it is stated that flowers, etc., collected by “Vaikhanāsas” are acceptable in worship, and another negatively (XXV: 248) where Vaikhanāsas are included among persons whose touch defiles an icon.

In the list of avatāra-incarnations (V: 76b-79) the Buddha is mentioned. In Chs. XIV and XVI gopuras are mentioned.

The claim that Pāñcarātra mantras—whether traceable or not to Vedic sources—are “Vedic” and totally authoritative (XXIX: 36b-40), and the prayogic tendencies generally discernible (for example, in Ch. XXIV) are typically Pāñcarātra stances. The Vyūha-theology expressed in Ch. I is also a significant reiteration of Pāñcarātra doctrine.
PARAMA-SAMHITĀ

Available:


Introductory Remarks:

This is, apparently, one of the “older” texts of the canon, having been quoted* not only by Rāmānuja (12th century) but also by Yāmuna (10th century). As it comes to us today it is a work of slightly more than 2100 ślokas divided into thirty-one chapters; it is essentially complete (see, however, “Critical Notes,” below). Its name is mentioned in the following canonical lists: Pādma (7/108 and 3/5), Puruṣottama (23/106), Mārkandeya (45/91), Viśvāmitra (3/108), and the “Addendum” to Hayāśirṣa (5th title). It is quoted frequently in secondary works of the Pāñcarātra school.

Devala has received the narrative framework from Mārkandeya in abbreviated fashion what he, in turn received from Saunaka—one of several sages who heard from Brahmā an original discourse from the lord, Parama. Encyclopaedic in scope, the work treats of creation, worship routines, mantras, initiation procedures, personal discipline, social behavior, temple-building activities, consecration concerns, pilgrimage and devotion. With the exception of the sections on “agnihotra” and “dikṣā” none of the subjects is treated in depth. Yet the range of this work’s overall focus, coupled with the consideration of its age, make it nonetheless a useful source to turn to for authoritative pronouncements on Pāñcarātra thought and practice.

A subject taken up in this text is one not found stressed elsewhere—namely the injunctions and counsels found in ch. XXVII and the first part of ch. XXVIII regarding the cultivation and adoption into the community of rich men (laymen?). The dikṣā routines outlined for such persons, recapitulating the saṃskāra sacraments, are unique in the literature. Unusual, also, is the clear distinction between prāṣāda and bhavana and their respective architectural and liturgical requirements. Thus we have in Parama-samhitā an unusual interest in lay-concerns.

* The passages quoted are II: 18-19, and XXVIII: 32b-34a respectively.
Only two samhitās of the Pāñcarātrāgamā canon are available in English translations. This is one. The other—the so-called "Nārada Pāñcarātra", or more correctly titled "Jñānāmīlasāra-samhitā" (g.v.)—is a late work and is unrepresentative of mainstream Pāñcarātra thought. The student unable to approach the Sanskrit originals must turn to this translation of the Parama-samhitā for his introduction to a Pāñcarātra samhitā-text.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. प्रश्नप्रतिवाचन  प्रश्नप्रतिवाचन

"Questions and Answers"

Devala approaches Mārkaṇḍeya at the latter's hermitage, and questions him regarding Highest Wisdom. Having read all the Vedas, the Vedāṅgas, and other literature including the āgamas, he still seeks after an elusive, all-embracing Truth (1-6). Mārkaṇḍeya admits this sought-after truth is not easily found in any particular book, but he does offer to tell Devala what he himself was once advised to do directly from the gracious Lord Viṣṇu in a theophany at Sālagramā (7-16). In this brief encounter, he relates, the Lord advised him to go to Śvetadvipa—who to learn from the great yogins of the past, one of whom was Sanaka.* He further relates that this Sanaka, once he was there, consented to teach him the wisdom known as "Pāñcarātra," namely, that knowledge that has liberated man from the darkness of the "five" [pañca-] bondages. Mārkaṇḍeya thereupon promises to distil for Devala that teaching that he received from Sanaka, condensing it from an original 100,000 chapters to its present form (of thirty-one—17-48a).

In the beginning, before Creation, according to Sanaka, Viṣṇu was in Repose. Concentrating His yogic powers He produced the Brahmā-bearing lotus from his Navel. The demiurge, Brahmā, in turn created the several worlds in all their parts. This done, Brahmā engaged in a dialogue with the Lord (Parama) concerning the nature of bondage and freedom [sāṁśāra/mokṣa] for men involved in their worldly pursuits. (The dialogue that follows between them [48b-86] employs familiar Sāṁkhya vocabulary and concept, though with the insertion of certain non-Sāṁkhya ideas, and culminates with the thought that) "freedom" for a man comes as he demonstrates devotion (śraddhā) to, concentration (samādhi) on, and faith (bhakti) in the Lord—virtues which win for a man the favor [prasāda] of the Lord.

II. सृष्टिक्रम  सृष्टिक्रम

"The Order of Creation"

According to XXXI: 15b—Sanaka, Sanatkumāra, Sanandana, Sanātana.
Brahmā asks how and where he may suitably worship the Lord (1-2). The Lord advises him always to think with devotion [bhakti] on the things and places wherein He takes His pleasure—whether in their manifest or in their unmanifest forms—since all things originate and have their being in Him. Setting aside “rājasīc” and “tāmasīc” ways of worshipping Him, a devotee should seek to adopt “sāttvic” modes of worship; for unless one destroy all traces of “rājasīc” and “tāmasīc” tendencies in himself he will never achieve fulfilment (3-12).

Turning to Creation, Brahmā asks whence originate and what is the final destructive destiny of things. He is told that all things come from “mūla-prakṛti,” and to it they eventually return; the cycle of this process is, however, extremely long (13-16). As for the relations among “mūla-prakṛti,” created things, and the Creator [prakṛti-jiva-śiva], the Lord employs several metaphors to express their dynamic inter-relationships (17-24).

Brahmā then asks more specifically about the three worlds, and is told how the subtle and gross forms of the Lord pervade all things and account for all values, qualities, ideas, individual persons, etc.—using plays and inter-plays on the numbers “3” (guṇas, et. al.) and the number “five” (śaktis, elements, senses, etc.) (25-65). A discussion of the wheel of time and its several divisions, all ruled over by Saṁvatsara, follows (66-78), whereupon the subject moves to the twelve sakti-forms of the Lord and their twelve subsidiary “māṛṣṭdalaś,” each of the latter of which governs a month (79-87). Indeed, the Lord takes many manifestations and forms at His Will (88-92), but His three principle Forms are Brahmā, Śiva and Viṣṇu, of which the latter is superior because of its “sāttvic” nature, etc. (93-95).

Thereupon follows a brief section elucidating the meanings of the Lord’s many names—Nārāyaṇa, Vāsava, Vāṣudeva, Hari (96-99a)—followed by an explanation of the 4 Vyākas’ relations to the Directions, the Vedas, to the notion of varṇa etc. (99b-105).

After a brief allusion to what occurs during the destructive cycle, the chapter ends with a self-eulogy by the Lord, recounting His judgemental and His merciful powers (106-116).

**III. विनय**

“Discipline (for worship)”

Brahmā asks how to do pūjā and how to effect āhyāna—contemplation of the Infinite Lord who is responsible for Creation (1-3). Parama points out that although He as the Highest One is Formless, it is best to worship Him in some Form (Vigrahārādhana). If one wishes mokṣa, worship of His crystalline four-armed para-form is advised; however for worldly prosperity one turns to
worship His yellow-clad blue Apara-form with 8 arms over a one-year cycle (4-22). Either way of worship is increasingly meritorious when done liturgically (pusṭi, 23-24), by utterances (mantra, 25), or in the mind (jaṭa, 26-27a); also three kinds of worship, according to the three guṇas, may be analyzed by reference to motives. But it is pointed out that any who have bhakti may worship God (27b-34). If a man is to celebrate in everything he does his devoted worship of the Lord, he should live a life that is ethical and scrupulous in nature and this should include such things as “samaya,” “samācāra,” “svādhyāya” “dravyasamgraha,” “śuddhi,” “yāga,” “stuti,” and “dhyāna,” — but only “samaya” (40-56) and “samācāra” (57-69) are taken up in this chapter.

IV. अर्चनाविचार

Arcanāvihāna

(The Mode of Worship)

This chapter skips ahead to “yāga” in the list of items mentioned in the preceding chapter, and takes up the constituent parts of worship. After cleansing himself and seeing that the place of worship itself is in due order, the worshipper sits and recites some mantras and then undertakes some yogic exercises (1-19), in order to cleanse himself inwardly (20-22). Having fixed the place of worship in a “padma”-niṇḍala (23-27), he then invokes the presences of various divinities (28-43); then regular offerings of arghya, pādyā, acamānāya, pusṭa, etc., are to be made (up to 56). Such a procedure of worship leads not only to mukti beyond but also to prosperity here (58-60). Alternately, he may worship in much the same way with an icon (61-62), or in fire, in the heart, or in certain other types of maṇḍalas, or even in the mind—so long as it is done with bhakti (63-76).

Brahmā asks to know more about the kind of worship that brings worldly rewards. He is told the worship procedures of the apara-form of the Lord are much the same, but small differences are outlined (77-89a). Precisely how one undertakes this is dependent upon whether one wants his “prosperity” in this world or the next (89b-94).

[Note: The exposition in this chapter is not entirely clear].

V. द्राव्यविचार

Dravyavibhāna

(The Prescribed Disposal of Articles of Worship)

Brahmā asks to know about the paraphernalia to be used in pūjā-rites, and also about their purification for sacred use (1). Parama says that five things must be purified before pūjā can commence: the worshipper, by ācamaṇa and śnāna (3-13); the area of worship (14-19); the vessels (20-26); the bera-icon (27-30); and the sandal and flowers to be offered (31-39). In regard
to items to be used in ṭājā, He makes some remarks about what kinds of flowers and leaves, etc., may and may not be used (40-50). Then he describes dhāpa-mixtures and how these incense-offerings are to be employed in liturgies (51-52), followed by certain instructions about dēpa-lights (53). He speaks then of the ābharanā-ornaments to be given the icon (54-55), and of the food-offerings (56-62). After speaking about how to make fire-offerings (63-67), He closes the chapter with praise for the man who attends always to the cleanliness of items in offering worship to the Lord (68-77).

**VI. Mantrakosa**

"The Treasury of Mantras"

Brahmā asks about the collection of mantras addressed to Paramātmā, the manner of their use, and the effects of employing them (I). Paramā defines mantras (4a) as so-called because they are "secret" [mantranam], and, praising their secrecy and potency, goes on to say that "Om" is the "bija"—seed of all mantras and should be duly esteemed (2-7). Alluding to some of the various saktis, guṇas, elements and senses, etc. (mentioned in Chapter Two), Paramā gives some esoteric directions for adding certain syllables to particular bijas in order to bring out their respective symbolic representations (8-20). As for constructing mantras to Vāsudeva and others, a "cakra"-manḍala is to be used, and Paramā gives cursory instructions for placing bija-letters in the divisions of and around the perimeters surrounding the wheel-motif (21-30).

(The remainder of the chapter (31-61) reveals a disorderly exposition, taking up such matters as:) the fruits enjoyed by those who use certain mantras (32-39, 43-49a, 57-59); the directions for worshipping with mantras with fire-offerings (40-44, 56), and without (45); and the way in which to construct specific mantras to Sudarśana (49-52), to the Lord’s Mace (53-54), to the Lord’s form as Vaiṣṇava (55) — each with its specific effects mentioned. The chapter closes (60-61) on a note, however, warning that the best kind of service to God is worship that is done without selfish motives.

**VII. Cakra**

"Concerning the Circular Design (used during Initiation)"

Brahmā asks about dīkṣā-initiation, where it is to be done, who is qualified to receive it, and what kinds of dīkṣā there are (r-3). The Lord says dīkṣā-initiation should be performed only in certain auspicious places and after certain preliminaries have been taken care of and only after due preparations have been made (4-14, 17-20). As for those who wish to be initiated, they should fulfill certain expectations (15-16, 24-27) to the satisfaction of a qualified ācārya (22-23), whereupon the time for the initiation rites may be set (21).
On the day appointed, the sisya, having the previous day abstained from both salty and sour-tasting foods, is led to a place where a vedī-altar has been set up. On this vedī will have been placed a colored manḍala design (28-34); this design is described in some detail (35-70).

VIII. शीक्षा Dīkṣā (82 śls.)

"Initiation"

Parama says he will explain how to perform the initiatory dīkṣā-rite which brings to the initiate siddhi-success. In this there are three stages: first, the initiate must be instructed in the general samaya-rules of the community; following this, he must be instructed in details of the śāstra, including initiation into the science of mantras; then, must perform worship (I-II). There follow elaborate details concerning the responsibilities of both the preceptor and the aspirant during the two-day ceremony including drawing the "cakra"-manḍala, tying a wrist-string, sleeping on a darbha-bed, bathing, blind-folding, fire-offerings etc. (12-51). An alternative method of initiation is given to be used at the discretion of the dārya in consideration of the initiate's background and preparation (52-73). The chapter closes with some blessings and warnings for those who consider giving and undergoing initiatory dīkṣā (74-82).

IX. निमित्तज्ञान Nimitta-jñāna (44 śls.)

"Significance of Omens"

In dīkṣā, or at the commencement of any important undertaking, it is important to be alert to certain omens (1). For example, after brushing his teeth the initiate tosses his toothbrush-stick and, depending on the way it falls and the direction it points, much can be foretold (2-10). Also, dreams of the initiate foretell significantly what the future holds (11-33). As well, keeping an eye on the shape, size and color of the flames of the homa-fire can instruct one concerning good and evil portents (34-38a). Even natural happenings are symptomatic of future events (38b-39). In all, one should be prepared to read all signs with care for what they can tell of the outcome of an important undertaking (40-44).

X. योग Yoga (79 śls.)

"Disciplined Behavior"

In response to Brahmā's enquiry about Yoga, Parama says that it is important to know both how to perform a ritual act as well as the significance of that act—these being the two forms of Yoga, then "kriyā"-yoga and "jāna"-yoga. Both have as their object God alone (1-9). Then follow some discursive remarks concerning yama, niyama, samādhi and vairāgya (10-24).
Brahmā asks if long-standing attachments can be overcome quickly by instituting yogic discipline (25-27). Parama indicates that such detachment is possible only by its disciplined cultivation, taking time and maintaining firmness of purpose (28-42). Brahmā’s next question concerns how to root out mental desires and longings, to which Parama responds by some general counsels (43-59). Finally Brahmā asks what kind of man is suited for yogic practices (66). Parama says that it depends upon the person’s mental endowment and spiritual cultivation whether he should follow “karma”-yoga or “jñāna”-yoga; but in either case hard effort is required (61-73). He concludes with some instructions concerning प्राणयाम, or breathing exercises (74-79).

XI. अरिष्टा  

“Portents of Death”

Brahmā reveals a curiosity to know about portents of evil as these are revealed to men who are successful yogins. Parama responds by picking up from his previous discussion about breathing and elaborating on the five kinds of vitalizing breath in the human body: “प्राणा,” “अपाणा,” “उदाना,” “समाना” and “व्याना.” An esoteric understanding of how these function and how they relate to bodily complaints is desirable (1-12). Elaborating on प्राणा, he relates how one employs cycles of breathing in periods called ‘months,’ ‘years,’ etc., and how practicing these cycles in turn can in fact prolong one’s life (13-25). The remainder of the chapter (26-67) catalogues a number of bodily symptoms by which one can predict that one’s own death is near. But in closing it is stressed that a good and faithful Vaiṣṇava remains calm and serene in the face of death.

XII. धर्म  

“Righteousness”

Brahmā asks how a Vaiṣṇava who desires release can please the Lord by thought, word and deed; and how a person wanting worldly rewards should behave (1-2). Parama takes up first “मनोधर्म,” (3-14), praising faith (श्रद्धा), steadfastness (धृति), and other virtues which can be cultivated through self-control. Then he turns to matters of “विकार्य, ” or truth-telling, and other matters related to goodness in speech (15-22). Thereupon he turns to (23-53a) “क्यादर्म,” involving deeds that reflect Vaiṣṇava tenets including service to persons of respect (परिकार्य), personal cleanliness (विशुद्धि), and being charitable (Pārānugraha) (23-53a). Summarizing, Parama closes by suggesting that while for those in this world all three kinds of dharma should be observed, not all do so; it is through God’s grace (प्रसाद) that one progresses toward realization of the goals (53b-67).
XIII. काम्ययोगः  

"Discipline Undertaken to Gain One's Ends"

Brahmā is impressed by the difficulties of leading the virtuous life that leads to salvation, and so asks how one can undertake to do things that will make it possible (1-4). Parama commences by cautioning that such things as he is about to outline should never be used for or against another, but only for oneself—unless, of course, another person afflicts one with troubles (5-12). In such cases the afflicted can strive for superiority through a particular mode of worship involving a manḍala (a mystic diagram with a lotus) (13-25). Elaborating, he suggests a fortnight-cycle of worship, honoring in turn Agni, Brahmā, Kubera, Gaṇeśa, Lakṣmī, Subrahmanya, Sūrya, Rudra, Ambikā, Yama, Indra, Vāsudeva, Kāma and Candra—each one of the modes when successfully accomplished having a particular blessing (26-55). The chapter closes with some further general counsels (56-64).

XIV. मुद्राः  

"Ritual Hand Gestures"

Brahmā recalls that a mudrā-gesture was mentioned, and asks about mudrās in general (1). Parama first gives an etymological rendering "mudrā" as "that which chases away the happiness of evil-doers," and further describes a mudrā as a suitable way in which to render one's divine worship more acceptable (1-5). He names and describes further thirteen others (13-32) of the endless number of those available. The chapter closes distinguishing certain types of mudrās, and warning that their use should be kept a secret (33-37).

XV. काम्यः  

"(Routines Undertaken in order to Gain) Desired Ends"

Parama here endeavors to add to what he has already told in part, concerning ways and means by which a man may achieve certain ends through his worship. If one is really serious about achieving certain specific ends that sādhaka must retreat to an isolated place and follow a regularised routine (1-10), including jāpa (11-19) and homa (20-22). He warns that such a regime may induce certain psychic effect (23-26), but by persevering in his efforts and suitably altering his fire-offerings a man can attain whatever may be his desires (27-47).

XVI. काम्यः  

"(Routines Undertaken in order to Gain) Desired Ends"

Here Parama offers to give some especially potent mantras, by meditation on which a man can achieve the ends he desires. The mantras given are the "Vārāha," "Nārasiṁha," "Śrīkara," and "Sudarśana"-mantras (1-3). He
then elaborates on the 33-syllable "Vārāha"-mantra, and its employment for specific ends (4-8a); then the 400-syllable "Nārasiṁha"-mantra (8b-17); then the 8-syllable "Śūkra"-mantra (18-36); and then the 6-syllable "Sudarśana"-mantra (39-42, 45-50a). Another 6-syllable mantra and a 12-syllable mantra are recommended in passing for other matters (43-44), and the chapter closes with an eulogy of the 8-syllable mantra and its effects (50b-58).

XVII. इष्वार Iṣvāra (52 śls.)

"Concerning Rich Men"

Brahmā asks how to give Vaiṣṇava-dīkṣā to such persons as kings and ministers, those whose time is limited and whose main concerns are not quite "religious" (1-2). Parama mentions that the saṃskāra-sacraments, beginning at birth and prescribed throughout life, help to prepare such a person for initiation (3). However, assuming such sacraments have not been already attended to, he then outlines how initiation may recapitulate them. After a ritual rebirth has been acted out by putting the aspirant inside the cavity made when two man-sized golden cauldrons are placed together, the candidate for dīkṣā emerges from these ritualistically as from the womb, whereupon he undergoes the rites jātalakarman, nāmakarana, caula, upanayana, etc.

Even a śūdra is thus to be invested with a thread—but he may wear his only during actual worship services, not at other times. Indeed, the rites for śūdras generally proceed along "tantric" lines, wherein the "bij"-mantra is withheld from him; while for ksatriyas and vaiśyas the rituals follow normal modes of "vedic" routines (4-21).

In addition, an aspiring wealthy man is given the opportunity to accrue merit by the tulasūkhāra-rite of balancing his weight against measures of gold (22-25). As part of the initiation after abhiṣeka such a man should be instructed in Vaiṣṇava behavior and ethics—the allowances for the rich man being somewhat from and more liberal than those for conventional devotees (26-52).

XVIII. अधिवास Adhivāsa (75 śls.)

"Details of Consecration by Means of Adhivāsa—Rites"

Continuing on the subject of rich and busy men, but now focusing on those who are unlearned (as opposed to the "wise" of the preceding chapter) yet nonetheless devout, Parama outlines how they can achieve highest benefits. It turns out that they can win inestimable rewards if they underwrite the financing necessary to build a temple (1-10). Parama is quick to warn that God cannot be manipulated by such activities, as it is only through His grace that He descends to sanctify a temple with His Presence (11-15).
Abodes of the Lord are of two types, "jąnana" where all may be recipients of His grace, and "bhāvanās" where the grace is confined to members of a family only (16-18). Then are discussed the materials to be used in building a temple (19-22), fashioning an icon (23-24) and decorating the precincts (25-27). Having finished the construction, a priest should assist in the sanctification procedures of the icon to be worshipped in the temple—beginning with adhivāsa-rites, and continuing through jalādhivāsa-ceremonies, netronmilanad-rituals, mantranyāsa-invocations and ending with fire oblations and rewards to participant priests (28-75).

**XIX. स्थापन**

*Sthāpana* (93 śls)

"Consecration"

Interrupting the exposition with a question, Brahmā asks about places suitable and unsuitable for building a temple (1); he is answered briefly (2-10), whereupon Parama takes up again the procedure of establishing the icon in the temple-sanctuary for worship. After cleaning the finished temple and its precincts, the festivities of installation are to begin with music, chanting and processions. They proceed in earnest with ākṣaṇa-sprinklings, and homas, etc. (11-30). Specific instructions for precise placement of the various icons in the premises are given (31-37). In regard to the central icon the procedures for laying the different kinds of gems (ratnas) in the hollows in which the icons are to be set are given (38-52), interrupted by some directions on how to sanctify the places for the subsidiary deities (53-59, 80-85). After the laying in of the gems, a yantra is placed on the spot, and on top of this the main icon itself is placed (60-72). Worship of the duly-installed icon then commences (73-79), and for three day thereafter gifts are to be generously distributed (86-93).

**XX. अग्निकार्य**

*Agnikārya* (63 śls)

"Attending to Fire-Rituals"

Brahmā asks how to proceed with aṅgikārya-fire-rites suitable to all occasions (1). Parama’s reply commences with a list of materials necessary (2-4), and then turns to the steps in conducting fire-rites, using as his example the procedure during dīkṣā-initiation. In this review he points out that a maṇḍala and āgni-kunḍa are to be prepared and established with mantras (5-9); fire should there be ignited (10-23); pūjā-ministrations offered to the Lord (24-25); a snāna-bath, sandal-paste and clean clothes given to the Lord; dīpa-light, dhūpa-incense, and betel, etc. advanced. The cycle ends with verses of praise (26-45a). Then, imagining Viśṇu to be in the fire, one shall offer to it libations (45b-56). The chapter ends in praise of such fire ceremonies, saying that in a similar manner they may be performed—in addition to the occasion during dīkṣā—at any such
times when one hopes to obtain special ends, when a place is to be sanctified for worship, etc. (57-64).

**XXI. ्वन्य**

*Snapana*  
(53 śls.)

"Bathing Routines (for the Icon)"

When the Lord is established in a temple, rites are to be initiated, after the three-day interval, by *snapana*-routines. Preparation for these rites includes making a dias, bringing to it pots of water and other liquids like honey and pāṇcajanya (1-11). Bathing is then done for the icon (12-20) and for the subsidiary deities (21), whereupon worship routines including agnihārya-rites and balidāna-offerings are taken up and the icon is then ready for regular worship (22-37). Such *snapana*-routines as are here outlined should be repeated in the fourth day and twelfth day after *pratiṣṭhā*-installations, at equinoxes, at the end of journeys, on days of evil omens, when there are epidemics, when there are defilements and on numerous other occasions (38-41). The chapter ends with an eulogy of those who undertake to see that temple-worship is fastidiously maintained, and particularly, of those who see that it proceeds in the ways just outlined (42-53).

**XXII. ्चत्र**

*Yātrā*  
(75 śls.)

"Festivals (relating to the Bathing of the Deity and the Renovation of the Temple or Sanctum)."

Here Parama turns to special festive occasions, particularly those times when special ablutions are to be made and when a temple is to be repaired and re-consecrated (1-3). The Lord is pleased when He is given tīrtha-snāna in a sacred river with all proper attention to details during the twelve-day cycle (4-43). When the temple has become dilapidated, or becomes in need of repair, or the image suffers damage, another kind of special *yātrā*-rite is necessary to undertake with all due care, so that worship may be reinstituted (44-75).

**XXIII.**  
(no title due to ms. break)  
(31 śls. gap)*

Brahmā here asks about the details for making an icon and its pedestal. Parama’s reply commences by stating that an icon may be made of metal alloys (2-3), of wood (4-6a), of stones (6b-16a), or of clay (16b-17a). In fashioning it, one must make sure its size is going to be proportionate to the temple or shrine [*bhavana*] housing it. Parama then proceeds to discuss types of images suitable for worship, along with their measurements. [The manuscript breaks off at *sloka* 31 as he is giving] details about units of measurement and the sizes appropriate for icons to be put in various places (17b-31). * * *

*Some reduplication is found among *slokas* in this chapter and in ch. XXIX.*
"Worship Limited to the Learned"

* * * [The opening ślokas are missing.] A wise man will always attempt to worship the formless One in some specific form, and he will do this with all devotion to details (I-11). Repetition of mantras addressed to Him will increase one’s devotion to the Lord, nor is one to ignore the practice of dhyāna-contemplation of His grace with all one’s bodily functions mastered (12-28). The chapter ends on a note of praise for following āgamic instructions in worship of a specific form with some further directions concerning how correctly to contemplate “Śrī Kāma” (He who is the Husband of the Goddess Śrī) in worship (29-38).

"Pilgrimage"

Brahmā asks what people not so wise are to do to express their devotion to God. Parama promptly answers that their dharma-obligation is conscientiously to go on pilgrimages to holy places according to a prescribed manner (I-4, 8-13). He then goes on to say that places requiring several days’ journey because located farther from the worshipper’s home bring increasingly greater merit to the pilgrim (5-7). He then names some widely-dispersed places of Vaiṣṇava pilgrimage (14-19), and then turns to some rules of behavior to observe when on a pilgrimage (20-32, 42-48). He advises that one can also gain merit even by being kind to other pilgrims (33-36). He then moves to matters concerning acceptable times for pilgrimage (37-39), and suitable moods induced by a place as determinant for staying or moving on (40-41). The chapter closes with an eulogy of pilgrims and pilgrimages (49-52).

"World Order"

Brahmā asks to know about the World Order. The image used in both the question and the commencement of the answer is the cosmic tree with its roots stretching heavenward (I-4). Coming to specifics, there are seven worlds above the earth, and the netherworlds below (5-6). He describes first the earth (7-39) with its mountains, islands, trees, rivers, etc. Then in turn the atmosphere (40-43), svarga (44-50), mahāloka (51-52), jana-loka (53), tātpa-loka (54) and sa-tya-loka (55-59), whereupon He turns to describing the lower regions of hell (60-62). This world order is contained in the Lord’s Infinite Being, in Him Who has the power to create innumerable other, similar creations (63-71).

He then explains the nature of samsāra, how it is effected by karman, and how one by discipline of self and devotion to the Lord can attain beatitude
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(72-81a). The Lord Himself remains outside this system as the Unmoved Mover (81b-85a) so long as it is His Pleasure to keep the time-determined creation going, whereupon after 100 cycles, He draws everything into Himself and again exists Alone (85b-88).

XXVII. सामग्रहा Samagraha (56 šls.)

“Review”

At this point Brahmā asks for an orderly summary of steps to be used in worship. The Lord starts (3-12) with what one does daily, citing some to be regularly (13-14), and the procedure for daily worship liturgies with flowers and fire (15-32). Then he turns to a resumé of dikṣā-rites with the three parts (33-42a), then to the construction and consecration of a temple containing an image (42d-49), and the institution of regular worship therein (50-56).

XXVIII. अनुग्रह Anugraha (43-1/2 šls.)

“Options”

(This chapter is so full of lapses that little sense can be made of details.) Brahmā asks how, when there is an unavoidable interruption in nitya, naimittika and kāmya routines, these obligatory duties may nevertheless be done in a condensed performance. Parama replies that when repeating mantras, best, of course, is to attend to them then and there in all details. But other options are available. Similarly when doing pūjā it is best to do it with all paraphernalia; but here also other options are available. So also, with nyāsa-practices, which should be done unstintingly; but options for lesser performances here are also available (1-9). Having thus taken care of daily obligations, the Lord turns now to occasional activities. These are best done at the ideal times with all attention to details of fasting, etc.; but here, as elsewhere, there are allowances made for performance on a less scrupulous level. [He apparently does not turn specifically to kāmya-celebrations in a much as the chapter ends with a listing of impediments to various routines that may be overcome by performing appropriate auspicious actions (10-44a).

XXIX. कर्मशेष Karmaśeṣa (79-1/2 šls.)

“Other Rituals”

Here Brahmā and Parama decide that they should cover items not already taken up (1-2). [The chapter turns out to be a miscellany.] First taken up are counsels for worship of God through a fairly simple mandala-arrangement (3-7), then come some observations about when it is important to keep ritual silence (8-9), followed by details on how to fashion the sruk-ladle and srutvaspoon (10-15). Then abruptly he speaks of the five “Vyāha”-mantras and other
prayers to be used with food-offerings (19-34), and what should be done with
the leftovers (35-36). Then He adds a few details about agnikārya-rites that
were not given previously (37-43). Next come some observations about dīksā-
rites and ācārya-qualities (44-48a), whereupon He turns to siting the plot
for a temple-building (48b-54). The next general area of discussion are rules of
conduct—especially in worship-outlines—for the different āśramas, or life-stages
(55-60). The closing miscellany of remarks have to do with details of worship-
where deities are to be "placed", what may properly be used for arghya-water etc. (61-79).

XXX. रहस्य

"Secret Doctrine"

Brahmā is ecstatic over what he has so far learned, and asks hopefully if
there is any more to know. Parama responds by giving his listener some
counsel about His Own Nature. For example, speaking of His grace He says
that it is not sent simply due to crisis, nor in response to elaborate rituals, nor
to assuage the suffering of a servant, but in His own Time (1-13). He counsels
that those who seek His Feet always remain true to Him, keeping Him always
in mind—lest they fall from His grace (14-36). He then advises that a
worshipper should constantly think on Him—counseling detachment from worldly
things as well as affection for the Lord (37-68). He alludes to some further
virtues which, when practiced by a man of faith, lead to sāyujya-union with God
(69-81).

Brahmā interrupts to ask for clarification of the "sāyujya"-state as over
against what is called "aśvarya" (82). Parama answers philosophically,
making some subtle distinctions between the two (83-107). Brahmā then
asks what one should be on guard against as endangering one's efforts to reach
God, and Parama lists some faults and vices to avoid and, in closing praises the
practice of certain virtues (108-127).

XXXI. उपसंहार

"Conclusion"

Parama asks Brahmā to keep the foregoing doctrines from the unworthy
and to pass them on to sages gathered at Śvetadvipa. He thereupon disappears
(1-8). Märkaṇḍeya—narrator of the entire story-within-a-story—then describes
how Brahmā went to Śvetadvipa, passed the tantra on to the four sages
(Sanatkumāra, Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanātana) in a teaching-session lasting five
nights, after which he left them (9-20). Those four passed it on to the siddhas
and sages, among whom was Märkaṇḍeya (21-33). Addressing Devala, Märka-
ṇḍeya then recounts the blessings that come to those who are devoted to the
Lord in the proper ways (34-50). He warns Devala that he, in turn, should take care whom he gives the śāstra to, since it represents the gift of Highest Wisdom (51-57).

This abbreviated form of the Pāñcarātra satisfies Devala, who then goes on his way (58-69).

Critical Notes:

While all general indications are that the text before us is essentially complete, it should be noted that there is a gap that omits the end of ch. XXIII and the beginning of ch. XXIV. Also there are lapses in ch. XXVII. The editor of this edition used only two manuscripts for collation (MGOML D. 5273 [?] and Adyar ms. 10.G.27). Other versions that are available may perhaps yield the missing passages to interested scholars. If a revision is ever taken up, some attention may also be given to the correction of various spelling, printing and grammatical errors, found in the present edition (see especially ch. XXVIII).
Introductory Remarks:

The printed work that goes by this name presents in ten chapters what Nārada heard from Brahmā, his father, who in turn had learned the teaching in five nights of instruction from the Lord Himself. The framework narrative has Nārada, then, passing this teaching on to some sages. The work is unusual in the amount of attention given, particularly in Chs. II, III and V, to the personnel of a temple, their prerequisites and duties, their different ranks, the privileges and responsibilities of each etc. Other chapters turn to the rewards accruing to devotees who frequent temples (ch. IV), and the behaviour expected of them there (ch. VII). One chapter outlines, in order to clarify and justify what might be some of the unnecessary expenses, the complicated procedures of certain temple routines including those of a prāyaścitta-nature (ch. VI). The remaining chapters (VIII, IX, X) turn to individual piety and devotion and how such feelings may be properly expressed in certain naimittika celebrations. The ten chapters, with appendices presenting some extra verses not found in all versions, total slightly over 940 slokas; in X: 72-75 it is stated that this "best of all sāṁhitās" contains 1000 slokas.

The title "Paramapurua-sāṁhitā" is not found in any of the canonical lists. However, "Puruṣa" is found named in Kāpiṇḍalā (78/100) and in Bhārdvāja (79/103); and "Varapuruṣa" in Pādma (55/108), Puruṣottama (41/106), Mārkandeya (65/91) and Viśvāmitra (74/108). There are serious grounds for doubt that the work in hand—at least in its present version—is the text referred to in any of the lists. See "Critical Notes, " below.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS—

I. शास्त्रवत्तारा  सामृत्तिक (29-1/2 šls.)

The work opens with a prayer to Viśnu (1-3). The narrative commences by setting the scene. On the banks of the Ganges [bhāgirathitā] Nārada comes upon a band of gathered rishis (4-7). He discovers from them that, although they already know to some extent about, and worship according to, the "Ekāyana"-Veda, they still have certain doubts which, they say, only he
can clear up for them (8-20). He says that what they want to know is, in essence, what his father, Brahmā, heard in five nights of instruction from the Lord Himself. This teaching will lead any one who knows it to Viṣṇu’s feet (21-26). The ṛṣis prevail upon Nārada to tell them this teaching (27-30a).

II. अर्चकपरिचायकादिसंस्थानार्थम्

Arcakaparicārakādīsamkhyaṇīnayo (100 śls.)

“Concerning the Number of Arcakas and Other Temple Personnel”.

The ṛṣis ask first how to distinguish between the various temple servants (1-3). Nārada replies that on the very day of प्रतिष्ठा-consecration the yajamāṇa-patron should hire all the temple personnel required (4-5). As for the arcakas, appointees must meet certain requirements (6-11); there should be 108, 32, 24, 16, 8, 2, or at least one such qualified person appointed. Other qualifications and disqualifications are also mentioned (12-21). The yajamāṇa should see to it that these appointed arcakas, and their families, are amply provided for—giving them legal (title to?) land, etc. (22-40a). As well, there should be a supervising “sthānācārya” appointed to supervise the religious activities of the temple (40b-53). For chanting Vedas, the Drāviḍāmnāya-scriptures, stotras, etc., 4 to 1000 “adhyāpakas” are to be appointed also (54-76a). The hastaka-assistants to the arcakas are also to be appointed, and their duties and privileges are outlined (76b-79); also cooks (80-84a), and other attendants, and musicians, are to be appointed (84b-88a). All of these temple servants should have undergone pāñcasāṃskāra-qualifying rites (88b-89).

Anyone who sees to these good deeds of appointment will reap great rewards, even though he must perform stints on the numbers occasionally (90-94). When it comes to making repairs of a temple, etc., certain other specialists, too, must be hired (95-99a). All this is most secret, but very important information—so counsels Nārada at the end of the chapter (99b-100).

III. अर्चकाधिकारात्मातनिरूपण

Arcakādhikārātānirūpaṇa (95 śls.)

“The Numbers of Priests needed for Special Occasions”.

Continuing along same lines as in preceding chapter, Nārada points out that an arcaka is just like a son [पुत्रa] of Hari, and thus it is as a birth-right that the temple concerns fall to him (1-7a). Therefore, all should obey the arcakas. Trustees [dharma-kartās] should help to make the arcakas’ role effective and their life comfortable, for the arcakas have no other duty than to conduct sacrifice to the Lord for others [परार्थिकपुजा]. They are answerable only to God (7b-19).

Are arcakas to accept gifts and gratuities from the devout visitors to a temple? The answer seems to be that in so far as they fulfil their duties they
should be rewarded—not only with the collections gathered for the Lord, but also with sweet praises and cows (20-44a, 71-74). A benediction, blessing, or curse pronounced by an arca ka is as potent as if it came from the lips of the Lord Himself (44-55). Hence, all kinds of honor should be accorded to an arca ka anywhere and at any time (56-61)—even when they stand next to the Lord Himself (75-78).

If an arca ka is appointed in a temple not of the line of the preceding arca ka, then the temple must be reconsecrated by him (62).

Since the arca ka must stay overnight many times to serve the Lord, accommodations should be provided him there—but for no one else (63-70). Indeed, he only is allowed certain unique privileges and rights in the temple (79-92). Yajamānas should see that the pūjā-routines are continued in a temple, even if it means begging for funds to do so (93-95).

IV. भगवानीशब्राह्मादिकमित्तस्वख्तः

Bhagavattīrtha-prasādādikamahimavarnana (192 ślś.)

"In Praise of the 'Tirtha' and 'Prasāda' of the Lord"

The ṛṣis want to know about the details of sacramental offerings made and received in temples (1-4a). Nārada turns first to prasāda—that is, food that is handed out to the devotees—when, where, and how it is to be taken (4b-46). Next he discusses the tirtha-water that has been offered to the Lord, then collected again and distributed to the faithful—why, when, and how this should be taken (47-58).

Since grace comes to men also simply through beholding the Lord in his icon-form, Nārada then discusses darśana-viewing of Viṣṇu at various times (59-74, 175-179). As well, merit derives from accepting other offerings given first to the Lord then divided up for distribution among His devotees—like tulasi-leaves, the pavitra-“garlands”, cosmetics of the Goddess, etc. (75-84).

He even speaks of the merit of staying near a holy place, of dying near a holy spot, of supporting special liturgies to the Lord (85-91). Even giving gifts to the temple, volunteering one’s help in temple routines, endowing the construction or consecration of special buildings or shrines—these activities are all means to gain puṇya-rewards (92-114). Even a man who salutes a gopura from far-off—let alone those who fully prostrate at balīṣṭha, at the gates to the “mahā”-mandapa and at the center of the “mahā”-mandapa—such ones are sure to be rewarded (115-117). Indeed, every action in a temple is to be done by a devotee with all attention to detail and propriety—whether it be in the routines of daily visitation or in arranging to be in the immediate vicinity during festival periods (118-130). Of course, it goes without saying that those who help maintain and execute special liturgies and festivals will be richly rewarded in spiritual as well as mundane benefits (131-174, 180).
The chapter closes with a miscellany of observations about the virtues of domestic worship (181-188),* and about bearing the marks of the Lord on the body, etc. (189-192).

V. धर्माधिकारिविनिष्कन्य Dharmadhikārīvinikṣaya (70  śls.)

"Considerations in respect to a Temple Trustee"

The ṛṣis ask now about the assistants to the arcakas in their temple routines (1-3). Nārada says at the time when the other personnel of a temple are appointed, an administrative officer [dāarmacākārin] should also be appointed. His qualifications are listed (4-14a 18-30a, 58-62) and his duties are outlined (14b-17, 30b-32, 47-51a, 52-57, 64-70), his privileges explained (33-42, 50b, 63). In certain cases, a yajamāna may become the sole trustee for a temple (43). In any event, whoever the trustee or trustees may be, they must meet with the formal approval of the arcaka (44-46).

VI. संप्रेक्षणादितिसमविनिष्कन्य Sampr̥edhādītisanīvarṇa (55  śls.)

"The Occasions for Sampr̥eda Rites"

The ṛṣis ask why sampr̥eda-sprinkling rites are performed in temples (1-2a). There are, says Nārada, four parts to each sampr̥eda-rite, namely sprinkling the temple precincts and buildings, bathing the icon, performing śāntikoma-oblations and offering food-gifts to the participants (2b-4a). And, sampr̥eda must be done to avert further bad consequences when breakage occurs, when miraculous events take place, when lapse in routines occur, when fire breaks out or when natural calamities strike, when defilements happen, when mistakes come in rites, etc. (4b-53). If sampr̥eda is not done on such occasions, the Lord will be displeased (54-55).

VII. भगवदप्रचारिविनिष्कन्य Bhagavadprāchariṇi (62  śls.)

"Concerning Insults to the Lord"

The ṛṣis ask what it is to dishonor the Lord (1-2). The bulk of the chapter is given over to cataloguing the various ways in which the Lord is indirectly or directly dishonored by men: egotism (34, 39-40); condemning tīrtha and prasāda as ordinary things (5-6, 9-10, 25-29); defiling the temple precincts by carelessness or calculated bad behaviour (7-8, 20-21, 30-34, 46-47, 54); acting as if the temple or the icon is not holy or that its activities are ordinary and mundane by ignoring established modes of respectful behavior (22-24, 41-45, 48-53, 55-60, 11-19, 35-38); etc. At any moment one should always be prepared to obey the orders of the arcaha (61-63a).

*Note change of focus from temple to domestic activities.
VIII. अनक्ताविविक्षण

"Concerning what is Special about True Devotees' Thoughts"

The rśis ask to know more* about prapanna-devotees (1-3). Nārada in his response emphasizes the thoughts and intentions of devotees (rather than mere superficial acts), pointing out that such persons are rewarded according to their hearts' devotion (1-7). By the same token, he stresses, no matter how much one does, if his heart is not right, the work avails him nothing toward his salvation (8-10). Those whose thoughts reflect commitment, dedication and reverence in regard to the Lord—such devotees will get release (11-29).

When testing times come, the true believer will always ask himself what may be the cause of his calamities, trying to trace them to his own faults, rejoicing always in the Lord's grace which helps him work away in such manner his past sins (30-38). One's thoughts should always be on God; for one never knows when death will come (39-41a). Everywhere and always—whether travelling or staying at home—one should avail of every opportunity to maintain closeness to God (41b-51a). Whatever is done in this world should be done as a loving duty [kaiñkaryaya] to the Lord; moreover one should avoid doing things simply for personal gain (51b-58a). A prapanna should strive to visit each and every holy place—such activities please God and help the devotee to win His grace (58b-71a). These things, Nārada reminds his listeners, are exactly what Brahma heard from Nārāyaṇa (71b-72).

IX. श्रीजयन्त्याद्युद्वसनिर्विविक्षिण

"Discussion about the Celebration of Kṛṣṇa's Birth and Other Festivals"

The rśis ask to be informed about "Śrījayanti" (1-3a). Nārada complies, but tells about the birth commemorations of Rāma first (3b-7), then of Nṛsinha (8-13), only after which does he turn to "Śrījayanti" or the birth commemorations of Kṛṣṇa (14-51a). In this section it is said when and how to honor Kṛṣṇa, for how long and despite what circumstances, etc.

Then, Nārada tells about the birth celebrations of Śrīdevī (51b-60), which are to be followed by "vijayādaśami"-routines (61-71a). Finally, the time for undertaking kṛtikādiīpa-celebrations is discussed (71b-80). Again Nārada reminds his listeners that all this was reported to Brahmā straight from the Lord (81-82).

X. पुकारसदशिवतमहिमाभिवर्णण

"Discussion concerning the Greatness of the 'Ekādaśī' Vows and Observances"

* This suggests that there may have been a section before this on prapannas.
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The rṣis ask about the vṛata-vow to be done on the eleventh day of each fortnight (1-2). Nārada begins by praising the virtues of the eleventh day itself (3-4), and then tells a story about how the "Ekādaśīvrata"-vow originated (5b-25a). Then he describes the rewards for observing it (25b-26a), and how to undertake the vṛata-vow step-by-step (26b-35). Since no food is to be cooked on Ekādaśī-day, if śrāddha-obligations coincide with Ekādaśī then the śrāddha should be put off (36). However, certain concessions and options are given (37-40).

Then he turns to what is to be done on Dvādaśī-day (41-44).

The rewards of "Ekādaśīvrata" are then given (45-46a), followed by a discussion of the finer points for determining the precise moment when Ekādaśī-day commences (46b-66). The day is further praised for its sacredness and potency (67-69).

Nārada thus taught the rṣis the great secret of the "Bhagavat-śāstra" which was learned from Brahmā (70-71). Altogether there are 1000 ślokas in this condensation, and it is the best of all saṃhitās (72-75).

[Note:—Since the whole of the Saṃhitā as published contains only some 850 ślokas of the presumed full 1000 ślokas, there are fragments given in Appendices that represent additional lines found in some recensions.

Appendix 'A': 30 śls. to be found in ch. VIII regarding the use of the sañ̄hakoṇa, respect for priests, the method of distributing prasāda daily, and how to receive it, etc.

Appendix 'B': 29 śls. to be found in ch. III—more about arcakas, especially their funeral rites.

Appendix 'C': (i) 5-1/2 śls. to be found in ch. II—on giving gifts of land to a temple by the yajamāna after pratiṣṭhā.

(ii) 5-1/2 śls. to be found in ch. III—condemning arcakas who steal.

(iii) 11-1/2 śls. to be found in ch. IV—about japa of mantras and the benefits of doing it; and about decorating the home, etc., with śaṅkha and cakra motifs.

(iv) 5 śls. to be found in ch. V—about the trustee [dharmadhiṅkarin] and his lapses.

(v) 4 śls. to be found in ch. VI—more about occasions for samproksaṇa arising in samproksaṇa itself.

(vi) 8-1/2 śls. to be found in ch. VII—about dishonoring God by riding into the temple on a horse, etc.
Critical Notes

In ch. VIII the question about \textit{prapanna}s indicates something had previously been said on the subject. Perhaps some verses—or chapters—are missing before this. Certainly there seems to be available a number of later chapters that may be added from secondary \textit{P\'ancar\'atra} sources. A “tenth” chapter on \textit{mahotsava\'pr\'aya\'s\'citta} is found in two versions (\textit{P\'aj\'asamgraha}, MGOML R. 2856, containing 136-1/2 \textit{\'slokas}, and \textit{\'Pr\'aya\'s\'cittap\'atala}, MGOML R. 2996, containing 125 \textit{\'slokas}); a fragment of 54 \textit{\'slokas} from the “fifteenth” chapter is found in the subject of \textit{rath\'aro\'hanavidhi} (\textit{P\'ancar\'atra\'tras\'arasamgraha}, MGOML R. 762); an “eighteenth” chapter containing 168 \textit{\'slokas} on \textit{di\'\'ahoma\'vidhi} is available (\textit{\'Pr\'aya\'s\'cittap\'atala}, MGOML R. 2996); a “twenty-second” chapter contains 26 \textit{\'slokas} on \textit{\'bh\'uguptavid\'انا} (\textit{\'Pr\'aya\'s\'cittasamgraha}, Smith’s \textit{\'Agama Collection}) and 5-1/2 \textit{\'slokas} on \textit{su\'\'up\'ti} (\textit{P\'aj\'asamgraha}, MGOML R. 2856); and a “twenty-ninth” chapter of 212 \textit{\'slokas} is on \textit{\'pra\'ya\'s\'cittavid\'i\'di\'} (\textit{\'Pr\'aya\'s\'cittasan\'graha}, a manuscript owned by R. Raghava Bhattar of \textit{\'Sr\'ira\'igam}). Other fragments for example, one found in \textit{\'P\'ancar\'atra-samh\'ita} (MGOML R. 352, the fragment ending on p. 141 there)—may add still additional chapters to the list.

These extra chapters present one with the problem of determining whether they belong to an extended version of the work that is presented partially in print, or whether they constitute portions of an otherwise “lost” work of the same name. In both cases even knottier problems arise in regard to the dating and canonicity of the work(s) concerned. These are problems that may occupy future scholars.
PARASHARASAMHITĀ

Introductory Remarks—

This is a work of some 2000 ślokas divided into thirty-one chapters. Chapters XXIV (?) was quoted in the 15th century by Pillai lokajirswamy, and in the course of the Parāśara-samhitā (ch. XXII) itself we find mention of some of the Ātūrs and Ācāryas, Bhūta (Peyālvā), Mahadāhvaya (Periyālvār), ḵrada or Šaraṭ (Poīhai), Nāthamuni, Pundarikākṣa, Rāma, Kṛṣṇa, Varada and Sundara [jamaia ?], Satrujit...so that the composition of this work must have been before the 15th century but considerably after the time of Sundara. Thus it belongs to the samhitās of the "later" period.

This late date is supported by the fact that by the time this text was written the meaning of the term "Pāñcarātra" had come to be associated solely with the practice of undergoing the "pañcasamskāra"-rites and observing the "pañcakāla"-periods—evidently a late interpretation, to judge from other definitions found elsewhere (see Index, below, under "Pāñcarātra"). Further, the narrative (III: 122-123) mentions the list of canonical titles found in the Pādma-samhitā, which places its composition after that work—even though the title "Pārāśariyā" is found there. In fact, the name "Parāśara" or some variant on it is found in the following lists: Kapinjala (10/100), Pādma, Viśvāmitra, Puruṣottama (25/106), Bhārodvāja (12/103), Mārkaṇḍeya (24/91), (64/108), (43/108), and Viṣṇu Tantra (42, 108/154).

Turning to the contents of the Parāśara-samhitā, we find that a major portion of the work—chs. V-XX, XXIII-XXXI—is devoted to mantras and their composition and applications. Some brief notice is given in chapters XXI and XXII to temples and icons to be installed there, while the opening chapters (I-IV) are given over to a description of the behavior of a true devotee [prapanna]. Dīkṣā is treated briefly in chapter VI. The narrative framework is a dialogue between a sage and Parāśara, the latter of whom quotes Bhagavān in the course of his exposition.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. [no title] (49 śls.)

"The Characteristics of True Devotees"
A sage asks Parāśara to tell him the characteristics of a prapanna-devotee, as well as the various mantras, the names of Viṣṇu, nyāsa-procedures, etc. Parāśara commences his answer by repeating what Viṣṇu told him* regarding the prapanna-way of life. Among other things he reports that it is essential for a true prapanna-devotee to have undergone “pañcasāṃskāra”-rites (9 ff.); also that he orient his daily observances about the five daily pañcakāla-divisions (16 ff.). Then he turns briefly to those who are suited and those who are un-suited for worshipping God (20-36a)—during which he condemns the following of the “māyāvāda” and “buddhaśāstra,” against wearing a moustache, eating with non-Vaiṣṇavas, etc. Those who want to achieve salvation should employ vaiṣṇavabimba-icons in their worship and they should follow the rules of worship appropriate to these, in all things adhering to the “sāttvika” ways in keeping with the śruti and smrī traditions. As well, a prapanna should be scrupulous in many social and commensal situations (36b-49).

II. ‘प्रपन्नसूत्वाच’

Prapannavṛtyācāra (81 śls.)

“General and Special Rules of Conduct for Prapannas”

The sage asks Parāśara to tell more about the ways in which prapannas should behave. Quoting Bhagavān, he says the path of behavior [vyāti, ācāra] is easy, but certain rules laid down in the Vaiṣṇava scriptures [vaiṣṇava-sruti] must be practiced. He mentions that the following sacraments are to be observed: jātakarman, nāmakarana, anna-prāśana, caula,—all with śaṅkha and cakra (3-16). Other rules, too, are to be honored: in shaving (17-26), in the method of applying the punḍra-mark with the yellow-sandal paste color in the center (27-33), in uttering daily the “Gāyatrī”, “aṣṭākṣara” and “dvaya”-mantras correctly and piously (34-51), while avoiding certain people of evil ways as well as the evil ways themselves (52-55), and in the observance of general rules of conduct suitable to a prapanna (35-71).

Then follows a section describing a “paramaikāntin”—namely, one who observes the proper rules of conduct for a prapanna and who worships the Lord in a svayamvyakta-place (72-75). The chapter ends by citing as those wise in the ways of Pāñcarātra [pañcarātra-jña] who adhere to certain legal authorities: Āpastamba, Yājñavalkya, Bodhāyana, Vaikhānasa, Āśvalāyana, et. al. All who follow their teachings will surely get salvation, so long as every action observed is dedicated to the Lord (76-81).

III. [no title] (135 śls.)

“Some Miscellaneous Rules for the Devout Life”

Note: in subsequent chapters the recipient of the teaching is Brahmā.
Brahmā asks the Lord to enlighten him concerning the daily routines (nityācāra) of a prapanna. The Lord’s answer traces the devotee’s day from his early arising from bed in the morning, through his prayers, toilet, worship, etc. In the course of this, some interesting points are made: the relation of the individual soul to the Lord is that of śeṣa and śeṣin (17); of all the yogas which lead to union with God, “rājyayoga” is the best (18); how to remember the line of one’s teachers before taking up japa-repetitions (73); the rules for women-prapannas (78 ff.); the mention of rules for a śādra-prapanna and others (108 ff.); the various expiations that are to be done for minor infractions of various rules (93-108); the extent of the Pāñcarātra reaching to one-and-a-half crores of teaching [sārāhakoṣipramāṇa], and the mention of Pādamsañhitā’s list of titles and its general contents (122-123); the necessary prerequisites of dīkṣā-initiation for anyone who would worship God (129-136).

IV. [no title] (185 śls.)

“More about the Behavior of the Devout”

Bhagavān declares that He will outline steps for meditation at daybreak [sandhyopāsana] (and the procedure He outlines is comparable to what is in other saṁhitās the abhigamana-routines of the “pañcakūlas”—1-30). “Upādāna” is next to be attended to, whereupon worship—at the temple (31)—is to be done. Further, one who calls himself a “guru” should be able to perform worship in the prescribed ways as well as to give pañcasāmśākāra-initiation to others—for none should worship God without that pañcasāmśākāra-initiation (32-41). Then follow for various persons some miscellaneous counsels connected with the worship of God, whereupon the attention turns to foods and dishes, etc., that may be offered to God in worship (42-75). “Ijya” is then treated by the rehearsal of a miscellany of concerns—doing one’s toilet, the right relationship to effect with God, the rules of worship to follow (avoiding those of the Vaikhānasas), commensal rules to observe, attitude toward samyāsins, etc. (76-128). Then “svadhyāya”-concerns are generally treated (129-138), and “yoga”-period rules are laid out (139-142). He alone is a “guru” who attends to all the things listed.

Dīkṣā is of two kinds, of which one—pañcasāmśākāradīkṣā—is treated at some length, emphasizing the five sacraments as these may vary according to different caste-distinctions (143-160). Further distinctions about worship are made in relation to the caste-groups, etc. (161-185).

V. [no title] (31 śls.)

“Concerning the Thousand Names of the Lord”

Bhagavān offers to tell how to repeat the 1000 Names of the Lord, as well as to give certain explanations about the “sahasra-nāma”-mantra—its rṣi, meter,
śakti, etc. Further He declares He will tell how to do dhyāna-meditation in connection with this mantra (1-13). As for dhyāna, there is a different method for śādruṣas to follow (14-16) from brahmans (17-19). Jāpa-repetitions are then treated (20 ff.). An eulogy of those who use the mantra closes the chapter (26-31).

VI. [no title] (66 śl.)

"Rules for Initiation into Mantra Usage"

This chapter turns to the matter of initiating a believer into the knowledge of mantras. Why, when, how, etc., to do this mantradikṣā-ceremony is outlined up to the point of having branded the initiate (1-42), whereupon a section is given over to discussing generally the paścasaṁśāras. Only after this are the final steps of the dikṣā ceremony mentioned (43-66).

VII. [no title] (24 śl.)

One of the things useful for achieving salvation [viṣṇusūryya] as well as a necessity in His normal worship, is the "purāṇākṣa" (= the Puruṣa Hymn, RV: X: 90). This chapter says that the ṛṣi is Brahmā, the meter anvāṣṭup, the devatā is Puruṣa, etc. Nyāsa-concentrations are enjoined for use with this, as is jāpa, etc. (1-17). He who rightly employs this reaps rich rewards (18-24).

VIII. [no title] (14 śl.)

This chapter discusses the "śrisūkta"-mantra—the analysis of it, its repetitions, etc., with particular mudrās and with dhyāna-meditations, and so forth (1-13). The final verse (14) mentions the advantages of this mantra.

IX. [no title] (13 śl.)

This chapter in a similar way discusses the "bhūsūkta"-mantra—a mantra that may be used in āpratiṣṭhā-ceremonies (1-13).

X. [no title] (19 śl.)

This chapter, likewise and in similar fashion, discusses a mantra, in this case the "nīlīsūkta"-mantra (1-19).

XI. [no title] (21 śl.)

This chapter turns to the eighth-syllable "mūla"-mantra. This may also be used in āpratiṣṭhā-ceremonies (1-16). Then the "dvaya"-mantra is briefly treated (17-20). One should employ all the mantras in his nīlīya and naimittika duties if he seeks mokṣa (21).

XII. [no title] (64 śl.)

This chapter discusses the letters of the alphabet in detail and offers remarks concerning the presiding deity of each, its meter, its śakti, etc., just as
if each one were a mantra itself (1-57). An eulogy of one who knows the details just explained closes the chapter (58-64).

XIII. **[no title]** (190 šls.)

Bhagavān declares He will now describe the mantras of the 24 mārīti-aspects of the Lord—Keśava, et. al.—their nyāsas, etc., inasmuch as these will be useful in pratiṣṭhā. A warning is given to arachhas not to allow mixture [sāṁkarya] of a particular mantra with the wrong icon during worship; if such things are done it is as sinful as if one were to offer meat and alcohol to the deity! (1-12). Then analysis of the various mantras are made for the remainder of the chapter: Keśava (13-20), Nārāyaṇa (21-27), Mādhava (28-33), Govinda (34-40), Viṣṇu (41-46), Madhusūdana (47-51), Trivikrama (52-57), Vāmana (58-63), Śrīdara (64-68), Hṛṣīkeśa (69-74), Padmanābha (75-80), Dāmodara (81-87), Saṁkaraśaṇa (88-93), Vāsudeva (94-99), Pradyumna (100-105), Aniruddha (106-111), Puruṣottama (112-120), Jagannātha (121-130), Adhokṣaja (131-135), Acyuta (136-144), Janārdana (145-149), Sūrya (150-156), Āditya (157-160), Varaha (161-163), Harejīva (164-167), Kṛṣṇa (168-173), and Śrīkṛṣṇa (174-180). In the course of these, there are two digressions on worship, citing general rules (131-135, 145-157).

XIV. **[no title]** (39 šls.)

This chapter turns to a brief discussion of the 24 tattvas, and speaks of them in terms of the presiding deity of each, the nyāsas appropriate to these deities, etc. (1-39).

XV. **हन्मसमत्वादिमन्त्रविधि**

_Hanumatsyadimantravidhi_ (313 šls.)

"Rules for the Mantras addressed to Hanuma, Matsya, et. al."

This chapter turns to the mantras attached to each of the ten avatāras and some other forms—the nyāsas appropriate, the jaṭa-repetitions, the "gāyatri"-forms, the bija-analyses, etc.—"Hanumā"-mantra (3-9), "Hanumā-gāyatri" (10-13), "Matsya"-mantra (14-16a, 19-37); "Havigriva"-mantra (38-42), dhyāna-meditation on Hayagriva (43-73), yantra-designs and their decoration in connection with his worship (74-115); "Kūrma"-mantra (116-125), "Kūrma-gāyatri" (126-133); "Varāha"-mantra (134-145), "Bhūvarāha-gāyatri" (146-151); "Narasimha"-mantra (152-159), dhyāna on Narasimha (160-164), "Padma"-mantra (165), "Narasimha-gāyati" (166-170), holy places suitable for jaṭa-repetitions of "Narasimha"-mantra (171-180); "Vāmana"-mantra (181-188), "Trivikrama"-mantra (189-195); "Śrīrāma"-mantra (196-201), dhyāna on him (202-205), "Śrīrāma-gāyati" (206-213), yantra-design for Rāma (214-233); "Balarāma"-mantra (234-247), "Kṛṣṇa"-mantra (248-271), yantra for Kṛṣṇa (272-290), holy places suitable for repetition of "Kṛṣṇa"-mantra (291-297), general rules for using "Kṛṣṇa"-
mantra (298-300). The remainder of the chapter (301-313) deals with differences between the various mantras and their respective sub-varieties: 6 for "Hansa"-mantra; 12 for "Hayagrīva"-mantra; 6 for "Kārma"-mantra; 33 for "Krṣṇa"-mantra, etc.

XVI. [no title] (39 śls.)

In this chapter the "Śudarśana"-mantra and "Śudarśanānārāsiṁha"-mantra are dealt with. The "Śudarśana"-mantra itself is explained (3-18), followed by a discussion of the "Narasiṁhānāsūp-caṭra" (19-24) and the "Śudarśanānārāsiṁha"-mantra (25-39).

XVII. पञ्चयुधमन्त्र Pañcāyudhamantra (20 śls.)

"Mantras Addressed to the Lord's Five Weapons"

This chapter turns to the mantras connected with the five weapons of the Lord: "saṅkha"-mantra (2-6), "gadā"-mantra (7-13), "padma"-mantra (14-20) * * * [The rest of the chapter is lost]. * * * *

XVIII. [no title] (50½ śls.)

The Mantras Addressed to Śrī, Bhū and Nilā"

This chapter turns to the analysis of the following mantras addressed to the goddesses: "Lakṣmi"-mantra (2-20), its yantra-design, etc. (21-31), holy places for Her worship (32-34); "Bhū"-mantra (35-41); "Nilā"-mantra (42-51) * * * [The rest of the chapter appears to be lost]. * * * *

XIX. [no title] (36 śls. inc.)

For pratiṣṭhā-purposes, Bhagavān says He will tell about certain mantras of viṣṇubhaktas "Ananta"-mantra (2-8); "Garuḍa"-mantra (9-16); "Viṣvakṣena"-mantra (17-23). The remainder of the chapter deals with certain general rules for performing worship with mantras for the various classes, etc. (24-36). * * * [The end of this chapter is presumably lost] * * * *

XX. [no title] (10 śls.)

This chapter deals with "Hanuman"-mantra (2-10).

XXI. प्रतिṣ्ठालक्षण Pratiṣṭhālakṣaṇa (225 śls.)

Bhagavān says that he is about to set forth the pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies that may be followed by both Pāṇcarātrins and Vaikhānasas (1-7). An opening section (8-10) rehearses the constituent parts of a temple, before turning to the "sex" of stones—icons of male gods being made from "male" stones, etc. (11-13). Icons made of wood or stone, and depicting Viṣṇu, Śrī, Bhūmi, Nilā, et. al., should not be used for domestic worship—but if the icons are of good metal, PA25
then these deities may be used in home worship. Likewise, movable icons in
a temple should be made of metal. All icons should be made by “sāltuvic”
ṣilpīns (14-16).

Utsavabera-icons are to be made of certain of the Lord’s Aspects only
(17-21), and when icons of bhākta-devotees are installed this brings great merit
(22-31). No merit comes from living in a village where a temple does not exist
(32-39). Merit may be accruéd by repairing damaged icons, however (40-44).

As for pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies of an icon: once the icon has been secured
from the ṣilpin it is bathed (in pañcāmṛta) and placed in a specially built
maṇḍapa having all the usual appointments (45-55). Then the ācārya-director
is selected, along with other rūvikṣ; jalādhivāsa-rites with “darpanādhivāsa”,
etc., are taken care of (56-61), whereupon various pots are to be arranged upon
the vedikā—altar for the sanctifying bath. The various mantra-formulas to be
used in these steps are briefly discussed (62-76). Then, grains having been
spread on the altar, the Lord is offered five different kinds of attention (77-82)
and laid to rest, after which a sacrificial homa-fire of one kind or another—
vaishnavagni or smārtāgni or śrautāgni, depending on the type of icon being
consecrated—is to be done (83-117). Then certain ceremonies have been
attended to, including “ratnanyāsa”, the icon is fastened on its pedestal and
abhiṣeka is offered, followed by sprinkling from water in the main pot. Netron-
milana-rites are done, followed by nyūsas done to the icon, after which point
only may “prāṇapraṭiṣṭhā” be done with the “prāṇapraṭiṣṭhā”-mantra and the
“Narsimha”-mantra (118-157).

All this is done to the accompaniment of readings from the four Vedas,
Upaniṣads, Śāstras, Purāṇas, etc., and from the Bhāgāṇa.* After pratiṣṭhā-
rites to the main icon are done ceremonies relating to the balībhera-icon are
attended to. A general discussion of balī-offerings is given. The ceremonies of
the pratiṣṭhā-rites end with a feast for brahmins (158-191).

A short section follows on the merits of installing image of devotees
(192-195), on who may conduct pratiṣṭhā-rites (including sannyāsins—
196-202), on the potency of a newly-installed icon (203-204), on the rules of
behaviour to be followed by an ācārya when giving “mantradikṣā” and the
respect he is to be given (205-210), and on certain rules for consecration of
domestic icons (211-215). Then follows a brief discussion of the causes which
necessitate prāyaścīita-penances with samproksaṇa-rites when the Lord’s icon is
molested (216-222). The chapter breaks off during an eulogy of the Lord’s
left-over food and water (223-225). * * * *

* A collection of all the available hymns of the Ājvārs.
XXII. तस्कुरपवत्तरः  

Bhaktarupavattra (33 śls.)

"Incarnational Forms among Devotees"

Bhagavan says He will now speak about how He takes form in His devotees [bhaktarupavattra] (1-3). In addition to the usual fabled devotees, He mentions some of the Ājñavās, Ācāryas and saints by name—including Bhūtāmuni, Saromuni, Mahādāhvaya, Nāthmuni, Sundara [jāmāt?] (4-11). Icons to these devotees may be installed in temples and regularly worshipped (12-25). Two brief sections follow recording the qualifications that must be possessed to be a true Vaiṣṇava (26-29) and a pious prapanna (30-32).

XXIII. नामनैकायत्यालयायादिकः  

Nāmastrayamantramāntranyāsādyānādikā (34 śls.)

"Meditation and Concentration on the Mantra of Three Names"

Bhagavan gives here the nyāsa-concentrations and the dhyāna-meditations for the composite mantra containing the names of Acyuta, Ananta and Govinda—and discusses it fully in terms of the ṛṣi, meter, presiding deity, etc. (1-9). There is a yantra-design that may be used in conjunction with the meditation of this mantra; how to construct and utilize this is given (10-22). An eulogy of the yantra and the fruits of using it are given (23-34).

XXIV. [no title] (22 śls.)

In this chapter Bhagavan quotes the Vedic verses that provide the source for such mantras as the "Haṁsa," "Ramakṛṣṇa," "Nārāyaṇa," "Vāsudeva," "Lakṣmi," "Nilā," "Ananta," "Garuḍa," "Śrīkṛṣṇa," "Śrīrāma," "Trivikrama," etc. mantras (1-17). These Vedic-originated mantras may be used only by brāhmīns, not by śādhas. To uphold this rule, as well as others, is a necessity in order to make one fit for any activity (18-22).

XXV. [no title] (56 śls.)

The "Sudarśanaṁśiniḥ"-mantra is discussed in terms of its origin and analysis (1-9), as well as its dhyāna, ājapa and the "prayogic" effects it has when using it in certain ways with homa (10-46). The mantra is eulogized in the closing verses (47-56).

XXVI. हैन्ससमन्त्रान् अध्यदिशायासंसावतात्तरः  

Hamsamantrānāṃ rṣyādyināsahamsāvatārakālaḥ (76 śls.)

"The Occasion for Celebrating the 'Haṁsa'-Mantras; also concerning their Nyāsa, their ṛṣi' etc."

Each of a number of popular mantras has several varieties (1-10). All of these varieties are important for prapannas to know and to repeat; as well, it is
necessary to know when to utter which mantra for installation rites of particular icons, etc. (11). Some of the eight "Hamsa"-mantras are given detailed treatment—analysis, dhyānas, nyāsas, etc. (12-60). A closing section deals with how to perform "Hamsa-mantra-jayantyutsava" and "pradāna"-gift-making (61-71) as well as with the "Hamsamālā-mantra" (72-76).

**XXVII.**

In a similar manner to the preceding chapter’s analysis, some of the 16 varieties of the "Matsya"-mantra are treated (1-48).

**XXVIII.**

Similarly some of the 12 "Hayagrīva"-mantras are analyzed and discussed (1-34).

**XXIX.**

Likewise, some of the six varieties of "Kurma"-mantra are analyzed and discussed (1-16).

**XXX.**

Here, some of the "Varāha"-mantra’s 16 varieties are discussed, analyzed and described (1-39).

**XXXI.**

Finally, some of the 64 varieties of the "Nṛsiṃha"-mantra are described, analyzed and discussed (1-14).

**Critical Notes**—

Chapter XVII, XVIII, XIX and XXI are defective. What may be some 18 extra verses from either chapter XVIII or VIII are found in a secondary work called Pāncaratra-samhitā (MGOML R. 352); 11 verses that may come from chapter XXVI are found in another secondary work called Utsavasangraha (MGOML R. 3286).

This need not be considered a major work in the Pāncaratrāgama canon.
Available:

(a) Padma Tantra, Mysore, Sadvidya Press, 1891. [Telugu script], 1 volume.

(b) Padma-samhitā, Melkote, Ethirāja Jīr Math; 1927 [Telugu script], 2 volumes.


Introductory Remarks—

Of all the Samhitās currently available, the one most widely followed is Padma-Samhitā. Not only is it used as a basic text in the formal training of Pāncarātra arcakas, * but this work also—either in manuscript form or in one of its printed Telugu script versions—guides the routines of worship at a remarkably large number of Śrī-vaiṣṇava temples throughout South India.

Its popularity is thoroughly justified. Of all the texts extant, the Padma-Samhitā stands alone not only for its encyclopaedic scope—covering the entire range of concerns of Pāncarātra doctrine and practice—but also for the detail and clarity with which most topics taken up are treated. It fulfils the ideal of the classical four-fold formulation of subject matter—that is touching upon "jñāna"—concerns (things having to do with cosmogony, cosmology, theology, etc.), "yoga"—concerns (practice pertaining to spiritual discipline), "kriyā"—concerns (topics treating of temple-construction, iconography and the institution of regular worship in properly established temples) and "caryā"—concerns (details of initiation, daily habits, on-going worship cycles, discipline with mantras, etc.)—by its division into four "pādas" so-named. It is a long work, nearly twice as long as some so-called "long" texts, three or four times as long as most "average" length works. It runs to well over 9000 slokas, the four "pādas" containing 12, 5, 32 and 33 chapters respectively.

* In the arcaka-training schools at both Mysore and Śrīraṅgam.
Traditionally, too, it has been afforded a high status by an attributive relationship to one of the so-called “Three Gems” of the canon. Just as the Īśvara-saṁhitā is said to derive from the Sātvata-saṁhitā, and the Pārāmeśvara-saṁhitā claims a close relationship to the Pauśkara-saṁhitā, so the present Pādma-saṁhitā is supposedly associated with the Jayākhyā-saṁhitā. In this regard, then, it is also connected by tradition with the mode of worship maintained at Conjeevaram. It is named as canonical in the following lists: Kapīṇjala (7, 75/100), Puruṣottama (1/106), Bhāradvāja (9, 76/103), Mārkaṇḍeya (14/91), Viśvāmitra (8/108), and Viṣṇu Tantra (91/154); it is also mentioned in Parāśara-saṁhitā (III : 122-123). Not surprisingly it is ranked as first in the list found in its own “jñānapāda” (see Addendum I, below); and in the “caryā-pāda” (XXXIII : 203b-204) it is said that it ranks alongside Sanatkumāra, Parama, Padmodbhava* and Kanva as one of the “5 most precious gems” of the Pāṅcarāträgama canon.

As for the date of its composition, it bears none of the marks of the primitive, direct style of the presumably “earlier” works—e.g., Viśvākṣena, Sanatkumāra, Sātvata, Īśvara, et. al. In fact, its sophisticated exposition and some of the rules enjoined point, rather, to a “middle period” somewhere between the composition dates for the “earlier,” pre-Rāmānuja works and the “later,” clearly post-Rāmānuja pieces. There is no need to suppose, however, that its composition postdates all 108 of the titles named in its own canonical list. The earliest known quotation of it as a Pāṅcarātra authority is by Vedānta Deśika (13th century).

The study of the Pādma-saṁhitā repays the serious student with precious glimpses into the complicated patterns of Pāṅcarātra piety. Perhaps the single most curious facet of the work is its rather atypical attitude toward class distinctions that are to be maintained among devotees. Whereas the typical note struck time and again in other works, both “earlier” and “later”, is a disappearance of class distinctions among the devoted followers of the Lord, in the Pādma, despite its heavy emphasis on the grace of God, there is an exclusiveness maintained in regard to social origins of the faithful. For example: in “yoga-pāda” III : 5 only the three upper classes are said to be eligible for Pāṅcarātra (āṅśikā); in “kriyā-pāda” II : 54 it is clearly stated (in contrast to what is found in some other texts) that even a yajamāna cannot be selected from among the śudra-class; and in “caryā-pāda” I the attitude is that while private devotions honoring the Lord may be maintained by persons of all classes, only some are eligible for performing “pārārthā-pūja”. The general tenor is expressed in “jñāna-pāda” V : 4-6—namely, that God’s grace is available only

* Obviously, the “Pādma” text is to be distinguished from the “Padmodbhava” as well as from the “Padmanābha”.
to those who observe their class (jāti) and life-stages (āśrama)—which contrasts with other texts chiefly in the matter here of emphasis.

The narrative framework of Pādma-sañhitā is somewhat more complicated than similar constructions found in other pieces. It need detain us here only in so far as it represents an attempt (a) to invest the work with the added authority of antiquity and (b) to imply that what we now have is the quintessence of an original, divine message. Samvarta, the narrator of the present version of some 10,000 ślokas to a group of assembled sages, avers that this is the teaching he received from Padma; Padma had condensed his teaching from a 100,000 śloka version received from Kapila; Kapila had in turn condensed his version from a discourse in 500,000 ślokas delivered by Brahmā; Brahmā had also condensed his discourse from an original teaching of 1,500,000 ślokas revealed to him by the Lord Himself. The dialogue reported, then is the essential communication between the Lord (Bhagavān) and Brahmā as Saṁvarta tells it.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

Jñānapāda—

I. शाखावतार Śaṅkravatāra (110 šls.)

"The Transmission of the (Pāñcārātra) Teaching"

The setting is Kaṇva’s hermitage where sages, who have already mastered the Vedas and allied literatures, have gathered to ask what they must do to gain admission to paradise [kaivalya]. There, they are told to listen to Saṁvarta, who relates to them the technique of worship which leads to kaivalya. Saṁvarta’s teaching, the Pādma Sañhitā which follows is a condensed version of the teaching related in 10,000 ślokas to Saṁvarta by Padma in the nether world [pātala]; Padma’s teaching was, in turn, a condensation from 100,000 ślokas he received from Kapila, whose teaching was also a condensation from 500,000 ślokas he got from Brahmā, itself a condensation from an original 1,500,000 ślokas which Brahmā received from Keśava (=Nārāyaṇa = Śrībhagavān) (1-34).* Then Saṁvarta begins to relate the conversation between Brahmā and Śrībhagavān which confirms that the teaching is—above all others promulgated in the world—the best technique by which to reach heaven and to be born no more (35-55). After this, he tells of the greatness of the system (56-64), the merits and rewards which accrue to one and all who follow its tenets (65-76a, 88-97a), the internal richness which allows for divergences of traditions within the system (76b-83, 86-87), and the folly of following more than one sañhitā for a single series of rituals (84-85). The names of the 108

tantras of the Pāñcarātra corpus are named (97-114).* Even those who repeat these 108 titles will gain salvation (115-116).

II. Mūryutpattiphalā (49 śls.)

"The Results of the Creation of the Aspects of God"

The saṁhitā is divided into four sections: "jñāna", "yoga", "kriyā" and "caryā". It is of the "ātiya"-type (i.e., it has a divine origin): who drinks deeply of this saṁhitā's teaching will gain immortality [āmṛta]. The "jñāna"-portion describes creation, and gives knowledge [vijñāna] of God Himself (I-6a).

God is described as He is in His Unmanifested, Primary State [nirupama jyotis] (6b-10), from which was born [jāta] Vāsudeva; and from this two-handed Vāsudeva a second four-handed Vāsudeva was born holding the cakra-weapon which protects the world, the lotus from which creation proceeds, the conch which calls all to salvation and the club that destroys creation (11-14, 37). This second Vāsudeva displays Himself in two forms—the white "Vāsudeva" and the black "Nārāyaṇa." From this white aspect of "Vāsudeva," which is full of the six guṇas [sādguṇa], is born Saṁkarṣaṇa (who is mainly "jñāna-guṇa"), from whom in turn is born Pradyumna (who is mainly "bala-guṇa"), and from him in turn is born Aniruddha (who is mainly "āśvarya-guṇa"). From each of the last four aspects [mūrtis] are born three other aspects, making twelve beings [anāśas]† (15-25).

Once again each of the four aspects reproduces itself; and from each of these derivative Vāsudevas, Saṁkarṣaṇas, Pradyumnas and Aniruddhas—called collectively the ""vyuha""—is born yet another generation; and from this new foursome are born yet four others. All of these comprise the male progenitors of Pure Creation (26-28). Then, turning to the female beings, there were eight born from the first Vāsudeva (29-30).

The ten full avatāras of Viṣṇu are products of the four vyūhas (31-33a); also sixteen other aspects [mūrtis] of Viṣṇu came from each of the four vyūhas—Haya-grīva, Satya, et al. (33b-36); and the goddesses, Garuḍa and the heavenly retinue, etc., all came from the first Vāsudeva (38-41).

The creation [stṛṣṭi] of the physical world is described [in terms reminiscent of the "Puruṣa Hymn" (RV : X : 90)] wherein Vāsudeva Himself is the source for the component parts of the world (42-45). Vāsudeva who is of the form of the universe he had created, shines in the midst of the milky-ocean.

---

* See Addendum I, below.
† What Schrader (op. cit.), p. 41, calls "sub-vyūhas," although such words as "vyūhāntara" and "mūryatāntara" are not words that appear in our text.
III. ब्रह्मदिर्घ्यप्रकार  

"Method of Creation of Brahma, etc."

Brahma’s part in creation is now detailed: Nārāyaṇa, having created the waters [loam,] goes to His banyan tree where He lies down with the serpent Ananta.* Out of His navel grows a lotus wherefrom Brahma emerges (1-6a). Brahma himself then creates some yogins who refuse to do their part in creation; Brahma’s reaction to this refusal causes him to knit his eyebrows in anger—from which spot Rudra is born (7b-11). Rudra, described as half-male and half-female, etc., and having divided [Samvibhajya] his body, proceeds to create replicas of himself only; so Brahma then creates from his mind Marici, et. al., and they succeed in creating the three worlds [loka] we know (12-15). With these, Brahma feels he has accomplished his purpose and, concentrating on the Lord, receives a vision of Him in blazing glory. From this apparition of Bhagavān Brahma learns that the sole reason for creation is that it gives joy [kriṣṇa] to God, and this is only one of His divine pleasures along with preservation and destruction (16-27).

IV. मुमुक्षुसंसारांमोचन  

"(Concerning the) Relief of Those Who Desire Emancipation from this World"

Brahma, still enjoying the vision of the Lord, learns that of the countless powers of God four stand out as principal ones; the three guṇas (which account for His bent towards creation, preservation and destruction respectively) and what is called ananda (which is the power by which God grants salvation to those who seek Him) (1-7a). Of the four names of the Lord, the superior one is Vāsudeva—because this name literally means “Giver of Salvation”. Then explanatory definitions are also given for saṁsāra and mukti (7b-22);† the closing ślokas deal with man who is subjected to this world, and how he is bound to it (23-26).

V. ब्रह्मलक्षण  

"Description of Brahman"

* There seems to be, between adhyāyas II and III, a “doublet”—that is, a double-version of creation—the same kind of problematical repetition that can be discerned in the Creation stories found in Genesis I and III.

† Reminiscent of the Bhagavad-Gītā’s teaching.
Brahmā asks how it comes to be that man becomes bound by āprakṛti? The connection, he is told, is due solely to the eternal power of māyā; but this māyā-induced state may be overcome by God's grace [prasāda] (1-3). This grace is available, however, only to those who observe their class [jāti] and life-stages [āśrama] (4-6).

Then the discussion shifts to an analysis of creation [based upon a theistic adaptation of the Sāṅkhya outlook (7-22a)]. Brahmā then asks (22b-23), given this foregoing understanding, what gives the sure knowledge of ultimate reality [brahmasiddhi], and he is told that there are two stages of knowledge which lead to a comprehension of ultimate reality—"kriyā"—knowledge which leads to "satya"—knowledge, which in turn leads to brahmasiddhi. Of the fundamental "kriyā"—type of endeavor, there are also two kinds—"yama" and "niyama" (24-27). Ultimate Reality [brahma] is described as bliss, unequalled, stable, the meeting-place of all opposites, etc. (28-40a)—and who experiences it thus will win a place near god [paramapada] (40b).

VI. विषमद्विपुराणा Brahmaprāpta-pūrṇa

"The Mode of Obtaining Ultimate Reality"

Brahmā, having heard the foregoing description of Ultimate Reality in terms that are reminiscent of personality, now seeks to know about the same Ultimate Reality in non-personal [arūpa] categories. A series of similes is given (2-29) which attempts to show the nature, extent and relation to this world of Ultimate Reality.

Given this extensive comprehension of Ultimate Reality, Brahmā then asks who can ever master this knowledge. The mastery belongs, he is told, to them who are initiated into the Pāñcarātra teachings by means of the "cakrābja-manḍala"—dikṣā, to those who comprehend the 12-syllable mantra, and to those who worship according to Pāñcarātra injunctions. Those who do not do these things will never pass through māyā to Viṣṇu (30-33).

Further description of Ultimate Reality is given (34-36), followed by a discussion of its sthūla, sūkṣma and para forms (37-39), its prakṛti and viṣṇu manifestations (40-42a), its approachability as Nārāyaṇa (42b-44) and its shape as it is known in the yogin's heart (45-47). Those who perform their duties thinking only of Bhagavān, and who perform their pājās five times a day, those who practise eight-fold yoga, those who constantly reflect upon the twelve-syllable mantra—they will achieve final release. The closing ślokas attempt to describe the relationship between the released jiwa and God (48-53).

VII. गतिविषयकथाम Gataviśeṣakathana

"Discussion of Man's Involvement in his Condition"
Brahmā asks the way of obtaining brahman by "jñāna" (1). Bhagavān replies that the way to moha through knowledge is open only to those who meet certain qualifications: desirelessness, purity, equanimity, dutifulness, etc. (2-7). By contrast, those who personify the opposite qualities must suffer the pain of continued rebirth. What makes them persist in their evil ways is their involvement in mayā (8-13). And this involvement comes upon a man because he is a creature of the three guṇas, which are the conditioning factors that make him by their domination either near or far from his goal (14-31). Only when man is favored by God’s grace [sumukha prasāda] is he enabled finally and completely to reach brahman (32-33).

Brahmā asks more about the guṇas and their connection and disconnection with man’s being (34). It turns out that the binding agent, mayā, is as much due to God’s will as is man’s release due to God’s grace. In this latter, faith [śraddhā], devotion [bhakti] and intent [samādhi] are necessary prerequisites [kāraṇa] for God’s grace (35-43). Those who worship God do so according to their dominant guṇa; and those whose guṇa-component allows then to worship correctly will reach the final goal (44-57a). Because it is important to worship God, and thus obtain release, by demonstrating the better guṇa, so it is important in every undertaking to cultivate the best guṇa—such as in diet by eating only sātvic foods (57b-60), in work by doing only uplifting things (61), in conduct by doing only noble acts (62-67). Those who do not demonstrate the best in everything they do are destined to be reborn and to remain forever enmeshed in saṅsāra (68-70).

VIII. Tapovisesakathana

"Concerning a Particular Kind of Tapas"

Tapas is discussed in its varieties—and two sets of three types are given, one set based on how tapas is done, another based on the dominating guṇa involved (1-7). There follows a discussion of creation and time—comparing mundane time with the Days of Brahmā—and of the cycles of dissolution (8-14a). Prakṛti, the substance of the created world, is made up of the three guṇas mixed together (14-15), and this prakṛti undergoes its changes at the direction of the Lord [paramātman] (17-19).

There follows then a discussion of the eight-fold process which is helpful to follow in obtaining release. But so long only as one remains devoted to the Lord will this release come as the gift of His grace. Release itself is of three kinds: "bheda," "abheda" and "niśra"—and one or another of these kinds is granted to the soul that aspires after it (20-35a).

Of all the 51 levels of being [tattvas] in creation, the most sublime is "paramatattva"—and how one achieves this high level or status by aspiring toward it is explained (35b-49).
IX. जम्बुद्वीपाधिक्रमाणवर्णन

"Description of the Extension of Jambudvipa, etc."

Brahmā asks to know about the fourteen worlds. He is told in simple terms in this chapter only about this world, which is comprised of seven concentric islands and seven oceans. At the center is the largest of the island, Jambū, and India is located on this island. At the center of the island is located Mt. Meru—and there are three countries to the south of Meru, including India itself, three countries to the north of Meru, and one country each on the east and west (1-31a). There follow some details regarding the locations and description of four gardens, some tanks, some hills and towns (31b-45a); the divine source of the Ganges River and its earthly course (45b-52a); and the boundaries of India itself (52b-59). The Lord, in order to safeguard the world, has taken many shapes and forms and is present at certain places such as hilltops, etc. Indeed, this world and countries which comprise it is a place of enjoyment [bhogabhūmi], and here one has long life, health, happiness, freedom from hunger and fear, etc. (61-67).

X. भुलोकविस्तारकथन

"Regarding the Extent of Bhūloka"

This chapter is concerned specifically with India itself. Unlike other countries of this world, India alone offers the means to overcome one’s destiny by performing certain acts [karmaṇ] and by taking advantage of the aids the Lord Himself has given men (1-10).

Regarding the geography of the remainder of this world, the outer concentric island is called Puṣkara. The hills and towns of this place are briefly described (11-16). Rimming the whole circle of this world of seven concentric islands is the mountain called Lokālaka, or Jagaddhātri. On the highest slopes of this hill are groups of beings [kumudādīgūṇa] worshipping the Lord, His weapons, and His retinue as they appear there. Beyond these slopes is outer darkness—for the sun shines only within this world-system encircled by the mountain rim. This mountain rim not only encloses the world but it also is the controller [jagaddhātri] of the world (17-25a).

XI. अत्तलोदिलोकपरिमाण

"The Extent of the Nether Worlds"

Turning now to the nether worlds beneath the earth—named atala, vītala, nītala, gabhastimāṇ, mahat, sutala, pālāla—these are the realms where people are reborn who have punya-merit [punyabhūmi]. Each of these nether regions measures 1600 yojanas in extent, and each is populated by dānavas, daityas, kālayas and phāṇis, whose lives are full of joys and pleasures. The gems that
abound there even give off a radiant light. These regions are ruled over by the 1000-headed Ananta-form of the Lord (1-I4). This Ananta-form is further described (15-23): for example, the end of the age comes when he throws forth from his mouth poison in the form of Śiva.

Just as there are the seven worlds beneath the earth, so beneath the waters are two other nether worlds—named raurava and mahā-raurava—where sinners suffer impalement and countless other tortures (24-29). Those who attach themselves to God through (Pāñcarātra) worship will not need to worry about either heaven or hell (30-31a).

XII. Bhuvanēka-viśistāra

"Explanation of the Upper Worlds"

This chapter turns first to the worlds of the upper regions. The highest region is at the feet of Viśnū [paramapāda (34), or Viṣṇuloka (itself divided into five parts: 36-40)]. The way to get there is through the sun—door, through which there is no return (1-I2). The other regions of the upper world are located somewhere beneath the sun in various directions and among the planets—and these are found, starting with earth itself, Bhuvanēkā (13-I4a), Suvarnēkā (25-30), Janaloka (31a), Tāpoloka (31b), Satyaloka (32a) and Brahmāloka (32b-33). Elsewhere in these heavenly regions—but not among the major upper worlds—is to be found Śivaloka. Encircling all the upper and lower regions are seven coverings—of water, of fire, of air, of space, of darkness, etc. Each such complex of worlds is called an "aṇḍā" and the number of these aṇḍas is countless (47).

Viṣṇu pervades all of the aṇḍas while yet at the same He is greater than they, and stands beyond them as observer [sākṣi] (48). In this outer-space there are, further, four other regions—each one presided over by one of the four Vyūhas—in addition to three others, above which is Nārāyaṇaloka (53).

Beyond all of these is Vaikūḍha, where Bhagavān is to be found surrounded by His divine attendants (54-61).

Brahmā thanks Bhagavān for dispelling his ignorance. Padma says that all the foregoing is very secret, and only because it has been faithfully preserved from Brahmā to Kapila to Padma is it possible to pass it on. Only certain people are deserving to hear—and their qualities are listed, and the rewards they get are mentioned (62-78).

* Cf. Brhad-brahma-samhitā
YOGAPĀDA

I. आसनभेदलक्षण

Asanabhedalaksana (22 šls.)

"Discussion of Types of (Yogic) Postures"

Brahmā asks to know about yogas. Bhagavān replies that there are two kinds of yoga—"karmayoga" and "jñānayoga". A devotee may achieve liberation by either method—in the first case by performing one’s duty, or, in the second case, by concentrating only on Bhagavān. The means in each case are different—yama, etc., for "karmayoga"; equanimity [vairāgya] for "jñānayoga" (1-7). However, in the case of "karmayoga" it is to be noted that the eight steps are especially defined. Yama involves ten practices: ahimsā, satya, asteya, brahmacarya, dayā, ārjava, kṣamā, dṛṣṭi, mitāhāra and śauca; tapas, the second step, involves six prerequisites, namely, trṣī, āstikya, dāna, ārādhana, siddhāntaśravaṇa and hṛ; āsana, the third step, requires perfection of the eight positions—svastika, vyuḍhrama, pāṭama, vīra, bhṛḍa, gomukha, mukta and māyāra (8-22).

II. नादिस्वरुपकथन

Nādisvarūpakahana (38 šls.)

"Chapter on the Disposition of the Nādis"

Continuing the discussion on the eight steps of yoga, Bhagavān declares that prāṇāyāma, the fourth step, is done because by breath-control the internal nerves and veins [nāḍī] are purified as are also the various internal vital airs (1-2). Technical details of how this is undertaken, as well as ideological justification for what it does, are given (3-18). The internal cavities, the countless veins and other channels are cleansed by means of placing the five primary vital airs properly (19-38).

III. प्राणायामलक्षण

Prāṇāyāmalaksana (36 šls.)

"Description of Breath-Control"

Having described the virtues of prāṇāyāma, Bhagavān now turns to the directions for practising it. Any one of the three classes eligible for Pāñcarātra may begin by selecting a proper position [āsana] (1-6). Then breathing itself is done according to a specified tempo: inhaling should be done slowly over a count [maatra] of 16; the breath should be held for a count of 16, or alternatively 64; then slowly the breath is exhaled (7-9). Those who are successful at this breath-control method of internal purification—especially those who do with mastery this exercise 16 times per day—will be not only cleansed unto the heart where Brahmā resides but will also be relieved of all sins; who continues thus for three years will be rewarded by a vision of God in his heart; who continues still beyond this point deserves by his self-mastery to be called a true
yogin (10-18a). Certain physical symptoms witness to how masterful a practitioner is in his prāṇāyāma—and such persons must be graded. The reward of all is enviable, but only the yogic masters, who succeed altogether, will reap the greatest rewards (18b-23). Further details are given about the practice of prāṇāyāma, with particular regard to the location or placing of the breath in the various phases of inhaling, exhaling, etc.—along with the benefits that accrue thereto (24-37a).

IV. पञ्चभूतस्तम्भनिर्मयया

“Discussion Concerning the Places of the Five Elements (in the body)”

Brahma asks Bhagavan to explain to him about death. Bhagavan says that when a healthy man loses sensation in his thumb or in his big toe, he will die within one year; when a man loses sensation in his wrists and ankles, he will die within six months; when he loses sensation in his armpits or in his groin, he will die in a month’s time. When he sweats in these latter areas, only fifteen days remain. Other symptoms are given indicating death coming ever nearer. When these are experienced, the man who seeks after salvation [nīḥśreyasa] should begin the practice of japa and dhyana, and make sure his daily duties [anuṣṭhāna] have been attended to (1-8). Bhagavan then enumerates the 18 vital parts [marma] and tells in which ones are to be found the five elements [bhūtas]—Earth [prthivi] being located in the vital parts of the legs, Water [ap] being located in the vital parts of the lower abdomen, Fire [agni] being located in the vital parts of the stomach, Air [vāyu] being located in the vital parts of the chest, and Ether [ākāśa] being located in the vital parts of the head. Further, he indicates that the Vyāhas of the Lord may be understood to pervade these various vital areas. Whoever practises yoga, understanding the body to be the abode of these elements and of the Lord’s forms, will achieve moksha (9-25a).

V. योगलक्षण

“Discussion of Yoga”

Bhagavan proceeds to describe how to practise yoga. Having assumed the proper posture, the devotee should persevere in certain physical acts to draw his senses in, and then as he practises breath-control, meditate on Vāsudeva. As he continues to control his breath his meditation on God progresses to the point where God Himself [deva] is seen in the heart. A description of how He appears in His cosmic form [viśvarūpa] is given (1-15). Whoever achieves this marvellous vision through yogic practices would seem to have all things, but, counsels Bhagavan, this is only the penultimate reward of yoga. If breath-control is perfected so that the vital “prāṇa” is directed to the top of the
head—and if this is also accompanied by repetition of the "dvādaśākṣari"-mantra—then one enjoys the final reward. Such a yogin is not born again and he becomes one with Brahman [brahma sampādyate] (16-27).

The final ślokas (28-31a) specify to whom such yoga as has been outlined may be taught, and praises those who undertake to practise it.

KRIYĀPĀDA :*

I. GRAMASVĪKĀRA

"Selection of the Building Site"

Brahmā, saying that the path of knowledge about which the Lord has so far spoken is well and good for those of intellect, now asks what is the way that leads to release for the masses who are also devoted to the Lord? Bhagavān replies that a person who worships Him in the proper way obtains the same release as does the "jiñānayogin". He says he will now tell the means for worshipping Him properly covering everything from plowing (a site chosen for constructing a temple) through to final sanctification of the finished structure and images (I-II).

A man who wants to build an abode of the Lord on earth and who undertakes to support the various rituals connected with the construction of the temple is called a yajamāna-patron,** his qualifications are given. His first task is to appoint a qualified ācārya who will supervise the entire building program (12-19). Together with a skilled craftsman [rathakāra] the three select a suitable site, perform a ritual examination of the soil [bhūparikṣā], testing it for various qualities of fertility, consistency, taste and color and then perform "praveśabali"-rites with offerings and a procession (20-47). Then pegs and strings are laid to mark off the plot, and a pacification of "Vāstupuruṣa" is sought with homa-offerings, followed by a bali-offering (48-55).

II. GRAMĀDIVINYASA

"On Town-Planning"

Since a temple plays such an integral role in any village, and a village only finds its meaning as it is oriented about its temple, Bhagavān turns now to the science of town-planning [gramādivinīṣvarūpa]. Different types of towns are distinguished, according to what caste predominantly lives there, according

* A critical edition in Devanāgari of "kriyāpāda" Chs. I-X, with notes in English noticing parallels and differences in details from the available Pāñcarātra texts, has been published by the compiler of this bibliography in Pāñcarātrāprasādoprasādanam, Madras, 1963, 200 pp.

** In "kr." II : 54a—a śūdra should not try to become a yajamāna of a temple.
to the lay-out of the streets and their number ( 1-16). A given village-site is divided into the four parts, "brāhma," "daiva," "mānuṣa" and "paitāca"; in the first two should be the houses of Brahmans, the last (?) being allotted for temples, presumably in the center of the site. It is here, also, that the "madhyaviniṣa" ( sc: garbhaviniṣa) ceremonies will be done—after doing which only may the site begin to be colonised—and directions are given for their performance (17-27). Temples appropriately placed in a village ( 28f, 52bf.) surcharge the area with God's presence and power. How to orient the temple toward the directions, what its shape will be, etc.—these are matters that depend upon the aspect of the Lord to be housed there ( 30-34); where to place temples to other deities in the city-plan is given along with how the rest of the town should be laid out ( 35-43, 54b-57a, 66b-70). The benefits for doing so are enumerated (47-54a, 71-73). A few places are prescribed for temple construction (44-45, 57b-51a). The leadership of worship in Vaiṣṇava, Śaiva and other temples is open only to certain qualified persons—they are described (6rb-66a).

III. कर्षणादिविधि  

Karṣaṇādīvidhi  

(50 śls.)

"On Plowing and Levelling".

Picking up from where he left off before he digressed about town-planning, Bhagavān says that after the ceremonies connected with "Vāṣṭupuruṣa" are seen to, the ācārya begins the plowing. How this is to be done, with what instruments, in what ways he prepares himself for the ritual-task, and what mantras are to accompany the turning over of the first seven furrows—these are given (1-21). While plowing, the ācārya should look for auspicious signs, for these indicate how the rest of the project will proceed (22-27a). After plowing is completed, the place is levelled, and seeds are sown. When these have sprouted and ripened, cattle are allowed to graze there (thus allowing sufficient time for the ground to settle back to normal after the original plowing and levelling). Other measures are taken to determine that the selected site is, indeed, auspicious in every way before the ritual laying in of the "ādhāraśakti"-image along with variously filled pots. How the pots are to be filled is given. After the pots have been buried, the area is levelled again by having an elephant march back and forth over the space (27b-50).

IV. शिखरनिर्माणप्रकार 

Śikharanirmāṇapraṇāra  

(45 śls.)

"The Procedure of Planning (the temple) up to the Śikhara-element"

While the temple is under construction, the Lord's Presence at the scene is provided by a miniature "bālabimba," which is a small replica of the image to go in the future main shrine. Hari's Presence obstructs the evil spirits' effects during the building-period. How the miniature "bālabimba"-shrine is to
be constructed, where; how furnished, how installed with a ten-day festival and regularly worshipped, is given (1-24a).

A classification of temples according to the homogeneity of material used follows—suñcita, asañcita and upasañcita (24b-28). Having gathered the building materials to be used in the proper way, giving attention to all details of quality, etc. (29-35), the construction will begin with the basement elements (ṇḍalaka, upapṛṣṭha, adhiṣṭhāna) and will proceed to the other parts of the upper structure (pāda, pṛastara, grīvā, śikhara), adding embellishments, subsidiary features [āṅgaka] and storeys [ṭala] according to the pre-arranged plan [pata]. The maximum height will be twelve storeys (36-45).

V. प्रथमेष्टकाविवि

Prathamesṭakāvīdhi (90 śls.)

"Regarding the Ceremony of the "First Bricks"

Using pegs and strings, the outline of the proposed temple structure's plan will be marked out on the ground—the shape being determined by the requirements of the main idol's posture as it will be revealed in the sanctuary (1-12). Some injunctions follow about adhering to Vāstuśāstra-rules in building (13-15) and about homogeneity of materials used. The "first brick" will be of a material in keeping with the remainder of the structure, but it will be "female" in gender while the others will be "male" up to the last, "neuter" stone at the top (16-22). How to make the bricks for the structure, including the preliminary rituals, is given (23-42). The preliminary rites that accompany the laying of the four "first bricks" are outlined—with directions for an ankurārpaṇa-germinations ceremony, the construction of a special maṇḍapa, the aḍhivāsa ritual and its accompanying mantras, a śayana-period, and homa-offerings (43-66). On the following day, to the accompaniment of great éclat, the four bricks are placed, signifying the four aspects of Viṣṇu (in domestic buildings five bricks are laid, signifying the five mūrti aspects of the Lord). The pit into which these (female) bricks have been placed is filled with earth from holy places, all the while noting auspicious and inauspicious signs and portents (67-82a). Instructions on how to reward the acārya handsomely for his part in this rite are then given, followed by an eulogy of temple-patrons (82b-90).

VI. गर्भविस्वासविवि

Garbhavīsvāsavidhi (51 śls.)

"Concerning the 'Seed' Vessel Ceremony"

This chapter tells what materials are deposited in a vessel [maṇḍūkā] (1-9a, 23b-40), how that vessel is honored with a homa-rite (9b-16) and how the same vessel is ritually placed by the acārya, in the pit prepared (with "female" bricks—see preceding chapter) for its reception (17-23a). That this is a highly symbolic act is made clear by the thoughts and recollections to be
evoked during the event (24, 41b-42)—the ācārya, acting as Hari, uses the vessel to deposit as it were the “seed” in the womb of the Earth Mother (who awaits as a bride awaits her groom, after rūmnāna, for the consummation of the garbhādhāna-samaskāra). “Raśā”—protection should be provided so that the seed is not disturbed and the ceremonies for the nascent temple be not abortive (43-46a).

The chapter closes with a description of how the temple may rise to great heights, but that certain aspects of the deity should be sure to be shown on the various storeys (46b-51).

VII. ओऽधिश्चनविधि  

Adhiśṭhānavidhi  

(77 śls.)

“Rules for Basements”

The purpose of the basement-elements of a temple are threefold, beauty [śobhā], protection [rākṣaṇā] and added height [samucchārya]. The component parts, proportionate measurements and decorative motifs of upāpiṭhas are first discussed (2-24); then adhiśṭhānas are similarly discussed (25-39), with the addition of several varieties of adhiśṭhānas according to variant dispositions and measurements of its composite elements (40-70, 73-77). Bhagavān counsels (71-72) that rules which apply to temples should not be applied to the construction of houses.

VIII. प्रासादभेदः  

Prāsādabheda  

(93 śls.)

“Types of Temples”

(This is ostensibly a highly technical chapter on varieties of vimāṇa-types based on differences of tāla-measurements and adhiśṭhāna-basements, but the treatment upon examination gives only the most superficial of distinctions between one type and another). 52 types of vimānas are named and briefly differentiated. Vaijayantaka, vṛttiyata, śrīvīṣāla, svastibandha, śrikara, puṣpaka (the most honored of the many types), kesara, karkara, sudārśana, svastika, saustika and pārvata constitute the first dozen named (1-14). Madara (sc.: mānasā? mandara?), svastibandha, saustika (sc.: pausṭhi?), pāncāla, viṣṇukāntaka, suṃgaṇāla, kāntāra, puṣkara, manohara, kauberahāntaka, bhadrakoṣṭha, kośṭhabhadra, śrībhoga, (another) puṣkara, laṁbapāṇjara, jaya, cakraka (sc.: vandira), saubhadrika, kamalamāṇḍala (var. lect.: kamalamaṇḍapā), indubhadra, dhavālīkānta, saumya, laṁtabhadrika and śailadardara (15-58a). Also vyāsa, jaya (śailakandara?), bhadra, yogānaḍana, kaṁśatāraṇa, mahendraka, sūrya-kānta, maṅgalalāḍa, viṣṇa, vimalākṛti, amalāṅga, vimala, śrīdharahānta, candra-kānta, śrīprarāśhīta and juddhaṃvastikā (58b-93).
IX.  

Mūḍhēṣṭakāvidhikāinvimāna-devatākalpana

"Rules for Placement of the Roof-Bricks, and the Installation of the Deities on the Outside Walls of the Viṁāna-structure."

The chapter opens with brief mention and explanation of "nāgara," "dṛāṇiḍa" and "vesara" types of temples (1-3). Then the narrative turns to the ritual complementary to that of laying the "first bricks" (see ch. V, supra), namely the "last bricks" or "mūḍhēṣṭakā"-ceremonies. First, four (neuter) bricks are placed on an altar atop a heap of grains, and after appropriate worship of ritual pots, fire-offerings and śāntithomas are done. The acārya, the yajamāna and an especially selected assistant, after spending a night in vigil, ritually bathe the four bricks the next morning with the contents of 25 pots. Ṛtvisks, invited for the occasion, carry the bricks with great ceremony to the viṁāna where the assistant places them one by one into the (top of the) structure (4-76a). After this, the acārya is richly rewarded, and he in turn pays off and discharges the carpenters [rathakāra]. (21-23)

A "stāpībhūka"-axis rod is mounted over the bricks which, in turn, have been covered in their pit with a cache of precious gems, grains, etc. The stāpī-finial is cemented over this by the acārya, and surmounting the stāpī-dome a "siṅkākumbha"-pot is placed, having been filled with precious metals and gems (24-41).

The narrative turns then to the installation of the numerous icons of deities and other decorations to be placed in specified niches on the outside superstructure of the storeyed viṁāna—with certain alternatives for placements offered (42-66a); Other deities are to be found along the basements, illustrating certain divine stories and manifestations (66b-70a). Since many of the icons on upper storeys will have been made first, then fastened at their appointed places on sālas, the mortar [sūdha] used to cement them in place must be made in a certain way to assure that they will remain long-standing and secure (70b-76a). Five colors for paints and other decorations are mentioned briefly in closing (76b-77).

X.  

Parivāraṇidevatākalpana

"Rules for the placement of the Subsidiary Deities' Shrines and other Matters".

Bhagavān turns first to the courtyards [prākāra], of which there may be five that surround the temple sanctuary. He gives some directions for the construction and decorations of the courtyard walls (1-11). In front of the garbhaṅgrha sanctum—in the innermost courtyard—will be built the "ardha"-manḍapa (12-17); in front of that the "nīla"-manḍapa, with decorative stair-
case leading up to it, etc., will rise (18-23a); in front of that yet another pavilion, called the "antara" maṇḍapa, will be built (23b-35). As for gopura-structures, these are but briefly mentioned (35-38a). Other maṇḍapa-buildings may also be placed in the other courtyards (38b-45a). For all the constructions "garbhāṇyāsa" rites are to be performed (45b-46a).

Decorative double doors only will be found throughout the temple compound; these may be made either of wood or metal (46b-63a). Guarding the entrances at the cardinal points of the sanctuary will be specified pairs of dvāra-pālakas (63b-76a).

Some details are given regarding the pākhasthāna-kitchen and its appointments (76b-83). Also mentioned are: various store-rooms for the icons' costumes; a dining-area for "ekāntins"; a treasury; a granary; cattle sheds; tank; etc. (84-93).

In each of the five courtyards it is proper to install certain aspects of the Lord [parivārdevatā]. For examples, Garuḍa, Viṣvaksena, Śaṅkara, Kṣetrapāla, Śaṅmukha, etc., are in the first courtyard (94-99); Sūrya, Candra, Hayagriva, and others will be located in the second courtyard (100-105); the twelve Ādityas, Manmatha, the ṛṣi-ganas, Gaṇeśa, etc., will be found in the third courtyard (106-110a); Upendra, the gaṇadevatās, etc., will be placed in the fourth courtyard (110b-144a—no mention is made of the fifth courtyard).

XI. Silāḍhāra

Silāḍhāra-saṅgraha (112 śls.)

"The Collection of Stone and Wood"

An icon may be made out of metal, gems, stone, clay, wood or marble. The varieties of metals and stones and woods which may be utilized in making an image are discussed—each affording the worshipper different benefits. Metal is discussed first (4b-6a); then stones—their varieties, how to select and test them for quality, how to determine their "sex" and employ them accordingly, how to gather them and from where, which varieties to avoid, the rituals of removal from the ground, rites of purification, etc. (6b-85); then wood—the proper time to collect it, the proper kinds of wood, the improper kinds, rituals before cutting a tree, how to cut the tree, how to prepare the wood for the carpenter's use, etc. (85-112).

XII. Dhruvabheraparimāṇāṅgulādi-lakṣaṇa

"Definitions of the Units of Measurements for the Main, Immovable Idol"

Bhagavān chooses now to speak concerning the measurement of the main idol for a temple. In general the measurement of the idol is determined in
relation to the sanctuary which will house it, or the doorway leading thereto, or to the height of the sanctum-building, or to a pillar; in certain cases its measurement is proportionate to or a replica of the yajamāna’s body (1-3a). Some of these ways of determining the idol’s size are better than others (4-9a). While the preceding refers to idols revealed in a standing position, similar injunctions follow for idols shown seated or recumbent (9b–23). Then follow descriptions of specific measurements—with special attention given for determining the size of an “āṅgula,” the basic measure used in all others. This unit may in fact vary greatly according to the object to which it is applied (24-52a). The chapter closes with a few observations concerning liquid measures (52b-56).

XIII. शूलस्थापनविधि Śūlasṭhāpanavidhi (121 śls.)

“Regarding the placement of the Śūla-frame”.

An icon of clay should preferably be furnished with a śūla-frame made of wood. How to prepare a wood śūla-frame for the main image is given; the measurements, the sources of the pieces and their qualities, etc. (1-21). The number pieces in a śūla-frame is thirteen, and these together comprise the various parts of the icon (22-25). Since icons may alternatively be made of metal, a discussion follows of metal śūlas (26–33).

When śūlas are going to be placed in the sanctuary (for final finishing) certain preliminaries must be seen to: the sanctuary must be cleansed; sections of the floor must be measured out so that marked-off spaces indicate where the main icon is to be placed if it is solitary, or in a group, or recumbent; the sanctuary itself is to be checked to see if it is proportionate to the doors leading it; and the “garbhanyāsa” requirements will have to be met (34-58). The pedestal must meet certain ideals of shape and size, always being in proportion either to the door or the idol, etc., and displaying a beauty in keeping with its function (59-68a); the vedikā-platform (68b-73) should be provided with a spout to guide the water to a trough (74-77a). Pedestals supporting icons in various postures are to be differently decorated (77b-95). Vehicles and pedestals also are briefly described (97-98).

The ceremonies of “installing” the śūla-frame commence with an abhiṣeka (34-35); this is followed by a circumambulation of the sanctuary with the śūla-pieces before they are taken into the readied interior of the sanctuary (99-100). The actual consecration itself is called “sthāpana” when śūla-frames are installed in a standing image; “āsthāpana” when installed in a seated image; “sam-sthāpana” in a recumbent image; “prasthāpana” in the vehicle of the Lord; when installation ceremonies are done to the pīṭha only it is called simply “pratiṣṭhā” (101-104). Only a brahmin can supervise the first type of conse-
creation, while any man may direct the other types. Śūlas in the form of pegs may also be installed in walls to hold icons in place, but (while it may be done in cases of necessity) placing a sūla in the wall or in the ground to secure an icon invariably results in the leakage of power out of the icon (105-113).

Having placed the sūlas where they are to go, "mahākumbhbhaiḍiṇḍokṣaya" is done with "māla"-mantra—this being the central rite of sanctifying the sūlas. After this has been done, the director is rewarded along with the artisans, etc. Then a mason [kulāka] is directed to cement over the sūlas in their places. Who attends carefully to "śūlāstāṇapana" will be richly rewarded (114-121).

XIV. Devatāvānvidhi

"Regarding the Coloring of Divine Icons"

Bhagavān begins this chapter by telling that the sūlas coverings of strings, etc., are to be interpreted as the icons' bones, nerves, etc. (1-3). Then He turns to the matter of collecting and mixing the clays which, when applied to the sūla-skeleton, will provide the flesh and body of the image—giving details of rituals involved, the proportions of clay to tree bark and water and oil, differences of procedure for female icons and other subsidiary deities (4-47). Five colors may be used for painting and decoration, and these are symbolic of the five bhūlas; how to mix the five primary colors and the various intermediate shades is given (48-62). Since clay should dry before painting is done, the drying periods are discussed before actual rules for coloring all the various icons to be found in a temple are given (67-119). A brief summary of the various steps of preparing an image from placing sūla-frames to painting them is (helpfully) given as a digression (63-66).

XV. Sthityāsanādibhedā

"The Varieties of Standing, Sitting etc. (Icons)"

This chapter deals with the various postures, etc., in which the Lord in His icon form may be revealed. He may be shown with His female consorts, et.al., standing (4-24a); or He may be shown seated and surrounded by his varied retinue (24b-38a); or He may be shown seated on Ādiśeṣa in a variety of ways (39b-45a); or He may be shown in a recumbent position in various company (45b-101a). In each of these four varieties He may be revealed with His "bhoga" or with His "yoga" retinue and in both of these variants there is a good/better/best attitude.

* Note: the numbering of ślokas in the 1924 printed edition is inaccurate from śloka 63 onward.
XVI. यानारूढबिंद्रजर्पादिक्रमः

Yānārūḍhaviśvarāpādilakṣaṇa (78 śls.)

"Different Kind of (Idols) Seated on Their Vehicles"

Garuḍa is the divine carrier of the Lord (1-3), and His posture on this vehicle determines whether that particular rendition should be considered good/better/best (4-16). Viśvarūpa is then described in the various ways He may be displayed—with the same three grades given (17-29a). The 24 aspects [mūrti] of Viṣṇu are then described iconographically (29b-47a), after which the same is done for the eight Devīs (47b-72a). The fruits for those who make and install these latter eight female deities are given (72b-78).

XVII. मस्त्यादिमूर्तिलक्षणः

Matsyādīmūrtilakṣaṇa (117 śls.)

"Discussion of the Iconography of the Fish- Incarnation, et. al."

Bhagavān undertakes to discuss the icons of the ten āvatāras. He begins by discussing the dimensions, the postures, weapons, etc., for Matsya (2-6a); then in turn He tells about Kurma (6b-11), Varāha (12-21), Nṛsimha (22-41a), Vāmana (41b-54), Bhūgarbavāmana (55-60a) and Śrīrāma (60b-74a). Because of this latter, the iconography of Lakṣaṇa, Siṛa, Hanumān and others of Rāma’s retinue is also given, including their colors (74b-112a). The chapter ends with a description of Balarāma (112b-117).

XVIII. मुर्तिबेरकथनः

Mūrtiberakathana (71 śls.)

"Telling (more) About the Icons of the Āvatāras"

Bhagavān continues his discourse from the preceding chapter by turning now to the incarnation of Kṛṣṇa. He details first his general characteristics (1-13a), then turns to specific aspects of this deity as Pārthasarathi (13b-18a), as the Brundāvana-Kṛṣṇa (18b-21), as the dancing Kṛṣṇa (22-24a), as the serpent-killer (24b-28), et. al. (29-37). He then turns to a description of Kalkin (38-46a).

There is then a brief series on the varieties of the Nārāyaṇa aspects of the Lord (46b-71).

XIX. लोहाजप्रतिमानिर्माणातलविभागः

Lohajāpratimānirmāṇatālaviḥāga (67½ śls.)

"Concerning the Various Measurements for Metal Images"

Bhagavān says He will treat now of the images used for special purposes in temples [karmārca].

There are six varieties of arca-images classified according to their functional uses—karmārca (the specific case to be distinguished from the general type-names), uṣaṅgārca, balayārca, snānārca, tirthārca, svāpotānārca (1-3). Occasionally only one metal, movable image [ekabera] will be used in a temple; its description and measurements are given (4-9a). Then the details regarding
various metal icons, when more than one is in use in a temple, are given. [It should be noted that if the main image [dhruvabera] is depicted lying down, all the movable icons should also show this same position with the exception of the utsavārcā—and this should always be shown either standing or seated]. Other details are given concerning the ṣītha-pedestals, the various postures, the groupings with consorts, the dimensions of the prabhā-arch (9b-33).

Then instructions are given for casting metal images: making the wax image, mixing the metals, mending flaws, etc. (34-46a). After this, there are instructions for how an image is to be painted on cloth and walls (46b-51a).

The chapter closes with an account of what measurements are to be adopted for making images (51b-58a).

XX. प्रतिमामानविवि Pratimāmānavidhi (131½ śls.)

"Rules of Measurements for Icons"

This chapter is exclusively given over to iconometry. The first section is on the anatomical parts of a Viṣṇu icon—the parts treated both individually and in relation to one another (1-101a). The second section details the measurements and relative proportions of His ornamentation (101b-132a).

XXI. विम्बललक्षण Bimbalakṣaṇa (89½ śls.)

"Description of Icons"

Rules of iconometry continue to be given, with details offered first for the icon of Śrī and other Goddesses (1-90a). One general rule to follow is that whatever measure is used for the main idol of the Lord, a smaller measure should be used for the other deities—they should never be made of the same measure as the Lord.

XXII. परिवारविवि Parivāravidhi (72 śls.)

"Rules regarding the Attendant Deities"

Iconometry continues, this chapter being given over to rules for the attendant deities [parivāradevata]: Hayagriva (2b-8a), Gāruḍa (8b-12a), Sūrya (12b-14), Soma (15), Kāma (16-18a), Gajānana (18b-20), Śaṅmukha (21-27a), Dhanada (27b-31a), Rudra (31b-33a), Kṣetrapāla (34-35), Viśvaksena (36-41), Brahmacā (42), Viṇabhadra (43a), Vināyaka (43b-44a), Ajāmukha (44b-46), Ādiya (47), Piṭṛ (48) and Viṣvedeva (49a). Also continuing the list are the following: Saptarṣi, Rudra-parivāra, Viṣṇuparśada, Upendra, the Aśvinis, Indra and the other guardians of the cosmic directions (49-61a).

Then the discussion turns to the vehicles of the gods, namely Brahmā's Swan and Rudra's Ox, etc. (61b-64).
The chapter ends with a discussion of the differences that exist between the measurements for the *mūla-bera* (main image) and the measurements of the aforementioned attendant deities (65-72).

**XXIII. पृथ्वियकरणलक्षणविवधि Pājopakaraṇalakṣaṇavādhi (59 śls.)**

"Concerning the Description of Materials for Worship"

Bhagavān says he will now describe and explain the utensils and instruments needed for worship (in the temple). The standing *dīpa-fixature* is first discussed: its composition and design (1-4a). Then the water vessels needed for *arghya* (4b-7a), *naivedya* (7b-8), *pāṇīya* and other things are described (9-17). This is followed by treatments of the *darpana-mirror* (18-19), the shower-plate (20-21), the *patākā*-flag (22)*, the *snānapātra* (28b-30a), the ghanta-bell (30b-34a), camphor-holder (34b-35), *bali-pātra* (36-37), the *ātapatra*-umbrella (38-39) and the *cāmara-whisk* (40). Then the pedestals for *ābhisēka*, for decorating the deity [alaṇkāra-piśha], for the idol to take food on [bhogaṇāsana], and for processions [yātrasana] are described (41-54). Further details are given for options (i.e., *ratha*, *vāhana*, etc.) for the *yātrasana* (55-57a). The last things to be described are the *jaladroni*-tub (57b-58a), the musical instruments to be used in the service (58b) and the tray to carry the water vessels on (59).

**XXIV. आचार्यलक्षणाङ्कराप्यावि Pācāryalakṣaṇāṅkuraṇāpāvādhi (99 śls.)**

"Rules regarding the Selection of an Acārya, and for Germination of Seedlings"

The first part of the chapter (1-25a) turns to the prerequisites for the director [acārya] of all rituals. He should be either a *brahma-cārin*, *gyhastha* or vānaprasthit, well-informed in the (Pañcarātra) traditions, attractive and healthy, morally blameless, properly initiated, etc. Having been selected by the *yajamāna*-patron (cf. "kr". I: 17-19a), and having seen to the requirements of the temple and the icons, the acārya is thus ready to begin the institution of daily worship routines. The second part of this chapter (25-99) turns to the rituals of sprouting seedlings: why, when, where and how it is to be done and the mantras which accompany it. These rituals should be attended to whenever an important ritual is going to be undertaken—and done 12, 9, 7, 5, 3 days ahead of time (25b-99).

**XXV. प्रातिस्थपकरण Pratiṣṭhopakaraṇa (112 śls.)**

"Materials for Sanctification Ceremonies"

* Extra śls. have been inserted here, not found in all texts, describing *patākā* in more detail.
Bhagavān promises to tell the method of pratiṣṭhā. He begins (1b-16) by telling about the proper time. Then he tells where the "adhivāsa"-maṇḍapa is to be built, with its dimensions, etc. (17-19). Inside this maṇḍapa-pavilion will be placed the kuṇḍa-fire pits—and he tells how to construct them (20-66), how to determine the number of pits according to the consecrations to be made (67-69a), and how to make their protective covers (69b-73). Then he tells what materials will be needed for homa-offerings (74-56a) and how the maṇḍapa-pavilion should be decorated with plants, etc., as an auspicious sign (96b-112).

XXVI.  अवशिष्ठावसविवि  

Jalādhivāsavīdhi  

(82½ śls.)

"Rules for the Immersion Rites"

Brahmā asks for details about pratiṣṭhā-rites. Bhagavān complies to his request by telling him first a definition of pratiṣṭhā: "tiṣṭhā" means a "standing place" or "location", while "pra" refers to "with greatness". Thus it is that while God is always everywhere, we invoke Him especially, for purposes of worship, to be present in all His greatness for all time in one particular place or object (2-7). Then he turns to a step-by-step description: payment of the artisans and workers (and discharging them) (8-11), purification of the temple precincts for the imminent services (12-14) and the illumination and making fragrant of the compound and otherwise decorating the buildings and courtyards (15-17a). After "śāntihoma" is then attended to (17b-21), the sanctifying rites for icons to be used in worship is begun. The text treats of icons which cannot be immersed in water first (22-40)—they are covered with cloths, prayers and pūjā are offered, a tub of water is brought before them, and a kūrca-effigy made of darbha-grass is put in the water in their stead. Then a rakṣā-kumbha-pot for their protection, is placed near the tub along with eight smaller pots plus one other for Brahmā. The smaller pots are covered with cloths, after precious stones and coins have been placed in them, and the eight guardians of the directions are invoked into them. A mantra for protection is chanted, along with other mantras; this is done by brahmins and marks an end to chāyādhivāsa (i.e., "substitute" of the image for the jalādhivāsa).

Regular jalādhivāsa-immersion is then described (41-83a) for icons made of wood, stone and metal—all of which may be safely put in water. Among the preliminary ceremonies are dhānyādhivāsa, wherein the icon is placed on a bed of grains while the pedestal is prepared; then moving the icon to the pedestal it is fixed to it by śilpina; and next it is taken in procession around the village (up to 59). After this only is the icon brought back to the maṇḍapa and actual jalādhivāsa rites begun. While it is preferable to do these immersions in a river or a tank or at a waterfall, the directions given here are for more normal circumstances. A small prapā-hut is prepared around the tub into which the
icon will be immersed, and it is decorated with four gates, lights, etc. The icon is taken into it and, while mantras are chanted, the icon is lowered into the tubful of water in a reclining position (sayana—with head to the East and face to the North). There it will remain for from 1 to 3 nights or, if this is not possible, at least part of one “yāma”—period. Once it is in the water, “cakra—” mudrā—and “rakṣa”—mudrā are done while appropriate mantras are intoned. The ceremonies wind up with chantings from the 3 Vedas and with music.

**XXVII. शायनाधिवासदिविधानादि **

“Rules for Various, Succeeding Ceremonies after शायनाधिवासा”

The preceding chapter having dealt with only one part of the pratiṣṭhā-consecration of an icon, the present chapter deals with what is to be done on the days following jalādhivāsa-immersions. Therefore on the second or fourth morning (i.e., when jalādhivāsa has been done either one or three nights), after the ācārya has bathed, etc., he performs “vāstupūjā” at one side of the maṇḍapa (1-19a); (since this is an inferior sacrifice,) the temple then has to be purified (19b-20). Up to this point all persons have been eligible to witness the ceremonies; now that the temple has been cleansed certain persons must be excluded from further ceremonies (21-22). Now the maṇḍapa is duly decorated (23-30a), and that afternoon the icon—if it is metal—is taken from its tub of water, cleaned, decorated and taken in procession to the yāgamāṇḍapa; if the icon was of clay and hence not put in a tub, then its graphic substitute [prati-kṛti] or its kūra-effigy is used in these present ceremonies. Once the pratiṣṭhā-party is in the yāgamāṇḍapa certain preliminaries must be attended to: a cow must be brought (as a gift for the ācārya), a young virgin girl is brought (as observer), eight varieties of grains are procured and offered to the ācārya. These things having been attended to, the “netronmilana”-rite of “opening the icon’s eyes” is done to the accompaniment of music—whereupon the ācārya is rewarded again (30b-52). Kauluka-bandha-rites are then done to the icon or its kūra-substitute prior to snapana, which is done in the form of abhisekā-pourings of different liquids over the icon or icon-substitute with appropriate mantras. When the baths are over the icon is dried off and given clean clothes as coverings (53-68).

For “शायनाधिवासा” purposes a special vedikā-pedestal in the East or South side of the yāgamāṇḍapa, appropriately purified and covered with grains, is arranged. A woolen cloth—topped by silk cloth, a decorated cloth, and a white cloth—is put on top the grains and a wooden cot is prepared. On top of this cot are put flowers, whereupon the idol is laid to rest on it (69-77). Mantras are chanted (78 ff.), during which incantations the icon is covered up with another woolen cloth. Homa-libations are made and other pacifying
rituals as well are done. After these things, a meal is provided for poor folks and the brahmans are rewarded. Then an elaborate homa-rite of central importance to this pratiṣṭhā liturgy is begun (107b-189). The purpose of this homa-cycle is to call all the gods and cosmic powers to witness the pratiṣṭhā ceremonies. Similar routines are done for the subsidiary deities to be installed around the temple (190-205). After the homa is finished, the Lord is raised up from his couch of rest, offered some pāyasa-gruel (206-208), whereupon bali-offerings are made (208-212a), and a homa with 108 offerings using the "snāpanādi"-mantra is done.

A gold thread [pratisarabandha] is now tied on the idol's wrist, and the power that has all the while been invested in the bālabimba-icon (see "kriyāpāda" ch. IV, above) is now transferred to one of the jars of sanctified water [mahā-kumbha] and this jar is then placed on the grains (where the couch had formerly been?), and pūrṇāhuti-offerings are made to it and to the other jars also there present. The ācārya and the yajamāṇa then arrange to spend the night there in the yāgasālā next to the icon, their thoughts on God. If their dreams are auspicious the ceremonies may continue the next day (212b-217).

XXVIII. प्रतिष्ठाविधि

.rules for the central pratiṣṭhā rites of installation"

On the next morning the ācārya and yajamāṇa, having arisen and determined that all signs are auspicious, begin the pratiṣṭhā ceremonies (1-2). Installation is going to be done first to the Mūlā-bera. As preliminary to this, "vāstuhoma" must be repeated by the door of the sanctuary, and thereafter gem-burial ceremonies should be done (3–16). Then the ācārya ceremoniously takes the icon and the pots from the yāgasālā to the sanctuary, and there he sees that the icon is fixed in its proper place (17–30), and cemented there (31–33). Then he requests the Lord to come from the pot and dwell in the iconic form; only after this does he ask the Lord in His paśivāra forms to infuse Himself in the parivāradvaitās (34–38a). When this is done, the new cloths are put on as a covering on the Lord and the doors of the temple are then closed for three days—this is to allow the various gods, the sages, forefathers and released souls, etc., to worship the Lord. On the fourth day, a snāpana-bathing rite (followed by certain other meditative undertakings—see 55 ff., below) is celebrated; then the hoisting the temple-flag is done and then mahotsava-celebrations commence (38–42a).

If the pratiṣṭhā-installation is going to be done for several icons [bahubera], the mūlābera is first taken care of, and then the ācārya starts the procedure for others by bringing the karmārcā [utsavābera] to the sanctuary and offering it pādya (42b-45). It is necessary to know exactly where the icons to be sancti-
fied are to be placed in the sanctuary, and this is given (46-52). Just as would be necessary, were the ceremony being conducted for only one icon, but all the more so necessary now, the acarya meditates on the Oneness of the Lord who takes many forms (53-61). Then he takes the various sanctified waters from the several pots there, mixes them, and after some nyāsas, does ārohāna of the icons, and requests the Lord to give all blessings from now on (62-91). When there are several icons to be sanctified thus, the temple-docrs are not closed (as before, see sś. 38b-52), but instead (92 ff.) a three day feast is held for brahmins. As before, after snāpana on the fourth day comes an utsava-celebration.

The chapter ends (96-127) with instructions for rewarding the acarya et. al., and a list of gains to be realized by all who have in any way helped in the temple project is given.

XXIX. मीनादिप्रतिष्ठाः minādiratīṣṭhāḥ (70 ṣls.)

"Installation of the Fish and Other Forms of the Lord"

When special forms of the Lord are installed, particular alterations are called for during the sanctifying pratiṣṭhā ceremonies. For the Fish-Form, the "varuna"-mantra should be used (2-6); for the boar-form (Varāha), the icon should be sure to remind the worshipper of the great sacrifice (7-8a); for Narasimha a special mantra also is required (8b-10); for Vāmana another special mantra is required (11-12); for Jámadagnya yet another mantra (13-14); for Śrīrāma a special mantra (15-25); Balarāma (26-27) should display God's strength; Kṛṣṇa (28-30a) should be greeted with stanzas of praise; and Kalkin (30b-32a) has his own special mantra.

For none of these is it necessary to do nyāsas (32b-42) as required at a certain point for other installations.

Implicit permission to worship the form of the Lord in a banyan leaf as a child [vatapatraśdyā] is given (43-47).

Different shaped kundas are listed (48-49a).

For Śrī and other goddesses specific mantras and locations are given (49b-70).

XXX. लक्ष्म्यादिप्रतिष्ठाना वानिवानादिप्रतिष्ठाः lakṣmyādiratīṣṭhāna vañnavānādiratīṣṭhāḥ (186 ṣls.)

"The Marriage of Lakṣmī et. al."

As prescribed (locally) the ceremonies celebrating the marriage between Śrī and the other goddesses to the Lord are to be observed in order to please the devotees. How the celebrations are to take place is given—along with rules for
processions, order of goddesses to be married, various rituals, etc. In general, the rites are analogous to domestic marriage customs. At the end of the five-day marriage festival the Lord is given an oil bath (1-37a).

The special marriage maṇḍapa [vivāha-maṇḍapa] should be dedicated [pratisthā] in a particular way—which way also may be taken as pattern for establishing other maṇḍapas as well. [Actually, more attention is given in this passage (37b-47) to the appointments to be found in the maṇḍapa than to the manner in which the dedicatory rituals are to be conducted].

Just as the temple compound is the structural analogy to the human body, so the yajamāna should meditate on these parts of his own body during the various pratisthā ceremonies. The "jiva" pervades the whole structure, and throughout, the following structural elements have their corresponding anatomical analogy in the main human body: foundation stones, feet; the upper foundations, calf; the sanctuary, the stomach; pillars, the mekhālā-belt ornament; the vimāna-tower, the tongue, ears and eyes; the water trough, anus; the nāsika-gable, the nose; the window-recesses and the other recesses on the superstructure, the shoulders and neck and cheeks; the kalaśa-pot on top, the head; the cement-and-plaster coating, the flesh; the stone-structure underneath, the skeletal structure; the flag-pole and the darbha-grass, the male organ and genital hairs (48-53).*

Each and every part of the temple should be invested with power [śaktinyāsa] in the form of a god petitioned to reside there (54-61). Then 1000 brahmins should be fed to celebrate this part of the ceremonies' conclusion. Then, after kautukabandha has been done to the kalaśa-pot (on top of the vimāna), waters are poured over the vimāna and this ends the sanctification of the vimāna (62-75).

Similar rules for sanctifying the roof-superstructure of maṇḍapas are given (76-86). For maṇḍapas in the outer prākāras, like the maṇḍapa housing the Lord's vehicle and those of other lesser deities and for gopuras, the balipītha, etc.—directions are given for the prokṣana-sprinklings as the essential part of their sanctification (87-127). Special instructions are given for the mahāpītha (128-144b), with additional remarks also devoted to the description of balipītha (145-173). The kitchen, store rooms, treasury, water tank, etc., are then discussed, along with the rewards realised by him who builds them. These are to be sanctified in a procedure similar to the other buildings (174-186).

*NOTE: Poorly conceived symbolism, confusing horizontal imagery with vertical, etc. cf. Viṣṇu-saṃhitā XIII: 60b-70 for a more sophisticated parallel passage.
XXXI. ग्रहस्थानमाणाप्रतिस्थापित्वारिथिक

Prabhāghanṭākṣamālāpratiṣṭhāvidhi (54 śls.)

"Rules for Sanctifying the Nimbus-arch, the Bell, and the Rosary"

Bhagavān says that the sanctification of certain items like the arc-like frame around the icon (prabhā), the bell, the rosary for the icon, etc., may be sanctified at any time after the preceding things have been done. Then He gives directions for each; prabhā (1-8a), ghanta (8b-21a), and aksamālā (21b-54). In each case, the ceremonies are to be concluded with feeding of brahmīns and payment to the ādārīya.

XXXII. ग्रहस्थानस्माप्तिवरिथिक

Gṛhācāsthaṇāpānavidhi (139 śls.)

"Regarding Institution of Domestic Worship"

For twice-born folks an icon used for worship in the home may be made of gold and silver or any other metal—but stone and wood icons may not be used for home-pājā. The exception for the proscription against stone is the sālagrama-stone; indeed, the Lord inhabits this stone whithout any need for formal pratiṣṭhā (a simple ceremony suffices [1-12]). In certain cases, also when specific ends are desired for worship, wooden icons made of sandal wood, etc., may be employed (13-26). The iconometry of domestic icons should adopt the "madh-aṅgula"-measure, as should their pedestals, prabhās, etc. (27-35). The sanhāraṣṭayāna-posture of the Lord is prohibited for domestic worship. Also the Lord may be worshipped either with Śī or with both Śī and Bhūmi (36-37).

As for the installation-dedication rituals themselves of domestic icons, these should be done by an ādārīya who, after he has done his part, directs the householder to approach the gods with a declaration of his intention hereafter to worship them daily. After brahmīns are fed and gratuities have been distributed, daily domestic pājā may begin (38-61).

[Apparently, returning to pratiṣṭhā of temple,] subsidiary icons and ornaments are also to be sanctified. To do so gives rich rewards (62-84). The five weapons of the Lord, which should adhere to certain measures, are also to be sanctified in a certain manner (85-104). Gāruḍa (and Śūrya and his consort) when he (and they) is installed require certain special rituals (beyond what is done to usual parivāradevaṭās): what these are and how they are done is given (105-108a, 108b-112). A longer section follows on Viśvakṣena, including his origin and description along with the rules for his installation (113-134a).

The chapter—and with it the "kriyāpāda" section—concludes with Śāṅkara remarking that originally the "kriyāpāda" was 100 chapters in length when Padma taught it but it was condensed by Kaṇva into 32 chapters; even
so it comprehends in its scope all the four Vedas. The prerequisites of those who may be taught its contents are given. A benediction is given in the last line (134b-139).

**CARYAPADA**

I. जातिनिर्वयः

Jātinirvaya (55½ sls.)

"Discussion about Caste"

Brahma asks Bhagavan who is eligible to perform pūjā and ārādhana during the various phases of temple construction, as well as afterward (1-2). Bhagavan commences by saying that all regardless of caste (with the exception of non-sīla pratilomakas) may worship God (3-5a). But He continues by making certain distinctions about who, among various caste-groups—albeit these folks will have undergone Pāñcarātra-dikṣā—may and may not perform worship for others (i.e., in temples, etc.) (5b-10a). Brahma hearing certain terms that are apparently unfamiliar to him asks Bhagavan to explain about caste, etc.

The four-fold caste-disposition of a man (before dikṣā is explained as due to combinations of guṇas; as for the four āśramas, brahmins observe all four, ksatriyas observe just three, vaisyas only two, and śudras but one. The duties of the four castes (prior to dikṣā) are given in the traditional manner and in general terms (10b-30), followed by longer discussion of anulomakas (33-44) and pratilomakas (46-56a).

II. दीक्षाविभः

dikṣāvidhi (91½ sls.)

"Regarding Initiation"

Brahma wants to know now about dikṣā, having heard about who is eligible (1-2). In an especially built and furnished mandapa (3-7a), and commencing on the tenth day of a fortnight, the dikṣā ceremonies should be attended to with all care for details. The "cakrābhya"-mandala having been prepared, pots are placed on the design and the qualifying candidate appears before the acārya. The latter puts the punḍra-marks on the candidate's forehead, he is made to clean his teeth ritually, and he is led before God for his blessing. Then the "māyā"-sūtra (a cord that is white-red-and-black) is wound around the initiate's body a (symbolic) number of times before he goes to sleep (7b-40a).

Next day after certain homas, the candidate is purified and the liturgy begins. After some more homas of other rites, he is given his new name (for brahmmins, he takes as a suffix to his own name "Keśava...etc.); or Bhāgavata or Bhaṭṭāraka); if a ksatriya, he takes as a suffix "dāsa";40b-61a) Then the guru delivers the mantras to the candidate [mantrāpadeśa]—first the twelve-
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syllable, then the eight-syllable mantra. In the case of dīkṣā for women and śūdras, "om" is left off (61b-64). Then the candidate performs certain rites to the kumbha-pots, whereupon he is instructed by the ācārya into rules of conduct [ācāra]. Some of these are listed (65-80, 87-89). Then, after śāntihoma is done, and the pots removed, the guru gives his blessing to the candidate. At this, the candidate rewards the guru and sees to the feeding of brahmins. Then, with his guru's permission, he goes home (which marks the end of the initiation ceremonies) (81-86). Who is a bhāgavata? The closing ślokas (91-93a) tell that a bhāgavata is one who has faith in Bhagavān, He in Whom all good qualities [bhaga] reside.

III. नित्ययाग Nityayāga  (187 šls.)

"Regular Worship Routines"

Brahmā proposes to tell how to worship God daily in the temple. He turns first (2-13) to seven different kinds of pre-worship snāna. Next he tells about opening the temple doors (14-15a), about entering the temple with the right foot first, attending to certain cleaning up, and doing āṭājā to the parivāradevatās first. Of course, the āṭājā is to see that he himself is both externally and internally clean and fit to do this worship (alaṅkāra, āimaśuddhi, mantra-nyāsa (15b-80)). Then he turns to the purification of other instruments of worship—the mantras, the fruits and flowers and waters to be used, the pots and the places where these will be put, etc. (81-104). (Although the icon is standing, the ācārya mentally) Offers the Lord a place to sit down [yogapiṭha] and other gods are invoked to surround this seat. Then, petitioning God to honor this āṭājā out of honor for his own guru,* he begins liturgical worship (105-118a). The steps of the āṭājā are given: filling pots with water, showing mudrās, invoking God's presence for āṭājā [āvāhana], offering the deity a seat [saṃjārāsana], doing mantranyāsa, offering arghya and padya and flowers, accompanying all actions with mind fastened only on God, etc. Praṇāma-prostration is then done and, with a prārthananā-petition for the ministrations to prove acceptable, the liturgy to the main icon is then interrupted while offerings are made to the attendant deities (118b-139). How to do these for parivāradevatās is also given (140-147a). Then the main deity in its snānabhera aspect is afforded His bathing rites [snāndsana] (147b-158), given His decorations and costume [alaṅkārāsana] (159-169a), followed by food offerings [bhōjāsana] (169b-177a) and offerings of betel-nut, etc. (177b-178a). By uttering a formula all these things may also be symbolically offered to the attendant deities. The

* A clue to dating this work? Pādma-samhitā (kriyāpāda) was quoted by Vedanta Deśika, giving us a later date. How far back can we push the date before that, keeping in mind this allusion to the status afforded to one's ācārya as a mediator between oneself and God?
chapter closes with general remarks about doing pūjā and the injunction that the left-overs should be ritually disposed off in an "ātmapūjā" by the officiating priest (178b-187).

IV. अग्निकायविधि Agnikāryavidhi (7½ śls.)

"Rules for Kindling the Sacred Fire"

Brahmā notes that certain homas must be done daily, and so he asks which these are and how they are to be prepared for.

Bhagavān describes the various materials needed and the preliminary rituals for ordinary homa (3b-24a); then the food offerings and how they are made (24b-30); and the twigs used to keep the fire burning (and how these should be readied and used) (43b-49). Final libations having been made, a benedictory offering [śāntihoma] is made with darbha-grass (50). Other sections in the chapter tell how to make the various instruments needed for the homa (58-69), and what the various rewards are to those who make them thus (51-53) as well as to those who perform homa according to both the special (32-43a) and the general (70-71) rules.

V. नित्योत्सवसमाराधनकालविधि Nityotsavasamārādhana in vidhana (82½ śls.)

"Rules Concerning the Times for and Durations of Daily Worship Routines"

Of the five icons normally found in a temple, one of these—the utsavabera-icon—is to be taken in procession at least twice daily, preferably three times. In the morning it is taken on a regular procession around the temple precincts, at noon-time it is given a procession with flowers. If it is not possible or practical to carry the utsavabera-icon about, one may use instead some rice (or flowers), invoke the śānti-presence of the Lord into that, and thus give Him His processions by carrying these. The processions are best when accompanied by music and éclat (1-10).

The qualifications of the arcaka-priest's paricāraka-assistant are given (11-16a). When bali-offerings are made, they should be accompanied by certain rhythms and dance-motions—and routines of these offerings are briefly treated (16b-45). Coming to the main bali-pītha, a certain procedure in the offerings is to be done (46-48), whereupon the balibera-icon is returned to its place (49-50) and any mistakes in the liturgy are compensated for by the acārya's performing a tāṇḍava-dance (51). On occasions of storms, etc. the balidāna-procedures just outlined may be simplified (52-54a).

Pūjā-offerings may be attended to several times each day, depending on the resources of the temple—either 4, 5, 6 or 12 times a day (54b-60). The preferable kind of pūjā is with utsava-processions; but it may also be done more
simply with homa-offerings only, or even merely with dhūpa, dīpa, etc. (61-62a). The durations of certain parts of the daily routines—snāna, flower offerings, homa, etc.—are suggested (62b-69). The chapter ends with miscellaneous rules for how dīpa-pots may be carried from the side of the kitchen to the front of the shrine by ladies (devadāsis?) forming into a row accompanied by music and dance; how midnight and morning pūjās are to be done, etc. (70-83a).

VI. न्यस्त-कोषचार्यराजनिष्ठिविप Nrsūktrapacāranirājanavidhi (80 śls)

"Concerning the Elements of Regular Worship and How and When They are Offered ".

Altogether there are some 128 ritual items (21b-47a) that may be offered to the Lord during His worship in order to please Him: e.g., from namaskāra, arghya, pādyā, puṣpāṅjali, oil-bath, etc., to such attentions as cāmara-fan, chatra-umbrella, vessels, etc. In certain instances, only 64 elements are employed in worship (47b-57a), or 32 (57b-61), or at the very least 16 (62-64a). The entire chapter concerns itself with detailing these items and indicating when and where these find their place in the rituals of worship. An early passage (10b-17a) tells how to invoke the presence of God [āvāhana] and the various things to be "offered" in the course of this; a subsequent passage (17b-21a) turns to domestic worship, but gives no detail. The remainder of the chapter briefly describes some of the more common upacāra-elements, when and where in the liturgy these come—pādyā as accompaniment to every āsana offered (64b-65), madhuparka as a sweet-offering at various points (66), ācamana-sipping (67), the uses and misuses of the ghanta-ball (68-72a), the varieties of invocations [aṣṭāṅgavāhana] and when these must be done (72b-76), and the waving of light on a pot known as kumbhanirājana (77-80).

VII. मण्डलराधानाथस्निष्ठेकविविध Manḍalārādhānācāryabhisekavidhi (118 śls).

"Rules for Worship with Manḍalas and for the Abhiṣeka-Rites Marking the Office of Ācārya ".

Brahmā asks about the "cakrābja" -maṇḍala-design and learns from Bhagavān that worship done in it is pleasing to Him. Then the details for constructing such a lotus-form maṇḍala both with and without cakra-design are given. The maṇḍala is to be constructed in a protected area covered by a roof. The details for constructing it vary according to the competence of the guru giving the instructions (1-46). The interspaces of the maṇḍala-design should be colored, according to instructions (47-62a), and the thickness of the materials used for coloring may vary (62b-65a). Once this maṇḍala design has been properly prepared, then worship [pūjā] should be done to the deities in it according to the normal procedures (65b-82). But it should be constructed
and used only on certain auspicious days if all the rewards of artha, dharma, kama, and moksa are to be realized (83-84). Further, the design differs slightly according to the caste of the worshipper (85b-88a). This "caṅkrābja"-manḍala-design is the same one used also for diśśā-initiation (85a).

A second section of the chapter deals with general prerequisites which qualify a person desiring to become an acārya-director of any kind. He must be born in an acārya's family, have the desire to become an acārya, be properly initiated as a Vaiśṇava as well as initiated as an arca and being further specially qualified for his acārya-ship. This latter stage should be ritually marked by a special abhiṣeka-ceremony, concluded by an impressive procession around his village (88b-118).

VIII. महाभिषेक महाभिषेक

"Concerning the Bath with 108 Pots"

Brahmā asks Bhagavān about the different varieties of icon-bathing and learns that there is a good/better/best division of baths in general. In any case, an auspicious time must be selected and, ankurāraṇa-sprouting rites having been attended to, the special snapaṇaśāstra-icon or some suitable substitute is taken to a specially built maṇḍapa erected in front of the pṛṣāda (1-22a). While special rules apply to a domestic icon [grha-cā] and in cases when snapaṇa-rites are a daily occurrence (22b-23), in these cases of the auspicious rite the bath proceeds once all the materials for it have been collected and properly consecrated for use (24-58a). The steps for the bathing rite are then given, along with the appropriate mantras (58b-89a). The water and other liquids which have been used in the bath may be collected and distributed to the faithful as "prasāda" (89 91). After the bath the deity is to be dressed and decorated and given food (91-97).

For the various good/best categories of baths, the contents in the numerous pots will vary as will also the appropriate mantras to be employed with them. Details about these are given (98-228). No snapaṇa-rites are valid unless daksinā-rewards are given to all the participating brahmins (229-231a).

IX. सहस्रकालाशास्त्रेभिषेकविवि Sahasrakalāśāhṣṭi-bhīṣṭi-kāla

"Rules for the Bath with 1000 Pots"

In reply to a question by Brahmat, Bhagavān offers to tell how to perform an even more elaborate bath for the icon using 1001 pots (1-10). How to prepare the place for all these vessels (11-12), how the pots are to be placed in 25 groups (13-21), what devatās are to be invoked and what materials placed in the various pots (22-47, 52-105a), how the central nine pots are to be filled with the nine grains (48-51), etc., are given. The mantras to be chanted as
various pots are poured are also mentioned (105b-137). The fruits that accrue to this elaborated bath with 1001 pots is almost equal (138-139a) to those that come for observing a mahotsava-festival.

X. द्वारकोहरणविधि Dhvajārohaṇavidhi (153½ śls.)

"Rules for Flag-Hoisting Rites"

Brahmā asks for certain details about the observances connected with festival occasions. Bhagavān begins by giving an etymological analysis of "utsava" as the remover of misery. Then he classes festivals into three types: nīyā, nāmitīkā and kāmyā (I-7a). Under the first category are those things done daily, fortnightly, monthly, at auspicious celestial conjunctions, on semiannual occasions and at the new year; in the second category are those celebrations made on the occasion of eclipses, famines, comets, omens, damages to icons or temple buildings, etc.; and in the third category are those celebrations done as a means to achieve artha, dharma, kāma, or mokṣa (7b-19a). After any one of these festival occasions an avabhṛthasūdana-bath is required for the deity, accompanied by the devotees (19b-22a).

Utsavas may last 30, 15, 12, 9, 7, 5, 3 or 1 days (22b-23).

In short festivals lasting only one or three days, flag-hoisting rite may be omitted. A number of miscellaneous rules that must be honored—in regard to variant ways of offering balidāna, in regarding to commencing the utsava-celebrations, in regard to keeping the celebrations pure and single-mindedly on the god to be honored—before the flag-hoisting rites are described (24-47).

The time for doing the flag-raising rites is given (48-53). This must be preceded by the sound of drums and only after the flag has been raised are aikurārpana-germination rites attended to (54-56a). How the cloth for the flag is to be made (56b-60a), how Garuḍa and other designs are to be depicted thereon (60b-71), how adhivāsa preparations are to be made (72-83a), how Garuḍa is invoked to supervise the proceedings on behalf of all the gods (83b-94), how procession is to be made with the flag (97-99), etc.—all are given. As for the flag-pole, this must be duly prepared (101-114a), and at a certain time the prepared flag is wound around it and the post is then raised, secured in an especially constructed base [vedīkā], and Garuḍa’s presence is invoked in the area (114b-127). Garuḍa in turn is asked to invite other gods to be present for the utsava-celebrations (Those gods are listed, 141-147a), and pājā is offered him thrice while a light is kept ignited in honor of him; even the utsavābhera-icon will be brought there during each night of the utsava-cycle to honor Garuḍa (128-132a).

Then drums are again sounded with great eclat at the site of the flag-pole, signalling the commencement of utsava-celebrations now that the flag has been
ritually raised (132b-140). Thereafter no one should leave the village for the remainder of the utsava-celebrations, because the temple as well as all parts of the village is alive with the presence of deities (147b-156a).

XI. महोत्सवविधि

Mahotsavavidhi

"Concerning the Great Festival"

[Note: The exposition in this chapter is confusing and poor, leaving many doubts as to the consecutive order of the rites enjoined.] Prior to the actual commencement of the festival-cycle many things should have been attended to; aṅkurārpana-rites (1-2, 55-61), the decoration of the town and temple (3-10a), construction and furnishing of a special "yāga"-maṇḍapa (10b-27a), a preliminary (?) snapana-bath and kautukabandha-rite (27b-44), a preliminary procession of the Lord through the village on His vehicle (45-54a), and some ritual activities in the "yāga"-maṇḍapa concerning placement of pots and preparation of the homa-fire (62-90). Only when these things have been done and balidāna offerings made (91-98a) can the first day of the mahotsava-cycle begin with processions, special pūjā-offerings and abhiṣeka-rites. Most of these items will be repeated daily during the subsequent festive-cycle (98-179).

Then follow discussions of special festivals to be observed during the period mṛgotsava on the eighth day (180-201a), tīrhotsava on the ninth day (201b-230) and puspayāga on the tenth day (231-246). The festival closes as the attendant gods are dismissed, a sāntihoma is performed, the sacrificial fire is put out [agnyudāsana], the flag is lowered and the flag-pole given to the yajamāna, etc. (247-268). The rewards that come to those who help in any way in a festival are elaborately described (269-284). The chapter closes with directions for a final kalyānāradhana-rite (285-287a), and some general directions for what is to be omitted from the program just outlined when the mahotsava lasts only 1 or 3 days (287b-292).

XII. पुष्पाहविविधान

Puspahavirvidhāna

"Rules regarding Flowers and Other Offerings to be used in worship".

Brahmā asks what items are permitted—flowers, fruits and foods—as offerings in worship. Permitted and prohibited flowers for different times of the day are listed (2-25); the same is done for havīs-food-offerings, including recipes for preparing them, how they are to be offered in dishes, and appropriate mantras to accompany these activities (26-36a). Also, fruits and vegetables are listed (36b-44). Brief sections are given over to condiments permissible to use (45-53), to some normal recipes and their presentation (54-76), to measures appropriate to various gods, and to what is to be done with food-offerings once presented to the specific deities (77-84)—concluding with a section devoted to the left-overs of flowers, etc., and their spiritual value (85-93a).
XIII. पञ्चकालविवि

"Rules regarding the Five Periods of the Day"

Brahmā asks for details about the five periods into which the day is divided. He is told that the five periods are called: *abhigamana, upādāna, iṣyā, svādhyāya* and *yoga*. All the observances and activities appropriate to each period are listed: *abhigamana (4-30), upādāna (31-33), iṣyā (34-66), svādhyāya (67-75) and yoga (76-78a).* The rewards for those who organize their activities in such ways are listed (78b-82).

XIV. पवित्रद्युतसुविवि

"Regarding the Festival of ‘Garlands’, etc."

Brahmā wants to know about the festivals that are to be observed during the various months of the year. He is told about the birthday celebrations for Rāma (3-9a) and for Narasimha (9b-11a), both of which come in the first month ([*caitra māsa*]—April/May); also in the same month are the flower festivals called *vasantotsava* and *damanotsava* (11-15) along with yet another flower festival, *kalhārotsava* (17-18). This last named festival as well as the *vasantotsava*-festival may alternatively come in the following month [*vasākha*—May/June]. In *jyeṣṭha* and *śrāvaṇa*-months (*i.e.*, June/July, August/September), come the festivals of fruits (19-21a). Also during these same months will come Trivikrama’s, Vāmana’s and Hanumān’s birthday celebrations (21b-24), as well as the all-important Kṛṣṇa birthday celebrations (30b-33a). In the *aśāḍha*-month (July/August) will come the *śayanotsava* of the Lord—which will last throughout the following four months, which period is called "*cātur-māśya*. It is the time for the observance of various *vratas* (25-30a).

The remainder of the chapter is largely given over to particular festive celebrations. First among these to be taken up are the *pavītrotsava*-festivities, which are to be done mainly in the *cātur-māśya*-period, *Śrāvaṇa*, or alternately in *bhādra-pada*- or *āśvayujya*-months (September/October, October/November). Included in the treatment of this particular festival are remarks concerning its expiatory nature (37b-39), the steps to be followed in making the "garlands" (54-94), the *pājā*-ceremonies to the deities that are to be included in the celebration (95ff), the distribution of the "garlands" to be made among the devotees (141-143a), the *ācārya’s* prayer of confession (143b-147a), and the *phala*-rewards for undertaking this important celebration (157-167). The next festival discussed is the one called *āgrayānotsava*, which comes during the months of *śrāvaṇa* or *kārtika* or *āśvayujya* (August/September or October/November) (168-174a). How to collect the grains (174b-177a), how these are to be carried to the temple (177b-178), how and where they will be stored after
the procession, and what mantras must be chanted as well as how to prepare the havis (179-185) are among the details given.

**XV. व्रतानुश्ठानकम**

*Vratānusṭhānakrama (135½ śl.)*

"Steps for Performing Supererogatory Vows".

This chapter is divided into sections corresponding to the various months, and in each section the supererogatory activities customary to that month are given. In the first month treated (but the tenth month of the year), bhadrapada (September/October), the vrata connected with Varaha is to be done (1-2). In the eleventh ṛṣāyuja month (October/November), snapana should be performed (3a). In kṛṣṭika month (November/December), on the twelfth day of the bright fortnight, God is to be celebrated as having awakened from His sleep (3b-7). Also during this period is the kritikā-dīpotsava-festival of lights (8-24). In mārgaśīrṣa month (December/January), the eleventh day and twelfth day fast-and-feast are to be observed (25-46). With pauṣa-month (January/February) begins the second half of the year (uṭtarāyaṇa), during which months certain vrātas are to be done: puṣyamāśavṛata (57b-58a), tīlāpādamavrata (58b-73a), śrīkāmavrata (73b-115a), ārogyakāmavrata (115b-119a), and dinapāṇicakavrata (119b-121a). The closing section gives general remarks concerning all the twelve months—in each of which a special day is designated during which devotion is to be given to one of the twelve names of Viṣṇu, one by one; on each such/special day, moreover, a fast is observed (121b-136a).

**XVI. सम्मार्जनयोगदेवस्तानपङ्कप्रकृतिं**

*Sammārajanāḍiphaladevasvāpahāra-

doṣakṛtana (95½ śla)*

"The Fruits of Sweeping the Temple, and the Sin of Misappropriating the Lord's Funds".

Brahmatma asks Bhagavān to know about certain miscellaneous things, and is told first about certain bad omens of a general nature and then about pacifications [ariṣṭasāṅtī] to be undertaken to neutralise them. Among the activities recommended are a purifying bath of the supplicant and of the Lord, special homas, and a particular liturgy (1-37a).

Brahmatma then asks about the rewards for those who donate either personal service, funds, or materials for worship to the temple. Bhagavān singles out first the sweepers in the temple: just as they sweep away the dirt from the compound so at the same time are their own sins swept away. Then He turns to a variety of services that may fittingly be rendered to the temple—including help in renovations (56-57a), donations of instruments and materials for God’s worship (57b-68), and frequenting the temple for pious activities (69-83a). Finally Bhagavān turns to certain heinous sins—like taking over temple properties, absconding with temple funds, etc. (83b-96a).

PA30
"Purifications after Repairs"

Brahmā asks about renovation of damaged icons and temple buildings. Bhagavān tells him in turn about how to mend a broken icon and of the ritual accompaniment to such repairs (2-12). He also speaks of the renovation of temples (13-28a)—whether it involves repairs to slight damages or a complete rebuilding of the temple due to natural calamities (28b-30). He briefly mentions the fruits which accrue to such activities (31).

Once repairs to an icon are completed then, of course, certain matters must be attended to in order to re-consecrate it for worship (32-38). Then a special section on samprokṣaṇa-purifications follows. Included in this treatment are the causes which call for such ritual cleansings (39-48a), and the methods to be followed in such rites (48b-59).

"Rules for Rectifying Mistakes in Normal Temple Routines"

Brahmā asks when prāyaścitta-rites must be undertaken to atone for lapses in rituals, etc. The major part of the chapter (3-153) is Bhagavān’s reply as to the specific events or defilements that require expiation.

"Concerning Expiatory Rites in Relation to Festival Mishaps, and also 'Nārāyaṇa'-bali-offerings"

In cases when a day falls in which nītya-naimittika-and-kāmya-utsava observances are scheduled for the same day, the naimittika-rite (since it is determined by an auspicious time other than which it cannot be done) takes priority before nītya and kāmya ceremonies (1). Then the narrative turns to snapana-rites in general, and catalogues the various mistakes, lapses or accidents that might call for prāyaścitta-expiatory rites (2-32a). Certain rites are sometimes done to icons that are not housed in a vimāna-building; such rites require first a prāyaścitta-expiation before the celebration may commence (32b-35a). Lapses, accidents and oversights in regular rites as well as in the course of celebrating certain parts of these rites—namely, dhvaja-flag raisings, ahkurāpāṇa-germinations, bali-offerings, or oversights or contaminations traceable to the personnel of such rites, or imperfections that come due to lack of punctuality or from a faulty sequence of constituent parts of major rituals, etc.—all these things require expiatory rites to be done (35b-107).

Brahmā asks about the so-called "siddhāntas" which are not to be confused according to orthodox views. He is told of the four "siddhāntas"—(1) mantra-
siddhānta, (2) āgamasiddhānta (3) tantrasiddhānta, and (4) tantrāntarasiddhānta—and their mutual differences (108-122). When rites beginning with kārṣṇa-plowing are done according to one “siddhānta” there should be no subsequent shift to another “siddhānta”-tradition (123-132).

A further section of this chapter deals with expiatory rites required when someone [Pañcarātrin, or anybody?] dies a sudden, unnatural or accidental death. The rite required is “nārāyaṇa-bali” (133-169).*

XX. Hiranyaagarbhavidhi

“Rules regarding an Expiatory Gift of Gold”

Brahma asks Bhagavān about persons situated in ruling and governmental positions who may in the line of discharging their functional duties have committed sins, and how they may atone for these deeds so that their routine religious life may not suffer (1-5a). Bhagavān replies that normally, pratyaścita-expiations for kings and ministers who, for example, kill a brahmin, are too time-consuming for their office; however, He offers to outline two easier expiatory rites—namely, the hiranyaagarbhpratyaścita and the tulābhāraprātyaścita—each of which is able to erase all sins. The first is described (9-43), and consists of a lavish gold offering made to brahmins; the other (44-62a) consists of being weighed and paying the balancing amount in gold, etc., to brahmins.

The remainder of the chapter has to do with puṣyabhūṣaka-rites called for during the puṣya-month—a rite which due to its intrinsic merit may win for one salvation (62b-104a).

XXI. Siddhāntabheda Pañcarātrādhikārivyavasthā

“Regulations Concerning the Proper Eligible Person for Pañcarātra according to different Siddhāntas”

Brahma says that having heard about the various rules, he would now like to know who are the qualified aspirants [ādikārīn] to follow in the different schools of Pañcarātra. Bhagavān begins by saying that among the 8000 brahmin gotras those belonging to the “Kānu” and the “Mādhyandina”—sākhās went to the Creator Brahma and received from him initiation into Pañcarātra according to the “mantrasiddhānta” school, using the “cakrābja”-maṇḍala method. He further gave them instructions for their particular way to perform all sanskāra-sacraments and yāga-sacrifices; He also cautioned them that these things were to be done only with the thought of the Lord foremost in their mind, and not with any desire for phala-rewards (1-12). In addition He told them that

* NOTE: This rite nowadays is limited to death-rites for brahmacārins and sannyāsins.
a "bhāgavata" is one who, along with his devoted love of Bhagavān, does the "pañcakāla"-pūjā according to the scriptures, who is furthermore born in a bhāgavata family, and who has also had dīkṣā-initiation (13-16). While they must also maintain their private worship [ātmārtha-pūjā], "bhāgavatas" are the only ones who are allowed to perform liturgies for the benefit of others [parārthayajana]. The non-"bhāgavata" who wishes to become a "bhāgavata" by initiation must come from a respectable [kulā] family. Any-"bhāgavata"—whether by birth or initiation—is to be shown the highest respect and honor by all others (18-24). He adds that for those who follow the "mantra-siddhānta" school the object of their devoted attention [dhyāyavastu] is Vāsudeva with either two or four hands, etc. (25-29).

As for the "āgamasiddhānta" school, this comprises those who meditate on the Lord with long arms (reaching to the knees) in one of His Vyūha-forms, standing solitarily and without weapons, resplendent in white color and replete with ornamentation. These "āgamasiddhāntins," regardless of their caste origin, all follow the "Ekapāda-sūkhā"—but they are not eligible to perform such ceremonies as ritual plowing, etc. For such occasions, they must call in a "mantrasiddhāntins" and ask him to do the ceremony for them; but such routines are to be done without bijākṣara in the 12-syllabled mantra. Further, these "āgamasiddhāntins" are obliged to discard their dead bodies (without burial or cremation) (30-54a).

The "tantrasiddhānta" school accepts those who come from any of the four castes, so long as they observe all the saṅskāra-sacraments. These (common?) folks, in the performance of the Lord’s worship, employ the "nava-pādna"-manḍala design. But in their ritual activities they must satisfy themselves with the repetition of the "dvādaśākṣara" and other mantras only, and these without benefit of instruction concerning their esoteric meanings and, furthermore, without vyāsa, etc. When it comes to utsava-festivals, "tantrasiddhāntins" are not allowed to perform flag-raising ceremonies; nor are they to perform the monthly festival-liturgies. They must content themselves with carrying the Lord in procession around the village (54b-69a).

The "tantrāntarasiddhānta" school worships the Lord in the "cakrābja"-manḍala design, the kumbha-pot, the pratimā-image and (or?) in the fire. The icons of the Lord of these "tantrāntarasiddhāntins" will represent Him as three-faced, four-faced or many-faced; such images will be revealed in a standing posture atop a yogapātha-pedestal, and so will be surrounded by the attendant parivāra-deities. The worship of "tantrāntarasiddhāntins" will be done by employing the "pīṇḍa"-mantra, "kālā"-mantra, etc., but without knowledge of the esoteric meanings. All four castes may belong to this school—and they should observe the saṅskāra-sacraments according to their own rules (69b-73a).
By no means should any ways of one of the four schools be mixed with another. One should follow the school of his ancestors to avoid any confusion: no one dares to exercise careless choice about what rules he follows. One should neither seek to change his *siddhānta* nor abet anyone else in being initiated into another. The sin of confusing one school with another is great indeed. Although of the four schools the "*mantrasiddhānta*" way is the best, he who associates with a *Pāncarātra* of any school is bound to benefit much more than associating with any one else (73-84a)*

**XXII. मुद्रालक्षणविविधि**

"Rules Concerning Ritual Hand-Gestures"

Brahma asks the meaning, uses and varieties of *mudrā*-gestures. Bhagavān says these finger movements are ways to fend off evil and to prevent those taking pleasure in harming others [*himsakānām aśeṣānām mudāṃ draṇayati kṣapāya latō mudrā mīrasanānī teṣāṃ tasya praṇayanam*]. Furthermore, they please the Lord—so long as they are demonstrated in private (1-5a). He then names and describes 53 *mudrā*-gestures: *hrdaya* (5b-6a), *śirṣa* (6b-7a), *śīkhā* (7b-8a) *kavaca* (8b-9), *astra* (10), *netra* (11-12a), *agni-prākāra* (12b-13), *yoga* and *yogasāmkṛta* (14-17a), *kumbha* or *jūña* (22-23a), *nyāsa* (23b-24), *japa* (25-26a), *brahma* (26b-27a) and *viṣṇu* (27b-28a). Also: *ruḍra* (28b-29a), *abhivādana* (29b-30a), *vighnarāja* (30b-31a), *bhāgavata* (31a-32a), *varāha* (32b-33a), *dahana* (33b-35a), *āpyāyana* (35b-37), *surabhi* (38-40a), *avāhanu* (40b-41a), *pravāma* (41b-43), *padma* (44-45a), *kamala* (45b-46a), and *saṅkha* (46b-48a). In addition: *cakra* (48b-49a), *gadā* (49b-51a), *cāpa* (51b), *musala* (52-53a), *khaḍga* (53b-54), *vanamālā* (55), *aṅjali* (56b), *garūḍa* (56b-58), *viśvakhṣaṇa* (59), *ananta* (60-61a), *bali* (61b), *vastra* (62a), *muṣṭi* or *jūña* (62b-63a), and *gandha* (63b). And finally, *puṣpa* (64a), *yuṣṇopavita* (64-65a), *ākālaṇa* (65b), *ākālaṇa* (66), *dēpa* (67-69a), *pratimā* (69b-70a), *svāgata* or *yāna* or *prāthana* (70b-71b), and *grāsā* (72-73) and *homa* (73b-74).

**XXIII. मातृकायायन्त्रयाशयणान**

"A Discussion of the Three Methods of using the ‘Mātrkā,’ etc., in Mantras"

This chapter is devoted to a prolonged and esoteric discussion of mantras in general (defined 96-99a), starting with an explanation of the constituent letters that comprise the alphabet—each letter having its guardian deity, its stars and planets, its age and caste, etc. (1-56).

*Note: The definitions found of the four "siddhānta" schools found in different Sanskrit-traditions vary from text to text; there is no unanimity of opinion on these matters. See "Index" under "siddhānta."
Thus, Astaksaramantravaihava (Dvadasaksarakalpa Any in XXVI.) who certain variations abilities (XXV.) accomplished this in its mantra from how to use “-mantra etc. This chapter turns in particular to a discussion of the 12-syllable mantra—how to “compose” it by selecting the appropriate, potent letters or syllables from the mâyikacakra-design (1-32a), a eulogy of those who employ the “dvadaśakṣara”-mantra (32b-41), the rules for japa-repetitions of this particular mantra (42-76a), and the benefits accruing to one who successfully perseveres in its use (76b-86). For those who want to get salvation by means of using this mantra in their worship-habits, there are certain pūjās at particular times and places to be done (87-109). In addition, certain “prayogic” aims may be accomplished by means of this mantra—if particular rules are followed as they are herein set down (110-174a).

XXV. Astaksaramantravaihava (275½ śls.)

The Greatness of the ‘Astaksara’-‘Mantra’

This chapter answers Brahmâ’s question about the eight-syllable “aṣṭa-kṣara”-mantra by outlining the meaning of each of the mantra’s three words (3-28a), the various ways of doing japa-repetition when aspirants of different abilities wish to employ this mantra as a means to salvation (28b-98a), the variations in the procedures of japa-repetition and attendant spiritual and liturgical measures to be taken by those who would employ the mantra for certain “prayogic” ends (98b-251a), and the rewards to and praises of those who preserve the pious repetition of this mantra (251b-267a).

XXVI. Visnugâyatryádimantroddhāra (84½ śls.)

“Composing the ‘Visnugâyatri’-‘Mantra, etc.’”

As for the 24-syllable ‘Visnugâyatri’-mantra, this, too, is “composed” in a particular fashion and is to be employed in japa-repetitions by those who desire its wonderful effects. It is at least four times as powerful as an ordinary
mantra (1-29). The "Śrīkara-aṣṭākṣara"-mantra is also discussed in terms of its composition, analysis, and potency (30-50a). The "Lakṣmīmārāyana"-mantra is likewise discussed in a similar manner (50b-57a). The "Saṃkārasya"-mantra (57b-69), the "Pradyumna"-mantra (70-74), the "Aniruddha"-mantra (75-79a) and the "Caturviniśatī"-mantra (79b-85a) are each briefly described and discussed in the concluding stanzas of the chapter.

XXVII. मत्स्यादिमूर्तिमन्त्रकथन Matsyādīmūrtimāntrākathana (421 śls)

"Chapter concerning the Mantras addressed to Matsya and Others"

Bhagavān continues to tell about mantras in this chapter, turning now to the mantras addressed to the several avatāra-forms of the Lord. In each, the analysis of the mantra-composition is given, along with instructions for japa-repetitions, as well as other details. The mantras discussed here are: "Matsya"-mantra (3-8), "Kūrma"-mantra (9-12a), "Varāha"-mantra (12-29a), "Narasiṁha"-mantra and its variations (29b-212) "Vāmana"-mantra (224b-229), "Trivikrama"-mantra (230-235), "Jāmakeyārāma"-mantra (236-242), "Dāsarathīrāma"-mantra as well as those addressed to his (Rāma’s) retinue (243-326a), "Balarāma"-mantra (326b-331a) and "Kṛṣṇa"-mantra and its variations (331b-421).

In the middle of the chapter, there is a brief digression about the twelve "aṅgas" of any mantra used for japa-purposes—these twelve being its bīja-syllables, its sakti-potency, its rṣi-revealer, its chandas-meter, its aṅga-gestures, its devatā-addresssee, its varṇa-color dominance, its dipana-purifier, its āpyāyana-constitution, its mocana-application, its sakalikaraṇa-variant and its vikalikaraṇa-mutations (212-224). [The discussion here is somewhat different from that found in other texts.]

XXVIII. यज्ञामूर्त्यादिमन्त्रदध्याय Yajñāmūrtyaadīmāntrodāhāraya (194 śls)

"Composition of the ‘Yajñāmūrti’-mantra and Others"

Bhagavān continues to give instructions regarding the composition, the japa-repetitions and the respective potencies of other mantras: "Yajñāmūrti"-mantra (1-6), "Aññādhipati"-mantra (7-24), "Śaktiṣa"-mantra") (25-30), "Kālanemi"-mantra (31-37a), "Trailokyamohana"-mantra (37b-49a), "Kāma-kāmeshu"-mantra (49b-54), "Trailokyamohanaṃalā"-mantra (55-53a), "Yajñavarāhā"-mantra (83b-103), "Dāmadevarṣinīha"-mantra (104-113a), "Puruṣacakatyaṣṭaya"-mantra (113b-117), "Hayagrīva"-mantra (118-124a), and "Hayagrīvamālā"-mantra (124b-153a). Also "Mukundādi"-mantra (153b-154), "Babhru"-mantra (155-158a), "Vṛṣākapi"-mantra (158b-160), "Śauri"-mantra (161-162a), "Vaiṣṇavī"-mantra (162b-165a) and "Aparājita"-mantras also
XXIX. भायदिउर्वरामन्त्रवृत्ति

“Concerning the Mantras to Śrī and Others, and to the Attendant Deities”

In this chapter Bhāgavān tells about the mantras to be used in the worship of Śrī and of the deities in Her retinue found in the precincts of the first prākāra-courtyard. The ones taken up are: the one addressed to Śrī (2b-28a), the ones to Dhanada [Kubera] and other deities in the Eastern direction (28b-38) as well as the ones to Cintāmaṇi and others in the Southern Direction (39-46). Then comes the mālā-mantra addressed to Śrī (47-64). This is followed by the “Vasudhā”-mantra (65-82a), the “Dharaṇī”-mantra (82b-95a), “Sarasvatī”-mantra (95b-131), the “Ādhāraśakti”-mantra (132-142), the “Ananta”-mantra (143-149) and the “Bhū”-mantra (150-151a). A “Piṭha”-mantra follows (151b-170a), as well as the mantra for Brahmā and the succeeding 57 parivāradevatās (170b-172a), along with the mantras addressed to other deities in the first courtyard [prākāra] (172b-174a).

The remainder of the chapter deals with mantras addressed to the doorway deities, Caṇḍa and Pracaṇḍa (174b-178), and to the deities found in the second prākāra-courtyard. Those named here are the “Udumbara”-mantra (179-184a), “Kṣetreśa”-mantra (184b-189a), “Dīvīmūrti”-mantra (189b-199) as well as those addressed to deities found beyond the second courtyard (201-210a). The final point made is concerning the procedure for offering bāli at the bāli-piṭha-pedestal in daily routine worship (210b-219; cf. “car” V. 16b-31a).

XXX. तिथिदेवतामन्त्र

“Mantras” addressed to the ‘Tithidevatās’

Each fortnight is governed day by day by fifteen deities each of whom presides over one day. One may, by employing the mantra addressed to any one of these deities, and by following certain established rules, maintain a yāga or vrata on that deity’s day for a specified period. Particularly if one begins this vrata or yāga in the bright fortnight, he may hope to achieve certain specific gains at the end of his stated vow. This chapter gives the proper mantras to employ for each of the tithidevatās and the fruits of a vow undertaken in honor of each: Agni (4-8a), Brahmā (8b-12a), Kubera (12b-31a), Vighnешa (31b-45), Śrī (46, cf. XXIX: 2-28a), Śaṃmukha (47-52a), Bhānu (52b-67a), Śiva (67b-94a), Durgā (94b-155a), Yama (155b-159), Indra (160-162), Viṣṇu (163), Kāma (164-191a), the Aśvins (191b-196a) and Candra or Soma (196b-203).
XXXI. विघ्नराजोत्पत्तिकीर्तिदिवसांनयार

Vighnarājotpattikīrti-dīvāsāṃnātra (441 śls.)

"Concerning the Origin of 'Vighnarāja', and the Composition of Mantras addressed to the Various Ornaments of the Lord"

Brahma asks to know the origin of Vighnarāja, and Bhagavān tells him the story of Pradyumna's anger which gave rise to the elephant-headed Gaṇapatī whose purpose was always to fight on the side of the gods (I-10a).

Then He (Bhagavān) turns to answer the questions put to Him about the mantras to Viṣṇu's ornaments, etc., namely, to the kīrṣṭa-crown (I0b-24), the śrīvatasa-chestmole (25-34), the kauśītih-jewel (35-43a), the vanaśīta-garland (43b-64), the prabhā-arch (65-74), and the akṣamālā-rosary (75-78). Then He turns to mantras addressed to the dīpapātra-holder (79-80), the ghanītā-bell (81-82), and the dīpadīpātra lamp (83-85). A large section of the chapter is given over to the mantras addressed to the various forms of the Sudarśanā-discus (86-262). Then He tells of the mantras addressed to the pāńcaajanya-conch (263-279a), the kaumodakī-club (279b-283), the Pañḍma-lotus (284-289), the musala-pestle (290-294a), the khaḍga-sword (294b-299), the śārṅga-bow (300-310), the pāśa-robe (311-312) and the anākṣa- goad (313-316a). There follows then a long section on the Garuḍa-vehicle of the Lord (316b-376a), whereupon the mantras addressed to Viṣvaksena are given (376b-425). The chapter ends with instructions for offerings to Viṣvaksena (426-451).

XXXII. सुदार्शनमहामन्त्रवैभव सुदार्शनानमहामन्त्रवैभव

"Instructions regarding the Great Mantra to Sudarśana"

An especially potent mantra is the "Sudarśana"-mantra. This chapter begins with instructions for composing the mantra and for meditating upon it (2-31a), and special rules for those who are going to do japa-repetitions with it (31b-32a). The remainder of the chapter contains detailed instructions as to the employment of this mantra for specific, "prayogic" ends (32b-284).

XXXIII. अप्पार्कारिकमन्त्रस्त्रयुप अप्पार्कारिकमन्त्रस्त्रयुप

"The Concluding Chapter"

All the main mantras having been given in the preceding chapters, the present and concluding chapter turns to a treatment of other, subsidiary mantras needed in the worship of Viṣṇu (I-II). The following ones are the common mantras discussed and analysed: "Pañcogopānīṣad"-mantra (12-16a), "Puruṣa"-mantra (16b-19), "Viśvā"-mantra (20-22), "Nirūṭa (i)"-mantra (23-26a), "Sarva"-mantra (26b-32), "Sānti"-mantra (33-51a), "Pañcaviṃśatisatītavā"-mantra (51b-57), "Dēpa"-mantra (58-59), "Akaṃśāṣṭra"-mantra (60-61),
"Arghya"-mantra (62-64), "Pādya"-mantra (65-67), "Ācamana"-mantra (68-70), "Bhoganivedana"-mantra (71-73a), "Puṣpāṇjali"-mantra (73b-75), "Vāstra"-mantra (76-77); and mantras for mundane welfare (78-90). Then mantras which could be easily mastered (91-108a), "Jalastambhana"-mantra (108b-111a), "Nāḍivegastambhana"-mantra (111b-114a), "Agnistambhana"-mantra (114b-118a), "Gomahiśādvāya"-mantra (118b-120), "Vyāldādāmanā"-mantra (121-122a), "Riṇunāsaka-śiśacavaśa"-mantra (122b-124a), "Gandhārva-śādhanā"-mantra (124b-135), "Indrajāla"-mantra (136-156), "Saptā-yaḥṣi mantra viś. "Sundari"-mantra (157-158a), "Manoharā"-mantra (158b-159a), "Kanakavati"-mantra (159b-160a), "Kāmeśvarā"-mantra (160b-162), "Ratipriyā"-mantra (163-164), "Pādmiṃti"-mantra (165-166a), "Yāmīnī"-mantra (166b-172a) and lastly "Piśāca"-mantras (172b-189).

The samhitā draws to a close with some eulogistic remarks by Bhagavān about what is contained in the preceding chapters.

Then returning to the framework-motif found in the opening chapters, Pādma says that when it was done Brahmā gave the teaching to Kapila, who in turn gave it to Pādma. He in turn is now giving it Samvarta, and with it the counsel to return to his terrestrial home in the Himalayas (190-201). He warns that, due to the holiness of the message, it should not be disclosed to the faithless or disinterested (202-203a). Five tantras are said to be the most precious "gems" of the Pāncarātra: Pādma, Sanatkumāra, Parama, Padmodbhava (or Maheśvara) and the Kaṇva Tantra (203b-204). The rewards for those who turn to the Pādma Tantra are then listed (207-209).

CRITICAL REMARKS

So complete is this work, containing most matters of concern to the Pāncarātra community, that a study of it alone would serve to introduce neophytes (Vaiṣṇavas or others) into the intricacies of Pāncarātra thought and practice. Priority efforts should be made to get this important work into the more accessible Devanāgarī script at an early date, and at a price putting it in reach of temple arcakas. The formidable job of providing a worthy translation of this work into English would also render an inestimable service to tantric scholars in the west.
ADDENDUM 1

LIST OF PÂŚCARÂTrÄGAMA SAMHITÂS FOUND IN PÂDMA SAMHITÂ "JÉ." I: 99-114

1. Pâdma
2. Padmodbhava
3. Mâyâ [vaibhava]
4. Nalakûbara
5. Trailokyamohana
6. Viṣṇutilaka
7. Parama
8. Nâradiya
9. Dhanadiya
10. Vâsiṣṭha
11. Pauskara
12. Sanatkumâra
13. Sanaka
15. Viśva S.
16. Ananta [= 36 below ]
17. Mahîpraśna
18. Śrîpraśna
19. Puruṣottama
20. Mâhendra S.
21. Tattvasāgara
22. Vâgiśa
23. Sâttvata [cf. 14 above, 71 below ]
24. Draviṇa
25. Śrîkara
26. Saṁvarta
27. Viṣṇusadbhāva
28. Viṣṇupûrvaka
29. Viṣṇutantra
30. Kaumâra
31. Ahirbudhnya S.
32. Viṣṇuvaibhavika
33. Saura
34. Saumya
35. Iśvara S.
36. Ananta [= 16, above ]
37. Bhâgavata
38. Jaya
39. Mûla S.
40. Puṣṭi S.
41. Śaunakîya
42. Mârîca
43. Dakṣa S.
44. Aupendra
45. Yogahṛdaya
46. Hârîta
47. Pârameśvara
48. Ātreyya
49. Mandara
50. Viśvakseṇa
51. Auśanasà
52. Vaiḥkānasà
53. Viḥagendra [= Târksya ? ]
54. Bhârgava
55. Parapûruśa
56. Yâjñâvalkya
57. Gautamiya
58. Paulastya
59. Śakala
60. Jûnârṇava
61. Jâmâdagnya
62. Yâmya
63. Nârâyana
64. Parâśariya
65. Jâbāla

* not on other lists (= Hayâśîra S. ?)
† not on other lists
### THE FOLLOWING SAMHITĀS ARE ALSO LISTED IN PĀDMA SAMHITĀ

(“car.” XXXIII : 203b-204),

WHERE THEY ARE DESCRIBED AS THE 5 MOST PRECIOUS GEMS

(“pañcarātra”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Samhitā</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Pādma Tantra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Sanatkumāra Tantra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Parama Tantra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Padmodbhava Tantra=Mahendra Tantra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Kañva Tantra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. = No. 1 on list in “jīva” I : 99 ff.  
2. = No. 12 , , , , , , ( cf. No. 94 )  
3. = No. 7 , , , , , ,  
4. = No. 2 , , , , , , ( cf. No. 20 )  
5. = No. 77 , , , , , ,  

The following list includes the names of the authors and their respective Samhitās:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Samhitā</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>Kāpila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>Vāmana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>Jayottara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>Bārhaspatya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>Jaimina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>Sāttvata</td>
<td>= 23, 14 ? above]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>Kātyāyanīya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>Vālmika</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>Aupagāyana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>Hiraṇyagarbha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>Agastya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Kānva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>Bodhāyana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>Bhāradvāja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>Nārasimha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>Gārgya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Uttarapūrvaka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>Śātātapa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Āṅgirasa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>Kāśyapa</td>
<td>= 67 above : cf. 89 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>Painḍala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>Trailokyavijaya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>Yoga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>Vāmanīya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>Vāruṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>Kṛṣṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>Ambara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>Āgneya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>Mahāsanatkumāra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.</td>
<td>Vyāsa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td>Viṣṇu S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td>Märkaṇḍeya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td>Pāriṣada S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>Brahmanārada S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.</td>
<td>Umāmaheśvara S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.</td>
<td>Dattātreyā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>Śarva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103.</td>
<td>Varāhamihira</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.</td>
<td>Saṁkarsaṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.</td>
<td>Pradyumna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106.</td>
<td>Vāmana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107.</td>
<td>Kalkirāghava [sc. : Kalirāghava]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108.</td>
<td>Prācetasa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is the text held in highest esteem by the arcakas at Śrīraṅgam, the "Rome" of Śrī-vaishnavism. Its dictates are followed in the worship patterns at the Ranganathaswamy Temple there. It is believed—no doubt on the basis of what is said in the first chapter of the text itself (see śloka 90)—that this Paramēśvara-saṁhitā is the "essence" of the Puṣkara-saṁhitā (q.v.) so highly revered as one of the "Three Gems" of the Pāṇcarātra-gama. Thus, both in practical and ideological terms, this is an important text of the Pāṇcarātra canon.

It is a long work; in its present state it amounts to almost 8700 ślokas. Its twenty-six chapters are for the most part quite long—and they represent two parts of what is supposed to have been once upon a time a much longer work. A "jñānakāṇḍa" once presumably treated of a number of matters—listed in Chapter I: 92 et passim—but all that we see of it now is the opening chapter of the work, and one is led to wonder if more of this portion of the work ever did in fact exist. The remaining 25 chapters constitute a "kriyākāṇḍa" and, if the outline of its contents given toward the end of Chapter One is any guide by which to judge, this portion of the work comes to us fairly well intact.

The title is named as canonical in the following lists: Kapīṇjala (45/100), Pādma (47/108), Bhāradvāja (46/103), Mārkaṇḍeya (23/91), Viśvāmitra (31/108) and Viṣṇu Tantra (75/154).* It is quoted or excepted in a number of secondary Pāṇcarātra works, for examples Utsavasamgraha (MT. 3286 quoting ch. XIII), Prāyaścittapāṭala (MT. 2996 quoting ch. XIX) and Prāyaścittasamgraha (MT. 3743 quoting chs. XV and XX). In its own list of canonical titles—see Addendum, below—it describes itself as "sāttvika" but "munivākya."

The narrative framework is a dialogue between Sanaka and Śaṅdilya, and the topics treated are focused almost exclusively on priestly concerns—daily routines, occasional liturgies, expiatory services, festive undertakings and the like. There seem to be no remarks addressed to lay concerns.

* The mention of the Paramēśvara-saṁhitā in the Pauṣkarasamhitā (XXXIX: 18) is discussed under the latter entry (q.v.) in the "Critical Notes" found there.
"The Transmission of the Teaching"

The setting is Totādri [southern region of Western Ghats] where Sanaka is performing penance to Vāsudeva. Bhagavān appears and tells Sanaka to meet Śaṇḍilya, who as a master of many fields of knowledge will teach him the "rahasyāmnāya" or the esoteric levels of the Veda. This teaching, composed in the "anusṭubh"-meter has as foremost among its expositions the "Sāttvata", "Pauṣkara" and "Jayākhyā" (1-19). Moreover, Śaṇḍilya is a recognized master of the practice of the "pañcakālas" and Bhagavān tells Sanaka that he may also learn from him how to follow these observances as well as how to live according to devout ways of the "bhāgavata-dharma" (20-21).

At Śaṇḍilya’s hermitage Sanaka is instructed first of all on how the śāstra (or yoga or yogadharma: 36) was transmitted from Ananta to Aniruddha, to Ikṣvāku, to mankind during the kṛlayuga-era; it was then also, he adds, that Nara and Nārāyaṇa [the “twin sages”] taught 5 sages Sumantu, Jaimini, Bhṛgu, Aupāgāyana and Mānuṭjīyayana in the “Badarikāśrama” the same information (22-73). By following this teaching and having a clear idea about it, says Śaṇḍilya, one can have a vision of Viṣṇu—as he has had and as was so often the case in the old days of kṛlayuga-times (74-83a).

Sanaka says that this teaching is well and good for regenerate [pratibuddha] men of olden times and saints like his host, but what are the unregenerate [aprātibuddha] men of these present times, like himself, to do? (83b-85). Śaṇḍilya says he once asked the very same question of Sanikārṣaṇa—and his response was to teach to Śaṇḍilya the “Sāttvata” and other śāstras, only after which did he teach the “Pārameśvara” or the essence of the “Pauṣkara” (90). The “Pārameśvara,” which is the concern of the remainder of the chapter, was originally one lakh of ślokas in length. From that one lakh, Śaṇḍilya says he will extract the essence—in two parts, jñānakāṇḍa and kriyākāṇḍa—and pass on the knowledge to Sanaka in 16,000 ślokas. In this treatment all the essentials will be covered: the six qualities of God; the Vyūhas, the Viḥavas, etc.; the forms and natures of Viṣṇu’s retinue; His ornamentation and attendants; His abode and how to prepare it; the nature of jīvātman, its mundane attachments and its final release; and the secrets of mantras, mudrās, yoga, etc.—all in the jñānakāṇḍa. Moreover, daily routines, occasional observances, expiations, and all temple-oriented activities will be dealt with in the kriyākāṇḍa (91-113).
KRIYĀKĀnda:

II. Snānavidhi

"Rules for Bathing (of the Aspirant)"

Snānavidhi (138 ās.)

Sāndilya offers to give in detail the procedure that makes one eligible to do yūga and homa. First of all one must bathe in the ordinary way; this only is preparatory to his spiritual snāna to come. In telling how to take the daily bath he outlines the various observances that a man does from the time he wakes up—recitations of Viṣṇu's Holy Names, which foot to take the first step with, how to collect the proper detergent (viz., mud) for bathing, how to select an auspicious bathing place, etc. (I-70). Once the aspirant gets into the water and prays that all holy waters converge there to cleanse him, he does certain muḍās and commences to wash himself doing ācamana-sippings at several points. When he emerges from the water, he does an informal tarpana-rite, offering water to the various gods, etc. (71-121). Then he gives some gaṇya-snānas—alternatives to taking a regular bath when normal circumstances are not present or when one is otherwise unable to bathe in water, namely mantrasnāna (122-126), dhyānasnāna (127-130a), divyasnāna (130b-131a), āgneyasnāna [dohanasnāna] (131b-133a), vālasnāna (133b-134a), and pārthivasnāna (134b-136a). The chapter concludes by saying that one may proceed to other daily obligations only after the bathing has been attended to (136b-138).

III. Samādhivyākhya

"Explaining (the Steps Leading to) Samādhi"

Samādhivyākhya (230 ās.)

Once the bath is over, the next step is to apply the religious marks [pūṇḍra] to the body at the appropriate places (10-20), dress and then proceed to the place where God is kept and "wake up" the Lord; where there is no temple, he shall go through the process mentally imagining (see ās. 38 ff) the sounds of conch, bells and drums, the door, the corridors etc., doing thus a mānasayāga. Before the aspirant can approach God for actual worship, he must further purify himself spiritually. [This is the second kind of snāna mentioned in ch. II, supra.] This is done, in brief, by a mental dissolution of the physical self, composed of its five constituent bhūta-elements (39-150), mentally offering these bhūtas up for purification (by prāṇayāma etc.). Control of breath (prāṇayāma) is then described (90-139); the Lord should be meditated upon during the prāṇayāma (129-30; 144-5), particularly as embodied in His mantra (Mantrātman, Mantradeha) (145-6); and thus through concentration (Dhāraṇā) he should see steadily the inner effulgence of the all-pervading Lord in his samādhi (178-182). The presence of God's (animating) Power is thus needed for this renewed, spiritually-cleansed body. In the human body thus reconstituted and transmuted, he should practice Nyāsa (222-230),
IV. मन्त्रनयासविवि  
Mantranyāsavidhi  

"Concerning Strengthening Oneself with Mantra Powers"

Without such nyāsa-concentrations of God's Power into one's own being, one cannot be made ready to approach Him in worship (I-4). This brief chapter turns to an explanation of how nyāsa, such as is enjoined upon the aspiring worshipper, is to be done. Nyāsa is a spiritual undertaking wherein mantras are chanted to invoke God's Presence while mudrā-gestures indicate what aspect of God's Personality is concentrated in what part of the body of the believer (4-44a).

V. मानसयागः  
Mānasayāga  

"Silent Worship"

This chapter deals further with the preliminaries of introverted meditation prior to liturgical worship. Already seated, the aspirant assumes the "padmā-sana"-posture and directs his sense-organs within. Concerted effort is made to "lift" from the abdominal regions the sakti-power resident there to the heart—all the while reflecting on how the timeless Lotus grew upwards from the Milky Ocean. This Lotus (in the heart) is to provide the throne for Viṣṇu Who is in the inmost heart of His believers. At this point various concentrated thoughts are to be directed to Viṣṇu, to the Lotus, to the Power that raises the Lotus, etc.—all as Aspects of the Divine Source. The ultimate phase of this yogic activity is to experience God's Presence in a vision giving great delight to the devotee (111-4). Thereupon, maintaining this Divine Vision, one offers all kinds of mental worship [mānasapājā] to Him—including mantras, ḍhūpa, δīpa, ghanṭā, etc. as well as offers mental libations [mānasayāga] (115-168). The benefits of this kind of internalized worship are listed (169-183).

VI. बाह्ययागविवि (बेरापुजः)  
Bāhyayāgavidhi (berāpūjā)  

"Rules for Liturgical Offerings—Iconic Worship"

This chapter turns to overt, liturgical worship. First, the necessary paraphernalia must be collected, purified, and then placed where they will be needed (1-54). The incense-holder is described and its cosmic symbolism indicated (55-61)—the appreciation of this symbolism being a prerequisite of worship—and a similar treatment is to be afforded the ghanṭā-bell (62-99). When and where these are used in the liturgy is given (100-109). The pājā-liturgy ideally begins as one offers in the proper way, just as one would to any honored guest in one's house, "arghya," "pādyā," "puspa," etc., to the icon (110-142). But before the worshipper can make these offerings he must first undertake some purificatory rites and also request the presence of various other divine powers (143-180); and as part of this invocation he must mentally conjure up
the proper (mental) image of each before addressing the appropriate mantra to it. How to imagine these beings is given at some length (185-277). Having secured their presence, he then commences to offer to them and to the icon the amenities of pūjā-worship—various liquids, food-offerings, fruits, betel—and how to do this with all propriety and piety is explained step-by-step. This much over, then one offers to the icon of the Lord His sayanāsana (seat for rest) (278-420a).

VII. 
Agnikārya/piṭraṃvibhāga/nityotsavādvidhāna

"Procedures for Kindling the Sacrificial Fire, Making Oblations to the Forefathers, and Continuing Daily Worship"

Continuing from the preceding chapter with the methodology for liturgical worship, the arcaḥa then moves to the place where the sacred fire and firepit is readied, purifying the area prior to his worship. A digression is inserted here concerning how the kundās are to be fashioned (5-15) and made fit for use in worship (16-48). The instruments used in worship during this "agnikārya" portion are then enumerated (49-104). As a part of the "agnikārya" rites the arcaḥa is to perform some twelve saṃskāra-sacraments to the fire itself (105-140), prior to making the homa-offerings. The obligations are listed in the order in which they are made (141-220) up to the final pārṇāhuti. The efficacy of doing this list is particularly mentioned (221-232). After this major pārṇāhuti, then only may offerings be made to the various gods resident around the kundā, whereupon a last offering is made to rectify any mistakes. Thereupon the ācārya terminates this portion of worship and, without undue delay, he moves on to the next portion of the liturgy, namely "piṭraṃvibhāga" (233-255).

In order to make these obligations to the forefathers [piṭraṃvibhāga] Sāndilya says that the arcaḥa should follow the method found in essence in the Sāttvatasamhitā even though it is also elaborately treated in the Paushkarasaṃhitā. These obligations when made before God Himself are more efficacious. Then the qualifications are given for those who would participate—both as performer and impersonators—in this Śrāddha-rite (256-261). The reception and seating of the Śrāddha-Brahmans on darbha-seats in front of the Lord, their feeding, the offer of water with tila (sesamum-seeds) and of pīṇḍa (balls of rice), and the send-off to the Brahman impersonating the piṭras (ancestors) (262-363), are then described. The abbreviated or substitute form of Śrāddha called Hiraṇya-śrāddha (with money-offering instead of food) is then mentioned (364-7).

Continuing daily worship balidāna-offerings are next attended to, first by making offerings to the parivāra-deities, then to the balīpiṭha (375-404).
Approaching the deities again, the *arcaka* divests them of the flowers, leaves and water-offerings made to them (405-409). (Then, returning to his home) He takes his own meal—and in doing so he must be careful to adhere to certain disciplines and rules (410-428). After his meal he returns to the temple where he prostrates before God (431), after which he begins his study of the *Agama* and its meaning [adhyayana] near the Lord. (435-6). He continues in this until dusk, at which time he attends to the evening worship of the Lord. (Once again when this cycle has been repeated, still in the temple) he starts practice of contemplation of Lord through the eight-limbed (aṣṭa-aṅga) *yoga* (438-503) with all the stages duly observed. Terminating his *yoga*, and ritually ending his day of service in the temple, he petitions that none of the good which accrued from his actions come to him but that it be returned instead to God (504-521). Thereupon he petitions the guardian-deities to attend the Lord during the night and then, closing the temple doors, he goes home for his sleep (522-525).

VIII. गरुडविष्याकसनादिपरिवाररचनाविष्णुविभागन वर्णन

Garudaviṣyākṣenādiparivārārcanavidhāna (215 śls.)

"Rules for the Worship Routines afforded Garuḍa, Viṣvaksena, Subsidiary Deities, etc."

Sanaka asks about the procedure for worshipping Garuḍa. Śāndilya replies by saying where in the temple compound Garuḍa’s shrine will be located, and which *mantras* are to be used (II, 14) in the steps of the worship of this deity and of his retinue (I-62). Worship of Garuḍa is said to be especially efficacious at one particular day in every twenty-seven days (ārdrā) (63-64).

Sanaka asks then about Viṣvaksena, and Śāndilya quotes from the *Pāṇḍava-samhitā* to the effect that once Viṣvaksena has been installed in his shrine he should henceforth be worshipped in a certain way only (67 173). The *parivāra-devatās* are briefly mentioned as deserving worship three times a day—or at least once—according to rules already laid down (174-177).

Then Śāndilya tells about *bhaktas*, what they do to demonstrate their faith—by building temples, by donating funds for *utsavas*, etc. (178-194). Icons to such persons may be fashioned and put in certain parts of the temple—and the mode of worship afforded these is determined by the deity with whom they may be lodged (195-212). [The final three *stolakas* are a recapitulation (213-215)].

IX. द्वादशकल्लार्चनादिकालविभागलिखित

Dvādaśakalārcaṇādikālalavībhāganirṇaya (191 śls.)

"Limitation of Pūjā-Routines to Twelve Cycles a Day, and Other Matters"

The Lord in His temple must be worshipped with full pūjā-rites at least three times a day under normal circumstances. However, He may be so honor-
ed—in progressively streamlined ways—up to twelve times a day. It is prohibited to do pūjā more than twelve times a day, simply because to do it honorably requires a certain length of time, and the day allows only twelve such cycles (1-8). Daily routine worship is not to be interrupted when occasional festivals, etc. come along; the daily nityapūjā always takes precedence (9-13) even though it may have to be shortened to accommodate to special routines. A time schedule is then suggested for the various steps in each of the twelve pūjā-cycles—a full yāga takes about sixty "nādikās" [2 hours], the arca’s bath takes about seven "nādikās", the evening yāga must take at least four "nādikās", etc. A prolonged treatment is given for elements in any one given pūjā-cycle, particularly when this is to be unusually affected by special festivals which impinge upon its set time (14-154—see also the chart at beginning of published book).

Each day is divided into five periods [pañcākāla]—abhigamana, upādāna, ījyā, svādhyāya, yoga—and each of these is briefly described according to the Puṣkara (155-179).

What is known as “bhagavadyāga” is comprised of eight steps [aśṭaṅga-pūjā]: Abhigamana, Bhoga (adoration with flowers etc.), Pūjā (offer of honey etc.), Āna (offer of food), Dāna or Sampradāna (gifts), Agni-santarpāṇa (offer in fire), Pitrīyāga (propitiation of ancestors), Prāṇāgniḥotra (gratification of one’s own life-breaths, i.e. taking food) (180-185). This kind of worship cycle may be done as an alternative to what has already been outlined [see chs. VI et passim, above]. The chapter closes with (an enigmatic) counsel to ignore all the foregoing (186-191), in case one is to adopt other methods of worship as described in texts like Śātvata.

**X**

**Śravyakhātidiprāsādadevatāṃśirnaya** (Raṅgavimānāvirbhārādī ca) (385-1/2 śls.)

“Regarding Ancient Temple Deities (and the Divine Origin of the Śrīraṅgam Temple)”

Sanaka asks to know about the scope and nature of temples and temple worship (1-2). Śāṇḍilya commences to describe the cosmic symbolism of the temple, its various levels representing the various worlds and their concerns. The 25 tattvas are to be understood to be reflected in the various parts of the temple—e.g., "inhalation" is represented in the beaklike projection of the śukanāsā, "sight" by the garākeša-window, etc. (3-106a). Sanaka asks to know particularly about temples that are considered self-manifested and eternal [svayamvyakta] and Śāṇḍilya narrates how, during the Creation of the World, Viṣṇu gave a vimāna-prototype (described 150-208) to Brahmā who in turn gave it to Ikṣvāku, the solar deity, as a boon for his penitential desire to see God. As well, he gave
the king the way to worship God in the vimāna in the Paṇḍava Saṃhitā. Rāma
got these two marvellous things as his heritage, and from him these were given
to Vibhiṣṭa. This latter person set the vimāna-prototype down at its present
site on the Kauveri River—intending to move it later—where it became “rooted”
and has ever since remained and where it has provided a home for Lord Raṅga-
nātha. So great is this [Śrīraṅgam] temple of divine origin that even people
who live in its vicinity are made the better for being near to it (106b:311).

There are three ways in which God may be worshipped—the ways handed
down by God Himself, the ways recommended by sages, and the ways evolved
by certain saintly men. Each one of these ways is appropriate to use in one or
another kind of temple—like those established by God Himself, those set up by
sages, and those maintained by men (312:333).

Sanaka then asks about where the rules for worship are to be found, and
Śaṅḍilya says that they may be found in śāstras of three types—bhagavat-śāstra,
divyāśāstra, and ṛṣīśāstra. These are respectively also the sāttvika, rājas and
māṇasa types of śāstras, says Śaṅḍilya. A fourth class, pauruṣaśāstra, is also
mentioned, but these are to be avoided when any of the other traditions are
alternatively available. Then seventeen titles representing these types of śāstras
are listed and categorized [see Addendum, below], and caution is given to
understand these before employing them in worship (334:386a).

XI. द्वारासरानादीदेवताध्यात्मानिक्षे Dvārāvarāṇādidevatādhyātanirnaya (399'śīs.)

“The Section concerning Contemplation of the Subsidiary Deities of the
Temple Compound”

Sanaka asks to know about the gods to be found in the doorways and
courtyards of the temple-compound. The temple-compound, he is told, is
populated with gods at every point. Śaṅḍilya gives first the names of gods to be
found in, above and beneath all the doorways (3:30), and then the ones found
in each of the eight courtyards [āvaroṇa] (31:337).*

These repositories of divine power must be reverently treated, and a con-
cluding section of the chapter tells about what kinds of prāyāscita-remedies are
to be done when an icon breaks or falls, etc., including also rules for repairs
(338:399).

XII. पवित्रारोपणविधान Pavītrāropaṇavidhāna (616:1/2 śīs.)

“Regarding the offering to the Lord of the sacred thread”

*Note:—The printed edition of this work contains a diagram of the Śrīraṅgam temple complex
locating and labeling all these deities.
Sanaka asks how to atone for a lapse in service to God and how to absolve people from their sins. He is told by Śaṅḍilya that so long as the lapse and/or sin was unintentional the *pavitra-ropana*—“the offering to the Lord of the purificatory sacred thread”—should by all means be done—for it is the best of all *prāyaścitta*-penances (1-17). The time for doing this in the “cāturmāsya”-period is discussed (18-44). The preparations are elaborate, and include construction of a *yāgaśālā*-area, preparation of altars, attending to decorations and placing appropriate pots (45-111), whereupon such matters as making the *Pavitra-thread* garlands themselves are turned to (112-190). The ceremony of *pavitra-ropana* is briefly described step-by-step, including a *maṇḍala*-worship followed by garlanding the icons with the *Pavitra-thread* and a short *pūjā*-ceremony—marking the end of the first day’s activities (191-351a). The second day’s proceedings are outlined—with *pūjā*-worship first to *kumbhas* (pots), then to the *maṇḍala*-design and then, after worship of the iconic forms, an *agnihoma* (oblation in fire) is performed. Invoking the presence of God in all thethreads, the latter are then distributed to the various deities, to the Kumbha, Maṇḍala, icons etc. (351b-439). After this, gifts and feasting of Brāhmaṇs, Vaikhānasas, Yatis and Vaishṇavas are to be gone through. All this is to be accompanied with the recitation of Vedas and Stotras (hymns), music, *éclat* and a joyous air. After petitioning God’s satisfaction (451-453), the ceremonies draw to a close (440-456).

After discoursing briefly on the etymological meaning of “*pavitra*” (457-463), indicating that its main theme is that of purification, removal of and protection from evils and evil consequences, the narrative turns to miscellaneous matters connected with the rites—*ankurārpana*-germinations (445), permission and directions for a domestic version of the *pavitra-rites* (505-507), and the rewards for those who participate in various ways (509-603).

The remainder of the chapter, having dealt so far with “the best of all” *prāyaścitta*-penances, now turns to a general discussion of *prāyaścitta*. These are classified into nine types according to how elaborate their rituals are, or according to how many “days” [40, 30, 20, 15] are required to perform them (606-617a).

**XIII. वास्पश्यनोन्नाथापानोत्सवः** *Svāpaśayanottāpaṃotsava* (212 śls)

“The Festive Routines of (Putting the Lord to) Bed for Sleeping and Waking (Him) Up”

Sanaka asks to know certain things about God’s “sleep” (1-3). Śaṅḍilya begins by giving the symbolic story of God’s periodic *yoganidrā*-slumber—when it comes, and how we here on earth commemorate that period by special observances (4-21). Chief among the things to be done in commemoration is to observe in the temple the Lord’s slumber by symbolically putting His icon to
bed—and here is included a description of the bedstead preferably to be used and the procedure for placing the Lord on it (22-85). It is during such a 4-month period that one may undertake to fulfil certain vows (86-125).

At the end of the "rest" period, the Lord is wakened with a special celebration in kārtiha-month. After a vigil, one morning the ācārya goes to the Lord's chamber and arouses Him with petitions and mantras, whereupon the Lord is taken in His chariots throughout the decorated village streets. This is a very auspicious time, and His Presence in the village thus will prevent disease, famine, death, etc. After He has been returned to His sanctuary, He is petitioned for His merciful care and protection (126-190). Thereupon brahmans are rewarded. The chapter closes with alternatives that may be allowed in the performance of this festival and procession. The fruits of doing this utthāpana celebration are immense; even those who read about it will be saved! (191-212).

XIV. स्नपनाविधान Snapanavidhana (549-1/2 śls.)
"Rules for Bathing Rites"

Sanaka asks to know how to do the great snapana-rites (when the deity is roused from slumber). Śāndilya replies at length (the entire chapter) by advising that snapana-rites are classified into two types—"para," with 10 alternatives for numbers of pots used, and "apara," with 36 alternatives for numbers of pots used (27 ff.)—and he explains each in detail. In the course of his explanations he first says that the rites are to take place in the "snapana"-mandapa; then he turns to the personnel needed for the rites, stating that four ācāryas is the minimum number required—each with his own sādhaka-attendant (1-11). Having made all the preparations before hand, on the morning of the day when snapana-rites are scheduled the ācāryas go to the mandapa and begin the ceremonies (12-26). The remainder of the chapter (27-550a) deals with the 46 varieties of arrangements for the pots—their numbers, geometrical placements around the pedestal, particular contents, and the mantras that accompany their lavations. These combinations constitute good-better-superior-best types of snapana-ceremonies. *

XV. प्रतिष्ठाविधान Pratiṣṭhāvidhana (1083 śls.)
"Rules for Consecration Ceremonies"

Sanaka asks about the consecration ceremonies for a temple-structure. Śāndilya commences by pointing out that there are seven types of consecration ceremonies according to the mantras used (2-52), or eight types according to the posture of the icon being installed (53-56), or 5 types according to the

* The editor has provided lists and diagrams of the details found in the chapter on pp. 8-22 of the published volume.
number of icons to be used in the temple (57-67). Notes are then given on the proper modes of preparing the yāgaśālā (68-156), purifications of the precincts, the preparations of the pots to be used, etc. (157-177).

Then, turning to the icon, the ācārya—if it is possible—moves it to where the services are to take place (178-210). The jalādhivāsa-immersion period is attended to—with specifications that all attention be given to the details of placement, to utterance of mantras, to considerations of the propriety of total immersion in water according to the material out of which the icon is made, to all other available utilities, to the placement of the maṇḍala, etc. (211-326). Nayanonmilana-rites of “opening the icon’s eyes” are next attended to once the jalādhivāsa-period is over, starting with the right eye being touched with honey applied to a wooden splinter and followed by the left eye being touched with another splinter soaked in ghee (327-351). The next major step by the ācārya in the sanctification is observed with the āvāhana-invocations of the Lord in all His Power and Presence to enter into the icon (352-374). Thereupon the icon is given a ride through the village on a ratha-chariot and taken in splendor to the yāgaśālā-pavilion of the temple. There He is laid to rest on a pedestal, His head toward the east (375-385).

During the time of this saṇādhivāsa-period, the pots which have been assembled in the yāgaśālā-pavilion are charged with the power of mantras, to the accompaniment of appropriate homa-rites. Thus, all the cosmic energies will be present in the pots (386-596).

The exact location which is to be occupied by the icon once it is taken into the sanctuary is determined by dividing the area of the room into sections. These sections are determined in accordance with several considerations—the number of doors (2, 4, or 1) giving access to the chamber, their size, their relation to the pitha-pedestal to be used there for the icon, the size of the chamber itself, etc. Certain parts of the grid so planned are considered better than others for final placement of the icon within the sanctuary (991-1083).

After making the proper ritual and architectural preparations in the sanctuary, the recumbant icon of the Lord is “awakened,” and, along with the kumbha, He is brought into the sanctuary and placed on the pitha-pedestal. There, the waters from the kumbha-pot are sprinkled all around—thus sanctifying all the constituent buildings of the compound—and the Lord is requested to remain there (781-847).

The pratiṣṭhā-installation of other, subsidiary deities is then to be attended to (848-852). The concluding ceremonies for pratiṣṭhā-rites are then turned to ending with the extinguishing of the fire (853-870).
During the course of the entire proceedings certain behavior is required (871-901) and at the conclusion of the activities all, including the acarya and the spectators, take a ritual bath together [avabhrtasnasna] (902). All who participate in any way in the installation of an icon—no matter who he is or what part he plays in the proceedings—is blessed by great merit. The various benefits to be realized are listed (903-911).

Once an icon is installed, it should be worshipped according to a traditional routine which should not be altered (912-933). When an icon or a temple building falls into disrepair, then it should be immediately attended to, and re-sanctified according to certain rules (934-990). Similarly, instruments of worship are to be treated reverently because they are full of holy power—and in this regard there is a protracted discussion of nirajana-lights and ceremonies connected therewith (991-1083).

XVI. देवतावहनान्तविधि Devatavahanantavidhi (551 shs.)

"Rules up through Invocation of Gods for Mahotsava Proceedings"

Sanaka asks about festivals. He is told that the meaning of "utsava" [festival] is as a "remover" [ut] of "misery" [sava]. These utsava-occasions come regularly at stated times (nitya) or irregularly as occasions require (naimittika) or as one schedules them for a particular purpose (kamy) (1-8). All big utsavas require, as part of the preliminary ceremonies, dhvajarohana-flag hoisting rites; if a flag-pole was provided the temple at the time of pratisthra-rites, it is not necessary to construct a new one for each succeeding utsava—although flag-hoisting rites must still be observed (9-38). When the big utsavas may be observed, hence when flag-hoisting ceremonies are to be done, is given; how to attend to the flag-hoisting ceremonies from start to finish—along with attendant ankurarpana-germinations—is also given (39-465).

The festive-rites begin in earnest as the avahana-invocations to the various gods for their presence at the festivities are made; these are accompanied by the ritual beating of drums to certain specified rhythms which vary according to the different gods invoked at the different directions (465-538). During the course of the ensuing mahotsava-period, the acarya must observe certain rules of behavior and attend to specified duties (539-549). If he dies before the utsava period is completed, his place must be taken only by his son or his sisyra once the appropriate prayaaschittas have been taken care of (550-551).

XVII. महोत्सवविधि Mahotsavavidhi (619½ shs)

"Concerning the Mahotsava Procedures (cont'd.)"

The preparations for mahotsava include requisitioning of brahmans; also performing ankurarpana-germinations five days prior to the scheduled starting
day. And, on the previous night to the mohotsava, the ácārya-director goes to the icon of the Lord and requests permission to undertake the grand celebration, whereupon the kautuka-band is tied around his wrist (r-43). The daily schedule is outlined in general first (44-87); then the special deities to be honored on each day are listed if it is a nine or three or one or seven or fifteen-day celebration (88-102).

At this point, a ten day festival is outlined [sic]. Bali-offerings for each day of the festival are then discussed (103-122), and this is followed by a description and discussion of the daily procession that is made with the deity on a vāhana or on a ratha-chariot (123-252). Following this there is a schedule produced for the major activities to be undertaken during the ten day period. The routines enjoined during the second through the sixth day are, given (253-3:3)—with a big snapana-rite on the fifth (310-311) and a puspayāga-cycle on the sixth day (312 ff.). On the seventh day the request for jalakriḍā is made (324), cārṇa-powder and other items are smeared on the Lord’s figure (329 ff.), and He is given an elaborate bath again. On the eighth day the hunting-festival is observed (348 ff.), on the ninth day the Lord is taken on a tīrīkayātā procession as part of avabhṛtsava (363-424), and finally on the concluding tenth day the Lord’s Presence is transferred back into the mūlabera-icon in the sanctuary (435-480).

Then follow special rules concerning personnel, a warning against innovations, and some special considerations to be made when a temple has several movable icons to use in the proceedings, etc. (481-504). Some special rules apply for practical changes necessitated when the great festival is to last only one (505-507), three, five or seven days (508-512). Other special rules apply to “svayamvyakta”-images, for “ekabera”-temples, etc. (513-522). General counsels for processions then follow, including bath-processions (523-555).

Finally, the chapter turns to a discussion of naimittikotsava-festivals—and here, damanikotsava is treated at length (565-595). The times when certain other one-day festivals are to be held is given; these festivals, however, are not described here at length, and in some cases are only alluded to without specific name (596-620a).

XVIII. प्राप्यणादिनामसाधारसाधारनाविद्याविकारः Prāpaṇādīnasādhārananivedanāvidyāprakāra (441-1/2 śls.)

“On the optional and required measures of various things to be used in the services”

Sanaka wants to know the quantities and numbers of things to be assembled for the nitya and naimittika rites. Śāṇḍilya complies by telling first what measurements, amounts and proportions are to be used in respect of various
things, food-stuffs etc., camphor, sandal, number of cooks, image-carriers, musicians etc. according to the best and ideal standard and the other permissible lower measures and numbers. (1-41). Quantitative recipes are given for various things (42-169, 200-252), and utensils to be used in the temple kitchen are listed and described (170-199). He then outlines how these offerings are to be transported from the kitchen to their appointed places (253-264) and how to present them to the Lord (269-291). He also points out that certain mantras were to have accompanied the preparations of these dishes; these mantras are named (292-315). The chapter ends with a discussion of the occasions at which it is proper to offer mahāhavis, along with how and where it should be done (316-442a).

XIX. श्रवणिविधान Prayāscittavidhāna

"Rules Concerning Penitential Rites"

Sanaka asks what is to be done when there are mistakes in the conduct of worship, etc. (1). Śādālyā thereupon enumerates various acts committed or omitted by a sādāka or others, along with certain other events of a defiling kind or that reflect carelessness—all of which constitute reasons for undertaking penitential action of one type or another (2-521). The rites of prāyaścitta should adhere to the same school as that from which the original pratiṣṭhā-rites were patterned, even though the daily pūjā-rites may now follow from another source (573-576). Then the four "siddhānta"-traditions recognized by the Pāñcarātra community are each defined (522-544), with the derivation of the title in each case given (544). One who changes one's ācārya or one's sidhānta endangers the whole community. Arcakas, too, should be selected in such a way so as to preserve the traditional line maintained in a specific Pāñcarātra temple (545-572) and do not mix rites and details found in Vaikhanasa or Śaiva-agama traditions.

Certain general procedures, without going into details, are given as to the way prāyaścitta-rites are to be undertaken (578-594).

XX. [प्रायाशचतुर] तुलाभरविधि [Prayāścitta] Tulabharavidhi (159-1/2 श्ल.)

"Concerning expiatory performance of "great gifts", the ‘Tulabhāra’ Rite of Weighing"

[ The best type of any prāyaścitta-penance is when the king of the locality has himself weighed in gold (XIX: 585).] This chapter turns to how the king may atone for his own or for the sins of others. Such an act of royal penance so pleases God that He forgives all. The details for undertaking this elaborate routine are outlined—including the king's petition, the preparations, the balance to be used for the purpose, the ritual preparation of the king, the
weighing, etc. (r-160a.). It is worth noting that so potent are the effects of this rite that anyone who dies during this period—even if it be by suicide [ātmahati]—achieves liberation so long as Viṣṇu is in the mind at the moment of death (149).

XXI. प्रयासित्तासिद्धिर्याणगर्भविधि Prayāscittahiranyagarbhavidhi (46 śls.)

"Concerning the Expiatory Gift of 'being born out of a Womb of Gold'"

This chapter turns briefly to consider yet another of the great gifts (mahā-dāna), by which certain persons may undertake prayaścittā-atonements on behalf of himself and others. This involves making a gift of the gold used in a ceremonial emergence from a vessel containing gold [hiranya-garbha—probably meaning a bundle of gold coins]. This vessel of gold is honored by liturgies—including several of the sanāskāra-sacraments of birth, name-giving, etc. (r-32), as in a case of a regular birth. The king is to undergo this, since this prayaścitta and dāna also concern the welfare of the whole community. The efficacy of this rite is the same as a tulābha-ra-prayaścitta and, like it, half the gold goes to the temple while the other half is to be distributed to brahmins (33-40).

Another of the great gifts as prayaścitta which may be sponsored by individuals of considerable resources is then mentioned—tilāparvata (giving grain-mountains)—and it, like all the others, should be concluded by gurudakṣīṇā and awards to others who participated in the atonement rites (41-46).

XXII. प्रयासित्तासिम्प्रोक्षणापञ्चगावथापनविधान Prayāscittasamprokṣana-paṅcagavyasthāpanavidhāna (119 śls.)

"Rules for Instituting Atonement Rites comprised of sprinkling Paṅcagavya"

Sanaka asks about the role samprokṣana plays in purificatory rites. He is told that samprokṣana is appropriate whenever the sanctuary or the icon is polluted. The causes of pollution are listed (r-9). The samprokṣana-ceremony must be done on an auspicious day, and according to the usual preparations, starting with ankurārpaṇa. After the cleaning of the temple precincts, the water sanctified with Punyāhavācaṇa-rite, along with paṅcagavya, should be sprinkled. Water sanctified with six things including white mustard must be used to wash the icons on the night preceding (10-12). The steps for performing the actual ritual cleansings using milk and twenty four other articles throughout the temple are given (13-38).

Then the remainder of the chapter turns to the elaborate preparations for the Samprokṣana including rules for making the paṅcagavya-mixture. (39-119).
XXIII. Sudarśana-nāṣṭhamahāyantrasvarāpa-kathana

"The Section concerning the ‘Sudarśana’-‘Narasimha’ Yantra-Designs"

The understanding of how to employ the Sudarśana and Nṛsiṁha yantra-designs is traced back to Śiva, who was instructed by Nārāyaṇa Himself to use them in expiation for cutting off one of Brahmā’s five heads (1-12). The secrets of the yantra-designs passed from Śiva to Indra to the lokapālakas to all the world. All who would undertake to bring good to the world should see to the establishment of a yantra-design, accompanied by its bimba-image, in a temple; but, once installed and established, such a feature in a temple cannot be ignored—regular worship of it must henceforth follow. Sections of this chapter are also given over to descriptions of the icons and the composition of the yantras of Sudarśana (39-90) and of Nṛsiṁha (91-118); as well, the steps for installing their images over the mahāyantra-designs are given (119-149). A yantra, of course, may also be made in the form of a talisman or a sacred object for individual use (150-153).

XXIV. Yantrarājamantroddhāravidhāna

"Rules concerning the mantra of the Chief Yantra (of Sudarśana)"

Sāndilya asks how to transfer the powers inherent in the (Sudarśana) yantra to the worshipper. Śāndilya tells that the knowledge of the process of making this yantra originated with Samkarṣaṇa, who gave it to Śaṅkara (who gave it to Śāndilya)—and he then explains the various letters “a” to “ḥa,” that inhere in the yantra-design (1-8). Before invoking in those letters the powers of deity appropriate to them, one inscribes also around the edge of the yantra either the 6- or 8-syllable Sudarśana mantra then, invoking the appropriate deities, the Sudarśana-yantra is ready for use (9-30). Thereupon the worshipper infuses his own body—from the heart upward—with powers drawn from the Sudarśana mantra (31-67). Turning to the Narasiṁha yantra, the 8-lettered Narasiṁha mantra in this case circumscribes the design, and the rest of the procedure is the same as before (68-76). Similarly, treatments are given for the yantra devoted to Keśava et. al. (77-96).

Returning to Sudarśana and Narasiṁha, Śāndilya expounds upon the 18-, 10-, and 12-lettered mantras which may alternatively be inscribed around the yantra if the fruits of worship so require these to be there (97-120). Even if this is done for individual use, the benefits accruing to one who has so installed a Sudarśana or a Narasiṁha-yantra for worship are great—but the demands upon them for maintaining that worship to these powers are also great. The worship is done primarily by employing the “Gāyatri”-mantra appropriate
to either Sudarsana or Narasimha, accompanied by an attitude of *prapatti* renewed daily before the *yantra*-presence of the deity (121-162).

**XXV.** सुदार्शनमहामन्त्रवाच्याच्यान्तर्यागार्गिण्य

*Sudarśanamahāmantrabāhyābhyantarayāganirnaya* (97-1/2 śls.)

“Discussion of the Steps for Silent and Liturgical Worship of the *Sudarśana* (and *Narasimha*) Yantras”

Sanaka asks to know more about the process of worshipping the *yantra*. The answer he is given goes into all phases of the daily worship honoring the *yantra*-empowered icon to Sudarśana (and/or Narasimha): how the *ācārya* prepares himself, goes to the temple and opens the doors, seats himself before the icon (under which the *yantra* is depicted), performs *nyāsa*, etc., and all the other phases of silent worship [*mānasayāga*] (1-58, 63-80). Then, these things having been done, regular liturgical worship [*bāhyayāga*] is commenced; it is described up to *homa* (81-98a).

**XXVI.** सुदार्शनमहायन्तरान्तराच्यान्तर्यागार्गिणी

*Sudarśanainahāyaantarācāna agnikarāyāvidhi* (51-1/2 śls.)

“Rules for Fire-Offerings during the Worship of the *Sudarśana*-Yantra”

The description of liturgical worship to the *yantra*-based icon of Sudarśana and Narasimha is continued here from the last chapter, picking up at the point where *homa* begins. The *yāgaśālā* is described, wherein a “*cakrābja*”-*manḍala* is kept to provide a center for attention in all the rites done there (3-34). After *pūrṇāhuti*, the *ācārya* is to leave the *yāgaśālā* and make the offerings to the *pitr* followed by *bali*-offerings (35-36).

Having thus attended to these special daily liturgies, the *ācārya* thereafter is to attend to his other daily duties as earlier described. Because he attends daily to this Sudarśana-Narasimha worship the *ācārya* gets peculiar and special abilities that aid him in helping others to overcome their malfunctions, fears and other disabilities (37-48).

This *Pārameśvara Samhitā* should be given only to those worthy and needful of its divine truths. What is said here is equivalent to that found in the *Veda* (49-51a).

**CRITICAL NOTES**—

In the matter of dating this work, due regard must be given to the fact that other works are mentioned in this work. Here we have in mind not only the *Pauskhara* (spoken of in chs. I, VI, VIII and X), but also the *Jayākhya* (named in chs. I and X) and the *Sātvata* (I, X, and also VI in which it is
afforded a preferential treatment over the *Pauškara*). Further, in regard to at least one title on that list, there are some long iconographical passages in our *Pārameśvara*-text that seem to have come *verbatim* from the *Īsvara*-sāṃhitā. Other matters relevant to those concerned with dating this text will be found in ch. VIII where icons to *bhaktas* who belong to different castes and who have sung in their own languages (i.e. the Ālvars) are mentioned (195-212).

The editor of the present printed version is to be commended for the many explanatory diagrams and tabulated data he has provided the reader. They are invaluable to serious students who would turn to this work for its practical dimensions as well as for its intimate association with the temple at Śrīraṅgam. The edition in hand was reviewed in *The Adyar Library Bulletin*, Vol. 18, pt. 1 (1954), pp. 158-160.

There is a work called "*Pārameśvara Tantra*" that should not be confused with the text under scrutiny here. The other piece is a work of the Vīra-Śaiva school and exists in manuscript in some twenty-three *paṭalas* (see RASB, VIII : I : 5803).

**ADDENDUM**

**LIST OF SAMHITĀ TITLES FOUND IN PĀRAMEŚVARA SAMHITĀ**

(X : 374-386a)—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divya</th>
<th>Rājasa types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sāttvata</td>
<td>11. Sanatkumāra Tantra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pauškara</td>
<td>12. Padmodbhava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Iśvara</td>
<td>14. Tejodraviṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Bhāradvāja</td>
<td>15. Māyāvaibhavika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Saumantavī</td>
<td><strong>Tāmasa types and &quot;Pauruṣavākya&quot;:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Vaihāyasī</td>
<td>17. Śukapraśna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Jayottara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Purusottama-Samhitā

[Introductory Remarks—]

This is a work of slightly over 1800 ślokas, divided into 33 short- to medium-length chapters, and devoted almost exclusively to the practical, temple-oriented concerns of the Pāñcarātra priestly community. Over half of the chapters (chs. II-XXI) concern themselves with matters pertaining to temple-building, the fashioning of icons and the installation services consecrating those structures and images for holy uses. Other large blocks focus upon festival cycles celebrated in a temple (chs. XXIII-XXVII) and the modes of regular daily worship (chs. XXVIII-XXXIII). One chapter only turns briefly to dīkṣā-initiation, and there is a notable absence of material relating to mantras and to philosophical or theological interests. Nonetheless, the text presents a clear and concise treatment of its subjects, comparing favorably to such works as Aniruddha-samhitā (q.v.) and Kapiṇḍala-samhitā (q.v.). Like the latter of these two just-mentioned texts, the work at hand also contains a list of canonical titles in its opening chapter (see Appendix, below).*

"Purusottama" is found named as canonical in the following lists: Kapiṇḍala (100/100), Pādama (19/108), Bāhadravāja (103/103), Viśvāmitra (12/108) and Viṣṇu Tantra (29/154). It seems to be quoted occasionally in secondary Pāñcarātra sources, but none of the classical commentators of the school seem to have known of it.

The narrative framework has Vasiṣṭha relating to some sages what his father, Brahmā, learned in a session of five nights from Viṣṇu (Bhagavān).

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शास्त्रवातारविधि  

Śāstravatāravidhi (45 śls.)

"Concerning the Lineage of the Teaching"

A number of ṛsis have gathered to seek knowledge from Vasiṣṭha of the ways and means to attain liberation. Vasiṣṭha says that what he is about to tell

* The list bears certain similarities to that found in Mārkandeya-samhitā (q.v.).
them deals with devotion to the Lord [bhagavadbhakti] as is taught in the Pāñcarātra school [śāstra]. This teaching was revealed by Viṣṇu to Brahmā in 1-1/2 crores of granthas to remove rājasa-guṇa-defects and it was a teaching given over a period of five nights (1-7a). In it are instructions for building temples and worshipping daily in them—by following out which leads to eternal beatitude (7b-8). Synonyms for Pāñcarātra are “Mālaveda,” “Sāttvata,” “Tantra,” “Bhagavat Śāstra,” “Ekāyana,” “Āgama”—and reasons why these are adequate terms for the divine teaching are given (9-17a.). After an eulogy of the Pāñcarātra teaching (17b-20), Vasiṣṭha describes how he himself got the essence of the teaching from Brahmā, his father, and how this condensation—which he is about to impart to the sages and which he calls “Puruṣottama-sanhitā”—covers all the essentials from ārṣa to pārthīṭhā and from uśava to pṛāyaścīta (21-27).

Asked by the ṛṣis if there are other tantras, Vasiṣṭha replies by saying he knows of 108. He lists these by name (30-44a),* and concludes by saying (44b-45) that what he does not tell the sages himself may be gleaned from these other texts.

II. अचार्यदीलकश्यपारिक्षार्थिविधि Ācāryādilakṣyaparikṣāvidhi (31 śls.)

“Pre-requisites of an Ācārya-Director and Rules for Examining a Plot (for a Temple Site)”

The sages ask to know the pre-requisites of a yajamāna-patron, an ācārya-director and how to take the first steps toward the construction of a temple (1-2a). Vasiṣṭha says anyone of the four classes as well as an anulomaka may be a yajamāna-patron so long as he exhibits the requisite faith and other qualifications (2b-3); as for the ācārya, his qualifications are discussed at somewhat greater length (4-8). An ācārya is engaged for the directorial tasks (in the temple-building enterprise), whereupon the first thing to be done is to go out to select the proper piece of ground on which to build the temple (9-23). At the site selected a hole is to be dug, and it is to be ritually filled in (24-31) before construction commences.

III. आलयनिर्माणाचार्यविधि Ālayanirmāṇaḥparīvidhi (37 śls.)

“Concerning the Rewards for Raising Different Kinds of Temple-Structures”

The sages ask to know what benefits will come from building a temple, installing an image, and instituting worship to it (1). Vasiṣṭha begins his reply by detailing specially what good effects come from a yajamāna-patron undertaking to subsidize a temple-building project (2-31)—citing eulogistically that even a child playing in sand who fashions a temple is greatly benefited (I4).

* See list separately in the Addendum, below, containing 106 names.
Indeed, even one who cleans some part of a temple will get mokṣa (16b-17a). As for icon-preparation, he who has a Viṣṇu-icon prepared reaps more reward than one who builds an entire temple dedicated to Śiva or other deities (32-37).

IV. अलयलक्षणामुद्रेश्तकाविधानः Alalakṣaṇaṁudrēśṭaka-viṣṭhāna (79 śls.)

“Rules for the ‘Last Bricks’ Ceremonies, and Regarding Requirements of Temples”

After telling about the requirements for proper pratiṣṭha-installation procedures (1-6), Vasiṣṭha then tells about the stones to be collected for making icons (7-9a) and the standard of measures to be used in making the icons and the temple (9b-10). As for the temple, some instructions are given for its inner dimensions and height (11-17), followed by general measurements and dimensions of mandapās (a-dhamaṇḍapa: 18-21; nṛtamaṇḍapa: 22-25; the antarāla-space: 26-31; garaṇamaṇḍapa: 32; aṭāna-maṇḍapa: 35b-39a) and some remarks about the śrākāra-courtyards (33-35a), and the doors to the sanctuary (39b-43). The six kinds of temple styles—“nāgara,” “drāviḍa,” “ṛṣṭha,” “vrīḍhyāla,” “vesara” and “sravatominjana”—are briefly described (44 50). Then Vasiṣṭha turns to the rites of placing the “last bricks” [mūrdha-śṭakā] (51-72), after which the artisans and workers are paid and discharged and the stūpikāhāla is put in place (73-78a). This finial is topped by the śikhā-kumbha and a cakra-symbol (78b-79).

V. शिलासंग्रहः Śilāsamgraha (79-1/2 śls.)

“Selecting Stone (for Sculpting)”

Brahmā [n. b.] asks Bhagavān about the characteristics of pratiṃḍa-icons. Bhagavān replies by saying that an icon should be comely and attractive; into such only should the Lord’s Presence be invoked (1-2). No one can concentrate on God without an icon; but with concentration comes equanimity that leads, finally, to nirvāṇa (3-6). Then the speaker outlines the acceptable materials out of which icons can be made, turning attention thereupon to the processes for gathering stone for sculpting—including where the stone may and may not be quarried (up to 26a), the effects of choosing inferior stone (26b-27), the time for selecting useful stone materials (30b-32), and the rituals enjoined as a necessary part of the correct method in acquiring them for divine uses (33-38). Other matters such as “sex” of stones are discussed along with other tests of their qualities and durability (59-73).

When an icon of Śri is going to be made, special additional rites should be done preliminary to the fashioning (74-77a). When stones which are to be used for paṇiṝrava-devatās are taken, this should be done with the appropriate mantra to each given deity (77b-78a). When all is finished, the acārya should be honored (78b-80a).
VI. Dārusamgrahavidhāna

"Rules for Selecting Wood (for Sculpting)"

Icons made from other materials—e.g., gems, etc.—yield a variety of different results (1-41). Then, turning to icons fashioned from wood, Bhagavān tells—much as in the preceding chapter—how to go about selecting the proper wood, both scientifically and ritually (4b-35).

VII. Pratimāmrśamgrahana

"Concerning Selection of Clay (for Modelling Icons)"

An icon made of clay may be either "fired" or not (1-2a)—the unbaked type being considered superior. Bhagavān then turns to the qualities of clays that are to be used according to the status of various yajamānas (2b-4), and how to mix the clay with bark before using, etc. (5-17a), prior to performing adh vāsa-rites, and other rituals (17b-20). Only after a month has elapsed should the icon be fashioned from this "seasoned" clay (21).

VIII. Dhruvabercivrahalaksana

"Requisites of the Main Icon and Other Images"

The main icon dhruvakera may be made in proportion to the garbhālaya-structure, the gate, or the yajamāna's height (1-6). After discussing some units of measurement (7-11), Bhagavān points out which ones should be used for icons, which for ṛṣaya-buildings, etc. (12-14). For icons of the Lord, some specific measurements are given (15-31); similarly, measurements are given for icons of Devī, et. al. (32-38a)—when these are dhruvabera-main icons. The kau'ukabera-icon, snānera-icon and others are also to be attended to (38b-40a).

Then the iconography of Sudarśana is discussed (40b-42a), as well as the iconography and iconometry of the dvārapālakas (42b-44, 45-46).

IX. Rathāiyānalakṣaṇa

"Descriptions of Vehicles and other Carriages"

The narrator declares he will tell about the ratha-chariots and their characteristics. The height of a ratha should be equal to the height of the vimāna, or of the gepura, or of the dhvarajastumbha, or of the maṇḍapa (1-2a). The best kinds are made of metal or wood. Inside these should be 100 pillars, and the sides should be studded with the nine gems (2b-3). Its width will be proportionate to the height (4-5), the same principle applying to the wheels (6). What is to be carved in the seven lower tiers, as well as what is to be affixed to the seven upper tiers, is given (7-13). The reward to him who subsidizes the construction of a ratha is to enjoy a place near Viṣṇu's foot (14).
Other vāhanaś are listed—some dozen are mentioned by name—and these are to be made in proportion to the garbhagṛha, the gateś or the icon (15-17).

X. Pratiṣṭhāmuhūrtanirṇaya

“Fixing the Auspicious Time for Pratiṣṭhā-Rites”

Brahma asks Bhagavā to tell him the details of pratiṣṭhā-rites. Bhagavā lists 16 steps that should be followed in the rites (1-6), explaining them individually by beginning even prior to the first step—that is, by explaining how to select the proper time to install the Lord’s icon (7-31).

XI. Yagaśākūntātoranadilaksana

“Concerning the Entrance, the Firepits, etc. of the Hall for Sacerdotal Offerings”

Brahma asks about some of the items needed for the sacrificial aspects of the pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies (1). The Lord tells him first about the location, size and shape of the yajamāṇa (2-5a), with special attention given to the kunda-firepits (5b-20a). The hall may also be furnished with wooden decorative torana-arches (2c-33). The remainder of the chapter deals with smaller items to be procured: aṣṭamaṅgala-medallions (34-37), sandī-twigs for the fire (38-41a), the ladles, etc. (41b-43).

XII. Mrīṣamgrahaṇavidhi

“Gathering Mud (for Germination Rites)”

The narrator says that on the day when the pratiṣṭhā-rites are to be performed the yajamāna should call on and then bring the acarīya to the temple (1-7). There, “Visvaksena” pūja having been performed, the jyotih is honored and, in the evening, the gathering of certain types of muds for use in the subsequent germination ceremonies should be done (8-21a).

XIII. Aṅkūrīpanaṇavidhi

“Concerning the Germination Rites”

The narrator continues by telling how to prepare the maṇḍala-nōtīf upon which the pālīkā-germinating trays are to be placed (1-6), how to prepare the pālīkās themselves (7-12a) and how to place them (12b-20). Having done this much, water-pots are also placed around the pālīkās on the maṇḍala (21-25). The seeds are next taken, washed, blessed, etc., and planted (25-43a).

XIV. [no title]

“Concerning ‘Vāstuvyāga’ Rites”

Another preliminary to the actual pratiṣṭhā-rites is to perform “vāstuvyāga”-rites, in connection with the site chosen, an operation said to validate
the whole undertaking (1-2a). First a "vāstu"-māṇḍala must be prepared and duly honored (2b-10). To the East or North of where this has been fixed a "soma"-māṇḍapa is built, soma is invoked, and the guardians of the directions are worshipped (11-29). Thereupon all the deities appropriate should be invoked into the "vāstu"-māṇḍala-design, whereupon the "vāstu-homa" is done (30-47).

XV. अदालिवासविधि Jalādhivāsavidhi (98 śls.)

"Rules for Immersion (of the Icon in Water)"

The ritual of starting a fire with darbha-stalks [paryagnikaraṇa] having been done (1-3), Ṫrośaṇa-sprinkling with a pośaṇagavya-solution should be done in the yāgasāla-hall and in the eight directions (4-22). The ācārya goes to where theśilpinhas been preparing the icon, honors him there, and examines the quality of the icon, whereupon he performs to it the "eye-opening" rite of nayanonmiliṣa (23-27). After śāntihoma is offered, the icon is paraded through the streets in a palanquin and taken to the temple (28-37).

The rite of jalādhivāsa is then taken up: where it is to be done (38-45a), the pandal [prapā] to be erected for the occasion (45b-47), and how the service progresses step-by-step (48-55). After the icon is contemplated as constituted of the five elements [lattvaśaṅkhara] (56-61), the icon's position in the water is changed when, after wrapping it in a white cloth, it is laid down with its face toward the East and its head toward the North (62-93). Thereupon, some muḍāśs are directed at the icon (94-96).

The time for performing the jalādhivāsa-rites is discussed (97-98).

XVI. भद्रकर्मफलश्चुः Bhadraṅkaṁdalalakṣaṇa (12 śls.)

"A Description of the 'Bhadraṅka'-Māṇḍala Design (Used during Consecration Rites)"

Some further remarks are made about the time for pratiṣṭhā (1-2). Then the topic turns to the construction and design of the "bhādraṅka"-māṇḍala design in which the deity is to be installed during the pratiṣṭhā-rites (3-12).

XVII. वस्तुपुरुषावनाजलोद्धारण Vāstupuruṣavāhana-jaloddhārana (17 śls.)

"Taking the Icon out of the Water Immersion and Invoking the Presence of Vāstupuruṣa"

The next morning [continuing from Ch. XV.], "Vāstupājā" is done (1-12a). That afternoon the ācārya removes the icon from the water and takes it to the yāga-māṇḍapa (12b-17).

XVIII. प्रतिष्ठानान्वपनविधि Pratiṣṭhānāpanavidhi (58 śls.)

"Concerning the Bathing Ceremonies during Consecration Rites"
At the yagna-mandapa the nrtronmilana-rites are (again) done (1), whereupon the ācārya performs rakṣābandhanā in preparation for the imminent snapana (2-12a). The bathing ceremony should be done in an especially prepared manḍapa (12b-21) which is furnished with the proper kinds of kalas-pots (22-45). The method of performing the snapana step-by-step is given (46-58).

**XIX. शवावचावलिपि शय्यधिवासविद्धि**

"The (Final Step of) Giving Repose during Consecration Rites"

Bhagavān turns now to the steps of "śayana" by which pratiṣṭhā-rites are completed. He starts by describing how to make the śayana-couch (1-7), then how to place the icon of the Lord on it along with His retinue (8-11). The mantras that accompany these steps are suggested (12).

Also, kumbhas are to be prepared and ritually placed for the next part of the consecration rites. A large pot is also prepared with sanctified water and containing the aṣṭamaṅgala-medallions, whereupon homa is done (13-29a). The Power and Presence of the Lord is invoked into the main pot by the ācārya, whereupon "tattvosamāhāra"-homa and "nyāsa"-homa are done, followed by "sānti"-homa (29b-45). The icon is invested with a living soul [sajīvakaśāvaṇa] (46-48).

After this the yajamāna and ācārya go off to their beds and, later, use their dreams as good or bad omens (48-52).

**XX. प्रतिष्ठाविद्धि**

"Installation Procedures"

The next morning, at the proper moment, the ācārya, after doing "vāstu"-homa, does the actual pratiṣṭhā in the company of the yajamāna (1-2a). A gem-burial should be done, as part of this, by depositing some precious stones in the base of the pedestal; also seed-planting should be ritually done in the eight directions (2b-5a, 6b-9). The gem-filled pot should be covered with "female" stones (5b-6a). "Pranava"-nyāsa is to be done over the pit, after which nine priests carry the big pot and, with other priests carrying the icons, they enter the garbhagrha-sanctuary with the ācārya. He then fixes the icon on the pīṭha-pedestal with cement (10-20). The holy waters from the large pot as well as from the smaller pots are then poured over the icons’ heads (21-29a), whereupon the yajamāna and the ācārya together pray for God’s grace and protection (29b-32).

The yajamāna should make certain that the temple is sufficiently endowed with funds so that worship, once instituted, will never be interrupted or disrupted (33-40). He should also engage a regular, resident priest and other servants needed to carry out the various temple routines (41-47a). Then he must give
Dhavajrohana Devatahvanavidhi

Dakṣinā to one and all, including the officiating acāryā (47b-52). The rewards for seeing to pratiṣṭhā-rites are then listed (53-54).

XXI. विमानगोपुरमण्डपादीप्रतिष्ठाः "The Consecration of the Temple Structure, Entrance Towers, Pavilions, etc".

Bhagavān says he will now tell how to consecrate the structural buildings in a temple. The details for consecrating the vimāna are first outlined (1-15); the same is then outlined for maṇḍapas (15-23), and then also collectively for rathas, vāhanas, dvāras, goṭuras etc. (24-34). The remainder of the chapter deals with Sudarśana-consecration (35-58).

XXII. Cakrāḥमāṇḍalanīkṣāviḍhi "Concerning Initiation of the ‘Cakrāḥja’-Maṇḍula Type”

Brahmā asks to know about the initiation that allows one the privilege of worshipping God (1-2). Bhagavān replies that whoever undergoes aṅgā-initiation becomes his favored one (3). The meaning of “dikṣā” is given (4), as are the qualifications of those who would conduct the ceremonies (5-6a); the place for the initiation (6b-7a), some general counsels (7b-9), and the time when it should be performed (10-12). The step-by-step description of the dikṣā-ceremony—which lasts two days—is given (13-55). The ceremony is praised (56-59a) whereupon some directions for how to terminate the ceremony ritually (59b-61a).

The remainder of the chapter (61b-80) discusses the paścā-saṁskāras and each of the five is described more or less briefly.

XXIII. Dhvajārohana Devatāhvanavidhi "Concerning Flag-Hoisting Rites and Invocations of the Gods.”

Brahmā asks about the conduct of the mahotsava festival routines. Bhagavān replies by eulogizing uṣasas in general, defining “uṣasas” as that which takes away saṁsāra. He says there are three types of festivals—nitya, nāma-tīkha and kāmya (1-6). In order to set the date for a 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 or 12 day festival, one must first determine the time for the concluding litra-celebration and then work back (7-11a). As for dhvajārohana-flag-hoisting rites, these are not necessary when only a 1 or 3 day festival is being called, but for longer festivals the rite is necessary (11b).

The preparations for the mahotsava-festival begin with the construction of a maṇḍapā, the decoration of surrounding streets, the issuance of invitations to āstākṣa, etc. (12-21).
Before the festival proper commences, the god will have been ritually bathed; the flag raised and germinations of seedlings attended to (22-234). Details of the flag-raising rites are given by discussing the preparation of the flag (23a-39) and its hoisting (40-47). This is to be followed by a consecration of the musical instruments to be used during the utṣava (48b-60), whereupon an invocation is made by the ācārya to all the gods to be present at the forthcoming utṣava accompanied by specific drum-beats (61-62a). Then, the bali-bera-icon followed by the utṣavabera-icon are taken in procession and bali-offerings are made in all the directions (62b-65a).

XXIV. भजनोत्सवविवि — Brahmostavavidhi

"Concerning the Great Festival"

Bhagavān turns now to the preparation of the "cakrāṭa"-manḍala upon which the pot containing the sakti-power of the utṣavabera-icon will be kept (for purposes of rituals in the yāgamanḍapa which, due to practical problems, the utṣavabera-icon itself cannot enter during the festival period—1-48). He then explains the daily routine for bali-offerings during the festival period (49-57). Only after these offerings have been daily attended to will the daily pājā be done. The procedure each day will be that, after pājā is finished, the Lord in His utṣavabera-form will be taken in procession with great éclat (58-60a). Thus will the icon, returning from the procession, be taken to a manḍapa and given a daily snapana-bath (60b-66).

Each day the procession will employ a different vāhana-vehicle. These are listed (67-79). For special observances within the brahmotsava period, other optional directions are given—kalyānotsava (celebration of the marriage of the Deity) on the first day (82-104a), vanavihārotsava (excursion to the forest) on the second day (104b-113), ślauotsava (floating festival) on the third day (114-128a), dolotsava (swing festival) on the fourth day (128b-134a), śrīnauotsava on the fifth day (135-141a), jāladṛnyutsava on the sixth day (142-154), rathotsava (going on a chariot) on the seventh day (155-174a) and mṛgayotsava (hunting festival) on the eighth day (174-181), av brihototsava (concluding festival) on the ninth day (182-197). At the discretion of the ācārya certain other celebrations may thus be added to the brahmotsava cycle (193-202).

XXV. पुष्पायगविवि — Puṣpavyāgavidhi

"Rules for Special Worship with Flowers (during the Festival Period)"

Brahmā asks what can be done to atone for errors and omissions in any of the liturgies during the festival cycle (1-3). Bhagavān tells him that the perfect way to pacify any evil effects is to do a puṣpāyaga on the ninth day
night or on the tenth day morning. The preparations (4-17) and the procedure (18-14) for this yuga are given. Afterwards, the Lord is taken in procession to the place where His consorts recline awaiting Him, and the icons after being allowed to "converse", are then together honored with offerings of various kinds (35-47). While the Lord remains with His consorts, the concluding routines of the brahmaotsava are attended to by the acarya (48-56a). The acarya, having returned the Lord to the sanctuary, is then paid and is himself taken in procession (56b-63). The benefits that accrue to those who observe the proper rules for celebrating mahotsava are listed (64-66).

XXVI. Pavitraropanavidhi (66-72 sls.)

"Concerning the offer of purificatory threads".

Brabma asks when the pavitraropana festival should be done and how the pavitras are to be made (1). Bhagavan replies that it should be done either in "karta" or "bhadraptada" month during the bright fortnight (2-5a). He tells how to construct the special mandapa for it (7-10), how to make the thread-garlands (11-34), the procedure for offering them (35-62), and how to remove the thread-garlands 21, 14, 7 or 3 days later (63b-64), giving them to the acarya since no one else is to touch them (65-67a).

XXVII. Samvatsarotsavavidhi (66 sls.)

"In regard to the Annual Festival Cycle"

Bhagavan says that the (liturgical) year starts with the vasanta season. On the first day of this—to satisfy the deity who is guardian of that period—the vasanta tsava festival is celebrated (1-3). In the first month—"caitra" [April-May]—of vasanta-season, the birth commemorations for Rama are held (4-6a). "In caitra"-month also are to be the dammaolsava-celebrations (6b-8a) and the birth commemorations of Nrsimha (8b-10a). In the second half of vasanta-season, namely in "vaisakhha"-month [May-June], are to be celebrated kalihrotsava (10b-12a), Vamanas birth commemorations (12b-13a), and Hanuman's birth commemorations (13b-14a). Then, in "ashta"-month [July-August] is to be celebrated svapoitsava (the Lord going to sleep) (14b-16) which lasts four months. In the "sravastra"-month [August-September] is to be commemorated Krsnas birth (17-20a); in "bhadraptada" month [September-October] Varahas birth (21b-21). In "dvayastra" month [October-November], Vrajalaksmi is to be honored by a nine-day festival during the nights (22-25); and this is followed on the tenth day evening by the vijayadasami utsava festivities (25b-30). In the same month dipavalyutsava is to be done after celebrating the night before the death of Nara (31-36).

In "karta" month [November-December] the bodhanotsava rites of "waking the Lord" after his four month rest are celebrated (37-39a).
followed soon after by \textit{kritikādipotsava (39b-45)}. In "dhanurmāsa" month [December-January] there are to be special \textit{pūjās} at dawn all month (46-47a) and in the afternoons of 20 days of this same month are to be the festival observances called \textit{adhyayanotsava (47b-50)}, 'the recital of sacred texts'. In "māgha-māsa" month [February-March], \textit{tilapādîotsava} is to be done on the fifth day of the bright fortnight (51-59a). In "phālguna"-month [March-April] mahālakṣmyutsava is celebrated (59b-66).

\textbf{XXVIII. सालग्रामलक्षण Sālagrāmalakṣaṇa (112 śls.)}

"Characteristics of Sālagrāma-Stones"

Brahmā wants to know about sālagrāma-stones (1). Bhagavān says that worship with a sālagrāma gives relief from all sins, for any such stone represents the place where Hari stands at all times (2-3). The bulk of the chapter is then given over to descriptions of specific types of sālagrāma-stones which, according to their characteristic flaws or marks, are to be identified with certain forms of the Lord for worship—\textit{viz.}, Kūrma (4-10), Varāha (11-17), Nyśimha (18-37), Vāmana (38-45), Paraśurāma (46-49a), Rāma (49b-62), Kṛṣṇa (63-71a), Buddhamūrti (71b-72a), Kalkimūrti (72b-73). Also, Matsya (74-75a), Keśava (75b-76a), Nārāyaṇa (76b-79), Mādhava (80), Govinda (81), Viṣṇu (82), Madhusūdana (83), Trivikrama (84) and some fifteen others (85-107).

He then says that every temple should have a sālagrāma-stone corresponding to the main deity, and this is to be used as the \textit{tīrtha-hera-icon (108-109)}. Water used in libations of this sālagrāma-stone is highly efficacious and should be taken as \textit{tīrtha-holy water (110-112)}.

\textbf{XXIX. स्नापनविधि Snapanavidhi (32 śls.)}

"Rules for Bathing (the Icon)"

Bhagavān turns then to \textit{snāpana-rites}—when they should be done (2-4), how the \textit{matāpā} is to be arranged (5-6), and what other preparations have to be made with pots, etc. (7-25). Then he tells how the icon should be washed with all care (26-29a) prior to its worship (29b-30), and the prayer of petition [which seems to be the object of the preceding bath and other rites] (31-32).

\textbf{XXX. प्रयासितसामप्रकोष्ठान्तिहोमविधि Prayaścittasaṁprokṣha-anantarāṁihomavidihi (62 śls.)}

"Rules for Pacification and Expiatory Rites with Fire and Water"

Brahmā wants to know about expiatory rites (1). Bhagavān's reply turns mainly to the consideration of replacing broken icons (2-20) or their repair (21-34). When any repair is undertaken—to \textit{gopura, śhvaja, piṣha, पा35}
prā ṅa, etc—it must be followed by a saṁbhaṅga-sprinkling rite in order that the spot may be ritually cleansed. How to do the repair work is given (35-53). Such saṁbhikhaṅga-sprinklings are to be done not only after repairs but also, generally, at other times as well—and how to do it is given (54-52).

XXXI. अनित्योत्सवविधि Agniḥāryavidhi

"In Regard to Fire-Offerings"

Bhagavān says he is going to give details on how to perform one's duties to the fire on such occasions as ṭrāyaścīta, ṭiṅkā, ṭrākṣana, uṣava and pratiṣṭā (1-2a). He then outlines these routines—sanctifying the kundā-firepit (5-9), sanctifying the vessels (10-14a), sanctifying the ghee to be used (14b-16a) and sanctifying the śruk and śrava ladies (16b-18a). Then sacred ārha-stalks are to be strewn about the area (18b-21), whereupon the homa-rites may commence (22-33). After the last offering, the ācārya should circumambulate the firepit (34-35a).

XXXII. नित्योत्सवविधि Nityotsavavidhi

"Conduct of Daily Rites"

Brahmā asks about the daily conduct of rites (1-2a). Bhagavān replies by saying first that uṣava means "best yajñī" [ui = "best"; saṁva = "yajñī"] (2b-3a). After praising and classifying nityotsava, he turns to the matter of bali-pradāna, and for the bulk of the chapter he speaks of how to procure and dispense the necessary bali-offerings (6-16) and of the musical accompaniments for bali-offerings (17-29).

XXXIII. मुद्रालक्षण Mudrālakṣaṇa

"Description of Ritual Hand-Gestures"

Brahmā asks about ritual hand-gestures, when and why they should be demonstrated (1). Bhagavān says that "muṣrā" means that which gives pleasure for everyone (2). Then he describes briefly how to formulate some 41 different mudrā-gestures (3-44).

Critical Notes—

The problem of dating arises here as with all other saṁhitā-texts. There is not much to go on here. Yet the chapters on temple building—the parts and types mentioned—may afford some clues in so far as the emergence of such architectural details can be dated. In ch. XXII (61b-80) the pañcasam kāra-sacrifices are mentioned and described. Further, in ch. XXVIII where various avatāra-forms are mentioned, the Buddha is named along with the others. There is no evidence to encourage seeking too early a date for this work; indeed, it probably is the product of the period after Rāmānuja, and perhaps also after Vedānta Deś.ka.
### ADDENDUM

**LIST OF TITLES FOUND IN PURUŚOTTAMA-SAMHITĀ I : 30-44a:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mārkandeya S.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāñcida S.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naradīya S.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viśvāmitra</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaṁateya</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garuḍa</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāśvapa</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paṁgala</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāśṭha</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puṣkara</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satva</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanaka</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viṣṇusiddhānta</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāima</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padmodbhava</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vihaṇḍghava</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāruṇa</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nalakūbara</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āgneya</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāmana</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śunaka</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāvaṇa</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para(m)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aśvarya</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāśārya</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viśvaksena</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khig-sa</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vīramāṅgalika</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Śrī) V śūtīlaka</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakṣṇī Ilaka</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daśotara</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śaṅḍiya</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māica</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miṇḍigala</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūmaśa</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāmaçevasa</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subodhaka</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merugañā [ = Meru+Gaṅgā ?]</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satyokta</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aindra</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramapuruṣa</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narasimha</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayagrīva</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dūrvāsa</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṛṣṇa</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puṣṭ T.</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahā</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puruśottama S.</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahmāṇḍa</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaumāra</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Īśvara</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsya S.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhāradvāja</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yājñavalkya</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gejendra</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manu</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śrīpuṣkara</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahālakṣmi</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuśala</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ānanda</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāvana</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pañcapraśna</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śīpraśna</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prahlāda</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sātivata</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapiṇjala</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahmokta</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agastya</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaimini</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viṣṇuvaibhavika</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saura</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Verse 29 says the list contains 18 titles. Note certain similarities in this list to what is found in Mārkandeya-samhitā (q.v.)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Saumya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Hārīti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Kātyāyana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Vālmika</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Hairanya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Kāpila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Jābala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Vayaviya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Varuṇa</td>
<td>[cf. 17, above]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Āṅgirasa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Nārāyaṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Vyāsa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Brahmanārada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Dattātreya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Kaṇva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Gārgya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Kalivighava</td>
<td>(106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Prācetasa</td>
<td>(107)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Pauṣkara [cf. 10, 57, above]</td>
<td>(108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Madhusāngraha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Indra = Śūkra-samvāda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Umāmahāravara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Bodhāyana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Ananta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Varāha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Sanandana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Pulastya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Pulaha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Vāsudeva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Samkarṣaṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Briṣu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Gandharva</td>
<td>{ = 1 or 2 titles?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Gaṇa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Nāradottaravijñāna</td>
<td>{ 1 or 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>titles?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PAUSHKARA-SAMHITĀ

Available:


Introductory Remarks:—

This is one of the most famous, perhaps also one of the most ancient,* and certainly one of the most respected of the samhitās in the Pāñcarātrāgama canon. It is named as canonical in most of the lists: Kaṭiṅjula (8, 21/100), Pādam (11/108), Pārameśvara (2/17), Puruṣottama (10/106), Bhadravāja (10, 23/103), Viśvamitra (11/108), Viṣṇu Tantra (3/154) and Hayasiṣṭha (Ad) (4/25); Māhānḍeya lists a “Pāṣkala” which may perhaps refer to it (10, 47/91); the title is also listed in both the Āgni Purāṇa and the Mahāśvara Tantra. It is alluded to in other Pāñcarātra works—e.g. Aniruddha-samhitā (XXIV: 76), Īśvara-samhitā (1: 63, 67) and Sāttvata-samhitā (IX: 133a), et. al.—sometimes with considerable respect. It has assumed a place of authority in the canon along with the Sāttvata-samhitā (q.v.) and the Jñākhyā-samhitā (q.v.) as one of the so-called “Three Gems.” It is quoted as authoritative by both Rāmānuja and Vedānta Deśika.**

The published version reveals that even in its present state (see "Critical Notes," below) it is a large work—almost 5000 ślokas divided into forty-three chapters. The frame-work dialogue is between Pauṣkara and Bhagavān. In the first twenty-five chapters the Lord instructs Pauṣkara in the means of mastering the intricacies of maṇḍala-designs and their esoteric meanings, presumably as this is part of what is entailed in the dikṣā-initiation rites required of Pāñcarātra adherents. Other major blocks of materials are devoted to ordinary and extraordinary worship routines (chs. 26-32, 34-35, 37-38a) and to the construction and consecration of images and temple buildings (chs. 41-43).

The Pauskara-samhitā is held in particularly high esteem by the arakas at Śrīraṅgam and at Coujeevaram (the Varadarajaswamy Temple); indeed, a work

---

*Schroeder, Introduction to the Pāñcarātra, Adyar, 1916, p. 20, says this is one of the oldest and may be datable as early as 450 A.D.

**Rāmānuja, in his Śrībhāṣya, quotes from XXXVII : 293b-794a, 306; Vedānta Deśika’s quotations draw from the following lines: I: 31-32; VIII: 40-42; XX: 13-14, 54-57, 93-95; XXVI: 6-7; XXXIX: 72; XXXX: 132-133, 169-179; and XXXVIII: 293-317.
closely associated by tradition with the present work—the Pārameśvara-samhitā (g.v.)—provides the guide for worship at the former place. The present work, though written in a cumbersome style despite its śloka-metre and structure, and though full of archaic forms, nonetheless displays a certain primitive and vigorous quality that has already been noted in others of the "earlier" works of the Pāñcarātra-gama.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शिवरीत्राख्यक्षण  

"Chapter Dealing with the Selection of an Initiate"

An initiate must first approach his preceptor in the Pāñcarātra in the traditional way. The initiation into Pāñcarātra requires four years' progressive mastery over (each of) four manḍalas—after completing the first year stage he is called "samayin," because he has mastered the "padmodara"-manḍala; after completing the second year stage he is called "puṭraka," having mastered the "aneka-kaja-garbha"-manḍala; during the third year stage he is to be called a "sādhaka," and he masters the "cakrāhja"-manḍala; the last stage, when he is a full "ācārya," is when he has achieved complete mastery of the "miśracakra"-manḍala (1-32). Greater than all these four is the Mahācakra of nine constituent lotuses which is productive of the highest spiritual benefit. The qualities of a prospective candidate are listed (33 ff.), and how such an one is to be instructed in the manḍalas is suggested (40 ff.). Patience is urged upon the ācārya whose student shows slow comprehension yet perseverance regarding the significance of the manḍalas (45 ff.).

II. बुपरिख्याख्यक्षण  

"The Choice of the Ground-Plot (for yāga)"

Only certain kinds of desirable places are advisable for constructing a manḍala of any kind (1-10). The specific characteristics of such a peaceful place are given, along with the benefits of using various kinds of recommended places (11-25). Once an acceptable place is found, then care must be taken to locate within it the best spot for the eventual homa-sacrifice and for the bali-offerings which must be done to appease the local spirits (26-36). The area is further purified by allowing cows to graze there for three days (37). On the fourth day the plot is ploughed, packed down smoothly, sprinkled with seeds, etc. (38-45a).

---

1 Given so out of metrical necessity; 'ka ja' means padma, lotus; the manḍala is called 'bahu-pad na'. See Pārameśvara, Srirangam edn. XII, 279-280, while the present text Pauṣkara is mentioned as having described these manḍalas.
III. दिखसिद्धिलक्षण

"Concerning the Determination of the Directions"

The mandala should be located somewhere near the centre of the plot selected—as determined by peg-and-string compass measurements. Elaborate and complicated instructions are given for determining the precise location according to the directions (1-35, 43-60). Different rules are incidentally given in regard to the planning out of a town, the setting up of a temple, etc. (36-47). Various deities are then invoked to reside within certain designs [padma] drawn near the centre of the plot, and in the very centre itself Viśvarūpa is to reside as "Om." Customary worship with mantras is thereupon to be done (61-96).

IV. यागमण्डपलक्षण

"Chapter Dealing with the Hall for Sacerdotal Offerings"

Measurements for making mandalas are given (1-20), followed by rules for the construction of an elaborate protective building [mandapa]. This building will house the sacred fire itself as well as the particular protective deities who are to be invoked within and around it (21-133). [Note: The instructions for the preparation of the mandapa are as elaborate as those found in other samhitās for building and consecrating a temple]. The places where the sacred fire-pits [kunda] within will be located are near a raised dias in the centre of the mandapa. The presence of Canda (described 163-169) and other deities (described 170-194) is invoked, whereupon darbha-grass is to be scattered over all the floor of the mandapa except for that area in the centre near the dias (134-267).

V. सर्वाभ्धरादिमण्डललक्षण

"Chapter Dealing with the 'Sarvatobhadra' and other Mandalas"


VI. पद्मलक्षण

"Concerning the Lotus-Design"

In the centre of the mandapa (on the dias), a lotus-design should be made

* Incomplete: lapses at the beginning and in the middle of the chapter.
—some specific measurements for the central carp of the lotus-design being given (1-13). The petals are composed of a double fish-shaped design (25-33), surrounded by crescent forms and fully enclosed by a circle (34-57). Directions for coloring the interspaces with metallic powders are also given (58-83).

VII. व्युहाकोष्ठक्षण

"Chapter Concerning Various Kinds of Patterns (for drawing 'Padma'-Mandalas)"

Given the preceding lotus-motif, directions are given in this chapter for using this same motif in larger designs. The plans for such larger designs (vyūhas) are described. Where the lotus-motif is to go in a larger design is given (6-40); how the motif is to be enclosed in a square (piṭha) is given (4.6-42); where openings (dvāra) may be made along the sides of the square is given also (63-109). Deities are to be imagined to be present in various parts of the overall design (vyūha) (110-173).

VIII. चक्रबलक्षण

"Chapter regarding the Disc-like Lotus-mandala"

The most celebrated of the lotus-motif mandalas is the "cakrābja" (1-11). It may be represented in nine different patterns and measurements—the details for which are given interspersed with etymological explanations for the names of the different parts (12-153). How the interspaces are to be colored is given (154-165), followed by instruction of where in the mandala-design various deities are to be invoked to reside (166-203). The benefits of worshipping each of these "cakrābja" designs are described (204-213). [Note: The best of all is the ninth according to Ch. X, below].

IX. मिस्राबलक्षण

"Chapter on Miscellaneous Circular Designs"

There are three groups of miscellaneous circular designs, of which only the two better classes are recommended for worship (7-29). Measurements (30-80), special characteristics (81-85), methods of coloring (86-98), and general remarks on invocations to be made (99-122) are then given for the recommended types. Generally speaking, the mandala-design is the microscopic reflection of the macrocosmic reality (123-165).

X. नवपदमविधानलक्षण

"Chapter Concerning the Design of the Nine-lotus Pattern"

Since worship of a particular mandala is meditation upon the universe itself, care must be taken to establish in the pattern the proper representations
of the cosmic powers—such as the four Vyūha-forms of Aniruddha, Sañkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna and Vāsudeva; etc. Of the nine "cakrabimba"-maniṣṭha-designs already given (in Ch. VIII, above), the ultimate one is the ninth variant containing a design of nine lotuses. In this pattern, a different cosmic power [Sakti] is put in each lotus—the Four Vyūhas, Nāyikṣaṇa, Brahma, Vṛṣṇi, Yajñipuruṣa and Vārāha (1-33). How this ultimate of all maṇḍalas is to be undertaken, measured out, colored, etc., is given (34-93a).

XI. "Chapter on Design of the Outer Disk (of the 'Navarpāma' Maṇḍala)"

In the maṇḍala here taken up, containing nine lotuses, the best kind will always have the central lotus-motif of the nine predominating over the others by its size—since it alone represents Vāsudeva, and the eight surrounding lotus-motifs contain comparatively lesser powers (1-12).

[Note: This chapter seems incomplete in view of the details found in the foregoing chapters].

XII. "Chapter Concerning the Design of the 'Five-lotus' Maṇḍala"

In the maṇḍala-design with five lotus-discs, the central and dominating lotus-motif should be thought of as representing Pradyumna and his attendants. (It is not specified exactly which powers are invoked into the other four lotus-motifs.) Measurements (1-13), coloring (14-18), invocatory mantras (19-27), etc., are given, with closing reference (28) to Pradyumna's location.

XIII. "Chapter Concerning the 'Sun-Design'."

Given the single lotus-motif, certain alterations can be made to produce the so-called "sun-design"—which is supposed to contain Brahmā (1-13).

XIV. "Chapter Concerning the 'Moon-Design'."

This chapter concerns itself with "moon-design," which differs from the "sun-design" by the fact that it is the same thing cut in half. Nārāyaṇa should be invoked in this halved maṇḍala-design (1-16a).

XV. "Chapter Concerning the Triangular Design'."

Taking the "moon design" and cutting it with lines, one can get a triangular maṇḍala-motif containing smaller triangles—each of which "contains"
minor deities (1-29). This, too, is to be colored (30-32). Brahmā is the presiding deity of this mandala (33-35).

**XVI. कृञिबिम्बलक्षण**

Kūrmabimbālakṣṇa

(43 šls.)

"Chapter Concerning Specification for the ‘Tortoise Design’.

Just as a lotus-design can be the motif for a mandala, so a tortoise-pattern can serve meditational purposes. It is to be placed, however, not on the disk as the others have been but in a particular sector of the mandapa-pavilion. Directions for making the kūma-design are given (1-41), being elaborations of and alterations to the preceding designs already given. Coloring and other instructions are also given for this particular design (42-48).

**XVII. संक्खिबिम्बलक्षण**

Śaṅkhābimbālakṣṇa

(45-1/2 šls.)

"Chapter Concerning the Special ‘Conch Design’.

Particularly pleasing to the Narasīrāha-aspect of Viṣṇu is the conch-design. The directions for making and the measurements of this design are given (1-40). Coloring, etc., is prescribed, and the finished design should have the presence of Narasīrāha invoked into its centre (41-46a).

**XVIII. नवनभालक्षण**

Navanābhalakṣṇa

(62 šls.)

"Chapter Concerning the ‘Nine-lotus Design’.

Yet another design to be placed in the mandapa-pavilion for the establishment of the pitcher is the Nine-lotus design. Measurements of and directions for making it are given (1-45), as are specifications for coloring (46-49). When this design is enclosed by nine concentric circled-squares [pitā] it is called ‘navanābha’ or sometimes ‘navagārībhā’ (50-58). The superior effects of employing the ‘navanābha’ in meditation are given (59-62).

**XIX. नवनाभासन**

Navanabhaśāna

(140 šs.)

"Worship of the Nine-lotus Cakra"

Efficacy of the worship done through the “Nine-lotus mandala” is given (1-20). He who worships the “navābja”1 will get higher knowledge, says Bhagavān. Thereupon Pauṣkara asks to know the rudiments of higher knowledge [vidyā] (21-25). Bhagavān gives an outline of the philosophical aspects of vidyā (26-47); the elementary principle of the highest concept is sound [śabda]. Groups of sounds, or chants, are examined and are demonstrated to be true reflections of ultimate reality; repetition of these brings the believer to a comprehension of their corresponding levels of reality (48-74). Pauṣkara asks if the mantra can do this much, what will happen if one turns to ‘navābja’.

1 Same as navanābha.
PAUSKARA-SAMHITA—Ādharāsanalakṣaṇa

-mandūlas and through them worships the higher realities (Vyāhas, etc.) represented in their designs? Bhagavān replies that these meditations will lead the devotee to a higher comprehension of reality consonant with those pow-ers. He gives the details of such worship with mantras, nyāsa, puṣpa etc. (75-140).

XX. विवच्छेदनाधीन Viṣvaksendaricana (121 śls. inc.)

"Worship of the Commander-in-Chief of the Gods".

Bhagavān says that the powerful Commander-in-Chief of the gods, Viṣvaksena, must always be worshipped (1-3). Pauṣkara asks how and bhagavān outlines the procedure, stating that the same materials offered to the central deity in a mandūla are always next to be offered to this Viṣvaksena (4-22). An anthropomorphic description of Viṣvaksena is given (23:38); his four subordinate commanders—Gujānana, Jayatsena, Harivaktra, and Kālaprakṛtī—are also described (39:50). Then follow some miscellaneous details concerning offerings to be made to these attendants (51-79). ** [A break occurs at this point, and the narrative picks up again in the mādīst of a discussion on naivedya.] ** Food which has been offered to the Lord is not to be eaten or otherwise distributed once it has been offered to Viṣvaksena (80-83). Pauṣkara asks to know more about such articles connected with worship of the Lord as may be unlawful for devotees' use. Bhagavān in reply launches into a lengthy clarification of all types of prohibited articles, activities, gestures, offerings, etc., in connection with the Lord's worship with a special emphasis on naivedya (84-121).

XXI. परिवर्तनार्थ Parivāralakṣaṇa (23 śls.)

"Description of (Viṣṇu's) Attendants"

The female attendants [śkī] for the great Lord Viṣṇu are listed, headed by Lakṣmī [sarvasampratradā Lakṣmī] and their worship is generally indicated (1-23).

XXII. आधारासनलक्षण Ādharāsanalakṣaṇa (74-1/2 śls.)

"Chapter on Ādharā Śakti (and other) Modes (of God, as apprehended in the Sādhaka's Mind as he comprehends the Cosmic and Existential Symbolism of the Mandūla)"

First there are three levels or forms in which the Lord, who is devoid of change, appears—the basic substratum (ādharā), the universe (viśva) and the various mantras. (1-3). In the "ādharā"-power God potentializes and provides the basis (ādharā) of all things (7-12); on another level the motif represents symbolically the entire physical universe (viśva) of which God is the material cause (13-17); and yet another level is to see the central motif as a pictorial
representation of the source of all sound; the mantras and their worship are but mere inflections of this infinite, universal sound (śīlda) (18-25).

The ādhāra-śakti is in two forms, unmanifest and manifest; in the latter, it takes two forms, Kū ma (tortoise) which throws out the universe and withdraws it; and the Ś ṣa or Ananta, the Serpent, the receptacle of all the seeds of the universe (4-12). The celestial tree and the milk-ocean representing ra‘a (taste), then vāk (sound), Kālu (time), the five elements (sky etc.), buddhi, manas, the unmanifest primordial Matter (prakṛti) of which buddhi etc. are modifications, (13-29) and the evolution of these are then set forth. Then follow the kalis or Śaktis of the Lord, jñāna (knowledge), anuṣṭhāna etc., these being really infinite (30-36).

After the prescribed contemplation of the above in their places in the lotus-maṇḍalas, the sādhaka is to resort to the mantra-śakti and the contemplations through them. Those who are endowed with knowledge will mentally retrace the evolutes and concentrate on the Lord as the unmanifested basic substratum, others in the Lords evolved and manifested forms (48-51). Thus the Lord comprehends the unmanifest and manifest forms through His manifold śakti for sādhakas of different levels (51-61). By Himself the Lord is like a ripplesless ocean, of the form of pure consciousness; it is by taking on the manifold śaktis that He renders Himself diverse (54-74).

XXIII. असनादेवताचालः

“Chapter on Locating the Divine Powers in their Positions”

While the preceding chapter dealt with the esoteric levels of understanding to be conveyed to the sādhaka-aspirant by the maṇḍalas central motif, the present chapter turns to a larger design within the maṇḍala as a whole, namely, the pericarp-portion of it wherein the presence of devatās is supposed to be effected by the chanting of the four Vedas (1-71). [Note: Not only sound [śīlda] but time [kāla] also is conceived to be comprehended within the cosmic symbolism of the maṇḍala (50 ff.; 41-45)].

XXIV. अधारचालसादेवतालाक्षण

“Chapter Describing the Ādhāra-powers”

In the meditation upon the maṇḍalas, the sādhaka-aspirant must strive to move to cosmic and universal realities which are beyond the symbols themselves. But as a help to move in this direction, certain anthropomorphic conceptions of God’s powers may be useful in moving from the maṇḍala-design itself to the further levels of reflection. This chapter deals with physical descriptions of some of these personified powers—e.g. Caṇḍa (4), Kūrma (22-24), Ananta (25-26), Lhaïa (28a), Padma (28b-32a), the four Vedas (32b-35), the four Yugas (36), closing with a further description of their powers (37-57).
PAUṢKARA-SAMHITĀ—Śrāddhākhyāna

XXV.  वृत्तिविचार  

"Discussion of (suitable) Positions"

Whoever, no matter who he is, comes in contact with such maṇḍalas as have been discussed—although he understands them but little—will be a better person; and he who masters the intricacies of the maṇḍalas and comprehends their mysteries will be incalculably the better person for it (1-6). The samhitā has so far been assuming that maṇḍalas are produced on a grand scale with all ideal conditions present; the remainder of the present chapter turns to the problem of having to maintain worship [ārādhana] in places not naturally suited for them. How to rectify an otherwise unsuitable place, by providing all necessary paraphernalia ahead of time, is given (8-27). The gain [phala] for a worshipper who does this is given briefly (30-41a).

XXVI.  भोगधेय  

"Kinds of Pleasant Offerings"

Just as God and His hosts, by virtue of their recognized presence in the maṇḍalas, are invoked and honored by other rituals, so He and they are to be given other courtesies. Indeed, the acceptance of God's presence in the maṇḍala and worshipping Him there are themselves, the chief delights that can be given Him—and they should be done first (10). Then, secondly, as another way to give delight, there may be successive invocations of the other gods individually (23-24). To all of these deities, thirdly, food (3-5), flowers and incense, etc. (13-14), may be given. Then, forthrightly, yādā-sacrifice may also be performed to their recognized presence in the maṇḍalas (16-17); and, as a fifth type of pleasant offering to the divine presences in the maṇḍala, one may meditate upon them (26-51). The closing śī kas (53-60) recommend that the foregoing things be done carefully and completely.

XXVII.  श्रद्धामङ्गाण  

"Chapter on Routine Obligatory Rituals"

The first section of this long and intricately-constructed chapter concerns itself with routine, regular domestic rites which are obligatory [niṭya śādha] (1-146a). Such a regular obligation is the performance of the so-called śādha-rites to departed ancestors, itself comprised of three parts [āṅga]—homa-offerings and bhūjana-feasting (14-92) and a concluding libation (tarpāna) (93-122). All, whether finally initiated into Pāṇcaratra or not, must attend to these śrāddha-rites, using the "dvādaśāsāra"-mantra (or "aśāsāra," or "śādhaśāra"). Sudras who are so qualified may use the above mantras together with Praṇava (Om) or use them without Om; the same applies to women
observing the proper conduct. In all cases the prescribed mantras must be
meditated upon properly (123-146a).

A second section of this chapter deals with the occasional or seasonal, but
still obligatory, śrāddha-rites [naimittika] (146b-248a). The proper place, a
proper time and a proper recipient are all necessary to perform perfectly the
erjoined celebrations (152-206); also, deities are to be invoked for protection
of the particular performance (201-214), and mantras are to be meditated upon
properly (2.5-248a).

A long digression (248b-431) deals more directly with mantras—who is
eligible to receive them, how they are to be recited upon, how used in the
worship erjoined on the faithful, what part nyāsa plays, etc. In terms of the
philosophical orientation of this discussion, it may be observed that yogic
principles are assumed—for the worshipper through meditation upon the mantra
and its parts must “become” as it were the mantra before he undertakes to
chant it. Familiar yogic terms are used throughout the discussion.

Returning to the general subject of naimittika rites, a detailed discussion
of the śrāddha-rites are given as these are performed on the eleventh day imme-
diately following the funeral. The rites erjoined at that time are to be
performed annually at the death anniversary thereafter. These rites are
described step-by-step (432-593).

Then, the third topic of the chapter begins (śl. 594 ff.), and concerns
itself with the celebration of śrāddha-rites according to the prescribed rule that,
in addition to the annual death-anniversary celebration, the śrāddha-rites must
also be repeated at some time during the four months of Viṣṇu’s śayana. The
precise date of it is celebrated is itself an option—just so it is on the corre-
sponding śītī-date of the actual anniversary. The procedures for this “optional”
celebrations are detailed, with only a few deviations from the annual rites
(594-749a).

XXVIII. हुतासनयोनिविभागः Hutāsanayonivibhāga (51 śls)
“A Chapter on the Sources of Fire”

[This chapter, in most manuscripts, is riddled with lapses, so that the
printed version also is incomplete. What remains are at least two fragments:
one dealing with the importance and proper performance of the Agnihotra
ritual (4-9a), and another dealing with the sources from which one may properly
kindle a sacred fire (10-51)].

XXIX. कुण्डलिक्षणः Kundaikṣaṇa (165 śls.)
“Details about Fire-pits”
Offerings are efficacious only if offered in the correct kind of fire-pit properly made according to directions given (I-18). Construction details are given about bricks to be used, measurements to be adhered to, ingredients to be used, etc. (I-47), followed by instructions regarding its consecration by performance of hema (48-59, et passim), japa and meditation upon manḍūlas (60-77). The discussion then abruptly turns to another subject apparently unconnected with the foregoing, that is, the preparation of a flag for raising on a pole (79-130), but the chapter returns (131 ff.) to the subject by discussing how to make srūk and srūva ladies for kumāras.

XXX. पवित्रारोहणम् Pavitṛāroḥa’paṇa (227 sls.)

“The Ceremony of ‘Garlanding’ the Deity”

In order that any ritual act be efficacious—as well as to recover lost virtue (purity)—one should see to it that the pavitṛārcha (paṇa)-ceremonies are done (1 ff., 12-28). These celebrations cover a three-day period, and are to start on the tenth day of the fortnight during one part of the year only. They involve immersing a very small image of Vīṣṇu in a pot of water on the first day (8-11), followed by repetitions of mantras and the invocation of various deities (12-27). Īlvatra-garland, of śūn thread (28-33) and kumbha pots and manḍula-designs (34-63) are then prepared. How the small image is to be worshipped (64-7) and bathed (68) is given, along with some details about other first-day celebrations (69-83). The second day (or the eleventh day of the fortnight) is mainly centered around repetitions of the first-day’s celebrations (84-110); the observances on the third (or the twelfth day of the fortnight) day are also mainly repetitions (111-138)—although there is then also a dinner which is to be prepared. The petition for this ceremony is given (139-151) as are the benefits of doing it generally (152-164). The chapter ends with a discussion of the qualifications of a deśika (= guru = ācārya = sādhaka) who would be an exemplary performer of this rite. If such a person does the ceremony correctly, the rewards are mentioned (166-220). The last lines (221-227) give favorable times, and places for pavitṛārophyuṇa.

XXXI. लोकधर्मम् Lokaḥharma (309 sls.)

“Mode of Daily Life”

After the pavitṛārcha (paṇa)-ceremonies have been taken care of, the small Vīṣṇu image is to be allowed to enjoy repose [śayana] for a period of four months. How the Lord is to be attended to by the ācārya during this period is given (1-23)—along with some injunctions relating to what the ministers themselves may and may not do during the same period (82 ff.). At the end of two months, after remaining more or less undisturbed in His sleep-like trance
[yoganidrā], the deity is gradually attended on more and more as His thoughts return to the world until, finally, He emerges [utthāna] altogether from His withdrawn state (24-28). Then, Gauḍa heralds the Supreme God’s resumption of His worldly concerns, and, as His messenger, is supposed to take to the faithful the news of God’s “return”. The people, at this point, prepare festoons for the streets throughout their village and, after a fast, they repair to the maṇḍapa (where the pavitrāraha (pa)ṣi ceremonies had been done four months before) and once again after an interval of four months begin to worship the maṇḍ.ī in the routine way with homas, etc. (29-47). After this a pot of sanctified water is carried in procession from the maṇḍapa through the streets and back to where the Viṣṇu image has meanwhile been waiting; thereupon the pot is placed in front of the image, and all the people prostrate themselves before it and the image (48-53). At this point in the text there is a brief digression on the various ways that the fervent devotees may resort to, to circumambulate the shrine of God (pradaksinā), by crawling, rolling, etc., each listed with its particular rewards (54-71). The image itself should be worshipped, and brahmins fed; this method of worship is called “Kaumudīyaka” and it brings one into God’s eternal presence (72-81).

At the end of four months, God is to be roused in a certain way (92-102), and an abhāṣ ka is prepared and given to Him and all the other gods resident in the maṇḍ.ī (102-119). At this time the yajamāna who sponsored the pavitrārahaṇa ceremonies four months before is allowed to take his ritual bath (120-123). Also at this point the acārya kindles the agnikārya-fire, makes the various necessary preliminary offerings into it, and finishes this rite before taking his meal (121-169). What the acārya will have done the faithful must also do daily—and those who do their regular agnikārya, etc., are following the prescribed mode of life (170-199).

Proper offerings to God are then discussed (202-234), as well as the best times for worship (254-257). Fasting [upavāṣa] is then touched upon as a meritorious act pleasing to God (258-292). The chapter ends with a discussion of the especial importance of worshipping God on the 12th day of each fortnight (293-309).

XXXII. भारायथन तेपरिचार अराधनालोपविचार (158-1/2 śls.)

“Discussion Concerning a Break in Routine Worship”

Ideally, a man should worship God daily throughout his life without interruption (1742). There are two ways to worship God—by performing certain ritual acts, and by meditating upon mantras. The mantras mentioned and discussed here are “dvādaśākṣara,” “ṣaṭ-akṣara” and “aṣṭākṣara” (43-83). In either mode of worship, an icon [bimba] is needed; and this may be procur-
ed from a number of sources—from family, from teacher, from shops, etc. (84-
121). Each man must worship according to his means, and in so far as he does
so with devotion and with attention to detail, there will be no difference of
fruits for a rich man in his elaborate worship and a poor man in his modest
modes of worship (122-159a).

XXXIII. तत्त्वसमाख्यान

"The Expounding of the Tattvas"

Pauśkara says he understands well enough how to worship the nine mūrtis*,
but what he asks is the philosophy behind them (1). Before answering,
Bhagavān repeats how the mūrtis, and in particular the four Vyāhas, are to be
set in the lotus of the maṇḍala and what the expectations of worshipping them
thus are (2-86). As for mastery of the tattvas [tattvajaya], this comes only by
mastery over life by means of practical yoga which is aimed at the acquisition
of jñāna-wisdom (87-130). To this end, certain kinds of knowledge and
behavior should be cultivated, other kinds should be eschewed. The kinds of
knowledge to be acquired are six: adhibhūta, adhyātma, adhīśvātā, pralaya,
sṛṣṭi and aśvārya (145-146)—and in a grasp of these is all knowledge compre-
hended (131-174a).

XXXIV. धृपघन्तलाख्यान

"Significance of the Bell and Incense"

Any place where worship is to be undertaken can be purified and cleansed
best by means of burning incense and ringing a bell (1-12). There follows a
description not only of how the bell [ghaṇṭā] is made but also what its mystic
shape, size and sound represent. There is close identification of the finished
bell with the maṇḍala shape-and-size upon which it is to rest and which reflects
in a diagrammatic way the ultimate principle of sound, etc. (15-56). Similarly,
one should be aware of the gods represented in the burning incense as the holder
is waved and the rising smoke describes a meaningful disc-like or conch-like
shape. Moreover, when the incense is thus burned and waved, the bell should
be simultaneously sounded (57-89).†

XXXV. धृपादहरालख्यान

"Description of the Incense-Holder"

This chapter turns to the holder for burning incense, and describes its
constituent parts with their measurements (1-63), and tells when the incense is
to be used (64-68).

* These have not been taken up elaborately as such. Possibly the reference is to a point
raised in Ch. XXXII, or, alternatively, in Chs. X, XI or XVIII.

† In contemporary practice, this is done in public (temple) worship; but Tengalais avoid
use of the bell in private, domestic worship.
XXXVI. अयतनविचार

"Discussion of the Places Where God’s Presence is Felt"

God’s presence at certain places—Mt. Trikūṭa, Mt. Raivataka, Sālagrāma, Sahya Mount, Viśṇupada, Vyāvarta, Kṛṣṇāśva, the Himalayas (Tuhinācala)...

Hastiśaila located in Satyavrata (= Conjeevaram), Simhācala (in Andhra), etc.—has made these places particularly sacred (5-28). People who live in such places will enjoy certain spiritual benefits (29-84). Those who pollute such places incur double sin, but rebirth in the holy vicinity will give them the opportunity to atone for their former evil ways (85-125).

Given the various names and aspects of God—like the four Vṛūhas, the ten avatāras and names like Keśava, etc.—how these are to be distinguished, and how they are separately to be meditated upon is described (126-267a). This is followed by a more detailed description of the all-embracing power [vyāptī] of Vāsudeva (267b-289).

The remainder of the chapter amounts to a eulogy of God’s omnipresence and omnipotence in this world and all its parts: each holy place [Aṣṭa] has a particular deity connected with it; the relationship between the place and the deity is stated—in some cases specifically, in others more generally (290-450a).

For a few examples, in Ujjain, Narasimha reigns (323); in Kṛṣṇāśva, Hayagrīva (321); in Citrakūṭa, Rāma (328); in Dvārakā, Kṛṣṇa (330); while in such places as rivers, God in His fish-form reigns (318). Indeed, Bhagavān is to be found everywhere—from the sun’s rays and the moonlight, to the fire’s flames and the ocean’s waves (383).

XXXVII. अयतनविचार

"Discussion of the Places Where God’s Presence is Felt (cont’d.)"

Certain objects—stones, mountains, footprints, etc.—by virtue of the respect naturally and traditionally accorded them invest their surroundings with an associated holiness; these objects deserve regular worship [arādhana]. This is to be done just as one worships in a temple—with mantra, tantra, etc. How to do this worship and how it is effective is elaborated in this chapter (1-65a).

XXXVIII. अधिकारनिरूपण

"Discussion of Investing Holy Power into Objects"

Such holy places as have been discussed are not to be found everywhere. For those not living in a place naturally sanctified by God’s presence or by holy objects, Pauṣkara asks how their place can be sanctified. Bhagavān replies (3 ff.) that any place can be made holy by invoking holy mantras and investing the place, by virtue of the mantras, with holy power (3-14). A proper object
[dravya] must be used as a medium for invoking the mantras' power, and only certain persons are competent to sanctify [pratiṣṭhā] such objects (15-46).

Pauṣkara asks about the improper "mixing" of modes of worship, and he is told that anyone who would undertake to worship the Lord must first be properly initiated as a prapanna by a qualified master. Any irregularities—whether by overlooking the disqualification of the aspirant, or in the dikṣā-initiation rites, or due to the disqualification of the master—will lead to disastrous results should one attempt to institute worship (47-71).

When an icon is to be made, the materials should be procured and the appropriate artisan—working in wood, stone or metal as the case may be—employed (72-84). In due time, if an icon becomes worn or damaged—except in the case of a broken stone image, in which case an entirely new image must replace it—repair should be undertaken in a certain way and according to certain rules (85-97a). Once an image has been installed and has become identified with God, then the question of replacement or disposal of it—when damaged or worn—becomes much more remote. Even on grounds of economy alone, it is better to repair an image (already installed)—performing prāyaścīta-rites appropriate to the occasion—than to replace it. Further, just as a defective icon can affect adversely the effects of pūjā so also can other defective elements connected with pūjā do the same—for examples, if the arcaха falls ill, or if there is an interruption in the liturgy, etc. (98-147).

Evil effects that are inevitable due to the above-mentioned defects may be warded off by the chanting of mantras and the celebration of homas to restore the purity of the affected items—so long as this is done by competent persons (148-169). There follow then instructions how to construct the mantra, how properly to employ it in situations when pacification of untoward effects threaten (170-282). The efficacy of mantras when pronounced in certain specific time-periods increases, and these specific suspicious periods are mentioned (283-294).

Bhagavān then says that that system [śāstra] which deals with the mystic comprehension of the Vyūhas, the mārtis, the vibhavas and gaṇas through the initiation into the mantras and all that they signify and recall—that is called "mantra-siddhānta" (297). He who comprehends and undertakes practice in accordance with this mantra system will have all benefits accrue to him. That system which involves the worship of a concrete idol [vīgraха] and employs all the devices of worship—hand-gestures, repeated mantras, offerings, etc.—that is called "tantra-siddhānta" (300). He who practises according to this method gets happiness in this world and emancipation in the next. That system which enjoins yogic concentration on one or two or three or four of the vyūha-manifestations with or without their attendant deities—according to the person's
ability—that system is called “*tantrāntara*” (302). These systems collectively may be referred to as “*mūlāgama*” and this in turn has two branches—one called “*śiddhānta*” (of the types already mentioned) and the other called “*Pañcarātra*”. The “*śiddhānta*” involves empirical practice, which practice aims at an acknowledgment of the same ultimate reality that is pointed to in the Vedas, Itihāsas, Purāṇas and Vedāṅgas. The “*Pañcarātra*” refers to that scripture which by virtue of its benefits outshines the 5-fold knowledge which is found in the systems of Vedas, Vedānta, Purāṇas, Sāṁkhya and Yoga (303-309) [*“purāṇam vedavedāntam tathāyat sāṁkhjayogajam // pañcaprakāram vijñeyam yatra rátryāyate bhaja / phalotharsavasenaiva pañcarātramiti smṛtam ||”*].

XXXIX. अगमानिर्णयः अगमानिर्णयः

“A Note on the Scope and Authority of the Scriptures”

Pauśkara wants to know about the authoritativeness of the āgamas. Bhagavān says that there are three classes of works according to length—the smallest comprising only a few hundred ślokas, the medium-sized ones of only a few thousand ślokas, and the largest ones being of ten or more thousands of ślokas. A different kind of classification may be based on the guṇas—some works being predominantly “sāttvic” in nature, other “rājasic,” and still others “tāmasic”. Of all the āgamas the most ancient [ādya] is Pārameśvara; the most authoritative [pramāṇaparīśuddha] is the Sāttvāla. There are, also, other works—but they follow in the wake of these two (1-19).

Pauśkara asks to know how the transmission of the Pārameśvara was effected. Brahmā, so he is told, having fully understood the nature of God in His forms of Vāsudeva-Saṅkarṣaṇa-Pradyumna-Aniruddha, transmitted this to Nārada and other sages; they in turn broadcast this to the world at large according to their understanding of the teaching and according to the new and different conditions they met while spreading their received teaching (20-39).

XL. भद्रपिथालकश्च भद्रपिथालकश्च

“A Note on the Pedestal (and the Image On It, and the Building Around It)”

Pauśkara asks to know how about the construction and consecration of images (1-5). Bhagavān commences by giving some general rules for making icons (6-34). Then in response to further questions posed by Pauśkara, he turns to the importance of the base or pedestal upon which this icon is to be placed (35-91), and, after this is done, he gives some general observations about the building [prāśāda] which houses both the image and its pedestal (92-109a).

XLI. नानाधर्माप्रतिष्ठापनम् नानाधर्माप्रतिष्ठापनम्

“The Many Varieties of Sanctification Ceremonies”
Pauṣkara then asks about the “activation” [*sanāṣṭhāpana*] of the above by infusing into them the power of *mantras* (1). Bhagavān speaks of sanctifying and activating the pedestal first, that process being done by invoking *mantras* and their powers therein as well as by invoking the presence of *devalās* into and around it. This is called “*mantrapratiṣṭhā*” (2-41). Pauṣkara asks if there are other varieties of *pratiṣṭhā* in addition to the above (42). Bhagavān says there are, one of these being called “*brahmapratiṣṭhā*”. This refers to the kind of “establishing” of God’s Presence and Power that is done as a brahmin supervises and executes daily *pūjā* in a temple (43-65). Another variety is called “*annapratiṣṭhā*”. In this, the food prepared by a temple-*maṭha* is empowered by God’s Presence; when it is consumed by the brahmans who frequent the place and thus dispersed among them, so in this manner is God’s power and presence “established” at large among His faithful (66-76). Still another variety is called “*jñānapratiṣṭhā*” wherein all scriptures—the Pañcarātra āgamas, the *Vedas*, etc.—are brought together, bound into a bundle with a black string, placed in a special stone sanctuary and worshipped. In these rites a hole is dug until water is reached, which water is used for purification and for libations; Viṣṇu is invoked to infuse the scriptures as *Jñāna*; and *homa* is performed (77b-142). A further variety is called “*phalāmūlānnapratiṣṭhā*”. In this, no matter what the edible is, so long as one has sought God’s blessing for it, it may be given away to others as a gift. This is a means for distributing God’s Holy Power and Presence (143b-159). Still another variety is called “*homapratiṣṭhā*,” in which by the ritual employment of holy *mantras* and sanctified offerings into the mystic fire, God’s power is concentrated and there tapped (160-188). A final variety named is the direction of God’s Power and Presence in the so-called “*gopūja*”. In this, a cow is decorated and worshipped as Viṣṇu in His *Vṛṣākapi*-form. An accompanying stud-bull is let loose, after having been branded as God’s own [*vṛṣolsarga*]. Their wanderings are to signify (in part) God’s presence abroad in the world at large (189-221a).

[In the descriptions of all the varieties, certain details are given relating to the preparation and execution of the *pratiṣṭhā*-ceremonies to indicate that they are all very elaborate rites, conceived on a grand scale.]

**XLII. Prāsādāpādapratiṣṭhā**

“Consecration Ceremonies for the Foundation (and other parts) of a Temple”

When a temple is to be built, the site already having been selected, the patron [*kartā*], director [*deśiha*] and *śilpin* and others go to the site at an auspicious time all the while chanting *mantras*. A temple-in-miniature [*devālaya*] is provided there, and into a small golden pot filled with water brought
from various holy places the Lord's Presence is invoked as "Apānmūri, " After some preliminary ceremonies and petitions to sanctify and purify the area (1-61), a pit is dug until water-level is reached. This is refilled, whereupon cows are made to graze there in order to pack the earth back in place. Only after this may construction begin (62-79).

The size of the building will be in proportion to the size of the icon (72); the doorway may face in whatever direction pleases the patron (73; cf. adhy. XLIII: 184-185). Facing the doorway, wherever it is, should be the yāga-maṇḍapa: other appointments of the temple are mentioned and briefly discussed —e.g., pillars, toraṇas, etc. Subsidiary deities are to be assigned their places in and around the temple precincts, and only once the temple is finished do activities begin toward consecrating the structure and its contents (72-108).

Certain materials must be gathered (109-117), and the consecration [pratīṣṭha] of the temple starts by sanctifying the foundations first with mantras and water, etc. (118-150). Then the party proceeds into the sanctuary and, at the spot that had previously been excavated and refilled (see śls. 62-79, supra), a homa-kuṇḍa-firepit is constructed, into which are put all kinds of precious offerings, and this is filled up again; on top of this spot the bhadrā-pīṭha for the icon is to be placed (151-163). Once this is done, then the golden pot from the miniature temple is placed on it, and in addition to Viṣṇu who is already there others of His retinue are also invoked into it (164-191). After this, pictures may be drawn on the walls, and other matters of a tidying-up nature attended to, whereupon the pot is afforded worship and the whole is concluded by a grand feast which is open to all (192-202a).

XLIII. [No title] (205 śls.)

"Concerning Consecration of Images"

Consecration [pratīṣṭha] of various parts of the temple should also be done. The first part of this chapter is exclusively devoted to discussing doorways (and their measurements), the guardian deities of the doorways (and their poses and decorations), and how these are ritually "established" (1-50). Various avatāra-forms of God are then discussed as to their location in the temple, and how they are to be ritually installed (51-70).

"Pratīṣṭha" is said to be that process by which some vital power [citākti] is infused into an object and the unmanifest reality [avayaktam tattwasamgraham] is concentrated there (76-77). While the central image is meant to contain the essence of the cosmic reality, the surrounding apartments of the temple—the various aṅgas of the temple as well as the many smaller sanctuaries dedicated to lesser deities—are also meant to reflect microcosmically the rest of total reality.
Even the upper parts of the temple-structure reflect symbolically the upper-worlds (71-118).

Then there comes a section regarding repairs of a temple—spoken of mainly in terms of the rewards which accrue to those who undertake and support such repairs—with, however, a few details concerning procedures (119-147). Repairs of damages which come to the temple and its contents are next treated (148-183), whereupon some other miscellaneous counsels are given (e.g., the directions which a temple may face, and the rewards that each direction gives—184-185). The chapter breaks off while discussing the merits of building and consecrating a temple to the Lord (190-205).

CRITICAL NOTES:

This work presents some tantalizing data which suggest that further research is called for by scholars in the field of Pāñcarātra studies. The printed text is by no means a critical edition. In view of the position of authority this work maintains in the canonical corpus, it would seem that a fresh critical edition is desirable.

In its present state, the text is incomplete. In addition to serious lapses throughout (in Chs. 6, 11, 28, 29 and especially in 20), the present edition breaks off in the forty-third chapter in the midst of a discussion. Further, both an abrupt beginning and a suggestive reference in the ninth chapter to interlocutors not up to that point conventionally introduced, indicate that some chapters are missing. So, internal evidence suggests that terminal chapters as well as some opening chapters may yet be added to what is already there. External evidence supports this contention: a work called Pūjāsamgraha (MT. 2856—Telugu leaf) quotes from three chapters of a "Pauškara-samhitā" of the Pāñcarātrāgama—one of which chapters are found in the present version, but one of which (called "varṣabindupatana prāyaścitta") may very well be Ch. 44 of our text.

Beyond these considerations is yet another: one is puzzled that a text with such comparatively limited scope as this work reveals in its present state could ever have ascended to its position of highest authority. Even a superficial comparison with the contents of the much more catholic Sātvata and Jayākhyā "Gems" makes one presume that the Pauškara, too, must once have embraced a wider variety of subject-matter than it now includes. It must be that either considerable matter has yet to be relocated in dispersed traditions, or else that for some curious reason the piecemeal treatment itself reveals something essential about the original tradition. If this latter is true, the emphasis on maṇḍalas (Chs. 1-25), to the exclusion of other subjects normally found in other
sanhitā-texts, is both significant and unique.* But if we take to heart the classification of sanhitās given in Ch. 39 of Paśkara-sanhitā—that there is one group of works each comprising over 10,000 ślokas another group in which each work is a few thousand ślokas in length, and a third group of shorter works—then it is possible that originally this work may have been one of those extending to 10,000 ślokas or more. Were this to be the case, and the original contained chapters on other subjects to balance the present focus on maṇḍala lore, then we can readily understand its elevation to the status of one of the “Three Gems”.

However, speculations like these must be supported by actual, preserved texts. These have yet to be found. Perhaps the vast secondary literature of the Paṇcarātra school—collections on various topics from primary texts, and treating of pūjā, prāyaścitta, uśava, etc.—will yield some such materials. Until these come to light, however, the puzzle will still remain as to how this work achieved its highly revered status.

Due to the status afforded this work, we may assume that it is datable in an early period. Just how early it may be cannot be settled until a firm basis for dating all the sanhitā-texts of the canon can be evolved. In regard to dating the Paśkara-sanhitā, however, one need not be tempted by the mention of the “Pārameśvara” (XXXIX: 18) and by the reference to a presumed library of written āgama-texts (XLI: 77b-143a) to assign it to too late a period; the first of these allusions, at least, may very well be a later interpolation. Indeed, one is led to suspect that the whole section from XXXVIII: 295 through XXXIX: 39 is an interpolation.

Among the many items of especial interest to students of Paṇcarātra thought and its development, the following may be noted: as in other “earlier” texts like the Sātvata, the ultimate principle at work in the universe is śabda (see Chs. 19, 22 and 34); the position of Lakṣmī here indicates that she is not conceived of as co-equal to the Lord but is seen as chief among the attendant deities (Ch. 21); the mārti-forms alluded to here (Ch. 33) seem to be nine in number; and throughout the Vyāha-modes are mentioned, reflecting that this concept is integral to the theological perspective.

Several manuscript recensions are available for critical comparison (see The New Catalogus Catalogorum); however, the Śaivite works called “Paśkara Tantra” and “Paśkara-āgama” should not be confused with the present Paṇcarātrāgama text.

---

* In this regard see the editor’s article “The ‘Three Gems’ of the Paṇcarātrāgama‘ Canon—An Appraisal” in Vimarśa (Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati), Vol. I.
BRHAD-BRAHMA-SAMHITĀ

RARE:

(a) Brhad-Brahma-samhitā, Tirupati, Srivenkateswara Press, 1909. 276 pp. [Telugu script].
(b) Brhad-Brahma-samhitā, Banaras, 1909. [Devanāgarī script].
(c) Brhad-Brahma-samhitā, Poona, Añandāśrama Press (A.S.S. No. 68), 1912. [Devanāgarī script].

Introductory Remarks

This is a relatively long work and is probably, a late addition to the Pāñcarātra corpus. In fact, this title as such is not named in any of the canonical lists,* nor is it quoted by any authorities in the Pāñcarātra school, early or late. It is, none-the-less, a highly rewarding text to study, and is set apart from much of the literature not only for its learned expositions of Vaiṣṇava theology but also for its detailed discussions of practical matters of concern to the Śrī-vaiṣṇava community. Occasionally, too, one encounters high-flown poetic descriptions (e.g., II: i: 22ff. on Durgā, Viṣṇu’s Śakti) that add to the literary quality of the work.

It is, in fact, in the course of some of the practical discussions that we come upon hints regarding its origin and, in turn, clues for its dating. Judging from such things as the methods enjoined for preparing the śricūra and applying the punḍra-marks (III: x: 95, 130-131), the prohibition of the performance of śrāddha-rites on ekādaśī-day (IV: iv: 135), the position and status accorded to Śrī (passim, but esp. IV: v: 15), the emphasis on “faith” in favor of “works” (III: vi: passim, IV: vii: passim)—and a number of other details—it appears that this work is probably the product of the Tengalai sect. This fact accepted would alone place the date of this text well into the post-Rāmānuja period. Certain other considerations‡ might cause us to bring it even nearer our

* It may be of some interest to note that Viṣṇu-samhitā (q.v.) I: 25-30 passim mentions a “Brahma-samhitā” divided into 4 pāda-sections and containing thirty-two chapters. Although in addition to the descriptive similarity to the present text, Brhad-Brahma-samhitā refers to itself once (IV: x: 73b) as “Brahma-samhitā,” this may or may not be the same work as our current Brhad-Brahma-samhitā. However, if it is, it would certainly provide some helpful evidence in assigning a “late” date to Viṣṇu Samhitā.

‡ Rāmānuja is mentioned (II: vii: 71); Rādhā-worship seems an accepted phenomenon (II: iv: 171-182; II: vi: 13-51) etc. As for the section (II: vii: 71) containing the so-
own times. Indeed, Schrader (op. cit., p. 17) calls the *Brhad-brahma-samhitā* "...a recent work." It may be that the allusion in IV.x.69 to a brahmin of the Ātreya clan is a covert reference by the author to himself.

Be that as it may, there are a number of passages concerning aspects of Viśiṣṭādvaita philosophy that appear to be better thought out and more finely articulated in this work than anywhere else in the *samhitā*-literature of the *Pāñcaratārāgama*. Notably missing from this work, however, are the chapters usually found in the normal *samhitā*-texts having to do with temple-oriented concerns (e. g., temple construction, their decoration, maintenance, and the institution of on-going worship cycles there). The *Brhad-brahma-samhitā* seems, rather, to be a layman's manual, presenting for ordinary Teṅgalai Śri-vaiṣṇavas a resume of their community's faith and practice.

The four major sections (*pāda*) may generally be summarized as follows: I, on initiation into the uses and potencies of *mantras* (with long digressions on the desirability of wearing the *cakra*-brand as the outward symbol of one's inner faith); II, visionary chapters describing the Cosmos, Worlds, *Earth*, India, Brṛdāvana, Kṛṣṇa and the devout worshipper—thus affording the devotee a cosmic context within which he can see himself; III, on eschatology and Vaiṣṇava communal ethics (including more on wearing the *cakra*-brand, here in imitation of Viṣṇu Himself); and IV, on individual behavior and discipline. In all, these four sections of the *Brhad-brahma-samhitā* contain 40 chapters. The framework dialogue is between Brahmā and some sages, but within this structure are presented Śri's and also Nārāyaṇa's instructions to Brahmā as well as at least two rather lengthy stories-within-stories. The total number of *ślokas* in this work is well over 4600, no doubt one of the reasons why the attribute "brhad" has become part of its title.

**DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS**

**FIRST SECTION**

I संप्रदायप्रवर्तिकाथ्यन  
*Sampradāya-pravṛttikathana* (75 šls.)

"Chapter on the Origin of the Tradition"

The scene is atop Mandara Mountain where Brahmā is seated in contemplation. He is visited there by Nārada and other sages, who ask him to clear their

---

* These passages describing the tortures of the damned out-Dante Dante's "Inferno".

† It may be worth noting that in IV: x: 70 it is said that a synonym for this text's title is "Kṛṣṇātreysi-samhitā."
various doubts (1-7). Brahmā begins by saying that while he sits in contemplation he is reciting a mantra devoted to the True Source and Creator of the world who is none other than Viṣṇu served by Śrī and Bhūmi. The reason why he himself is meditating upon this mantra on the Lord’s Name is the hope that he will eventually penetrate its secret meaning (8-20). He adds that one who understands this mantra’s meaning fulfills all things, for practising this meditation is better than reading books, worshipping, doing penance, etc. Further, such meditation on the Lord can be done anywhere at any time (21-37). Brahmā recounts how it came about, long before the creation of this world was accomplished, that he was instructed by the Lord and Ramā (=Śrī) concerning the constitution of the cosmos and all its parts. He recounts how Śrī described Viṣṇu’s body as comprising the three types of souls (Jīva)—sātiva, rajas and tamas. The description is only sketchily done by Śrī, who then suggests that more details be supplied by Viṣṇu, particularly about such matters as He śrīvatsa and kaustubha marks as well as about her own being (38-75).

II. Sudarśanagītā

“The Praise of the Sudarśana-discus”

The Lord Nārāyaṇa Himself then begins to narrate how, as Creator of all things animate and inanimate, the world and its creatures and parts came from Him; as well, He speaks of the different types of being—from deities to demons—their qualities and their final destinies (1-20). But he says He prefers to keep to Himself the secrets of the kaustubha, cakra and śaṅkha marks—but admitst that these are in fact devotees who now are in union with Him in His Body. Those who, like the Lord Himself, wear these symbols of devotion on their arms, will get salvation (21-33). Nārāyaṇa expands by saying that in a former age, after He had created the world, “Ājā” (cf. māyā) turned the faces of the created beings from God, whereupon Śaṅkha and Cakra performed penance. As a result of their penance Nārāyaṇa promised that henceforth they will be used by Him to save men even if they have no jñāna-insight or if they omit japa and yoga: those who bear the cakra-mark on their arms will get salvation [paramā gati] (34-67). A section on the sudarśana-cakra-mark—its cosmic symbolism, its use by the gods, its protective strength, etc.—follows (68-108) before the chapter returns to other symbols of the Lord. After a brief hymn (111-119) to cakra [sudarśana], the chapter closes with the observation that even Śrī Herself, by the Lord’s orders, wears the symbols of śaṅkha and cakra on her arms and that she takes it upon herself to tell others to do likewise (109-123).

III. Sudarśanagītā

“In Praise of the Sudarśana-discus (cont’d)”

[n.b. -rearranged order for expository clarity]
At the request of Śrī, Lord Nārāyaṇa tells the story of the brahmin sage Śrīvatsa who lived in the former age. He had studied the Sāṅkhya, but he still longed to know about God, whereupon God as Puruṣa appeared to him (39-49) telling him to try yoga as a technique. Śrīvatsa did so, and just like God Himself—but on a smaller scale—succeeded in creating a region wherein he lived happily. But all of a sudden for no apparent reason this region was destroyed (50-88). Then a heavenly voice came to him telling him to go to Drāviḍa country and there seek God by devotion [bhakti] (89-96). In this Drāviḍa country there was a king, Viṣṇudharma, who had won widespread fame as a devotee performing penance to Viṣṇu; Śrīvatsa went to him (1-35).

**IV. सुदर्शनीलायां स्रीवास्त्वचति रहस्योपदेशः**

_Sudarśanagītāyam śrivatsyaçarite rahasyopadesaḥ_ (55 śls.)

"The Secret Doctrine taught in the Story of Śrīvatsa in the Sudarśanagītā (Cont’d)"

Śrīvatsa and Viṣṇudharma are transported together, by the power of Śrīvatsa’s yoga, to the hermitage of Nārāyaṇa—where at the sight of Nārāyaṇa they both are overcome. There follows a description and eulogy of Nārāyaṇa (1-18). At this point Nārāyaṇa speaks, and describes Himself as eternal and omnipotent, omnipresent, creator of all, etc. [Note: In the course of this, the relation of man to God and the body and soul is described in terms appropriate to Viśiṣṭādvaita philosophy.] The chapter closes with the counsel that those who meditate on the relation of ķīva and paramātmā will attain God’s presence (paramātmānamabhyeti) (19-55).

**V. तपस्याकारणम्**

_Tāpasamskāra-kathana_ (114 śls.)

"Rules for the Branding Rite"

Nārāyaṇa then goes on to say that of all the people who follow the rules laid down in the Vedas, only one in a thousand tries to get mokṣa—and even that isolated individual needs the help of a guide who can still his mind and calm his senses. For such a guide one should seek an ācārya who will give him the branding rite and initiation into the mantras along with certain Vedic hymns (1-5). The rites in which the branding is to be done are described as ones in which the aspirant has as his main object to get his body purified (dehaśuddhi), rites in the course of which he gives himself over to God (śaranāgati), has the ācārya pray for his acceptance by the God and Goddess, and wherein he receives the holy brand of Viṣṇu’s marks (6-42).

Then the greatness of the tāpa-brands are emphasized as two lengthy stories are related to show how even Viṣṇu Himself recognizes as His own those who worship Him and wear His marks, and condemns those who do not—
Hariśamā of Brāndāvana and Somaśarmā of Utkala respectively (43-99). The cakra-mark is further praised by pointing out how it purifies the servants, the out-houses, the firewood, the food, corpses, etc.—everything! (100-114)

VI. बहुदार्शनाभिलेखः Aṣṭāksaramāhāmya (108 śls)

"Eulogy of the Eight-Syllable (Mantra)"

This chapter continues (cf. ch. IV, above) Nārāyaṇa's narration to Śrīvatsa and Viṣṇudharma and turns to an analysis and eulogy of the eight-syllable "aṣṭāksara-mantra. First the "praṇava"-syllable of ŌM is analyzed, the three letters representing the three guṇas; the trinity of God, Goddess and Jīva; etc. (1-55). Then the element "nāmaḥ" is treated (56-63), whereupon He turns to "Nārāyanāya" and its meaning ("the destination [avya] of all jīvas [Nārās]") (64-85). Finally, He counsels japa-repetition of the mantra and tells that, by doing this repetition at certain times and in certain ways, various "prayogic" effects can be achieved (86-108).

VII. परमधर्मक्यम Paramādharmakathana (110 śls)

"The Chapter on the Supreme Way"

The chapter opens as Nārada names some other mantras useful to know—some dozen in all (1-9). He then recounts how the gods came into being through His own power, how the world is ruled by "Viṣṇudharma" and how people observe this dharma by worshipping Him. Everything in the world, except Viṣṇu Himself, is the product of māyā (māyākāryam) and is finite (anitya) (10-26). He then goes on to distinguish among those who worship Him—the "vaisṇavas" (28-32), "ekāntins" (33-39) and "paramaikāntins" (40-50). Then he mentions several earthly and heavenly places where such "paramaikāntins" are to be found—and to such places those desirous of salvation may resort. Further remarks are made regarding locations where those who are devoted to Him may be found; but His own realm is unlike any of these (51-92).

Thereupon Śrīvatsa is advised to seek ḍikṣā-initiation under a preceptor and receive the "aṣṭāksara" (mantrarāja)—and "dāvaya"-mantras as well as the "carama-śloka"; as also is the king Viṣṇudharma (93-109). They go to do so, and while bathing in a lake near Badarī they see a dark personage approach. This figure advises them to sing a couple of hymns, and, as they continue their task, while washing, they see (in the water?) a host of divine worshippers of the Lord all of whom resemble Viṣṇu Himself. The two ask the host of worshippers who they are (104-110).

VIII. महालक्ष्मीमारागप Mahālakṣmīmīmarādhana (128 śls)

"The Worship of the Goddess Lakṣmī"
The figures tell the two that they, having (once?) associated with other faithful followers of Viṣṇu and having also (once?) undergone dikṣā-initiation themselves (now?) serve the Lord in the roles as trees, as providers to Him of flowers, as playgrounds where He will resort, as musical instruments to accompany His praises, as musicians, as dancers, as ankle-bells, as birds, as bees, as swans, etc.—and that they all sing His praises by continually repeating the "Puruṣasākta" and the "Śrisūkti" hymns (1-18). Only those, they caution, who have the brands and the knowledge of these two mantras can effect success in their pursuit of Viṣṇu (19). The central part of the chapter is an exposition by the figures concerning the two hymns—which turn out to be forms of Viṣṇu and Śrī respectively (20-54). The remainder of the chapter deals with a special liturgy given in honor of Lakṣmī during October-November, or January-February, or April-May—on a Friday occurring between the eighth and twelfth day of the fortnight—with instructions on how to draw the necessary "navāṃbuja"-manḍala used in it, the steps in the pājā, the recitations of the "Śrisūkti", etc. (55-128).

IX. Mahālakṣmisamārādhana

"The Worship of the Goddess Lakṣmī (Cont'd)"

Annually in Bhādrapada-month (September-October), from the eighth day of the bright fortnight to the eighth day of the dark fortnight, there is a festival in honor of Lakṣmī. On each of the succeeding sixteen days, one of Her forms along with its corresponding spouse, is especially singled out for honor—and these forms are listed in turn (1-27). The seventeenth day is to be devoted to Mahālakṣmī, who is described as the One who is worshipped not for gain but solely to please Her (28-69a). Some details for this culminating worship on the seventeenth day are given (69b-82).

X. Mahālakṣmīvraṭa

"Special Practices in honor of the Goddess Lakṣmī"

Further details of the preceding culminating worship of Lakṣmī are given to the preparations for the abhiṣeka-drenching that is part of the liturgy (1-21) and which is followed by offerings of dhūpa-incense, dīpa-lights, etc., and a vigil through the night (22-24). Another type of special practice (vraṭa) that can be undertaken in honor of Lakṣmī is named "vārṣiṭi"-pājā (25-37). An eulogy addressed to Lakṣmī is part of this (38-44), and it requires also 16 homas, etc. (45-49). The rewards of worshipping Lakṣmī thus are given (50-56a).

XI. Sṛṣūktārādhana

"Worship with the Śrisūkti (-Mantra)"

Mahālakṣmisamārādhana (82 śls.)

Mahālakṣmīvraṭa (55½ śls.)

Sṛṣūktārādhana (55½ śls.)
Here instructions are given for preparing pots of sanctified water which are to be poured by the ācārya—saying "May your sins go away!"—over the sīya's head. The sīya-aspirant petitions the protection of Lakṣmī (I-II). This "mantrābhiṣeka"-bath affords all kinds of potencies to all sorts and conditions of persons (II-20a).

The elaborate "prabodhayātrā"-awakening ceremonies for the Goddess are then described. After a brief period these ceremonies are followed by the celebration of Her birthday festival—and general directions for doing which are given (20b-50), along with the rewards for seeing that all is carefully done (51-56a).

**XII. Puruṣāsūktārādhanavidhi (II/7½ sls.)**

"Rules for Worship employing the Puruṣāsūkta (-Mantra)"

Those who wish to make use of the "puruṣāsūkta"-mantra in a special kind of worship must make certain preparations (I-II), including contemplating the Lord's Being in a particular way (12-39), interior purifications (40-51) and bathing (52-53). The actual worship follows a prescribed routine both before and after entering the temple, but the central part consists of taking each of the 18 syllables of the "puruṣāsūkta"-mantra and offering it to various parts of the icon's body *(54-71). Yāga follows, after which a eulogy is addressed to Him (72-79).

All forms of the Lord—even His śālagrāma form—may be worshipped in this special way: this is a commendable and potent way for ekāntins to worship (80-93—including a description of the Lord in terms of the "puruṣāsūkta" and the repeated recitations of this Sūkta, the Viṣṇusahasranāma and the Śrīsūkta as forms of worship). For, God is everywhere and always to be discerned as present; hence He is to be worshipped appropriately and with devotion by one who would enjoy the generous rewards for such piety (94-118a). So ends the story told to the bathers by the figures [cf. ch. VII].

**XIII. Puruṣāsūktārādhanavidhi (232 sls.)**

"Worship using the Puruṣāsūkta (-Mantra)"

Śrīvatsa and Viṣṇudharma approach Viṣṇu (once again?) and ask him now to give them the "mantrarāja," the "duava"-mantra and the "carama-śloka." **

Upon hearing this request, He thinks upon the Sudarśana-discus and the conch—and He thereupon marks His two devotees with these. Any person who is marked by these signs deserves praise (I-21). If even those who serve such persons gain merit, how much greater is the merit and honor of a "paramaikāntin"  

*Note: Some of the directions seem to be missing from the text between 70a-70b.  
** Cf. VII : 109, above.
who has received His marks in such a dikṣā-ceremony (22-37): Then the narrative states that Viṣṇu thought of the twelve gods—Keśava, et. al.—and immediately they appeared before Him with their consorts. He ordered these deities then to assume their places in the bodies of the two initiates in the form of punḍra-marks—and thus to sanctify those bodies and always to represent His own presence, thus to purge His faithful from all pollution (38-59).

A description follows of each of the twelve gods, where they (as punḍra-marks) go on the body, of the twelve consorts and where they (as punḍra-marks) go, and how all these are to be contemplated (60-77).

How the One Viṣṇu becomes many is then discussed in terms of His creative energies during Pure Creation and Impure Creation, and how during the stages of this process He enters into everything. Thus, since He is in all things, He can also manifest Himself as Keśava, et. al. (78-154—in this discussion much that is essential to the Pāñcarātra world-view is summarised).

All the preceding exposition was in support of the practice of wearing the punḍra-mark, as well as to show that various other practices enjoined upon the faithful have an ideologically strong base. It should be noted that the preceding discussion, and in the following lines (155-198) more particularly, there is much attention given to the four-Vyūhas.

Nārāyaṇa then proffers advice to Śrīvatsa and Viṣṇudharma concerning the honor to be given to “paramaikāntins”—those whose duties include recitation of the “mantrarāja”, etc. (199-209). Thereupon the two, Śrīvatsa and Viṣṇudharma respectively, fixed their minds on the mole and on the breast-jewel of Viṣṇu. The narrative then states that when the deluge came they each became one with the objects of their concentration—so that both now live in the very body of Viṣṇu (210-218). Nārāyaṇa is then reported to stress how His grace and concern always answers to the faith of His devotees; yet he reminds all that their faith must also always be demonstrated in various ways (219-232).

SECOND SECTION

I. [no title] (93 śls.)

“The Chapter Containing the Wondrous Visions”

The rṣis question Brahmā now about the Vaiṣṇava way of life. In response to this question Brahmā launches into an intricate answer covering several chapters. In this present chapter, He goes back to first things (kāraṇasvarūpa) and reviews His own origin, describing how He grew from the navel of Viṣṇu and was there instructed by Durgā (Lakṣmī) and shown (22 ff.) by her the miraculous banyan tree with crores of leaves on each of which “Viṣṇu-
Padmanābha " reclines (1-32). Some descriptive details of the tree are given (33-48), whereupon the vision of the single tree is replaced by thousands of trees just like it (49 ff.).

The effect of this new vision of the myriad cosmic trees is to make Brahmā despair ever to know the infinite greatness of the Lord. He petitions Durgā (Lakṣmī) herself to continue to enlighten him. Thereupon Brahmā is endowed with two sakti-powers to help him comprehend the mysteries of creation—one whereby he himself is enabled to see through the mysteries, another whereby he is empowered to speak of it to others. What he sees and he seems to want to tell is of the comprehensive view of Viṣṇu working with Lakṣmī. In so far as others are led to this same comprehensive view they will attain salvation (67-93).

II. विष्णुस्वरापाकथन

"Chapter regarding Viṣṇu's Real Form"

Brahmā relates now what he learned about the nature of Brahman (Nārāyaṇa). The qualities and attributes usually associated with the Ultimate Reality are then listed and discussed (1-30). The world, the jīva, the guṇas, etc., are all intimately related to this Ultimate Reality, yet they are shown to be distinct from it (31-54). [For the most part the discussion on the latter part of the chapter turns to the rational, sub-rational and transrational ways of approaching the Ultimate Reality—both with its qualities considered and in an unqualified mode (55-87).] It is stated that "paramātman" must worship Brahman with intelligence and see its qualities and features either as Nārāyaṇa, Brahmā, Viṣṇu or Mahēśa. Only by doing so will they rise to some kind of identity with Him (88-99a).

III. लोकाख्यान

"The Worlds Above and Below"

Brahmā tells in this chapter what the seven nether regions are like in terms of the suffering souls who reside there, the colors associated with these places, the vegetation and resorts, etc. (1-34). Saṅkarṣaṇa in the form of Śiva will at the end of the age destroy these worlds and the whole of creation by spewing forth the venom of Ādiśeṣa, upon whom the entire system rests (35-38). As for the sinners, they have their special place which is governed over by Yama—and their tortures are minutely catalogued (39-51). Who are the sinners? They are catalogued in detail, and include perjurers, arsonists, murderers, etc., as well as brahmins who sell certain kinds of commodities, and others who live by avocations other than those of their respective caste, et. al. (52-88).
Continuing (Mantradvayaradhananirupana Bynddvanacarite and Lokanirupana is structuring of branding His (eulogies employed interrupts meritorious Agniloka moves The and mountains, seven (of Brnda, (59-68a). Then follows a description of India (Bhāratavarṣa)—the place (karmaloka) where one may undertake action leading to mokṣa—its seven mountains, its inhabitants, holy places, rivers, etc. (68b-92). The discussion moves thereupon to Brndāvana—its merits, its saintly inhabitants, the legend of Brndā, the advent of Kṛṣṇa there, and the virtues of living there (93-170). The chapter closes with a mystical definition of gopi and a brief recapitulation of the relation of Kṛṣṇa to the Lord and of the wives to the Lord's consorts (171-182).

V. Brndavanacarite Yugalārādhana-kathana (99 ślś.)

"Chapter Concerning the Worship of the Divine Couple in Brndāvana"

Brahmā recounts what the Lord told Lakṣmī about the "dvaya"-mantra (6-55), the "śaraṇāgati"-mantra (56-68) and the stotra used to praise Him and His Lilā-consort in Brndāvana. After the mantras have been discussed, Śrī interrupts with a question concerning "bhāgavata-dharma". She is told that branding is necessary, as is the procedure of prāpatī. Further, the guru’s role and position in these activities is emphasized, as are the merits of other devotees. The state of mind to be sought is complete dependence on Kṛṣṇa, etc. (69-99).

VI. Mantradvayaradhananirupana (78 ślś.)

"A Discussion Concerning Worship with the ‘Twin’-Mantras"

Continuing from the preceding chapter, the "dvaya"-mantra may be employed in worship by using a maṇḍala, and instructions are given for constructing the design, meditating on it and upon the mantra, etc. (1-12). As part of this worship, the “Rādhikānāmasta-vāraja”-stotra (13-51a) is to be used, as is the “Kṛṣṇāmaśata”-stotra (51b-76a). Both of these stotras are given eulogies for their virtues (51b-54a), (76b-78).

VII. Lokanirupana (151 ślś.)

"Regarding the World"

* cf. Pādma-samhitā “jā” IX-XII.
The first part of this chapter (1-88) deals with four places—Brndavāna in Mathurā, Ayodhyā in Kosāla, Śrīraṅgam and Veṅkaṭādri in Dravida Country “where I live” (60) and Dvārakā island. The preceding descriptions contain some very significant digressions, most notable of which are the sections on Rāma (2-59), and the allusions made to Rāmānuja and Śaṭhakopa (71a).

The second section of the chapter returns to the theme of cosmography, turning to the other six upper worlds—bhuvatloku, suvarloka, mahatloka, satyalo, tapatloka, and satyaloka. The measurements, inhabitants, the breezes, the rivers, etc., of these are given—satyaloka being the place where Viṣṇu and His retinue live (89-127). The whole is covered by an “andabhitti”-shell, and beyond the limits of this cosmic egg there are many other “anda”-worlds; and all of these are contained within the Body of Nārāyaṇa Whose extent is beyond calculation. His magnificence and presence are described (128-151).

**THIRD SECTION**

I. गोलकार्णण

“A Description of Goloka”

Brahmā asks Nārāyaṇa to describe the place where the devotees of the Lord will go (1-3). Nārāyaṇa points out that this realm is beyond the fourteen worlds, beyond their “shells” of prakṛti, beyond light, beyond darkness, beyond the reaches and claims of mundane life—a realm reached only by bhakti. It is a realm of no return, on the far side of the River Virāja (4-43). In this “beyond” is the region known as “trīpādviḥatī,” which is endless, pure, effulgent with the Eternal Being, and where dwell the Vyūhas; even farther within the region is “vibhavaloke” where Vāsudeva Himself is (44-49). Within this heavenly region is to be found the celestial city of Ayodhyā, where Nārāyaṇa in the form of Rāma and Sītā and others dwell (50-120a); further, a celestial Mathurā is also to be found, with Brndāvana and Gokula in the vicinity also. In this place Kṛṣṇa sports eternally (120b-156). This entire region contains the various avatāras of the Lord; but His pleasure is to be there in company with His cowherding goptīs where, as a faithful shepherd, He watches over the cows which are His created worlds (157-207).

II. उर्ध्वलकार्णण

“Regarding the Upper Regions”

As a means of keeping in mind the “goloka”-regions just described, there are corresponding mundane symbols which may be used—and this chapter commences by describing the one used for recalling Brndāvana.

In the middle of this symbolic representation of Brndāvana is Kṛṣṇa’s (Govinda’s) “yoga-pīṭha” which is to be imagined as in the form of an octagonal
manḍapa. And in the center of this, the Lord Himself dwells on an eight-petal-
led lotus surrounded by numerous female deities (1-46). Also there are others
in His entourage there, adding to His happiness. Those who can draw a
manḍala-design symbolizing this mundane aspect of Goloka with Brādāvana in it,
and those who worship it while meditating upon all the divine inhabitants, will
go directly to Goloka (47-53, 57-61). Further, those who imitate the divine
sports and serenading of Brādāvana will also achieve eternal life in Goloka
(54-56).

In Goloka, in their assigned places, will be found Vāsudeva, Saṁkarṣaṇa,
Pradyumna and Aniruddha with their consorts and attendants (65-77).

The remainder of the chapter turns to the realms which are increasingly
sublime, and describes those aspects of deity which are to be found there—
Vaikuṇṭha (79-95), Viśṇuloka (96-110a), Śvetadvipa (110b-135) and the Milk
Ocean (136-151).

III. अर्चिरादिकथान — Arcirādikathana (66 śls.)

"Chapter concerning the Bright Path (to Salvation at Viṣṇu's Feet)"

Nārāyaṇa undertakes to describe the kind of person qualified morally and
intellectually to come to His abode by way of the "bright path" (1-17). When
exactly a man dies has some effect upon his destiny; if he dies at an auspicious
time it is cause for celebration (18-27). Then the "path" itself is described,
and the experiences the man has along the way are also indicated. Finally, the
"ekāṁtin" reaches the jewel-decorated golden land of Viśṇuloka (28-66).

IV. मनिमण्डपसम्प्राप्तिः — Manimāṇḍapasaṃprāpti (66 śls.)

"Approaching the Gem-studded Apartment (of Viṣṇu)"

Once the released soul reaches Viṣṇuloka, he bathes there and cleanses
away even his subtle body, becoming four-armed and radiant like Viṣṇu Himself
(1-8). Continuing on his way, meeting and greeting all kinds of sublime beings,
he is met by maidens who lead him to a carriage [vimāna] in which he is taken
by some men in all comfort to his destination. During the trip (36 ff.) he is
given the highest honor of all—he is coronated like a king into the status of a
"dāsa" of the Lord (9-44). And also, during the trip, he looks out and sees
suspended in mid-air many golden stāpis. Finally, arriving at the beautiful
temple of God, he enters its breathtakingly beautiful precincts and finds a royal
welcome awaiting him in which he is given all honors (45-64). Thereupon he
is led to and left in the many-pillared apartment of the Lord Himself (65-66).

V. मुक्तिमण्डपदर्शन — Muktimāṇḍapadarśana (43 śls.)

"The Vision of the Abode of Release"
The bulk of this chapter* is devoted to a description of the great pavilion in which the Lord abides—its special features, its furnishings, its luxurious fragrances and entertainments, its eternal inhabitants who live there in rapturous devotion to the Master, etc. (1-31). The closing ślokas turn to certain philosophical reflections in the form of metaphorical comparisons applied to the spiritual life; and also certain miscellaneous details are mentioned (that no one there exceeds the age of sixteen, that all services of devotion are zealously undertaken by the devotees there, etc.) (32-43).

VI. [No title] (63½ śls.)

This chapter turns first to a description of the feelings of joy and bliss of the person who comes into God’s presence (1-9a), near the great simhāsana-throne (9b-14). There, Lakṣmī introduces the bhakta to the Lord, whereupon the devotee has the honor to fall at His Feet and worship Him. In turn he himself is honored by the Lord’s retinue as a long-awaited guest (15-24). The Lord then permits his devotee to sit on His lap, where they discuss together their new “šesā-šesin”—relationship, etc. The bhakta is then permitted to express his regret at having dallied so long and through so many lives before coming to the Lord (25-38). Thereupon, asked how he finally made his way there through all difficulties, the bhakta alludes to the “irresistible grace” (nirhetukadayā: 41) and the strength this gave him to come to the Lord as His slave (39-47).

Viṣṇu then, speaking to Brahmā directly, assures that what He has related is the destiny not only of all His faithful but also of Brahmā himself at the end of the age (48-49).

(Returning to the heavenly scene) Lakṣmī wipes the tears of joy away from the newly youthful devotee, and assures him that he is now in his Father’s House where he may eternally serve Him (50-56).

Viṣṇu, again, speaking to Brahmā, says this is all He can tell him at present except that His heavenly mansion is reserved only for “ekāntins” not for yogins and karmins. And Brahmā, in turn, says to the sages that they, if they want to appear as “ekāntins,” must brand themselves with the caikra and saṅkha, etc. (57-64).

VII. सत्राचार्निरुपण Sadacāranirūpaṇa (211 śls.)

“Concerning Behavior”

The sages thank Brahmā for relating all that he has told them so far, but now they ask to know what is the secret behavior by which they please the Lord.

* Note: In this chapter, a new meter is taken up, the vasantattilaka.
Brahmā then says he will list and discuss the duties of a Vaiṣṇava—what should be avoided and what must be cultivated. The aim is to promote Viṣṇu’s pleasure toward us, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to avoid sin (1-27). Then he commences to elaborate by turning to the daily routines from getting up in the morning to going to bed at night (28-311), including the morning toilet, the snāna-bath, some of the duties of morning meditation, etc.—up to a discussion of the “Gāyatri”-hymn to be used (193-211).

VIII. भद्रासनाक्ष्यान (Bhadrāsanākhyāna) (151 sls.)

“Chapter (ending with) the Story of King Bhadrāsana.”

Brahmā continues from where the last chapter ended and here goes on to talk about some of the philosophical justifications for employing the “Gāyatri” and other mantras (1-59). Also, the story of King Bhadrāsana, a Śiva-worshipper, is told (to illustrate—later—the propriety and desirability of worshipping Viṣṇu) (60-151).

IX. परमात्मानिनित्य परमात्मानिनित्य (Paramātmaātivanitrāpaṇa) (130 sls.)

“Concerning the Reality of the Paramātman”

Continuing the story of King Bhadrāsana, it is pointed out that so long as he did penance in honor of Śiva he grew old and continued unsatisfied until Śiva himself advised the King to worship Nārāyaṇa in order to gain final mokṣa (1-56). Persuaded to move his allegiance to Nārāyaṇa from Śiva by arguments advanced by none other than Śiva himself (including some apologetic arguments vs. the Śaiva-gāmas works and teachings—see Sl. 100), the King decides to go to Vaikuṇṭha to seek out the Lord Viṣṇu after having taken Vaiṣṇavadīkhā (57-527). Whoever does like this King—says Brahmā—will also get mokṣa as the fruit of his faith (128-130).

X. नाम नाम (No title) (202 sls.)

Although his listeners wish to hear the Śiva-Gītā with which Śiva persuaded the King to turn to Viṣṇu, Brahmā prefers to finish telling them first the daily routines of a Vaiṣṇava [as he was doing in ch. VII]. The first section of his remarks are devoted to the rules which one should follow in doing the tarpana-memorial rites—the point here being that tulasi-leaf is to be used (in place of the normative sesame grains), and that the 3 vyūhas are to be identified with the Vasus, Rudras and Ādityas (1-48). These rites done, one should move to the place of worship [yāgaṇandapā] (62) and there honor God with mantra-recitation and certain offerings (49-72) prior* to the careful application of his ardha-rupāṇḍra-mark.

* The chronology of this is wrong. Perhaps ślokas 63-70 may be taken as an inadvertent interpolation.
There are three things of prime importance for a Vaiṣṇava to do, says Brahmā, and these are (1) to wear the puṇḍra-mark at all times, (2) to fast on ekādaśī-day each fortnight, and (3) to show warmth and devotion to others of God's faithful followers. Then, in the remainder of the chapter (to 203a), he elaborates on the way the puṇḍra-mark is to be worn—not only on the forehead but on the body as well—and how to apply the puṇḍra with appropriate ritual.*

FOURTH SECTION

I. भूतसुधिकथन Bhūtasuddhikathana (120 śls.)

"Concerning Purifications of the Elements"

The sages ask Brahmā how to do mental worship, liturgical rites, observe certain festivals and holidays in honor of Viṣṇu. He tells them the method of and order for doing mental worship (antaryāga)—starting out by citing the means by which one attempts to purify one's body, emphasizing the role of interior branding (antastāpa) and the appropriate "mantranyāsa"-exercises to accompany the concentration on these brand-marks (3-15). Further, "bhūtasuddhī"-purifications must be done by inner contemplation and yogic concentrations upon the source and destiny of the various mundane and spiritual elements. These undertakings are explained in some technical detail so that the body of the aspirant may become a kind of manḍala-locus of all elements—thus bringing all elements into focus for immediate control (16-90). These things accomplished, then "ātmaśuddhī" should be attempted, despite the difficulties (perceived by the sages listening to Brahmā's directions) posed by the apparent difference between jīva and brahman (91-120).

II. भगवातपरिचयप्रकार Bhagavatparicaryaprakāra (177½ śls.)

"Method of Doing Service to God"

Next, Brahmā describes the method of "āhyānayoga," which may be done once the aspirant is purified. This is a yogic discipline whereby one imagines the Lord enthroned upon the infinite expanses of His Supports right in the cavities of one's own body (1-35). Thus one may begin doing mental pūjā to this Presence (36-50a), moving as a next step into actual liturgical worship. Overt worship is a necessary adjunct for men living out the sins of previous births. This is to be done according to the methods "previously mentioned" [sic] for Śūrya-pūjā (52)—with manḍala being provided, gurupūjā, dvāra-devatāpūjā, preparation of vessels needed, mudrās, nyāsa, offerings to Viṣṇu and to Śrī and others, etc. (50b-156). This is concluded with a prayer and certain terminal rituals (157-178a).

* The text makes clear that the work is written from the point of view of the Tēngalais who have the 3-stroked "Y" mark, with red—rather than yellow—in the interspace.
III. ब्रह्मण "The Discipline of Worshipping God in the Fire"

Brahmā offers to tell how to worship God in the fire. This is to be done only after pūjā is completed. How to make the kunda-firepit (1-46) and to consecrate it for use with īśa sanśkaras (47-55) is given. Then the performance of the yoga itself is outlined (56-118a, 130-136).

This is to be done especially at particular times (118b-129). When done correctly, this fire-worship brings great spiritual rewards (137).

IV. वाह्नियोग "Rules regarding Sārādhāvidhāna"

The sages ask how a Vaiṣṇava is to do pītrs-yāga, what the pītrs are like, and what are the rewards for attending to them with devotion. Further, they ask, are worldly people also to do this? (1-2). He tells them that pītrs are like Hari of the Four Forms. As for the rest, he tells them what Nārāyana Himself once told Nārada—namely, that He Himself is the father, as well as the other ancestors male and female, honored in the rites (3-24); moreover, that the pītrs are just like devas and hence should be so honored (25-26). “Ekāntins” are those who knowingly worship Nārāyan as “Father” and the ancestors as “Nārāyaṇa” (27-50). Brahma then points out that this is why one offers food first to the Lord and then immediately to the pītrs (51-53).

Then, turning to the śrāddha-rites and to those done only on special occasions, he tells about those who are qualified to be invited to serve as the proxy-pītrs at the pītr-yāga (54-66). He reminds the listening sages of the necessity to maintain the pītr-yāgas without lapse throughout their lives (69-72).

As for the other times when śrāddha-rites may additionally be done, these are listed: e.g., at eclipses, at the time of taking newly harvested food [? navānnaprāšana], at holy rivers, at pilgrimage spots, at consecration rites, etc. (73-81).

The various steps to be followed in the elaborate special śrāddha-rites are then outlined (82-125). Further reasons and/or occasions for performing śrāddha-rites are given (126-132), and the observation is made that the rules for specific procedures may differ from one authority to another (133). The pītrs are highly pleased by the way Vaiṣṇavas do śrāddha (134-143).

V. एक्यास्मात्माहा० "Eulogy of Ekāsā-observances"

Brahmā proposes to tell the sages the virtues of observing the “ekāsā” vows (1). He relates what the Lord once told Śri about japa, vṛata, tapa, and...
the *samāsraya* appropriate for the "ekādaśi" commemorations—the *jaṭha* being of the "aṣṭāḥṣara" mantra, the *vraṭa* being the one designated for "ekādaśi" day, the *jaṭhas* being happiness, and the *samāsraya* being the resort to Lākṣmī Herself (2-15). The "ekādaśi" *vraṭa* is for three days, and the details of this *vraṭa* are given along with some of the rewards that accrue to those who observe the various parts on each of the three days throughout his life (16-135). [It may be noted that a good deal of attention and interest concentrates also upon "dvādaśi"-day observances in this recital—particularly those "dvādaśi" days connected with *śayana* etc., the *śayana*, *bodhini*, *parivaritini* and the *mārgaśīrśa Sukla Ekādaśi* sacred to Varāhā-incarnation. (75 ff.).]

VI. तत्‌त्त्वनिपुष्य | *Tattvaniścaya* (120 śl.)

"Decision about God"

The story is told of how Bhadrabāhu and Gautama became bhāgavatas through the teachings of Śiva. The story concerns how Śiva recounted the creation of the world. In this recapitulation the final cause is said to be Nārāyaṇa [while the process is implied to be according to the Sāṅkhya system’s analysis]. Brahmā is the demi-urge who directly created all things we see. But the giver of *mokṣa*, of the Vedas, etc. is none other than Nārāyaṇa; those who know Him will be saved. As for the relation of man to Him, it is as close as bubbles are to water (76). Without Him we can do nothing; but with bhakti toward Him, He will help us achieve our salvation (1-95). He, the transcendent One, is always with man to aid him—as, for example, through His *avatāra*-forms. But He comes even more closely and intimately to man, as He dwells in individuals, as He makes His presence felt among the collective souls, and as He activates the intellect of man. There are three places or abodes (*pāda*/*śīhāna*) of God (96-102).

VII. अभिनिपुष्य | *Bhaktinirūpaṇa* (112 śl.)

"Concerning Bhakti"

A fourth place where God is known is in His Highest State (*parama*-*pāda*)—and this realm may be approached through *karma*-rituals, *jñāna*-wisdom and *upāsana*-contemplation, especially if these ways are undertaken for the glory of God (1-5). If one does *karma*-rituals with understanding, this will lead to God; but if done without comprehension, this will lead only to rebirth (6-18). Likewise, when making the *jñāna*-effort, one should be firm in his resolve (19-29). The beginning of the *upāsana*-way is to cultivate the vision of God’s presence, succeeding in which one experiences nothing but bhakti—hence *upāsana* is nothing other than bhakti. The finer points of this latter process are discussed (30-51), before turning to the actual method for commencing the process—which turns out to be *yoga* in eight steps (52-74).
For the few fortunate souls—the "paramakāntins"—there is no need for the "works" just discussed because God sees them without their efforts (nirhetuka-kṛpa) (75-77). The "paramakāntins" are further described (78-112), stressing the fact that they are thus by God’s grace only.

VIII. Brahmavičāra

"Discussion concerning Brahman"

This chapter continues the teaching by Śiva to Bhadrabāhu and Gautama, turning to a discussion on the nature of Brahman (1-126).*

IX. [No title]

(92 sūtras.)

This continues the lines drawn in the preceding chapter and describes the nature of Brahman in terms of satya, jñāna and ananta (2-34); and as nimitta-kāraṇa and upādānakāraṇa (35-78); and as cit, acit and Īśvara (79-92).†

X. Tattvaniścaya

(77 sūtras.)

Continuing the foregoing discussion, the term "viśīṣṭādvaita" is justified (1-8), the problem of the relation of individual souls to God is discussed along with a typology of souls (9-42) and the relation of the soul to the body (43-49). The instruction ends as the King and Gautama both leave their families and commitments and become bhāgavatas (50-53).

Then Brahmā—continuing his own discussion with the sages—enologizes and recommends a similar turn to the Vaiśṇavasiddhānta, and urges the sages also to teach about taking resort at the Lord’s feet as an "ekāntin" (54-69).

What has been said will be known as "Kṛṣṇādvyayi" in due course because a brahmin descended from the Kṛṣṇātri-gostra will teach it and make it famous. Its contents are secret, and very beneficial (70-74).

Some sages remain after the others have all undergone dīkṣā and left, and one of these sages is called Hārīta. He is one who spread a condensation of this teaching to others (in a Hārīta saṁhiti?) (75). The work closes with a salutation to Nārāyaṇa (76-77).

* Due to the sophisticated nature of the chapter it cannot be condensed. It is a pithy statement of the Viśīṣṭādvaita position, and its points are definitely post-Śāṅkara (see sūtras 87-88) and possibly post-Rāmānuja (see sūtras 92-93). Of the philosophical passages in the Pāṇcarātāgama works this seems to be one of the most well thought-out and carefully formulated on this particular problem of the nature of God.

† Again condensation is not possible, but it is even clearer here than in the preceding chapter that the words bear a striking resemblance to those used by Rāmānuja in his Bhāṣya.
CRITICAL NOTES—

It must yet be established to what degree this work is dependent upon other major Śrī-vaiṣṇava documents, such as Rāmānuja’s Śrī-bhāṣya (or vice versa). There are some peculiar injunctions made in the text in regard to practical matters; to know more precisely when, where and by whom this was written would help to explain these otherwise perplexing passages. One such passage, however, may be cleared up by simply assuming an interpolation has inadvertently slipped into the text: in III: x: 49 ff., the text presently has the worshipper putting on his pūndra-mark only after ṭarpaṇa-rites have been finished—a rule that would be contrary to both practice and to rules found elsewhere. Excising 4ls. 63-70 neatly solves the problem. It may well be that the text contains other such interpolations that can with equal ease be detected, thus clearing up doubts raised elsewhere in the text.

Some of the passages from sections II and III giving imaginative eschatological description would interest a student of world literature on eschatology and apocalyptic visions.
BHARADVĀJA—SAMHĪTĀ

As in the cases of Agastya-samhitā (q.v.) and of Ḡīṣhara-samhitā (q.v.) so here also there are to be distinguished two texts—both products of the Pāṇcarātra school—with identical titles. We shall take up the printed text first. It is a four-chapter devotional piece on ārādhana. Because of its focus on only one aspect of Pāṇcarātra life it is atypical of the genre that is usually given over to encyclopaedic treatments of a broad scope of pious activities; hence we refer to it as the secondary text, Bhāradvāja-samhitāI. Then we shall turn to a short document, an unpublished manuscript tradition, that is more typical—albeit in truncated form—of Pāṇcarātra works. It may alternatively be called "Bhāradvāja-Kaṇva-samhitā" or simply "Bhāradvāja-samhitāI.

BHĀRADVĀJA—SAMHĪTĀ II

AVAILABLE:

(a) Bhāradvāja-samhitā, Mysore, Sadvidyā Press, 1894. [Telugu script.]
(b) Bhāradvāja-samhitā, edited by Khamaraja Sīrkiṣhna, Bombay, 1905. [Devanāgarī script.]
(c) Bhāradvāja-samhitā, Madras, Ananda Press, 1912. [Devanāgarī script.]
(d) Bhāradvāja-samhitā, edited by Paṇcanadiya Vedānta Govindācchārya Miśra with a Hindi commentary by the editor, Calcutta, 1922. [Devanāgarī script.]

Introductory Notes:

This is a short (400 ślokas) inspirational work of four chapters devoted to outlining and eulogizing the behavior of a pious Śrī-vaiṣṇava devotee. It has probably been circulated—and widely circulated, if the number of editions is any indication—as a layman’s manual. In it ārādhana, both as an attitude and as a liturgical sacrament, is given marked attention.

There is no doubt that it is the product of the Pāṇcarātra school,* although it is obviously from a period well after Rāmānuja’s time. A suggestion is made

* The word "Pāṇcarātra" occurs in I: 25 of the commentary, III: 40, 42 and 45 of the main text, and again in the commentary, III: 7.
in the opening lines that this work may once have formed part of a larger, more comprehensive text. But there is no proof that the work was ever essentially other than what we now have.

There are, apparently, many commentaries that accompany it, and it appears that some of these bear the marks of either Teṅgalai or Vādagalai sectarian interpretations. Our condensation is based upon the 1922 Calcutta edition.

**DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS**

I. [no title] (100 sls.)

"A Discussion of 'Prapatti', Good Behavior and How Sin is Removed".

The sages, having heard the eternal benefits of *prapatti*, ask Bharadvāja to tell them what are the means by which mankind gains through its eternal equanimity [*siddhi*]. He replies by saying that the practice of *prapatti* is extolled in all the śāstras—Vedas, Vedānta, Dharma and Pāṅcarātra; and without it neither knowledge nor action will bear fruit (1-6). He defines "*prapatti*" as a total dependence on a means of action offered to God knowing that the desired object can be attained in no other way (7-11). Any person at any time and place, regardless of his profession or caste, may offer himself to God—so long as he does so with faith, resolve, confidence, petitioning, helplessness and surrender. The effect of offering oneself in this way is certain—no matter who the *prapanna* is (12-20).

There are three kinds of *prapatti*—one being the display of the external symbols of branding, being under a guru, serving God, *etc.*; a second being the continued confession of a *mantra* as directed by a guru; and the third being a combination of the foregoing two plus a mental surrendering to God. Within each of these three types there are sub-types as well; but all must be done with the help of a guru. Even the halt, the lame, the deaf, the fool—anyone can do *prapatti* with the help of a guru so long as he has faith (21-38). The qualities of the acārya are listed, as are the qualifications of a *ṣigya*, with remarks indicating that the *prapatti*-sacrament must be administered in a certain way by a special (re-*?) interpretation of the eight-syllable mantra (39-70 et. *passim*).

The next section deals with the proper mode of general conduct [*vṛtti*] to be followed by a *prapanna*, doing which will wipe away all sins. Generally, six habits must be perennially manifested: doing the proper duties, avoiding proscribed things, being always careful, maintaining devotion, showing the twelve

---

* Could it be that these chapters on *prapatti*, now forming an independent work, were once part of a larger, more comprehensive text?
marks on the body, and helping other Vaiṣṇavas—and the finer points of each of these six are alluded to (71-100).

[The commentary of this chapter is also 100 ślokas in length. Nothing new is introduced there. Rather, the major points of the main text are somewhat more subtly elaborated—prapatti is praised, habits are further eulogized, prapannas are classified according to "Ekāntit," "Paramaikāntit," etc.]

II

[no title] (100 śls.)

"The Procedure for and the Symbolism of 'Pañcasāmśkāras'"

***[All but one śloka of this second chapter's text is lost.*] The opening verse proposes that something should be said about the distinctive qualities [aṅga] of a prapanna, what stands in the way of these qualities being realized.

[The commentary takes up the following subjects: the pañcasāmśkāras—tāpa (3-15), puṇḍra (16-27), nāma (28-34), mantra (35-47), yāga (48-53)—each one done on different auspicious days (in any order?), or according to other options (54); the appropriate pūjās that accompany the pañcasāmśkāra-rites; and the symbolism and potency of the overall rite along with rectifying measures to be taken in case something is done incorrectly (55-100)]

III.

[no title] (100 śls.)

"The Prapanna's Way of Life"

For steadfastness in his new life, the prapanna should adhere to certain rules and vows after his prapatti-initiation—and all such observances should be done in the spirit of an offering to Nārāyaṇa. These holy habits include: worshipping daily, honoring Vaiṣṇava brahmins, saying grace before meals [prāṇāhuti], attending to all dietary rules, keeping up divine studies. If the prapanna perseveres in these habits with the correct penitential attitude, he fulfils all requirements of tāpas, dāna, yajña, and prāyaścitā (1-33). The enlightened reverence [drṣṭi] to be demonstrated in performing one's regular routines as a prapanna is emphasized (34-45), with special mention of one's comprehension of the Pañcarātra doctrinal system:

\[ \text{parasya brahmanastasya vidyā vyūhādisamśthitih} / \]
\[ \text{jñānam kriyāḥ samastāsca yogam cātra phalāni ca} // \text{(III: 42)} \]

Further, more obvious manifestations of a God-intoxicated bhakta are discussed (46-58), followed by a section discussing the symbolic brands, cosmetic marks, etc., which should be worn by each devout Vaiṣṇava (59-81). The

* Presumably also of 100 ślokas, if the commentary on it is any indication.
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closing portion of this chapter recommends that a prapanna who would manifest
holly ways always acts with respect and courtesy toward other Vaiṣṇavas—
especially in regard to his own acārya (82-100).

[The commentary on this chapter is also 100 ślokas and, for the most part,
follows the text by expanding on the same ideas. It is more confessional, to
be sure, and more didactic in tone but also more humane. The “Ekāntin” is
further, and more clearly discussed; prapatti (= “samarpitabhara,” “nyāsa”) is
further extolled; following exclusively one or another of the siddhāntas is
clearly enjoined; the duties simply enjoined in the corresponding main text
are here reasonably explained and in most cases simplified. Most interesting
perhaps in this section are some implicit theological motifs that are open to
argument even in Vaiṣṇava circles—i.e., that God sometimes presses a man
into His service in order to make him sin to fulfill His Will (30 f.); that
prapatti is so powerful in its effect that even the post-prapatti sins will be
forgiven the prapanna (40 f.); prapatti may never be used as a means
(upāya) toward an end (80); etc.]

IV. [no title] (100 śls.)

“Things a Prapanna should Avoid”

The prapanna has as his main object in life the service of God; therefore
he must do nothing that will displease Him. To this end, the devotee must
endeavour everywhere and always to maintain holy habits (1-16), must avoid
entertaining unorthodox ideas about faith (17-26), must resist threats to his
regular religious routines (27-35), must desist from spoiling his pundra-marks
(36-56), and finally must take care not to sacrifice such gains as he may have
made in his religious life by careless lapses (57-79). Almost all of these
preceding rules are given in negative terms—“don’t do this”—“don’t do that.”
The chapter ends with a listing of the benefits to be realized by the true
prapanna.

[The commentary on this chapter is 98 ślokas in length. For the most
part it extolls the virtues already mentioned in the text’s chapters; but the
noteworthy way in which this is done is by comparing prapatti (= nikṣepa)
poetically to other well-known activities and ideas. The major metaphor
employed concerns the figure of a tree—rooted, branching, growing, flowering,
etc. (7-25, 26-35, 36-46, 47-98); passing reference is also made to the image
of a river (3-4) and to a yāga-sacrifice (5-6).]

CRITICAL NOTES—

There are, in addition to the four printed editions, a number of manuscript
versions of this work readily available (e.g., Adyar ms. 28.M.24, Adyar ms.
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[ Index Code: BDVJ ]

Not published: available in ms. only:
Adyar ms. 10.18, 10 adhyāyas [Devanāgari/paper]; MGOML R. 1343 (c), 11 adhyāyas [Grantha/paper]; MGOML R. 1839 (c), 11 adhyāyas [Telugu/leaf]; Tirupati Oriental Library ms. 3762 [Grantha/leaf]; and others.

Introductory Remarks

A work that is more typical of the genre of Pāñcarātra literature—also called Bhāradvāja-samhitā—is found in manuscript. It is divided into ten or more chapters and comprises some 230 ślokas as it is currently found. It is mainly concerned with providing a temple, once it is built, with properly consecrated icons—although all the chapters are brief and afford no more than a cursory review of salient features of pṛāṣāda, pratiṣṭhā and pūjā-routines.

However, the work has another interest for us in its two opening chapters. In the first chapter a list of canonical titles is given—supposedly, but not actually naming “108” titles. The list, reproduced in an Addendum, below, is almost identical to that found in the Kapinjala-samhitā (q.v.). In the second chapter is found an interesting attempt to give a definition of “Pāñcarātra.” It is different from what is found elsewhere—see Index entry under “Pāñcarātra”—basing the definition on a pūjā performed successfully on five nights by Brahmā, Śiva, Indra, Nāga and some rṣis. It may be worth comparing these five names to the five sections of the Sanatkumāra-samhitā (q.v.).

The narrative framework is a dialogue between Kāṇva and Bharadvāja.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS—

"Bharadvāja-Kāṇva-Saṁvāda"

I. [ no title ] (21-1/2 šls.)

"The Transmission of the Teaching"
BHARADVĀJA-SAMHITĀ

II. [ no title ] ( 13-1/2 ṣls.)

"The Origin of the Pāncarātra System"

Kaṇva asks about the origin of the Pāncarātra system. Bharadvāja tells the following story: in Kṛtayuga-times the demon Somaka [v.l. Hemaka, Dānava] stole the Vedas and all creation was in turmoil because creatures no longer knew how to perform their ritual obligations. A delegation, led by Brahmā, then approached Viṣṇu asking Him to do what He could to return the Vedas to them; but even He was helpless unless the creatures of the world repeated the "aśākṣara"-mantra to make Him strong enough to conquer the demon. Thus they did over a period of five nights with firm resolve; thereby Viṣṇu waxed stronger, killed the demon and returned the Vedas to the gods.

The order of the pūja by which Viṣṇu was made strong was on the first night [Brahmarātra] Brahmā led the worship; on the second, Śiva [Śivarātra]; on the third night, Indra [Indrarātra]; on the fourth, Nāga [Nāgarātra]; and on the fifth ṛṣis led it [Ṛṣirātra]. This is how the "Pāncarātra" originated.

III. [ no title ] ( 26 ṣls.)

"Concerning the Construction of a Temple"

Kaṇva asks to know what the system has to say about all matters from "plowing" [kārṣaṇa] to "installation" [pratiṣṭhā]. Bharadvāja agrees to tell him this, and says that the very first thing a person [karta, here, apparently, referring to one who will be a yajamāna for a temple] should do is to select an outstanding ācārya to be his preceptor. Then, in addition, he should find a Vaiṣṇava brahmā and some other rtviks. Thereupon he should take a ritual bath with his ācārya and the rtviks and, next day in the center of the village, he should attend to śākusthāpana-activities and vāstu-pāja-rites. Next a kalyaṇa-mandapa should be erected in front of the Viṣṇu temple—and this should have four entrances. To this, a Viṣṇu icon, prepared according to kāstraic injunctions, should be brought. In addition, a yuga-mandapa containing a vedikā—altar
should be provided. In the center of the kalyana-mandapa two fire-pits (one with nābhi and yoni called "cakrakunda," the other circular and called "garuda kuṇḍa") will be built. The "cakrakunda" will be used for homas, etc., connected with marriage-festivals; the "garudakunda" will be used for sacrificial purposes connected with pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies.

These things having been done, the kartā-aspirant should attend to the construction of the dhvajastambha-flagstaff. A few general directions for doing this are given.

Thereupon Bharadvāja turns to the order of rites to be followed for installing Hari in the temple. The icons of the Lord and His consorts, Śrī and Bhū, are to be ritually placed there at a certain auspicious time [the instructions given in the short narrative of this chapter are at best piecemeal].

IV जलाद्विवासासनुक्रमणिका Jalādhivāsāsānakramāṇikā (38-1/2 śls.)

"Steps for Doing 'Jalādhivāsa' and Other Things"

Bharadvāja continues by saying that having duly decorated the mandapa, the ācārya should arrange an eight-petalled lotus motif [maṇḍala] and, having started anukāraṇa-germinations, should take a purifying bath with the rātvikṣ. Then, with much pomp and eclat he should bring the deity to the yāgavedī. Certain upacāra-ceremonies should be done to the icon there—tying its wrists [rakṣābandha—with almost five ślokas dedicated to the "meaning" of the word and of the ceremony], etc. Other matters are attended to also: selecting various rātvikṣ for other purposes, invoking the presence of gods, worshipping the seedlingsprouts [with a digression on matters pertaining to ankurārpaṇa], arranging vessels around the platform with specified contents in each, invocation of the Lord into one of the vessels, etc. Jalādhivāsa should then be done by placing the Lord into the waiting waters; this act is to be accompanied by abhiseka-rites and by recitations of several mantras including the "Rāmagāyatri"-mantra. Other matters will be taken care of before the icon is removed from the jalādhivāsa-bath.

V. भान्याद्विवास Dhānyādhivāsa (24 śls.)

"Placing the Lord on a Bed of Grains"

The Lord and His consort (s?) are then tied together at the hands and placed on a bed of grains [dhānyādhivāsa]. This "bed" is described as covered with a tiger skin and strewn with flowers, etc. Various mantras, including the "Gītā," are to be pronounced at this point. Then dhyāna of the Lord's presence in a dhyāna-kalaṇa-pot is enjoined.

That night the ācārya keeps a vigil, after which he undertakes a sāntihomā performance. This is described in terms of the mantras to be used. Then
naivedya is offered to the Lord, whereupon pūrṇahuti is done. After this a special homa is done in the garuḍa-kūntā to appease all the guardian deities; and only after this is the dhvaja-stambha-flagstaff to be installed. A brief discussion of dhvaja-stambha-pratiṣṭhā follows, including some remarks as to the days on which dhvaja-ropana should not be done. A dṛṣṭi-dhenu (cow) should be tied to the dvaja-pole and dṛṣṭi-dhānya (grains) should be strewn before it, for warding off evil and for securing auspiciousness.

VI. [ no title ]

The next day the ācārya will rise early and, taking the water still remaining in the dhyāna-kumbha-pot will bathe the Lord and perform mūrtihoma-offerings with specified mantras. When homa is over, the left-overs are given to the Lord and the residual ghee and other liquids are poured over His head. Then new clothes, dhūpa, dīpa, naivedya, etc., are next given the Lord. Then, bringing a golden vessel, the ācārya will perform nayanamālana-rites of “opening the eyes.” After repeating the pūjā-cycle again, nirājana will be done after which brahmans will be feasted and pratiṣṭhā of the Lord will thus have been completed.

VII. भगवद्विवहनुक्रमणिका

Bhogavadśivahānukramanițka (24½ sls.)

“Steps to be followed in the Marriage Ceremony of the Lord”

On the appointed eleventh day the ācārya should arise early and attend to the collection of various materials necessary for the rites surrounding the marriage of the Lord—āṅkurārpaṇa-germinations, etc. The yāgabera-icon in the evening is taken to the yāgasālā-area where various homa-oblations will be taken care of, and where invocations, bāli-offerings and flag-hoisting ceremonies, etc. will also be done. On the twelfth day, the ācārya should offer bāli in the kalyāṇa-manḍapa, after which the Lord is worshipped with the “Rāma”-mantra. On the thirteenth day, an abhiseka-bath of the Lord should be done in the morning and again in the evening in the yāgamanḍapa along with bāli-offerings. On the fifteenth day a punḍarika-homa is to be done, followed by a procession to the river or tank [tirthayātra]. When this is done, then the attending deities who are stationed on the flag-post are requested to come down [dhvaja-vaiḍaraṇa], and only after this is a puṣpāyāga to be done.

VIII. चक्रागलुपराविक्रान्ति प्रतिष्ठानुक्रमणिका

Cakragopuravimāna-pratiṣṭhānukramanițka (16½ sls.)

“The Consecration Rites Outlined for Temple-Structure, for Entrance Gates, and for the Lord’s Discus”

Kanva asks now to be told about the sanctification of the temple-structure and its parts. Bharadvāja promises to give him all details in accordance with sāstraic injunctions. The arca-kā/pācārya must first attend to his own purifīca-
tion, whereupon he arranges the five vessels for jolādhīvāsa and, after offering the pūjā-worship to the germinated seedlings, he pours the sanctified waters, etc., from the pot over the gopura. He does the dhānayādhīvāsa-portion of the rites by using a mirror and tossing some grains at it, followed by performing pūjā to the mirror placed near the gopura. After doing several homas, the residual ghee is touched upon the gopura, and the gopura is thus sanctified. Then brahmins are feasted.

The sanctification of a vimāna-structure and of rātha-chariots are done in a similar fashion. The Sudarśana-discus sanctification-rites are then outlined, the main difference being that during the homa-offerings here a certain “pragyogic” tone enters: he who wants victory should do 108 homas. The application of the ghee and feasting of brahmins is as before.

IX. नियथार्थनविधिकल्प Nityārcanavidhiikalpa (9 śls.)

“Rules in regard to Regular Rituals”

Bharadvāja outlines the daily routine of the arcaha from his rising in the morning. After himself bathing, he brings water for the Lord’s bath and, completing prāṇāyāma-exercises and purification of the compound-precincts, brings five vessels. He offers mantrasa-honors, snāsana-honors, alaṅkārāsana-honors, food, the lamp-rite. Arghya and food offerings need be done in evening time only.

X. शतसहस्रतुलसिकल्प Satasahasratulasikalpa (21 śls.)

“Rules for 100,000 Offerings of Tulasī”

Kanva asks Bharadvāja to tell him about tulasī-pūjā. The following steps are mentioned: prāṇāyāma, puṇyāha, gathering the five or four or six bathing vessels, placing them on a bed of grains, putting mango-tree sprouts in the water of the vessels, re-bathing the participating priests and bathing the Lord to the accompaniment of mantras. When this is done, new clothes are given to the Lord and He is honoured by repetition of His Thousand Names along with tulasī-offerings. During this pūjā the assembled brahmins will repeat Vedic and other verses. (The number of offerings made may go up to 100,000—for so the leaves offered must be counted). Homas, too, are to be done. When the pūjā is completed, the ācārya is to be honoured.

The chapter closes as Kanva and Bharadvāja prepare to part from one another. Bharadvāja then leaves.*

* In the framework narrative provided in the opening chapter it is Kanva who approaches; therefore one is led to expect here that it would be Kanva who would depart. The eleventh chapter, condensed below and put within brackets, appears in some manuscripts only. Judging from the narrative framework it is a superfluous addition, and may or may not be part of the Bharadvāja-Kanva-saṁvāda.
XI. [no title] (8-½ sls.)

"A Miscellany"

[(Presumably Bharadvaja speaks:) There are to be five icons provided (in a temple)—dhruva for the protection of the village, kautuka for normal worship, snapana for bathing-rites, utsava for festive processions, bali for oblations.

Then the size of grains, offerings, etc. are briefly discussed.

There follows a brief discussion of sāṅkarya-mixtures in relation to using icons made by non-Vaiśnavites, to using rules from more than one āgama, to using materials of different kinds in the production of an icon, and to using a new name for the Lord's icon formerly called by another name.

The chapter continues, but switches to prose, repeating substantially what was already said in ch. VIII. Just as the manuscript breaks off, one verse begins to discuss repair of images (jirnoddhāra) * * *]

CRITICAL NOTES:

The narrative framework is defective in that in ch. II Kaṇva approaches Bharadvaja, and in ch. X Bharadvaja takes leave of his visitor. If we have to accept the framework, even adjusting this minor discrepancy, then the work would seem to be complete in ten chapters. However, an eleventh chapter is attached to some manuscripts and, while this chapter differs from the others in style it reflects and reproduces some data found in at least one chapter of the preceding ten; so its integrity is problematical.

What might be yet another Pāncarātra work called by the same name (hence to be distinguished by us a Bhāradvāja-saṃhitāI) is represented by MT. 1450(a). In this fragment only the fourteenth chapter survives; it deals with the importance of "Kārttika"-month (October-November) and describes the manner as well as the efficacy of bathing and giving gifts, etc., during that month. The colophon attached to indicates that it is from the Pāncarātrāgama. It is in the form of a dialogue between the Lord in his Śrihamśa (= Hayagrīva) aspect and Brahma.

Another fragment—preserved at Mysore (see Mysore Catalogue I.595)—is said to be the fifteenth chapter of a "Bhāradvāja-saṃhitā". Without seeing this it is impossible to tell whether it is a part of Bhāradvāja-saṃhitāI (Bharadvaja-Kaṇva-saṃvāda) or of Bhāradvāja-saṃhitāIII (Bhagavad-Brahma-saṃvāda).
ADDENDUM

† LIST OF TITLES FOUND IN BHÄRADVÄJA SAMHITÄ

According to MGOML R. 1343 (c), a paper manuscript in Grantha characters, I: 8b-22a:

1. Sanatkumāra S.
2. Čaturmūrti S.
3. Śaśvatā S. (cf. 31, below)
4. Nārada S. (cf. 94, below)
5. Īśvara S.
6. Kāpila S. (cf. 16, below)
7. Vārāha S.
8. Śaunaka S.
9. Padma S. (cf. 76, below)
10. Puṣkara S. (cf. 23, below)
11. Hairanya S.
12. Pārāśarya S.
13. Nṛkesarī S.
14. Kāśyapa S. *
15. Agastya S. *
16. Kapila S. (cf. 6, above) *
17. Yājñavalkya S *
18. Atri S *
19. Viśpusiddhānta
20. Viṣṇutilaka S.
21. Jayā S.
22. Sāttvata S.
23. Tripuṣkara (?) (cf. 10, above)
24. Mahālakṣmī S.
25. Kuśala S.
26. Ānanda T.
27. Pāvana S. (cf. 67, below)
28. Gārgya T.
29. Bodhāyana T.
30. Ānanda [or Ānandākhyā]
31. Śāśvata S. (cf. 3, above; or is this an adjective referring to "Ānanda"?)
32. Pañcapraśna T.
33. Śī [yah] praśna S.
34. Prahlāda S.
35. Nalakūbara S.
36. Maudgala S.
37. Aūsāna T.
38. Mārkandaṇḍeya S.
39. Māyāvaibhavavīyāsa S.
40. Vāsiṣṭha S.
41. Jaimini S.
42. Nārāyaṇa S.
43. Brahmrkta
44. Vaikhānasa S.
45. Viramāṅgalika
46. Pārameśvara S.
47. Jayottara S.
48. Vaśālya [sc: Śākalya]
49. Mārica S.
50. Pañcatattva S.
51. Mahājāna S.
52. Vaijayanta S.
53. Paippala
54. Viśvaksena S.
55. Tārksya S.
56. Vālmika S.
57. Bhūmi S.
58. Sanatkanda T.

† Almost identical to Kapinjala-saṃhitā list (q.v.).
* These 5 are listed together as "saṁbhavāḥ".
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Sananda T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Visvamitra T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Añgīrā T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Aindra T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Durvasatantra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Kaubera S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Vāruṇa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Pāvaka S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Pāvana S. (cf. 27, above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Ŷāmya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Vasu S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Mudgala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Romaśa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Maitreya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Matsya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Brahmāṇḍa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Kaumāra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Padma (cf. 9, above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Kūrma S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Vāmana S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Puruṣa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Laṅga S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Sātātapa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Dattātreya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Bhāradvāja S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Gautama S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Mukunda S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Jāmadagnya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Vāmadeva S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Subodhika S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Meru S.</td>
<td>one title or two?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Gaṅgā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Satyokta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Gāndharva S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>..?..Gaṇa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Nārada S. (cf. 4, above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Uttaravijñāna†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Gajendra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Manu S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Pulastya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Pulaha T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Māyā T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Vihagendra T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Mahā T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Puruṣottama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81*</td>
<td>Satatapa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82*</td>
<td>Dattatreya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Bhāradvāja S.</td>
<td>Supposed to be 108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Nāradottara vijñāna? or Nāradottara and Vijnāna? or Nārada, Uttara, and Vijnāna?
MÂRKÂNÂDEYA-SAMHITÂ

Publication scheduled:
A critical edition of this text in Devanâgari characters is under way at the Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati.

The following discussion and description is based on a paper manuscript in Telugu characters, MT. 2936.

Introductory Remarks

This is a work of somewhat more than 2200 ślokas divided—as it presently comes to us—into thirty-two chapters. A significantly large block of it namely chs. II-XIV, provides useful and moderately detailed passages relating to prâśâda, praïsimâ and pratiṣṭhâ concerns. Other significant blocks outline pâjâ-procedures (chs. XV-XX—see also XXX-XXXI), utsava-festivities (chs. XXI-XXV) and prâyaścitta-measures (chs. XXVI-XXIX—see also ch. XXXII). Except for a brief allusion in ch. XII, dīkṣā-initiation-rites are passed over; and there is a notable absence of data on mantras. Also missing are philosophical and theological jñâna-sections. The opening chapter contains a list of canonical titles, although it is marred by repetitions and, by its own admission (1: 57), does not contain all the "108" names supposedly constituting the corpus (see Appendix, below).

The name "Mârkândeya" is found in the following canonical lists: Kapîñjala (36/100), Pâdama (97/108), Puruṣottama (i/106), Bhâradvâja (38/103), Viśvâmitra (48/108) and Viṣṇu Tantra (124/154). The Mârkândeya-samhitâ does not seem to have been quoted by any of the classical commentators of the school, but it is accepted in some of the (later) secondary collections. For example, a work called "Pâñcarâtrâgama" (MT. 3257) quotes from chs. XII, XVI, XVII and XXXI of our text. Thus there are few data available to support an early date for the work.

The narrative framework is a conversation between the sage Mârkândeya and King Pîthu, the former reciting what he had once heard from Brahmâ, who in turn had been instructed by the lord Nârâyana Himself.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS—

I. Tantrânakramanîkâ (61 śls.)

"Introductory Chapter to the Book
King Prithu, having performed his Vedic duties, seeks to know from Markandeya, the famous sage, a way to salvation. The sage offers to instruct the king in the knowledge which Brahma gave to him, its ultimate source having been Narayana (1-25). Markandeya outlines the topics he will touch upon, and cautions that these are to be supplemented by what is found in others of the 108 samhitas (26-35). The virtues of the present samhitā are extolled (37) as are the fruits of study of the Pāñcarātra system (38); the list of "other" samhitās is given [see Addendum, below] along with the admission that the full complement of 108 is purposely not given here (43-59).

II. धूपरिक्षा  ब्हुपरिक्षा (53 śls.)
"Examination of a Plot (for Building a Temple)"

For selecting a place to build a temple, only certain acceptable kinds of land should be considered (1-10). Once a plot has been selected, then some rites must be performed, including a ritual ploughing and invocation of God’s Presence (11-27). Formal fire-offerings are to be made, too, along with other preliminary sanctifying rituals before the architect [śilpin] with the director [ācārya] can take steps to commence construction (28-39). Those who undertake such a building program (i.e., those who elect to be a yajamāna-patron) will reap immeasurable rewards in this life and hereafter; as token payment the patron [yajamāna] must at this point reward those who have helped him so far in the project (40-44). The construction program begins with a ritual burial of precious gems, etc. [garbhanyāsa], followed by other initiatory ceremonies (45-53).

III. सिद्धांश्रमण  सिलसामग्रहण (131 śls.)
"Collecting the Stones (for Building a Temple)"

Great care and attention must be given to every step while securing materials for the proposed temple, including the quarrying of stone with accompanying rituals (1-36). How the inner temple sanctuary [garbhaheha] is to be constructed is given (37-45a), followed by directions for planning the other, subsidiary parts of the temple—manḍapa-pavilions, prakāra-courtyards, the kitchen, the garden, the gopura-entrance towers, etc. (46b-132a).

IV. विमानलक्ष्य  विमानलक्ष्या (99-1/2 śls.)
"On the Subject of Vimānas"

There are five styles of vimānas, or temple-structures—"nāgara", "drāvīḍa", "vṛtta", "vṛttiyātā" and "vesara" (1-5—a sixth style is casually mentioned in śl. 6b and defined in śl. 7; it is named "parvata"). Once a vimāna-building has been constructed, as the final touch and the ritual conclusion of the
building ceremonies, an "śilakā-ceremony" is to be performed by ritually placing the final bricks at the very top of the dome (8-33); as part of this, a carefully-wrought finial is put into place over a cache of gems (34-44a). Different ornamentations, shapes and sizes for vimāna-buildings are mentioned, including some particular details for Viṣṇu-mandiras of various kinds [but the text here is awkward and confusing: 44b-89]. The chapter concludes with a list of the deities to be found placed in and around the vimāna-building (90-100a).

V. Śrutṣeskaraśaivahī Mṛṣaṁśkāravādhi (26-1/2 śls.)

"Rules for Making (an Idol) of Clay"

The clay to be used when fashioning an icon out of plaster will vary according to the caste of the person undertaking to sponsor its construction and installation—white clay will be used when the patron is a brahmin, red clay when a kṣatriya, yellow clay when a vāsiṣṭya and black clay when a śūdra. Where such clay is to be collected, how it is to be mixed with other materials, how cured,—these things are to be done only by a qualified śilpin, and these steps constitute the "saṁskāra"-procedure (1-27a). The colors of paints to be used on an idol are also specified (10 ff.).

VI. Śrutāsthana Śilāsthāpana (107 śls.)

"Installation of the Wood Frame (for a Plaster or Clay Icon)"

There are several steps that are involved in the so-called "śilāsthāpana-ceremonies" (1-5). A piece of wood of a certain size should be procured, along with the acceptable kinds of clay [see preceding chapter]. After the clays are properly mixed, they are put in pots with some bark from trees and mixed with the drippings of raw meat. This mixture is set aside for one month (6-13a). To the piece of wood which has been procured certain places are measured off and assigned as parts of (the intended idol's) body—face, thighs, wrists—and in so far as this is done a good image [pratima] will result (13b-18). Śilādhiṣa-rātes are then prepared for, and as part of these preparations a maṇḍapa is to be constructed in front of the prāsāda, decorated, and purified (20-47). In this maṇḍapa the ācārya will prepare a dais bearing a maṇḍala-design—which design may be either of the "bhadra" or of the "svasti"ka" pattern. The ācārya should also attend to some other preparatory measures, including sprinkling the maṇḍapa and sprouting some seedlings [aṅkuvarāpana]. After these things have been done he may place the śāla there (48-55). Śilādhiṣa itself requires that the ācārya meditates upon the Lord of Lords as in the center of the śāla before he undertakes to perform the numerous bathing-rites and other rituals that may take, collectively, as long as from one to three days—e.g. jalādhiṣa (56-80a), snapana (83b), procession of the "Lord" [note that the śāla is now referred to as "deva" in 82a, 84b] to the temple (84-85), snapana (86b), a śayana for
the śāla Lord and His consort (87), and other forms of worship. One of the final actions relating to this śāla-frame is to enjoin [viniyōjayet] the presence of the tattvas into the śāla as it is lying recumbent on the āyana, whereupon a bath [snānam] is given to the 25 tattvas in the order of their importance (89). The śāladhīvāsa-rites end with a homa-ceremony (90 ff.).

The following day the ācārya takes the decorated śāla-frame to the garbha-geha and he installs [sitāpyayet] it there (viz., Viṣṇu, with Śrī and Bhū on either side, as well as Varāha, et al. —100-106). Ĉakra, etc., are then to be prepared by an expert śilpin with all attention to details and according to the rules of śilpaśāstra (107).

VII. बालस्थान Bālasthāna (22-1/2 šls.)

"The Miniature Temple"

In front of the vimāna-site, either in the area of the first or of the second courtyard, a bālālaya [i.e., a "sanctuary-in-miniature"] is to be set up. Measurements, alternative designs and building materials that may be employed for it are given (1-8). Then commence such activities as prathamesṭihā (11) and garbhanyāsa (12); and in a maṇḍapa-pavilion (in-miniature) on a pedestal, water is placed representing the temple-tank for the miniature temple (9-15). The bālālaya is then painted (16). The good effects of building a bālālaya are described (17-21), and the payments for the ācārya and śilpin are to be given (22-23a).

VIII. प्रतिमालक्षण Pratimālakṣaṇa (73 šls.)

"Characteristics of Icons"

The Lord is known by His four (Vyāha-) manifestations as Vāsudeva, Saṅkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna and Aniruddha as well as by His twelve avatāra-forms [sic] like Keśava, Nārāyaṇa, Mādhava....Dāmodara. In addition, He is also displayed in eight other aspects (Cakrapāṇi, et al.). All of these iconic forms are distinguished from one another by the possession of, or absence of certain symbols (1-18). Those aspects which have female consorts should be provided with a separate building (19-21a). The ten most famous avatāra-forms, with their epic associates, are described (21b-74).

IX. बरादिलक्षण Berādilakṣaṇa (64 šls.)

"Chapter on Idols, etc."

The chief immovable idol [mālabera] is to be worshipped daily (1). There are to be six other icons also—but their names are not mentioned here (2). Measurements are given for mālaberas, and three types are distinguished according to their relative sizes (3-5). Other types of images are also listed:
those worshipped in groups [bahuβera], those worshipped separately [ekabera],
those which reveal the deity at various ages, those which are dominated by one
or another guṇa, etc. (6-20). Then follow some remarks about painting of
images, and some directions for making piṭhas (21-41). Detailed measurements
for component parts of icons are given (42-54).

X. देव्यालिखणः देव्यालिखणः

"Chapter on Female and Other Icons"

This chapter treats mainly of female icons which have their own separate
places of worship (i.e., ekabera-types). Measurements for the crown-decorations
found on icons of female deities are discussed (1-7). Descriptions of Viralakṣmi,
Bhogalakṣmi, and Yogalakṣmi are given (8-10), with some further details of
Viralakṣmi also given (11-14a). Then the aspects [mūris] of Śrī, Puṣṭi,
Medhā, Sarasvatī, Durgā and Vighneśa are mentioned (14b-16a).

Measurements—the names and types—are discussed, particularly as
these relate to images (16b-28a). Other embellishments to be found on female
icons are discussed (29b-35). The size and shape of lotiform pedestal are
discussed in detail—circular-shaped ones called "Śiva", rectangular ones
"piṭāmaha [=Brahmā] (37-41a). The actual seat-measurements are men-
tioned (41b-43), and some prohibitions and additional directions are given (44-46a).
For bahuβera-images (images found in groups), different rules from the pre-
ceding apply (46b-50a).

XI. अराधनोपकरणः

"The Instruments used in Liturgical Worship"

In this chapter the various paraphernalia used in worship are described
and discussed in the following order: the nirājana-instrument for holding
camphor (1-8), the dipa-lamp (9-14a), the pādukā (14b-16a¹), the ghaṇṭa-bell
(16a²-22a), various pātra-vessels (22b-33a, 46b-52a, 77-79), the chaṭra-umbrella
(33b-35a), the darpaṇa-mirror (35b-38), the câmara-whisk (39-46a). Also,
pālika-type pedestals, their dimensions and installation, etc., are treated (52b-
67, 86-90a), as well as śarāva-basins, etc. (68-69a), leaves (69b-73), Garuḍa,
his decoration and installation with Viṣvaksena and Hanumān (74-76), the piṭha-
pedestal (80-81), and the beraka (82-86).

XII. अचार्यलिखणः

"Pre-requisites for the Ācārya—Director"

The first section of this chapter is devoted to the qualifications of one who
would be a "director" of a building-and-consecration program—he must be a
brahmin, he must be devoted, he must know the Vedas, and he must be a true
bhāgavata (1-14).
The remainder of the chapter deals with what is called "svayam-dikṣā." In this, a mandapa is prepared (15 ff.) and ankurārpaṇa-germinating rites are attended to as preliminaries. Then an icon is brought to the pavilion, decorated and worshipped and placed there next to Devī. "Rakṣābandha" is done to the would-be dācārya (24), after which he bathes and worships God. Then, obtaining permission to take his dikṣā-initiation (26), the icon is taken to the yāgaśāla, where homa is done (27 ff.). The night is passed in sleep, after which the dreams the man had are to be analyzed (29 ff.). That next day, he takes the icon to his home where he performs homa (through pārṇāhuti) and, with some kumbha-pots which have also been brought there, some further rites are done (14b2-37).

XIII. अकूर्पण Ankurārpaṇa (16-1/2 šls.)

"The Rites of Sprouting Seedlings"

Whenever festivals occur and are to be celebrated, whenever consecrations are to take place, or whenever any other (important) occasional observation is held, the rites of planting and germinating seedlings must be undertaken either on the 9th, 5th or 7th day of that fortnight (11-13a). How these ankurārpaṇa rites are successfully to be done is given [although lapses in the manuscript make the readings here difficult—13b-17a].

XIV. अविश्वार्थवेदन Praiṣṭhāvidhāna (159 šls.)

"Rules for the Consecration Ceremonies"

The chapter concerns itself with the consecration of the main idol in a temple. A mandapa-pavilion—containing a dais [vedikā] (2-3a), an appropriate number of fire-pits (3b-11), festooned torasās (12-17), pillars (18-25a), and an entrance (26-31)—is to be built. Once a proper time has been selected for the ceremonies (32-47a), the idol is first bathed in milk (47b), then installed in a bālādaya (52), and after this, placed in water [jalādhivaṣa] (55). Pots are then filled with sacred contents for further usage (56-72). Sāntihoma is done (73-75a), after which the icon is brought forward, the artisans dismissed (78), and the subsidiary icons (twenty-four mūrtis, ten avatāras) are also consecrated (151-153a)—with jalādhivaṣa etc., after which when all brahmins participating have been satisfied (155a), Viṣṇu Himself is "established" [praisthāpayet] (155a) and finally sprinkled with water.

[There is inserted in this chapter, an important and enlightening description of Viṣṇu, His powers, etc., for meditation (79-137), followed by a passage relating to the relevance these descriptions have to iconography (137-150).]

XV. नित्यार्चन Nityārcaṇa (45-1/2 šls.)

"Routine Worship"
Routine worship in the temple, properly attended to, has immense rewards (1-3). The arcaka’s day begins with his waking up, and, after his toilet, he goes to the temple. There he first salutes the balīśṭha, then God. The sanctuary-doors are thereupon opened, and things made ready for pūjā by means of collecting the articles to be used (4-19a). After honoring his own teacher, the arcaka begins pūjā—first to the doors, then by ringing the bell, etc. Assuming the kūmaśāna-posture, he begins self-purification, followed by breathing-exercises (19b-23). He then arranges vessels of water before him, dedicates them to Vāsudeva and Aniruddha, then pours the center pot [arghya] over the hand of the main image, performs saṅkha-and cakra-muḍrās, offers more water for God to gargle with, some pastes, etc. (24-30). Then clothes, ornaments and other decorations are offered to God (31), whereupon a ten-flamed light [āśā] is offered, followed by fragrant smoke [dāhā], then sandal-paste [gana] and flowers [puṣpa]. A pot containing a flame [ghaṭa-dānā] is waved three times before the idol (and then taken away by a courtesan—34), whereupon verses of praise are chanted by the people, and dancers perform for His [entertainment ....]. After this, food-offerings [naivedya], arghya-mouthwash and betel-nuts [ṭāmbula] are given in turn to the Lord (32-38a).

Various names have been given to different elements of the pūjā-liturgy (38b-46a): “arcana” (from dvārapūjā to balī); “yāga” (from dvārapūjā to homa); “drāḍhana” (the regular nityotsava, as outlined above); “abhyaarcana” (āśā to havis); “prapūjā” (the above done with madhupāraka); “samārāḍhana” (comprised of mātrādāna, chatra, cāmara, nirājana, darpaṇa, annapāṇa, dance, music, etc.); and “sampūjana” (which is worshipping five or six times a day).

XVI. अतिवारेः

Agnikārīya (37-1/2 śls.)

“Kindling the Sacred Fire”

Agnikārīya is to be done for a festival, when bathing an idol [saṃpana], for consecrations [pratīṣṭhā], for prokṣanās, initiations, expiations, etc. (1-2). Kūnda-fire-pits are to be made (3 f.), and the ācārya is to sit beside the main one and, after he has done some exercises of breath-control, and, having arranged darbha-grass, he is to have embers brought with which to kindle the new fire (5-8). Then the arcaka having attended to some other preparatory matters [prokṣanās] (13-23), places vessels containing some mixtures around the kūnda-fire-pit and worships the Four Directions (24-27). Then lighting the fire, he offers ghee, cooked rice etc., and after the last offering (31a) he purifies himself and some of the instruments (srava, vrataśātra et. al) which have been used. He does this with darbha-grass. Finally (37-38a), he goes to the main idol in the sanctuary and offers a handful of flowers.
XVII. नित्योत्सव  
*Nityotsava* (26½ śls.)

"Routine Daily Celebrations"

A eulogy of *nityotsava* opens the chapter (1-2). *Bali đana* is to be done by all means [*yatnena*]. The *balibimba* is prepared, and taken through the temple, whereupon the prescribed *bali đana*-offerings are made and *antar bali* is done for gods in the houses (3-8). It is discussed and concluded that *bali* offerings made with water and flowers left over from *havis*-offerings are best. Also, it is recommended that *bait* be done inside the temple at the time of certain *utsavas* and expiatory rites (9-16). Where, how and why this *bali* inside a temple is to be done is given (17-27a).

XVIII. पञ्चसुध्दी  
*Pañcaśuddhi* (55 śls.)

"The Fivefold Purifications"

There are five types of purifications: of the body [*deha*], by uttered prayers [*mantra*], by baths [*snāna*], of materials [*dravya*] and of the icon [*bimba*]. Each of these should be attended to by the *ācārya* separately (1-3). The first is done by means of *karma-yoga*, in which *prāṇāyāma* plays an important part (4-23). The other four are mentioned briefly (24-26a), with the exception of "*dravya*"-śuddhi, for which it is stipulated that some articles are to be purified in various ways, with water, fire, etc. (26b-40a), some others need not be purified at all (40b-42). For all these various kinds of purification and on certain occasions also, at different steps, certain hand-gestures [*mudrā*] are to be used (43-55).

XIX. मण्डलविधान  
*Manḍalavidhana* (27 śls.)

"Concerning *Manḍala*-Motifs"

A 16-pillared *manḍapa*-pavilion is to be built, containing a dais—for which dimensions are given (1-2). The dais is smeared with cow-dung, and strings are used to mark out a lotus-design of certain specific measurements. Some details are given for marking the "*bhādraha*"-portions and the "*kūrmatikāra*"-portions (3-15a). "Entrances" are made, angles projected, the "*maśyākāra*" is properly arranged, and coloring is done (15b-26). After Viṣṇu and His various powers have been invoked to occupy the lotus-design, the *manḍala* is worshipped [*arcayet*] (27).

XX.

[An incomplete fragment only of this chapter remains—6 or 7 ślokas in the manuscripts consulted: *MT*. 2939, *Adyar* 10. J. 24, *Śrīraṅgam* ms. See "Critical Notes" below.]
XXI. उत्सवविधि

"Rules for Festival-Occasions"

* * * There are three kinds of *utsava*-festivals which must be performed annually at particular times: routine [*nitya*], occasional [*naimittika*] and optional [*kāmya*]. The routine festivals are characterized by (offerings of) flower-buds and blooms, (performance of) *roksābandha*-rites (3b), and a duration of from one to three days; in the end an *avabhrtha*-bathing rite is done in the presence of all the gods (1-4). How routine festivals are done is given (5-17). Occasional festivals are then discussed, when they are to be given and their names. These, too, are concluded with the *avabhrtha*-observance (18-24). A eulogy of villages that observe such festivals is given (25-30).

Whenever an occasional festival is undertaken, invariably *dhvajārohana*-ceremonies of raising the sacred flag must be attended to (33a). Optional festivals are briefly discussed; such celebrations are also concluded with an *avabhrtha-bhasnāna* (33b-35). Another classification of festivals follows—"pratiṣṭhānta," "janmarka" and "pañcaparvan." 'Pratiṣṭhānta' is the annual festivals beginning with the hoisting of the flag (*Dhvajārohana*) to the *Avabhrtha*, marking the conclusion. 'Janmarka' is the celebration of the birth of different deities on the days of constellations of their *Avatāras*. The five ‘Parvan’ festivals are *Dipotsava*, *Pavitrotsava*, *Damanotsava*, *Phalotsava* and *Kalharotsava*. *Samśkaras* other than "tirthasanśkāra" are not to be observed during any of these three festivals (36-44a). Occasional festivals are then more elaborately discussed, during the course of which (49b)—until the end of the chapter—*dhvajārohana* ceremonies of raising the sacred flag are outlined.

How the flag is made with the Garuḍa image (50b ff.), how wood is to be selected for the staff (91b ff.), its installation, etc. (123a ff.), the raising of the pole itself (134 ff.), etc.—these matters are all discussed. Once the flag-pole itself has been hoisted, there are *bāli*-offerings to be made, and these are described (145 ff.); these offerings are followed by a closing worship by the ācārya honoring the deities presiding in the pole, etc. (165 ff.) just prior to the hoisting of the flag to the top of the pole. The *dhvajārohana* ceremonies end with a procession of the *utsavabimba*- idol around the village, whereupon the idol is returned to the *yāgaśāla*-place (173).

XXII. उत्सवविधि

"Rules for (the "Mahotsava"?) Festival Occasions"

A *yāgaśāla* is to have been constructed and consecrated for the *utsva*-purposes (1-4), and the *utsva*-bimba-idol, having been brought there, is now

* The beginning of this chapter is also missing. The count is of the remaining verses.
bathed and worshipped. Then, after rakṣābandaḥa and kautuḥa-bandha rites have been taken care of, the daily festival routine may be attended to (5-16a). How to do this is described: dvārapūjā (27; also 186 ff.), homakarma (28-31), procession of the utsavabimba-idol with its female consorts around the prākāra-courts (32-38a), balidāna-offerings (38b-42), * * * [lapse] * * * *.

Taking God on certain vehicles is next described, with details given for which vehicles are to be used on successive nights (of mahotsava, presumably); also there is a description of how to make the chariot used on the seventh day procession (43-53). The deity, once returned to the temple, is bathed, whereupon He is put in a cradle with the icons of His consorts, and they all are entertained by music and dance, etc. The icon of the Lord is again taken out in procession (on the seventh day evening?), and the same process is repeated (54-58). The mrgayātra-celebration is done on the eighth day (6c-64a). Lights remain lit that night, and early the next morning tīrthakarma-rites should be done (64b-75a), including a procession with the tirthabimba-bathing-idol to a river bank, etc. (75b-82). All who bathe along with the icon at this time will have their sins washed away (83). Afterwards, a great lamp [mahādīpa] is lit, and the ācārya utters some blessings for the benefit of the country, and he goes around the lamp three times; those who do likewise will have all desires fulfilled, etc. (93-96).

As part of the concluding activities, the pots which had been placed in the yāgaśāla at the commencement of the utsava-celebrations are taken from there and deposited in the sanctuary, and the deities which had been invoked into the pots are transferred back to the mūlabera; homa is performed; brahmans are fed; bali-offerings are made (99-104a). The tenth day calls for a great flower-offering [puṣpa-dāga]—how to do it is outlined—at the end of which the utsavabimba-idol is taken back to its original place. All officiating priests bathe, whereupon the routine of the utsava-celebrations is over (104b-127).

XXIII. पवित्रारोहानविधि Pavitrārohaṇavidhi (150 śls. [+ lapses])

“Rules for the ‘Garlanding’ Festival”

The important annual festival of pavitrārohaṇa is here discussed—its importance (1 f.), the preparatory ceremonies of bijāropāṇa (7b-16), preparation of a special maṇḍapa-pavilion (17-23), the collection of articles to be used in the liturgy—especially the pavitra-threads (24b-51a; also 81b-83), the maṇḍala-design inside the maṇḍapa-pavilion (51b-81a). A feast is to come two days before the actual festival, followed by a fast by the ācārya the day before (85). On the same day, a pedestal is placed on the maṇḍala-design and into it Hari’s presence is invoked, whereupon He, His consorts and His weapons are worshipped (86-97). That night a vigil is kept, and music is played. Then, PA43
on the following morning, the eleventh day, the ceremony begins. It is described (104-II).

*** [lapse, apparently of some length, occurs after sl. 117] *** On the twelfth day—the day on which the garlanding itself is done—there is to be a procession throughout the temple, and entertainment in the night. On the following day the concluding rites—which may themselves last from one to three days—are begun: returning the powers from the pots to the mālabera; agnikārīya; bali; removal of the pavitra-garlands after pārnāhuli; dismissal of the deity in the maṇḍala-design; disposal of the offerings which have been made; payments [dakṣinā] made to those officiating; etc. Thereupon the fruits which accrue to those who undertake to support such a celebration are listed.*

XXIV. दोलारोपण Dolāropana (78 sls. [+ lapse at the end of the chapter ?])

"(The Ceremonies Connected with) Offering a Swing (to the Lord)"

Either as part of the mahotsava celebrations or as an independent celebration to ward off evils, a swing-festival is done. The time for doing this is given as February-March, on the twelfth day of the bright fortnight (1-2). How the swing is constructed and decorated is told (3-30a). It is also stipulated that seedlings will have been planted ritually the day before the festival, etc. Then, at dusk on the day of the festival, the Lord and His consort are taken to the "āsthāna"-maṇḍapa-pavilion where, after they have been appropriately honored, they are put into the swing (38), homas are performed and entertainments are offered. The next day the usual attentions are given to the Lord, whereupon He is paraded in a palanquin around the temple and returned to the swing. Thereupon the ācārya is rewarded (61b).

Those who see this celebration done go to Vaikuṇṭha (62a). The proper way to conclude this celebration is with snapana-baths; how to do these is described (62b-70a). There should also be sixty-four fire-offerings. The chapter closes with a reference to the rewards enjoyed by those who support this kind of celebration, stressing the importance of the snapana-baths which are offered to the Lord (to 78). *** [It appears there is a lapse at the very end of the chapter]. ***

XXV. दीपारोपणविधि Dipāropanavidhi (59-1/2 sls.)

"Rules for the Lamp Festival"

This festival should be done in October-November, during the bright fortnight (1). The entire temple including the superstructure of the gopuras,

*Note: These last thirty-four ślokas just described are unnumbered in our review inasmuch as they come after a lapse of undetermined length.
etc. should be completely washed in preparation for this festival; further preparations include decorating the temple, snapana-baths of 81 varieties offered to the deity, etc., arranging the vessels prepared for the occasion, etc. (2-13). Only the best kind of ghee or sesame oil should be used for fuel, and the lamps which will be used are also discussed; the lamps will be lit three times a day in the sanctuary, but there will always be a light before the deity Himself (14-23a). After the lights are all lit, the utsava begins with the decoration of a chariot with lights, etc., and this chariot is yoked to horses (23b-40).

The huge light between the (main icon's?) pedestal and the goṣṭhī is called the Viṣṇu-dīpa, and it should be quite high and made only of certain metals. Igniting torches are also to be made of certain woods, and wicks should be of cotton cloth. A light-containing vessel, made of gold or clay or some other material, having been purified, is then placed upon the Viṣṇu-dīpa-post. After puṇyāha is done, the Viṣṇu-dīpa in the container on top of the post is lit to the accompaniment of the "agnibijā"-mantra (41-49a). Viṣṇu Himself is to be seen and worshipped in the light, and He is to be imagined flanked on either side by Rudra and Brahmā (49b-50a).

The image of Viṣṇu is decorated and placed on an elephant and taken around the temple and village, after which lights are offered to (that same) utsavabera-form (when it has been returned) in the maṇḍapa-pavilion. Then the dākṣīṇa offers worship from arghya to dīpa to the mūlabera, to Viralakṣṭī and to the utsavabera icons (50b-55a). Whatever merit comes from the act of dīpadāna-rites faithfully performed over a year's period can be acquired by doing this festival during the fifteen days prescribed during the caturmāsa-period (55b-60a).

XXVI. श्रीश्रीकृष्णद्वाराकास्तादिप्रायास्चल्लविधान  
"Concerning Expiatory Rites"

When a temple falls into disrepair, when idols become damaged, when a holy place becomes defiled, when lapses occur in daily worship, etc.—in all such cases penances must be attended to in order to rectify the damages done. The methods of doing these expiatory rites usually entail use of water (in saviprakṣaṇa-sprinklings and/or snapana-baths), fire-offerings (i.e., homa and/or havis), the chanting of mantras, the reinstatement of regular worship and the liberal feeding of brahmans. Specific examples of damages and the various remedies for them are given one after another throughout the chapter (1-100). A good deal of attention is given to the specific prāyaścittas appropriate to specific icons—Śeṣa, Cakra, Taṁrakṣa, et al.

XXVII. मरণादिप्रायास्चल्लविधि  
"Expiatory Rites When Death or other Calamities Take Place"
When defilements or damages come to towns, cities, wells, people, etc.—even when minor mistakes and errors in behavior and deportment are made—then certain expiatory rites may and must be done. Murder, suicide, childbirth, family deaths—according to where it happens (at home, abroad, in a temple, in the streets) and to whom (to brahmins, Vedic scholars, relatives)—all have their specific expiations (1-27a). When an expiation of a community-nature must be undertaken, śāntihoma is to be done in a temple (27b-38a); when an expiation is to be done for an idol, due to pollution by a death in the temple for example, an elaborate samśrokaṇa-rite must be done in an especially built maṇḍapa-pavilion (38b-73).

**XXVIII. स्नापनविधि**

"Rules for Bathing (the Idol)"

Bathing of the deity must be done as an expiatory measure whenever a mistake in the regular and/or in the occasional liturgies occurs [see preceding chapter]; also it is to be done should the paviṭārohana-‘garlanding’ ceremonies [see adhy. XXIII, above] or should the damanaṇopaṇa-offerings be ill-done, as well as whenever kalhārotaṇava-celebrations are undertaken. Indeed, bathing of the deity is done as part of any routine and of all optional sites (1-12). How it is to be done is outlined (13-26a); and snapana-bathing is to be followed by dhūpa, dipa, nīrājana, and offering betel-nut to the deity. When these things are done the water which was used is to be sipped, and this act gives to the performer the fruits of 10 million yūgas. Other fruits are also described. The snapana-bathing rites are concluded by offering a handful of flowers at the feet of God and by offering a mahāhavis-offering (26b-32).

**XXIX. उत्पापान्तिविधि**

"Concerning Calamities and their Pacification"

The expiatory remedies for various calamities, etc., continue to be listed. When an earthquake strikes a village, the temple icon and the domestic idols are to be favored by special liturgies, the entire village is to be sprinkled with sanctified water, and other elaborate rituals are enjoined (1-45). When fire breaks out, the rectification ceremonies are similar, but the central activities this time are prokṣana-libations with ghee (46-57a). When lightning hits various objects in a temple or elsewhere, the proper thing to do again involves prokṣana—this time with water (57b-67a). When the earth opens up and swallows buildings and people, various homas are enjoined and pots containing water are arranged (for a prokṣana) (67b-75). When astrological wonders are observed by day, certain elaborate evening rites are begun and continued through the next two days wherein many homas are done; as a culminating act in this
Präyaścitta-cycle, proksaṇa is done throughout the village, etc. (76-131). [It should be noted that all the prescribed rites are elaborate and include the construction of special maṇḍapa-pavilions, arrangements of pots, the ritual sprouting of seedlings, sacramental bathing of idols, liberal feeding of brahmins, etc.]

XXX. अन्तर्यागविधान

Antaryāgavidhāna (43-1/2 śls.)

"Concerning Internal, Silent Worship"

So far all attention has been focused on external forms of worship; this chapter turns to internal sacrifice [antaryāga]. The first thing to be done is prāṇāyāma-breathing exercises, during which meditation of the "Immortal" is to be done by means of uttering a particular mantra—thus making the body a pure place for Viṣṇu to inhabit (1-14a). The pañcagavya-mixture is then discussed: how made, how used, etc. (14b-37). The closing slokas (38-44a) list auspicious days and constellations, etc.

XXXI. मुद्राविधान

Mudrāvidhāna (58 śls.)

"Concerning Ritual Hand-Gestures"


XXXII. प्रायासित

Prāyaścitta (19 śls. [inc.])

"Expiations"

Expiations must be undertaken at a number of different times—when there is a mistake in routine worship, a mistake in occasional worship, or a mistake in optional worship. For example, a mistake may occur in the pājā, or at (some point during) a festival, or in the bathing-rites of an icon, or during the fire-rites, etc. (1-7). Usually proksaṇa is sufficient to be done, followed by reconsecration of the idol (8-9). But when certain calamities befall, śānti is to be done, followed by a festival celebration which includes flag-hoisting ceremonies and so forth. When, for these proksaṇa-purposes, an utsavabimba-icon is not available then the snapanabimba-icon may be used; if that, too, is not available, then the baltibimba-icon is to be used. (The closing slokas of this version turn to answering the question of how to celebrate the appearance of God on a river-bank, etc., with an appropriate form of nityotsava—10-19).
CRITICAL NOTES:—

As already noted in the Description, above, the three manuscripts available to us all contained lapses at the end of ch. XX and the beginning of ch. XXI as well as in the middle of ch. XXIII. There may also be a lapse at the end of ch. XXIV. The major part of the work—chs. I through XXIX appear to form a continuous, integral narrative. However, the miscellaneous nature of chs. XXX and XXXI and the redundant nature of ch. XXXII when compared with the foregoing contents of chs. XXVI-XXVII lead one to suspect that the final three chapters may be later interpolations added to rectify an otherwise abrupt ending of an earlier version. In any case, the final three chapters deserve critical scrutiny.

In comparing the Adyar ms. 10. J. 24 (D. Nag./paper) and the version in MT. 2936 (Telugu/paper), it should be noted that while most chapters are fairly similar chs. XI, XIII and XVI yield significant, supplementary readings. Other available manuscripts may be found in Srīraṅgam in the private collections of Arcaka Krishnaswamy Iyengar (Grantha/paper) and of N. Rangaraja Bhatta (Grantha/leaf), as well as at the Oriental Library at Tirupati, No. 1817 (D. Nag.) and elsewhere.

Because a work called Utsavasamgraha (MGOML R. 3286) quotes a chapter 16 from a “Mārkaṇḍeya-samhitā” — on damaṇḍopanavidhi — the inference may be drawn, since no chapter in the present Mārkaṇḍeya-samhitā deals with this subject (let alone ch. XVI), that there may have been two works of this name. It may be noted that Schrader in Introduction to the Pāñcarātra... (p. 9.) suggested this same thing on other grounds. No additional chapters of the “other” work have yet been collected.
## ADDENDUM

### LIST OF PĀṆCAṆĀTRA SAMHITĀS MENTIONED IN MĀRKĀṆḌEYA SAMHITĀ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mārkaṇḍeya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Pārśada S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Nārādiya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Viśvāmitra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Vainateya S. [cf. 26, below]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Garuḍa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Kāśyapa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Paṅgala S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Vāsiṣṭha S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Puśkala S. [cf. 47, below]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Sāttvata [cf. 48, below]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Sanaka S. [cf. 49, below]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Viśṇusiddhānta S. [cf. 27, below]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Pādma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Padmodbhava S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Vihagendra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Vāruṇa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Āgneya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Vāmana S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Śulaka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Pārśada S. [cf. 2, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Pāramaisvarya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Pārāśara S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Viśvaksena S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Vainateya S. [cf. 5, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Viśṇusiddhānta [cf. 13, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Śrī Viṣṇutilaka S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Lakṣmītilaka S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Mūla S. (sc.: Śūla S. ?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Śrī Bhāgavata S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Iśvara S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Kaubera S. [cf. 18, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Viṣṇu A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Māyā S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>Śaṅkhya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>Saṅkarṣaṇa S. [cf. 77, below]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>Pradyumna S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>Brahmanārada S. [- Brahma S, and Nārada S.]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>Umāmaheśvara S. (&quot;conversation between Indra and Śukra&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>Dattātreya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>Varāha S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>Śukra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>Trailokyamohana S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>Parama S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>Dhanaṇijaya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>Puśkala S. [cf. 10, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>Sattva S. [cf. 11, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>Sanaka S. [cf. 12, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>Sanatkumāra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>Satya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>Sāttvata S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>Śaunakiya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>Puṣṭi Tantra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>Dākṣa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>Mārīca S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>Hārīta S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>Yogahṛdaya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>Madhusaṅgraha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>Auśāna S. [cf. 60;]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>Uśāna S. [also 43= same ?]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>Dattātreya S. [cf. 41, above]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>Vaihāyasa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Addendum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Bhārgava S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Parapuruṣa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Bhāradvāja S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Yājñavalkiya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Gautamiya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Dūrvāsa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Kṛṣṇa S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Nārasiṁha S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Hayagrīva S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Pulastya S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Dattātreya S.</td>
<td>cf. 62, 41, above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Śarva S. ( Sarvārhyā? Īṣvara? )</td>
<td>cf. 37, above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Mihira S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Saṅkarṣaṇa S.</td>
<td>cf. 37, above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Mahāsanatkumāra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Viśva S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Śālaka S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Śārvarya S. [ sc.: Śārvadhya S. ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Āgneya S. [ cf. 19, above ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Puṣṭi Tantra [ cf. 54, above ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Mahātāntra S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Śaunakiya S. [ cf. 53, above ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Vira S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Prāceta S. [ cf. 17, above (sym.) ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Vāmana S. [ cf. 20, above ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Rāghava S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Kṛṣṇa S. [ cf. 70, above ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Śabarā S. [ or = Kṛṣṇaśābara S. ? ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

("... worship of the Lord Hari is in the form of 108 tantras. They all separately lead to emancipation. I have dictated to you this mantra as has been dictated to me by my forefathers. The order of these tantras has been unfolded to you in detail. Some ways have been mentioned, some not [ anuktamuktamevaṁ ] to you; find it out yourself those ( both the told and the untold.") I: 55b-57.")
Introductory Remarks—

Śrī-vaiṣṇavism is so-called because of the ascendant role that Śrī, the Goddess who is the Consort of Viṣṇu, occupies in its theology and piety. In the works of the Pāṇcarātrāgama we find a variety of treatments afforded to Śrī or Lakṣmi—in some cases she is merely one among the Lord's constant attendants, in others chief among His retinue, in others co-equal and co- eternal with Him, and in at least one work the Source from which the Lord Himself gains His energies. The work under consideration here, the Lakṣmi-Tantra, is unusual in that it is perhaps the only samhitā of the canon exclusively devoted to Lakṣmi.*

The Lakṣmi-Tantra is unusual in another regard as well. It is one of the few texts that gives so much attention to the so-called “jnāna” concerns (viz., chs. I-XX)—treating as we rarely find elsewhere so elaborately done the involutions and evolutions of creation at its various stages, and of ultimate principles, etc. By the same token, this book is also unusual in that it has such scant treatment of the so-called “kriyā” concerns, that is, the practical concerns that identify the outlooks of priests and directors of temple-building programs, etc., that typify the bulk of the Pāṇcarātrāgama literature.

In one regard, however, the Lakṣmi-Tantra strikes a familiar note. That is in the prolonged sections (chs. XXI-XXXIII, XLII-L et passim) given over

* The position that she occupies here is not consistent and clear: at times she seems to be at least co-equal and identical with the Lord; at other times she seems to be presented as chief among His forms. Evidence may be easily adduced from the text to support arguments favoring either interpretation.
to the subject of mantras, their composition, analysis and application. Yet even here there is an atypical note struck—in that the mantras treated are addressed only to selected powers identified with Lākṣmī and her close associates, and in that the dīkṣā-initiation rites giving the aspirant access into the arcana lore of mantras is so summarily treated (see chs. XXI, XLI-XLIV). Only very few sections are given over to "worship," and even here the emphasis seems to be on an individual, contemplative type of devotional discipline rather than upon the performance of public liturgical routines (see chs. XXXIV-XL).

All in all, the Lākṣmī-Tantra, while of some interest for its unique theological perspectives and for its esoteric discussions of the "Tārikā"-cluster of mantras, is not to be taken as a work representative of the genre. It is absent—perhaps in the context of our foregoing remarks, not too surprisingly—from most of the lists of canonical titles. Its name appears only in the Viśvāmitra (50/108) and the Viṣṇu Tantra (62/154) lists. * However, a "Lākṣmī-Tantra" was quoted by Vedānta Deśika as well as by his Saivite contemporary Appayya Dīkṣīta; it was also quoted as a Pāñcarātra authority by the Saivite Bāṅskara Dīkṣīta. These quotations at least attest to its authoritative in the canon during the period around the 13th and 14th centuries. While it has also been quoted and excerpted in a number of later works, attesting to its continued status in the corpus, there is no evidence that permits us to go back beyond the post-Rāmānuja period of Pāñcarātra creativity. In fact, the few other available clues for dating the work point to a confirmation that the work is the product of the post-Rāmānuja period. **

As it comes to us it is a work of slightly more than 3600 ślokas divided into some 57 chapters (assuming that the seven chapters added cautiously as an Appendix to the recent Adyar edition are authentic). The narrative framework (in chs. I and LVII) *** has Atri telling his wife what some sages once heard from Nārada who, in turn, relates what Indra heard from Śrī. Most of the chapters mention only Indra and Śrī as speakers.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शाख्यावाचर Śāstravatāra (61 śls.)

"The Transmission of the Teaching"

---

* The name "Lākṣmītilakā" is found in Puruṣottama (30/106); "Lākṣmīnāraya" appears in Viṣṇu-Tantra (46/154) but that would duplicate the "Lākṣmī-Tantra" entry if it were admitted to refer to the work at hand; the names "Śrī" and derivations from it appear on lists also only in duplication of the already mentioned titles.

** See, for example, ch. XVIII where "Sarapāgati/nyāsa" is discussed; cf. ch. L. Also, Pāñcarātra piety by this time seems to have been equated (chiefly?) with maintaining the "pañchakāla" observances—a stance typical of works of this post-Rāmānuja period.

*** The scene is in the Western Ghats, reminiscent of the Sāttvatasamhitā which is mentioned by name in chs. I; 21 and XLIX: 149.
Atri (3-9) is requested by his wife, Anasūyā, to tell of the greatness of the goddess Lakṣmi (10-16). In his reply, he says that Nārada once gave (17-54) this same instruction to the sages on Malaya mountain of the Western Ghats—the sage Nārada quoting what the penitential Indra was once told by Śrī Herself (55-61). It is noteworthy that here [see śl. 43b-44a] Śrī is considered to be as inseparable from Nārāyaṇa as the moonlight is from the moon. Also the connection of this teaching with the Śatikā Samhitā (q.v.) is suggested [in śl. 2r] in that it is transmitted at the same place, the Malaya mountain of the Western Ghats, by Nārada to the same group of sages.

II. Ādīravyakāśa

“Suddhamargapraṇāsha

“The Emergence of the Unalloyed Ranges (of Being)”

The chapter opens with a description (by Śrī) of the Paramātman-form known as (the transcendent) Vāsudeva, of her intimate [tādāmya] relationship to Him and thus her own greatness, omnipotence, omniscience, etc. as His Śakti (1-25). The Lord in His own essence is jñāna; the attributes associated with this essence, however, are six—namely, jñāna (īchā), sakti, bala, aīśvarya, vīrya, and tejas. The characteristics of these six are given (27-36). Pure creation [suddhāsṛṣṭi] begins with the appearance of (the demiurge) Vāsudeva who is absolute quality-without qualities [abhīiyakta/anabhīiyakta] and is the “para” form of the Lord. Then follow the emergence in order and increasing activity (see ch. III, below), of the three Vyūha-forms: Saṁkarṣaṇa, who combines jñāna and bala and who controls pralaya; Pradyumna, who combines aīśvarya and vīrya and who controls creations [upatti]; and Aniruddha, who combines sakti and tejas and who controls preservation [sihiti]. These four together contribute the range of Pure Creation—hence are called cāturāṣṭra (37-61).*

III. Ādīvavyakāśa

“Emergence of the Three Guṇas”

The origin of jñāna comes from sattva (which combines with bala to form Saṁkarṣaṇa), of aīśvarya (which combines with vīrya to form Pradyumna) from rajas, and of sakti (which combines with tejas to form Aniruddha) from tamas—thus the three guṇas are underlying qualities of the three Vyūha-forms of Saṁkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna and Aniruddha (1-9). But in Pure Creation these three guṇas are not enunciated. However, Gross Creation is characterised by the gradual articulation of these three forces. At the time, while the difference between Pure and Gross Creation may be expressed thus one may also see it as the difference between the Protecting Lord and His Protected Creation, between Eater (enjoyer) and Eaten (enjoyed), between Vidyā (wisdom) and Avidyā

* Note that in ch. 51, below, the fourth Vyūha is said to be Keśava, et. al.
(ignorance) (10-20). The differences between the Pure and Gross states are further explained in that the former is characterized by the qualities cit-śakti and bhokt-śakti, while the latter is characterized by the three qualities of bhoga, bhogopakaraṇa, and bhogasthāna (21-31). The “reason” these latter phases are created is seemingly for the purpose of creating a means for the expression of and exonoration from the claims of karma—but really it is a purposeless activity in the highest sense of the Creator’s own Pleasure (32-37).

IV. महालक्ष्मिसमुद्धृति Mahālakṣmīsamudbhūti (67 śls.)
“How Mahālakṣmī Came into Being”

Although Laksīmi expresses her creative energies in Saṅkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, before they ever came into being as Viśudeva (1-12). As Viśudeva, Laksīmi existed simultaneously as the six guṇas; in her forms as the three Vyūhas, she exists emphatically in complements of these six qualities paired off in their peculiar ways, and thus in these combinations she acts directly as pralayākārā and sāstropadeśakārā, as sṛṣṭikārā and śāstrocārāka and ṣāstraṇakārā and śāstraphalaniivāhaka (13-20 [with the help of commentator’s notes in Adyar edition]). But even these various forms she takes are eternal (21-26). Moreover, she exists in a twelve-fold mode as the activating power in Keśava, et. al., as well as the abiding and sanctifying power in arcā-forms (27-31).* Since she is Pure Activity itself it is not surprising that she participates and co-ordinates all the activities and interactivities of the entire creation as it involves by means of the dynamic interaction of the guṇas, etc. Whatever Form she assumes, whatever weapons she wields, by whatever name she is called, these are explained** in terms of how she is the overseer, protector, pervader, etc. of all creation (32-67).

V. प्रक्रितस्वशिष्टि प्रक्रितस्वशिष्टि Prakṛtasvāṣṭiprakāśa (85 śls.)
“The Chapter Revealing How Prakṛti Creates”

In this chapter Laksīmi speaks of her forms and activities when each of one of the three guṇas dominates. When rajo-guṇa characterizes her being she appears as Maḥāśrī who, with Pradyumna, creates Viśuci (Brahmā) or Datta along with Śrī; when tamo-guṇa characterizes her being she appears as Maḥāmāyā who, with Saṅkarṣaṇa, creates Rudra or Śaṅkara along with Trayī; and when sattva-guṇa characterizes her being, she appears as Maḥāvidya who, with Aniruddha, creates Viṣṇu with Trayī, etc., along with Gaurī. Of these generations, the following creatively conjoin: Viśuci with Trayī, Rudra with Gaurī

* Note that no mention of the antaryāmin mode is given here as is typically found in other Pāñcarātra theological expositions at this point.

** Iconographically, Śrī is to be understood as that which is symbolized in depictions of Sarasvatī, et. al.
and Viṣṇu with Śrī—and up to this point this is called the first stage of creation (I-14). The second stage of creation comes when the first couple [Virāṇi and Trayā] produce a cosmic egg only to have it destroyed by Rudra and Gaurī; thereupon the first couple produce another cosmic egg (having at its center Pradhāna), which Viṣṇu and Śrī take upon themselves to protect (15-17). The third stage of creation is when Viṣṇu takes the Primal Germ [pradhāna] and, placing it and Himself on the cosmic waters goes to sleep—during which period there grows from His navel, a lotus bearing Brahmā and Trayā (18-23).

Indra asks here about kāla-time and whether it relates to cit or acīt. He is told that it is a part of acīt, that it possesses the śadgūnas and that it helps Brahmā in his creation. As for the creation carried on by Brahmā, the first things produced are the subtle forms of sound [śabdātanmātra], space [sparśatanmātra], color [rāpattanmātra], etc., and their respective gross form (24-41). Then were created the sense-organs [indriya] like hearing, touch, sight, taste and smell—the products of the ahamkāras, themselves of three varieties. In addition to the above jñānendriyas, there are, along with mind, the five karmendriyas of speech, hands, feet, generative organ and semen. All of these are Lākṣmī's śakti-forces. How these relate to each other and to the whole of creation is given in detail (42-78).

All these preceding evolutes had been within the cosmic egg. Then Prajāpati arose and produced Virāṭpurāṇa, and from this four-faced being came Manu. From Manu came the Mānavas, from whom in turn came Marici and others. And from them came the world of living men as we know it (79-85).

**VI. प्रसंगप्रकाश सात्कोषाप्रकाशा (45 śls.)**

"Concerning the Six Kośas"

In this chapter Lākṣmī attempts to identify herself with each of the six kośas—śaṁkikośa (5-14), māyākośa (15-19), prastāikośa (20-22), prakṛikośa (23), brahmāndakośa (24a) and jīvadehakośa (24b). These six may be analyzed into two groups: the first forming a group by itself and characterized by the eternal presence of Mahāviṣṇu with His three guṇas; the other group comprises the remaining five jīvas from gods to flora, all subject to rebirth. Lākṣmī pervades all these jīvas—and is more or less present according to her will (25-41a). To Indra’s question about them, Lākṣmī enumerates the 25 tattvas (41b-45).

**VII. प्रमार्करणप्रकाश Pramārkaṇa-prakāśa (48 śls.)**

"Concerning the Role of La’ṣmī as Instrument and as ‘knower (Measurer-Maker)’"

The 25 tattvas mentioned in the preceding chapter are now briefly described in a reverse order (I-17). As the supreme ‘knower (Maker-Measurer)"
Pramātā, Lakṣmī says that she has four forms—Śānyamāyāpramātā, Prā-
manāyāpramātā, Asṭāśatūripramātā and another one which is not named at this
point 18-24); (however, when she chooses under the influence of māyā not to
manifest her jñāna-and-kriyā, she takes three forms—jñānasāṃkoca, kriyāsāṃkoca
and suvarāpasāṃkoca (25-26); she may also choose to appear in her two-fold or
her single form—but these have already been mentioned, she says (27). Having
so far described her outer appearance and effect, she now turns to describe her
essential being and its inner motivation. This is described in terms of various
levels of knowledge [manas/purusa] seeking after their various objects
—being a description of the dynamics of pure Mind on action, variously analyzed,
labelled and characterized (28-42).

To Indra’s question, Lakṣmī says that the objects to be known [prameya]
are two-fold—external objects to be perceived on the one hand, and internal
feeling like duḥkha and sukha to be experienced. Lakṣmī stands in each man
as the instrument and means [karaṇa] for this knowledge (43-48).

VIII. केत्त्व्यतारात्मकावा ।
Lakṣmyavatārapraṇāśa

“Concerning the Avalāra-aspects of Lakṣmī”

Just as the forms of Nārāyaṇa—as Paravyūha-Vāsudeva and as Saṁkar-
śaṇa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha—always has His śakti-power as an integral
part of His Being, so Lakṣmī is always and for ever to be associated with
Nārāyaṇa and His forms (1-15). With Aniruddha, she is Kamalā; with Nārā-
yaṇa, the Śaktiśa, in his 2-armed and 4-armed aspects, as well as with other
forms—she has other names and aspects (16-50).

IX. केत्त्व्यतारात्मकावा ।
Kevalāvatārapraṇāśa

“Concerning Her separate Descents”

Although she is “never” separated from the Lord, there are nonetheless
“some times” when she takes birth by herself for the benefit of the world. The
outline stories of these various avalāra-forms are then given: her descent as
Mahiṣāsurasamrāti (I-14), as Mahākāli (15-19), Kauśikī (20-27), Sunandā
(28-29), Raktadantikā (30-32), Śākambhari (33-36), Durgā (37-38), Bhimā
(39-40) and Bhramaśī (41-43). Any person who knows of these various forms
Lakṣmī takes—yet comprehending her immutable bond with the Lord—will
appreciate immense spiritual and worldly rewards (44-59).

X. परस्याहप्रकाश ।
Paravyūhapraṇāśa

“Concerning the Supreme and (other) Modes (of Being)”

The chapter opens with Indra’s question about the various forms the Lord
has taken along with Lakṣmī. After some general observations (4-11), the
Paravyūha-form [Vāsudeva] is first described (12-18a, 27b-34) with some special remarks on the Para-form in its three stages of susupti (18-21), svapna (22-25) and jāgrat (26-27a). Then Saṅkarṣaṇa’s form is described (31b-33), followed by a description of Pradyumna and Aniruddha together (34-41). These three forms, plus the fourth, each in its triple staged manifestation, are all part of the Lord (42-44).

XI. विभवप्रकाश Vibhavaprajasa

“Concerning Divine Manifestations”

Lakṣmī first describes how, although the Lord gets all the credit for His vyūha-forms and for His other manifestations, it is really She who is responsible for their appearance (1-8). The four vyūhas all have to undergo the four-fold process [note: one more category is thus added here to the preceding chapter’s analysis] of turyādi to susupti to svapna to jāgrat (9-10). The unity behind these four vyūhas is “Viśākhārūpa” who, having made Himself into four, then also proceeds to make Himself into various vibhava forms (11-18)—and there are 38 names listed as among those vibhava forms (19-25). These various forms of “Viśākhārūpa” are as the branches of a tree—and the six guṇas which characterize the source also pervade the weapons, persons, etc., of the many forms (26-37). Lakṣmī again says that she and the Lord are absolutely inseparable (38-39).

Indra wants to know why there is any division of the Lord at all into other forms. She answers that it is for the benefit of mankind that this is done. But Indra is insistent and proposes that the benefit could as well come in One Form of the Lord, and Lakṣmī replies (43-54) that He takes various forms so that He may be comprehended by each of the many types of jīvas according to their pūnya-induced present state of understanding.

XII. शक्तिप्रकाश Śaktiprajasa

“Concerning Śakti-Powers”

Indra asks how she, being essentially cit-śakti, is able to affect jīva? He also wants to know what are the pains [kleśa] of jīva, and how many there are of these? He also inquires about the activities [karman] of jīvas, and how many there are of these? Further he asks about the ideas [ādhyā] of jīvas, and how many are there of these? (1-3).

She replies first about her own nature which, being universal, has the dual aspect of active-passive, eater-eaten, enjoyer-enjoyed, mover-moved, etc. (4-7). As for the kleśas, she appreciates them, as she experiences them according to her pleasure, but being immutable, the answer is that primarily she causes the jīvas to experience kleśa without herself becoming involved. The kleśas are
five—tamas, moha, mahāmoha, tāmisra and avidyā (8-12)—and these are explained thus in their inter-relating and casual relationships (13-27). As for karmans and their effects, these are only briefly discussed (28-31); the same is true of the āśaya-ideas and their varieties (32-35). Both of these are outgrowths of the preceding and all these effects are directly or indirectly controlled by Lakṣmī in her various srṣṭi-, sīhī-, and sanāhāra-śaktī energies (36-58a)—3 of her 5 sakti-powers.

XIII. जीवस्वारुपाणुग्रहाप्रकाश जीवस्वारुपाणुग्रहाप्रकाश (40 śls.)

“Concerning Her Gracious Power and Her Form as jīva”

One of her saktis not explained in much detail in the preceding chapter—viz., her anugraha-śakti, by which she blesses people—is here explained (1-15).

Then Indra asks her to explain more about her cit-śakti energy, and the form it takes as jīva. At this point, some (rather appealing) images and ideas are adduced in her answer by which she illustrates how, as the Wisdom of the Lord and as His Active Self, she is able to move Unity to a voluntary multiplicity. Although the jīvas are as but facets of the whole, yet their brilliance flashes occasionally as a reflection of the One behind their being; still, they are but truncated forms of it (16-39a). Even the fact that Lakṣmī can be comprehended at all is part of her own doing—but for the rationale behind this condescension and self-limitation we must read on in the next chapter! (39b-40).

XIV. लक्ष्मीस्वारुपाप्रकाश लक्ष्मीस्वारुपाप्रकाश (58 śls.)

“Concerning Lakṣmī’s Own Form”

Lakṣmī says that she is both Knower [jñātā] and known [jñeya], hence she can be reflected in the intellects of human beings whose comprehension is limited. The entire epistemological process, indeed, is due to the fact that Lakṣmī so wills for man to be able to think on her. The bulk of the chapter (1-58) is concerned with discussing how the object of knowledge, which is in one sense different from the knower, is accommodated to the mind of the knower. Once again is ascribed to Lakṣmī the facility to effect this identification between that which is to be known and him who knows. The logic of the argument here is to demonstrate that all things known and knowable lead back to Lakṣmī, who is—in this regard—pure Knowledge, its Source and its object as well as the dynamic operating between these.

XV. उपायप्रकाश उपायप्रकाश (36-1/2 śls.)

“Revelation of the Means for Salvation”

Indra asks about the means that will please Lakṣmī and lead finally to mokṣa (1-7). Once again she stresses her unity with the Lord before saying that the best means to salvation is a discriminating knowledge of the four steps
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[upāya] that lead to her—namely by observing the karmas prescribed by the śāstras for one's particular caste and life-stage (18-19); by maintaining the sarvātyāga-attitude in whatever one does (be it in mantras, deeds, rewards or credit) as an offering to the divine beings (20-23a); by perceiving the truths of common, discursive and ultimate knowledge [saṁkhya] (23b-37a); and by yoga.

XVI. उपायप्रकारविवरण 
Upāyapraṇāraṇavāna (43 Śls.)

“Explanation of the Means to Salvation”

This chapter continues to discuss what the foregoing chapter began. Continuing the ultimate category of saṁkhya-knowledge, there is a discussion of the mahat-tattva (1-4), followed by an explanation of the evolution of ahamkara-tattva (5-25). Then (26-29), in a section relating to the discursive knowledge mentioned before, it is pointed out that even this is Lakṣmī's gift. Then—what was not explained at all in the preceding chapter is taken up here—it is pointed out that yoga is of two kinds, samādhi and saṁyama. These are given particular meanings by Lakṣmī (30-41). The final thing taken up is a further expansion on the sarvatāyāga-concept of selflessly dedicating oneself to the Goddess (42-43).

XVII. रहस्योपायप्रकार
Rahasyopāyapraṇāka (107-1/2 Śls.)

“Concerning the Secret Means”

After the usual protestations by Lakṣmī concerning her identification with the Lord in all His forms, she points out that His [Her?] Feet are the goal of all creatures (1-36). For man in his present state, she says, the best way thither is to practise nyāsa or saranāgati (37-56), which itself is explained further in its attitudinal and habitual peculiarities (57-63) and in its six different modes (66-74) and other characteristics (to 107). Even a person who chooses this way, however, must also worship Lakṣmī by means of a mantra-form having once obtained dīkṣā (108a).

XVIII. मन्त्रस्तरस्यपकथय
Mantrasvarūpakathana (51½ Śls.)

“Nature of the Mantra”

Indra asks to know more about this mantra and other matters concerning its use etc. (1-10a). Her answer commences by discussing about Sound itself, of which a mantra is the gross form; and just a Sound is identified with Brahman so that the mantra conveys the gross form Vāsudeva (1ob-30). Indeed, all things like Śāstras, Vedas etc., have their origin as sabda-sound (31-43). Then, turning to mantras, she defines a “mantra” as that which protects the knower of it (44). There are several kinds of mantras—and they all can give worldly pleasure or release, depending on how one employs them (45-52a).
XIX. वणोतप्तिनिपञ्चमणि "Varṇotpattinirūpāṇa" (46 šls.)

"A Discussion of the Origin of all Letters"

Lakṣmī in this chapter proceeds to tell how she is the source and creator of all the vowels and letters of the alphabet. [There is a somewhat forced attempt to identify the letters "ka-" to "ma-" of the alphabet with the tattvas, certain other letters with 4 of the 8 steps of yoga, etc.] (1-46).

XX. वणाध्वां "Varṇādhwā" (52 šls.)

"The Way (of Perceiving Truth) through Letters"

God can be known through various ways [adhwā] and one of these is by means of varṇa-letters and sounds. It is Lakṣmī who comes out of the Lord as the sound-energy [śabdāśakti] in order to save the world; at first an indistinct monotone, clever men now are able to perceive her in the Sound of letters. In turn, these letters are classified into the tattvas, the four vyākhas, gods and goddesses, etc. (1-52).

XXI. गुरुशिश्वालक्षण "Guruśisyalakṣaṇa" (41½ šls.)

"Characteristics of Preceptors and of Aspirants"

Just as one can approach God by the way of artful living [kalādhwā] so also one may master the letters and sounds as they are found in the bija, pīṇḍa, sanāyā, and pada elements of mantras (1-16a). To help one into the complex understanding of the mantras, a guru-teacher is necessary. The prerequisites of such a teacher are given (30-36), as well as indications concerning who is suitable for receiving such instruction (37-42a).

XII. पदेष्ठवमन्त्रस्तरः "Śaḍadhvamantrasvarūpa" (39½ šls.)

"Mantras Explained as Having Six Stages"

Indra asks to know about mantra, whether some are superior, others inferior, etc. (1-2). There are six stages [adhvā] in which Lakṣmī in her mantra-form makes her appearance (3-11). Each of these—namely varṇamayādhwā, Kalādhwā, tattvādhwā, mantramayādhwā, padādhwā and bhuvanamayādhwā—are successively explained (12-27). By comprehending mantras, and what they reflect about reality and Lakṣmī’s intimate role in it, a man attains all things (28-31).

In answer to Indra’s question, there are said to be three classes of mantras—superior (as in Pāñcarātra), middling (as in Vedas), and inferior (as in śāstras) (32-36). Another classification is given according to the mantras being with or without bija, etc. (37-38).
XXIII. मात्रकारकाः

"Concerning the Alphabet of letters"

In a purified spot on the floor, where worship is to be done, clay is smeared and a cakra or lotus motif is drawn (I-12). Then follow technical directions for fixing the letters in specified places in the motif (13-20). This motif with the letters is the "Body of Ishvara," and each letter corresponds to a particular limb or feature of that Body (21-29). [Note: This is to prove the key for understanding directions for composing mantras in subsequent chapters.] Then follow instructions for performing pūjā to the varṇamātrkā or the body of letters or the Alphabet (30-33). The chapter ends (36-38) by naming seven mantras of importance: "Tāra," "Tārikā," "Anulārikā," "Jagadyonī," "Pradyumna," "Sārasvatī," "Mahālakṣmī."

XXIV. ताराप्रकाश

"The 'Tāra'-Mantra Explained"

How to compose the "Tāra"-mantra [OM] by using the varṇacakra-design is given (I-7). Then follows a lengthy and elaborate explanation of the cosmic symbolism of each element of this mantra (8-22), followed by a brief description of how it is to be offered in worship and how it is to be taught, etc. (25-52a). The "prasāda"-mantra [Ham], the "samjña"-mantra [Hamsa], the "astra"-mantra, the "paramātma"-mantra [So'ham], the four—"pāda"-mantras—these are all discussed briefly (52b-79a).

XXV. तारिकामन्त्रप्रकाश

"Explanation of the 'Tārikā'-Mantra"

This chapter deals with the method of composing the "Tārikā"-mantra, which mantra helps the faithful to cross over the ocean of saṁsāra. The directions for giving names of God to each of the letters in the varṇacakra-motif are given (2-35). Then it is related how to compose the "Tārikā"-mantra (36-44). Other names by which the same mantra is known—"Pāmna," "Mahālakṣmī," "Tāra," "Gaurī," "Hṛślekhā," etc. — are then mentioned (45-47).

Then the "Anulārikā"-mantra is similarly, but much more briefly, discussed, with directions given for its composition (48-52a).

XXVI. सप्तविधायप्रकाश

"Elucidation of the Sevenfold Wisdom"

Indra asks to know the difference between the "Tārikā" and the Anulārikā mantras (1-2). An eulogy of the "Tāra-(ka)", "Tārikā", and Anulārikā mantras is offered (3-12), in which certain distinctions are made between
them—each of these being respectively reflecting the emergent energies from the Lord’s quiescent to His active, creative stage. Further esoteric reflections about the nature of sound and its analogous emergence from subtle to gross to principle are given (13-27a). Then the remaining four “bija”-mantras are listed and briefly discussed—“Jagadyoni,” “Pradyumna,” “Sarasvatī,” and “Mahālakṣmi”—with brief directions for composing them with help from the varṇacakra motif (27b-43).

XXVII. सदाचारप्रकाश सदाचारप्रकाश (49 śls.)

“Concerning Proper Behavior (in regard to Mantra Usage)”

First there is Indra’s question concerning the further rules of the “Tārikā”-mantra which brings a description of how to construct the “Hīlekha”-mantra—which is a slight variant on the “Tārikā” (1-16) [cf. XXV: 36-44, above]. Indeed, there are at least five variations on the “Tārikā”-mantra like this, where a visarga or a letter is taken away or changed in the construction of the mantra (17-24). These methods are to be taught to an initiate (25-27), and after he has received this instruction, he must thereafter conduct himself in ways appropriate to his new status and in ways that will maintain his purity and worthiness to retain the mantra (28-49).

XXVIII. सदाचारप्रकाश सदाचारप्रकाश (59 śls.)

“Concerning Proper Behavior (cont’d.)”

A Pāncarātra brahmin should observe the duties that relate to each of the pāṇcakāla periods of the day—starting with abhigamana (1-23), moving on then to upādāna (24-25), ājyā (26-28), svādhyāya (29-37a) and yoga (37b-50). The chapter closes with an eulogy of those who observe these five clusters of pious activities daily throughout their lives (51-59).

XXIX. अग्रिसोविभगप्रकाश अग्रिसोविभगप्रकाश (71 śls.)

“Concerning the ‘Agniśoma’ components”

Indra asks to know about the “Agniśoma” components of the “Tārikā”-mantra complex (1-2). Lakṣmī explains that the Agni-part of the “Agniśoma”-mantra reflects her own bright and active nature [kriyāśakti] in the form of Śūrya—perceived in various ways in mundane fire and all that it effects, as well in the sky (lighting) (3-32a), and also within man’s digestive tract (32b-35). The Soma-part of the mantra is a reflection of the moon in the sky, the medicinal herbs on the earth, and a special nerve in the human body (36-41). Further this variant of the “Tārikā”-mantra also reflects or is reflected in Sudarśana’s power (42-54). But Sudarśana, of course, has his own mantra—and the method for constructing it is given (55-71) in terms of its bija and piṇḍa aspects.
XXX. क्रियाशक्तिप्रकाशः  

Kriyāśakti-prakāsha  (65 śls.)

"Concerning the Activating Power (In the 'Sudarśana-mantra')"

In this chapter the pāda aspect of the "Sudarśana"-mantra is dealt with in terms of composing it from the Sudarśana-cakra. This six-syllable mantra is praised, detailed directions are given for steps in constructing it letter-by-letter, and explanations of its ādīvā levels of reference are suggested (1-63). The "vyāhas" of Sudarśana are Sun, Moon and Fire (64-65).

XXXI. सुदर्शनप्रकाशः  

Sudarśana-prakāsha  (82 śls.)

"Explanation of the 'Sudarśana'-Mantra"

The "Sudarśana"-mantra is further praised, and some of its "prayogic" effects are listed (1-32). The "Sudarśana-gāyatrī"-mantra is then described (33-36), followed by the Sudarśana"-mudrā (37-39). The sakti-power of the mantra may be obtained by repetition of the mantra with the mudrā-gestures accompanying it; the effect will be to kill one's enemies or to abolish impediments (40-44). The "Sudarśanaśadakṣara"-mantra is then described in terms of what is to be meditated upon during mantra-repetitions—thus yielding a description of (the iconography of?) Sudarśana (45-63). At the end, Lakṣmi identifies herself also with Sudarśana (64-82), this being one of her most extraordinary forms.

XXXII. सिहलदिप्रकाशः  

Sihalahāḍi-prakāsha  (66 śls.)

"Explanation of the Gross and other forms (of Mantras)"

Lakṣmi says that her "Tārikā"-mantra aspect has three forms—sīhala (1-11), sūkṣma (12-14), and pāra (15b-37a)—each of these in turn being analyzed into three parts. Again, stressing her unity with Viṣṇu, the preceding is echoed and each category is assigned a letter, and the process becomes increasingly complex until some 70 letters are said to comprise Lakṣmi's cosmic mantra-form (37b-52). The chapter closes with an eulogy of those who understand and practise this complex Tārikā-mantra (53-65).

XXXIII. अंगोपंगदिमन्त्रप्रकाशः  

Aṅgo-paṅgadimāntra-prakāsha  (122 śls.)

"Concerning the Various Parts comprising Mantras"

This whole chapter deals with the parts that go to make up the various "Tārikā"-mantras—the aṅgas (1-10), the upāṅgas (11-13), the alaṅkāras (14-23), the "astra"-mantra addition (24-28), the "ādāhāra"-mantra addition (29-39), the "ādāhāresa"-mantra addition (40-44), etc. (45-48). The remainder of the chapter deals with other independent mantras of the "Tārikā"-class, similar in treatment to the way the "Sudarśana"-mantra was previously (chs. XXX, XXXI, above) treated: "Kṣetreśa" and other mantras (49-60),
"Gaṇeśa" and other mantras (61-113). The chapter ends with an eulogy of those who understand and employ the mantras of the "Tārikā"-complex (114-122).

XXXIV. स्नानविधिप्रकाशा  
Snānavidhiprakāśa  
(141½ śls.)

"In Regard to Bathing Rites and other matters"

This chapter turns to mudrās, saying these gestures are to be employed on at least these occasions—during snāna-ablations, during mantranyāsa, along with maṇḍala-worship, during pratiṣṭhā of an icon, when offering vessels to the Lord, at the time of pūrṇāhuti (1-3).* The reason one uses these ritual gestures is to throw aside impediments (4). Then some 41 mudrās are named and very briefly explained (4-89).

Turning to snāna-ablations, Lakṣmī underlines their importance (90-93) and suggests how to undertake their practice. She says there are 3 varieties of snāna—jālasnāna, mantrasnāa and smṛtisnāna (i.e., by sublime meditation) in that increasing value (94-110). How to do each is given in turn (111-121, 122a, 122b-142a).

XXXV. अंगन्यासविधि  
Ānganyāsavidhi  
(81 śls.)

"Rules for 'Nyāsa'-Concentrations in Various Limbs of the Body"

The five bhūta-elements in the worshipper’s body are to be meditated upon in order to purify them; and this is done as a preliminary to silent (or any other kind of) worship. How this is to be done is given (1-51)—again employing letter-symbols to stand for the otherwise abstracted elements. The jīva-spirit is next focused upon for purification (52-54a), whereupon ānganyāsa of the mantras may be done by assigning to certain parts of the body different mantras. Thus the worshipper himself becomes invested by the powers of the mantras, and he is thus ready to commence worship by invoking God’s Presence in himself (54b-81).

XXXVI. अन्तर्यागप्रकाशा  
Antaryāgaprakāśa  
(150 śls.)

"Meditational Worship"

Continuing with the silent portions of worship, the aspirant invokes God’s Presence by employing certain yogic measures—first by calling upon and joining into his own body at appropriate places the presence of dāhāraśakti, kūrma and nāgenāra (1-31). Then on these Nārāyaṇa Himself is to be thought of as present in all His power; alongside Him will be Lakṣmī (32-67). These are to be honored by the "Puruṣāsūkta Hymn" and the "Śrī Sūkta Hymn" and the

* Inasmuch as the remaining chapters take up only the first four occasions mentioned here, can we expect that there are some additional, “lost” chapters taking up the use of mantras (hence also mudrās) during homa, etc.?
propriety as well as the method of doing these are to be understood (68-140) as one further concentrates and mentally honors these aspects of deity present in one's body. Next, mental homa should be done (141-150)—the parts of the body providing all the analogous items needed in a normal homa-offering.

XXXVII. बाह्यायगप्रकाश Bāhyāyagaparākśa (75½ ślś.)

"Concerning Overt, Liturgical Worship"

After some preliminary remarks concerning the origin and utility of bāhya-yāga-external worship, this chapter turns to the requirements of liturgical worship. First a 4-pillared mandapa should be provided (1-13), furnished with a mandala-motif with nine loti-forms [navapādamandala] (15-24). On this a pot or an icon is used, according to theāyaka's wishes, wherein the presence of God is invoked by the "Tārikh-mantras, and four other vessels filled with various materials are also provided for the liturgical purposes—arghya, aśamanīya, pādyā and snānīya (25-32). After having purified the utensils to be used in worship (23-40), various deities are to be invoked to be present for the immanent liturgical rites of worship (41-71). The last thing to do before commencing the liturgical worship is for the worshipper to honor to line of his gurus and the pīlys. Having got their permission to proceed, worshipping of Lakṣmī may commence (72-76a).

XXXVIII. बाहिर्यागप्रकाश Bahiryaagaparākśa (84½ ślś.)

"Overt Liturgical Worship (cont'd.)"

Actual rites begin with a prayer (1-2) and a "transferral" of the interiorized Viṣṇu in the aspirant’s body to the pot or icon there is effected by breathing. His presence out through the nose and simultaneously performing four particular mudrā-gestures (3-13). Invocation, followed by layayāga-contemplation of the Lord, is done (14-21), whereupon he undertakes dhyāna-contemplation of Lakṣmī (22-26) and then of Lakṣmī and Nārāyaṇa together (27-85a).

XXXIX. बाहिर्यागप्रकाश Bahiryaagaparākśa (47 ślś.)

"Overt, Liturgical Worship (cont'd.)"

After dhyāna-contemplation is over, the following order of worship is observed: mantrāsanārcana (2-4a), snānāsanārcana (4b-17), bhadrāsanārcana or alaṅkārāsanārcana (18-26a), bhojjāsanārcana (26b-30), mārāsanārcana (31), paryankāsana (32). Thereupon the pājaka silently does some japa-repetitions of mantras with the help of a rosary [akṣamālā]—and details of the construction, etc., of this rosary are given (33-47).

XL. नित्यविद्धिप्रकाश Nityavidhiparākśa (119½ ślś.)

"Regarding Rules for Daily Practices"
Continuing with the discussion of the aksamâla-rosary Laksmi tells (1-17) how it is to be sanctified for use. Also she gives a brief description of the ghanta-bell used for worship (19-29) before she returns to the daily procedures for the worship rites. In these we are given a description of homa-rites—including kunḍa-measurements (31-35), steps in the liturgy of fire-offerings, etc. (36-84). After this, concluding parts of the daily liturgy are described—lokapālakārana (85-89), pīitrāpana (90-93) and anuyāga (94-99).

The liturgical performances thus over, one should persevere the rest of the day in Vedic and śāstra recitations (100-103). The remainder of the chapter gives alternatives and concessions for all the foregoing injunctions. (104-120a).

XLII. तारामंत्रपासनाक्रम Tāramantropāsanakrama (77 ½ śl.)

"The Method of Constant Concentration on the ‘Tāra’-Mantra"

Indra asks about the recitation of the ‘Tārikā’-mantra (as a vrata), and Laksmi answers at some length by saying that one should begin the (vrata) recitation during the dark fortnight of the month and continue from the eighth through the twelfth day, observing certain rigors of moral restraint. When homa accompanies such disciplined acts—and when fasting, ritual bathing, etc., are like-wise added—then the results will be assured. Indeed, Laksmi gives the day-by-day directions for performing this seven-day vrata-undertaking (3-39). What the results will be for a person who succeeds in this vrata are given (40-43a). The remainder of the chapter turns to other miscellaneous
XLVI. Lakṣmīmantrasiddhiprakāśa

"How to Achieve Equanimity by the 'Lakṣmī'-Mantra"

This chapter tells how to construct an 8-petaled pink lotus māṇḍala-design for the worship of Lakṣmī, and how to go about the meditational preliminaries and the esoteric liturgies that follow (1-24)—including nyāsa, mudrā, homa, etc.

The remainder of the chapter tells what rewards will come to those who succeed in this discipline (some of these promises bordering on alchemy—25-41a).

XLVII. Kirtimantrasiddhiprakāśa

"Obtaining Perfection in the 'Kirti'-Mantra"

This chapter parallels the treatment of the preceding chapter, except that it concerns Kirti-worship in a light yellow māṇḍala (1-23). The peculiar rewards of this worship may be noted as slightly different from what was told about Lakṣmī-worship (24-35).

XLVIII. Jayamantrasiddhiprakāśa

"Regarding the Rewards of Succeeding with the 'Jayā'-Mantra"

Again, a parallel treatment to the preceding chapters, except that it concerns Jayā-worship in a light blue māṇḍala (1-19). The rewards for this particular form of worship are listed (20-38a).

XLIX. Pratisthāvidhāna

"Rules for Installation Procedures"

The opening part of this chapter deals with the worships of Māyā in a māṇḍala (1-27)—much as before—with a listing of rewards given for this particular kind of discipline (24-58a).

Then, to Indra's question, Lakṣmī tells how she may be worshipped in iconic form, revealed as seated on Viṣṇu's lap (58b-62). Then she tells how to do the sanctification ceremonies for such an icon—including the usual preliminary cleansings of the icon to the accompaniment of mantras, the overnight adhiśvāsa, the netronmilana-rites, snapana, abhiśeka, nyāsa, homa, etc. (63-149, including a short digression towards the end on sound). Most of the foregoing applies to the installation for a moveable icon; for the rules applicable to an immovable icon, she refers to the Sāttvatasamhitā.

L. Śrīsūktaprabhāvaprakāśa

"The Greatness of the 'Śrīsūkta'-Mantra"
Indra wants to know how to use the "Śrīśūkta"-mantra in worship (1-4), and Lakṣmī tells how each verse of the mantra is to accompany each of the (15) different phases of worship (5-35). Then comes a section on the derivation and explanation of the 53 different names of Lakṣmī found in the "Śrīśūkta"-mantra (36-204)—in the midst of which several mantras of special kinds are alluded to—after which an eulogy of those who worship with the "Śrīśūkta"-mantra is given (205-213).

Thereupon Lakṣmī commends prapatti-surrender to those who worship her and gain salvation thereby. Prostration should be accompanied by the thought of taking refuge in her grace (214-221).

The "Śrīśūkta"-mantra may be recited at times other than daily liturgical pājā dedicated to Lakṣmī; some of these occasions are given (222-225).

The chapter ends with an eulogy of the Lakṣmī Tantra, described as one which gives mokṣa, as the "best of all" the tantras (226-231), and which should not be given to the undeserving, etc. (232-238a).

Added to the above fifty chapters in the latest edition are the following seven chapters

Ch. 51. [No title] (32½ śls.)

Indra asks to have the gist of the whole tantra given to him, reports Nārada [whose name is brought into the dialogue for the first time since the opening chapter] (1-9). So Lakṣmī "reviews" her role in pure creation, gross creation and mixed creation (10-33a).

Ch. 52. [No title] (23 śls.)

Lakṣmī here declares She is the Mother and Source of all mantras, indeed that She is the principle behind all the vowels and consonants. She reviews the constituent parts of any mantra, and declares that through such formulas and because She so wills it her devotees using mantras gain their desires (1-23).

Ch. 53. [No title] (15 śls.)

Here She summarizes that it is necessary for the would-be worshipper to approach his task only after having carefully attended to his own internal purification [bhūtaśuddhi] (1-15).

Ch. 54. [No title] (29½ śls.)

Here, after saying a few more words about bhūtaśuddhi, Lakṣmī tells Indra how one is to meditate upon the elements in one's own body, as symbols, as colors, etc., and, as part of this, how to do aṅganyāsa with mantras (1-30a).
Ch. 55. [No title] (19 śls. inc.)

Here Lakṣmī briefly tells of the two ways by which a devotee may contemplate her presence within—one is as she resides there with her mystic maṇḍala, her four-pillared apartment, etc.; the other is as she sits there in his heart, as it were, on the lap of the Lord (r-19). * * *

[A lapse, presumably containing the closing parts of ch. 55, all of 56, and the opening lines of 57, occurs at this point.]

Ch. 57. रहस्यास्त्रवारसः Dakṣita ।

"The Essence of the Meaning of the Secret Science"

* * * * The "sciences" of sound, grammar and mantras are reviewed to show the importance of mantras (1-25).

Thereupon Lakṣmī, just as a bolt of lightning quickly disappears, left Indra. The latter was immensely pleased by what he had learned. The work concludes as Atri [ch. 1: 3-9] gives an eulogy of the foregoing, tracing out the pedigree of the teaching as it has been passed down through the sages, and warning that the contents are to be kept secret from all who are undeserving (26-56a).

CRITICAL NOTES—

The Adyar edition is scholarly and useful, with a helpful "Introduction" in Sanskrit and accurate indices. In view of the peripheral position this work occupies in the Pāñcarātrāgama canon of literature, one wonders if the English translation under preparation at the Adyar Library is as pressing a need as would be the publication of other, as yet unpublished, Pāñcarātra texts.

Whether we may take a clue from what is said in ch. XXXIV about situations in which mudrās (hence mantras) are used to refer to what is to follow may be debated. In any case, of the situations named, four are treated at some length in subsequent chapters. At least one of the remaining two situations is not subsequently treated in the text at all. It is possible, then, that there may be outstanding some additional chapters pertaining to homa and other liturgical situations.

As for the seven chapters of the "Appendix" to the printed edition, only the one numbered last—which brings the narrative framework back full circle—has an authentic sound to it. The other chapters recapitulating selected portions of what has gone before are not in keeping with the pace and movement of the bulk of the work.
Publication Scheduled:

A critical edition of Visvāmitra-saṁhitā in Devanāgarī script based on seven mss. has been brought out by the Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati, 1970. The following discussion and description is based upon a paper manuscript in Grantha characters deposited at Madras Government Oriental Manuscript Library (MT. 1601), with the final, twenty-seventh chapter supplied from a work called Prāyaścitā-śātāla (MT. 2996).

Introductory Remarks—

In terms of scope, this work touches upon just about all the topics collectively encountered in the Pāñcarātra literature. However, because it is only some 2600 ślokas in length—divided into twenty-seven medium-length chapters—what it gains in versimilitude it loses in precision and detail.* Nonetheless, perhaps because it ranges so widely and its exposition is not encumbered by distracting digressions or by didactic details, it furnishes the interested reader with a text valuable for its balanced and unifying presentation. The Visvāmitra-saṁhitā is not known to be connected as a liturgical guide or chief reference manual with any established Śrī-vaiṣṇava temple.

This work is supposed to be a condensation by Visvāmitra into 1000 verses [sic] of a teaching extending to 5000 verses delivered to him by Brahmā. What Brahmā received was an original teaching from Nārāyaṇa in 10,000 verses. Visvāmitra speaks in response to questions raised by Kāśyapa. The topics covered may be summarized as follows: concerning the Pāñcarātra system and matters pertaining to Highest Wisdom (chs. I, II, IV, V); concerning dīkṣā-initiation, its personnel, procedures and the provision of the initiate with mantra-lore (chs. III, VI-IX); concerning the construction, decoration and consecration of temples and icons (chs. XX-XIII); and concerning the routines of regular and special worship cycles (chs. X-XIII, XVI-XX, XXV-XXVI, XXIV and XXVII).

* See, for examples, chs. XIV, XVI, XVII, and XXI.
Typical of the genre is the usual Pāṇcarātric openness to persons of all castes, including women (see III: 27; also IX: 72-73). Typical also—but perhaps more pronounced here than in some other texts—is the synthetic speculative stance bringing together strands from both the Sāmkhya system and from Purāṇic thought. A somewhat more conscious attempt at synthesis is seen in the alternative definitions of the term “Pāṇcarātra,” embracing different explanations elsewhere found dispersed among several textual traditions. Also the descriptions and explanations of creation seem to present alternative traditions which, here, are more or less successfully combined. Unusual facets are presented in a number of places; we shall mention only three here. In IV: 32–38 the creation of the mundane world is traced to Aniruddha. In V: 19-21 there is the statement unusual to find in a Pāṇcarātra text that Brahmā, Viṣṇu, and Śiva (the trimūrti) are really One. And in ch. XVI it is specified what activities may proceed on a liturgical schedule maintained during “Caturmāsa” season.

This title is named as canonical in the following lists: Kapiṅjala (59/100), Puruṣottama (4/106), Bhāradvāja (60/103), Mārkandeya (4/91) and Viṣṇu Tantra (114/154). The Viṣvāmitra itself, in Chapter II, contains a canonical list (see Addendum, below) where it names itself seventh in a list of 108 titles. While chapters from the Viṣvāmitra-samhitā are encountered in secondary works of the Pāṇcarātra school—e.g., in Pāṇcarātrāgama (MT. 3257), Prāyaścitapaṭala (MGOML R. 2996), and elsewhere—it does not appear to have been quoted by any major writers early in the periods of Pāṇcarātra literary history. In fact, what little evidence there is to draw from seems to indicate that this work is to be placed late in the “middle” period, if not among the “later” works—despite its sometimes primitive and consistently straightforward presentation.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS—

I. उपोद्घाताधिकार

“Introductory Chapter”

The work opens with a description of Viṣvāmitra’s hermitage, situated in an idyllic setting, where the sage resides (1-21). He knows all about the Pāṇcarātra system, having seen the farthest horizon of the “Ocean of Pāṇcarātra” [pāṇcarātra-mahāmbhojita-pāradyāśvā], and he organizes his habits according to the “pāṇcaḥāla” observances. He is further described as one who wears the twelve “uḍāhvapūnāra” marks, the white clay for these having been collected from all the proper holy places (22-28).*

* Nothing is said about the inner red or yellow mark.
He is approached by Kāśyapa who seeks to know the Highest Wisdom [tatva-jñāna] by which he may be guided across the ocean of transmigration (29-44). Viśvāmitra acknowledges that the instruction he is going to give Kāśyapa came to him first from Brahmā; for Viśvāmitra had once approached Brahmā, and, having pleased Brahmā with various penances, was afforded a direct vision of that holy being. In this encounter Viśvāmitra asked Brahmā the very same question that Kāśyapa now asks. So Viśvāmitra determines to repeat now what Brahmā then told him (45-69).

Brahmā narrates: Long ago when the demons stole the Vedas and they were recovered by Nārāyaṇa, Brahmā asked the Lord to give him the quintessence of these vast books so difficult to understand (70-76a). Bhagavān (=Nārāyaṇa) replies that the means of attaining the highest goal as well as the source of the Highest Wisdom as well as the inner essence of all the Vedas will be discovered in the Pañcarātra. This Pañcarātra (system) pleased Him above all other things. This Pañcarātra is what He, therefore, intends to present to Brahmā in response to his question (76b-77).

Brahmā, turning from his resumé to Viśvāmitra, once again, says that because the Pañcarātra will henceforth be promulgated on earth by none other than Viśvāmitra, it will henceforth be named after him—that is, it shall be known as the "Viśvāmitra-tantra" (78-81a).

Viśvāmitra, having told Kāśyapa this much, now says that this knowledge is to be given to him, since all Viśvāmitra had thus far been waiting for was the arrival of a proper recipient (81b-83).

II. पाण्डरात्रात्मसंहिता — Pañcarātramāhātmya (38 śls.)

"Eulogy of the Pañcarātra System"

Kāśyapa asks Viśvāmitra to tell him, before going into the resumé further, to clarify first the meaning of the term "pañcarātra" and then to tell its form and extent (1-2). Thereupon, Viśvāmitra says that "pañca-" stands for the five sense-organs [indriya], their respective objects [viṣaya], the five elements [bhūta], and their respective qualities [guna] (3-4a). The root-word "rā" refers to that which supports and forms the base of operations for the indriyas, their viṣayas, the bhūtas and their gunas—none other than the human being himself. Thus, we have the meaning of "pañcarā-. The element "-tra" refers to that which protects the human being. Hence, "Pañcarātra" refers to that which "protects human beings" (4b-5).

Alternatively, he says, the word "Pañcarātra" may also be taken to refer to the conglomerate systems of Sāmkhya, Yoga, etc., whose doctrines are thrown into darkness [rātryāyante] unless illuminated by the glory of the Pañcarātra teachings (6).
A third alternative meaning is to understand "Pañcarātra" to mean that the (same five?) conglomerate systems are rendered insignificant by the superior Pañcarātra doctrines (7-8a).

After an eulogy of the Pañcarātra system (8b-13), Viśvāmitra says that it was taught to various sages who, in turn, understanding those parts only made accessible to their respective limited understandings, promulgated their (partial?) teachings in a number of sanhitā-texts. These he lists (see Addendum, below), and the number of titles comes to 108—although in fact the number of sanhitā-texts extant is infinite, and the particular works available from age to age differ (14-34).

The teaching he is about to impart was originally 10,000 verses in extent; in the course of time, it dwindled down to 5,000 verses; now he proposes to set forth his own condensation of the 5,000 verses into 1000 verses.* One should hear this teaching from a proper preceptor, and if one gets from that preceptor dikṣā-initiation and thereafter pursues all the rites enjoined from karṣaṇa-plowing to pratiṣṭhā-installation, one will achieve not only fame and prosperity in this world [bhūkī] but also salvation in the next [muktī] (35-38).

### III. "The Qualifications of a Preceptor"

In response to Kāśyapa’s questions in these regards (1), Viśvāmitra points out that to qualify as a preceptor one must first be born a brahmin; be well-versed in all the Vedas, śāstras, etc.; be faithful in his observances of the "pañcakāla"-routine; be knowledgeable about matters pertaining to creation [srṣṭi] and dissolution [saṃhāra]; be compassionate, upright, blameless, etc.; be strict in regard to all that is desirable [guṇa] and undesirable [doṣa] in regard to temples, images, etc.; be clean and well-groomed; be sympathetic and astute in regard to his disciples’ problems; be meticulous in displaying the marks of Viṣṇu on his body etc. (2-16). As for a candidate [śiṣya] for initiation; he may be a member of any one of the three varṇas; must have studied the Vedas and their subsidiary parts; must be neat, tidy, well-behaved, etc.; must be devoted to his teacher, kind to others; must pass the waiting “test” period of from one to three years set by his master; must perform agnikārya-rites carefully; must wear the urdhvapuṇḍra marks along with the saṅkha and cakra symbols; etc. (17-26). Certain women and śāstras, if they display certain qualities, may be taken on as candidates for initiation also (27).

Whatever defects a candidate may have to start with may be rectified if he is initiated into Pañcarātra using the "caṇṭramanḍala"-method (28-29a).

* The extant available verses of Viśvāmitra Saṃhitā are more in the neighborhood of 2600 ślokas.
IV. स्रष्टिकथा

Srṣṭidadhyāya

“The Chapter Concerning Creation”

Kāśyapa asks, since this tantra about to be revealed to him is supposed to be the word of the Lord [bhagavatpada], what is the meaning of the term “bhagavān”. Viṣvāmitra replies by saying that Bhagavān is He Who has six guṇas-qualities collectively called “bhaga”. These six are: jñāna, aśvarya, sakti, bala, virya and tejas (1-4). Further, one is to know that Bhagavān is to be identified with the One Vāsudeva, Who as Śaṅkarṣaṇa, etc. is simply an aspect in which one or more of the guṇas predominates (5-9a). As for “Śaṅkarṣaṇa, etc.”, these modes of existence are explained in terms of their origins in Vāsudeva Who so divided Himself of His own Free will [svāntānya]; the modes are described (9b-18). These modes in turn, each produced other forms—and these are respectively named. In the course of naming these latter forms, their ornaments and entourages are also identified (19-31).

The worldly creation—containing the Sun, Moon, Sky, Wind, Time, Vedas, etc., the Earth, Castes, and so forth—all these proceed from the various parts of the body of Aniruddha (32-38). The Lord (Viṣṇu? Aniruddha?) is described as He Who reclines on His serpent-bed. Viṣvāmitra repeats that the modes of Bhagavān are due to guṇa-predominations (39-43).

V. स्रष्टिस्थितिकथा

Srṣṭisthitilayādhyāya

“The Chapter on the Creation, Maintenance and Dissolution of the World”

Kāśyapa asks how Aniruddha can be traced as Creator when generally this task has been reported to be the work of Brahmā (1-2). Viṣvāmitra replies that the Creation accomplished by Brahmā is really the same thing as what was just spoken of, since Brahmā, Hara and Viṣṇu (in all His forms) are really One (3-21). Kāśyapa asks for clarification of what distinguishes these three mūrti-forms; he is told that each form of the trimūrti-Trinity is a matter of predomiance of satīta, rajas or tamas. When rajas predominates, Brahmā materializes and effects Creation; when satīta predominates, Viṣṇu emerges and upholds the worlds; when tamas predominates Śaṅkara issues forth and Dissolution takes place—but all are One (22-25a).

Two other rūpa-forms of the Lord Nāraṇāyaṇa are as prakṛti and puruṣa—and the processes of creation are here described in terms appropriate to these Śaṅkhya categories (25b-42).

VI. प्रणवसुद्धार

Pranavādyuddhāra

“Composing the ‘Pranava’ and Other Mantras”
Kāśyapa wants to know what it is that a preceptor is to give his aspiring student and in what way the aspirant properly puts into practice that instruction (r). Viśvāmitra points out that the main thing concerned in the instruction is mantra-lore, commencing with basic information about the prāṇāva-syllable (mantra)—including its ṛṣi-originator, chandas-metre, devatā-presiding deity, its anga-variants, its bija-components, its sākṣi-powers, etc. One who does not know all those things about any given mantra cannot possibly derive benefits from its use; also in order to derive benefit from using a mantra, one must do japa-repetitions a certain number of times with it, all the while employing proper nyāsa-concentrations, doing all these things in particular ways with homa, etc., and in specified places. The interpretation of the prāṇāva "-mantra is that "a" denotes Viṣṇu, "vi" denotes the individual jīva, and "u" the relationship existing between the two (2-28a).

There follows a similar treatment of the "aṣṭākṣara"-mantra, with its eight ṛṣis, etc. (28b-69).

VII. द्वादशाक्षरविविध

"Concerning the Twelve-Syllable mantra"

Continuing, Viśvāmitra here treats the "king of mantras," the twelve-syllable formula, in much the same way as before (r-23a). In a similar manner, he says, one is to handle and understand the "Saṁkarṣaṇa," "Pra-dyumna" and "Aniruddha" mantras (23b-25). Also treated are the following: "Agni-prākāra"-mantra (26-28), "Viṣṇugāyatri"-mantra (29-44) and the "Śrīkara-ṣṭākṣara"-mantra (45-53).*** [the chapter seems to be incomplete]*

VIII. वर्णनामालि

"The Names of (Constituent) Letters"

Kāśyapa asks for clarification concerning the names given to certain letters used in the composing for mantras (1-2). In the course of his response Viśvāmitra tells about the vedi-platform to be prepared (4-6) for purposes of drawing there a 16-spoked "māṭṛkācakra" design, the spaces of which are reserved for specific letters of the alphabet, and into which is to be invoked the presence of the goddess Māṭṛkādevī (7-17a). He then names the letters comprising the Sanskrit alphabet [*** gap occurs after "a," picking up after "bh" ***], giving each letter one of the names of Viṣṇu, or of His weapons, or of other gods or natural objects (17b to end of chapter).

IX. दीक्षाविधि

"Rules for Initiation Rites"

Kāśyapa asks about dīkṣa-rites (1). Viśvāmitra turns first to tell of the times proper for doing the initiatory rites (2-3a), then he turns to the prepara-
tion of the special maṇḍapa-pavilion and its appointments according to the initiate’s caste (3b-8), then to the ritual preparations to be observed by the preceptor (9-25). Then he outlines what is done in the presence of the initiate—homa-rites, from the ashes of which the punḍra-marks are made, tying praisarabandha-thread, ingesting pañcagavya and caru-loodstuffs, etc. (26-34a).

The initiate is to request the preceptor to free him from his bondage to earthly woes, whereupon the preceptor intercedes to the Lord on the initiate’s behalf that he be accepted. At this point the preceptor takes black strings and with them binds the initiate’s body 25 times around, blindfolds him and leads him to a previously prepared maṇḍala-motif (34b-45). There they seat themselves, meditate, rise and circumambulate the perimeter, then throw some flowers into the motif to decide the initiate’s name (46-67a). Having removed the blindfold, the initiate, dressed in new clothes and while they both are still near the maṇḍala-motif, is given the mantra-lore by having it whispered into his right ear (67b-71).

Certain special alterations to the preceding rites are to be done in the cases of women and śādras (72-73).

After worshipping the Lord in the maṇḍala-motif (74-75), the newly initiated person is warned to observe certain rules and to avoid certain prohibited activities (76-83). The initiation rites draw to a close with more homa-offerings and with rewards given to the preceptor (84-88). One who has undergone this “best” kind of “cakramaṇḍala”-dikṣā is worthy to be called an “ekālin,” a “pañcaratīrika,” a “sūrī”; a “bhāgavata” a “śākta” and a “pañcakālika” (89-94a).

X. भारारात्मविवधि

“Concerning Worship-Routines”

Kāśyapa asks about conducting worship-rites honoring Viṣṇu, and how these may be done so that all worldly existence for an individual may be terminated (1) Viśvāmitra commences his answer by citing the importance of the would-be worshipper’s purity; thus he treats the seven types of snāna-cleansings (of which the most elaborate description given is of “Vāruṇasndna” —2-26). Thus readied, the worshipper approaches the shrine-doors, claps his hands thrice, opens the doors, worships the door guardians, then moves to the maṇḍapa-pavilion where he prostrates. Thereupon he lights the lamp, removes old garlands, etc., and, after changing into new clothes, he seats himself and starts his prāṇāyāma-breathing cycles (27-40a). Finishing these, he continues with further internal purifications by employing nyāsa-concentrations and other mānasayāga procedures (40b-71).
Overt, liturgical worship [bāhyayāga] commences as he arranges the vessels to be used and collects the various paraphernalia needed (72-114). Offerings of arghya, pāḍya, ācāmaniyā, dhiṣpa, dīpa, ghantā, naivedya, etc., follow (115-122) and, prior to giving the Lord His snāna-bath, various attendant deities are called upon to take their places around Him (123-134). The elaborate snāna-rites are then to be given (135-146a), whereupon He is to be offered new garlands and other decorations to the accompaniment of music and Vedic recitations (146b-166a). Then foodstuffs, including cooked foods and fresh fruits, are advanced for His enjoyment, and bali-offerings are made to His attendants (166b-181a). The left-over naivedya-offerings are distributed to the immense benefit of recipients (181b-183).

XI. होमविधि

Homavidhi (77-1/2 śls.)

"Rules for Homa-Offerings"

Kaśyapa asks to know more about homa-offerings (mentioned in the preceding description of worship). Viśvāmitra says that homa-rites are required during dhiṣṭā, pratiṣṭhā, usāva, prokṣaṇa, and all prāyaścittas, snapanas and other elaborate undertakings (1-4a). Whenever homa-rites are done a kūṇḍa-firepit must be prepared according to certain specifications of size and "purity"; as well, other paraphernalia needed in homa-libations must be made ready (4b-13). Igniting the fire is done by using darbha-stalks (14-15), and certain offerings are made into the burning flames (16-23). Carupāka-cakes, pāyasa-pudding and other food-preparations should be on hand (24-33).

When offerings are made into the fire, meditations on Agni are to be done (34-39). If one is careful to offer libations into the flames in certain ways, he can determine the "prayogic" benefits that accrue to homa-performances (40-47). The remainder of the chapter, after a brief section of the saṁskāra-rites to be afforded to the homa-fire, is devoted to a general description of how and in what quantities homa-libations are made. At the end of the homa-routines, food offerings are to be given to the Lord (48-78a).

XII. नियोत्सवविधि

Nityotsavavidhi (65-1/2 śls.)

"Rules in regard to Daily (Bali-) Celebrations"

Viśvāmitra turns here to daily bali-offerings which, he says, according to Brahmā, are of three types—depending on whether they are done in the morning, afternoon or night (1-3). A balibimba-icon is used in all cases, and accorded all reverent attention. Mounting this icon atop a vehicle shaped like Garuḍa, a procession is formed; it moves out of the sanctuary and pauses while offerings are made at appropriate places to appropriate deities throughout the temple precincts (4-60—the deities are each named and briefly described). After re-
turning the balibimba-icon to the temple, certain routines of worship are afforded it (63a).

The chapter closes by allowing that such elaborate rites may be suspended during times of natural calamities, etc. (63b-66a).

XIII. सुद्धाय

“Chapter on Ritual Hand-Gestures”

Kāśyapa asks what are the various types of mudrā-gestures, and Viśvāmitra complies by first defining “mudrā” as that by which one derives pleasure (“mu-”) and then by counseling whoever practices these mudrās must do so in secrecy (1-6). Thereupon he names and briefly describes how to perform a number of mudrās. Some 67 names are: “ḥūṭa,” “śīrṣa,” “śīkhā,” “kavaca,” “astra,” “cakṣus,” “agniprabhāra,” “yoga,” “sampuṭa” (= kumbha), “ṣanḍhāra,” “mātr,” “ṛṣṭī,” “jñāna,” “tattva,” “nyāsa,” (= mantrayāsana), “jaṭa,” “viṣṇu,” “rudra” (= ubhayāṅguṣṭha), “piṭa,” “viśňunārāja,” “bhāgavati,” “varāha,” “agni,” “āpyāyani,” “saurabheyi,” “vāhana,” “praṇāma,” “padma,” “ṣaṅkha,” “cakra,” “gadā,” “ākha,” “musala,” “khaḍga,” “vanamālikā,” “varāda,” “abhaya,” “garuḍa,” “viṣṇukṣena,” “anātha,” “cāyā,” “vijaya,” “jaya” and “gāṅga.” Also: “vāstra,” “muṭṭi,” “sāna,” “gandha,” “puṣpa,” “yajñopavita,” “kāla,” “ādṛṇa,” “dīpa,” “āṅguli,” “pratimā,” “svāgata,” “āhyāna,” “grāsa,” “vṛīhi,” “kārmakalāgni,” “anantāsana,” “prakīrṇa,” “kṣirādbhī,” “dharma,” “bhāvāsana,” “jaya” and “sakti.” Some others are described but not named. And the chapter concludes by saying that there are many others, but as a substitute for those the “padma-mudrā” may be employed (7-102).

XIV. प्रतिष्ठाविधि

“Concerning Installation-Procedures”

Viśvāmitra undertakes to speak now about pratiṣṭhā-installation rites. He explains that since Viṣṇu is, by definition, all-pervading, such rites are in a sense superfluous; but since not all persons understand this truth, pratiṣṭhā-rites are done to satisfy them (1-3). So, he speaks first of the special maṇḍapa-pavilion to be erected for the occasion—with all its decorations and appointments (4-11). Then he turns to the germination rites called “aṅkurārpaṇa” (12-13) and the jalādhvāsa rituals (14-15). Further, he mentioned pūnyāhavācana, prokṣana, and taking the bimba-icon on a car or chariot to a nearby riverbank (16-17). There the icon rests overnight and, next day, is returned to the maṇḍapa-pavilion. There the ācārya-priest petitions the Lord’s Presence to come and reside in the bimba-icon, whereupon the icon is lifted onto a piṭha-pedestal and offered a
special abhiṣeka-bath (18-52). Then the icon is dressed and given rest, whereupon the śilpin "opens the eyes" of the image, and another bath follows (53-62). After offerings of naivedya, etc., have been advanced to the icon, it is taken in a car around the temple. After some other rites, prokṣaṇa-sprinklings are done throughout the entire temple and its precincts (63-88a).

(The icon is once again put to rest? and) the ācārya-priest comes to the icon's feet for dhyāna-meditations—on the Lord as Source of all Sound [śabda-brahman] and as Highest Being [brahman] (88b-114a). Thereupon recitations from Vedic scriptures are done, followed by "mūrti-homa"-libations and some other rituals concluded by bali-offerings (114b-130a).

The next day, going to the place assigned for yāga [yāganiketana], the ācārya worships there and then commences making offerings in the different directions to the mūrtis (130b-133a). Turning to sthāpana-rites proper, the ācārya—having seen that the pūja-pedestal for the icon had previously been placed in a predetermined sector within the sanctum sanctorum—sees to the placement of certain gems in a cavity provided for this purpose in the pedestal. After the appropriate subsidiary icons have been placed on the pedestal, the Lord is addressed and requested to come and sanctify with His Presence the bimba-icon of Him about to be "placed" (133b-163). Before finally placing the icon on its pedestal it is paraded around the temple to the accompaniment of Vedic and other mantras. Then the icon is once and for all fixed in its place on the pedestal, after which the Lord is given a snāpana-bath with nine pots of sanctified water, dressed in new garments and meditated upon in His various forms to the accompaniment of nyāsa-concentrations (164-179). The services conclude as the ācārya and other Vaisnavas formally repeat their petition to the Lord to sanctify the area by His continued Presence in the icon (180-184).

The chapter concludes with a summary of the proper times—months, days, nāhastra-constellations, tihi-periods, etc.—in which such sthāpana-rites may with benefit be conducted (185-190a).

XV. मण्डलबिंबि

"Concerning Maṇḍala-Motifs"

Kāśyapa asks to know about the maṇḍala-motifs which have been referred to as a constituent part of worship-routines (1). Viśvāmitra commences his explanation by turning to directions for marking off with sticks a small mound-ed area on the ground. Cow-dung will then be spread over this foot-square area, whereupon one will proceed by the help of pegs-and-strings to draw there five circular designs. Each of these is to be understood to possess its various "courts" and "entrances"—and there Vāsudeva, once His Presence has been invoked, may properly be worshipped (as in a temple) so that certain ends...
may be achieved. In the course of these descriptions various alternative designs are mentioned (although they are not always named), with instructions regarding how and with what to color and decorate them (2-74).

XVI. विशेषदिवसयजन

Worship on Special Days (during the ‘Cāturmāsyā’ Period)

Kāśyapa asks how he should worship Hari on certain special days (1-2a). Viśvāmitra begins by saying that on the tenth day of the bright fortnight of either “jyeṣṭha” or “aṣāḍha” month one should address the Lord and say he wishes to honor Him with the “cāturmāṣya” mode of worship. For this a special maṇḍapā-pavilion is needed; it will contain a “cahrābja”-maṇḍala, and be furnished with certain necessary pots as well as a kuṇḍa-firepit. The Lord’s Presence will be invoked, naivedya-offerings will be made, aṅkurārpaṇa-germinations attended to, hauṭukabandha threads will be tied, a procession around the temple will be made, hali-offerings given and a bath with 25 pots will be afforded the Lord—all of the activities being properly spaced over a two-day period (2b-35). The Lord is then placed on a śayana-bed and the second night is passed by entertaining the recumbent Lord with music, chanting and special dances. During this two-day period the ācārya keeps a fast (see also 61-64) and maintains continuous vigil (36-37).

On the morning of the third day fire-offerings are made in the kuṇḍa-firepit by the ācārya, and the Lord is lifted from the recumbent position, given a bath again, and once more taken around the temple. He is thereupon returned to the sanctum sanctorum and made to recline on a bed. He is requested then to assume His “yoganidrā” repose for four months (38-49). The next morning the “kalyāṇārā”-image is taken to the maṇḍapā-pavilion, there offered special ṭajā-honors, an abhiseka-bath, and mahāhavis-offerings. Then it, too, is taken in procession—but this time on a vehicle taken around the village—and then returned to the sanctuary and given “rest” (50-53). The ācārya who thus initiates “cāturmāṣya” worship must further satisfy Vaiṣṇavas present by giving them gifts (54).

After these attentions, the only special worship during the four-month period marking the Lord’s “slumber” is a monthly ārdāhana-liturgy to be executed only on ādāśī-day during the bright fortnight, during which the Lord is “turned over” (55-58a). At the end of the four-month period, on the 12th day of the bright fortnight of “kārīka”-month, the Lord is aroused from His “slumber,” afforded another abhiseka-bath, duly decorated, offered naivedya and taken in procession around the village (58b-60, see also 110 ff.).

During this “cāturmāṣya” period, Viśvāmitra says, certain observances are to be maintained—namely, krṣṇa-jayanti-celebrations during -śrāvana-month
is given a bath the next morning and offered mahāvis (93-120). Prior to the tīrthotsava-activities, notes Viśvāmitra the mṛgayotsava-festivities will have been duly celebrated (122a); but despite this passing reference he focuses his attention primarily on the various details involved in the (daily?) tīrthotsava-baths (121-154). After homa-offerings, concluding pūrṇākuti-rites and paying homage to Viśvakṣena, the daśārya is duly honored; Viśvāmitra concludes his review with an eulogy of utsava-festivities that are so observed (155-179).

XIX. स्नापणविधि

“Regarding Bathing Rites”

Kāśyapa asks for details about snapana-rites. Viśvāmitra complies by listing first the occasions demanding the performance of snapana—at certain conjunctions of constellations, during [?] natural disasters, and at the commencement and conclusion of mahotsava-festivities. Further, snapana-routines are classified as good/better/best according to their elaborateness (in turn, thus, upon resources available) (1-6).

On the day before snapana-rites, ankurāpana, kautukabandha and adhivāsa observances are all to be done (7). A special maṇḍapa-pavilion is, of course, required—with a vedī-altar and all the necessary paraphernalia, furnishings and supplies (8-53); there the Lord is bathed with 81 pots to the accompaniment of Vedic recitations and mantra-repetitions (54-74). After the Lord is “taken” [nīva] to His “alaṅkārāsana,” there offered decorations and clothes; thereupon, at His “bhūjāsana.” He is given food-offerings etc., following which distributions to brāhmīṇs present are made. What has been described is the “best” way to perform snapana-rites (75-82).

The next best type of snapana-rites requires 32 pots (the third category is not specified—83-84). Also decisive in determining the quality of a snapana-rite are the types and varieties of flowers, fruits, grains, gems, etc., used in constituent parts of the routines or their preparations (85-134).

A type of snapana requiring 108 pots is then described—the arrangement of the pots, their contents and the order in which they are poured (135-180).

XX. सहस्राकलासनपा

“Bathing Rites Using 1000 Pots”

Continuing, Viśvāmitra turns to describe snapana-rites using 1001 pots by telling first how Indra honored Nārāyaṇa with such a bath to atone for his “brahmahatyā” sin of killing the demon Vṛtra. Viśvāmitra points out that others, also, have used this 1001-pot snapana as a means for atonement (1-5). As usual, reference is made to maṇḍapa-construction, ankurāpana-rites and adhivāsa-placements (6-12). The contents and the presiding deities of the
pots are grouped and named (13-30); before these have been duly libated in their particular order, punyāha-rites and homa-offerings will have been made and they will have been placed on heaps of grains (31-46). The icon of Śri is then brought, placed before the Lord, and there offered an abhisēka-shower. After all these things the Lord is, as before, “led” [niṭvā] to “alankārasana” and “bhοjyāsana,” followed by the usual offerings of honors and gratuities to the participating priests (47-56). The chapter closes with an eulogy of this snapana-rite using 1001 pots (57-58).

XXI. प्रसादानिर्माण

“Construction of Temples”

Kāśyapa asks for an abridged treatment of how to provide an abode for the Lord [devalaya]. Viśvāmitra eulogizes any efforts connected with temple-constructions (1-3). (Temple structures are good/better/best depending on whether constructed of wood or mud, of bricks, or of stones (4-5a).

The preliminary rites should commence only on an auspicious day: after selecting a site, it should be marked off with pegs-and-strings, and “Vāstu-homa” rites attended to (5b-25). Then a temple-in-miniature [kṛtrimālaya] is constructed wherein Nārāyaṇa’s Presence is invoked (31b-32) for the period during which construction will continue; four days later, after certain other preliminaries have been attended to (26-33), attention turns to the preparation and consecration of the “first bricks” (34-42).

Then follows a brief section on measurements used in constructing a temple (43-57; 63-64); there is also a classification of temples into “nāgara,” “vesara,” and another (unnamed) type (58-62).

Viśvāmitra then turns to the matters of placement of certain aspects of the Lord—Varāha, Narasimha, Śrīdhara, Hayavaktra, Garuḍa, Kumuda, et. al.—throughout the temple area as well as in the gopura-towers (65-89). The various subsidiary structures of a temple-compound are briefly discussed (90-94), before he turns to the subject of garbhanyāsa-rites in some moderate detail (95-116) along with the mention of mūrdhaśṭakā-rites (117). The chapter closes with a passing remark about painting the temple and honoring the guru (118-119).

XXII. विभमान

“Standards of Measurements for Icons”

Viśvāmitra undertakes here to speak about the construction of icons, turning first to the selection and collection of the gems, metal or stone from which icons will be made (1-20). He then speaks of the proportionate measurements of temple and icon, with some specific recommendations for icons, their pedestals, and other subsidiary icons (21-67).
"Rules for Undertaking Repairs"

Kāśyapa asks about the procedures for mending damages which come to temples and icons (1). Viśvāmitra points out that in repairing a temple, repairs depend upon whether it is man-made or god-made, etc.; and, in the case of repairing icons, it depends on what material they were originally made of. In any case, the newly-made or newly-mended objects must be afforded sanctification rite before they may be used again in worship (2-12, also 41-44a).

During repair operations to the main icon, the Presence there is transferred either to a new icon when the old one is too damaged to repair or to a temporary image in a bālālaya while the old image is renovated (13-14a). As for repairs to the temple structure, here also the Lord's Presence must be transferred to a bālālaya while the renovations are carried out. In the rare cases when a temple has to be entirely rebuilt the new structure must be constructed just like the former one—especially in the cases of "god-made" structures (14b-29). Repairs to gopuras, pīthas and other parts, as well as to the various mārti-forms should also avoid introduction of undesirable innovations (30-39). At the conclusion of a program of repairs, an utsava-festival is celebrated to pacify all disturbed elements (40).

"Rules for the 'Garlanding' Rites"

Kāśyapa wants to know the best method for atoning for lapses or mistakes in the on-going regular worship of Viṣṇu (1-2). Viśvāmitra recommends the highly effective pavitraropana-rite be done once a year—either in "śrāvaṇa" or in "bhādra-pada" month—to rectify the effects of any errors in worship (3-6a). He then proceeds to tell how and by whom the pavitra-threads are to be made for Viṣṇu and His retinue, as well as for participants in the rites and for kings and others (6b-48). On the tenth evening of the dark fortnight the ācārya and the patron enter the temple, worship the lord, and petition His forgiveness (49-53). In a special mandapa-pavilion—after spending the night in fasting, prayer and japa-adhivāsa-rites are done to the kauṣumānḍa-icon, entertainments are provided to Him and He is offered havis (54-69). On the morning of the third day the waiting pavitra-threads are taken from the "cakrāḥja" mandala on which they had been placed and, after snapana and homa rites have been attended to, are put on the icons of the lord and His entourage (70-86). The Lord is further honored by gifts of clothing and by recitations from portions of the Veda. After these things, the ācārya again addresses the Lord (91-92) and once more asks Him to excuse all mistakes and lapses in liturgies. Thereupon all participants are given various gifts (87-95a).
Sometime after mid-day the icon of the Lord is taken in procession, then returned to the sanctuary. The garlanding threads are removed after 3 or 7 days, and given to the guru (95b-99). Viśvāmitra concludes by saying that in a similar manner one is to perform kalhārakusumāropana and damanāropaṇa [sc. dhamanāropana] (100a).

**XXV. कल्हारकुसमारोपणः**

"Performing the Garlanding Rites Using Kalhāra flowers and Damanaka Leaves"

Kāśyapa asks for more details about kalhārakusumāropana and damanāropana rites (i). Viśvāmitra commences by recalling the story of the emperor Ambariṣa who atoned for killing a brahmin by performing kalhārōtsava (2-25a).* Indeed, Viśvāmitra says he achieved his status as a "maharṣī" by doing this kalhārōtsava celebrations (25b-30). He then turns to the best times for doing this rite, mentioning that only those of the first three classes may serve as yajamāna for it. Ankurāropana-rites precede the performance, a special manḍapapavilion is built as also a tent near water is prepared, and special flower-garlands are prepared for the Lord and His consorts (31-88). The Lord is petitioned (94-96) to accept this worship with flowers, and thereupon the liturgies commence—including an elaborate snapana-bath—and after some of the flowers are also given as homa-offerings, the garlands are given to the Lord and His consorts (89-151). The next day various other liturgies must follow, a procession is made, and participants are liberally rewarded (152-178). On the third morning, the garlands are removed, distributed to the faithful and worn by them. Those who follow this procedure gain the best of both worlds (170-188a).

**XXVI. दमनारोपणविधि**

"Concerning the 'Damanāropaṇa' Rites"

Viśvāmitra continues his narrative by saying that likewise the damanāropaṇa-celebrations may be undertaken to gain the best of both worlds. He then turns to when such rites are to be done—the season differing from the time recommended for kalhārakusumāropana in the preceding chapter (1-3). Most of the other rituals connected with these damanāropaṇa rites are parallel to those enjoined for the kalhārakusumāropana festivities already outlined (in Ch. XXV). The main difference is in regard to the items offered: instead of flowers as before, here damana-leaves are given (4-73). After the icīrīya has been rewarded and the concluding services are done and rewards made, an eulogy of the celebration is given (74-88).

*It is also stated that celebration of this rite pleases both Śri and Mahī, who are Viṣṇu's own śakti-powers.
"Regarding Penitential Undertakings"

Viśvāmitra speaks here of the prāyaścitā-atonement rites for all (other?) lapses and mistakes, etc., in worship—by population, damage, natural calamities (1-17). Also these rites rectify the mistakes in installation-procedures, carelessness in making correct preparations or constructions, etc. (18-29). Further, atonements can be made for letting regular worship-cycles lapse, hiring improper temple personnel, using wrong instruments, etc., (30-52).

Viśvāmitra concludes by saying that he has now given the essence of the Pañcarātra teachings once given to him by Brahmā, and that it consists of 27 chapters. It should be handed on only to those who are interested in mokṣa, and this is to be done only through a proper preceptor (53-58).

Kāśyapa returns to his own hermitage and commences to practise the Pañcarātra system, the essence of which is maintenance of the "pañcaḥāla" observances (59-62a).

**CRITICAL NOTES:**

The work appears to be "complete" in the twenty-seven chapters described above. With the exception of ms. MT. 3960 (Grantha/leaf), most available manuscripts contain only 26 (or less) chapters—Adyar 10 K. 3. (Devanāgarī/paper); Baroda, Oriental Institute, ms. No. 6640 (Grantha/"injured"); MT. 3961 (a) (Grantha/leaf); MT. 1601 (Grantha/paper); and Śrīvaiṅkuṭṭam, privately owned manuscripts of Śrī Periyatiruvadi Iyengar (Grantha/paper). Other manuscripts may also survive elsewhere. The twenty-seventh chapter is also preserved in Prāyaściitapāta MT. 2996.

In the manuscripts used for our study (MT. 1601) there was a lapse at the end of Ch. VII and gaps in Ch. VIII.

The present work is to be carefully distinguished from the "Viśvāmitra-saṁhitā" represented in MT. 2953 (Telugu/paper), a dialogue between Viśvāmitra and Kanva on the "Gayatri"-mantra; while it is a Vaiṣṇava work, it is not "Pañcarātrin," and the Descriptive Catalogue of the Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library has miscatalogued it. In the same way, the present work is also to be distinguished from yet another "Viśvāmitra-saṁhitā," also concerned with the "Gayatri" and consisting of nine adhyāyas (MT. 4398b—Telugu/leaf); as also with the "Viśvāmitra-saṁhiṭa—still different—seen in

* Chapter XXVII is found in MT. 2996, Prāyaścittapāta.
the 13 chapter-text MD. 5803, also on the “Gāyatri.” The work preserved in MD. 14169 also called “Viśvāmitra-saṁhitā” (Nandindāgari/leaf), fourteen chapters on religious practices and performances, is still further to be distinguished from the foregoing works. There is no support whatsoever for the ingenious suggestion—though completely ingenuous—that all these works constitute four pādas of one large work.
ADDENDUM I

LIST OF SAMHITAS FOUND IN VISVAMITRA-SAMHITA

(II: 16b-32):

“Since there are a large number of teachers and a consequently large number of tantras, I shall list only a few important titles (15b-16a): ....

1. Viṣṇusiddhānta 34. Dakṣa S.
2. Ātreya 35. Śaunakīya
3. Parama 36. Puṣṭi T.
4. Viśva S. 37. Kapiṅjala
5. Sanatkumāra 38. Jaimina
7. Viśvāmitriya 40. Brahmaśiddhānta
8. Pādma 41. Vaiyāsa
9. Jayā 42. Hāraṇya
10. Sāttvata 43. Pārāśarya
11. Paṇḍkara 44. Sāmbara
12. Puruṣottama 45. Viśmāṅgalika
13. Śrīpraśna 46. Prahlāda
14. Mahipraśna 47. Mūla S.
15. Māyāvaibhavika 48. Marakaṇḍe ya
16. Mahendra S. 49. Mahālakṣmi
17. Paṇcapraśna 50. Kāśī
di. 51. Brāhma
18. Śrīkara S. (cf. 57, below) 52. Nārāyanākhyā
19. Padmodbhava 53. Yājñavalkya
20. Nārādiya 54. Nṛkesarī
21. Nalākūbara 55. Sāṅvarta
22. Trailokayamohana T. 56. Śrīkara (cf. 18, above)
23. Vāsiṣṭha S. 57. Saura
24. Sanaka 58. Saumya
25. Ahirbudhnya 59. Bhāgavata
26. Cāndramasa 60. Bārhaspatya
27. Tantrasāgara 61. Jāmadagnya
28. Viṣvakṣena 62. Yānuya
29. Vihaṅgendra S. 63. Viṣṇusadbhāva
30. Bhārgava 64. Taijodraṇī
dra. 65. Dhanadfiya
31. Pārāmeśvara 66. Kaumāra
32. Aupendra
33. Mārka
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67 Vīṣṇuvaibhavika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 Vīṣṇupūrva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 (Vīṣṇu?) rahasya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 Ānanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 Hārita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 Yogīhrdaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 Uśanasā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 Parapauruṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 Paulastya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 Gantama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 Śākalya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 Jābāla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79 Kātyāyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Aupagāyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 Vālmiki S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 Bodhāyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 Agastya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 Kārṣṇya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 Śatātapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86 Bhāradvāja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 Paiṅgala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 Trailokyavijaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 Āgneya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Vāruṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 Brāhma S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Nārada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93 Umāmaheśvara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 Śukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 Rudra (cf. 105, below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 Pārśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97 Samkarṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98 Pradyumna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99 Nandākhyya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Sarva S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Prācetasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102 Rāghava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103 Kalki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104 Mahāsanatkumārākhyya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 Rudrākhyya (cf. 95, above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106 Skanda S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107 Vārāhamihira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108 Amṛta S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introductory Remarks—

This is a work of eight long (200 ślokas) to very long (700 ślokas) chapters. Near the end of the text, in VIII: 338, it is said that the Viṣṇutilaka contains 3106 verses; in fact it comprises 3500 verses, making it a work of “medium” length. In terms of grammar, syntax, meter and—above all—information contained, this work ranks high in the literature; yet because of its overly sophisticated, discursive style much of its potential force is dissipated, most of its pointed focus diffused. It is almost impossible to look a particular subject up in the text by skimming; the imaginative exposition simply does not follow conventional order. Be that as it may, many of the typically “āgamic” subjects are to be found in the Viṣṇutilaka-samhitā e.g., śastravatāra, sṛṣṭi, pañcakāla, yoga, mantra, prāśāda, pratimatā, pratiṣṭhā, uṣava, prāyaścita. It is obviously a work that passed through intelligent hands.

The work bears no evidence of early composition. Quite the contrary, it is probably of the post-Rāmānuja period. No classical commentators are known to have referred to it. Quotations of it in secondary works of the school are not often encountered. It is, however, named as canonical in the following works: Kapinjala (18/100), Pādāma (6/108), Puruṣottama (29/106), Bhāradvāja (20/103), Mārkandeya (28/97) and Viṣṇu Tantra (81/154).

The narrative framework has Brāhma relate to a number of sages—Brhaspati, Gautama, Bharadvāja, Indra, Atri, Cyavana, Kauśika, Śaṅḍilya, Vasiṣṭha, Agastyā and others—what Viṣṇu once told him.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शास्त्रवातारा Śastra-vatāra (173½ śls.)

“The Handing Over of the Teaching”

A group of sages—Brhaspati, Gautama, Bharadvāja, Indra, Atri, Cyavana, Kauśika, Śaṅḍilya, Vasiṣṭha and Agastyā along with devatās, et al.—approaches Brāhma. They complain that in their studies of the Vedas they have found no assurance for any one particular way of worship to follow; further they seek to know about the Creator, about who directed his activities, about the source and the destiny of the world, etc. At this, Brāhma smiles, then turns to Śiva...
seated at his side and asks him to relate to the assembly what he had already told him about these matters. Śiva does so (poorly? inaccurately?) and Brahmā thereupon promises to clarify all the points for his questioners (1-17a).

What follows then is a seminar of sorts in which each of the various sages offers doctrinal points of view, or contribute legendary traditions relating to such matters as Creation (17b-102), the nature of jīva and its relation to Puruṣa (103-127), the means to move toward salvation, etc. The overall effect is to bring out complicating points of view and to demonstrate that there is confusion among the learned sages. Some interesting sectarian teachings are brought out in the latter portions of this chapter, however, in the course of the discussion of the means for obtaining mukti—the two sure ways for which are to practice prapatti and to worship God according to Pāṇcarātra rules (128 ff.). It is pointed out that within the five million words [?vacāṁsi] which comprise the corpus of the Pāṇcarātra there are internal varieties (137 ff.); all are claimed (by Vasiṣṭha) to be mutually contradictory, hence the teachings from one tantra are not to be mixed with those from another [cf. VIII: 339]. There is also certain disdainful tone expressed for "prayogic"-centered actions, even when enjoined by certain inferior Pāṇcarātra works (such as those written to delude the people by Brahmā, Śiva, Kapila and Atri). Further there is a freedom of ritual activity claimed for those who have had initiation with pāñcasanaskāra (165 ff.). By the end of the seminar (and the chapter) the confusion is not cleared by any means, even by a sage like Śaṅḍilya who knows Pāṇcarātra teachings so well. So it is in the closing lines at the end of the chapter Brahmā promises to tell the company of sages exactly what Viṣṇu had told him (to 174a).

II. स्वर्गादिवर्णना Svargādivarṇana (207½ sls.)

"Description of the Heavens etc."

(Viṣṇu speaks): I will give you the essence of all tantras for the benefit of all mankind; those who worship Me with undiverted attention will be rewarded by both bhukti and mukti. He begins by defining jñāna-knowledge, the object of which is none other than realization of Brahmā. This Brahmā to be realized is described largely in negative terms. But Viṣṇu does say that Brahmā for some reasons (kāraṇavaśāt) became a mass of light and lustre; that mass, in the center of the Sun, is known as "Vāsudeva" (Nārāyaṇa). From that mass have come out the four Vṛūhas, which in turn produced Keśava et al., whence came the avatāras, etc. (1-27). This whole world and everything in it is as a mote (paramāṇu) in the radiant light at the time of Creation; and jīva is one with the kauśṭubha-gem of Vāsudeva’s body. At the consummation of time the world returns to its speck-like form and the jīva becomes one again the kauśṭubha-gem,
It may be said that there are three distinct entities in the temporal realm: Brahman, the world and jīva (28.37). As for the Vyūhas, Aniruddha is emphasized as the creative aspect of the Lord. The origin of the Creator Brahmā is briefly told, but the world itself comes into being and passes out of existence by the combinations and separations of the four guṇas—sātva, rajas, tamas, and ānanda. Thereupon follows a brief discussion of Prakṛti and Puruṣa (in familiar Sāṁkhya terms which do not seem strictly in keeping with the general tenor of this discussion)—down to the elements of lower creation (38-70).

Jñāna-knowledge is of two types—sātya and kriyā. Brahman, the object of this jñāna-knowledge, is further described. It is stated that Pāncarātrins see this Reality through the eye of their [superior?] knowledge. It (Brahman) is to be found everywhere, and as such is known in a variety of qualified, descriptive terms. Certain ones can obtain unity with Brahman by constant meditation—but the "unity" obtained is likened to gold in a fire which remains both associated with and differentiated from its surroundings (71-101). Jñāna-knowledge comes to those who have peace of mind [citta-prasāda] and such equanimity only comes to those who practice yoga, who worship God, who undertake potential tapas (see also śls. 131-136), who study their particular scriptural [śāstra] tradition, who have achieved indifference to material pleasures, who practice brahma-carya-celibacy, etc. (103-110). Peace of mind also puts an end to past karma accumulations. Those who persist in avidyā [opposite of peace of mind?] will remain bound in this world. Samādhī, bhakti and śraddhā will help one to obtain mukti (III-II7).

Turning once more to the matter of Creation, Viṣṇu describes first primary creation, including a discussion of types of jīvas and their characteristics (118-130); the "days" and "nights" of Brahmā, Manu, and of Creation's cycle itself (137-143); the creation of the innumerable primordial eggs and their respective worlds (144-146, 202-206); the geography of this earth, its oceans, islands, mountains, rivers, inhabitants, heavens and nether worlds, hell, etc. (147-180); and the location of other spheres and planets above the earth (181-190). Svarga-heaven proper is described separately, followed by brief descriptions of Śiva-loka, Satya-loka and Viṣṇu-loka (191-201). Throughout all these worlds and world systems, it is declared Nārāyaṇa should be known to be all-pervasive (207-208a).

III. वर्णश्रमव्यस्तिवेशण

"Description of Duties appropriate to Class Position and Stations in Life"

The sages ask to know about jāti, varṇaśrama, etc., their origins and the duties and disciplines appropriate to each. Brahmā then gives a familiar description of the four classes and āśramas—who belongs to each, how marriages
are to be limited lest mixed classes arise; and the respective duties of the four classes (1-37). Elaborating further on duties, he points out that for the twice-born, eight samskāra-sacraments are enjoined (38-41); further, the day is divided into five parts, according to the activities concentrated upon—“abhigamana,” “upādāna,” “iṣṭā,” “svādhya” and “yoga” (42).

Thus the daily routine begins with early rising, making one’s toilet and first meditations with jāpa, application of religious marks, doing four (104) sandhyās, going to the temple, returning home, collecting materials for one’s own worship, etc.—all as parts of “abhigamana” (43-130). The daily routine continues with seeing next to the steps in “upādāna”—getting flowers for worship, twigs, vessels, liquids, the groceries for food offerings, etc. (131-227).

The time for “iṣṭā” is about midday—and this is when one commences actual worship through various purifications, meditations on tattvas and jīva, mantrajāpa, etc. (228-299a). Actual liturgical worship [bāhyārcana] is described step-by-step—how vessels are cleansed and arranged, how the yogāṣṭha is to be made and arranged, worship of Acyuta (Viṣṇu) on the pīṭha, how to do nyāsas, mudrās, etc., and how to offer flowers, liquids, decorations, etc.—indeed all the parts of all the āṣanas are given [sānāsana, alaṅkārāsana, bhoyāsana, mantrāsana; also sāyanāsana?] (299b-417). [A special section on the liturgy of temple worship is inserted here—418-442]. After liturgical worship is finished, “anuyāga” routines of food-gathering and feeding are to be attended to; only after this may a man himself eat, and then only by following certain ideal habits (443-467).

“Svādhya” is study-time (468-471).

“Yoga” is to be done toward evening, and includes disciplined pursuit of certain pious habits—such as the sandhyās, visiting temples, attending to worship in one’s own house faithfully, etc., as well as the usual attempts at physical and mental exercises (472-489).

The five daily observances must be somewhat altered, of course, for ladies. Indeed the five constituents must be redefined for them (490-511a); widows, sannyāsins and brahmācārins, too, must do certain things appropriate to their condition; what these are, are briefly given (511b-514).

IV. योगाचाय

Yogādhyāya (689 śls.)

“Chapter on Yoga”

This chapter picks up and enlarges upon the reference to yoga in the preceding chapter. There are two kinds of yoga—“jñānayoga” and “karma-

* Some recipes are included, e.g., 177 ff.
yoga". (In regard to the former) The various steps of the discipline are described in some detail (1-146). [On the whole, this section represents a Vaiṣṇava restatement of yoga principles. Occasionally specific terms are different, and the order of samādhi and dhyāna are reversed—the latter being disciplined concentration on Vāsudeva who is located in the lotus of the heart.] Another yogic discipline [yogāntaram] is "mantrayoga"—but Viṣṇu cautions, the mantra employed must be one which has been properly given and received if one is to gain by it mukti. How to undertake "mantrayoga," and when, is given (147 ff.)—with special liberties given to those who have undergone "pañcasamāsāra-dīkṣā" (187-215)—with a long discussion of the several varieties of mantras that may be used in "mantrayoga" (216-356). Then is given an outline of the steps to be followed in "mantrayoga" discipline itself (357-407). Included in the foregoing discussion of mantras is a discussion on nyāsa (261-391). The fruits of practising "mantrayoga" are listed in the course of which several specific ("prayogic") gains which may be realized by alteration of the standard practice are also detailed (408-608).

The eschatological discussion that follows has a section that is Advaitic, identifying the jīva and Brahman, but later, contrary to this, the quality of the liberated souls staying in the presence of the Lord in Vaikunṭha (609-643) is mentioned.

The "nāmaṇa"-mantra (Acyuta, Ananta and Govinda) is then mentioned, as is the "agniṇaṇa"-mantra. This is followed by brief descriptions of mudrās ["śaṅkha," "cakra," "agniṇaṇa," "paṇḍa," "surabhī," "dhūpa," "āīpa," "yoga," "grāsa," "mahaṇa-grāsa," "aṇjaṇi,"]; also" svaṭāntriya" ("abhāya," "dhyāna"), "prārthiṇa," and "jñāna," ("nyāsa")—which "please" Him (649-680).

V. Puṇyāhādividhi

"Miscellaneous Remarks about Puṇyāha and Other Rites"

Note: This is an exceedingly discursive chapter in style, and interpretation is thereby made the more difficult. There seems to be no unifying idea holding the chapter together beyond the fact that it is a miscellany of special instructions in regard to worship routines. Four main topics seem to cause the various injunctions and digressions to cluster about them: puṇyāha-rites (1-100), snapana routines (102-191), a special fire-worship with intricate elaborations indicated (192-301) and balīdāna during nityotsava and mahotsava times (302-327a). Because of the lack of systematic exposition in this chapter, the procedures enjoined for each of these rites cannot easily be condensed; however, in the course of the chapter certain passages of interest may be noted. These are: how the worshipper disposes his costume during puṇyāha (1-24); how to
construct and repeat the mantras used in punyäha-rites (30-100); how to make sūtras for water pots (122-124); how to distinguish three types of snāpana-rites according to number of pots used (108-112); how to prepare “pañcagavya” (172-182); how to meditate on Nārāyaṇa and Lakṣmī in the middle of the fire-pit (203-209); how to execute the eight saṃskāra-rites to the fire (230-240, 262); how to see and name the seven tongues of flame in the fire and how to make offerings to a particular tongue to achieve specific ends (252-258a); how the pañcasaṃskāra-rites are to be done (266-273). The remainder of the chapter contains other miscellaneous counsels.

VI. मन्दिरनिर्माण

“Concerning Temples”

This chapter treats first of the considerations that must be satisfied while building a temple (1-341), then of the rules for furnishing the finished building with icons and other finishing touches (342-479). A brief section at the end concerns itself with domestic worship (496-502).

In undertaking to construct a temple, the first thing to do is to select a properly qualified acārya-director (3-10). He, with others, will select a suitable site (11-21, 236-239), perform the various preliminary pacification rites (22-35a) and attend to the matter of town-planning consequent to planning a shrine and forming a settlement around it (35b-67a). After plowing the site and attending to certain attendant matters (67b-85), a pit is dug and “khāla-homa” rites are performed (86-96) followed by the installation of a miniature icon in a miniature replica of the temple. Such a bālālaya is to be provided not only during a building program but also during later periods when repairs must be undertaken (97-175).

There are various typologies of temples, according to materials used, according to numbers of storeys, etc. (176-205). In a three-storey temple, some or all of these sections will be found in the order from bottom to top: uṣāna, jagati, kumuda, paṭṭikā, karna, paṭṭikā, mahati, paṭṭikā, vajana, vedikā, ārāhaka, caraṇa, kamsamāla, kapota, prati, prativedikā, karna, śikhara (188-191a). While the details of building are to be drawn from the śilpa-sāstras, certain sections here are given over to prahlamesṭakā-rites (209-240), garbhanyāsa-rituals (344-267), and mūrdhvesṭakā-activities (268-275). There follows a digression on stūpis (276-283a) and a few words about śikhākumbhās (281b-298), followed by some counsels about placements of the diṁmārti figures (287-303).

Then follow some remarks about mandapa-pavilions (305-318a), gopuras (318b-320a), prākāras (320b-327) and dvāra-doors (328-341).
Turning to icons, there are six varieties according to the substance they are made of each with distinctive benefits (342b-348). When icons are fashioned of stone or wood, there are certain ritual procedures to follow in gathering together the raw materials (349-378, 379-386). Icons themselves have certain proportions and iconographical conventions that must be maintained—whether standing (387-412a), seated (412b-437) or shown on a vehicle (438-448). The doorkeeper figures are described (449-465), with variants given for different entrances (466-479).

As for other items in the temple compound—Garuḍa, the balipiṭha, the dhvajastambha, the kitchen, the storerooms, the treasury, wardrobes, etc.—these are each briefly mentioned (480-493). Special mention is given to the shrines devoted to Matsya, et. al., and to those given over to Viṣṇubhaktas (494-495).

In relation to the discussion of such manāra-shrines, attention in closing shifts to domestic worship and household shrines and the icons suitable for and proportionate to them (496-498). The chapter ends with an eulogy of the sālagrāma-stone, considered ideal as an "icon" for household worship (499-502).

VII. [no title] (693 śls.)

("On Various Types of Sanctification Rites")

This chapter deals with pratiṣṭhā-sanctification rites of various kinds. Various preparations are necessary: the purification of the celebrant (shaving etc. 3-6), preparation and germination of auspicious seedlings (7-38), purification of the temple after the śilpins’ departure (39-43), performance of śānti-homa for mistakes that may have occurred in planning and constructing the buildings (44-52), attending to the tying of kautukabandha-wrist-bands (53-60), providing the necessary proxy articles for the chāyādhivāsa-routines to be done to icons that might be damaged by water (64-76) and arranging and purifying the pedestals, the icons will eventually go on (77-82). Jalādhivāsa begins (83-101), and while the icon is made to recline in the water vastupāja is done (102-124) after which the eyes of the icon are ritually “opened” [netronmilana] (125-131).

From this point the orderly exposition of the pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies is all but sacrificed to the rehearsal of miscellaneous details to be seen to in the execution of sanctification procedures: "chāyā"-snāpana is briefly treated (132-135), as are snāna-routines in general (136-138). “Karmāṅga-snāpana is enjoined (139-144), after which the “cahrābja”-maṇḍala is then discussed—how to make it, color it, worship the various deities in it, etc. (145-172, 196-209). The next thing to be attended to is śayanādhivāsa (173-181), followed by worship of the dvārātorāṇas (182-195). Invocation of Viṣṇu is done, and eight
pots plus two larger pots are placed around the recumbant icon whereupon grains are spread upon the sthaṇḍīla-platform (210-229). Golden effigies of the eight weapons of God and of Vāsudeva and Sudarśana are put into the pots, and the larger pots are worshipped in an especially constructed maṇḍapa (230-321). Preparation for prāṇa-pratiṣṭhā-homa is done by invoking all the vital airs [prāṇavāyunyāsā] (322-330), and this homa is done in order to make the vitality of the icon wax as the homa fire itself intensifies with the various offerings and accompanying meditations (the śoḍaśānyāsas—331-445).

After sāntihoma is done (446-450), the Lord is sprinkled with water from the pots just worshipped so elaborately, and this is done to the accompaniment of the "viṣṇugāyatri"-mantra (451-452).

Thereupon a section of the chapter deals with miscellaneous, alternate rules for ceremonies done to icons of various materials (453-458); with the procedure for the pratiṣṭhā of the subsidiary deities (459-468); and with how to make the necessary bali-offerings to other deities (469-475a).

Returning to the exposition of pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies, on the next morning, after vāṣṭukhoma, if the temple is "ekabera," the acārya goes to the garbhageha-sanctuary and performs a kind of "garbhanyāsa" ceremony [that name is not used] (475b-481). A piṇḍihā is kept there, wherein God’s Presence is invoked, and the temple is then closed for three days (482-507). On the fourth day the doors to the temple are opened and, after bathing the icon and attending to flag-raising ceremonies (508), a mahotsava-festival is begun. If the temple, however, is "bahubera," or if the icon is of the painted type, certain special rules at this point are to be followed—with special instructions for avidhana-invocations and nyāsa-demonstrations to the various icons, the self-dedication of the acārya to the Lord, and the first-offerings made by him to the Lord, followed by the usual mahotsava, etc. (509-551).

Then follow brief supplementary sections on how to conduct pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies to: vibhavamārtis (Matsya, et, al. 552-555), the karmabimba-icons (556-565), the female consorts (567-612 including elaborate vibhāha-ceremonies), the vimāna (613-632), the baliṣṭhā (633-642), the mahānasa-kitchen (643-651), of tanks and wells (652-654) and dhvaja, dhvajastamha, ghanta, dhūpa, dīpa, musical instruments, umbrella, ornaments of the Lord, etc. (655-672). A final section is given over to the pratiṣṭhā-procedures for Ananta, Garuḍa and Viṣvaksena (673-676), and for the aksamāla-rosary (677-682), for images of bhaktas (683b-684), and for images to be used in domestic worship (685-693).

VIII. [no title] (341-1/2 śls.)

("On Festivals, etc.")

Brahma speaks to the other sages and says he will now relate what the Lord told him about uṭsava-festivals. An uṭsava-occasion is always preceded by
a flag-raising ceremony of dhvajārohaṇa. How to do this is outlined in detail (2-43). Adhivāṣa-rites for the Lord and His consorts will already have been done the day before (44-57). Either immediately before or immediately after the flag has been raised, the presence of various deities (including Śrī) is individually invoked to the accompaniment of drums, etc. (58-77). Also prior to the beginning of an utsava-festival, aṅkurārpāna-sprouts will have been attended to either 5 or 7 or 5 days before (75 ff.). Other preliminaries such as kautuka-bandha, various homas, bāli-offerings, etc., are mentioned (92-121). Also as a preliminary to the utsava-festivities proper, the Lord is to be taken out through the streets of the village (122-135a).

Once the utsava-festivities have begun, there are certain rites to be observed on the various days and nights of the festive occasion. Among these are: “cūrnotsava” on the seventh day evening (136 ff.); “jaladronyarcana” on the eighth day afternoon (143 ff.); “mrgayotsava” on eighth day evening (152-153); “tīrthotsava” immediately following that (160 ff.) and rathotsava on the ninth day (154 ff.), having already attended to the “avarohanotsava”-cere monies (170 ff.). The ninth (or tenth?) day includes a “puṣpavāga” (182-205), and on the tenth day evening there will be “pavitrārohaṇa”-ceremonies (206-255).


The remainder of the chapter deals with prayāṣcitra-procedures for the defilement of images and buildings, for lapses in liturgies, for natural disasters, etc. (299-332). In the conclusion (333-342b), Bhagavān tells Brahmā to spread these teachings to all who are qualified; He adds that things which are not found in the present text are to be supplied from other works (339; cf. I: 153).

CRITICAL NOTES:—

Two considerations suggest the possibility that the fifth adhyāya may not have been part of the original composition: first, a striking absence in it of the literary sense and quality that mark the remaining bulk of the work; and PA50
second, by subtracting the verses in it from the total, the figure mentioned in VIII: 338 is closely approximated.

The heading of the first chapter claims that the Viṣṇuṇilaka is a part of the Khageśvara-samhitā. However, nowhere else is this claim substantiated and, in particular, none of the colophons—where one would expect to find such relationships put forward—support this statement. The original Khageśvara-samhitā is not known, making confirmation of the claim remote in any case.

The mention of four gunas in Ch. II may be noted.
VIŚVAKSENA-SAMHITĀ

Publication scheduled:

A critical edition in Devanāgarī script is under way at Tirupati, Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha.

The following discussion and description is based on a paper manuscript in grantha characters deposited at Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library (MT. 3702)—incomplete.

Introductory Remarks—

In its present manuscript form, this work of 39 short-to-long chapters appears to be "incomplete". Originally it seems to have consisted of two parts—a "pūrvabhaṅga" (mentioned in the colophons of chs. II and IV, and referred to in ch. XV) and an "uttarabhaṅga" (found in several colophons and referred to in chs. V and VIII). It may (also) be a conflation of two texts, one a dialogue between Viśvaksena and Śaśipati, and the other a dialogue between Viśvaksena and Nārada. In any case, the present arrangement of chapters is disordered and confusing (see "Critical Notes" below). Nonetheless, what is here presents some valuable insights in regard to several concerns close to the heart of Pāṇcarātrins—not the least of which is an attempt to deal with the theological problems of image-worship (XXXI:17b-19a), as well as a number of valuable and unique iconographical passages relating to pratimā-icons along with a number of chapters concerned with the provision of a prāsāda-structure to house them. The majority of the chapters remaining concern themselves with various aspects of worship accorded the images in a temple, and some of the festive routines occasionally celebrated in the temple's liturgies.

The title is named as canonical in the following lists: Kapīṇjala (53/100), Pādāra (50/108), Puruṣottama (26/106), Bhāradvāja (54/103), Mārkandaṇḍeyya (25/91), Viśvāmīra (28/108), and Viṣṇu Tāntra (69/154). According to Das Gupta (History of Indian Philosopphy III. 24) it is quoted by Rāmānuja (12th century).

This same work is also quoted by Pillai Lokācārya (13th century), by Vedānta Deśika (late 13th century) and by Varavaramuni (or Saumya Jāmātā, who quoted it copiously in the 15th century). Excerpts from it are reproduced in a number of secondary collections also—Utsavasamgraha (MT. 3286), Pāṇcarātrasamgraha (MT. 3257), Pāṇcarātra-samhitā (MT. 352) and Pājāsām-
*Vacanasanāgraha*, a collection of quotable passages from the corpus of Pāñcarātra literature, refers to it authoritatively.
III. त्रासंगमण

Dārusaṅgrahaṇa

(82½ śl.)

“Selecting the Wood (for making an icon)”

Viṣvaksena says that the ācārya-director along with the yajamāna-patron is to select carefully the wood to be used in making an icon. The rituals to precede the cutting of the chosen tree—or the quarrying of the stone, in case the icon is to be made of stone—are given some detailed attention. Actual cutting with a sanctified axe is to be accompanied by mantras, petitioning pacification of the tree whose timber is to be used for the icon (1-47). The wood is then turned over to a qualified śilpin-artisan for fashioning into likeness of the Lord; all steps of the process are to be accompanied by proper rituals to insure sanctification of the wood-block to be carved (48-84).

IV. सिलाग्रहण

Śilāgrahaṇa

(38 śl.)

“Collecting the Stone (for making an icon)”

Here Viṣvaksena gives exclusive attention to the selection of stones in cases when icons are to be sculpted from rock. Here, major attention is given to the ritual accompaniment of the quarrying—although various types of acceptable stones and where they may or may not be gathered are also given extended treatments (1-36). As for how to fashion the raw material into an acceptable icon, Viṣvaksena points out that he has already given these instructions to Nārada in the latter half (uttarabhāga) of this tantra [see Chs. X and XI, below; n.b.—colophons of some chapters, e.g., 2 and 4, refer to themselves as “pāruabhāga”].

V. शूलास्थापनविधि

Śūlasthāpanaviḍhi

(8r śl.)

“Rules for Installing the ‘śūla’—Form”.

Viṣvaksena speaks now of the “śūla”-form to be used as a kind of skeletal frame for an icon (made of plaster?). It is a roughly hewn shape in the form of the desired icon. Strips of cloths and lengths of strings are (later? see śls. 73 ff., below) to be wrapped about it and, once in place, to be thought of as skin and sinews; and the whole is to be made ready for the subsequent application of clay which, once in place, is to be thought of as flesh. Taken to a special maṇḍapa-pavilion in front of the temple-site, such a rough-hewn “śūla”-form, after various ritual preliminaries are done, is to be given a jalāddhivaśa—bath whereupon the Lord’s Presence is invoked into it.

Viṣvaksena points out here that the details for the subsequent snapana-rites are to be found in the latter half (uttarabhāga) of this work [see Ch. XVI, below].

He then turns to the āyana-rites wherein the (“śūla”-) forms of the Lord and those of His consorts are dressed, made to recline, and are thereupon worshipped. On the morning of the next day the ācārya removes these “śūla”-
forms from the maṇḍapa-pavilion to the sanctuary; installing there first the one representing the Lord and then the ones of His consorts, Śrī and Puṣṭi. All this is done to the accompaniment of mantras and invocations (1-72).

Only then, when the "śāla"-forms are thus installed, is the pratima-icon to be fashioned there in the sanctuary. The "śāla"-forms are wrapped in cloths representing the flesh, coloured and then wrapped in strings to symbolize the sinews and veins of the body. Thereupon, clay is applied to represent the skin of the body, and once again strings are wrapped around the form—this culminating act being called "raujubanāhana". After this is done the ācārya and śilpīs are honored (73-81).

VI. śrūṣṭiśār 
Mytsaṅskāra

"Purification of the Clay".

Visvaksena turns here to the clay to be applied to the "śāla"-form, and he makes some distinctions between baked and unbaked clay, regarding the color to be used according to the vaṣjamāna's caste, concerning the mixture of specified foreign substances in it etc. Acceptable clay is to be brought from a holy place, dried out for a month until ready, applied to the waiting form—which is then wrapped with nine strings—and colored (1-10). Five main colors, as well as the intermediate colors resulting from mixing any two or more of these five, are acceptable; these are given names (11-27).

VII. śrūṣṭiśār 
Svapnavidhi

"Regarding Dreams".

In this chapter Visvaksena (abruptly) turns to the subject of dreams and their omens. When a dream is going to come true depends largely upon what time of night the dream was experienced. The bulk of the chapter is devoted to classifying subject matter of dreams as either "auspicious" or "inauspicious" (1-33).*

VIII. śrūṣṭiśār 
[no title: Iṣṭakālākṣanādāvidhi] (42 šls.)

("Regarding characteristics of Bricks and Other Things")

The chapter commences by describing how Nārada approached Visvaksena who was doing penance on the other side of the Milky Ocean. Nārada requests Visvaksena to tell him about the characteristic features of the icons of the Lord, the mantras and their meters, etc., addressed to the Lord and His Retinue (1-4). Visvaksena points out that this tantra-teaching is Vedic and therefore authorita-

* Note: The text to this point seems to be a dialogue between Visvaksena and Śacīpati; beginning with the eighth chapter, the dialogue for the most part seems to be between Visvaksena and Nārada.
tive in character, and that it is more valid than any other agamas and is highly beneficial to follow; the same applies to the “uttarabhāga” (= latter section) of this tantra, he says (5-8).

Viśvakṣena then launches into a series of compact instructions concerning preparation of a plot for plowing, sowing seeds for aṅkurārpaṇa-germinations, making certain types of bricks, and conducting the “first-bricks” rites (pratha-mesṭikā) (9-42).

**IX. बलस्थानविधि**

*Bālasthānavidhi* (16½ śls.)

“Rules for Setting up the Temple-in-Miniature”.

Viśvakṣena turns to the location, dimensions and construction of the bālasthāna-temple-in-miniature. “First-bricks” rites, garbhanyāsa, and gem-burial rites are also to be done for this temple- replicas.

**X. भविष्यालक्षण**

[no title: Pratimālakṣaṇa] (148 śls.)

(“Description of Images”)

Nārada asks to know the characteristics of various images, as well as the different types of images, and also about the placement of the stūpi-dome of a temple. Viśvakṣena commences his answer by naming the various forms* of the Lord and His consorts and entourage (1-11). He then turns (12-22) to describing the system of measurement to be used in constructing an icon, and, before continuing on matters more directly concerned with icons themselves, he reviews the proportionate measurement of other parts of the temple in relation to the chief icon and to the pīṭha—pedestal’s dimensions, etc. (23-54a).

He then turns to icons to be used by different classes in their private worship—metals to be used in fashioning the icons, general dimensions that are acceptable, and how to sanctify them for use in actual worship (54b-68a). Next he considers the icons in temples—where the various types should be located in a temple compound, what specific sizes, various types should be, and the general contours and postures to be recommended (68b-118). Again he turns to icons for use in individual worship—collecting and mixing their constituent elements, selecting proper artisans to fashion the icons, etc. (119-134).

Nārada asks if an icon dedicated for use at a particular place can be moved to another place for worship. Viśvakṣena replies that an icon installed according to Pāṇcarātra modes of worship must not be taken to a place where other āgamic ways are in use; the mixture of tantric traditions (tantrasaṃkara) brings about evil effects (135-142). Nārada then asks about other evil results that come

---

* In avatāra-list, “Buddha” is omitted.
when defective images are used in worship, to which in answer Viṣṇuṣena outlines some dire effects (143-148).

XI. [भूतिमेठदलक्षण] [no title: Mārtibhedalākṣaṇa] (322ś śls.)

(“Concerning Different Types of Icons”)

Here the narrative turns first to the decorations and weapons of the Lord in His Supreme Form, then to further description of Vāsudeva’s form flanked on either side by Śrī and Puṣṭi (9-14); Saṃkarṣaṇa (15-19); Pradyumna (20-22); and Aniruddha (23-30). Then he tells about Matsya (31-38); Kūrma (39-45a); Varāha (45b-57); Nṛśimha (58-64); Vāmana (65-71); Jamadagni (72-75a); Rāma and his entourage (75b-109); Balarāma (110-114a); Kṛṣṇa and His two consorts, Rukmini and Satyabhāmā (114b-133); and Kalkin (134-142). For each of these as well as for various other forms of the Lord—Keśava, et al.—there are different rules and methods of pratiṣṭhā-installation as well as distinctions to be maintained regarding their individual decorations and distinctive marks (143-148).

He then describes the appearance of Keśava (149-153), Nārāyaṇa (154-160), Mādhava (161-163), Govinda (164-168), Viṣṇu (169-175), Madhusūdana (176-178), Trivikrama (179-181), Vāmana (182-186), Śrīdhara (187-190), Hṛṣikeśa (191-193), Padmanābha (194-206a), Brahmā (206b-228, including his consorts, Medhā and Sarasvatī, and their installation) and Dāmodara (229-232).

The narrative then explains that pratiṣṭhā-installation of each of the four Vṛttā-modes are appropriate for the various four yuga-ages (233-235). Next, the cosmic form of Viṣṇavāpa, and two other forms of Viṣṇu are described (236-254). Then come descriptions of the Lord’s consorts: Śrī (255-261a), Puṣṭi (261b-264a), Medhā (264b-267), Vāk or Sarasvatī or Vānī (268-275), and Durgā (276-285a). Following this, Vīghneśa and his installation and worship is taken up (285b-306—including details about his attendants). The chapter closes with some remarks concerning the various types of movable icons of the various forms of the Lord used in the practical aspects of temple worship (307-323a).

XII. मन्त्रोद्धार Mantrodhāra (43 inc. śls.)

“Composing Mantras”.

Viṣṇuṣena undertakes here to give directions for composing mantras, and how to identify the rṣi attached to them, the chandas-meters used with them, and the deities presiding over them—the mantras to be taken up pertaining to the forms and aspects of the Lord (taking up in the preceding chapter) (1-12). He commences by telling how to arrange the syllables in the mantras addressed to the first five forms of Viṣṇu (13-36).
VIŚVAKSENA-SAMHĪṬĀ—Carupākāvidhi

[ A break occurs after the 43rd śloka, prior to which there has evidently been some discrepancy in arranging surviving ślokas—for what is spoken of concerns the mantra to the aspect of Jamadagni... ]

XIII. [ no title ] (58 śls. inc.)

[ ***The beginning of this chapter, continuing on the subject of composing mantras, is missing.*** ] The meter, the rṣi, the deity, and the varṇa* of several mantras are given. First taken up are those addressed to Viṣṇu, Nārāyaṇa, Mādhava, Govinda, Madhūḍāna, Trivikrama, Vāmana, Śrīdhara, Hṛṣikeśa, Padmanābha and Dāmodara (1-14). Then also those for Vāsudeva, Saṅkarṣaṇa Pradyumna and Aniruddha (15-18). Likewise for the following: Padmā, Puṣṭi, Medhā and Sarasvatī (19-22.) The “Vighneśa” or “Gaṇapati” mantra is afforded a somewhat more extended treatment (23-33). The chapter closes after treatment of the “Puruṣasūkta” in some of its sixteen varieties (34-58).

XIV. चतुष्पाकविलि Carupākāvidhi (149½ śls.)

“Rules regarding Food-offerings”

Viśvaksena tells Nārada here first about various places where grain to be used in holy offering may suitably be cultivated and grown (1-6). Then he speaks of the qualifications for professional cooks, as well as the measures and utensils they will use in their labors (7-21). He then discusses rice—how to clean it, store it and use it in cooking (22-39). Certain mantric as well as hygienic precautions are to be taken during the cooking processes (40-49).

As for mixture of food to be offered to the Lord, certain fruits, roots and other ingredients are acceptable, and various preparations may be made by mixing these elements according to certain recipes (50-87a).

The cooking process is to be punctuated by the blowing of conchs-(Śaṅkha) and, when finished, the cooked food is to be transferred to waiting vessels to the accompaniment of mantras, mudrās and music. This food is then offered by the ādesika-priest to the Lord, after which he (returns to the kitchen area?), makes homa-offerings and thereupon divides the food, taking some for himself (87b-112a).

Then, turning from nitya and naimīṣika procedures, Viśvaksena moves to a treatment of mahāhavis-offerings for special purposes—the preparations, the festive liturgical accompaniments, the elaborate offerings, etc., (112b-133a). The chapter closes with a detailed account of the “most secret” matters concerning mahāmna-offerings—offerings containing a number of ingredients, presented without the usual homa-rites (133b-150a).

* Here, actually construed by the text to refer to color—Viṣṇu is copper-colored, Mādhava is emerald green, Govinda is crystal, etc.

PAṢI
Pratisthalaksana

**XV. मूलमन्त्रोपनिषदम्**

Mūlamantrahomakrama (118½ śls.)

"The Steps in making Homa-offerings to the accompaniment of the "mūla"-mantra"

Nārada asks about the use of the mūlamantra verses during homa-rites. Viṣṇavakṣena—referring to how he has previously given in the pūrvabhāga-section the details regarding kuṇḍa-firepits, srūk and srвуva utensils, etc. [see ch. II, above]—here turns to kindling the sacred fire by the ācārya. In passing, he does, however, give some details and measurements regarding the kuṇḍa-firepits (7-12). In regard to meditations and invocations to accompany the kindling rites, he describes Lakṣmi (18-24), Viṣṇu (25-28)—their union being symbolized by the flaming fire itself (1-31). Several saṃskāra-sacraments are in this connection mentioned regarding the fire (32-68). Nyāsa-concentrations on the part of the ācārya are done after the fire is burning (69-79), whereupon actual homa-offerings may be initiated, during the course of which further dhyāna-meditations on Viṣṇu are to be done and all offerings are to be made using appropriate mantra-formulas (80-110). After homa-rites are completed, rewards are given—without the distribution of which the benefits accruing to the performance of homa-rites will not be realized (111-115). Homa-rites as explained in the foregoing are for guidance on festive occasions; they are to be undertaken simply for the satisfaction of Hari (116-119a).

**XVI. प्रतिभालक्षण**

Pratiṣṭhālakṣaṇa (128 śls.)

"A Description of Pratiṣṭhā-rites"

The sanctification of a small 4-armed icon is taken up here. Taking it to the pavilion, already described before, jalādhivāsa-rites (4-10), netronmilana-activities and snapana-rituals are there done (1-13). Then puṇyāha-purifications are done (14) after which a śayana-couch is prepared and the icon is laid upon it (15-22). Nyāsa-concentrations are performed, followed by mūrti-homa-rites (23-63a) and, on the next morning, vāstu-homa-rites and pāryāhuti-offerings (63b-72a).

The bālāsthāna (temple-in-miniature) is prepared and decorated, sanctified and after attendant brahmins are recognized and rewarded, the icon is brought to the bālāsthāna and installed there with the "mūrti"-mantra. Abhiṣeṣaka-libations are then made to the accompaniment of the "mūla"-mantra whereupon abhiṣeṣaka-libations are done also to Śrī and others of His retinue with appropriate mantras, followed by nyāsa-homa-rites and worship (72b-103a). The ācārya then must request the Lord to come and abide in the icon, and then pūrṇāhuti-sprinklings are done throughout the temple (103b-107a). Offerings of food may then be made to the icons of the Lord and His retinue, and thereafter daily homa-rites and bali-offerings must be made (107b-119a).
The second pratiṣṭhā-sanctification takes place after the Lord's icon is transferred from the bālāsthāna to the mulaṅsthāna-sanctuary (119b-127a).

The rewards to one who supports this type of pratiṣṭhā-rite are briefly mentioned (127b-128).

XVII. जङ्गमस्थापन Jāṅgamasthāpana

"Installation of the Portable Icon".

The narrative turns here to procedures for sanctifying the portable icon which is a replica of the main icon. The first steps include rites of sprinkling, bathing and immersion; homa-offerings; utterances of prayers and formulas. Then the icon may be placed in the sanctuary [prāsāde sthāpayet] (1-8). As for portable icons that reveal a posture different from that of the main icon, certain rules are to be observed in regard to the appropriateness of the posture of the portable icon in relation to the posture of the main mulaṅbera-icon (9-13). So also are there specific, modified routines for sanctifying and depositing other types of secondary icons—as well as pictures and carvings etc. (citrāhāsa-ardha-citra)—for use in worship (14-53).

XVIII. देविस्थापनविधि Deviśṭhāpanavidhi

"Rules regarding the Installation Rites for the Lord's Consorts"

Viśvaksena promises here to speak of the installation-rites and the attendant marriage festivities of the consorts of the Lord. In regard to these matters and prior to the actual installation of the female icons, mandap-pavilions are to be constructed and furnished with pots filled with sanctified waters. Into each pot a golden replica of each female icon to be sanctified is placed for purposes of jalādhīvāsa, ṣayāna and snapana; thereupon pūjā-routines are undertaken on their behalf (1-14). (Connected with these rites of sanctification?) it is highly beneficial to mark the "marriage" of the Lord first to Lakṣmī and then to Puṣṭi and after the "marriage" one should attend to special homa-libations with "aṣṭākṣara"-mantras—all of which is accompanied by great éclat. Only after all this should one offer worship to the Lord along with His consorts (15-33).

Only mantras with individual "bijas" appropriate to each female deity should be used during the installation-rites. Done correctly these installation ceremonies bring great benefits to those who undertake to do them (34-38).

A method of installing only Lakṣmī's icon for use in worship with Her Lord is also given, concluding with some instructions for homa-offerings, pūjā-worship and daksīṇā-awards to participating personnel (39-77a). Viśvaksena concludes that he has now offered information concerning how to set up worship of the Lord in conjunction with His consorts. He points out that worshiping the Lord along with His consorts is the proper mode of worship, and that its practice yields immense benefits (77b-83).
XIX. अन्यायसाधिक्षण

"Description of the Components of Nyāsa, etc."

Viṣṇukṣena here says that prior to worship an ācārya must undertake for the good of his sādhaka-aspirants certain nyāsa-concentrations and mudrā-gestures. Several nyāsas are described generally, but not named (1-8). The following mudrās are named and described: “havaca”, “netra”, “dīpa” and “aṅjali” (9-21). When these are used prior to worship they bring beneficial results (22-29).

XX. परमात्मादिमूर्तिपूजाभेदकथाकन

"Chapter on the Different Kinds of Pājā-worship for the Icons of the Lord in His Paramātman and Other Forms"

Viṣṇukṣena speaks to Nārada about the various types of beneficial pājā-worship appropriate to various modes and forms of the Lord that a sādhaka-aspirant may undertake (1). The chapter seems to be a miscellany of topics only very loosely connected with one another. Viṣṇukṣena commences by asserting that structural temples to house the icons of the Lord may be built in any one of a variety of holy places (2-4). Then he distinguishes several types of worship routines according to the number of icons being honored (5-6), and according to whether done for oneself or on behalf of others to a particular variety of icon (7-11a), and also according to the duration of time required for the pājā-ministrations (11b-18). All worship of the Lord, he stipulates, should be preceded by an elaborate, holy snāna-bath by the worshipper (19-29); he also mentions various other formal preliminaries, including prāṇāyāma-cycles, japa-repetitions, nyāsa-absorptions, etc. (30-60a).

Further steps of worship are then given in detail: dvārapājā (60b-71); mānasapājā (72-85a), along with specifications concerning the aspects under which various divine forms are to be contemplated (85b-129a); cleansing the area, and cleansing and placing certain vessels prior to dvāhana-invocations (129b-137a); and finally the overt liturgies of arghya, pāḍya, etc. and all the 32 uḍāḍra-services to the Lord (137b-140, 204-250). In the midst of this exposition is a long passage (141-203) describing the forms of various parivāra-deities to be contemplated in the course of the on-going liturgies.

After this, agnikārya-rites (251-253) and bali-offerings (254-292, 293-323) are to be meticulously attended to.

The narrative then turns to some general remarks about types of worship—including the statement that in one’s personal worship in private it may be either “vaidika” or “tāntrika” but that in performing public liturgies for others it must never be “vaidika” but rather either “tāntrika or a miśri”-mixture. There are also some distinctions made regarding whether worship is
of one or of several icons, and some counsels about the proper understanding by the worshipper of what is, at every point, being undertaken (324-330).

The chapter concludes by Viṣvaksena saying that left-overs from the pūjā-offerings are acceptable to him and that only certain fit people deserve to receive the garland first offered to the Lord (331-342).

XXI. Matsyādināmarcanaphalam (24 śl.)

"The Benefits that Accrue from Worshipping Matsya and others".

Nārada expresses conviction that there could be no better aim in life than to go on continuously worshipping the forms of the Lord. Viṣvaksena enthusiastically agrees by describing Viṣṇu in His Own Form (1-6). He then continues by turning to the fruits that accrue to worshipping one or another of the Lord's incarnational forms. For examples, worship of Matsya and Kūrma rewards a devotee with realization of all his desires; worship of Varāha erases all his sins and cures all his illnesses; worship of Narasimha rewards a man with all-round success; etc. For the most part the rewards are of a mundane kind (7-16). He counsels that such worship is only for the faithful, and that care should be taken by them to worship the Lord and His entourage with properly understood mantras etc. (17-24).

XXII. Snapanavidhi (1824 śl. + prose)

"Rules for Bathing-rites".

When snāna-rites are to be done for the Lord, a maṇḍapa-pavilion containing a vedī-altar should be prepared. The dimensions for these are given, and an option is given to make the vedī-altar of certain metals (1-14). Strings must be carefully prepared for wrapping around the pots to be used in the snāna-rites. [At this point in the text there appear to be deficiencies, and a prose passage is introduced concerning having materials in readiness for such snāna-rites.] As for the contents of the 17 primary and several secondary kalaśa-pots, various articles and ingredients are to be provided for the liquids—including hot water—the addition of each item requiring its own special mantra (15-57, 68-76a, 88-91). Then the icon of the Lord is offered liturgical honors (58-67).

As for snapana-rites, these are classified as good/better/best according to the number of pots used—the least acceptable being with only 17 primary kalaśa-pots (76b-79a). Once kautukabandha-rituals have been done to the icon and cūrṇa-powder has been applied to its head, then the Lord is bathed (79b-82a). Again liturgical honors are advanced to Him, accompanied by great éclat, and He is finally offered mahāhavis, whereupon the ācārya-director is rewarded (82b-87).
Another, better type of snapana-rite requires the use of 1000 pots (92-94). This rite demands special, and different, preparations. Details are given for preparing the special maṇḍapa-pavilion (94-112), collecting the pots and their contents (113-143), giving the sacred bath to the icon (144-150) and offering appropriate liturgical honors (151-179). This rite ends with distribution of naivėda-y-offerings to the faithful and rewards made to the acārya-director (180-183a).

XXIII. Puṣṭaraṃḍyaṅgopūjaḥvidhi (594 śls.)

"Concerning the Flower-Garden and Other Items used in Puṣṭaraṃḍyaṅga"

Viṣṇvaksena turns here to the subject of selecting a piece of land on which flowers for use in puṣṭaraṃḍyaṅga-offerings are to be grown. How to judge its location in regard to the temple and how to cultivate the selected plot are given (1-9). A variety of flowers, fruits, vines and trees that may be grown (and cared for, it is noted, by a brahmin) are listed (10-15, 23-24); but planting of any of these is to be done only after "Vighneśa"-puṣṭaraṃḍyaṅga has been offered (16-18). The care and cultivation of these is to be accompanied by mantras, and even watering is to be entrusted only to Vaishvās brahmins (19-29).

Flowers selected for use in puṣṭaraṃḍyaṅga-offerings are to be brought to the puṣpa-maṇḍapa at the temple, and there kept fresh with water and sanctified by mantras. Garlands are made there within the temple-precincts only by morally and socially qualified devotees. The chapter ends on a note cautioning that flowers for worship should be tendered all care and protection (30-60a).

XXIV. Jalaganāḥdisanāṃskāravidhi (30 śls.)

"Rules for Purifying Scented Waters, etc."

Viṣṇvaksena undertakes to describe the rites that must be observed to purify the waters taken from the temple-tank when they are used to bathe or otherwise refresh the Lord. The vessels to be used should first be cleansed symbolically, then the waters put in these vessels are to be flavored or scented. All these activities presumably take place in a maṇḍapa near the tank to the accompaniment of mantras. The water-filled vessels are brought (from there) to the deity’s presence, following this procedure, for all nitya and naimūtiḥka occasions (1-30).

XXV. Pālikāghaṭikāṣarāvalakṣaṇa (57 śls.)

"Description of Certain Types of Pots"

Nārada asks to know about raising sprouts in ankurāroṭaṇa-rites, as well as the details about the pots known as "pālikā," "ghaṭikā" and "śārāva." Viṣṇvaksena says that these pots may be made of gold, silver or copper respect-
ively—or all may be made of copper, or even of clay (1-6a). He then gives dimensions for each (6b-7a, 7b-8a, 8b-9a). He then turns his attention to ankurarpaya-germination rites so necessary as a preliminary to all festive and special ritual occasions (9b-15a). Thereupon, returning to consider the three types of pots, he names for each the 16 deities associated with them (15b-18, 19-21, 22-24, also 50b-53); and he then speaks of certain colors that may be used to distinguish the pots in their varieties (25-25a).

Planting the seeds or grains in these pots (bijanyasa) is to be done to the accompaniment of mantras, after which bali is to be offered (29b-50a). He concludes by noting the omens indicated when certain types of sprouts are produced from the germinations (54-57).

XXVI. अवजोतिःपनविधि Dhvajotithapanavidhi (159 śls. + prose)

"Rules for Flag-Hoisting"

Since no activity is undertaken by a temple without attending to it first, Viśvakṣena here outlines the activities connected with flag-hoisting services. He commences by mentioning the dates appropriate for such services—the 21st day or the 27th day (although it is not clear from which point these calculations begin). Germination-rites preceding the services must be done at night, although the flag-hoisting itself must be done only during the day (1-4). Next he turns to such matters as constructing, preparing and sanctifying for use various items needed in the services: the dhvajapīṭha (5-17), the dhvajastambha made of wood and topped by a likeness of Garuḍa (18-29), and the cloth flag bearing the depiction of Garuḍa (30-75, 76-94—alternative methods offered—and 95-111). On the evening prior to the hoisting ceremonies a procession with the flag takes place (112-117), and this is repeated with bali-offerings the next morning (117-129). The flag-pole is then cleaned, sanctified and, with one flag tied to it, erected and given various liturgical honors (140-159).

XXVII. उत्सवविधि Utsavavidhi (177 śls.)

[ different meters used and prose ]

"Rules regarding Festivals"

Viśvakṣena turns now to utsava-festivities, their typology according to length, the benefits that come from their celebrations, some places proper for their performance, and the occasions that call for their being conducted (1-12). Thereupon, after naming the 15 steps that are required in the proper performance of any utsava-occasion and mentioning some other general considerations that apply to all festive-celebrations (13-24a), he dwells upon the particulars of daily bali-offerings for a nine-day festival (24b-31). He elaborates further in this connection on the deities to receive bali, place where bali-offerings are to be made, and the shape and construction of the balipīṭha-altars (32-41).
Nārāda asks to know the entourage of Hari who are properly to receive bāli-offerings during utsava-routines. Viṣvaksena’s reply comes in a long passage of mixed prose and verse in which he undertakes to name and describe in iconographical detail a number of deities and their respective entourages: Kumuda, Kumudākṣa, Puṇḍarīka, Vāmana, Śaṅkukarna, Sarpanetra, Sumukha and Pratiṣṭhita; also Brahmā is added to this list [note: the descriptions are contained in a long prose passage— śl. 42, plus prose passage].

Nārāda then requests information regarding the mantras proper to each of the several deities mentioned above as well as the proper modes of honoring them liturgically (43). Viṣvaksena first describes the arcana-routines that may be employed (44-51a), and then gives some advice about the propriety of mantra-usage in this connection (51b-58).

Returning to utsava-preparations, Viṣvaksena then names the steps of the adhivāsa-rites that precede the actual festival (59-65), whereupon he moves to describe the procedure of the main festival activities—apparently a kind of tīrthayātrā (66-125)—including manḍapa-construction, collecting the requisite vessels, steps in liturgical worship, actual libations, and final ministrations to the Lord’s icon prior to removing the image to the river-bank for more services. The procession back from the river-bank to the village (126-129) is culminated by an elaborate puṣṭapāya (130-135).

The chapter concludes with a description of a yāgamandapa-pavilion and its uses (147-173), with the final lines (174-177) enjoining that the left-over offerings and paraphernalia of an utsava-festival be given to the ācārya-director in order to make the celebration valid.

XXVIII. अमावस्योत्सवविधि Amāvāsyotsavavidhi (105 śls.)

“Rules regarding the Amāvāsy Festival”

Viṣvaksena says he will here describe the monthly (3-day) amāvāsyā-celebration. He adds that this amāvāsyā-celebration is also to be done on the anniversaries of pratiṣṭhā-rites, the yajamāna’s “naksatra”-day, the king’s birthday, and the star-day of the temple’s presiding deity (1-2). As for the procedure, ankurārpaṇa-germination in 16 pots must be attended to (3-25a), and then the icon of the Lord is given a snāna-bath (25b-32) after which in a special manḍapa-pavilion “kautukabandha”-rites are to be attended to (33-38), followed by havis-offerings, etc. (39-43). Bali-offerings are made (44-48), homa-libations are attended to (49-55) and again bāli-offerings are to be done (56-59). Then the icon of the Lord is taken in a chariot or in a palanquin around the village (60-64). Bali-offerings are again made (65-69) whereupon liturgical honors are extended to the Lord (70).
On the third day elaborate abhiseka-bathing rites are given to the Lord in the temple, after which the icon is taken in procession to the river or local tank and bathed again. After this, the Lord's icon is returned to the temple, offered "mahānna", (92b) and treated like a king (71-95).

The chapter closes with a second-best alternative for the third-day celebrations (96-105).

XXIX. श्रीरामजन्मोत्सवविधि srīrāmajanmotsavavidihi (21½ šls.)

"Rules for the Festive Celebration of Rāma's Birthday"

Here Viśvaksena undertakes to describe the particular way in which the star-day of Rāghava (= Rāma) is celebrated. The procedure is much the same as described in the preceding chapter—ānkurārpaṇa, śnapana, acāryapujā, kautukabandha, homa, etc. The difference seems to be that instead of an excursion to the river or to a tank for elaborate bathing-rites, the central concern here is to decorate the icon of the Lord Rāghava with special ornaments, powders and clothes whereupon He is taken in procession around the village, afterwards bathed and then offered mahāhavis (1-22a).

XXX. कृष्णजन्मान्तरित्वतः kṛṣṇajayantītvat (55 šls.)

"Celebrating the Birthday of Kṛṣṇa"

Viśvaksena turns here to Kṛṣṇa's birthday—He Who was born of Vasudeva and Devaki for the good of the world. The celebrations are to be in 8th day of the dark fortnight of Śrāvana-month under the constellation "Rohini" (1-2). After āṅkurārpaṇa-germinations have been attended to, the icon of Kṛṣṇa is taken to a special maṇḍapa-pavilion where kautukabandha-rites etc. are done, (3-13a). He is placed on a śayana-couch along with an icon of his brother Balabhada, and while in a reclining position both are entertained by Vedic recitations, music, etc. (13b-24). They are put in a standing position again and offerings of ghee, milk, curds, flowers and fruit are given to them (25-30). Homa-rites are then undertaken, after which Kṛṣṇa is given a śnapana-bath, decorated and attended by lamp-ceremonies, and afforded bhojyāsana-attentions (31-48). Next morning he is taken in procession around the village and, after being returned to the temple, He is given a śnapana-bath after which mahāhavis is offered (49-55).

XXXI. [no colophon-title] (18½ šls. + prose and gaps)

[Note: This chapter, unlike others in this work, is written in the bhu-
jaṅgaprayāṭa-meter; the text also contains gaps].

PA52
[Nārada presumably asks Viṣvaksena] * how to worship the Lord when certain times and places (deśa/kāla) are unfavorable, and when certain other details of worship are not known. Viṣvaksena [*** lapses here make the passages that follow unclear ***] responds by turning to the basic wisdom [mālavidyā] concerning the 8-syllable mantra (1-5). An āraka-priest who proposes to use this mantra in either private or public worship must first select a place to sit, and—after familiarizing himself with the chandas-meter, the muni-sage, etc. of the mantra—repeats this mantra for his own purification (6-10). ***[Gap?]***

(Nārada asks) how the Lord Who resides fully in the main image can also take up residence in the utsavabera-icon. (He also asks) whether the Lord transfers Himself fully from one place to another, or only partially? Viṣvaksena answers that the Lord’s manifestations are simultaneous and may be likened to the self-same flame that proceeds from one lamp to another.† God undergoes this process for the material benefit and the spiritual release of all men. He adds that it is, in fact, by the use of the 8-syllable “māla”-mantra, the “Āṅgulya”-mudrā, offerings of arghya, pādya, ācamaniya, puṣpa, dhūpa, dīpa, tāmbāla, bali and homa that one gains all desires (11-17a).

Nārada asks how One Supreme Person could be worshipped, then, in different ways in different places. Viṣvaksena replies that just as fire, though one, gets different names due to its different locations (in sacrificial offerings),‡ so the Lord Vāsudeva, though essentially one, due to differences of places where He dwells, is given different names and receives various liturgies (17b-19a).

XXXII. [हेतिराजलक्षण] [no title: Hetirājalakṣana] (16 sls. + gaps)

(“Description of Sudarśana”).

Viṣvaksena turns here to the characteristics of the “king of weapons” [hetirāja] in all its varieties—namely, the cakra-discus, with 1000, 100, 50, 16 and 12 spokes. Whether the varieties of this discus are classified as good/better/best depends upon whether they are fashioned out of copper, silver or gold (1-3). Further details are promised regarding three classes of discuses—and from what remains of the text, these classes seem based upon different sets of measurements used. Details of the first variety are given (4-13), but the second two classes do not appear. ***[Gap commences in sl. 14; also missing, apparently, is a

---

* Here a prose fragment commences the chapter. In it reference is made, but confused by the fact that the passage is only partial, to what has already been said about Pavitraopāna, puspayāga, pratishṭā, dikṣā, etc. This indicates the chapter is probably misplaced here, and should come later in the work.

† Cf. the same image used in Pādma-saṃhitā “jā” II. 21 and Brhad Brahma-saṃhitā IX.13.

‡ See ch. XV. 48, above.
section on the pratiṣṭhā-sanctification ceremonies for the Sudarśana-discus. ] ***

The chapter ends with a eulogy of the sanctification rites (15-16).

XXXIII. तृत्युधिविविष [ no title: Dravyaśuddhiḥvidhi ] (22½ śls.)

(“Rules regarding Purification of Paraphernalia Used in Worship”)

Viṣṇukṣena offers to speak here of the purification of all items used in offerings made to the Lord. In regard to gems and gold ornaments preferred to Him, these must be “pure” (1-5). As for pots and vessels, these are made “clean” by using the “astrarāja”-mantra (to Sudarśana) as well as by washing them in water; food-offerings are made “pure” simply by uttering the (“astrarāja”)-mantra (6-7). Viṣṇukṣena remarks that he likes the nirmālya-left-overs of the food-offerings, and that he should receive his one-fourth before the remainder is distributed among the Viṣṇu devotees (8-11).

Viṣṇukṣena commences here to name the presiding deities of the following instruments and items used in offerings: srūk, srūva, pots, flowers, sandal-paste, aksatā-rice, cake, ghee, etc. All of these articles, regardless of their named deity, it is stressed, have as their inner essence [rasarūpa] the Lord Nārāyaṇa (12-20). The chapter ends with the caution that one who worships must know the presiding deities over all the objects he uses (21-23a).

XXXIV. प्रासदालक्षण Prāsadalakṣaṇa (64½ śls.)

“Characteristic of Temple Structures”

Viṣṇukṣena says only certain places are suitable for the construction of a temple to house Viṣṇu; he names these (1-4a). A temple is good/better/best according to whether it is made of clay, wood or stone (4b-5); another classification is given according to its size (6-10a). He then turns to the identification and location of the various vimāna-devatās (10b-18a), whereupon he names various parts of the temple-compound—the mandapa-pavilion; the prākāra-courtyards of which there may be from one to three; the gopura-entrance tower; the pacanālaya-kitchen; the storage shed for flowers; and the tank (18b-20). He says that this is all one needs to know about a temple; if one cannot find adequate information about temples in other tantras then he may be sure to find it here [note: the line in question here is so ambiguously constructed it could read just the opposite—“anuktaṁ ca anyatantreṣu nīrīkṣya atra práyojayet (21)]

He thereupon names and briefly describes five types of vimāna-structures—“mandara,” “nividha,” “nāgara,” “drāvila,” “vesara” (22-30). A further, different classification is according to materials used—a “pawṛṣṇa”-
type being of mixed brick and stone; a “naṇuṣaka” type being a mixture of stone, brick and wood; and an “aṅgana”-type being simply a wooden structure (31-32).

Viṣvaksena turns now to the mūrdeśṭaka-rites and their requirements in regard to special structures, liturgies and personnel (33-51, 59-64); the central rites on the second day require that the stūpi-finial be placed and bathed (without ratnanyāsa-rites) whereupon celebrations culminate the activities (52-58).

XXXV. [Mahāpīṭhapratīṣṭhā] [no title: Mahāpīṭhapratīṣṭhā] (37 śls.)

(“Installation of the Mahāpīṭha”).

Viṣvaksena turns here to where the various parivāradevatas are to be placed in the temple-precincts in relation to the main shrine (1-3)—but he does not mention names nor give other details. Thereupon the narrative shifts to the matter of constructing the balīpīṭha (4-16), and of a two-day prokṣana-rite initiating this balīpīṭha into use (17-37).

XXXVI. (jiṁṇābhāvaśīvī) Jīrnoddhāravidhi (149ś śls.)

“Rules for Repairs.”

The narrative turns here to repairs of the temple structure, which actual repairs are preceded ritually by elaborate prokṣana-sprinklings and ādīvāsawashings with sanctified waters and by certain festive undertakings (1-4i1a), and which are themselves to be done by “able” āśīpīns (4i1b-46). Then the narrative concentrates on the repairs that may be made to icons. Different procedures of repair are to be adopted according to the kind of icon at hand—depending upon whether it is made of clay, silver, gold, etc. and therefore what substances are to be used to mend the broken icon. Procedures vary also depending upon whether the icon is used in public liturgies or in private worship, etc., etc. (47-8o). If, however, the icon has to be completely replaced, then certain other routines are required. All of these repair and replacement activities require that during the period of repair the sakti-power inherent in the old icon be transferred from its locus in the figure to a temporary abode in a special pot of water. There the sakti-power remains for the duration of the repair work. But the work should be done with all dispatch and the sakti-power re-invested in the image so that worship will not long be interrupted (8ob-8ga).

Repairs to dhvaja-flagpoles must also be undertaken with due care and, when repairs are completed, sāntithoma-offerings are to be made followed by a festive celebration (89b-92).

The “sthāpaka”—the person who oversees the various details of the repair programs—should be selected with great care (93-100); the same for the
In planning out his program of repairs the sthāpaṇa must, above all, follow the rules laid down in only one particular śāstra-book and not mix traditions (101-105).

Viśvaksena at this point turns to the prokṣaṇa-rites of cleansing (from pollution) of the ratha-cars, śīhikā-palanquins, and other temple-moveables, appointments and structures. He outlines the steps—including preparation of a special mandapa-pavilion containing a small altar, sanctification of special pots of water, sprinkling the cleansing waters over the defiled object, etc. (117b-140a).

The chapter closes with some observations on dīnmurti-deities, pointing out that they normally do not require prokṣaṇa-cleanings when defiled. Some details are also afforded regarding their (original?) installation-rites. Viśvaksena concludes by saying that in all ceremonies of these types it is important to follow established rules (140b-150a).

XXXVII. शीष्याशकुनिविस्तार

"An Elaboration on the Omens relating to Dīkṣā-initiation Rites"

Nārada says that, having now heard the (foregoing?) tantra-text which is the "nectar of the 'Ocean of Pānicarātra,'" he wants now to hear in detail about the sakuna-omens relating to dīkṣā-initiation rites. Viśvaksena refers to that "ancient, supreme Wisdom" [mahāvidyā purātani] which Viṣṇu Himself once imparted to him in this regard for the good of all aspirants. This Wisdom divides sakuna-omens into 64 types. Over all of these Vighneśa is Lord and Master. To offer worship to Vighneśa, then, is the first thing any aspirant should attempt to do; then one should worship immediately thereafter a "pustaka"-book (I-15a). This relates to prognostication based on a random passage selected from a sacred book.

Nārada asks what this book is. Viśvaksena says that it comprises a number of patra-leaves each one of which contains a sloka-verse. In each sloka-verse is embedded one or more possible omens. As part of the dīkṣā-initiation rites the candidates are blindfolded and this book is brought before them. Each is to select at random one leaf. These are then shown by the ācārya to the candidates once their blindfolds are removed. Each candidate is asked to read the sloka on his leaf. If the sloka-verse speaks of an auspicious matter, then the candidate is accepted for full initiation; if the sloka-verse speaks of an inauspicious matter, he is rejected from further rites. Altogether the text (17b-24a) lists some 600 odd items that may be named in the slokas written on the leaves (15b-103).

The process just described should not be revealed or explained to outsiders of little faith, warns Viśvaksena. He then tells how the selection process ends with further worship of Vighneśa. In closing, Viśvaksena points out that this
process can be used in other ways too—to determine the good or bad effects of undertakings bhakta-devotees may wish to undertake, etc. (104-113a).

XXXVIII. प्रयास्तिविद्धि प्रयास्तिवादित्वम्

Pīṭhasakundinimittaproksaṇa (66 śls.)

"Proksaṇa-rites occasioned by ... [?]

Viśvaksena here turns to the rites of sprinkling water that will cleanse various items of pollution. He speaks of doing this to icons, to temple structures and its parts, to pedestals, etc. In all these cases a special ācārya-director is selected to oversee all the details, the first of which is always to see to the construction of a special mandapa-pavilion (1-17). The bulk of the chapter is given over to a somewhat confusing set of instructions for what is apparently an elaborate two-day festival in which the Lord’s icon is washed, paraded, sprinkled, and otherwise attended to in an effort to remove all taint of pollution from it (18-66).

[Note: this chapter is not clear, perhaps due to omissions and lapses no longer apparent in the text.]

XXXIX. प्रयास्तिवाधि

Prayaścittavidhi (32½ śls.)*

"Rules for Penitential Undertakings".

Viśvaksena speaks here of penances that may be undertaken to atone for lapses in the on-going worship of the Lord—whether the interruption be for only one service, for one afternoon, for one day, for one month, or some other length of time. In general the prayaścitta-procedures are much the same—all include injunctions to feed brahmins, to perform punyāha-rites, etc.—but the best way of all is to perform additionally certain formal bathing-rites to the Lord followed by mahāhavis-offerings and liturgical worship (1-12). Some other, alternative methods for performing prayaścitta-rites are given (13-22a).

In the case where a temple has fallen into protracted disuse, before regular routines may be resumed, a new bālasthāna must to be constructed, proksaṇa sprinklings to be done and necessary repairs or alterations to the buildings be made—all accompanied by certain ritual activities (22b-26). Damage by fire also requires prayaścitta-rites of expiation to accompany the necessary repairs (27-33a).

CRITICAL NOTES—

The most vexing problems connected with this work relate to basic matters of "lower criticism"—that is, procuring a good, reliable textual tradition. Solution of all other problems hinges on the reconstruction of a viable text,

* See "Critical Notes" below.
VIṢVAKSENÅ-SAMHITÅ—Critical Notes

without which speculations regarding the "thought" reflected in Viṣvaksena-
samhitå—the domains of "higher criticism"—are bound to be at best tentative.

Gaps in the text (XII end, XIII beginning, XXXI, XXXII and XXXVIII) may or may not be filled in by comparison with other manuscript versions.* Certainly an additional 300 slokas to add to ch. XXXIX can be found in easily accessible secondary works.† According to hints provided in Schrader's Introduction to the Pāñcarātra... (see "Index", p. 165), there must be at least some sections that can be reconstructed from quotations made by Varavaramuni in his commentary on Tatvatraya.‡

The presentation of the chapters in the current text is, as already pointed out, disordered and confusing. Even a cursory examination suggests rearrangement. Chs. I-VII may for the time being be considered to be a fragment of the "Purvabhåga"—although one or two of these opening chapters (I? VII?) may not belong here, and certain other chapters of the latter portion of the work may perhaps belong to it. As for the "Uttarabhåga" we would tentatively suggest the following order, based on the order of exposition adopted in other samhitås: the chapters (VIII, IX, XXXIV, XXXV, X, XI, XXXII, XVI, XVII, XVIII, XXI, XXXIII, XX, XXIII and XIV) having to do with construction of temples, provision of icons, and matters pertaining to institution of regular worship routines all belong together; so also do the chapters pertaining to mantras (XIX, XXXI, XII, XIII and XV); then comes the group of chapters relating to utsava and other naimittika and kåmya activities (XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXII, XXIII, XXVIII, XXIX and XXX); and next are to be placed the chapters on repairs and remedial measures (XXXVIII, XXXIX and XXXVI). The chapter on dhåśå-initiation procedures by "lot" (XXXVII), containing a unique approach not encountered elsewhere in the printed literature, stands alone. However, such rearrangement, unless supported by other data, may pose more problems than it solves.

The present text reveals certain significant omissions. Dhåśå-initiation is usually given considerably more attention than it receives here.† Also missing

---

*See then MT. 4358; Mysore IL 38; ms. No. 481 at S. Iyengar Library, Srirågam; and Tirupati ms. No. 4344. Another manuscript is privately owned by V. Periyatiruvadi Iyengar in Srivaikuntham; still another is reported in Mallepe.

†See Pråyaścitapajñaka (MT. 2996, pp. 157-192) and the Pråyaścittasangraha, privately owned by R. Raghava Bhattar of Srirågam, containing 345 slokas from "ch. 39".

‡See especially Isvaraprakarågam in Tatvatrayam... Vyåkhyañam, Madras, Vartamanapress, 1504 (?) (Telugu script).

†Can one infer from the "lot" system employed that there were more aspirants for initiation than could be accommodated? One is hard-pressed to imagine when and where this could have been the case.
are the conventional chapters pertaining to matters philosophical and speculative—so-called "jñāna"-passages. And, the striking details that are preserved in regard to certain aspects of liturgical preparations and procedures (e.g., XXV, XXVI) suggest that an original might well have contained similarly detailed sections on other, related matters—thus considerably increasing the bulk from its present size.

To be sure, what is available provides ample materials for scholars to evaluate. For random examples: the Vyūhas seem at least in the "pārvabhāga" to be three rather than four (VI: 27b although compare with X: 233-235, XI: 1-30 passim); "varṇa" in regard to mantras (XIII) is naively construed to mean "color"; the position accorded the "takṣaka" and other artisans is unusual (XXXVI and elsewhere); and the way in which Viṣvakṣena refers to Vighneṣa is, in light of the fact that in later Vaiṣṇava piety he himself occupies that place, at least curious (XXXVII: 66 ff.). Of interest also are the lists of avatāras* and mārtis, parivāradevatās and consorts—some encountered here that are not normally found in more popular lists; in this regard it is interesting also to note the practice (in ch. XXX) of honoring Kṛṣṇa and Balabhadra together. Few external references to place-names or texts are made; but the two geographical places named (Veṅkaṭa = Tirupati, and Kīśkindhā in Mysore) and the one work mentioned ("Padmodbhava Purāṇa"—meaning an āgama-text?) are perhaps significant. No other samhītās of the Pāñcarātra corpus are mentioned, although it is clear from the repeated warnings to avoid "tantrasamkārā" that others in fact were not only available but perhaps also competing with the Viṣvakṣena-samhītā traditions.† Noticeable throughout is an absence of sectarian bias so marked in many other (later?) samhītās.

The inclusion of prose passages in chs. XXII, XXVI, XXVII and XXXI may perhaps be explained as later insertions. The anuṣṭubh-slokā is predominant throughout; but it may be noted that in ch. XXVII some different meters are also employed, and that ch. XXXI employs the bhujāṅgaprayāṭa-meter exclusively.

In conclusion, this samhītā-text deserves careful study, and doubtless represents a comparatively early text as well as a significant tradition not elsewhere encountered.

* The list of avatāras in ch. X omits the Buddha.
† Very likely the use of the term "Ocean of Pāñcarātra" (XXXVII: 2a) is significant in this regard.
**Sāndilya-Samhitā**

**Available:**


2. Sāndilya-samhitā, Bombay, 1887 [Devanāgari script]. 15 chapters of the 5th khaṇḍa only.

**Introductory Remarks—**

This is a work of approximately 3600 ślokas in fifty-six chapters divided into four sections. It presumes to be the "bhakti-khaṇḍa" of a larger work, the Sāndilya-samhitā. The name "Sāndilya" is listed as a canonical title of the Pāṇcarātrāgamā in the following works: Kapīṇjala (47/100), Puruṣottama (32/105), Viṣṇu Tantra (135/154), Hayāśīśa (9/25); also in Agni Purāṇa (9/25) and in Maheśvarī Tantra (10/25). A "Sāndilya-samhitā" is quoted by Vedānta Deśika in Rahasyātrayasāra. Certain chapters from a "Sāndilya-samhitā" are also to be found in secondary works of the Pāṇcarātra school—as, for examples, in Utsavasāŋghraha and Prāyaścitāsāṅghraha. A ms. at the Sarasvati Mahal Library in Tanjore, called Tantrādhikāравicāra (B.L. 259—Devanāgari script on paper), also quotes a "Sāndilya-samhitā." However, the work in hand cannot be identified with the one in these references; it appears to be—at least in part—a later production that has taken the name of "Sāndilya-samhitā" as a bid for authenticity.

This "Bhakti-khaṇḍa" is a devotional piece coming from the ranks of Kṛṣṇa devotionalism. In it Kṛṣṇa is identified with the Supreme to the neglect of more typical Pāṇcarātra theological largesse. Most of the work is concerned with modes of ethical behavior and pious practices to be observed by devotees. A late origin for this work is suggested by the reference in IV. xv: 43 to Vallabha as well as by certain emphases throughout. Thus, it would appear that this work is to be placed among the "later" group of samhitās, perhaps as late as the 16th or 17th century A.D.
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS—

First Section

I. 

"An Account of the Real Nature of Bhakti and of Creation through God's Pleasure, etc."

The rṣis say that they, having heard all about artha, dharma, kāma and mokṣa (referring to the preceding "lost" sections of this work), want now to hear about that which will help them to understand their eternal nature (1-7). Śaṅḍilya says that what he is about to say to them concerns Lord Hari and, because its mastery requires no extra efforts and because the contents of it may be divulged to man of any caste, it tells of a path which is open to all. Devotion to the Lord Kṛṣṇa is that which paves the way to peace, bliss, equanimity, knowledge, etc. [See also Ch. V below]. He then goes on to say that such devotion originates with God, but that He awakens in man a response of love which then establishes a relationship between the two wherein love flows like an unbroken stream [snehadhārā] between them. God has no reason for taking the initiative other than that it is the nature of His Graciousness [anugraha] to do so, or that it simply is His Pleasure [līlā] to do so. And the method He uses to awaken devotion to Him is to take human form on earth—using His śakti-power to transform Himself from a Divine Unity to His many Presences found in the three realms [līlāsrṭī/srśṭahāryabhavāḥ/chāyā māyāmayī] (8-30a).

Śaṅḍilya then turns to explain the Eternal Nature of the Lord who is Immutable, Everblissful, Creative, etc. As an offspring of His aṁśa-modes come the nityavigrahas who eternally serve Him and live a blessed existence. Also, there is another creation which is above the nature of atman [adhyātmāsrṛṣi] wherein the jīvas born of Him frolic with one another and take pleasure in His Presence. The souls that reach this abode come there by different paths; and about this Śaṅḍilya proposes now to tell (30b-38).

II. 

"Manifestation of Viṣṇu and Other Forms"

From that which is eternal [aṁśa] sprang up the figures of Brahmā, Viṣṇu and Śiva—these three being self-emanating parts of the Supreme Lord. Each of these has his own prakṛti-consort in the form of Mahālakṣmi, etc.—the union of these pairs producing the worlds of gods, humans, demons, etc. (1-3).

After stating that this world itself continues 36 tattvas, Śaṅḍilya then explains the origin of the Vedas, their guṇa-differentiated natures and the validity of
the different ways of life enjoined in them so long as Viṣṇu is seen as Supreme (4-19). So also does he set the life directed by varṇāśrama-dharma-ideals in the context of devotion to the Lord; also jñāna-insight and detached action are likewise set in the context of devotion (19-33). Just so, those who perform worship of the Lord with Vedic and āgamic mantras and do other nitya and naimittika services to Him also, they, like all the others, will achieve their goal (34-39).

III. अचारोत्सथलिपिक्यम्

Arcāvasathanirūpaṇa (84 śls.)

"Description of the Place of Worship"

Śāṅkilya turns here to a discussion of the proper type of person for worship—mainly in terms of his moral, educational and religious prerequisites (1-4). The image for worship is briefly mentioned—in terms of its construction and proper installation if an arcāvalāra; sālāgrāma-stones as items of worship are also mentioned [in lines 33-42, 45-51, the sālāgrāma stone is eulogized as a domestic object of worship]. Worship, once instituted to an image, should be strictly maintained, especially if it is a "svayamvyakta"-image (and several places where this has been done are enumerated—5-9).

When one proposes to worship the Lord, he must be ritually pure; this is ordinarily achieved by a five-fold process—by birth, by penance, by knowledge, by service to the Lord and by maintaining good company. If the worshipper is a śūdra, he too may become purified for his holy task by serving faithfully other devotees, by having the Lord's name on his lips and the Lord's brands on his body; if the would-be worshipper is even lower-born, he may purify himself by saluting the temple from a distance and having a bhakti-filled heart. Those who cannot worship the Lord, who are outside the pale despite their other qualifications, are those who ignore the injunctions of the Vedas and other holy scriptures (20-26).

No man will go to hell so long as he keeps repeating the name of the Lord; further, so great is the Lord's largesse that he will as readily accept a lowly basil leaf as a costly jewel—so long as it is offered with true faith (27-32).

Then Śāṅkilya turns to the steps to be taken daily by the "dvija"-worshipper: getting up, bathing, dressing, worshipping with mantras [63: Pāñcarātra modes of worship are called "āgamic" while Vaikhānasā ways are called "śrauta"—these being alternatives among others, namely Vedic ways or Śmārta ways, etc.], doing homa according to Pāñcarātra rules, etc. (51-71). Other daily routines are to be done, also, but primarily as a means of pleasing the Lord. As part of these, elders and respected bhaktas are to be honored (72-84).
Sampradāyatrāyanīrūpaṇa (103 śls.)

IV. संप्रदाय-व्यविलेखण

Sandilya is asked by the ṛṣis what are the three traditions [sampradāya] of bhakti that were given to and have followed in the wake of Brahmā, Śiva and Viṣṇu. He replies by going back to the cosmological beginnings of the Universe when all was darkness, and Hari made Himself into the (creative?) Nārāyaṇa, and at the same time Maheśvarī, the eternal beings, and the 29 tattvas also came into being along with the world and the Milky Ocean, etc. (1-14). He proceeds with the story to point out how Viṣṇu is the source of Brahmā, Vāmadeva, Mahādeva. These latter two later become Sāṅkarṣaṇa and Aniruddha respectively. Brahmā's creative activities then commence, but meanwhile he is instructed by Nārāyaṇa, in the form of Hamśa, about bhakti and about the "Tāraka"-mantra (15-29). As for this world's creation, the asuras, etc.—Brahmā is the source of these. Brahmā handed down his knowledge about bhakti to Vasiṣṭha, he to Śakti, he to Parāśara, he to Vyāsa, he to Madhu, and from him it spread across Karnatic country and other places in the South (30-43). However, Viṣṇu found it necessary to give the secret teaching on bhakti to Nārada (twice—once from Sanaka, again from Viṣṇu), and also separately to Lakṣmī. She, in turn, gave it to Viṣvaksena, who gave it to Agastya, etc.—and this sampradāya is also prevalent in the South (44-88). In any case, several bhakti-traditions have come from Viṣṇu Himself, just as a tradition has come from Śiva and one from Brahmā. All of these different traditions, as they have developed and flourished in the various ages and areas, account for the qualities of devotional religion found in the world (89-103).

[ During the course of Lakṣmī's instruction, she asks why the Lord is so willing to give his secret doctrine to so many. ] He replies that His grace shines alike on all—just as the Sun shines on all. Indeed, the Pāñcarātra system is so called because it comprises the Vedas, Āranyakas, the Śaiva teachings and the Sāṁkhya and Yoga and gives atmānanda to all; certain other meanings of things in five are also given in explanation of the name Pāñcarātra 62ff. ]

V. त्रिपुरारिसंप्रदायव्यविलेखण

Tripurārisampradāyanīrūpaṇa (30 śls.)

"An Account of the Tradition relating to Śiva"

This chapter turns to an explanation of how even what Śiva teaches from Viṣṇu—that even Śiva's dance was one of joy at hearing the marvellous sound of the Lord Kṛṣṇa Himself playing the lute. Sandilya got his knowledge of the Viṣṇu-sampradāya directly from Kṛṣṇa (1-30).

VI. शास्त्रिण्यपद्यपदेशविलेखण

Sandilyopadeśanīrūpaṇa (8 śls.)

"The Details concerning Sandilya's Initiatory Instructions"

Sandilya is asked to tell more about the teaching he received from Kṛṣṇa—its types, the duties, the prerequisites, etc. (1-3). He replies that the teach-
ing he was given is so great that it will save even dumb animals and trees, as well as all humans. Then he says that there are several types of bhakti—"sāttvika," "rājasa," "tāmasa" and "nirguna"—and these each lead to different kinds of mokṣa. These are briefly expounded (4-27).

Śaṅḍilya continues by saying that the whole world is pervaded by brahmān, and the universe is eternal (28-30). Thereupon he describes Kṛṣṇa who told him all this (31-61), and who directed him to Lalitā who in turn instructed him in behavior and how to know who is a real devotee and an honest and trustworthy guru and, furthermore, who should and should not worship in the "saguna" and "nirguna" manners (62-81).

VII. भक्तिस्वारुपांशिपुराणम् Bhaktisvarūpāṇapurāṇa (37 śls.)

"Concerning the Essence of Devotion"

The rṣis ask how it is humanly possible for one to act as if there were no influence by the guṇas. Śaṅḍilya replies that since it is the very nature of jīva to be without qualities, etc., those who pursue this jīva-knowledge would also eschew any inclinations that are not appropriate to this end (1-14). Then he mentions Śaṅkara and others as good examples of those who have acted according to "nirguna" motives, saying that even those who come into contact with such bhaktas will be borne to heaven (15-18).

Those who are solely devoted to Kṛṣṇa are "Ekāntin" only because of the merit accrued by themselves in previous births. Śaṅḍilya then commences to describe their habits, etc. (19-32). Such "saguna"-type worship as these folks manifest is, however, but an instrument leading toward the even more desirable "nirguna"-type of worship (33). Indeed there are four kinds of bhakti-devotionalism—"kriyāmiśra," "tapotmiśra," "gūṇamiśra" and "nir-guna"—and all we do in all our lives merely eventuates in such bhakti. The experience of "nirguna"-bhakti is man's final reward; Hari Himself only acts as the director [sādhana] to this goal (34-37).

VIII. दीक्षाविद्यापिनिस्पन्नम् Dikṣāviśeṣanirūpaṇa (73 śls.)

"Concerning Details of Initiation Procedures"

Śaṅḍilya says that initiation into the mantrarāja particulars will hollow the aspirant in body (and every way). The qualifications of both guru and sīṣya are mentioned, and the steps of initiation are outlined—including residing with the teacher in order to learn by example the ways of a devotee and in order to perform probationary penances (1-24). On the "dvādaśi"-day, the candidate is instructed by his guru regarding the nature of Kṛṣṇa, etc. (25-46). Once initiated, he no longer thinks of his mundane status and, repeating the "gopāla"-mantra, behaves as a true bhakta does (47-61).
IX. मक्षपुर्वांगनिरुपण [काम्यप्रयोग] Makhapūrvāṅganirūpaṇa (39 sūs.)

"Concerning Further Steps for "Prayogic" Effects like Fire-Offerings"

Continuing with the foregoing discussion, the "prayogic" liturgy should be done at an auspicious time. It begins with a "vāstuvīdhi"-rite (1-7). The bulk of the chapter is given over to other details of the manḍapa-construction, its appointments, the personnel needed for the rites and how generally to conduct the homa and bāli-rites (8-39).

X. दीक्षाप्राप्तिनिरुपण Diksāprāptinirūpaṇa (40 sūs.)

"In Regard to Getting Initiated"

Returning to dīkṣā-initiation rites, this chapter begins by describing the guru’s role in identifying with the candidate (1-19), and continues then by describing the subsequent steps of the ceremony—including blindfolding and giving out the mantra (20-25), the concluding promises and a festive marking of the end of the initiation up through the commencement of daily pājā by the initiate (26-32).

Nityapājā-daily rites are of six types: "vaidika," "tāntrika," "smārta," "miśra," "paurāṇika" and "bhākta." Each of these is briefly described and the proper type of person to follow each is also indicated (33-40).

XI. सनादिविधिनिरुपण Snānādīvidhinirūpaṇa (67 sūs.)

"Concerning the Rules for Bathing-Rites, etc."

This chapter begins a drawn out and discursive treatment of how to undertake the performance of daily pājā-rites. It commences by telling how, at the beginning of the day, the believer should think that Gokula exists in his own heart. After he meditates upon Kṛṣṇa along with his own family, he goes to take his bath. There he does tarpana while still standing in the river (1-33). Then while he chants mantras he applies the ārdhvapūṇḍra-cosmetic marks—the wearing of which is discussed and praised (34-63). The chapter closes with an eulogy of this way of life of Vaishnavas and the directions for the worshipper’s return trip home (64-67).
XII. Mantrarājanyāsanirūpaṇa

"Concerning Nyāsa-Concentrations on the main Mantra"

Arriving at his home, the worshipper then approaches the "mandira-dvāra" and sings to "awake" the Lord. After the usual preliminaries and arrangement of the necessary paraphernalia, he lights the lamps and meditates on Lord Kṛṣṇa (1-21). He commences repetition of the "māla"-mantra and contemplates his own jīva within, then turns to contemplation of Śaṅkaraṇa (22-24). Thereupon he arranges for various āsanas and begins his nyāsa-concentrations. There are six kinds of nyāsas alluded to here (35-37), and later on ten others are referred to. The benefits of these kinds of nyāsa-concentrations in connection with "Kṛṣṇa"-mantras are given (38-87).

XIII. Nyāsādhyāya

"Chapter on Nyāsa-Concentrations (contd.)"

The 10-syllable "siddhagopāla"-mantra is said to be the essence of all the Vedas, and it belongs only to the initiated. It is analyzed briefly (1-5), whereupon Śaṅkiliya turns again—for the bulk of the chapter—to the matter of nyāsa-concentrations using it (6-63). The real nature of Paramātman (Kṛṣṇa) is to be meditated upon (64-93) as accompaniment to the nyāsa-concentrations. The benefits accruing to those who practice these secret and potent nyāsas are indicated in general terms (94-99).

XIV. Pūjāpaddhatipatālavāna

"A Chapter concerning the Steps of Ritual Worship"

Continuing with the liturgy of worship, the icon of the Lord is moved on to a "śrīgārāpiṭha" and a yantra-design is placed there. In a series of ritual gestures, the various members of the Lord’s retinue are beckoned and served, etc., and the Ācārya is also honored. Then the Lord is offered a bath with pure water (1-128). After offering bath to the female consort deities, they too are offered flowers and other good things, and removed to the "rājamandapa" where they are offered food (129-210). For all other deities food is also to be provided, as well as for the guru, whereupon these offerings are to be given to other persons who are waiting (211-256).

Once these things are done the devotee should turn to study until evening, when once again worship is to be done. It is stated that the Lord should be worshipped thrice daily, but if this cannot be done due to emergencies, the Lord may be then served only twice in the day (257-270).

XV. Višeṣapūjāpaddhativarṇana

"Rules for the Method of Special Worship"
Discussing *nitya, naimittika* and *kāmya* worship, Śaṅḍīlya gives the occasions that require them as well as the auspicious times for performing them—for the most part emphasizing the *naimittika utsavas*, several of which are named and briefly described (1-8a). Certain calamitous occasions call for *kāmya* celebrations [*sic*]; *nitya* routines should not be interrupted. Finally, the general procedure for doing *kāmya*-celebrations is given (87b-126).

**XVI. स्तोत्रनियुक्त्य स्तोत्रनियुक्त्य**

*Stotranirūpaṇa* (a collection of verse-sets)

"Concerning Hymns of Praise"

*Stotras*, the use of which will lead to *mokṣa*, are given here: to the *guru* (11 verses), to *Hari* (11 verses), to the Lord as "Maṅgalāśṭaka" (10 verses), and for accompanying the lamp-waving ceremony (12 verses). Also given is one in praise of the *pīḷha*-pedestal and what is supported by it [*i.e.*., the Lord] (31 verses). Finally the "king" of the *stotras* [ stavardja] is given (31 verses).

**XVII. स्तोत्रकवाचनियुक्त्य स्तोत्रकवाचनियुक्त्य**

*Stotrakavācanirūpaṇa* (82 śls.)

"Regarding the 'Kauaca' Part of Hymns"

Śaṅḍīlya continues with *stotras*, and emphasizes their extraordinary power, treating them much as *mantras* (1-10). Further, he gives the "Śrīmaṅgala" *-stotra* (72 verses) along with its rewards and potency.

**XVIII. ललिताशतनामस्तोत्र ललिताशतनामस्तोत्र**

*Lalitāsatanāmastotra* (41 śls.)

"The Hymn Recounting the Hundred Names of Lalitā"

Here Śaṅḍīlya gives the *Lilāśatanāma stotra* of Kṛṣṇa taught to him by Lalitā (stotra = 27 verses), and ends by giving it high praise and outlining its potency (28-41).

**XIX. गायत्रयुपदेश गायत्रयुपदेश**

*Gāyatryupadeśa* (67 śls.)

"Instruction Regarding (the Use of) the 'Gāyatri' Formula"

The Īṣis ask to know about the "Gāyatri" addressed to Kṛṣṇa and his Thousand Names. To this Śaṅḍīlya replies that there are four castes, each with its own duties (2-5). Presumably in this connection, he then speaks of the uses of the various "gāyatrīs" according to when they are employed by particular persons for special reasons—and also how one should receive instruction in the appropriate verses through the appropriate channels. Some special attention is given to the case of a king, and his elaborate *dīkṣā* into the "Gāyatri," etc. (6-52). If a *vrātya* [*see śl. 6*] wants the "Gāyatri" for his use he must undergo certain additional, special preparations before *dīkṣā* (53-57); similar directives are given for those who are outside the twice-born groups but who also want *dīkṣā* into the use of the "Gāyatri"-mantra (58-66). The potency of the "Gāyatri"-mantra is described in closing (67).
XX. Sahasranāmavānana

"Regarding the Thousand Names (of the Lord)"

The ṛṣis ask Śāndilya to explain the 1000 Names stotra and how he got it. He complies, giving also the virtues and potencies of this stotra, the use of which pleases the Lord (1-35). The remainder of the chapter is the 149-verse hymn praising the 1000 Names of Kṛṣṇa (36-184).

Second Section

I. Dikṣāpraśāsāvidhinirūpana (43 śls.)

"Concerning Various Aspects of Initiation-Rites"

The sages ask to hear the ethical aspects of devotion to the Lord. The narrative turns to initiation, first by the selection of a proper guru (2-12), the administration of the sāṃskāra-sacraments (13-27), the selection of the proper time for the dīkṣā-rites (28-29), the qualifications of one fit to receive the mantra (30-34), and finally the 12-year urata period for one who has not the requisite sāṃskāras (35-43).

II. Sāmānyacāranirūpana (70 śls.)

"Concerning General Behavior"

Here some general procedures are given for observing the devout life: how to keep the kitchen and its utensils clean (3-12), how to maintain dietary and commensal rules (13-24; 43-55), how to repeat and demand proper conduct and deportment from śūdras, women, as well as how to behave toward and to treat others in general (25-42). Also, some miscellaneous social behavior like hiccupping and yawning, etc. (56-70).

III. Ācāravānana (54 śls.)

"Concerning Behavior"

This chapter turns to general behavior one should display toward the guru, his family and his associates (1-16); how two live in emotional balance (17-18); how to regard the Lord as standing above human affairs, yet how He is accessible to all in times of need (19-22); how to frame one's life around careful observance of dharma (23-24). Also are discussed the modes of purifying self, utensils and kitchen (25-29; 41-54), as well as more general remarks about personal hygiene (30-34). In addition a few remarks are made about widows (35-40).

IV. Viśeṣācāravānana (33 śls.)

"Concerning Special Modes of Behavior"
This chapter concerns first special behavior and routines a person who has had initiation should observe—wearing a silk garment, worshipping a citra-murti, and maintaining mahotsava celebrations (r-19). Then, some directions for "dravyaśuddhi"—purification of an icon before using it in worship (20-25), after which there are counsels to avoid evil ways and evil-doers of non-Vedic traditions (27-29), closing with remarks concerning japa and domestic icons (30-33).

V. परिचयवैविवेकः परिचयवैविवेकः

"Description of Daily Routine"

This chapter treats, in passing, most of the daily routine habits to be observed from rising in the morning, the daily toilet, meditations, etc., up to the [midday?] prayers (1-109).

VI. भगवतसेवावैवेकः भगवतसेवावैवेकः

"Honoring the Lord's Devotees"

This chapter picks up from where the last one ended and describes how one goes to the temple (mandira) and, after making proper preparations upon entry, how one is to worship the Lord Kṛṣṇa there step-by-step (1-70). [It is noteworthy, perhaps, that here women are enjoined to prepare the food-offerings (17 et passim)]. The remainder of the chapter concerns certain counsels about what is to be done in the afternoons and evenings (71-88).

VII. स्रीसाधारणसेवावैवेकः स्रीसाधारणसेवावैवेकः

"General Rules of Conduct for a Woman"

This chapter is concerned with counsel for married ladies and widows regarding the behavior proper to their station and conducive to their faith. It contains a miscellany of general rules (1-65).

VIII. वैष्णवास्मार्ज्जनमीलि वैष्णवास्मार्ज्जनमीलि

"Concerning Vaiṣṇava Social Ethics"

What should a Vaiṣṇava do for worship away from home? What kind of a place should he choose for his permanent residence? What kind of holy life can a person have who has not had the upanayana-rites performed? Does a devotee also have caste-duties? These and other questions are raised and discussed in this chapter (1-45).

IX. प्रायासित्वसेवावैवेकः प्रायासित्वसेवावैवेकः

"Concerning Penitential Options"

For those unable to attain the high standards of moral living required by vaiṣṇavādharma-standards—if the lapses are due to perversity of mind rather
than to a demonic spirit—they may atone for shortcomings by worshipping Hari or His devotees, or by pleasing one's guru etc. (1-13). Moreover, there are certain modes of behavior to eschew (14-20). Those who neglect to do all these things will be reborn as demons (21-22). The chapter closes with a brief list (23-38) of prāyaścittas for particular sins of omission and commission.

Third Section

I. विष्णोः प्रियविभूतिमाहत्म्यम्

"In Praise of the Creative Activity of the Lord Viṣṇu"

The ṛṣis question Śāndilya about the vibhūti-creations that Viṣṇu likes best. Śāndilya replies that the unqualified Brahmā existed as the One Nārāyaṇa who is Govinda. This Nārāyaṇa created līlāsakti, and having done so, He (Nārāyaṇa) used this as a means for coming down to this earth as Kṛṣṇa in Gokula (1-5). The course of the description then moves on to Creation, and in doing so touches upon the four vyūhas; the "units" of Siva, et. al. in Nārāyaṇa; the diversity of śāstraic works of the Śākta, Vaiṣṇava, Sāmkhya, Yoga, etc. (6-39). The chapter closes with a discussion on the real nature of mārkṣa, which is nirguṇa as regards its description (40-41a), and as it comes only through the grace [anugraha] of the Lord (41b-42).

II. विṣ्णुमाहत्म्यावर्णनः

"Regarding the Praise of Viṣṇu"

Only a Vaiṣṇava way of life pleases Viṣṇu (than whom there is no other), and in His worship alone comes salvation (1-42).

III. विṣ्णुप्रियावस्तुपारणवर्णनः

"How to Wear Objects that Please Viṣṇu"

This chapter turns to the regulations for wearing such things as leftover garlands from worship, pūnāra marks etc. Also, one should have a proper Vaiṣṇava name and have undergone proper dikṣā-initiation in receiving it. The chapter closes with an eulogy of dikṣā which leads to mokṣa (1-30).

IV. तुलसीकाहमाहत्म्यावर्णनः

"In Praise of Garlands Made of Basil Stalks"

This chapter turns to an eulogy of the tulasī-plant, why and how it is to be worn by the devotee, etc. (1-98). [One curious law laid down here in this chapter (29) is that men should worship male gods while women should worship female gods].
V. Tulasidhāranaśāstāṇādibodhana-tanmāhātmya

"More About Tulasi"

Here the habit of wearing the tulasi-garland about the neck is praised first, whereupon the larger part of the chapter continues to praise the virtues of this holy plant (1-61). The chapter closes with the narration of the story of the hunter Puṇḍarīkka, who was taken to heaven when he died near tulasi grove. Intermixed are other observations about the benefits of wearing tulasi (62-83).

VI. Vaiṣṇavamudrādhāranagaurava

"Greatness associated with Vaiṣṇava Mudrās"

In this chapter "mudrās" are discussed. But it should be noted that the discussion refers not to hand-gestures. Rather, it refers to sacred marks put on the body and the good effects that follow upon wearing them and putting them as symbols on all household items. Five types of "mudrās" are distinguished, with the fifth one being subdivided into two classes, each with six categories (1-26).

VII. Urdhva-puṇḍramahātmyavarnana

"In praise of the Vaiṣṇava Marks"

In this chapter the puṇḍra-mark on the forehead is praised, and some remarks are made to the effect that it should be worn from the fifth year onward, that it is to be made only with ashes from śrauta rituals, and that those who do not wear such marks should be driven from the kingdom, etc. (1-28).

VIII. Caranodakamahātmya

"The Greatness of the Water Used to Wash the Lord’s Feet"

The water used to wash the feet of the Lord’s image is discussed and praised for its various virtues. To take it in reverence is better than to visit all the holy rivers, etc. (1-27).

IX. Praśādamahātmya

"In Praise of the Leftover Offerings"

This chapter turns to a discussion of the food-stuffs offered to the Lord, and presents an eulogy of the purity of that which has been offered to Him (with corresponding condemnation of food offered to other deities—1-34).

X. Suddhyaparādhavarṇana

"An Account of Purification and Misconduct"
The first part of the chapter deals with various ways by action and attitude to cleanse oneself (1-22), while the remainder of the chapter contains a catalogue of sins of omission and commission (23-74)—closing with the ways by which such sins may be atoned for.

XI. केषवतोशावर्णन

Keṣavatośavārṇana (72 śls.)

"How the Lord is Pleased"

How is the Lord pleased? Perhaps best of all by those who follow their own station and duties in life (1-54), but also by approaching His physical Presence, by meditation, etc. (55). Beyond these things each man should strive to follow the ninefold bhakti-path; he should also repeat mantras, study saṃhitās, make offerings to the Lord, etc. (56-65).

The chapter ends with an eulogy (66-67) of the foregoing pages, saying that it contains the essence of all the Vedas and that nothing need be added to it. After a résumé of what has gone before, it is said that the rules should be studied, etc. (68-72).

Fourth Section

I. गुरुप्रभावनिरुपण

Guruprabhāvanirūpāṇa (56 śls.)

"Regarding the Greatness of the Preceptor"

The rṣis thank Śaṇḍilya for telling them this much, but they want to know now the marks they should seek out in the ācārya who must further guide them (1-8). He begins his answer by going back to First Things—namely Creation—and reviews the cosmology of the system, working around to the point where the Lord Himself once condescended to come down in order to instruct men. All ācāryas should be considered as spiritual heirs to the Lord, and among the many available ācāryas a person should choose one to follow exclusively (9-56).

II. गुरुविशेषनिरुपण

Guruviśeṣanirūpāṇa (42 śls.)

"Regarding Special Types of Preceptors"

One who finds himself able to locate a proper ācārya, having then seen to his own bodily purification by the saṃskāras like garbhādhāna, should take from that preceptor the four-fold dīkṣā-initiation. The four parts of dīkṣā are said to be “upadesa,” “śaraṇāgati,” “anugraha,” and “anuśāsana”—but these are explained only briefly (1-15). Several types of ācāryas are distinguished (16-18) as well as several types of gurus and how they are to be honored (19-23). The remainder of the chapter contains miscellaneous items of relevance to discussions concerning preceptors (24-42).
III. गुणसामान्य-भक्तिनिरूपण

"Concerning General and Special Modes of Behavior (to Honor a Preceptor")

This chapter turns to further general and specific rules for selecting and honoring a proper preceptor, as well as some of the modes of behavior to be expected of an authentic ācārya (I-50).

IV. नवध्व गुरुभक्तियुपक्रम

"The Ninefold Devotion Due to One's Teacher"

Just as in regard to the Lord we should approach Him with the nine-fold bhakti (III.xi., above), so in one's approach to his ācārya he should likewise observe this nine-fold bhakti. These are named (I-4). Then follow some cautions against idolatry [of the ācārya] (5-11), how to serve his feet with mantras (12-35), how all even in his own family should honor him, etc. (36-49). One should never dishonor his teacher, for those who do so are bound to suffer (50-58).

The teacher is presumably the dispenser of the mantra and the potency and value of the mantra is discussed (59-68).

V. गुरुपुजापदनिरूपण

"The Objects Belonging to the Teacher that Deserve Honor"

The nine-fold bhakti of the preceptor is discussed in terms of the central role he plays in leading the bhakta in his faith. This is illustrated by the story of Ekalavya (I-10). His family members, even his sandals, his handwriting, his bed, his other disciples, etc.—all these deserve special regard out of honor to this ācārya. Some special rules are given for worshipping the sandals (11-18). Devotion to the Lord Himself is nothing without the accompaniment of honor given to the guru; and even if one has not devotion to the Lord, regard to his guru will help him toward his final rewards (19-21).

The "ādesīka"-type of guru has four kinds of pitha-seats [from which he pronounces his judgments and counsels]. How each of these is to be honored is given. Further details for honoring other śīyas are given, and it is then pointed out that if a śīya is given initiation into a Vedic mantra his guru must be a brahmin but if it is into [a mantra of?] the "bhāgavata-mokṣa" system his guru may be of even the other castes (22-47).

VI. पृष्टोपदेशनिरूपण

"Concerning Instructions in Proper Worship Habits"

In the honoring of the guru by the śīya, certain rewards will be achieved if the sacrificial offerings given are of a certain quality. Also, here, instructions
are given for specific ways of and reasons for worshipping the guru's feet, his citra-picture, etc. (1-42). It is only by the mercy and grace of the teacher that one is put into possession of mantras at all (43-45).

VII. पूजापालक Pujāpañcaka

"Chapter on Ritual Worship"

Śāndilya points out that there are four occasions when one may undertake to institute worship of the Lord or of one's guru [his birthday is the only one mentioned]. There are five types of gurus, he says further, and these are those which stretch back four generations—and for their worship several mantras are suggested (1-29). Prapati is also discussed briefly (30-32).

VIII. परिकर्षभिनिस्तिपण Parikaravasa-vāpanirāpaṇa

"An Extended Treatment of the Foregoing"

In regard to kings, in addition to all their other duties and responsibilities, even they must worship their gurus. The proficiency of such a royal adviser in all branches of knowledge is outlined (1-26).

There is an allusion made to the cārvākas, saugatas [Buddhists], jainas, and other non-Vedic groups, as well as to the pākhayādas* who, misinterpret the Vedas (27-32). Also the guru-śīya relationship is described [in a striking metaphor concerning the kindling of a fire between two sticks, the guru being one, the śīya the other, the friction being the initiating mantra, and the resultant fire being the vidyā which results] (41-42).

IX. उपनीत उपदेश Upanītā upadeśa

"Instructions to a Recipient of the Sacred Thread"

A person who receives the sacred thread by the proper ceremony is afterward to be instructed in regard to his duties, his religious habits etc. (1-34).

X. मन्त्रोपदेश Mantropadeśa

"Instruction in the Proper Use of Mantras"

This chapter concerns itself with the mantras which the aspirant receives (at the time of his initiation?). Their validity is first discussed as means for leading us toward God, etc. The "Gopa-la"-mantra, the "mantrarája" and others are given and analyzed (1-47). Nyāsa-concentrations are necessary accompaniments to mantras if the full force of them is to be realized (48-49); japa repetitions are also praised as worthy undertakings (50-52).

* Heretic sects.
Then follows a discussion of the propriety and impropriety of living on the income of worship offered to the Lord (53-66).

XI. सांप्रदायिकस्तोत्रनिरुपणम्  Sāmpradāyikastotranirūpana (87 śls.)

“Concerning some Stotras traditionally Handed Down”

Here are given several (presumably traditional) stotras of praise: “Puruṣottama”-stotra (i-10), the “Nārāyaṇa”-stotra (11-19), the “Nārada”-stotra (38-46), the “Śeṣa”-stotra (20-28), the “Tripurāri”-stotra (29-37), the “Vyāsa”-stotra (47-55), the “Piśha”-stotra (56-87)—including a discussion of pīṭhas.

XII. आचार्यभिषेकनिरुपणम्  Ācāryabhisekanirūpana (51 śls.)

“The Preceptor’s Installation”

This chapter concerns the procedure for consecrating and installing the to the guru—where, when and how; it is to be on the lines of the royal coronation (1-51).

XIII. पूर्वयुगव्यवस्थावर्गन  Pūrvayugavyavasthāvargana (72 śls.)

“Concerning the State of Things during Previous Ages”

What was the world like during previous yugas? The vyavasthā and parināma transformations of the Ultimate Reality into other forms is discussed philosophically as a basis for moving, then, into a discussion of time, of the ten avatāras, the yuga-ages, the date of the Bhārata war, etc. (1-72).

XIV. कालियुगावचर्यभूमिनिरुपणम्  Kalivarjyāvarjyadhārmanirūpana (67 śls.)

“An Account of the Various Duties that Should and Should Not be Incumbent in the Kaliyuga-Age”

The prediction is made that in a certain number of years the Lord in all His various forms will disappear from the earth (1-11). One of the ways in which the Lord will appear is as the Buddhā-avatāra for the purpose of separating out those who misinterpret the Vedas and who will then require to be saved by another form of the Lord; another form in which He will appear is as a Jain who preaches against sacrifices as “himsā” and against Vedic doctrines (presumably for the same reasons as before—12-16). But in any case, due to the disappearance of dharma, etc. on earth, the gods will find it necessary to petition Viṣṇu to descend again to restore righteousness—hence, for example, the appearance of Viṣṇusvāmin, disciple of Vyāsa, who will defeat Buddhists. (17-26).

The rest of the chapter turns to miscellaneous matters that are to be expected during those dark days of Kaliyuga-age—like mixed marriages, widow-
burning, widow-marriage, going overseas, bad shaving habits, wearing the dhotis folded incorrectly, wrongly putting the puṇḍra-marks on, etc. (27-67).

XV. भविष्यद्विविधविलेखण

“Concerning the Future Teachers”

A more detailed prediction is made concerning the (tempting) avatāras God will take as Buddha (1-8). King Aśoka is mentioned as a follower of the Buddha (9-11). Those who appear to counterargue the Buddhists and Jains number among themselves such names as: Vyāsa, Śuka, Gaṇḍa, Ichmabahu, Satyavrata, Devavrata, Govinda, Vyāḍi, Vāsudeva, Mahīdhara, Śīkaṭṭha, Bhāgali, Ahirāja, Sarvayogi, et al. (12-16). And each of these teachers will have a following: among them Ruru who himself had hundreds of followers. Then come Vedānta teachers and expounders of Vyāsa’s system, Gaṇḍapāda, Govinda, Devadārśana, Śīkaṭṭha, Kumāra, et al. (17-23). A big role is assigned in driving out Buddhists to three teachers Rājasvāmin, Kumāra and Śaṅkara as a manifestation of Viṣṇu and Śiva. Śaṅkara will drive out the Bauddhas (24-30).

But even so, for the further comfort and instruction and protection of his devotees, Viṣṇu Himself will descend and establish a bhāgavata school [ṛṣṭī] in which Vallabhācārya (43) will flourish and attract many disciples (32-46).

XVI. सांहिलमाध्यःत्वण

“In praise of Present Text”

Hari is praised as the source and author of bhakti, and He Himself provides the strength and support for the devotee to develop and manifest his faith (1-25).

The chapter closes with a descriptive list of Śaṅdilya’s name-sakes, who, as teachers, stretch back through the ages. The present work, it is stressed, is only part of a larger work [cf. I.i.] but of all the other parts this bhakti-khaṇḍa is the supreme (26-57).

CRITICAL NOTES—

Since the late dating of this work is based largely on one chapter of one section, one must ascertain whether this reference itself might be a later interpolation in an earlier work. Because of certain emphases and sectarian tendencies that also suggest a “later” date, it is unlikely that the section—if it is an interpolation—can be very much later than the rest of the “bhakti-khaṇḍa.” However, the summary at the end of section three suggests the interpolation possibility—that is, that sections one through three (the first forty chapters) was the unit to which the last sixteen chapters were attached. Considerable,
sophisticated argument would have to be advanced to make this particular interpolation theory tenable. They are not immediately forthcoming.

More likely is the suggestion—supported by allusions in both the opening and the closing chapters of the work at hand to other portions of Śāṅḍilya's teaching—that the entire "bhakti-khaṇḍa" is late and apocryphal. That being the case, then location and/or reconstruction of the authentic "Śāṅḍilya-samhitā" of the canonical lists, quoted by Deśīka and found in extracts in secondary works, becomes a desideratum.
Introductory Remarks—

This is a work of about 2800 ślokas (plus scattered prose sections), complete in its 64 short—(2 ślokas) to medium-length chapters (only five chapters exceed 100 ślokas). The work is written with the concerns of the layman in mind, and is almost exclusively focused on mantras—even the seven chapters (Chs. IV—X) on jayanti—celebrations concern themselves with the use of the appropriate mantras for the occasions. As such it is of limited interest to the general reader, lacking the scope of the more typical śāhita texts.

The name “Śeṣa” does not appear as such in any of the canonical lists. Since the synonym “Ananta” does appear in some lists—Pādma (16, 36/108), Puruṣottama (95/106), and Viśvāmitra (59, 94/154)—it might be possible that these entries refer to our work in hand; but its style, however, its scope, and its marks of late composition militate against this possibility.*

In this work, Śeṣa (= Ananta) tells Nārada what Nārāyaṇa told him (and Brahmā, according to one reference in Ch. II) as the “Fifth Veda”. Thus, all the mantras contained in the work are considered to be “Vedic”; the Śaivite and Śākta systems are dismissed, consequently, as being “non-Vedic”. As for the connection of this work with the Pāṇcarātra school, there can be little doubt that it is a genuine product of the school; but it is doubtless a production from a late period when “Pāṇcarātra” had already been equated with the pāncakāla-observances, with taking the pāncasaṁskāras-sacrements, and with certain ways of undertaking jayanti—celebrations and vratas.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS—

I. [No title] (37 śls.)

Nārada is questioning Śeṣa about such matters as “śrutividya,” “āgama-vidhi,” and their nitya and naimittika rules; about mantras, and their meditations; about saṁskāras, and how to do them; and about the gods who preside over the letters of the alphabet (1—2). Śeṣa promises to tell Nārada what

---

* Cf. Schrader, op. cit., p. 6.
Nārāyaṇa originally gave to him in the form of the "Fifth Veda" which alone leads to mokṣa, to Hari and to everything that is desired (3-4). One must do worship to the Lord only in the way prescribed in the Pāñcarātra, using Vedic mantras. Those who worship Viṣṇu by observance of the five kāla-periods will attain the four aims of life and, in the end, enjoy perfect bliss. For "mumukṣus," "prapannas" and "paramaikāntins," this way outlined is the only way (5-8). Then he gives a preview of the 64 chapters that he is about to embark upon (9-29), saying the knowledge of this teaching in its proper order is necessary for those who would engage in japa-repetitions of mantra-formulas.

Śeṣa then starts his teaching by saying that for the various letters of the alphabet, particular and varying numbers of deities are to be understood to be connected with them. An understanding of these connections and relationships is helpful for him who would practise japa. However, this understanding is highly esoteric and difficult; it should be shared only with believers—faithful followers of the pāñca-kāla-periods, and those who have undergone the sacramental purifications of the pāñca-śaikāras (30-37).

II. Mantrākṣaravārṇane śvaravārṇana

"A Description of the Syllables and Tone of Mantras".

Nārada asks to know about the "praṇava" and other mantras, especially in regard to their "śātvika" and other, different categories, and their devatās, rṣis, etc. (1-7a). Śeṣa says that among the mantras starting with "Om" that the Lord gave him and Brahmā he will explain first the "Sudarśana"-mantra. He tells about its greatness, analysing the syllable "Oṃ" first. He mentions certain Śaivite and Śākta mantras, and points out that they lack "Oṃ". One should avoid such non-Vedic systems: they lead to hell.

Then he names certain Vaiṣṇava mantras worthy of repetition and which, if repeated with devotion, yield all good benefits. But for these, one must have a gurū sufficiently qualified to initiate one into effective, mantra-inspired devotion to the Lord (7b-48).

Certain mantras, before they are ready to be used, must be "purified" first (49-53); further, only certain people are qualified to receive certain mantras, according to their caste, sex and previous religious orientation—like the "aṣṭākṣara" and "dvādaśaṅkṣara" mantras and their variations (54-63). There are various classifications for mantras, he says, namely: "vaidika", "vaidikalāṃṭrika", "lāṅṭrika" and "lāṅṭrikalāṃṭrika" (64-69a)—but all the crores and crores of mantras came only from Nārāyaṇa (a prose section of a few lines).

* Note: Various meters are used in this chapter.
As for the "pranava"-mantra, its rṣi, presiding deity, bija, śakti, meter, etc., are given along with instructions for dhyāna-meditations to accompany its japa-repetition (69b-83a). Then he offers an analysis of the mantras for each of the 15 "vowels" of the alphabet—including the proper object of dhyāna-meditation for use with each (83b-132).

III. माध्या-शरवर्ण्यान (120 sls.)

"Description of the Important Syllables of Mantras".

The consonant letters "ka" through "kṣa" are treated also as mantras. In the same way as in the previous chapter, these are each in turn analyzed according to rṣi, presiding deity, meter, bija, etc. (1-120).

IV. नरसिंहाजयन्ति (35 sls.)

"The Birthday Celebrations in honor of Narasimha".

In this chapter, Śeṣa turns his attention to the rules for domestic celebrations of the birth-date of Narasimha (i.e., commemorating the time when, in the Kṛtlāyuga-age, he emerged from the pillar). These celebrations are to be done on the fourteenth day of the bright fortnight of madhu (or vasanta) month—in such years as this day falls on a Saturday. The preparations start in the morning and culminate in the evening with special offerings (17 ff.) to Narasimha. Other deities are also to be honored, and yantra-worship is also to be undertaken. A vigil is to be kept during the night, all the while doing pājā, japa, etc. On the next day an icon of Narasimha is to be given to some deserving person, and Vaśnavites are to be feasted (1-31a). The benefits that accrue to one who undertakes these patterns of celebrations are given (31b-35).

V. मत्स्याजयन्ति-हयाग्रीवाजयन्ति (27 sls.)

"The Birthday Celebrations in honor of Matsya and Hayagrīva"

The special celebration for Matsya's birth in the Kṛtlāyuga-age is commemorated in caītra-month on a Monday on the third day of the bright fortnight (1). The rules for how to observe this birthday celebration are given on lines similar to those outlined for Narasimha's birthday. The mantra to "Matsya" is indicated, (2-10), followed by a rehearsal of the rewards accruing to those who follow these rules faithfully (11-12). Also in Kṛtlāyuga Hayagrīva was born, and the commemoration of his birth is done in mīna-month. The rules for this are very briefly given since the celebration is to be conducted much like the celebration in honor of Narasimha. Also, the "Hayagrīva"-mantra is indicated (13-22). The rewards for faithful adherence to the rules for Hayagrīva's birth-commemorations are given (23-27).
VI. Kūrma-jayantī

"The Birthday Celebrations in honor of Kūrma".

In kanyā-month, in Aśvinī constellation, in "vrśčika" Lagna was the birth of Kūrma. His birth-celebrations are to be done along the same lines as are followed for celebrating "Rāmajayantī". The "Kūrma"-mantra is indicated and analyzed (1-5).

VII. Varāha-jayantī

"The Birthday Celebrations in honor of Varāha".

The vrśčika-month [Nov.-Dec.], in "anūrādha"-constellation, during the dark part of the fortnight, is the time for commemorating the appearance of Varāha. The celebrations are to resemble those done for Rāma's birthday. The mantra is indicated, and analyzed (1-11a).

VIII. Vāmanajayantī trivikrama-jayantī

"The Birthday Celebrations in honor of Vāmana and of Trivikrama".

For Vāmana's birth-celebrations, the 12th day of the bright fortnight of śrāvana-month should be chosen for commemorative rites. These should be similar to those done for Rāma. The mantra is indicated and analyzed; some suggestions for accompanying dhyāna-meditations are also given (1-7). The same kind of treatment is presented in regard to Trivikrama, whose birthday is celebrated also at the same time (8-19a).

IX. Rāma-jayantī

"The Birthday Celebrations in honour of Rāma".

Rāma's birth in Tretāyuga-times is commemorated on the ninth day of caitra-month during "punarvasu"-constellation. As in all the other chapters, here the outline is the same—including the directions to make an image as a free-will offering to a deserving person. The commemorative dates for Sītā, Lakṣmaṇa, Bharata and Śatrughna are also mentioned (1-11a). The "Rāma"-mantra is indicated, along with how it is to be analyzed, etc. (11b-18a).

X. Kṛṣṇa-jayantī

"Śrīkṛṣṇa-jayantī" (39 ślś.)

Kṛṣṇa's birth, which occurred in Dwāparayuga-times is commemorated on the eighth day of the dark fortnight under the "rohini"-constellation during the saṁśa-month (Aug.-Sept.) (1-19). Balarāma's birth, which occurred also in Dwāparayuga-times, is commemorated under the "mina"-constellation in vaiśākha-month by repetitions of the "Balārāma"-mantra (20-24a).
For each of the *avatāra*-forms already mentioned, there will also be a slightly differing "Gāyatri"-mantra. These are given (24b-39).

**XI. एकादशिव्रता**

*Ekādaśivrata* (31 śls.)

"The Vow taken on the Eleventh Day"

On the eleventh day of either fortnight of any month—except when certain particular celestial conditions prevail—the "ekādaśī"-vrata may be undertaken by fasting, meditating and worshipping the Lord day and night with *tulasī* leaf. Offering feasts to Vaiṣṇavas is also part of this (1-20). The birth celebrations of Sudarśana-Narasimha may be also commemorated on the Sunday in the bright fortnight of *mina*-month (21-30). Nārāyaṇa declares (so Śeṣa reports) that the Pāñcarātra method of celebrating these events is the only way to get all desires fulfilled (31).

**XII. सत्त्विकाचार**

*Sāttvikācāra* (25-1/2 śls.)

"Concerning Ethics for 'Sāttvikas'")

Vaiśiṣṭṭha asks Śeṣa at this point about the way of conduct laid down in the Vedas for "Sāttvikas" in all *nitya* and *naimittika* matters. Śeṣa outlines what a brahmin is to do from the time of getting up in the morning to the time he goes to bed in the night (2-24a). A kṣatriya need only observe half this much; and vaiśya only half of that. The Pāñcarātra system is again pointed to as the way followed by those who wish to go to the Lord (24b-26a).

**XIII. स्रीशृद्राचार**

*Strīśūdrācāra* (18¼ śls.)

"Ethical Conduct for Women and Śūdras".

Vyāsa, having heard that, wants to know now about the behavior incumbent upon women and śūdras. Śeṣa says they have the same obligations, except that such persons may not use "Om" in their *mantras* [cf. II : 7b ff., above] (1-16). Again, the Pāñcarātra way is pointed to as their best avenue to salvation (17-19a).

**XIV. सात्त्विकमन्त्र**

*Sāttvikamanaṇḍra* (73½ śls.)

"Concerning 'Sāttvika' Mantras"

Nārada asks Śeṣa to tell him what are the things to be repeatedly done [*पुरस्कारणa*] to assure the validity of the "Sāttvika"-mantras. After cataloguing the *mantras* which are to be considered "Sāttvika" (1-8a.), he begins to tell about *vyāsa*-concentrations and the necessity for doing them (8b-22). This is followed by a similar treatment of *muḍrā*-gestures (23-26a). He speaks of who is and who is not capable of giving initiation [*mantropadēsa*] into the secrets of *mantras* (26b-36a), whereupon he turns his attention to the construc-
tion and uses of yantra-designs to be used by the guru (36b-57). Particularly when one wants to achieve certain "prayogic" rewards, it is necessary to do jap, holding one’s hands and arms in certain prescribed positions (58-64a). As for initiation [upadeśa] of a student into the secrets of a mantra, the guru should carefully choose the time for this, depending upon the aim that the initiate hopes to achieve by his mantra-practices (64b-74a).

**XV. विद्याचार**

"Virtuous Conduct"

For the successful mastery of certain mantras, certain rules of behavior must be adopted as a way of life by initiates. These rules are discussed in this chapter. The treatment starts by tracing generally the initiates’ habits, from getting up in the morning (2), through his daily toilet, to his nitya and naimitiha duties (up to 27). Then he is to draw a yantra-design, place himself over it and repeat the mantra of his choice, all the while meditating on the cosmic powers inherent in the mantra’s mysterious power (28-82a). Thebulk of the chapter is given over to the detailed directions for the esoteric practice of “mantrajapa”-exercises—the nyāsas (82b-149a), the purification of the self by prāṇāyāma-exercises (149b-172), the jap-repetitions as they are accompanied by mudrā-gestures, etc. (173-178), and how liturgical worship may or may not accompany these exercises (179-188). Further explanations are given more specifically on the “Sudarśana-Narasiṁha”-mantra (199 ff.), and on its “prayogic” effects (221-243). There follows a eulogy of one who undertakes to do this kind of disciplined action in regard to the “Sudarśana-Narasiṁha”-mantra (244-259a).

"Prapatti" is then discussed, and it is said that “prapannas” are of two kinds—those who fall at the Lord’s feet petitioning for some boon [ārta], and those who worship and honor God out of a sense of duty and obedience [drpta], who are also referred to as those of knowledge (jānins). The latter ones only are those who get salvation (259b-263). “Bāhyayoga” and “antaryoga” are also touched upon, the former consisting of formal features like the bearing of the symbols of Viṣṇu (Śaṅkha, Cakra etc.) and the latter consisting of virtues like dispassion. Those who practise both these are alone to be called “true” Vaiṣṇavas (264-280). There follow some miscellaneous remarks about dress, habits and attitudes of both brahmins and non-brahmins (who would please the Lord?) (281-305).

**XVI. पुरुषसूक्तविधि**

"Rules for Employing the Vedic Puruṣa-Hymn".

Nārada asks Śeṣa what is the best verse with which to praise the Lord. He is told that the best of all sūktas is the Puruṣa-sūkta (1-18). The bulk
of the chapter is given over to an analysis of this sūkta in terms of the rṣi, the
chandas, the bija, etc. (19-20a), followed by directions for nyāsa, dhyāna and
japa and homa with this sūkta in mind as well as how to make and wear a
yantra-design containing this sūkta (20b-50a).

XVII. 

Śrīsūktavidhi (19 śls.)

“Rules for Employing the Vedic Hymn to Śrī”.

This chapter concerns Śeṣa’s exposition for the analysis and uses of the
Śrīsūkta. The outline is similar to that found in the preceding chapter.

XVIII. 

Bhūsūktavidhi (21½ śls. + prose passage)

“Regarding Use of the Vedic Verse to Bhū”.

In a manner similar to the preceding chapter this present one turns to the
“Bhūsūkta”, quoting in the course of the arguments from the Mahēśvara and
Śīva Upaniṣads.

XIX. 

Prāṇavabijamantra (34 śls.)

“Concerning the Uses of the Basic ‘‘ōm’’ Mantra’’.

Nārada asks Śeṣa how to employ “bija”-mantras. Śeṣa replies that the
Pāṇcarātra and Vaikhānasa “bija”-mantras differ, and they should not be mixed
together or confused (1-4). The bulk of the chapter gives an analysis of the
“prāṇava”-mantras (5-22). Then instructions are given for worshipping
the Lord with this mantra, along with offerings and homa-libations (23-34).

XX. 

Āṅgāṅgivicāra (76-1/2 śls.)

“Distinction Between the Chief and Subordinate Matters in Mantras”

Śeṣa offers to explain the chief as well as the subordinate things about the
worship of Nārāyaṇa with mantra. He then proceeds to praise the “Nārāyaṇa”-
mantra, and then turns to “subordinate” mantras like those addressed to Rāma,
Varāha, Narasīmha, Hayagrīva, Keśava, et. al. (1-46), and to analyze these
Vaiṣṇava “bija”-mantras in terms of using them advantageously in worship
(47-63a), before turning specifically to a treatment of the “Śrībija”-mantra
(63b-77a).

XXI. 

[No title] (147-1/2 śls.)

Śeṣa finishes the survey of mantras by describing the “bhūbija”-mantra
(1-72, 58b-64a) and then turns to general rules for the use of such mantras in
the internalized worship of the Lord—“daharavidyā”-concentration (7b-22),
miscellaneous rules of conduct and dress incumbent upon an aspirant of this
type of worship (23-58a), advice for pronouncing the mantra under use (64b-75),
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the deities to be imagined as invoked by the syllable "Om" (76-97). A section on the destruction of the world is inserted here (98-119). Then follow sections on the "meaning" of devalā (120-138), and on the "Nilābija"-mantra (139-148a).

XXII. [No title] (38-1/2 šls.)

This chapter discusses the "bija"-mantras addressed to other forms of Viṣṇu—Matsyamūrti (1-18a), Hayagriva (18b-30) and Kurma (31-39a)—and the uses to which these may be put.

XXIII. [No title] (43-1/2 šls.)

Continuing the same treatment as in the preceding chapter: Varāha (1-10) and Nṛsiṁha (11-44a).

XXIV. [No title] (22-1/2 šls.)

This chapter also analyzes, as before, "bija"-mantras: "Sudārśana" (1-10a), "Sudārśanarānasimha" (10b-23a).

XXV. [No title] (11-1/2 šls.)

This treats of the "bija"-mantra of Vāmana (1-6) and of Trivikrama (7-12a).

XXVI. [No title] (70-1/2 šls.)

The "Śrīrāmabija"-mantra is here analyzed (1-11a), the "Balarāmabija"-mantra (11b-15) and the "Krṣṇabija"-mantra (16-26). Who is the man best suited for employing these mantras is described (27-48). The "Santānagopāla"-mantra and yantra (49-71a) are discussed in terms of their "prayogic" utilities in begetting children.

XXVII. [No title] (19-1/2 šls.)

Here the "laksminṛsiṁha"-bija-mantra is discussed (1-7a), followed by the "Vāsudeva"-bija-mantra (7b-16a) and the "Bhūvarāha"-bija-mantra (16b-20a).

XXVIII. [No title] (19½ šls.)

Similarly here, the "Ananta"-bija-mantra (1-6a), the "Garuḍa"-bija-mantra (11-15a), and the "Varāhanṛsiṁha"-bija-mantra (15b-20a).

XXIX. [No title] (44½ šls.)

"Hanumad"-bija-mantra is first treated here (1-6a), followed by the "Annādhīpa"-bija-mantra (6b-10a), the "Kārtavirya"-bija-mantra (10b-14) and the "Hayagrivanrṣimha"-bija-mantra (15-45a).
XXX.  [Note: This chapter is not recorded in the printed edition.
The Adyar mss. 10, F. 16 contains a chapter called "mahāśāntī." But it may be noted that the last line of ch. 31 of the printed text does refer to the subject of Mahāśāntī and the colophon of the ch. is also given here as Mahāśāntividhāna.]

XXXI.  Bhūvarahamantra

Here the analysis turns to the production of yantra-designs: Sudarṣana-Nṛsiṁhayantra (153 śls.).

XXXII.  Pañcagavavyavidhi

"Concerning the 'Pañcagavya' Mixture."

This chapter turns to the mixture used for purifying places and items—pañcagavya—and tells how to make it and when it must be used (1-50a).

XXXIII.  Vyādiśāntī

"Cures for Diseases."

This chapter tells how to employ certain specific mantras for the cures of certain specific diseases (1-36a).

XXXIV.  Mantraprayoga

"Prayogic Uses of mantras."

This chapter is entirely devoted to the "prayogic" effects that may be gained by use of the Viṣṇu mantras that have already been introduced (1-19).

XXXV.  Gayatrikalpa

"Section on the 'Gayatri' Formulas."

This chapter turns to the analysis of and uses for the "Gayatri"-mantra (1-18a) and the "Gayatri"-yantra (18b-28a).

XXXVI.  Gayatryaṅga

"Subsidiary Parts of the 'Gayatri'"

In addition to the "Gayatri"-mantra, there is a subsidiary mantra to be used with it. This mantra is here discussed.

XXXVII.  Gayatryaṅgāṅga

"Further Subsidiary Parts of the 'Gayatri'"

Another subsidiary mantra for use with the "Gayatri"-mantra is discussed.

XXXVIII.  Bhuvarāhamana

"Concerning the 'Bhūvarāha' Mantra"
This chapter turns to an analysis and discussion of the "Bhūvarāha"-mantra (1-9) and its yantra-design (10-21a).

XXXIX. शूराराहांमन्त्रः Bhūvarāḥāṁgamanaṁtra (31 śls.)

"Auxiliary Parts to the 'Bhūvarāha’-Mantra"

Certain auxiliary mantras are to be used along with the "Bhūvarāha"-mantra. These are discussed here (1-31).

XL. [No title] (60-½ śls.)

This chapter deals with various other mantras subsidiary to the "Bhūvarāha"-mantra—"Sūrya"-mantra (1-9), "Soma"-mantra (10-15), "Aṅgāraka"-mantra (16-22a), "Budha"-mantra (22b-28), "Bṛhaspati"-mantra (29-33, including some prose passages), "Śukra"-mantra (34-40a), "Shani"-mantra (40b-46a), "Rāhu"-mantra (46b-52a), "Ketu"-mantra (52b-56a) and "Kārttivṛya"-mantra (56b-61a).

XLI. हयाग्रिवांमनृद्धारा Hayagrīvamantuṛddhāra (22½ śls.)

"Composition of the Mantra Addressed to Hayagrīva"

This chapter turns to a description of the "Hayagrīva"-mantra—analysis, the dhyāna-meditation suitable for it, japa-repetition, and homa-libations (1-10a)—and the "Hayagrīva" yantra-design (10b-23a).

XLII. हयाग्रिवांमनृत्राणि Hayagrīvāṁgantrāṇi (6 śls.)

"Subsidiary Parts to the Mantra Addressed to Hayagrīva”.

Certain mantras accompany the use of the "Hayagrīva"-mantra; these are merely mentioned here.

XLIII. हयाग्रिवांक Hayagrīvānga (2½ śls.)

"Other Parts of the Mantra Addressed to Hayagrīva”.

Other subsidiary mantras for use with the "Hayagrīva"-mantra are here mentioned (1-3a).

XLIV. [No title] (2½ śls.)

Another mantra is here discussed as before:

"Mantraraṇā"-mantra (1-9a) and its yantra-design (9b-23a).

XLV. नृसिंहराजांमन्त्रः Nṛsiṁharājāṁgamanaṁtra (2 śls.)

"Subsidiary Parts of the Stately mantra to Narasimha”.

The subsidiary mantra to the "Nṛsiṁharājā"-mantra is here mentioned.
XLVI. [No title] (59½ śls. + prose)

Also subsidiary to the "Narasmiharaja"-mantra are the following mantras which are here discussed: "Vayu"-mantra (1-5 + prose, "Rudra"-mantra (6-10a), "Nityasuri"-mantra (10b-13a + prose), "Jvala"-mantra (13b-20), "Vishvarupa"-mantra (21-24a), "Simha"-mantra (24b-25), "Bhayahara"-mantra (26-30a), "Bhadra"-mantra (30b-33 + prose), "Mrtyu"-mantra (34-38a), "Byhat"-mantra (38b-44a + prose), and "Jyotir"-mantra (44b-60a + prose).

XLVII. [No title] (25 śls.)

This chapter turns to the "Sudarshana"-mantra for discussion (1-10a), followed by instructions for making and using a yantra with it (10b-26).

XLVIII. [No title] (2½ śls.)

There are subsidiary mantras to be used in connection with the "Sudarshana"-mantra; these are mentioned here (1-3).

XLIX. [No title] (2 śls.)

Other subsidiary mantras to the "Sudarshana"-mantra are here mentioned (1-2).

L. Pakshirajamantra (23 śls.)

"Concerning the Mantra Addressed to Garuda (as Pakshiraja)."

This chapter describes the "Pakshiraja"-mantra addressed to Garuda (1-11), and its yantra and the inscribing in it of several Pakshiraja-mantras (12-23).

LI. Angamantra (3 śls.)

"Auxiliaries to the Mantra."

Certain subsidiary mantras are to be employed in connection with the "Pakshiraja"-mantra; these are mentioned here (1-3).

LII. [No title] (2 śls.)

This turns to other subsidiary mantras to be used in connection with the "Pakshiraja"-mantra (1-2).

LIII. [No title] (24½ śls.)

This chapter turns to the "Rama"-mantra (1-10) and to its yantra-design (11-25).

LIV. [No title] (4 śls.)

Mantra used subsidiarily with the "Rama"-mantra are here mentioned (1-4).
Other subsidiary mantras used with the "Rāma"-mantra are here mentioned (1-3).

Concerning the Mantra Addressed to Kṛṣṇa (as Gopāla').

This chapter turns to the mantra addressed to Kṛṣṇa (1-21a), and to how the yantra-design should be made in connection with it (21b-39a).

"Concerning the Mantra Addressed to Madanagopāla'.

This chapter mentions that a slight shift of conceptualization of the Lord Kṛṣṇa turns the "Gopāla"-mantra into the "Madanagopāla"-mantra (1-2).

The subsidiary mantras for use with the "Madanagopāla"-mantra are here mentioned (1-2).

This chapter turns to the "Mūla"-mantra (1-14a), and its yantra-design (14b-27a).

Here the subsidiary mantras for use with the "Mūla"-mantra are mentioned (1-2).

Other subsidiary mantras for use with the "Mūla"-mantra are here mentioned (1-3).

"The Gem of the Mantras"

The "Mantraratna"-mantra is here discussed (1-26a), along with its yantra-design (26b-49).

"Concerning the Mantras Used to Accompany Nyāsa"

This chapter turns to the "Nyāsāṅga"-mantras, and indicates when they are to accompany the nyāsa-concentrations (1-15a).
When one undertakes to do ārāma, a specific mantra is to accompany that act of surrender; this is mentioned (1-3a). In the same connection, the “Carama”-mantra is discussed (3b-16).

The chapter, and the book, ends with a eulogy of this work (17-18a).

CRITICAL NOTES—

The precise dating of this work, which we here simply classify as among the “later” texts, may be undertaken by future scholars. The appearance of Vasiṣṭha and Vyāsa as interrogators in Chapters 12 and 13 respectively may perhaps indicate interpolated portions, or else witness to an incomplete text that once contained an explanation for their otherwise sudden appearances.
Because of its moderately detailed treatment covering a number of subjects ranging from selecting a temple site through building and furnishing it to sanctifying and maintaining worship in the sacred complex, this work has gained usage in South Indian areas as a guide for worship at a number of temples. Most noteworthy among these temples is the Śāṅgāpāṇi Temple in Kumbhakonam and the temple at Tirumuhūr near Madurai. Not nearly so complete and detailed as the Pādma-saṁhitā (q.v.), nonetheless the work in hand—comprising over 5500 ślokas¹ divided into 54 chapters—provides alternative instructions on a number of topics not a few of which may be compared and contrasted with injunctions found in other texts of the canon.²

The Śrīpāśna-saṁhitā seems not to have been known to the earlier commentators of the Pāñcarātra school, but in later times it was excerpted in secondary works and evidently by then seems to have been considered authoritative. See, for examples, Utsavasamgraha (MGOML R. 3286, pp. 443f.), Prāyaścitapātala (MGOML R. 2996, pp. 1-29) and Prāyaścitta-saṁgraha (MGOML R. 3743, ch. 26). It is named as canonical in the lists in the following

---

1 6700 according to MD. 5319.
2 It may be worth noting that certain iconographical passages found in Śrīpāśna may be found varbatim in Sāttvata (q.v.) and Īvara (q.v). Compare XIII : 10b-95, XXIV : 91b-180 and XVII : 92-180 respectively. Also, as pointed out in the Introduction to the Devanāgarī edn., there are verbatim reproductions from the Pādma.
texts: Kapijala (31/100), Purusottama (63/106), Bhardava (33/103), Visvamitra (13/108), Vijnana Tantra (92/154) and Hayasirsa “Adi” (8/25); see also Agni Purana (8/25). Internal evidence may give some clues for dating—the place afforded to bhaktabimbhas during mokshotsava in Ch. XLVII, the discussion of bharanyasa in Ch. LIV, etc.1

The work gets its name from the fact that it reports the questions [prashna] of Sri to the Lord, the bulk of the samhitā comprising the answers to these questions. Throughout the position of the Goddess is as a companion to the Lord in all He does, the stress being on her compassion (II: 13ff.); in the closing chapter She is seen as an intercessory figure between the devotee and the Lord. The narrative framework has Ekata, the first son of Brahma, telling four sages what transpired during the dialogue between Sri and the Lord.

The summary in the sequel follows the Grantha edn. and a few notes are added from the Devanagari edn.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS—

I. शास्त्रवतारणa  Śāstravataraṇa (54 śls.)

“The Lineage of the Teaching”

After an opening eulogistic benediction, the text opens with a description of a wandering band of 4 rśis from Vindhya in search of instruction on how to worship Parabrahman [i.e., Viṣṇu] in the proper way. They have gone from one hermitage to another, asking wise men, but finding no satisfactory instruction. Finally, at the advice of a sage called Kahola—who pointed out that Viṣṇu is honored in any sacrifice—they are sent to see the great sage Ekata who resides on the north side of Mt. Meru. When they finally get there, he greets them warmly and offers to tell them the teaching he himself received directly from Viṣṇu in the first yuga-era (1-23).

He tells how it was that he, the first son of Brahma, was dissatisfied with the world, withdrew to his retreat on the north side of Mt. Meru, undertook tapas-penance to Viṣṇu and, by virtue of it, received a visitation by Viṣṇu himself with Sri. Ekata takes that opportunity to ask the Lord how to reach the realm from which there is no rebirth. He is told that in order to reach that state he must receive and pass on the teaching which others will seek him out to hear. Therefore he must first himself be instructed in the divine learning by Sri, master it, and pass it on to other sages when they in the future approach him. Thereupon Viṣṇu delegates Sri to begin the instruction of Ekata (24-43).

1 On these, see Dr. V. Raghavan’s Foreword to the Devanagari edn.
Ekata tells the assembled rṣis that once Śrī finished her instruction to him, Viṣṇu warned him that the holy teaching should be given only to those who are qualified to receive it. Thereupon the Lord and His consort disappeared, he asks them their credentials of name and where they came from. He is then introduced to them one-by-one: Vedaśīras, Bhārgava, Marīcī and Kavaśa. These men represent the Bharadvāja, Vasiṣṭha, Viśvāmitra and Kaunḍinya gotras (44-50). Having had “garbhā”-dīśa, they say, this explains their eagerness to learn how to worship the Lord; therefore they request Ekata to tell them what he learned from Śrī so that they, by adopting it, might achieve salvation (51-54).

II. शास्त्रोपदेश शास्त्रोपदेश (57 śls.)

“Teaching of the Doctrine”.

[LIV: 135-143 says this work is called the “Śrīprāśna” because it contains Śrī’s questions to the Lord. The second chapter, without further introduction, turns to these questions and their answers. It is Śrī who now speaks:] Śrī begins by praising Viṣṇu and His attributes, and asks what is the real happiness and joy that exists beyond the seeming happiness of this world (1-12). Bhagavān replies that it is her compassion rather than her ignorance that prompts such a question—for she knows all things as His companion in everything He does; hence His answer will be aimed also at the relief of suffering of worldly persons just as her own question had been inspired by this same motif. Thereupon the Lord recalls that the last age ended with “Brahma-rātri,” and all things returned to Him and the new age dawned only as Brahmā emerged from His navel on the Cosmic Lotus. Brahmā, then, wondering about his own origin and the meaning of the new creation of which he was a part, performed a 1000-year penance in order to penetrate the mysteries of his existence, whereupon the Lord Himself took the form of a haṁsa-swan and instructed Brahmā (13-25).

Brahmā, having been instructed, then is told to go to “Satyaloka”, and there create, and then share, his knowledge with Marīci. When this had been done, Marīci and the others procreated many beings and passed on their learning to them in the form of the three Vedas. These three Vedas provided the karmakāṇḍa data by which created and procreated beings could achieve the aims of artha, dharma and kāma. But mankind longed—despite what he already had been given and even though Brahmā himself showed no interest—to know the means to achieve nivṛtī. This means [nivṛtī-mārga] is contained in the “Ekāyana” portion of the Vedas—and the explanation and filling out of the “Ekāyana” teachings is what constitutes the Pāṇiḍarātra system (26-38).
Since this “Ekāyana” system is the only way to follow leading to mokṣa, the Pāṇcarātra explanation of and commentary on it is most essential to comprehend. What is Pāṇcarātra? “Rātri” means ajñāna (40a); “paṅca” means the destroyer [from paṅcatvam=death?] of this ajñāna (40a). Hence the science that deals with the destruction of ignorance is called “Pāṇcarātra-śāstra” (40b). This śāstra, very popular among the niṣyasūris, contains 1-1/2 crores of verses and, like the Vedas [vedavat], it is eternal [anādi]. In the “Pāṇcarātra-śāstra” alone does one get the means to mokṣa, and these means include instruction in such matters as “ālayanirmāṇa,” “bimbānirmāṇa,” the characteristics [lakṣaṇa] of both temples and images, “prātiṣṭhā,” “agnikārya,” “prāyaścitā,” “dikṣā” for pūjakas, “yāga,” “utsava,” the construction and uses of mantras, etc. (39-46a). And this śāstra is designed to bring to the man longing after nirūti the truth of the Lord’s five-fold manifestations [para and vyūha], seen by niṣyasūris in Vaikuṇṭha; kārta (antar-yāmin), seen by yogins; vibhava, avatāras recognised as such only by jhāmins; arcā]. People in general see the last but fail to recognise and ignore it (46b-57).

III. योगाध्यात्मारत्नकथन
text (95-½ śls.)

“Concerning the Truth of Yogic Knowledge”

Śrī asks about the yoga which leads to a comprehension of the Lord’s Being in the sage’s heart. Bhagavān explains that the kind of yogic discipline that leads sages to comprehend Him within has five characteristic stages: “mantra-yoga,” “laya,” “paricaya,” “niṣpatti” and “avasthā.” Of these, the second one [laya] contains the classical 8 steps of yogic practical aims. (1-24). A good deal of attention is given to prāṇāyāma (25-36) and much additional attention is given to the realization that ātman is everything and everywhere, which realization brings with it great and miraculous powers (37-70). Having control of one’s body and its functions one is prepared to face all things with equanimity and to do all things with strength (71-96a).

IV. अचार्यावरणपुर्वकत्रिष्णिसंग्रहाः
text (56-½ śls.)

“The Choice of a Place (for meditation) and the Selection of a Preceptor”.

Śrī remarks that the way of yogic discipline is both extremely difficult and full of dangers. This prompts her to ask—Is there a less demanding but no less sure way to salvation? Bhagavān replies that there is an easier way—by installing in a temple [mandira] or in a home an arcāmūrti-image of the Lord and there worshipping it along with Śrī herself with devotion. He says He will enter into that bimba-image and thus bestow all wishes (1-II).
Śrī asks for more details about this way of worship. She is told first about the *yajamāna* (patron [of a temple-building enterprise]) and of his prerequisites (13b-15). Then she is told about the proper brahmin acārya-director (16-18). These two must work together to provide a place where the Lord may be properly installed and worshipped. Details are given regarding the selection and the preparations of the site upon which the temple is to be constructed (20-57a) up through the "vāstu-purūṣahoma"-rites.

**V. श्रुक्रस्य**  
*Bhūkārśana* (71 śls.)

"The Plowing of the Ground"

Śrī asks to know about the procedures required in taking over a site for building a temple, about the further prerequisites of a good acārya-director, etc. Bhagavān begins His reply by telling about the ideal types of temples and where these are to be located—the fourth type, for and by men, to be constructed of bricks in the middle of a village. It is about this type that He proposes to speak further (1-7).

The first things to be done, once the plot has been taken over, are to determine the *brahmasūkha*-location, then to commence the ritual plowing and, having done this, to sow seeds in the plot, harvest the crop and re-plow it before levelling it (8-37). Next, a pit is ritually dug (38-53) prior to the construction of a miniature "bālālaya" complete with its own sanctified bālabimba (54-71)—this latter being done to overcome all difficulties and dangers during the actual construction of the proposed temple.

**VI. शिलादिपिक्षायाय: **  
*Sīlādīparikṣādayāḥ* (57-1/2 śls.)

"Testing of Stones, etc."

There are stone temples, brick temples, wooden temples and mud temples—in that order of descending preference—and in all cases the materials used in construction should be new and pure, and the "first bricks" used should follow certain conventions in each case (1-10). The selection and collection of the building materials require particular attention, then, especially if they be stones (11-27), for these must be used at least for the "prathameṣṭakā" rites of any temple. Then he commences to describe in some detail the "prathameṣṭakā" rites (28-58a).

**VII. गर्भन्यासायाय: **  
*Garbhanyāsādayāḥ* (25 śls.)

"The Garbhanyāsa Rite and Other Rituals."

(Having selected the required "first bricks," ) The *yajamāna*-pati, etc., and place these in a finely-wrought manījasā-box to the accompaniment of the "praśāpa"-mantra. A homa-offering is done to
mark the event, after which the ācārya dresses in new white garments and, in
the middle of the night, takes the box in procession to a pit which marks the
place just south of where the temple is to be built (1-20). Petitioning Mother
Earth to hold this “seed box,” he places it in the pit, cements it in place, and
fills in the pit with mud. The spot is then guarded for 3, 4 or 5 days and nights.
A temple based on such a carefully laid foundation will prosper; to omit this
step is to commit a great sin (21-25).

VIII. भविष्यपिण्यः Prāśādanirmāṇa

“Construction of Temples”

The sanctum sanctorum of a temple should measure at least 12×12
“karas”. Measurements for other parts of the temple are also proportionately
given—including doorways, prākāra-walls, the śikhara-motifs on the vimāna-
tower, etc. (1-29a). Also the construction of maṇḍapas is generally discussed.
When the various buildings are finished they should be properly sanctified for
use (29b-36a).

IX. भविष्यपिण्यः Prāśādabhedaśayāḥ

“Different Kinds of Temples”

Śrī asks Viṣṇu to tell her about the different types of temples. He says he
can only give a few of these now. He then names and identifies 17 types of
vimāna-constructions—“vaijayanta,” “śruleśāla,” “śrikara,” “puśpaka,”
“kesara,” “sudarśana,” “svastika,” “parvata,” “maṇḍara,” “svastibandha,”
“kalyāṇaka,” “manohara,” “kauberakāntaka,” “bhadrakośṭha,” “śṛbhoga,”
“puśkara” and “lambapāṇjara” (1-40). Then he turns to the “mārāheṣṭhaka”-
rites, which involve placing the “last-bricks” at the top of the vimāna-dome in
a ritual manner. This is done in the morning, and over it the śilāpins will
construct 1, 3, 4, 8, 12, 16 or 20 stūpis. The stūpikākāla-finials are to be placed
there in varying numbers according to what gains the yajamāna is seeking (41-
53). The vimāna-tower should be populated with images of the Lord in His
various forms placed in niches in different directions and on various storeys
(54-63). These should be painted according to śastraic injunctions (64-96).

X. भविष्यपिण्यः Arāhamaṇḍapādinirmāṇa (69 sls.)

“The Construction of the Arāhamanḍapa, etc.”

Moving outward from the sanctum sanctorum, there should be an “arāha”-
maṇḍapa, a “nīta”-maṇḍapa and an “āśthāna”-maṇḍapa—all of which should
have stairs leading up to them (1-4). Prākāras should also be provided,
wherein will be located the subsidiary shrines and storerooms, etc., each in its
assigned place (5-19). Once all these structures have been completed, and the
bimba-icon put in its central place, the whole temple compound and all its parts
are to be consecrated with pratiṣṭhā-rites. This is done by building outside the compound a special maṇḍapa. There, gathering all the necessary paraphernalia, and igniting the sacrificial fires, one takes the main icon, and places it in a pot into which mantra-powers have been invoked and into which replicas of the various temple structures have also been placed. After appropriate prayers have been said and other ritual obligations discharged, the water from this pot is used to sprinkle the temple-structure—thus not only sanctifying it but investing it with the presence of all kinds of divine powers (20-31). Then that same pot is carried to the top of the vimāna-tower where, after "netronmilana"—rites have been done collectively for all the vimānadevatās and the kalaśa-pots there on the finials have been worshipped, the sanctified water is libated to the powers symbolized by the finials (32-57). In the same manner, the various parts of the temple—the maṇḍapams, the mūlabera, etc.—are to be sanctified (58).

Some special attention is given to the sanctification of the gopura-gates and to the deities to be invoked there to guard the entrance to the temple (59-69).

XI. बिम्बानुगुणशिलादिसंग्रहण Bimbānuguṇashilādisāṅgrahana (55-½ śls.)

"The Choice of Stones, etc., Suitable for Icons (of various kinds)"

Bhagavān declares that there are six styles of icons—seated, mounted on a vehicle (yāna), stationary and standing, with one foot raised skyward (lokavi-krama), reclining, and the viśvarūpa-aspect (1). Icons may be made to represent His avatāra-forms. As for piṭha-bases, these also are of several varieties according to their shape, construction, and materials (3-11).

In collecting the stone materials out of which an icon and its base are generally fashioned, certain rituals are to be followed: some are relevant to preliminaries to the actual quarrying of the stone (12-32) and others to the khaṇa-rites that initiate the quarrying (33-39). Similar rules apply if one is looking for wood from which to carve an icon (40-53). In both cases, the materials out of which the icon and its base are to be fashioned are to be brought back to the temple—if the icon is already fashioned, then with great éclat (54-56).

XII. बिम्बानिर्माण Bimbānirmana (58 śls.)

"Fashioning an Icon"

The size and posture of the image (pratima) determine the size and shape of the chamber that is to enshrine it (1-5). General iconographic considerations are given for each of the six styles of the icons mentioned in the previous chapter (6-58).

XIII. मर्दादीबिम्बानिर्माण Mṛdādībimbānirmana (152½ śls.)

"The Preparation of an Icon from Mud, etc."
The chief icon may be made of stone, metal, wood, mortar or mud. This chapter opens with the 12 steps involved in the preparation of icons made of mud. First, wood must be obtained, and pieces of this are to be bound together. Then mud is plastered over this base, on top of which a binding layer of strings is put [nādiśānakī] to symbolize the nerves. A layer of coconut fibre strand is wrapped on top of this. Then soft clay binds these, whereupon another round of string is wrapped on the emergent figure, and this is coated with sugar [water?]. To this a cloth wrapping is added. This is studded with ornaments and the whole is whitewashed and then tinted appropriately (1-8).

Then the attention is turned to iconometric details of the limbs of the chief icon (9-75), of the attendant deities (76-90) and of Nārāyaṇa (91-153a).

XIV. कार्मिकचित्रिकरण Karmārcādikalpam (34 śls.)

"Regarding the Icons Needed for Various Practical Purposes in Pūjā"

There are six types of moveable icons: karmārcā, utsāvārcā, bāla-ārcā, tīrthārcā, snāna-ārcā and śayanārcā. A temple that has and uses in its worship routines all six types is the best kind; one which uses only three is middling; one that has only one is inferior (1-3). The heights of each of the six types is given (4-10). While the main icon may be executed in any posture, these moveable icons must, due to practical necessities, be of certain poses only. As for the chief icon, when it does display any given posture, certain rules will apply to its attendants. For that matter, much the same applies to the moveable types of icons (11-23).

Certain mantras must be chanted during the preparation of metal images—at such stages as the fashioning of the eyes, the casting of the metal, etc. The mantras are mentioned as the general steps for casting metal icons are given (24-34).

XV. परिवर्तितचित्रोपकरणान्तरण Parivārādipūjopakaranāntakalpa (66 śls.)

"A Chapter Dealing with the Attendant Deities as well as the Instruments Needed for Worship"

For the embellishment of a temple, various deities are to be installed at various places. This chapter deals with the general location of these deities—Caṇḍa and Pracaṇḍa at the doorway in front of ardhamanḍapa, Jaya and Vijaya at the sanctuary entrances and various pairs of deities at windows of the garbhagṛha (1-16). The bālīṣṭha may be either inside or outside the gopura (17). As for the subsidiary deities to be found in the pāṭhāras [āvarāṇadevataś], these are also briefly mentioned (18-21).

Turning to the instruments needed for pūjā, various ones are singled out for special descriptive treatment: ghaṇṭā (22-25), the pāṭrās (26 ff.), the
uddharaṇī-spoon (28) and other items (30 f.). Also, the dhāraṇī-pātra (32a); the dhāraṇī-pātra (32b-34); the sānāśana paraphernalia (35-39a); the bhūyaśana paraphernalia (39b-46); the śayānāśana paraphernalia—such as the umbrella (50-51a), the cāmara (51b), the vyājana-fan (52), the aṇijanaḥśodabhājana container of collyrium-dust (54), the darpana-mirror (55-56), the vessels for pouring water (57-58a), and the pādukā (61-62). The yātra-conveyances are also described (58b-60, 63-66a), as well as some musical instruments (66b-67a).

XVI. दीक्षाविधि Dīkṣāvidhi (181 śls.)

"Concerning Initiation Rites"

A yajāmana who has completed the construction and furnishing of a temple must seek out a qualified dācārya to perform the pratiṣṭhā-consecration rites. The kind of a person he should seek is suggested (1-13a).

Śrī remarks that since a person becomes qualified only through initiation, and after that only may he become an dācārya, what is it that is so special about the dīkṣā-initiation and its steps (13b-17). After defining "dīkṣā" as that which destroys saṃsāra, Bhagavān then commences in detail to describe the initiation ceremonies, first saying that He approaches His devotees in five different modes during the ceremonies—as "śabda," "vṛttī," "arīha," "ācārya" and "dīkṣā." He explains that these also mark the various stages of the rites (18-22). A further analysis of the ceremony is to divide it into "sākṣma," "sīhūla" and "para" styles according to the case, and detail the given performance (23, 28-33). Yet another analysis is to classify the dīkṣā-ceremony as those appropriate to "samayī," "prāraka," "sādhaka" and "ācārya" (24-27).

The dīkṣā-procedure is first to prepare the place and to provide the paraphernalia (34-56), whereupon the disciple is brought in and the rites begin and last through some days [this treatment does not differ essentially from the normal pattern of dīkṣā rites] (57-181).

XVII. पञ्चकालविधि Pañcakālavidihi (69ś sīs.)

"Regarding the Five-fold Time-Division"

Śrī asks what is meant by the "pañcakāla" practices that the initiate is enjoined to observe. She is told that one observes these five periods of the day solely in order to please the Lord (1-3). The daily routine is outlined from the time a man rises in the morning, through the toilet routines, to mid-morning [abhigamana] (4-44a), whereupon he collects materials for worship (44b-45). The actual daily worship-rites are casually mentioned (46-47), only at the conclusion of which rites may the devotee eat (48-53). After meals is the period for self-improvement and study [svādhyāya] (54-58). The day ends
with a period of yogic meditation (59-67a). In addition to these daily obligations one is also committed to observe certain monthly duties (68-70a).

XVIII. प्रातिशःथारथम यागसालीदिक्षयानम्

Pratiśṭhārtham yāgaśālādīkṣikṣapam (118 śls.)

"The Erection of the Yāgaśālā used in Pratiśṭhā-rites"

Bhagavān says he will now turn to how pratiśṭhā-rites are to be conducted [see Ch. XVI, above, first part]. Śrī asks how it is possible for Him to be present not only in His iconic form, but also simultaneously throughout the shrines of the temple as well as at the same time also in the company of the heavenly beings. He says He is not actually present there [and absent elsewhere], but it is through His sakti-power, invoked there successfully during the elaborate pratiśṭhā-consecration rites, that He is able to be in the temple and elsewhere also (1-23).

Preliminary to the performance of pratiśṭhā-rites one must build and prepare a yāgamāṇḍapa where the various necessary fire-offerings may be made. The remainder of the chapter deals with selecting the proper time to commence the consecration rites, beginning in due time beforehand to make ready the maṇḍapa (24-43); selecting the site (44-46); arranging the furnishings properly, including the vedi-altars and the kuṇḍa-firepits (47-65, 66-118).

XIX. द्वारलोपनिष्पादित्रिकान्तक्षयम्

Dvāratorāṇḍipālikāntakalpana (39 śls.)

"The Procedures concerning Doorway Decorations and Pālikā-Germinations"

Inside the yāgamāṇḍapa, around the kuṇḍa-firepits, will be erected a 4-pillared covering—and if possible the toranas for this are to be made of four different specific kinds of woods (1-3). Details and measurements for these toranas are given (4-23).

Also, as part of the pratiśṭhā-preparations, ankurārpāṇa-germinations must be attended to, whereupon the discussion turns to the preparation of the pālikā-containers needed for these (24-36).

The chapter closes (37-39) with general observations about amenities to be provided for the public in the yāgamāṇḍapa.

XX. नयनोमिलनादिशिल्पसम्मानाल्पितिऽि

Nayanonmilaṇādīśilpisammānāntaviḍhi (42 śls.)

"The Procedure for Sanctification Rites from the 'Opening of the Eye,' etc., up to the 'Honoring of the Śilpins'"

Ankurārpāṇa-plantings are to be done at an auspicious time, whereupon all the doorways are to be festooned with small flags, etc. (1-15). Then the
"Eye-Opening" rites are to be done to the icons throughout the temple, starting with the mūlabera-icon and ending up with the vimāna-deities (16-39). The next step is to discharge the śilpās by honoring the chief śilpin with gifts of grains, cloth, ornaments, etc. (40-42).

XXI. बालबिम्बकार्तकानुज्यादिविषि  

"The Procedure for the Entry into the Temple by the Ācārya and others"

On the third day after the aṅkurārpaṇa-sprouts have been planted, the pratiṣṭhā-rites proper commence. On that day the [bhaṭṭa]-ācārya, after having worshipped the Lord in his own house, goes to the temple where he is met by a company of people and, with them, he then enters the temple intoning specified mantras (1-7). After circumambulating the shrine, he stops in the manḍapa near the Lord's Presence, and he sits there, sanctifies some water, then rises and sprinkles it around the temple-precincts (8-49). Then he moves to the yāga-manḍapa, where he prepares some pāṅcagavya solution (50-63a).

XXII. बालबिम्बकार्तकानुज्यादिविषि  

"Procedure for Getting the Permission to Construct the bālabimba-icon, etc."

Should the temple have been built without having first provided a bālamandira [see Ch. V: 54-71, above], the ācārya should straightaway perform an atonement-rite for the omission (1-24). So it will have been that only after he has invoked the Lord's Presence into a pot that he then goes about to secure mud in the proper way [mṛtsanigrāha] for the imminent aṅkurārpaṇa-rites [already discussed in part in Chs. XIX: 24-36 and XXI: r ff] (25-43).

The remainder of the chapter outlines the steps in the further preparation of the aṅkurārpaṇa-germinations—including mantras (44-113).

XXIII. रक्षाबंधनादिकुष्ठपानांतिविषि  

"Rules for the Rakṣābāndha-Rites up through the sanctification of the Pot"

[Continuing from Ch. XXI:] In the yāgamanaṇḍapa the ācārya arranges various pots, wrapping them in strings, filling them with water, etc. A central pot, larger than the others, is similarly treated, and into this he invokes various mantras (1-61). Then, going to the sanctuary, he ritually cleanses the main icon with mantras, mudrās, and pāṅcagavya, whereupon he ties rakṣābāndha cords on his own and on the icon's wrist (62). He does a similar cleansing for Laksñī, whereupon he does the same for the vimānadevalūs (63-79a). Then taking the large sanctified pot from the yāgamanaṇḍapa to the main manḍapa, he
there secures a kūrca-effigy made of darbha grass of the main icon as well as a
representation of the vimāna structure and places these in the pot. Then, the
assembled priests, having completed various homa-rites in the yāgamaṇḍapa come
to him (79b-147) and he then enters into a yogic trance by which he invokes the
various cosmic powers to descend and be present in the pot before him (151).
The processes of his mental excursions from one cosmic region to another, moving
upward toward Vaikuṇṭha, are indicated by descriptive accounts of these places—
Vaikuṇṭha itself being described in rapturous terms (181-192) prior to the de-
scription of Viṣṇu Himself (193-213), followed by description of His various mūris and avalāra-forms that will eventually reside in the temple (214-294).

The powers having thus been concentrated into the pot, it is enjoined that they be "used" for the actual consecration rites within either 3, 5, or 7 days. Meanwhile, the pot so divinely charged must be worshipped [pājanam] between 4 and 12 times daily (295-300a).

XXIV. कलानिपातियर्दिग्यानविविधि Jalādhivāsādipratiṣṭhāntavidhi (369 śls.)

"Rules from Jalādhivāsa-rites to the end of Pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies"

This chapter outlines, with good detail, the various activities from the
evening of the first day through the third, and last, day of the usual pratiṣṭhā-
rites in a temple. On the evening of the first day, the karmabera-icon along with
the icons of the Lord’s consorts will be taken to a tank or river. There in a maṇḍapa the first jalādhivāsa-soaking rites are attended to, while at the same time
the devout also bathe. After pājā is duly celebrated there, a procession forms
sometime before daybreak to accompany the icon back to the temple again.
There, the icon is put into the maṇḍapa and with it the ācārya stays, keeping
vigil (1-187). The next day, after various minor observances, dhānayādhivāsa is
done after which, in the evening, the icon and its retinue go once again to the
river or tank. There, jalādhivāsa-soaking is again done and before dawn the
icon is returned once more to the temple, this time taken as far as the area in
front of the garbha-grha (188-216). Later that [third] morning śāntikoma is done,
and after homas have been done, the assembled sādhas each take one of the
smaller pots and carry these and the various moveable icons into the garbha-grha.

After supervising this, the ācārya, carrying the mahākumbha containing the
sanctified waters, ascends by himself to the vimāna-tower (217-254). There he
performs some liturgies, under cover of a silk cloth, directed to the topmost
kalaśa-element in the name of Aniruddha, and, having done so, pours some of
the sanctified water there as well as sprinkles it down around the vimāna-walls
which are covered with images of God. Descending, he sprinkles the holy places
throughout the temple. Then he once again enters the garbha-grha where he
sprinkles water from the various small pots over the main icon, and ending with
the libation from the mahākumbha, he sanctifies the icon and installs there the Presence of God. To seal the ceremony, he fills in a small hole in the head of the main icon so that the Presence will not depart through the brahmaraṇādra (255-283). Moving throughout the temple, he stops at each of the holy spots and informs the deities attending there to assume henceforth a watchful stance since God is now resident in the main icon. He also steps at the baliṣṭha, the dhavajastambha and the kitchen, making all things in readiness—even starting the cooking fire with a live coal left from the previous homas (284-301).

He returns then to the chief deity in the garbhagṛha, there petitions His indulgence for any mistakes committed, and petitions Him to remain there henceforth to receive the devout attentions from him, his family, as well as from the yajamāna and from the faithful (302-319). Then he commences the initial pūjā to the Lord.

That evening the Lord will be taken in procession, after which He is deposited again in His sanctuary and the temple is closed and locked. If there is only one icon [ekabera] the temple remains closed for three days; if there are several icons [bahubera] then next morning pūjā must be attended to. When this pūjā is done in a bahubera temple, or after 3 days in an ekabera-temple, the yajamāna and the faithful come before God and offer themselves as His perpetual servants (320-362).

The rewards, both spiritual and worldly, for undertaking any or all of the preceding are listed (363-369).

XXV. लक्ष्मीप्रतिष्ठाविधि

Lakṣmipratiṣṭhāvidhi

(53 śls.)

"Installation of Worship to the Goddess Lakṣmī"

Lakṣmī shrines are of two kinds: subsidiary [paratāntra] and independent [svatāntra]. In either case, the (female) attendant deities must be attended to and installed with all sobriety. In either case, also, certain annual festivals are called for by the presence of Lakṣmī and these must be regularly attended to (1-23; 39-53). Inserted within these observations is the story of Lakṣmī's birth and marriage to Viṣṇu (24-38).

XXVI. लक्ष्मयुद्धाहोत्सवविधि

Lakṣmyudvāhotsavavidhi

(34½ śls.)

"Regarding the Festival Celebrating Lakṣmī's Marriage Rites"

This chapter turns in more detail to the special annual festival celebrating liturgically the marriage of Lakṣmī to Viṣṇu—giving details for when it is done, and how the icons are to be brought together on a couch for four days (1-33). The benefits of being the yajamāna-patron for this festival are also recounted (34-35a).
"Different Kinds of Bathing Rituals".

Śrī asks to know about the different ways in which and occasions for ritually bathing the icon of the Lord—having heard during the preceding chapter mention of bathing rites. The Lord says that in an "skabera" type temple, ritual baths may be done right in the sanctuary, but in a "bahubera" type temple, the bathing rites should be done in a larger area—as, for example, in the prākāras, and in front of the go)pura. The size of the area usually depends upon the number of pots to be used. In a mahābhiseka, at least 108 pots are required. In any case, a special maṇḍapa-pavilion should be erected as covering for the pots which are themselves placed on maṇḍala-designs made of grains (1-9).

The remainder of the chapter gives certain details about the conduct of snāpana-rites as they are normally performed in a "bahubera" type temple—the contents of the various pots (10-16), the special invitation issued after regular daily pūjā is concluded (17-25), the procedure with appropriate mantras for the libation of the pots one-by-one (26-134). Afterwards, the acting-ācārya is sumptuously rewarded, and an utsava-festival is held for the Lord (135-137a). Such baths are done to conclude pratiṣṭhā, to precede utsava, to mark zodiacal transitions, to accompany ṛṇyaścītas, and to satisfy moral longings (137b-132).

"Rules (for the arcaka) from Getting up through Silent Worship".

This chapter turns to the daily routine of him who oversees the proper worship of the Lord. After rising in the morning and bathing and attending to his personal and spiritual purification, the sādhaka goes to the temple (1-10). The temple-routines are to be done 1, 2, 3, or 6 times a day—the more times the better. Once there, he requests the Lord to arise from his slumber so that he may perform to His pleasure the daily routine. After performing five purificatory steps—"sthaṇaśuddhi," "pātraśuddhi," "bimbaśuddhi," "ātmaśuddhi" and "bhūtaśuddhi"—only then may pūjā commence. The first three cleansing steps (to 36) are directed to the external objects and surroundings, while the next two are spiritual purifications. "Ātmaśuddhi requires the guru-sattama [deśika or ācārya] to withdraw into the sanctuary and, sitting at the right of the Lord's icon, to meditate upon the mantras like "aśāksara," "ṣaḍa-ksara,"" dvādaśa-ksara," and so forth, employing the corresponding nyāsa-concentrations in order to prepare himself to remain in the Divine Presence for His worship (37-135a).

"Rules for the Regular Worship of God up to Food-Offerings"
For pūjā-proper, certain instruments and paraphernalia are required and, once procured, these must be cleansed, then placed in the proper position (1-16). Then God is requested to accept the attentions and courtesies that will follow in the liturgical presentations, whereupon the karmabera-icon is moved on to the mantrāsana-pedestal. Other aspects of the Lord, as well as His attendants, are also requested to accept the forthcoming offerings (17–III). When this is completed, the Lord is to be offered a bath (112-131), decorations (132-154), at the conclusion of which foodstuffs are to be set before the Lord (155-165).

There follows a digest of what is here called “aśṭāṅgapūjā”—comprised of “hrdyāga,” “yogapīṭha-pūjana,” “snāpana,” “veṣapūjana,” “bhoyāsana,” “śīḏhi-prāṣana,” “nityāgni-pūjana” and “utsava” (167-170). The Lord also points out that when there is a question of what to do when a conflict arises between nitya and naimittika observances, the naimittika demands have priority (171-174).

The chapter ends with a précis of other routine details for the conclusion of the daily rites of worship—including directions for distributing food to the worship—including directions for distributing food to the attendant deities ending with Visvaksena—prior to moving on to do nityahoma-rites (175-184).

XXX. नित्याहोमादिसुदर्शनारसनान्तविधि

“Rules (for daily worship) from Daily Homa-Rites to the Honouring of Sudarśana”.

This chapter continues to dictate the rules of procedure for daily worship by the arcaka in the temple, moving from homa in the yāgaśāla (1-54), to the commencement and execution of balidāna (55-78), through the circumambulation of the sanctuary with a rice-filled container which constitutes “nityotsava” (79-87)—whereupon a petition is made to the Lord to accept the afore-mentioned attentions and offerings (88-90).

This cycle is repeated (twice, thrice or six times a day—acc. to Ch. XXVIII: beginning), and, at the conclusion of the final pūjā each day, the Lord is requested to go to His repose on His sāyanāsana (120-130), whereupon the arcaka closes the temple and returns home.

The arcaka himself attends to his own eating and business only after the (morning) rites are over (131).

Lakṣmī is likewise to be honoured in her own right [as Viralakṣmī], and the directions are given for these rites—both when she is installed in a Viṣṇu temple as a separate but attendant deity and when she is the main deity in a separate temple (132-187). Likewise Sudarśana deserves a separate place in a Viṣṇu temple; he is to be propitiated with liturgical rites up to bhoyāsana (188-220).
Lapses in worship require ṭrāyaśeśita-rites (221-223).

Sāttiika-śāstras are used for worship in temples dedicated to Viṣṇu and Lakṣmī by dvija-yajamānas, while rājasu-śāstras are used in those constructed by other humans (like śadras and women). When a temple is devoted to the worship of a lesser deity, lāmusa-śāstras only guide the worship (224-225a).

XXXI. अनुरक्तस्तवधातिप्रपाठानि कालपांताविभिः ।

Mahotsavabheda-diprapāstambhakalpāntavidhi (37½ śls.)

"Chapter on the Varieties of Grand Festivals and on the Construction of a Special Pavilion"

Śrī asks to be told about mahotsava, having just been informed about nityotsava (1-5). Bhagavān classifies mahotsava into "nitya," "naimītiika" and "kāmya." Those which are "nitya" have to do with the celebration of star-days of when the images in the temple were cast, or consecrated, when the temple was finished, etc. Those which are "naimītiika" are those which have to do with the contravention of natural disasters, with the renovation of a temple, with the pacification of certain celestial portents, etc. Those which are "kāmya" have to do with those who become yaṣamāna for a sacrifice on their own birthdays or on other auspicious occasions (6-20). When a mahotsava is declared, no one else should attempt a sacramental undertaking lest they interfere with the mahotsava (21-23).

The duties of an acārya for the preparation of a mahotsava are listed—the preliminaries (24-28), the invocation of the Lord's permission to proceed (29-32), the repair of the various vehicles and carriages to be used in processions and the erection of the first pole for the intended special maṇḍapa (33-38a).

XXXII. अनुभवादिवायासालाक्षणानांताविभिः ।

Anūjñāb-dīyāgaśādākalsāntavidhi (82 śls.)

"Chapter dealing with the Rites from Seeking Permission to the Erection of the Place of Sacrificial Offerings".

Nine, six, three or one day before the mahotsava is scheduled to commence, "aṅkurāpaṇa" must be done (2-68). Once this has been done, the acārya must also attend to the collection of materials needed for homa-offerings in the āgaśālā (69-73). These things done, he sees that the icon of Viṣṇuksena is taken around the town's streets in order that this commander-in-chief of the Lord's retinue may see that all has been made ready for the coming festive occasion (79-82).

XXXIII. गरुडभवप्रपाठाविभिः ।

Garuḍadhvajapratīṣṭhāvidhi (48½ śls.)

"Rules for the Consecration of the Banner Bearing Garuḍa's Image".
Another thing an ācārya must attend to is the preparation of the festive banner bearing the image of Garuḍa. The picture (8-18) is to be painted in five colors, then, after a procession (19-21), it is taken to a maṇḍapa where it is afforded a special pratiṣṭhā-rite including a nayanonmilana-step for Garuḍa; other attentions are given to the snake-ornaments (22-49a).

XXXIV. स्तम्भकल्पनादिरचारोरोहणामात्तविषि

Stambhalpanādīdhyārohanāntavidhi (87 ṣls.)

"The Rules for the Observances starting from Preparing the Flagstaff to Hoisting the Flag".

The flag pole is to be fashioned of wood, with certain ornamental motifs being optional (1-20). Then a pit is dug, gems placed in it, and the flag pole erected (21-24). The ācārya then dones a rākṣasūtra on his wrist, symbolizing his willingness to undertake the immanent ceremonies, and he enters the garbhagrha. There he transfers the power of the Lord’s Presence to the utsavabera-icon, and then he brings the utsavabera (= the Lord’s Presence) out to the maṇḍapa (25-56). After certain rites, the flag is then hoisted on the standing pole in the Presence of God (57-82). This done, the ācārya addresses the utsavabera and requests that he may now invite bhaktas to come to the temple for the mahotsava (83-87).

XXXV. कुम्भस्थापनादिरेखतात्त्वानात्तविषि

Kumbhasthāpanādidevatāhvanāntavidhi (156 ṣls.)

"Rules for Rites from Consecration of the Pot to Invocation of the Gods"

The ācārya, having seen to the flag-hoisting ceremonies, goes to the yāgaśāla and prepares to perform sacrificial service in the Presence of the Lord in the utsavabera-form. This done, the morning activites are over (1-24) until evening. At that time, the utsavabera-icon is again brought out, placed in a special maṇḍapa beside a kālacakramāṇḍalu-design on which has been placed a maḍḍuka-drum. This instrument is sanctified, whereupon the ācārya beats it to the accompaniment of invocational stanzas addressed to all the gods to come to mahotsava (25-71).

Once this is finished, the gods who have "come" are given bali-offerings in the streets of the village (72-152). Once the drum has been sounded, no citizen should leave the village till the completion of the mahotsava (153-156).

XXXVI. उस्तवविविधभ्रमणलक्षणानिदिति

Utsavavidhibhramanālakṣaṇaṇavidhi (78½ ṣls.)

"The Method of Taking the Idol in Procession during the Grand Festival"

During mahotsava, bali-offerings are to be made twice daily. The specific places where these offerings are made on the different days are given (1-16).
As part of these bāli-offerings each day the utsavabera-icon is to be taken out into the village in procession on a special vehicle (17-19). On the first day the procession forms and the icon of the Lord is taken forth both in the morning (20-52) and in the evening. The same routine is followed throughout the mahotsava period, each procession taking place on a different vehicle if possible. After His return to the temple each day, the Lord’s icon is ministered to by a devadāsi (57-65) and then bathed and put to rest (66-79a).

XXXVII. उत्सवप्रायविषयकत्तिदीशियोतसवांतविधि

Utsavahomāyavahṛtthānantavidhi (140 śls.)

"From Homa-Offerings to Avabhṛthasāna Rites in the Festival Cycle"

The ācārya’s duties, from the second day of the mahotsava onward, are quite routine: he gets up, attends to normal temple duties, and does the special homa daily (1-25). Further, routine things must be done also each time before the Lord is put on His vehicle for riding about (26-47). On the sixth day morning, the Lord is taken to pleasure garden, bathed in scented waters with all his decorations on, in a huge caldron, after which pājā is performed and the leftover food-offerings are distributed to the faithful (49-63). That evening He is taken about on an elephant-shaped vāhana (64).

On the seventh day morning there is no procession nor is there bali-offering made. Instead the icons of the Lord and His consorts are taken to a special pavilion where powders are prepared and later smeared on the icons as a "cūrnābhiṣeka," after which (in the evening) the evening procession is made through the village (65-84).

On the eighth day, the procedures of the normal mahotsava days are followed, but on the ninth day come the rathotsava festivities with various special observances required then (85-121). After this is finished, the ācārya goes to the sanctuary and emerges again with the īrthamūrti-icon which he takes along with the richly appurled utsavabera-icon to a bathing ghat. There he carries the īrthamūrti-icon on his shoulders into the water, submerges three times while the faithful simultaneously do the same, whereupon he returns the two icons to the temple. Once returned the īrthamūrti-icon is returned to its former place, while the utsavabera-icon is placed near the yāgaśālā (122-140). Certain concessions are made when no īrthamūrti-icon exists (139).

XXXVIII. उत्सवप्रायविषयकत्तिदीशियोतसवांतविधि

Utsavaprayaścittādiśaityotsavāntavidhi (111 śls.)

"The Rules for the Expiation of Mistakes made in the Grand Festival cycle up to the Šaityotsava Celebrations"
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On the tenth day the acārya prepares for ṗuspayāga (5-28), after which he does "dvādāśārcana" and, when it seems the Lord has been satisfied, the Lord is taken in procession through the village streets and brought back to the bali-pītha (29-39). There, the acārya petitions the Lord to permit especially assembled gods and men to return to their homes (40-60). Then the acārya takes the utsavabera-icon to the yāgasālā, where he gets out the aṅkurārpana-germinations, worships them, releases the devatās formerly invoked there, and dismantles these sprouting trays (61-66). Then he goes around making bali-offerings (67-74), takes down the flag and takes it and the utsavabera-icon and the big pot from the yāgasālā into the sanctuary. Then, he offers flowers over the head of the main icon, and with sprinklings of water from the big pot, he once again transfers the Divine Power and Presence back into the main icon (75-85). Then he petitions the Lord's forbearance and forgiveness for any shortcomings in the mahotsava (86-97).

On the next day morning the acārya is rewarded by the yajamāna, being given certain remnants left over from the mahotsava—including food-stuffs, flag, flag-pole, etc. The yajamāna is accompanied home after this with some éclat (98-101).

On that evening the procession-idol will be taken either to a pleasure garden or to a special maṇḍapa where it is cool, and there it will be entertained and fed—in order that He might rest after the long mahotsava-period. This festival—known as "śaityotsava"—may last for several days if so desired, as the procedure is much like that done during vasantotsava (102-11).

XXXIX. वस्त्रोत्सवदीविशाखान्तविधि

Vasantotsavādiviśākhāntavidhi (52½ Śls.)

"Rules for Vasontotsava and Viśākhotsava"

Śrī asks about how and when to perform vasontotsava-celebrations. He is told that this cycle of worship should be done either in spring or in summer during the bright half of the month. No flag-hoisting is required for this, although aṅkurārpana, homa, bali-offerings and rākṣābandhana, etc. are all required. In this the icon will be taken to a garden and there afforded various refreshments and entertainments, solely to please Him (1-30).

During Viśākha-month on full moon day, the utsavabera-icon will be taken to a special maṇḍapa, where 25 small pots are used to perform an abhiṣekha. Then all sorts of seasonal flowers are used to ornament the Lord, and this festooning will be followed by entertainments, distribution of food-stuffs, etc. He who sees to the performance of this utsava will be blessed with a rich yield in his fields (31-51).
Should the dates of these two ceremonies coincide, both festivals are to be observed (52-53a).

**XL. Plavotsavavidhi**

"Rules for the Floating Festival"

This will be done either in the autumnal or in the summer season, but in the bright part of the month. Dhvajārohanā-ceremonies at this utsava are optional, but rākṣābandha must be done. On the first day, the icon is taken to a maṇḍapa especially built on the bank of the body of the water where the floating will take place. He is taken back to the temple that night in procession. He is brought back to the water the next day, mounted on the float—which is described (26-27)—and taken for a row around the tank three or five times. The icon is then installed in the central maṇḍapa of the tank; there it stays until evening when it is borne back to the bank accompanied by lights and śrāddha. He is then returned to the sanctuary (1-43). Afterwards, the ācārya will petition forgiveness for any sins of omission or commission just done in the floating festival, lest these offend the Lord (44-46).

**XLI. Jyeṣṭhābhisekādyutthānotsavāntavidhi**

"The Rules for Jyeṣṭhābhisekā to the Conclusion of Waking up Liturgies"

Bhagavān says that on the full moon day of Jyeṣṭha month the idol is to be stripped of its ornamental plates and ritually bathed with 81 pots of water (1-14). On the twelfth day of the bright fortnight of Āṣāḍha-month, a small icon of the Lord [or a kurca-proxy] is placed in a special maṇḍapa on a special couch, and kept there for four months until the 11th day of the bright fortnight of Karttiṅa-month, when the Lord is roused from His slumber (15-36). At that time, the ācārya approaches God and requests Him for the benefit of the world to wake up. While regular worship has not been interrupted, elaborate special functions which have been suspended during the 4-month period may once again be resumed (37-53a).

**XLII. Kṛṣṇotsavādīśikyotsavāntavidhi**

"Rules for the Kṛṣṇotsava up to the Festival of the Suspended Pot"

Bhagavān says that Kṛṣṇa's birth is to be commemorated in Śravaṇa-month on the 8th night of the dark fortnight (2-6). Certain options for determining the date of the festival (69-77) are given. A small icon of Kṛṣṇa is to be charged with the power of deity, and it is conducted to a yāga-maṇḍapa, where it is bathed, fed, honored, etc. (7-52). The next afternoon the Kṛṣṇa icon is again charged with divine power, and taken to a maṇḍapa placed at an
intersection of the village where many people will vie for the opportunity to break a pot with butter suspended on a moveable rope (53-68).

**XLIII. गंगोत्रस्वादिनराकातुर्दश्युटसावान्तविधि**

*Gaṅgotṛayuṭsvaṅādīpavitrotsavāntavidhi* (131\(\frac{1}{2}\) sāls)

"Rules for the Birth Commemoration of Gaṅgā and for *Pavitrotsava*"

Annually, on the 18th day of Kāṭaka [dāśāh] month, the *utsava* icon is taken to a river-bank where special *pūja* is done to it. Nine pots of water—into which Gaṅgā has been invoked in the central pot—are sanctified and sprinkled over the heads of the people (1-21).

In the same month, at times which are here prescribed and given as options, the two-day [see śl. 104a] ceremony of expiation known as "*pavitrotsava*" is to be done to atone for lapses and mistakes in *pūja* during the preceding year (23-29). The preliminary preparations of the *pāvitra* (30-44), the construction of the special *maṇḍapa* (45-50), the other ceremonies (51-120), including an *avabhṛtasnāna* rite at a nearby river—these are described. The prayer asking forgiveness is done back at the temple (121-131a), whereupon the *pāvitra* are distributed to all devotees present (131b-132a).

**XLIV. विजयोत्सवादिनराकातुर्दश्युटसावान्तविधि**

*Vijayotsvādīnarakacaturdāśyutsavāntavidhi* (47\(\frac{1}{2}\) sāls)

"The Rules for Observing the Vijayotsava and the Narakacaturdāśyutsava"

Śrī observes that all the festivals so far enumerated are well and good for *ghraasthās* and for *yogins*, but she wants to know how God makes it possible for *vānaprasthas* to see Him (1-2). Bhagavān says that it is precisely why on the 18th day of bright fortnight of *Nabhasya* [bhāḍrapada]-month the so-called "*mṛgayaṭīrotsava*" is scheduled. For this, the *utsavabera*-icon is mounted on a horse and taken to the nearby forest with great éclat. There, while the Lord is placed in the shade of a *śami*-tree, the *ācārya* takes the Lord's bow and shoots arrows in all directions (3-16). After a special *pūja* there, *vānaprasthas* will be allowed to have a glimpse of God and they will also receive some of the plentiful foodstuffs brought from temple and offered as *prasāda* (17-19a). The icon is taken back to the temple after this (19b-23).

Early in the morning of the 14th day of the dark fortnight of Āśvayuji-month [Oct.-Nov.], the *snānamūrti*-icon of the Lord will be given an oil bath, the remnants from which will be distributed as *prasāda* to the faithful. This is to be used only on their heads. Later on that day, the *ācārya* receives a new [costly? donated?] cloth which is then ceremoniously put to cover the Lord—and this is the central act of the festival (24-48a).
XLV. दीपोत्सव

Dipotsava  (56 śls.)

"The festival of Lamps"

The story of the wicked king Bali who was overcome by Viṣṇu as Trivikrama is told (i-10) as rationale for the performance of the annual dipotsava—which is observed on the full moon of Kārtikeya-month. The paraphernalia needed for this festival are discussed (11-27), and the procedure is then outlined (28-56)—the distinctive feature here being to construct a small hut around a huge standing pole which has been erected in front of the temple and upon which a light has been placed; the hut is ignited, burns down around the pole, whereupon the pole itself is chopped down.

XLVI. दोलोत्सव

Dolotsava  (44½ śls.)

"The Swing Festival"

In the months between Āśvayuja through Māgha [Oct.-Nov. through Feb.-March], a 3, 5, or 7 day festival called dolotsava may be celebrated on certain evenings. How to construct the swing for this is given (10-12). The main features of this celebration is each day to take the utsavabera-icon to the mandapa where the swing is kept, there to offer it puja and, in the evening, a swing-ride (15-43). The reward for supporting this festival is to be released from birth-and-death (44-45a).

XLVII. धनुर्मासापञ्जादिमोक्षोत्सवान्तविधि

Dhanurmasapāñjādimokṣotsavāntavidhī  (82½ śls.)

"Rules for Dhanurmāsa and Mokṣotsava Celebrations".

Throughout the month of December-January [Dhanurmāsa], early each morning special pūjās are to be undertaken (1-6). In the same month, starting from the first day of the bright fortnight, in two sessions of eleven days each, services are held during which all the scriptures are studied. Directions for and explanations of this cycle, called adhyayanotsava, are given (7-42). As part of this, on the 11th day, a special door is open leading out of the ardhamandapa through which the Lord and His devotees ritually pass—this celebration called "mokṣotsava" (43-83a).

XLVIII. प्रणयकलहोत्सवादिपञ्चवान्तविधि

Pranayakalahotsavādipāñcaparvāntavidhī  (68 śls.)

"Rules for the Festival of the Quarrel, and Others, up to Monthly Birth Commemorations".

In the summer months [Makara-month to Mīna-month], to commemorate the argument that ensues after Viṣṇu abruptly left Laṅkā to save a bhākta-devotee, a festival called kalahotsava is held in which the Lord is "locked out"
of the temple after a procession. The _arca_ka acts as intermediary between the waiting Lord and the thrice adamant Lakṣmī (1-36).

In addition devotees should celebrate the birthdays of various incarnations of God, especially the ten _avatāras_—Rāma, Varāha, Nṛśimha, Balarāma, Kūrma, Kalkin, Vāmana, Paraśurāma, Matsya, and Vāsudeva [Kṛṣṇa]—each at its particular time (37-58).

In any given month, certain days are set apart to afford the Lord a procession—usually five but sometimes six times a month, all dependent upon certain calendric or lunar considerations (59-68).

**XLIX. Kalkhaśrotavardhākavārotsavāntavādī**

"Rules for _Kalha_śrotava for the Lord and the Friday-Festival for Lakṣmī"

When there appears a pressing need for relief—as from enemy attack, famine, etc.—then a special rite called _kalha_śrotava may be done in Caitra- or _Vaiśākh_ha-months or during other months. The main hallmark of this festival is the removal and replacement of about a foot of earth on all the main streets of the village prior to the Lord’s procession through them back to the temple from the river (1-41a). In the month of _Kanyā_, from the first to the ninth day of the bright fortnight, Lakṣmī is honored with procession, etc., culminating in a special _pañjā_ on the ninth evening. This is to be done in addition to the regular honor afforded her in the temple every Friday night (47b-65).

**L. Prayāscitavidhi**

"Concerning Penitential Undertakings"

Lakṣmī asks what can be done to make lapses acceptable, and how to expiate for defilements, etc. (1-4). The Lord then begins by listing the various times, places and conditions wherein sins may be committed which may be expiated—from plowing, construction, up through _pratiṣṭhā_—suggesting _prayāscit_ita measures appropriate (5-87). Moving on, he describes those _prayāscit_itas suitable for defilements or lapses in the established worship in temples (88-150), for defilements connected with death of various living creatures under different circumstances and in different places (151-250), for mistakes or faults in _utsava_ observances and the preparations thereto etc. (251-382). All the instances cited for _prayāscit_ita require _samprokṣaṇa_, and how to do this is given (383-480). An _ācārya_ who really cares—if he is a brahmaṇḍirin and can find the time to do it—may "insure" his temple against such _prayāscit_ita-demanding faults by chanting daily 10,000 times his own mantra (481-483a).
“Rules concerning the Preparation and Uses of the Mnemonic Device known as varṇacakra”

Śrī asks to be instructed on how to use the varṇacakra-device for composing mantras. The Lord says that whoever masters the use of this device becomes one with Me [matsvarūpa]. Turning to the varṇa-letters in the wheel-design, He states that the letters have their origin in śabdabrahman but now—just as the cyūhas themselves have done, and indeed partly due to the influence exerted by these cyūhas—they have become manifest (1-30). Śrī asks about the particular potencies and powers [saṁjñādeva/sakti] of each letter, and Bhagavān in His answer treats one-by-one the letters of the alphabet “a” to “kṣa” (31-74).

“Rules for Composing the Mantras”

Mantras may be analysed into four parts—biṣa, piṇḍa, saṁjña, and pada (1-8). Śrī asks to know the distinction between the actual [kṣetra] mantra and the potency and power that is presumably invoked by it [kṣetrajñabhāva] and whereby one comes to know about such things. The Lord replies first in terms of explaining the elements of biṣa, piṇḍa, saṁjña, and pada—the elements which constitute the actual mantra as it is recited (9-22). Then he moves on to say that initiation into the understanding of both the mantra as it sounds and the mantra as it acts is given only through instruction by a qualified ācārya and under certain prescribed conditions (23-29). Under such conditions, the ācārya draws two designs—a disk-motif and a lotus-motif, each containing letters in specific places—and the particular mantra for that aspirant is selected according to his nakṣatra-day in relation to the nakṣatras assigned to the letters in the designs, etc. (30-72).

As for the mantras, their efficiency and potency are great, and there is a different “prayogic” effect that may be gained from different mantras. But such effects are gained only by him who “masters” the mantra by means of japa, etc. The bulk of the chapter gives the general directions for the practices to be undertaken by one who does japa and homa as an initiating step toward the eventual mastery of their mantra [73-93—it should be pointed out that the “mūla”-mantra which leads to salvation is assumed to be mastered by all; see Ch. LIII, below].

The closing lines list good (94-100) and bad (101-103) dreams that may be interpreted as omens by the aspirant during this initiating period as he does the homa.
LIII. सम्बन्धयात्विविषयविवधि  

"Rules for Repetition of Mantras and Other Matters"

After completing the homa-portion of this first initiating sequence into the mantra, the aspirant will attend to the feeding of brahmins and to certain liturgical cycles (1-7). As for japa-repetitions these are to be done with comprehension of their meaning and toward this end the "dvādaśākṣara"-mantra is explained (14-19) as well as the "aṣṭākṣara"-mantra (20-24), and some others (25-55). Particularly, if one becomes proficient in the 8-syllable "mantrarāja"-mantra to Nārāyaṇa, he may achieve certain specific ends by altering his homa-libations or the number of the repetitions done (56-178)—including getting a girl, becoming impervious to snake-bites, walking on water, etc. Similarly, the "Rāma"-mantra may also be employed for specific "pragyogic" ends (179-202a).

LIV. भारण्यासादिमुद्रालक्षण्याचार्येनान्तविवधि

"Rules for Surrender of One's burden, and the Features of Mūrā-Gestures and Worship"

Śrī asks if there is not a less complicated way by which people may come close to God. The Lord says that He gives to those whom it pleases Him to rescue the ability to persevere in good practices, just as He gives to some bad ways. But whoever comes to Him for refuge—even though he has moved along the wrong path hitherto—by seeking the intercession of Śrī, that man will be saved (1-18a). As for sarvāṅgaṇi, there are six varieties: "ānukālyasanākhalpa," "pratikālyavarijanā," "rakṣīyati viśvāṣaḥ," "goṃtvavaraṇa," "ādāvanikṣepa" and "kāṟpāṇya" (18b-61).

During the performance of arcana-worship to the Lord, one should display mūrā-gestures to the Lord in order to drive away evil spirits and to please God. He names and describes some 7 nyāsa-positions as well as some 13 mūrā-gestures (62-117).

Then he tells what flowers are acceptable to the Lord at different times of the day (118-134).

[Ekata speaks:] What he has narrated is to be called "Śrīpraṇa-samhitā" because it contains a collection of Śrī's questions to the Lord (135-143). This is a secret message to be shared only with those who qualify because of their interest, etc. He says (149) that those who are born in your [the sages?] families are able to worship the Lord properly; all others—including dikṣīlas—are able only to offer second-rate sacrifice to the Lord. The terms "parārtha" and "svārtha" are explained (150-155)—both are like light [dīpa], one like
Sārya and the other like a lamp in the house (156). Having said this, Ekata achieved mokṣa (157-158a).

CRITICAL NOTES—

The work in hand is not to be confused with another, later work called Pāñcapanāsāmhitā.

The published edition in grantha characters, following a recension popular in Kumbakonam, may be carefully compared with other versions from other places. One of the other versions is found in MD. 5319 (grantha/paper) which has been used for the recent Devanāgarī edn. Others are reported at Śrīraṅgam in the private collection of N. Rangaraja Bhattar; and at Tirumuhur in the private collection of V. Ramaswamy Bhattar (grantha/leaf). Other manuscripts of this popular manual may be found in other places.
Introductory Remarks—

A number of Pāṇcarātra and other Vaiṣṇava sectarian works bear the element “Viṣṇu” as part of their titles. The Pāṇcarātra canonical lists alone yield the following—two (or three) Viṣṇu-saṁhītās, a Viṣṇu Tantra, as well as Viṣṇutattva, Viṣṇutilaka (q.v.), Viṣṇupāravaka, Viṣṇuyoga, Viṣṇurahasya, Viṣṇuvaibhavika, Viṣṇusadbhdva, Viṣṇusambhava, Viṣṇusāra and Viṣṇusiddhānta; further, commentators refer to or quote from works supposedly having Pāṇcarātra authority bearing the titles Viṣṇuyāmala (Utpala) and Viṣṇumahodadhī (Pillai Lokācārya). All these various titles should be differentiated carefully by the cautious scholar.

We are concerned here with a work of 30 medium-length chapters, comprising somewhat over 2600 slokas, and published under the title “Viṣṇu-saṁhitā.” It is a work in which the framework narrative is a dialogue between Aupagâyana and a “siddha” named Sumati. It is particularly to be distinguished from an unpublished Pāṇcarātra document called “Viṣṇu Tantra”—a work of some 25 or more surviving chapters, containing in the second chapter a canonical list of 154 titles. The work that concerns us, the “Viṣṇu-saṁhitā,” is presumably the one named as canonical in the following lists only: Pādma (96/108), Mārkaṇḍeya (34/91) and in Viṣṇu Tantra (15 as “Viṣṇumāma,” and/or 56 as “Saḍāviṣṇu”/154). None of the writers of classical Śrī-vaiṣṇava works appears to have quoted from it, although extracts from it are found in several secondary Pāṇcarātra collections (for examples, Utsavasāmāgra, MT. 3286, quotes Ch. 20, and Pāṇcarātragama, MT. 3257, quotes Ch. 29). There are

* Adyar ms. 8.1.18 (D. Nag./paper) inc.; O. I. Baroda ms. No. 7960 (Grantha/leaf), 2590 gr., injured; S. Iyengar Library, Śrīraṅgam (Grantha/paper)—all similar to one another. Identical in chs. 1-18 but differing entirely in chs. 19-25, with fragments also from chs. 44 and 65, is a manuscript of “Viṣṇu Tantra” owned by R. Krishnaswamy Iyengar of Śrīraṅgam (Grantha/paper): In all of these the framework narrative is a conversation in which Vedavyāsa tells Śaunaka what Gautama asked Vasiṣṭha; Vasiṣṭha then tells what instructions Brahmā received from Viṣṇu. The name “Viṣṇu Tantra” is found in the following canonical lists: Pādma (29/108), Viṣṇu Tantra (1/154) and in Maheśvara Tantra (3/25).
commentaries written on it: by Nārāyaṇa (MT. 4424), by Nāgasvāmin (MT. 4496 =O.I. Baroda ms. No. 6643), as well as one or two more (?) in other libraries (Tirupati, and S. Iyengar Library in Srīraṅgam). The “Preface” to the printed version of “Viṣṇu-saṁhitā” states that it “...is the source of Tantrasamuccaya and other later treatises on Tantra.”

Generally speaking the work at hand is encyclopaedic in scope and comprehensive in treatment—that is, it treats all the major topics found in typical saṁhitās and, further, brings together several traditions within one, unified context. By way of expansion on the foregoing, it may be noted that there is both a certain artificiality of composition and an economy about some of the rules, to wit, in the first instance we find in Ch. 2 an attempt to synthesize into one comprehensive and cohesive treatment all kinds of pentads; and in Ch. 3 we see a striking conceit in describing the Lord variously by using the numbers “one” through “twelve.” As for the economy in regard to practical measures, the treatment here of Brahmostava (Chs. 20, 21) compresses and telescopes into one 9-day period—as is in fact practiced in current Pāñcarātra circles—several important functions described as separate events in other saṁhitās. Such general observations in regard to its synthetic nature are what lead us to place this among the “later” works of the Pāñcarātrāgama rather than among the “earlier” texts.

In the first chapter we find mention (I: 24, 28) of a twelve-chapter “Īśvara-saṁhitā;” also (I: 24, 29) a 32-chapter “Brahma-saṁhitā” is referred to; further, mention is made (I: 24, 34) of a 4-pāda “Viṣṇu-saṁhitā” of 108 chapters. Indeed, the text says of itself that it is a commentary on that larger work.

In this last regard it is possible to analyze the gross contents of the present “Viṣṇu-saṁhitā” into the four conventional categories: after the stereotyped opening chapters (I-2) we have concerns that normally are found in a “jñāna-pāda” (Chs. 3-4, perhaps also 23); then we come upon a section (Chs. 5-11, 29* and 30) concerning itself with maniras, mudrās, maṇḍalas and the directions for ākṣā normally found in a “yoga-pāda;” then comes the section (Chs. 12-19) reflecting “kriyā-pāda” concerns and dealing with prāśāda, pratimā and pratiśṭhā; finally (Chs. 20-22, 24-28) we find the “caryā-pāda” concerns represented in the treatment of utsava, prāyaścīta and ācāra. Such a four-fold division, when strictly adhered to, belongs to the middle-period compositions; this reflection of the four-pāda presentation would also, perhaps, indicate a “later” rather than an “earlier” date.

* Chapter XXIX may be a later addition to the work. See footnote, infra.
In regard to its thought, Das Gupta (H.I.P., III: 23f. and 31f.) says that this work is strongly influenced by Śaṅkhya philosophy and that some of these tenets are held contrary to conventional Śiśu-vaiṣṇava thought. Another matter to be noted is the tone found in Chs. 3 and 23—reminiscent of "older" works—stressing that despite His apparent diversity yet God is essentially One.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. तन्त्रोदेश

"Synopsis of the Subject-Matter of the Text"

The scene is the peak of Śrīśaila [=Tirupati mountain] where a siddha-saint named Sumati—a man of great learning in tantras who now lives in seclusion there having "returned" recently from Viṣṇuloka—is seated. He is paid a visit by Aupagāyana (1-10). The siddha-saint (henceforth called Siddha) is asked by the visitor about the mantra-formula he learned from his own teacher Raibhya, and what good effects it has had. Siddha's elaborate answer (13-19) is to trace out how, by its power, he attained a vision of Viṣṇu (18-20). In this divine encounter with the Lord, he reports he was told to read and otherwise to prepare himself for a proper initiation. This he did. In the course of his preparation, he mentions (24-35a) that he read an "Iśvara Sanhitā" of 12 chapters which was taught to him by Śiva and instructed him in Viṣṇu-pūja without "bija-mantra, a. "Brahma Sanhitā" of 32 chapters which was taught to him by Brahmā and instructed him in worship either accompanied by or without "bija-mantra, and a "Viṣṇu Sanhitā" of 108 chapters divided into four pādas taught to him by Viṣṇu and instructing him in the "bija"-mantra and its uses in worship.* Having prepared himself by such reading he was later taken to Viṣṇuloka where Viṣṇu commented upon the former instruction in the form of a 30-chapter work—which is the present work (35b-50). This 30-chapter version contains, further, all the secrets of salvation; further, coming from Viṣṇu Himself, it is of utmost authority (51-52).

II. तन्त्रव्याख्या

"Definition of the Tantric Teaching"

* The reference to the "Iśvara-sanhitā" is not to be taken to refer to the printed text by that name (q.v.)—a work of 25 chapters; nor is it clear whether or not it refers to the "Iśvara-sanhitā" that survives in manuscript (q.v.)—a conversation in chapters between Iśvara (Śiva) and Pārvati. It may or may not refer to a third work by that name. The "Brahma-sanhitā" may perhaps refer to "Bṛhad-brahma-sanhitā" (q.v.), although the published volume contains 40 chapters divided into four sections; it can scarcely be described as a document relating to Viṣṇu-pūja with any accuracy. As for the "Viṣṇu-sanhitā" described, no known extant work fits this description.
This chapter concerns itself with a clarification of certain ideas and terms, viz., who is the justified aspirant and what knowledge he should possess (I-III), the nature of tantra-knowledge and its vaidika authority (IIIb-19), the varieties of tantric traditions and where Pāñcarātra works fit into this scheme (20-25), how the Pāñcarātra believers’ extremist groups [pāramārthikas] differ among themselves—e.g., Vaikhānasa, Sāttvata, Śikhin, Ekāntin, Mūlaka—and how each of these so-called groups is to be understood and how each is interrelated to the other four (26-35), how one can find within each of the foregoing groups five other divisions (into bhaktas, bhagavaḥbhaktas, dāsas, pārśadas and bhāgavatas each is defined—36-39), how the people who undergo “ādiṣṭā”-initiation are to be distinguished [samayin, prataka, sādhaka, deśika and guru—40-49a].* Toward the end “Pāñcarātra” is defined: the 5 bhūla-elements, being the objects of the 5 sense-organs, are those things which are considered to be “rātri,” and these 5 “darknesses” lead men to ignorance from which only the present (Pāñcarātra) āgama rescues them (49b-51a). Then follows an eulogy of the Pāñcarātrāgama (52-54a).

III. विश्वेऽभव Viṣṇuvaibhava (89 śls.)

"The All-Pervasive Greatness of Viṣṇu"

This chapter turns to matters relating how God, through His power of māyā, pervades all the world. He is intimately involved in the world as its one Lord; as the two Prabhūt and Puruṣa; as the three guṇas; as the four Vyūhas and Vedas and Yugas; as the five elements; as the six senses; etc. The relationships continue by increments of one, up to how He is seen as the sixteen directions (I-14). Indeed, the whole world shows forth His Presence as Viṣvarūpa (15).

Also, His Body is composed of various "āṅga"-limbs—the sun and the moon are His eyes, the forests are His hair, the stars and planets His teeth, the wind His breath, the clouds His eyebrows, the demigods His stomach, the ghosts His legs, etc. (16-34).

Further, He is the source of the three classes, as well as the source of knowledge, the source of all other gods, etc. None other than He is the supporter [dāhara] and the supported [ādheya] of the whole world—whether in His para, sūkṣma or sthūla form (35-47a). More powers and forms are attributed to His source (47b-54), whereupon His various Names are etymologically explained (55-66).

* The chapter seems concerned to work in pentads—5 main topics are taken up, each with internal varieties of 5: the 5 pramāṇas, the 5 āgamas, the 5 Pāñcarātra groups, the 5 kinds of devotees and the 5 ādiṣṭā-initiates.
Then it is explained that He carried on the work of the universe by means of His three śakti-powers of “iochā,” “jñāna” and “kriyā”—each of which controls several activities and takes many forms but yet is really the One Power behind all things (67-89). [Throughout the chapter some striking and apt metaphors are employed to underline the unity of God despite His multiple forms.]

**IV. वेदांतसम्बन्धिण्य**

“Discussion of Interaction of ‘kṣetra’ and ‘kṣetrajña’”

[This is a chapter that reveals both the extent to which Pāñcarātra thought follows Kāpila-type Sāṁkhya philosophy and also the points at which it diverges from the latter.] Although the opening slokas promise an all-inclusive discussion, the chapter is largely concerned with the interaction of “kṣetra” (=prakṛti) and “kṣetrajña” (=Īśvara), and how the various elements in the mundane order are formed by this dynamic interaction. The evolution of the twenty-four tattvas are briefly noted (1-25—the language used so far employs a slightly different vocabulary from what is usually found in straight-forward discussions of Sāṁkhya philosophy, although the main thrust is in the same direction). A middle section of the chapter (26-41) seeks to demonstrate—employing in the course of the discussion a somewhat more sectarian vocabulary why the Lord, Who is the Source, the Controller and the Pervader of all things because of His five Powers (pañcaśakti, 31; cit-śakti, 27), is to be worshipped. The concluding portion (42-63a) attempts to point out how the Lord may be worshipped in different forms in order that different gains may be realized.

**V. मन्त्रविधार**

“On the Composition of Mantras”

The opening slokas describe how to go about making the “mātykā”-design used for composing mantras. To each part of the design is assigned a letter which in turn refers to a particular deity. When the design is completely assigned thus, Sarasvati is worshipped (1-12a). This done, one may commence, by the usual way, to select letters from the design to compose different mantras. Detailed instructions are given step-by-step for making several mantras and their variants: “saḍākṣara” (12b-25), “māla” or “aśākṣara” (26-44), “dvādaśākṣara” (45-49) mantras are here treated. Then these three mantras are discussed again, with instructions for altering them so that they may be addressed to different deities for purposes of worship, indeed even for other more mundane, “prayogic” purposes (50-79).

**VI. स्नानाचमनपूजविधि**

“Rules for Daily Rites of Bathing, Sipping and Worship”
In order to be successful in his overall endeavors, the sādhaka-aspirant should be careful to do certain things. His daily bath at a lake or river or tank should be done according to certain rules, and in the course of this bathing the ritual ācamana-sipping of water should also be done. At the finish of the bath, the sādhaka should undertake some yogic breathing exercises (1-10).

As for the ācamana-sipping, this is treated in some detail (11-21), giving the steps of the ritual "aṅga-nyāsas" that are to accompany it. Once back home, the man goes to the yāgasthana-room and, after certain purificatory preliminaries, begins the daily worship routines. He begins his routines with certain meditational disciplines by use of "nyāsa"-concentrations. This then is followed by overt worship, using either a maṇḍala (43b ff.), śīrṣaṇa (41 ff.), arcā-image or by cultivating a heart-felt inward sensation of contemplation. Following certain routines of offering "tāpačāras" (22-60), the homa-libations are attended to. These libations, done correctly, are to be accompanied by "āhyāna"-meditations on the various deities who are honored by the offerings.

VII. सूत्रालक्षण

"Description of Mudrā-Gestures"

In the course of worship, especially during the "nyāsa"-concentrations, certain hand-gestures are to be used. Some thirty-six mudrās are named and described in this chapter: aṅjalī, vandāṇi, ārdhvānguṣṭha (1-4); brahmāṇjali, vahini, sānnidhya, śīrṣaṇi, pārameśṭhi (5-11); yoni, koṭi (12-16); ādhyāya, śiras, śīkhā, kavaca, astra, netra, (17-22a); pāvani, cakra, gada (24-27); saṅkha, dhanus, śara, khadga, kheṭa, gurum, ananta, prāthana, śrivatsa, kaustubha, ārdvha, āhvaja, vināyaka, liṅga, viśvaksena, saṅkalpa (28-44a). The remainder of the chapter gives certain general rules for the employment of and proper times for inserting these ritual hand-gestures into worship. Especially important for sādhakas are the "śrivatsa" and "kaustubha" mudrās; in addition, serious sādhakas use one called "mālā" (44b-58).

VIII. अग्निसाम्भर

"The Sacramental Approach to Igniting the Fire for Oblations"

For homa-sacrifices a fire must be prepared in the proper method. This chapter turns first (1-25a) to the matter of the kuṇḍa-firepits—their measurements, designs and the symbolism represented in various elements of their structure. The kuṇḍa-firepit is said to be the microcosmic reflection of the entire universe (25b). Then, the narrative turns to the purity of the elements in a homa-sacrifice—the firepit, as well as the fire itself, and the ghee-offerings—even of the śīva who makes the oblations, etc. How to produce or procure a suitably "pure" fire is given, followed with instructions of ritual methods by which to
make the fire ready for use. Since the fire is seen to be the offspring of Kuṇḍā and Agni, the "samśkāra"-sacraments called "punāsavaṇa," "simantra," "jātakarmāṇa," "nāmakaraṇa" and "annaprāśana" are to be offered to it (25-37a). The instruments used for the performance of homa are also to be procured and purified in the proper ways (37b-62a).

Then homa-offerings are outlined in the way they are to be attended to during the daily pūjā-rites. Descriptions of the most desirable kind of fire to be maintained (62b-70), along with the desirable kind of materials to be offered into it (71-74), are given, whereupon the attention turns to pūrnāhuti. Different variant directions for performing certain kinds of homa-offerings are then given (75-86).

**IX. संपदालक्षण**

*Mandalalakṣaṇa* (73½ śls.)

"Description of *Mandalā*-designs"

In the place where yāga-sacrifice is to be performed, the ground should be plowed, leveled and purified. Then only should a maṇḍapa-pavilion be constructed there (1-5). Inside this, in addition to a vedī-altar and other furnishings, a maṇḍala-design should be constructed—for which measurements and other directions are given (6-45). This design may be made on the floor, on a wall or in a house, etc. The great benefits of worshipping by means of a *maṇḍala*-design are extolled (46-48).

A special section is given over to a discussion of the "cakrābhja"-*maṇḍala*-design and its symbolism—the esoteric understanding of which is highly praised (49-76a).

**X. दीक्षाविभि**

*Dikṣāvidhi* (93½ śls.)

"Rules for Initiation Rites"

*Dikṣā*-initiation is that which entitles the śiṣya to perform pūjā; moreover, this initiation is important for him in order to achieve his liberation. The best months for dikṣā-rites are April, May, June or July; the next best time is November, December, January or February. In any case, initiation-rites should commence on the 21st night. The qualifications of the candidate must first be examined—with special scrutiny given to the qualifications of śūdras and women who stand as aspirants. Using the materials brought for the occasion by the initiate, these are sanctified, the gods invoked, and the initiation ceremony begins. The place for initiation will be a temple, a river-bank or a garden; in special cases, permission may be given to perform *dikṣā*-initiation rites to a group of aspirants (1-11).

Continuing with the outline of activities, it is said that the ācārya bathes, enters into meditation of the Lord Who is "present" in the maṇḍala, having
already seen to the proper arrangements of pots, the altar, etc. Then, after he has purified the various instruments to be used in the service, and having worshipped Viṣṇu, the ācārya makes a fire-oblation followed by balī-offerings. The ācārya thereupon prays to the Lord and then, mentally absorbing all the 25 tattvas within his own body and thinking the cosmic maṇḍala to be in his hand with all its Power and Holiness, he puts his hand on the initiate’s head (12-52). So it is that the hand of God Himself remits the sins of each and every śīya.

Thereupon the individual śīyas are blindfolded, and each is led to the Lord’s Presence (in the maṇḍala?) where he kneels and, thinking of the Lord together with Lakṣmī, offers some flowers to Him (53-61a). When the blindfold has been removed, the initiate receives his new name (61b-63), whereupon the ācārya shows him how to worship God without recital of mantra. Homa-libations are made and, when night comes, the ācārya sleeps with the group of śīyas and the dreams that night are taken as omens (64-70).

Next morning, maṇḍala-worship with homa is done, with certain fire-offerings aimed at further erasing the initiates’ sins. Some concluding rites follow (71-86).

Options are then given for performing a somewhat simpler ceremony (87-92a). It is the ācārya’s responsibility to tell each initiate the principles of the devout life appropriate to his new condition (92b-34a).

XI. Abhiseka

“The Sacred Bath”

The sacred bath of one who is given the Dīkṣā is described.

Dīkṣā-initiation is three-fold: into “samaya,” “tantra-jñāna” and “arcana”—the first having to do with the worship of the Lord in the maṇḍala-drawing, the second with the worship appropriate to this with flowers etc., and the third with how to worship in the sacred fire (1-6). Prior to the abhiseka-cleansing a series of homa-offerings symbolizing all the “samskāras” and the “tattvas” etc. are done on behalf of the initiate—this is known as “mukti”-dīkṣā. This may be repeated annually if one so desires (7-18).

The elaborate abhiseka-rites are normally reserved for the śīya who wants to become an ācārya; these rites may also be done for a king and for ministers. The preparations include fixing the maṇḍala, positioning the various pots and sanctifying their various contents, etc., whereupon the waters are poured over the initiate’s head (19-41). With each libation many ritual acts are done, and when all is over the ācārya offers a seat to the śīya next to himself and advises him in the ways appropriate to an ācārya (42-62a). Mantras are then given him and, after this has been done, the śīya washes his ācārya’s feet and then turns to pūjā (62b-68).
The privileges, expectations and eternal rewards of both him who undergoes this “ācārya”-dīkṣā and of him who gives it are given. A “maṇḍala”-pūjā, in which the honoring of Viṣvaksena plays a central part, concludes the initiation (69-82a).

XII. यागभूमिलक्षण

“Qualifications for a Holy Plot”

Land (on which a temple is to be built) may be divided into four types: “sūpadmā,” “bhadrikā,” “pūrṇā” and “āhūmrā” (1-2; defined: 27-35). Further, land may be good/better/best according to certain qualities it possesses (3-7a): there are color tests (7b), taste tests (8), fertility tests and other means of determining its desirability for temple-building—even its shape, its flora and fauna, etc. (9-26). Once the site has been selected, the land should be cleared, plowed, sown and harvested, plowed again, leveled, etc., and, after a prayer requesting the lingering spirits to depart, strings are laid to mark out the holy plot. Then a pit is dug, into which a pot is placed and there filled with precious gems and covered over with mud, stones and water; on top of this place, “Agni” is worshipped as darbha-grass is burned; this is followed by “Vasiṣṭha-pūjā” (36-48). The plot is then measured off and places assigned to the 8 directional deities where they will take residence in the future building, marking these places with a special mixture and furthermore acknowledging the places of other deities, then following this with bali-offerings. (The ācārya?) spends the night at the site and, if he has auspicious dreams, he may then feel free to go ahead with construction (49-65a).

A sīhandīla-altar is prepared, a pot placed on it into which the planets have been invoked, and with this the plot is circumambulated—all the while looking for omens (65b-80). Then after digging another pit, a silver tortoise is put into it along with a “lotus” which together are worshipped as “ādāhāra”-supporter with a petitioning prayer (81-88). This is followed by a “Ganeśa”-pūjā—indeed, Ganeśa is to be worshipped also at the commencement of all phases of the building enterprise (89-92). The chapter closes with the injunction to know the proper directions—a very important consideration for those who would build a temple (93-94).

XIII. श्रातांविवि

“Concerning Temples”

Before the construction on the temple begins, the yajamāna-patron must see to a ritual-plowing (5-7) at least once more. Only then are the “prathamesṭakā”-rites to be done, by laying first one brick in a pit near the entrance and then, after homas, etc., laying 8 others in the various directions
along with it, and then putting a consecrated pot in the pit and covering it
up with mud. The śālīṇa sleep at the site all night and, if bad dreams
occur, “sāntihoma”-rites are to be performed [8-21]. Then (next night)
“garbhādhāna”-rites are performed by placing certain gathered items into a
garbhapātra-pot [22-44], whereupon the entrance is marked off with a frame
and worshipped [45-50].

Then, the temple is constructed with due attention given to shape, size,
walls, entrances, etc., as well as to the deities who are to be placed there
[51-59a]. The whole temple structure symbolizes the body of God in His
multiform presence, the stones, plaster, wood beams, bell, windows, etc. are
the bodily frame, skin, veins, tongue, ears, etc. of the Lord—and the image is
His soul [pratimā puruṣas smṛtah] (60b-68). The construction should be
proportionately measured out, all the parts relating to one another in certain
generally specified ways; moreover, they should be oriented in certain
directions (70-76).

The temple may be made of stone, bricks, wood or mud—so long as none
of these materials have faults. The temple-building and the pedestal for the
icon must take their shape according to the icon’s posture—and vice versa. In
any case no old stones should be used (78-81). Similarly, bricks and wood used
in the temple or any of its parts should be only of the best quality (82-87).

XIV. अतिमलाङ्क
Prātimālakṣaṇa

"Regarding Icons"

Icons may be made from gems, metals, stone, colored stones [dhātu],
clay, wood—or one may be represented by a painted picture (1-2). Stones
for images are to be gathered from certain places only, and should be selected
according to specific classifications or desirable qualities (3-27); the ritual
procedures for doing this are given (28-46). Similar care should be taken if the
icon is to be made of wood, not only in selecting the wood but even down to the
details of felling a tree properly (47-60). Clay and metal are also briefly treated
(61-66a), whereupon the virtues of images made of various materials are
enumerated (66b-68).

A section on iconometry then follows (73b-106).

XV. प्रतिस्थापनक
Prātiṣṭhāpana

"Five Types of Consecration Ceremonies"

There are 5 types of consecration-ceremonies: "sthāpana," "āsthāpana,
"samsthāpana," "prathāpana" and "pratīṣṭhāpana;" each one of the 5
kinds of images has a different consecration—standing, sitting, lying, vehicular
and moveable (1-3). Other details about pratiṣṭhā-rites follow in relation to different iconographical variants (4-23).

The time for pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies having been selected (24-28), vessels are assembled (29-34), grains brought and assembled (35-40a), and, after ankurārpaṇa-germinations are taken care of (40b-44a), the nine bali-offerings to the bhālas, etc. are made (44b-49). Then the acārya bathes and thereafter tries to remain pure for the remainder of the sanctifying ceremonies. The personnel, paraphernalia and materials needed for the various rites to come having been assembled (57-76), all other things are then made pure for the occasion (77-88). The rites begin as the icon or its substitute is itself purified by baths of one kind or another; this is followed by pūjā (89-109a)—with a good deal of this closing section of the chapter devoted to describing what kind of flowers are suitable for such worship.

XVI. बिंबासुद्धि

"Purification Rites for Divine Images"

There are two kinds of bimbas, "sthāvara" and "jāṅgama"—the former kind being the regular, stationary pratimā-icon, the latter being the acārya-teacher. Both are to be worshipped at the time of pratiṣṭhā; indeed the pūjā to God is only acceptable when one has also worshipped the acārya (1-4). Then after the qualifications of an acārya are given (5-8a), the step-by-step pūjā-offered to the acārya as an essential (preliminary) part of the pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies is outlined, ending up with the payment given to him for his services (8b-26).

Then, the acārya is requested to take over and direct the remaining pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies—which consist of the consecration rites prior to beginning pūjā to the bimba. Having accepted the bimba from the silence, the "netron-milana"-rites of "opening the eyes" are done (27-28). After this, various purifications are done to the image, whereupon 100 homa-offerings are made, accompanied by recitations by brahmīns (29-32). That afternoon the icon is taken to a water-spot—or else pots are to be used—where, after "Varuna"-pūjā, the icon is submerged with its head toward the East [jālādhivāsa]. After this has been attended to, the icon is brought back in procession to the temple and "nyāsas" are done to it (33-40). Thereupon, having purified the temple precincts after the śilāpines et. al, have left, a śītra-thread and dārba-grass are wound around the garbhagṛha-sanctuary and worship is offered to it (41-46). "Agni"-homa is then done 108 times (47-51), and an elaborate "kumbha"-pūjā is attended to in the course of which the various powers and deities are invoked into the waters contained in the pots (52-84). After this, the bimba, having been made to recline (75), certain libations are made and ritual baths are given
to the various moveable icons in a specially-built manḍapa (85-91). A prayer is uttered to the icon by the ācārya (92-94a) after which the icon's right hand is bound with a woollen haṁukha-bandha-thread, and it is put into a portable manḍapa. In this, several abhīṣeka-baths of various kinds are given to the icon (94b-112). Then the icon is clothed and, after requesting that the offerings be acceptable to the Lord, pājā is commenced by offering Him alāṁkāra, nirājana, fan, incense, fruits, water for the feet, sandal-paste, etc. (113-120). Finally, after all the brahmins present have been rewarded for their attendance, the icon is put to rest [sayandasa], surrounded by certain precious items (121-134a).

"The Section on the Consecration Rites".

Next day, after "vāsavyāga," the icon is fixed in its place. As preparatory to this "fixing" ceremony, "māndāi"-pājā is done by feasting and giving new clothes to twelve Vaishnava brahmins (1-3a). Then the whole temple is
to be cleansed, kalasha-pots are to be prepared and set aside, a pit is to be filled with gems, etc., under the pitha-pedestal, the karmabera-icon is washed with the waters from the 8 pots, and the main icon is fixed in its place (3b-53). The prayer at this time requests God’s continued presence in the icon for protection and other boons (54-56). With the “pañcopanisad”-mantra the icon is infused with life [sajiva] (57a). Then abhiseka-rites are done to the Lord, whereupon the “mantranydsa” part of the icon-consecration is done (60), and the acarya prostrates himself and gives the Lord a first pujā-worship with mudrā-gestures, etc. (57b-65).

Then, the dvārapālakas and pariśvadēvatās having been “fixed” [samsthāpya], the other icons and deities throughout the temple are to be invited to take up their abodes. After this “Viśvakṣena”-puja is done (66-67), whereupon the karmācā-icon is effectively consecrated as is the balipitha (68-73). When all is done, the acarya-director is honored, as are the others who participated in the rites (74).

The remainder of the chapter deals with how to prepare the aṣṭābandhana cement (75-76), how various sāntihomas are to be done (79-81), which mantras are to be recited prior to food-offerings after pratiṣṭhā (82 ff.), etc. The phala-benefits are listed, and the chapter closes with some related, miscellaneous remarks (88-97a).

**XIX. Pratiṣṭhānantarākriyā Pratiṣṭhānantarākriyā** (60 ṣls.)

“Things to be Done after Pratiṣṭhā”

Among the concluding concerns of the pratiṣṭhā-rites are the installation of various other powers around the temple-precincts. The locations of, and the mantras to be used in the procedure of installation for the following deities are given: the digdevatās, the seven mātrkā-goddesses, Vişnubhadra and others, Varāha, Durgā, Viṣvaksena, Iśāna, et. al. (2-21). Then these are all prayed to for safeguarding the precincts (22-23).

Some general proportionate measurements are then given for various parts of the temple in relation to the main icon (27-40a).

All the icons around the compound are to be furnished with two sets of clothes, and Pujā-worship is to be given them. This is to be done by four or eight brahmans especially chosen for “pariśvadēvatā”-pujā. After this bali-offerings are to be made in the four directions—and the mantras for these rites are given (40b-52). This finished, the acarya bathes at home and then returns to the temple where certain pujās are done. The remaining deities throughout the temple are sprinkled and thus consecrated (53-60).
"Rules regarding Festival Occasions"

It is said that an utsava-festival must be performed to please God, and that a proper festive-celebration should last 6 months, 3 months, 1 month, 15 days, 9, 7 or at least 5 days. The months from margaśiśa (December-January) through Vaiśākha (May-June) are recommended for performance of utsava (1-4a). At any festival (or during brahmotsava) āhvajārohaṇa-flag ceremonies and ankurārpaṇa-germinations must both precede the celebrations; the utsava must end on the śravaṇanakṣastra star-day, and on the last day tīrthasannāna-rites must also be done to mark the conclusion of the festivities (4b-6).

Then the narrative turns to general rules for preparation for the festival, but few details are given (7-8). A discussion of āhvajāstambha-flagpoles follows—with detailed directions concerning the rituals connected with making it, etc., and raising the Garuḍa-flag on it (9-28). When this is done, the yajamāna-patron and his entourage are to have prepared and administered an avabhṛthasannāna bath—which frees him and them from sins for 12 years—and this is a practice also done at the end of both dikṣā and pratiṣṭhā-rites (29-36). It is pointed out that the village is also to be purified by various undertakings (37-41).

The regular routine up to baliḍāna-rites is given for the first six days (of Brahmotsava? 42-52). On the seventh day of the festival, puṣṭapāda is to be offered—with directions given for kautukabandha-rites, pūjā, etc.—followed on the next (8th) day by cūrṇābhiseka and other bathing-rites and the construction of a maṇḍala-design made from flowers of 5 colors. This and similar puṣṭapamaṇḍalas for the lesser deities are described, as are also mudrā-gestures, nyāsā-concentration, etc., a homa-sacrifice and a feast (53-83). A "viṣṇuyāga" may also be done at this time—and periodically repeated if one wants salvation (48-86a).

As for the various days of the festival, some rules are then generally given for day-by-day observances: processions, bali-offerings, pūjā-worship, etc. (86b-96). An "avabhṛthasannāna"-rite is done on the ninth day and marks both the conclusion of the utsava's major activities and the preparations for the tenth day's tīrthasannāna-rite (97-102a).

"The Festive Procession"

On the tenth day of the great annual festival, the tīrthayātrotsava-rites are to be attended to—but these are to be done at some place not less than 2 miles outside the village. Detailed directions are given for the commencement of this
rite, its omens, the invocations, the preliminary pāja-rites, the procession to the place and the materials needed for the rites (1-20). Coming to the appointed river bank or other waterside place, the Lord is installed in a maṇḍapa-pavilion and, after offerings have been made to Him, He is dipped in the water thrice. Devotees are to bathe also at the same time to wash away all their individual sins (21-26a). Then the deity is dressed and worshipped again in the pavilion, whereupon He is returned to the temple—and the power of God is thus returned to its proper place (26b-30). Thereupon, the whole preceding rite should be repeated mentally by the ādārya for the mūlabera-icon, after which the temple is closed and a feast given (31-33).

Removing the locus of Holy Power, that is, transferring the Presence of God from the permanent mūlabera-icon to a portable icon, is required on other occasions, too—such as when the temple is to undergo repairs, etc.—but such extraordinary displacements should not be allowed to prevail beyond 12 years. In any case, when God is returned to his rightful abode, as for example after a period of absence due to repairs, then He must be re-invoked and the icon or the renovated temple in question must be re-sanctified. Indeed, elaborate instructions for the ceremonies of re-pratiṣṭhā are given along with how temporarily to install the deity in his miniature bālālaya-abode (34-87). Other, miscellaneous rules are given in the concluding stanzas concerning repairs, reconsecrations and the re-establishment of worship (88-97).

**XXII बलिकामविधि — Balikarmavidhi**

“Rules for Making Bali-Offerings”

During utsava-festivals, bali-offerings are to be made three times each day. When offerings of food are presented to the Lord, they should have been prepared in a “purified” fire (samāskṛṭavahni); when offerings are to be made simply to the directional deities and others (19 et. seq.), it is enough to prepare this food without mantra-chants and in an ordinary fire (1-8). The food prepared for the Lord is brought from the kitchen to His presence; the ordinary food is likewise taken to the karmabera-icon by the dīkṣita-priest, who prostrates with it and then proceeds with other temple functionaries to offer this “bali” to the deities in the surrounding precincts of the temple. This is done with great éclat and each food-offering is preceded by brief liturgies with lamps, incense, fans, etc. (9-18). The food is blessed with the prayer “Maṅgalam pradīṣṭantu naḥ”, mentioning in each case the appropriate one of the several (directional) deities (19-44). Then, going around with the food, the offering is made repeating a verse of praise to each one of the deities (45-67). After this is done, each time—for it is, after all, to be done thrice daily during festive periods—the priest attends to certain concluding ceremonies, including offering food to Viśvaksena. If mistakes have occurred during any phase of the fore-
going, the ācārya must immediately attend to certain prāyaścittā-expiations (68-85).

**XXIII. विश्वांशिहि**

"Concerning God's Universal Form"

All the gods in the universe represent but the various aspects of the Lord; worship of them is worship of Him. The major part of the chapter is given over to naming and describing the various deities that make up the Universal Form of the Lord (1-59).

Then the narration turns to some general concerns of building a temple: the temple is to honour these various deities in its various parts—hence the temple reflects the whole universe. Some specific rules are given for placing the shrines of the various deities in the temple—their positions relative to one another, their orientation in relation to the main deity. The entire temple should face East unless the God is in a recumbent position—in which case the temple faces South. The sthāna-apartments of the parivāradevata-gods ordinarily are to be lower in height and placement than the abode of the Lord Himself—but the site selected for a temple determines this (60-79). When worship is done by a qualified person in a temple with faith, he achieves salvation; but this worship should follow routine rules of procedure (80-84a).

**XXIV. जीवनोद्धारविलहि**

"Regarding Repairs"

When the icon is in need of repair, this should be seen to with reverent dispatch. Indeed, one should always be ready to prepare a new icon for the Lord to replace the old, worn-out one just as one is always alert to keep fresh flowers daily before the Lord by replacing old ones. The first thing to be done when repairs or replacements are to be made is for the yajamāna, through the offices of the ācārya, to obtain permission from brahmmins to do the necessary. Then the power of the Lord is transferred from the icon to be repaired or replaced into some other worthy—albeit temporary—object. This is to be done to the accompaniment of a "śāntihoma"-rite and of other preliminary activities (1-36).

The old icon is removed from its place, covered with a cloth, and taken to a square made in sand. There it is laid down and washed, given certain honors, and re-clothed. Taking it in a palanquin in procession, it is carried to a river that flows into the ocean, and there submerged (37-44). The sanctuary is then cleansed and purified and all the things belonging to the former icon removed (45-47). Thereupon cows are put into the temple (sanctuary?) for three days. This is followed by a feast and other efforts to obtain good results for the affair at hand (48-49).
At the proper time, the new icon is brought to the maṇḍapa, jalādhivāsa-rites already having been attended to. Certain mantras, etc. are to be recited as accompaniment to various nyāsa-concentrations; subsequently, liturgical rites are done to the recumbent icon. Then the icon is taken into the sanctuary and placed on the new pedestal to the further accompaniment of mantras. Nyāsa-concentrations are then again done to bring certain Holy Powers to reside in the icon, after which the Holy Presence, transferred before from the old icon, is re-transferred to the new icon (50-59). A number of concluding rites are enjoined, and exceptions to the above rules are then given (60-74)—especially rules relating to when a new icon is required and when the old icon may be repaired.

In cases where the temple needs repair, whatever it is that must be done should not interrupt regular pūjā-worship to the Lord (75-80). When the temple repairs are finished brahmans are to assemble and recite together certain prayers (81-90a), followed by bali-offerings and the commencement of a festival to celebrate the renewal (90b-93a).

XXV. उप्पलानिष्क्रित Utpālanīṣkriti (87½ śls.)

"Expiations due to Ominous Happenings"

If natural calamities occur, first the temple precincts must be purified by pṛayaścītta-ceremonies, and then the icon is to be likewise purified. At all costs one should take care to preserve the purity of the prāśāda-buildings, the garbhagrha-sanctuary, the pīthā-pedestal for the Lord’s icon, and the icon itself—and pṛayaścītta-purifications preserve them as meet places for pūjā-offerings (1-7). A list of several pollutions that necessitate pṛayaścītta-rites to be performed is given, the list arranged according to the seriousness of the pollutions (8-16a). There are seven ways to purify the temple precincts: “khanana,” “harana,” “dāha,” “pūraṇa,” “go-nivāsa,” “viprocchita,” “gavya” (16b-21a). Likewise, there are seven ways to purify an icon: “ksālana,” “āplāvana,” “snāna,” “mārjana,” “dhārā,” “avagāhana” and “abhīṣaka” (21b-38a). The remainder of the chapter deals with the general details of pṛayaścītta-rites, with special attention given to the mantras to be used, how pots are to be arranged, the various sprinklings with different mixtures, etc. Complete ritual cleansings take three days (38b-88a).

XXVI. स्नापनविधि Snapanavidhi (76½ śls.)

"Rules regarding Ritual Bathing"

Snāpanas should be done with all care and attention to details, especially when these rites are occasioned by certain specified things. For example, snāpa rites must be done four days after pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies, must be done
at times of eclipse, death, pollution, dikṣā, etc. Even the time of starting the snapana-rites must be carefully chosen (X-6). Details are then given for the various preparations—raising and decorating a maṇḍapa-pavilion, arranging the 108 pots within it for the services, the contents for each pot used, homas, worship of the readied pots, etc. (7-69). The snapana-ceremony itself is briefly described (70-72). It is completed by worship of the ācārya-director (73-77a).

XXVII. च्यै फैलो Yatra

Prokṣaṇa

"Sprinkling Water as a type of Purifying Undertaking".

When renovations are done to part of a temple, certain actions must be done to purify the place to its original state. This purification act is done by "prokṣaṇa" procedures, the main element of which is to bathe the deity. But first, dung from a black cow should be taken, mixed in water, and sprinkled throughout the premises. Then the snapana-rites are attended to by bathing the karmabera-icon, at the completion of which it is to be elaborately dressed and-decorated, and God’s Presence is to be invoked into it (X-12). Thereupon, it is to be worshipped with all due honors, ending up with a number of homas accompanied by various prayers and mantras (13-53). Then attention is turned to the main deity in the sanctuary, which is also bathed and likewise given worship (54-57). After this, the deities like Cakra, et. al., are purified in each of their respective sanctuaries by repetition of their particular, appropriate mantras (58-69a). A one, three or seven day festival follows (69a).

Prokṣaṇa-rites such as the above may be undertaken at any time, because they are needed to purify the deity after a pollution: any time is an auspicious time for this kind of purificatory rite (70-75). An easier method for the preceding is merely to do some sprinkling, with attendant homas, petitions, etc. This requires only one day to complete. One must be sure, however, that at least the following items are so sprinkled: piṭha-pedestal, the sanctuary, the alindaportico, the kavāṭa-door, the wall, the maṇḍapa-pavilion, the courtyard (76-99a).

XXVIII. कर्माकृतयिति Karmaṁśaṃśavidiḥ

"Other Things to Do"

In addition to what has already been outlined, there are a few things still to consider lest the rites be incomplete. As a safe measure, certain āranyācita measures should be taken if something has by chance been omitted from the liturgies enjoined. What measures should be taken are suggested (2-21a). In specific cases of pollution of the icon (22-48), special remedial rites are counselled (49-67).

The remainder of the chapter (68-94) turns to the expiatory ritual of "garlanding" [pavitrārohaṇa] the deity. This rite validates all the year's
liturgical undertakings and also atones for any mistakes committed in any of the liturgies. When this "garlanding" rite is to be done is given—how the garland is to be prepared by a virgin girl, what the prayer petitioning for atonement is, and how the central "garlanding" act itself is to be done.

XXIX. समयाचारक्षण Samayācāralahṣaṇa (108½ śls.)*

"Rules of Behavior for the Initiated".

Any man from any class—so long as he has undergone dikṣā and furthermore has faith [bhakta], self-control [jitenāriya] and equanimity [śanti]—may be called a "samayin". There are, however, seven classes of samayins to be distinguished—samayin, dikṣita, caḥravartin, abhīṣekavān, guru, ācārya and bhagavān (1-3). [What follows seems to be the result of an excessive zeal to classify and categorize:] There are seven kinds of yugas that should be known.

Further, the four classes of people each have different times appropriate to their dikṣā-initiation; and some people can have dikṣā 2, 3, 4, 7, 12 times or every year (4-6). The names given to dikṣitas from each of the four classes are respectively "Śarmā," "Varma," "Gupta" and "Dāsa" (7). The general duties of all vaisṣavīles, regardless of caste-origin, are then given (10-52).

Then follows a section on the rationale and importance of using an icon in worship: man needs to worship God in a particular form, and an icon helps to focus the mind; yet this does not itself limit God but only demonstrates His grace and power (53-60). Just as one who recognizes the preceding is a "bhakta," so also is he a bhakta who is contented with what he has and continually praises God as ever-present in His sūkṣma-form (61-63).

XXX. सामयसंरचना Bhāgavatayoga (89 śls.)

"Disciplinary Behavior among the Faithful".

One who would practice yoga must do certain preliminaries, among which is to observe the pāṇcakāla-division of the daily routine along with other spiritual exercises (1-4). The more specific yogic rules to be practised by a devout pāṇcakāla are then given (5-52). In particular, prāṇāyama must be perfected (53-72).

The preceding kinds of practice can be analysed into two types—"karma-yoga" and "jñānayoga" [although these are defined, what is given in the text does not seem to reflect a successful blending of ideas: 73-79].

The concluding ślokas (80-89) eulogize the secret knowledge of the Vīṇa Samhitā, and warn that it should be given only to the deserving.

* Materials in this chapter seem to contradict matters outlined elsewhere. These considerations, along with its location here, and its comparatively poor expository style, suggest that this chapter may have been a later addition to the work.
CRITICAL NOTES—

The problem of dating this work still remains. So also remain certain internal problems, suggestive that the unexpected placement of chs. 23, 29 and 30 may be due either to later additions or to an early, irrational rearrangement of these chapters. The present printed edition is adequate to the needs of scholarship; a reissue of the volume might be in order to make it available once again to interested readers.
SANATKUMĀRA-SAṂHITĀ

AVAILABLE:

Adyar, Adyar Library and Research Centre, 1967. Edited by V. Krishnamacharya. 418 pp. + index. [Devanāgarī script].

Introductory remarks—

Like the Jānāmṛta-saṃhīta (q.v.) the present work was divided into five (pañca-) sections (-rātra); in the case of the text at hand, however, only four of the sections remain. These are “Brahma-rātra,” “Śiva-rātra,” “Indra-rātra” and “Ṛṣi-rātra.” The fifth “rātra” is “lost”; it was presumably called “Bṛhaspatal-rātra.”* What we have is nonetheless a large work totaling over 3500 ślokas, divided into 37 short-to-long chapters.†

The present work is to be grouped among the “older” works of the Pañcarātrāgama: passages from it (“Śiva” V: 48b-49a; “Indra” I: 108-108, II, IX: 2a; “Ṛṣi” VIII: 77b-77) have been definitely identified as among those quoted by the 10th century Yāmunācārya in his Āgama-prāmāṇya.† It is named in several of the canonical lists, although at this point considerable confusion arises because both the titles “Sanatkumāra-saṃhīta” and “Mahāsaṅkatumāra-saṃhīta” are encountered; this suggests that there are two different works to be distinguished (see “Critical Remarks” below). One or both of the titles, then, will be found in the following lists: Kapīṇjala (1/100); Pāma (2, 12, 94/108); Pāramēśvara (11/17); Bhrādvājya (1/103); Mārkandeya (50, 78/91); Viśvāmitra (5, 104/108); and Viṣṇu-Tantra (105/154). Secondary works of the Pañcarātra school also give extracts from the present work (i.e. Pañcarātrāgama, MT. 3257, quotes from the “Ṛṣi-rātra,” chs. II and VII).

There is no apparent narrative framework; instead, what we have is a monologue in which Sanatkumāra narrates in turn what he learned from Brahmadeva,

* According to “Ṛṣi” II: 98 (infra). According to a story recounted in Bharadvāja-saṃhīta (q.v.) II, the fifth section might well bear the title “Naṅgarātra.” In neither case, however, are there texts surviving with these names.

† See article by V. Raghavan, “The Name Pañcarātra: with an analysis of the Sanatkumāra-saṃhīta in Manuscript,” JAOS, Vol. 81, Number 1 (Jan.-Mar., 1961), pp. 73-79. The remark made by Das Gupta (HIP, III.23) that this is a “big work, containing 10,000 verses” seems to be inaccurate.

† A critical edition of Yāmunācārya’s Āgama-prāmāṇya prepared by M. Narasimhachary is under print for the Gaekwad Oriental Series.
Siva, Indra and some ancient sages on such matters as mantras, mudrās, maṇḍalas, ākṣaṇa, yoga, prāśāda, pratīṃṭha, pratiṣṭhā and prāyaścīta. The work is, then, encyclopaedic in scope, but, unlike in most works in the canon, the sections here have little mutual connection. Frequently a discussion will simply end abruptly, indicating that the subject has already been taken up fully elsewhere. Yet, despite its flaws—and they are obvious—the work has a freshness and authenticity that cannot be gainsaid. Also the text contains some unusual chapters rarely encountered elsewhere, such as the one containing recapitulations of ancient stories, and the unique one relating the teachings of the "Dhanurveda".

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. BRAHMA-RĪTRA

[Note: all available mss. lack the first three-and-one-half adhyāya; the version published by Adyar commences only in the middle of the 4th chapter.]

IV. समयाद्याय

Samayādhyāya

"Chapter concerning Conduct"

When one who has been duly initiated wishes to verify to the satisfaction of others what he says is true, he should preferably put it in writing; or next best produce some witnesses, or as a last resort be willing to some sort of ordeal that will establish his word. But he should be cautious against swearing and oath-taking, using revered objects for his own purposes (1-10). Further, a samayin is obliged to observe certain scruples in regard to property, whether movable or immovable (11-17). Also, in regard to debts, sons are responsible for their father's unrepaid loans; in fact there are a number of obligations to be remembered in regard to financial transactions, inheritance trusts and legal proceedings (18-32). In seeking competent judgement, satisfaction should be obtained through any Vaiṣṇava—since they alone are witness to dharma (33).

Jāpa-repetitions may be done aloud, soto voce, or silently. The last, because purely a mental undertaking, is best. In all cases, jāpa should be done with a "padmākṣa"-rosary (34-37).

In regard to the samaskāra-sacraments a devout Bhagavata will do these in a particular way. Certain details for garbhādhāna (38-49a), tūṁśavāna (49b-51a), simanta (51b-55), nāma (karaṇa) (55-60a), ananāpṛāna (60b-61), caula (62-66), uśpanayana (67-77a), vivāha (77b), mṛta (78-82) are given.
V. वर्णाचारविधि

Varṣaçıyavidi (135 śls.)

"Rules regarding Caste Duties".

Referring to the four varyas—brāhmanas, kṣatriyas, vaisyās and śādras—Sanatkumāra declares that these came originally from different parts of the Lord Viṣṇu's body. He says that only five groups—these four, plus those who are members of the pratiloma-group called "śūla"—are eligible for dikṣā-initiation. Those who were initiated by cakramaṇḍala means are further generally distinguished according to one or another of the āśrama-stages. Even within the initiates who are known as "brahmaçārins," there are four subdivisions, namely "brahmaçārins," "līṅgins," "śīyas," and "uḍāsahas." Each of these is defined and described (1-14a). Among the initiates who are known as "grasthas" there are also four subdivisions, namely "vratins," "grasthas," "āḍhyas," and "ācāryas." Each of these also is defined and described (14b-22a). Among the initiates who are known as "vānaprasathas", there are likewise four subdivisions, namely "vaiṅhānasas," "tantrins," "gurus," and "niṣkalas"—each of which is defined and described (22b-33a). Among the initiates who are known as "yatīs" (= "bhikṣukas"; "samnyāsins"), there are further subdivisions, namely "hamsas," "paramahamsas," "bhagavāns" and "prabhus." These are each defined and described—the interesting details being that the "hamsas" bear the cakra and śaṅkha marks on their shoulders, have a single dāṇḍa-stick of office, but have no tuft or yajnopavita-cord, are celibate and are devoted to a pursuit of God in His Oneness (advaitanirata); the latter two subdivisions both carry the triple dāṇḍa-stick of office, but one bears the cakra and śaṅkha marks while the other carries the "Garuda"-banner (33b-42).

The bulk of the chapter, then, is given over to details of behaviour for initiates of all classes in regard to food, daily habits, daily rites (tarpana, sandhyopāsana, ācamana), duties to others (especially to one's ācārya) (43-135).

VI. प्रतिष्ठाविधि

Pratisthāvidhi (151 śls.)

"Concerning Consecration Ceremonies"

This chapter deals with the consecration of an icon in a temple. It commences by stating that in front of a temple a 16-pillared maṇḍapa-pavilion is to be constructed for ṣayana-purposes. Directions are given for installation of certain guardian deities and for constructing the "ṣayanaVEDIKĀ"-dias (1-8a). Surrounding this dias at some distance will be four firepits (agnyāyatana) each of which will have a different shape. Similarly, around the perimeter of the temple-precinct, in each of the directions, there are to be eight "places"

* Perhaps incomplete; see note in "Indra-rātra," ch. iv.
(āyatana)—all of which will be rectangular in shape—each one furnished with a special kalaśa-pot (8b-14). Referring again to the śayana, certain details for its construction are given whereupon the discussion moves to preparations to be made before the karmārca-icon is to be brought to the maṇḍapa-pavilion for bathing, etc. (15-54). As for the snapana-rites themselves, Sanatkumāra says (56a) the details will be taken up in the “Śivā-rātra” chapter on snapana, but here he mentions some things about mantras and appropriate liquids to be used (55-56). Wrapping the icon, it is placed on the śayana-dias with the necessary ēclat and surrounded by eight pots in which various aspects of the Lord are invoked and duly worshipped (63-78a). The homas are to commence, using the firepits prepared for the purpose. At this point (85a) a reference is made to the chapter called “yāgādhyāya”† in which the details not found here will be discussed. After this, the Lord is said to be awakened, and balli-offerings are to be made, followed by sāntihoma. These latter rites along with “raina-nyāsa,” etc., are described as essential for all sthāpana-rites (79b-105).

Continuing, the Lord is then taken in procession to the inner sanctum, and there duly installed. Then prāṇyāma-cycles are to be undertaken, as outlined in the chapter on yoga in the “rṣi-rātra” (125a).‡ This is to be followed by dhyāna-meditations on the Lord. Thereupon prokṣaṇa-sprinklings are made over the main image as well as over the subsidiary icons, and the concluding ceremonies are then attended to (106-151).

VII. प्रतिमालक्षणोदेश Pratimālakṣṇavoddeśa (196 śls.)

“Brief Resume of Iconographical Details”

Icons may be made of stone, metal, gems, wood or clay. As for stones, these are classified into four groups—named according to the four castes—and it is told which kinds should be used for making proper icons. The discussion includes details about measurements, mistakes to be avoided in fashioning various parts of the icon, what evil effects will come from such defects, etc. (1-75). The icons made from metal are discussed and categorized (76-84a). Those made from precious stones are but briefly discussed (84b-85), whereupon the attention is turned to wood images (87-96), and next to clay icons and their fashioning (97-104a).

Certain manuscripts use the past tense, indicating that the arrangement in the printed edition of the “rātras” is not sacrosanct.

† There is such a chapter in “Indra-rātra,” ch. iv, but this is not explicitly mentioned here.

‡ MT. 3456 “Br” VI : 127a has an interesting variant reading not noted in the critical edition, calling the section referred to “Muktirātra”. But Mukil is evidently a wrong reading for Muni, synonym of Rṣi.
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Before an icon can be placed into position, "ratna-rāsa"-rites must be taken care of, details of which include digging a pit, lining it with "neuter" bricks, constructing the pedestal-base, etc. (104b-111). Speaking of the size of the pedestal, the focus then turns to measurements of pedestals (112-127), and then to specific measurements for various parts—fingers, nose, face, etc.—of the "śāla"-frames of various icons (128-179a). Continuing on the subject of "śāla"-forms, Sanatkumāra says that the form is to be placed on a śayana-couch and there wrapped with 64 strings representing the nerves and sinews of the Lord’s body. Thereupon clay is applied to the form, and this in turn is covered with a cloth wrapping and finally painted (179b-188a). The narrator remarks that details regarding color are to be found in the chapter on "citra" in the "Indra-rātra" section (188b).*

The chapter concludes with certain observations regarding repair or replacement of damaged, worn out or broken items, icons and paraphernalia (189-196).

VIII. प्रसादविधि

*Prasādavidhi* (44 śls.)

"Regarding Temples".

Sanatkumāra here offers to tell about the construction of temples. After having selected an appropriate site, the area is surveyed and measured off, then cleared. Having made bali-offerings the site is then to be plowed, a pit dug and refilled, whereupon istsakāhoma is done (1-7). The bricks are to be carefully fashioned (8-9a). Artisans (laksaka) who are going to be employed in the project must fulfil certain expectations (9b-10). The ritual of laying the bricks (istsakādhāna) is done, only after which garbhadhāna-rites are to be taken care (11-14). The temple is to be constructed in a certain order depending upon the ultimate shape aimed for (15-27). Certain proportionate measurements are given for the constituent parts of the temple-compound (28-32). Finally, directions are given regarding the placement of the shrines of the various mārtis and dinmārti-aspects of the Lord—along with their colors and postures—in the various areas of the temple-compound (33-43). The narrator notes (44) that other śāstras must be referred to for details of these matters.

IX. अर्चनाविधि

*Arcanāvidhi* (107 śls.)

"Rules regarding Routines of Worship"

Sanatkumāra says that worship of the Lord is of two varieties—one called "sthāvara" (immovable)-oriented, and the other called "asthāvara" (movable)-oriented. The first type directs its ministrations only to a central icon (eka-

* This chapter is not to be found in "Indra-rātra."
When installation of the ekabera-icon is undertaken, the details are going to be much the same, except that in the opinion of Sanatkumāra there need be no homa-offerings made; he acknowledges, however, that certain authorities differ from his opinion on this matter (95-100). The chapter closes by saying that in the actual arcanā-liturgy, the "Vaikanādakṣa" and the "Viṣṇugāyatri" mantras are to be employed. Certain stipulations are made about mudrā-gesticulations and the exercise of mānaśajāpa (101-107).

X. सनकुमारसांख्यिक्य—Danavidhi

"Concerning Gift-giving"

Sanatkumāra turns here to dāna-gift-giving acts. In all such acts, one must consider the place in which the act takes place, the time when the gift is actually given, and the recipient to whom the gift is made. Various combinations of these elements bring different effects from the practice of giving dāna (1-2a). He then names some places where dāna-acts may be undertaken that are considered "good"—such as Karukṣetra, Gayā, Prayāga, Badarikāśrama, etc.—followed by some auspicious times and occasions during which gift-giving activities may be undertaken (2b-10). Thereupon he names various types of initiates who are increasingly meritorious recipients (11-13).

As for articles and objects that may be presented, these, too, according to their merits, affect the rewards one gets for making dāna-presentations. Gifts of land, livestock, a daughter, food, a house, clothes, knowledge, etc.—these are all discussed briefly. Of all of these, the gift of imparting knowledge to another is the most precious gift one can arrange; and, even here, there is to be recognized an ascendent order of "good," "better," and "best"—namely, knowledge of a worldly sort, knowledge of Vedic lore, and knowledge leading to

---

* (2b-4) Note that all the places mentioned are in North India.
self-understanding. In this last, "best" kind, it is the subtle knowledge given to an initiate by his Pāñcarātra Preceptor that is the most significant (14-57).

XI. सन्त्रकोः

"Treasury of Mantras"

Here Sanatkumāra offers to give the most important knowledge of all (spoken of in the last chapter), namely that concerning the most important mantras. He prefaces what he is about to give by saying that the whole world can be traced back to a primordial mantraic form; that the Lord Himself is contained in mantras; that everything in this world can be obtained by employing mantra-formulas properly (1-4a). He then gives (in prose) the mantras that Brahmā revealed to him, in each case citing the "bhūja," "āstra," "kavaca," etc. The mantras given are: "dvādaśaṅkṣara," "aṅgāṅkṣara," "Narasimha," "Varāha," "Brahmā," "pañcápāniṣad," "Vāsudeva," "Sama-karṣaṇa," "Pradyumna," and "Aniruddha." Also, "Śānti," "Śri," "Sarasvatī" and "Rāti". Then, "Sudarśana," "Nandaka," "Śāṅkara," "Pāñcajanya," "Vāgiśvarī," "Kṛiṣṭi," "Kṛiti," "Lakṣmi," "Srṣṭi," "Vidyā" and "Kānti". Finally, "Garuḍa," "Śārya" and "Agni" mantras are given.

The chapter closes by stating that the fruits obtained through reciting mantra-formulas can be selected and varied by adding particular suffixes and prefixes to the set formulas. Sanatkumāra then remarks that he will now turn to the "Śivarātra" section of teaching (4b-16).

II. ŚIVA-RĀTRA

I. तिथियाग

"Concerning Fortnightly Worships and Offerings"

Sanatkumāra proposes to deal here briefly with tīthiyāga concerns during the bright fortnight. He first turns to "Vahni" (= Agni)-yāga, and mentions considerations for the placement and kindling of the fire required for these rites—noting here as he does in each succeeding yāga-description that all matters pertaining to provision of a proper āyatana-shrine and furnishing it with an appropriate icon of the deity in question (matters he says he has already discussed; 13b)* should first have been taken care of. Then he outlines the directions for the "Vahni" (= Agni)-yāga itself (1-29). Then follow directions for "Brahmā"-yāga along with instructions for the worship of his attendants (30-71a); the yāga for Dhanada (= Dhaneśa) and his attendants

* śls. 188, 191, 276a refer to "prāśadalākṣaṇa" and/or "pratiṣṭhālākṣaṇa" chapters in the preceding "Brahma-rātra".
Concerning Mantras

Sanatkumāra says that all mantras mentioned by him fall into one of three categories—sāvmyā (benefic), āgniya, (malefic), or sāumyāgniya (mixed). He then proceeds first to speak generally of the usage and construction of mantras, and then turns to some further general remarks on the construction and use of certain “gāyatrī”-mantras. Of all the “gāyatrī”-mantras, the one dedicated to Viṣṇu is the best, whereupon he becomes specific and detailed in regard to the variant constructions of particular “gāyatrī” (r-35a). He ends by counseling that all mantras, with their constituent letters, should be properly pronounced (35b-37a).

A Discussion of Mantras

Sanatkumāra allows that all divine powers can be brought under control and put to particular uses by employing the “āśākṣara,” the “dūḍāśaṅkṣara,” and the “Viṣṇugāyatrī” mantras. Other mantras are mentioned—one of them having 400 syllables—which is elsewhere called the “mahaśākṣāśa”-mantra—which, if used at specific times and in special places, can be directed to control the dead or to overcome demons (r-11a). The “Mahāsudarśana”-mantra, which has two variants, can be used to gain advantage over other persons (r1b-29). A “vaishāvā”-mantra, a “Durgā-amantra,” a “Vārāha”-mantra—these may each be used to gain control over certain divine beings (30-35)—while the “Garuḍa”-mantra assures control over creeping and flying creatures, especi-

1 Said to have been dealt with in detail in Padmodāvā (sāmhitā) (10b).
2 Said to have been dealt with in detail in Brahma-rātra-section (11a).
3 Said to have been dealt with in detail in Padmodāvā (14a) and Brahma-rātra (12b).
4 Said to have been dealt with in detail in Brahma-rātra-section (38a).
5 Said to have been dealt with in detail in Brahma-rātra (31b).
6 Said to have been dealt with in detail in Padmodāvā (31a).
ally if accompanied by certain yāga-sacrifices (36-57). Other mantras, when used at specific times and under controlled circumstances, can also effect desired results—for examples, the “gandha” mantra, the “anupraveśa”-mantra, and the “nigraha”-mantra (each of which is given syllable-by-syllable in the text) are used to control the dead, to beckon various spirits, and to subdue enemies. The chapter continues to the end detailing “prayogic” uses of mantras (78-228).

IV. Havirnivedana

“Havis and Food-offerings”

Here Sanatkumāra describes how to make and properly handle cara-cakes (1-12) and, further, instructs (13-19) how these along with fruits (20-28) are to be offered in the worship-routines honoring Viṣṇu. He mentions briefly acceptable herbs, grains, etc. that may be used in cooking food-offerings (29-35). What should be done with all these mixed foods once they have been offered to the Lord is mentioned (36-42). As for plain, unmixed preparations, these are briefly treated along with some observations concerning nirmāṇya and naivedya (43-51)*. The chapter closes mentioning four types of havis-offerings and two types of fruit-offerings (52-53).

VI. Puṣpasyāvadhi

“Regarding worships done with Flowers”.

A number of fruits, prepared foods and flowers are mentioned as worthy offerings in worship of the Lord (1-25). Flowers are acceptable, however, only if offered at certain specific times of the day or night (26-31). The chapter concludes, after noticing various acceptable akhura-shoots, etc., with an explanation of how the day is divided into six parts (32-43).

VII. Patraccheda

“Cut Leaves (used for worship)”.

Sanatkumāra turns here to the subject of the preparation of variously-shaped leaves for use in divine liturgies. A number of varieties of trees yield acceptable leaves for liturgical purposes (1-15).† How these are to be treated and made soft and pliable to facilitate folding and cutting designs on them prior to using them in worship is then outlined—a first detail being that they are to be held over a flame so that the underleaf will become covered with soot. Other instructions are given, with counsels about the proper times to undertake the preparations of certain varieties (16-36). The chapter ends by citing

* Yāmuna (10th cent.) quotes ślokas 48b-49a.
† Šl. 12b notes that details have been shown in the “Nāradārcanikā”; 13b mentions “Paśmod bhava Purāṇa” a section called “Garudārcanikā” (143).
different ways in which these duly-prepared leaves may be used to honor the Lord for beneficial results (37-41).

VIII. स्नापणवित्ति Snapanavidhi (178 śls. + mantras in prose)

"Rules for Bathing Rites".

Sanatkumāra focuses here on the bathing rituals to be afforded the Lord, commencing his discussion with a review of the measurements and location to be sought for the "hasta-pratibhāna" (1-7), and turning them to requirements for the halāda-vessels and their ritual preparation (8-65). These matters are followed by remarks concerning the typology of snāpana-rites—good, better, best—in accordance with the number of pots used, etc.; in each of the three categories details are given in regard to placement of the numerous vessels (66-113). Sanatkumāra admits (114-156) that what he says here may not be exactly the same as what "others" recommend; in fact, he describes (157-177a) another, alternative typology of snāpana-rites sometimes used, based on categories "brahma," "divya" and "maṇuṣya." He concludes by saying that at the conclusion of snāpana-rites, the proper dākṣiṇā-payments should be offered (178).

IX. उत्सवाध्याय Utsavādyaya (82 śls.)

"Chapter on Festivals"

Sanatkumāra commences a discussion of ankura-paṇa-rites, describing three differently-shaped pots for the germination of the various seedlings to be used (1-21). He then turns to balidāna-offerings to be made in conjunction with ankura-paṇa-germinations by the ācārya during the night preceding utsava-celebrations. As part of this, the streets of a town are to be duly decorated in honor of the festival, whereupon the "hautukabera"-icon is to be paraded, preceded by the ācārya carrying the bali-offerings to the accompaniment of music and fanfare (22-47). In fact, this procession is to be repeated regularly (nīyā) (48). On the next day the icon is to be taken to the place where snāpana-rites will be given (49-68). After this the icon is decorated and taken to the yāgāsthāna, where a puspamanyāḍā is already prepared (directions for which, he notes, have been given)*; there the icon remains and food-offerings§ are made (69-82).

X. मण्डलाध्याय Mayḍalādhyaya (48 śls.)

"Chapter on Maṇḍalas"

* śl. 71a refers to "Indra-rātra" but nothing on puspa-preparations is found there.
§ 75a refers to "Brahma-rātra" on "sīkiyōka"—which is, however, found in this edition in "Śiva-rātra."
The chapter commences its discussion of manḍala-designs by stipulating that the dung of certain kinds of cows only may be used for purifying the area (1-6a). As for manḍala-motiśs, they are to be circular, rectangular, triangular or crescent-shaped according to whether they are located respectively in the West, East, North or South; other variations are given for the intermediate directions. Each type has its presiding deity—Viṣṇu, Brahmā, Skanda and Śiva, depending on its shape (6b-26). Over the manḍalas flowers are to be placed, and Viṣṇu is to be worshipped there (27-32a). The benefits that accrue to those who construct such manḍalas on nitya and naśmittika occasions—whether they be males or females duly initiated are listed (32b-48).

III. **INDRA-RĀTRA**

I. **Puraṇāṭhāya**

“Chapter Concerning Puraṇāṭhāya” (55 śls.)

Sanatkumāra promises to tell now what instructions in turn were given to him from Indra. He begins by describing how to make a pañjāra-niche how to install an icon in it, and how to conduct worship to the icon there (1-12a). The remainder of the chapter enumerates various articles that may alternatively be offered, listing the benefits attached to each—for examples, caru-offerings are equated to the results derived from performing an agniṣṭoma-sacrifice; anna-offerings give the same result as if one observes the cātuṁśaya-vow; ghes-offerings obtain one’s desires in this world and in the next; etc. (12b-55).

II. **Mantrodhāra**

“On Constructing Mantras” (68 śls.)

This chapter is solely devoted to the origin of the letters of the Sanskrit varṇakrama-alphabet. First taken up is the “appearance” of the eight short vowel-sounds (1-4), then the long vowel-sounds (5-6) followed by the other letters from “ka” to “kṣa” (7-16a). The name of the presiding deity of each letter is named (16b-30a). There are altogether some 64 combinations of letters—presumably, but not explicitly, referring to gaṇas—and these are enumerated (30b-55). The chapter draws to a close with an explicit discussion of how to construct the “aṣṭākṣara”-mantra, syllable by syllable (56-63), and ends with some general observations concerning mantras (64-68).

III. **Puraṇāṭhāya**

“Chapter on Ancient Happenings” (83 śls.)

Sanatkumāra offers to tell what happened when Aniruddha arose from his slumber on the Milky Ocean. Seeing the Earth in plight, there arose from his mind (citā) the form of Varāha (1-9). Then he relates the age-old story
concerning Narasimha (nārasimha-purāṇa), wherein the gods, troubled by the
demon Hiranyakasipu, appealed to Aniruddha for help; his mind (citta) goes
out to meet the problem in the form of Narasimha (10-26). The story of the
Matsya-presence taken by Sāmkarṣaṇa to restore the lost Vedas is then narrat-
ed (27-35a), followed by the tale of how Sāmkarṣaṇa also took the form of the
tortoise Kūra (35b-40). The next story relates how Viṣvaksena took the
form of Tārśya (or Garuḍa) in obedience to Mahāviṣṇu to become the daring
child of the enslaved mother Vinatā; it was this child who then became the
vehicle of the Lord (41-49). Vāmana’s story is then recalled (50-57), followed
by Hayaśīra’s. In this latter case the incarnation proceeds from Pradyumna’s
mind (58-62a). Kapila, whose story is next recounted, is reputed to have
been the originator of the Sāmkhya science and is traced to Sāmkarṣaṇa
(62a-66a). Jāmadagnya, or (Paraśu-)Rāma, is said to have been the incarnation
of Sāmkarṣaṇa (66b-70), Kākutstha (Rāma) is then described but there
is a gap of a few lines in the text here; Rāma is said to return to his abode
after his mission and become the Lord Himself [Bhagavān] (71-73a), and
Sāttvata (Kṛṣṇa) is Vāsudeva’s answer to Earth’s plight during āhāra’s
decline. It is interesting to note that “Sāttvata” is another name, here, for
Krishna who, born among the shepherd group known as “Sāttvatas,” delivered
the teaching known as Pāñcarātra. Consequently, this teaching, too, came to be
known as “Sāttvata” and those who follow it are to be known by such names as
Sāttvatas, Pāñca- rātrins, Bhāgavatas and Vaiṣṇavas (73b-83).

IV. यागविधि

"Concerning (7 kinds of) Sacrifice".
Sanatkumāra proposes to tell how dīkṣā-initiation should be given to each of
the four different classes, as well as to women, according to different times of
the year—using in all cases a caṅkramaṇḍala as means of initiation. Care must
be taken to initiate the lower class people and women only in certain, specific
times of the year. Details for initiating twice-born men, he says (10b), have
already been given in the chapter on maṇḍalas in the “Brahma-raśra” section*;
there also (13b) are to be found details for yāgamaṇḍapās, maṇḍalas, and special
types of yūgas in the chapter on dīkṣā-initiation † (7-15a). Then he proceeds
to differentiate seven variations of dīkṣā according to the details of yūga-proce-
dures. The first variety, called “yūga,” is for śūdras and women; it differs
from the other six varieties according to the number of ḫalaśa-pots involved,
the ḫakṣina, etc. (15b-20). Then, the second, called “stoma,” which may be

---

* Is it possible this reference is to “Brahma-raśra” ch. V? If so, then the chapter as
currently presented is incomplete.
† Perhaps referring here to one of the missing opening chapters.
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utilized by all classes, is briefly described (21.27a), followed by descriptions of the following varieties: “mahāyāga” (27b-36), “adhvāra” (37-40a), “saṅga” (40b-44a), “krama” (44b-47a) and “haristoma” (47b-52). The last one, although merely mentioned, is praised as “best.” The chapter concludes by saying that those who have undergone dikṣā-initiation by one or another of these methods should be distinguished by the following names respectively: samayin, dikṣita, cahravartin, abhiśikta, guru, ṛcārya and bhagavān (53-55).

V. परिवर्तक्ष्याय Parivārakṣyāya (41 śls.)

“Chapter Concerning the Placement of the Lord’s Retinue (in the Temple-Compound)”.

Sanatkumāra undertakes to enumerate the entourage of Viṣṇu as was told him by Indra. He notes that the members of the retinue of the Lord differ according to the posture in which He is to be found—sitting or standing—and in each case he gives three alternative sets of retinue-members classed according to “good,” “better,” and “best.” Further, the placement of the parivāra-devatās will be different according to whether one is referring to those in the immediate presence of the Lord (antarālayam) or around the temple precincts (bahirālayam). In the twelve lists, the number of gods named varies from two to six to twelve (1-41).

VI. विद्येशोत्पत्ति Vidyēśotpatti (154 śls.)

“The Origination of the Vidyeśas”

Sanatkumāra proposes to take up here the origination of the four cardinal/directional forms of the Lord: From Vāsudeva or Sadāviṣṇu, Vāsudevākṣara or Mahāviṣṇu was manifested and He in communion with His power (Śānti) manifested Saṅkara or Śaṅkara; from Him and Śrī rose Pradyumna, or Brahmā; from Him and Sarasvati came Aniruddha; From Him and Rati came the progenitors of all the worlds (Loka-pitāmahās). These constitute the basic processes of subtle creation (sākṣmasṛṣṭi) (1-16).

Next is described the gross creative process, as it issues from Aniruddha—following the usual exposition starting with waters, the Lord’s repose thereon, the Brahmā-bearing lotus from Aniruddha’s navel, the worlds, the gods, etc. (17-29a). Also from this Aniruddha’s dismemberment came the “eight”—Agni from his mouth, Earth from his feet, Vāyu from his breath, Antarikṣa from his heart, etc. (29b-33a).

Vāsudeva manifests himself in twelve (unnamed) forms (34b-42a), details of which are said (37b) to be found in the “Mahendrasamhitā.” Then follows a detailed enumeration of the many names to be given to Viṣṇu as He performs the functions of guarding the ten directions of the world—100 names for Viṣṇu’s...
forms (Nāyakas) in the East, 100 for the Southeast, 100 for the South, 100 for the Southwest, 100 for the West, 100 for the Northwest, 100 for the North, 100 for the Northeast, 100 for the lower direction and 100 for the upper direction (42b-154).

**VII. विष्णुलोकविस्तार**

"Some More Details about the Dominions of Viṣṇu"

Sanatkumāra undertakes here to describe the different worlds governed by the various forms of Viṣṇu. The first of these is Varāhaloka, which is described in terms of its extent, its buildings, etc. (1-12). This is followed by Cakraloka (13), Rāmaloka in the Southeast (14-25a), Narasiṃhaloka (25b-36a), Rāmaloka in the Southwest (36b-45a), Varuṇaloka (45b-55), Vāyuloka (56), Vāmanaloka (57a) Hayaśirasaloka (57b-58a), Vāsudevaloka (58b-77), Iśānaloka (78-79), Kāpilaloka (80-94), Viṣṇuloka (95-97), Brahmaloka (98-106) and Mahāviṣṇuloka (107-113a). In this last abode all the Great Ones who continually worship the Lord in His Ultimate Form will be found. The chapter ends with the counsel to remember that all the forms enumerated are from one and the same Source; to remember this fact is to gain release. Even the mere reading of this chapter will serve to annul all one's sins (113b-118).

**VIII. सिद्धद्वारण**

"On Characteristics of Aspirants"

Here Sanatkumāra turns to yoniṣuddhi, by which he refers to the purity of the parentage on the female side for candidates for initiation who have been born out of wedlock or to couples of mixed-classes marriages (1-34). Then he turns to bijaṣuddhi, or the analogous purity on the male side for candidates for initiation who are either bastards or the issue of mixed-classes marriages (35-49). He also mentions that some people are made automatically ready for initiation by virtue of their class-origin, the area of their birth, the discipline which they are able to exert over their bodies, or the sacraments which they have already piously observed — varaṭaṣuddhi, deśaṣuddhi, dehaṣuddhi and kriyāṣuddhi (50-64).

**IX. आचारविक्षण**

"Characteristics of a Preceptor"

Once a man has acquired the status of preceptor, he must avoid doing certain things such as making worship a profitable vocation, omitting set liturgies of worship, eating from bronze utensils; it is also stated that he must be of a pure mind, of good family, well-educated, etc. A pure brahmin origin is, of course, preferred; but even lower class people and progeny of certain
mixed-classes marriages—with the exception of śudras and such folk—may be eligible (1-50a). One who is a proper preceptor should bear witness to the dignity of his office not only by his behaviour and dress but also by displaying certain auspicious birthmarks, by performing all activities scrupulously, etc. (50b-83a).

As part of dikṣā-ceremonies, no matter what the caste of the initiate be, the following four parts must be taken in order (83b-85): āroha (86-87a), maṇḍaladarśana (87b-88), puṣṭapāya (89-91) and dikṣā-proper (92-93) ** * [gap] ** **

IV. RŚI-RATRA*

I. कालाद्ध्यया Kālādhyya

"Chapter Concerning the Paṇcakāla Observances".

Sanatkumāra says he will now transmit the teaching "Rśi-rātra" as it was given to him by the sages of yore. He proposes to commence by talking about the paṇcakāla-divisions of worship into abhipamana (1-6a), upādāna (6b-9a), ējyā (9b-12), svādhya (12-13a) and yoga (13b). This latter has already, he acknowledges (14b), been taken up in its six-fold classification in the "Paṇmodbhava." He then launches upon a protracted discussion of physiology, the emphasis being upon the nādi-pulses, mentioning in passing (20b) the "Satasaḥasrikā-saṃhitā." Some attention is given to the functions and control of the vital airs, and to the fact that the place where the Lord resides within is the heart's cavity (14-72).

II. मुद्रा/लक्षण Muḍrālaṅkāra

"Chapter on Hand Gestures"

Sanatkumāra here describes 81 muḍrā-gestures, and briefly notes how the hands form them. Those mentioned are: muṣṭi, snāna, gandha, puṣpa, dīṭa, dhūpa, yajñopavita, vastra, alaṅkāra and vaisāla. Also: acāra, rakṣā, para, svāgata, sarīkhyā, pratimā, tarjana, doandva, vyāha, nāga, grāsa, paśu, mṛgī, hasta and dāna (1-22). Also: liṅga, prati, . . . , śṛṣṭi, prāṇa, śleṣa, visīrṇa (= prasṛṣṭi), dhvaja, bija, brahma, viṣṇu, ruṣra, sīṁha, toraṇa, cakra, gadā, mukha, dhanus and śakti (23-48). Also: kuṭa, ṣayana, garvā, vyoma, sarpa, māhā, mālā, musala, śīva, valaya, kuṇḍa, paṇama, tomara, hayaśr̥ṣa, vāmana, śakra, agni, nirṛti, varūṇa, vāyu and soma (49-77). Also: nirmāya, vasana, śakti, kuṭa, loka, nṛta, gītā, vādyā, yoga, tatvā, jñāna, kārma, nyāsa, mantra, pāśa, kalāsa and havaca (78-97). The last verse (98) says that the "Bṛhaspati-rātra" tells how to employ these muḍrā-gestures.

*Called "mukti (muni)-rātra" in MT. R. 3456, "Brahma" VI:127a.
“Rules for Yogic Practice”

Sanatkumāra says that the practice of yoga brings success to those who do it. He commences his discussion by citing certain foods that are sāttvika, rājasa and tāmasa in character (I-21). He then names and describes ten āsana-postures (24b-39). Thereupon, he turns to the citation of certain mountains, river-banks, forests, tanks, hermitages and temples—naming places located throughout India—where yoga may be agreeably undertaken alongside the worship of the inscrutable Nārāyaṇa. Such “kriyā”-type yoga leads to the “jñāna”-type of realization. When one has passed to this stage, and having mastered the pāncakāla-routines and certain matters in the Pāñcarātra teachings, and when he has absolute belief in what the Lord has spoken, then he can undertake śrādayāma (40-58). The instructions for undertaking śrādayāma-breathing and āḥāryāma-meditation are given (59-96).* He then describes the steps or stages one may expect to pass through as one moves closer to his final yogic goal (97-120).

“Chapter on Ascesis”

Sanatkumāra offers now to list places in “Parcadeśa” that are conducive to the practice of taṇḍa-austerities. Most of the places named—Prayāga, Kurukṣetra, Badari, Brahmadurga, Devatīrtha, the Ganges basin, et. al.—seem to be located in the North (I-13a). He then turns to the time-periods in which such ascesis can best be undertaken (13b-15a). He then mentions the different ways by which one may fast (15b-28) and undertake śrādayāma-penances by japa-repetitions and other methodical disciplines (19-67). Special reference is made in passing to the “Vaikhānasas” (63b) and to the “Bhāgavatas” (64b).

“Chapter on Worship with Flowers”

The subject focused upon here is the method of arranging coloured flowers in a maṇḍala-design as a part of the dīkṣā-initiation rites, offering bāli to the deities installed therein, and leading the initiate around the “interior” or else the circumference (depending upon the initiate’s caste and sex) of the maṇḍala-design (1-36). He also mentions three types of mantras to be given to the initiate during dīkṣā—vaidika, tāṇṭrika and vaidikatāṇṭrika (37-40a). He refers

* Śī. 59b, 61a both mention “Padmodbhava” where these matters have already been taken up, the first reference citing the “Kālādhāya” (of “Padmodbhava” or of the present Sanatkumāra “Rṣi” I?).
VI. बालिविधि...

"Regarding Bali-offerings".

Baliāṇa-offerings are here described step-by-step (as they are a part of the dīkṣā-rites?). The first matters taken up are the pātra-vessels to be used, the metals from which they are to be made, and their shape, etc. (r-14). Then the attention turns to the grains to be used (15) and moves on to details of how to perform bali-offerings with the proper mantras, mudrās, etc. (16-18t). (The "Māhendra-saṁhitā" is referred to in 6b.)

VII. चण्डोविधि...

"Concerning Meters (of Mantras)"

The chapter promises to give the "ṛṣi," "chandas"-meter and the presiding deity for mantras. The mantras dealt with are: "aśṭākṣara," the "Viśnugāyatrī," "śaḍaḥkṣara," the seven Vedic meters, the "mahāsudarśana," the "nārasimha," and those to the five weapons of the Lord (1-31a). Also: "mālāmantra," the mantras to the four Vyāhas, "śrīmantra," "sarasvatimanaṇṭra," "ratiṇaṇṭra," the sūryamantras, "varāhanmantra," "mādhanamantra," "viṣṇumanaṇṭra," "madhusūdanamantra," "vāmanamantra," "hrṣikeśamantra," "pādmanābhanamantra," "keśavamantra," "nārāyaṇamantra" and "govinda-manaṇṭra" (31b-49). Finally, the six "māhīmantras," the "Viśvaksenamantra," "candamantra," "pracandamantra," "garudamantra," those to the bhūtas and grāhas, and others to the Lord's attendants, etc. (50-71a). In most cases merely the meter is given; but sometimes the "ṛṣi" and the presiding deity is also given. The chapter concludes (71b-74) by urging a practitioner to employ japa-repetitions and to make bali-offerings, yajñī- sacrifices, etc. in order to tap the power of the mantras.

VIII. प्रायासितविधि...

"Rules for Penances".

Sanatkumāra says he will here tell how samayin-initiates are to perform prāyaschittā-penances properly. He commences by saying that an initiate is to worship God six times daily—and there are different titles given to initiate according to the frequency of their daily routines (r-25). He then points out

* Earlier reference had been made to this also in sl. 18b. As in "Indra-rātra" iv, where reference to chapters on dīkṣā in "Brahma-rātra" is also made, this too may be referring to "lost" chapters.
that there are different prāyaścitta-penances appropriate to each group according to the number of days they have been lax in their specific routines (27-40). He then turns to sins of commission, as for examples the prāyaścitta-penances appropriate for particular moral lapses and for breaking dietary rules, etc. It may be noted that the section (41-69; see also 127-132) given over to atonements for sexual offenses is somewhat longer than that devoted to dietary errors (70-87). Next treated are prāyaścitta-penances for abuses of toilet etiquette (88-111), followed by those appropriate for lapses in social behaviour, breaking of promises, maligning fellow Vaṣṇavas, etc. (112-126). The last portion of the chapter is taken up with the penances for such offences as drinking intoxicants; stealing; killing women, children, brahmins, kings and certain animals; absconding with temple property; etc. (133-186).

IX. अधानुके विवि

*Brāhmaṁcāvidhi* (52 śls.)

“Rules for making Brāhmaṁcāra”

Sanatkumāra here tells how to prepare a brāhmaṁcāra-mixture—including the vessels to be used, the mantras to invoke according to the caste of the recipient, making the constituent pañcagavya, and adding the necessary barley powder and water, the mudrās employed in mixing (1-43). The chapter closes eulogizing the effects of using this mixture, not only as a prāyaścitta means but also as a general tonic for initiates (44-52).

X. शास्त्रडाः

*Sastra-laṅkaṇa* (64 śls.)

“A Description of the Lord’s Weapons”.

Sanatkumāra offers to recount the story of how the weapons of the Lord came into being when the gods requested Nārāyaṇa to help them in their encounters with the demons. At their request He produced the caakra-discus from His mouth, the khaḍga-sword from His right foot, the musala-pestle from His left foot, and also the sārṇga-bow, the gadā-mace, the triśūla-trident, the paraśu-axe, the saṁśi-spiked-missile, the pāṇa-noose, the loma-ra, the vaṇamālā-garland, the akṣuṣa-goad, the kuṣumā-rażor, etc. These the Lord gave to different deities—for examples, the pāṇa-noose went to Varuṇa, the triśūla-trident to Śiva, the paraśu-axe to Brāhmaṁ, etc. (1-31). He also composed a handbook, known as the “Dhanurveda,” which has been passed down from generation to generation. It tells how to use these weapons, both as “astra” or as “gastra” effectively. Of all the weapons, the best is the dhanus-bow—and there are several five-fold classifications of weapons given here, along with the five types of people who may most effectively use them, the five grips most sure to give careful aim, etc. (32-55).

Since Viṣṇu presides over the powers inherent in all the weapons, one who would become an expert “sharp-shooter” [astraśikhā] should undertake
diśka-initiation using the caḥramaṇḍala in which Viṣṇu with His aṣṭra- and śastra-weapons is honored (56-64).*

[A fifth “rātra” seems no longer to be extant. Internal evidence suggests (“Ṛṣi” II: 98) that this may have been called “Brhaspati-rātra.”]

**Critical Notes:**

While the arrangement of the four “rātra”-sections in the current Adyar edition is quite satisfactory, and answers to most of the internal references within the “rātras” to other “rātras,” it should be noted that the present arrangement is by no means sacrosanct. Not all manuscripts follow the same arrangement; and what in the published edition may say “...... will be taken up in [named]-rātra” in certain manuscripts reveals the past tense—and vice versa. Moreover, “Brahma-rātra” VI: 125a in one recension mentions “Mukta-rātra” (in the printed edition the alternate reading “Ṛṣi-rātra” is selected). Mukta, as already pointed out, is obviously a misreading for Muni. It is not at all certain that the missing “Brhaspati-rātra” was originally placed last. In none of the present chapters do we encounter the conventional opening chapter setting the narrative framework; it may have been in the missing “Brhaspati- rātra” or, again, in the “lost” opening chapters of the “Brahma-rātra.”

That there is another “Sanatkumāra-saṁhitā” that belonged to the Pāṇcarātra school is confirmed by the fact that certain chapters from it survive in secondary Pāṇcarātra collections. A chapter 32 on “jalakridāmahotsava” is presented in Uśavasamgraha (MT. 3286); a chapter 44 on “maranaprokṣana-viśhi” is found in Prāyaścitassamgraha (MT. 3743). Other chapters will perhaps be found in other secondary works.

Care should be taken not to confuse either of the two Pāṇcarātra works called “Sanatkumāra-saṁhitā” with yet another work by this name. It, too, is printed (Calcutta, Narayana Press, 1890—24 pp.—Devanāgari script). It is a dialogue between Sanatkumāra and Pulastya in eleven chapters, and concerns itself with Kṛṣṇa-worship. It is not a Pāṇcarātra document.

Five other works are mentioned in the course of the text at hand. “Paḍmodābhava” (sometimes without any suffix, sometimes as “saṁhitā,” and sometimes as “purāṇa” is named eleven times—“Śiva” III: 10b, 14a, 31a; VII: 14b; “Indra” III: 59a; IX: 9a, 14b; “Ṛṣi” I: 14b; III: 59b, 61a; VI: 6b. “Māhenāra-saṁhitā” is mentioned thrice—“Śiva” II: 29a; “Indra”

---

*Note: The editor of the printed edition has chosen to compress into one final chapter what is in some mss (e.g. M.T. 3456 and a privately owned ms. in Śrīraṅgam) divided into two chapters, X (48 ślokas) and XI (13 ślokas). Also added to the pointed text is the last line, not found in all manuscripts, that what follows is going to be “Brhaspati-rātra.”*
VI: 37b; and “Ṛṣi” VI: 6b. A “Śatasahasrikā-saṃhitā” is mentioned in “Ṛṣi” I: 20b; and a “Nāradārcaṇikā” is named in “Ṣiva” VII: 12b. The closing chapter of “Ṛṣi-ṝtra” dwells at length upon the teachings of the “Dhanurveda”.

Typical Pāṇcarātra attitudes are struck throughout the present work. Most notable are the treatment of the Vṛyā modes of the Lord, the fact that dikṣā-initiation is open to all including women and śādras, and the “prayogic” flavor of “Ṣiva” III. Because of the nature of the work, it cannot be recommended as a text for early study by those wishing to familiarize themselves with what is the norm among the saṃhitā works of the Pāṇcarātrāgama.
SÁTTVATA-SAMHITĀ

Introductory Remarks:—

This is one of the most esteemed among the numerous Pāñcarātra samhītās and is, presumably, one of the most ancient surviving works. It is called elsewhere* one of the "Three Gems" of the canon, and it thus ranks in authority along with Pañcāhara-samhitā and Jayākhya-samhitā (c.v.). "Sāttvata" is named in the following canonical lists: Kāpiṇījala (20/100), Pādma (14, 23, 71/108), Pāramēṣvara (1/17), Puruṣottama (65/106), Bhāradvāja (22/103), Mārkandeya (52/91), Viṣvāmitra (6, 10/108) and Viṣṇu Tantra (4/154).† It has been cited as an authoritative work in the corpus by Utpala in Spandaprātiṣṭhā (9th or 10th century), by Rāmānuja in his Śrībhāṣya (12th century—quoting II: 4a-5b) and by Vedānta Deśika in his Pāñcarātrarākṣā (14th century). Further, other Pāñcarātra works mention it respectfully (e.g., Aniruddha-samhitā XXIV: 75 and Ahirbudhnya V, end) or quote from it e.g., a secondary work called "Pāñcarātrāgama"—MT. 3257—quotes chs. VI, VII and XXI; also (Prāyaścitāsangraha) (MT 2906) quotes from the sections on Pavitrārohaṇa, vis. XIV or XX; and Utsavasangraha (MT. 3286) quotes from either ch. VII or VIII; et. al.) As such, then, it may be turned to for an authoritative, albeit primitive, exposition of the system.

As it presently comes to us it is a work of nearly 3500 ślokas divided into twenty-five short, medium and long chapters. The key term for understanding almost 75 percent of the text is "mantra". For, chs. II-VI concern silent, followed by overt, liturgical worship of "ekamārti" forms of the four Vyākhas with the appropriate mantras; chs. IX-XIII contain much the same type of materials in regard to the Vibhava forms; chs. XVI-XXIII concern dīkṣā-initia-

* Īśvara-samhitā I: 64, Pāramēṣvara-samhitā I: 19; see also Jayākhya-samhitā I: 1-14.
† This may also be the work referred to by the titles "Sattra" and "Satya" or "Satyokta" : see Puruṣottama (11/106); Bhāradvāja (11, 48/103), see also Kāpiṇījala (90/100), Pādma (14, 23, 71/108), Bhāradvāja (91/103), Mārkandeya (51/91), Hayasīrṣa (11/25), Agni Purāṇa (11/25) and Mahēśvara Tantra (12/25). The duplication and triplication of its title thus in the canonical lists need not surprise us; the lists are in all cases more indicative of canonicity than definitive.
tion into the lore and uses of all the requisite mantras. The remainder of the work—chs. VII-VIII, XIV-XV and XXIV-XXV—concerns special supererogatory (urata) undertakings, the festive paviṇāropaya-rites, and temple-and icon-construction respectively. Ch. I is a conventional introductory chapter setting the scene. The framework narrative has Nārada relating to some sages what Bhagavān told to Saṃkaraṇa—the latter in turn having (as Paraśurāma) given it to him.

The Sāttvata-sanhitā is particularly marked by an apt use of metaphor at certain points; this alone puts it in a class by itself. Further, throughout, its practical injunctions are interspersed with theological discussions. These embellishments do two things: on the one hand there is, then, a tone of sophistication given to the various treatments; on the other hand, the narrative at times appears to become discursive, even rambling, should the reader be distracted by the theological digressions. It may be worth noting that, as in the other early sanhitās (e.g., Ahirodaya, Viṣvākṣena and Sanatkumāra), the dominant theological stance is to stress the fact that, despite His Vyāha-modes of existence, His Viṁśata-manifestations and His avatāra-incarnations, none the less God is One (see chs. IV, V, IX and XII).

The Īśvara-sanhitā (25 chapters) is traditionally supposed to be derivative from the Sāttvata-sanhitā. We have already noted in our discussion of Īśvara-sanhitā (q.v.) certain discrepancies in the two texts' treatment. The Īśvara-sanhitā is closely connected with the worship at Melkote, where Rāmānuja stayed. Another work, Sāttvatasantrabhāṣya (MT. 2275), by Alaśīṅgabhaṭṭa, "son of Yogāntabhaṭṭa of Maunījayaṇa family and worshipper of God in the temple at Melkote," may be even more important toward understanding the place of the Sāttvatasanhitā at Melkote.

For certain problems related to the text, see "Critical Notes," below.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शास्त्रावतारण Śāstrāvatāraṇa (27½ śls.)

"The Transmission of the Teaching"

The scene is set in the Malaya Mountains (= the Western Ghats of South India). Some sages were worshipping Viṣṇu there. One day Nārada, desiring to see the Paraśurāma incarnation of Viṣṇu believed to reside in those mountains, came there. Knowing that Nārada was truly devoted, Paraśurāma enjoins Nārada to pass on the "Sāttvata-tāstra" to the sages living in the area. Thereafter He leaves Nārada, who in turn wanders to various āśramas where the inhabitants approach him and, discovering his purpose, request that he tell them the truths of the "Sāttvata-tāstra." (1-16).
Närada says his message is secret and has come to him from the lips of Saṁkṛṣaṇa who in turn learned it directly from Bhagavān in a conversation those two had in Tretāyuga-times. The conversation is then related, as Saṁkṛṣaṇa asks Bhagavān about His red color. Bhagavān replies that His coloring depends upon the purity of His devotees’ faith, and that in the Tretāyuga-period their faith is mixed with passion—hence His color. Saṁkṛṣaṇa asks how people may be freed from such passions. This can be done, replies Bhagavān, by turning one’s devout attention to the threefold aspects of God [brahma]—His Para-, Vyūha-, and Vibhava-forms. These are described briefly in the closing three ślokas (17-28a).

II. उपासनविधि

“Rules for Contemplation (Preliminary to Liturgical Worship)”.

Saṁkṛṣaṇa asks to know what method is to be used in worship. Bhagavān says that the four Vyūhas of the Lord may be worshipped by means of mantras, which mantras are normally only for brahmin’s use but which, after (Pāṇcarātra) initiation, may be employed by any devotee of any class-origin (1-12). He then commences to tell how the worship of the Lord in an “ekamūrti”-form is to be done—with the usual offerings of flowers, incense, lamps, etc., but, in addition, by the preparation and use of a so-called “varṇacakra” design. How this “varṇacakra” motif is made is detailed: being in the form of a wheel, letters [varṇa] are put in the spaces between the spokes, along the rim, etc. (thus presumably representing in a visible and mnemonic form the realities of the physical and spiritual universe for contemplation). Brahman, with His form on some occasions and without form on others, is to be meditated upon in the hub (13-42). A description of the method of worship [ārādhana] (with the “varṇacakra”? ) is then begun—in this chapter covering the preparations of the worshipper, the steps of preparing the other instruments of worship, the procedure for meditation preliminary to formal and liturgical worship, and the petition by the worshipper that what he is about to do will please God—interspersed with some philosophical reflections like those (68 ff.), for example, on sound [śabda] as the ultimate principle which comprehends even God (43-77a).

III. सुशूप्तिव्यहांमन्त्रोद्धार

“Composing Mantras addressed to the Vyūhas.”

Bhagavān continues by returning to further description of the “varṇacakra” design, telling how the Vyūha-manifestations are to be meditated upon. He explains that on the pericarp of the letter “Ha”, which is called the stage of “deep sleep” (Suṣupti), the Unborn Supreme Being which manifests itself fourfold is to be meditated upon (1-16). He speaks then of four mantras by
which the unmanifested Vyāhas of the Lord are to be worshipped. The passage gives directions for composing them by mentioning what letters are to be placed in what parts of the Varnacakra. The first of the four mantras has, all told, twenty-one letters and ends with "kārtre namah" (17-28); the second has, all told, eighteen letters including its ending "nāmo namah" (29-34); the third has, all told, twenty-three letters including its ending "bhumī bhuvas suvah" (35-46); and the fourth has, all told, eighteen letters including its ending "bhūr bhuvass suvah" (47-59a).

IV. Sūptiyāha:mantriśodhakā: (46½ śls.)

"Composing Mantras addressed to the Vyāhas in their Unmanifested Form"—(Continued)

This chapter treats an alternate method (to the preceding) by which one may construct mantras from the cakra-design (1 ff.). In this method one imagines Bhagavān to pervade the cakra and, starting from the given spot on the wheel and remembering the four colors [varṇa] ascribed (8-11) to the four Vyāhas as well as their weapons (12-19), one selects letters [varṇa] in a manner reminiscent of the previous way. Specific directions are given for making up a "Viśākhāyāpā"-mantra addressed to all four aspects of God at once. This mantra has twenty-four letters (21-30). Also, directions are given for composing a thirteen-syllable mantra (31-34), as well as for three others (40-41; 41b-43). These last four mantras are to be addressed respectively to each of the four Vyāhas (44-47a).

(A useful metaphor is encountered in this chapter (31-34) explaining how, despite the seeming difference of the four Vyāha-forms and the respective worship in separate mantras, God is One: just as the sun reflected in different ponds is one, so the God Who is reflected in the different mantras is also One.)

V. Sūkṣmavādisvataṁtaryāgavidhi (110 śls.)

"Rules for the Contemplation of the Vyāhas in their Manifest Forms"

Further, the devotee is to contemplate the four aspects of God—in the "sūkṣma vyāha" manifestations in which they adopt their destructive forms [apayayogā]—by a method of āhyaṇa-meditation focused on the cakra-motif. Each of these four aspects—Vāsudeva (9-12a), Saṁkarṣaṇa (12b-14a), Pradyumna (14b-16) and Aniruddha (17-18)—have their distinctive as well as their common traits (19-21). A method of seeing them in the mind’s eye with variant colors is given, along with appropriate mantras for these (composed in a manner similar to the methods described in the preceding two chapters) (22-66). Another special set of four mantras is similarly given (69-78a). These four Vyāhas—though of one origin and essence—have four different acti-
vities which characterize them: activating, delivering, controlling and protecting (82-87). The variant coloring of the four Vyāhas in the different yuga-ages is also explained (88-95) for purposes of dhyāna-meditation.

Then a brief essay ensues in which God’s unity in diversity is treated, this being one of the more sophisticated discussions of the literature of the Pāñcaratrabrāgama due to its eclectic spirit of bringing together theological, philosophical, psychological and liturgical concerns of the Pāñcaratra system (96-107a). The chapter closes by pointing out that the foregoing has all applied to contemplative, or silent, worship [antarāyāga], and is to be undertaken with faith [śraddhā] and devotion [bhakti] (107b-110).

VI. Sūkṣmavyūhadevatābhāhiryāgavidhiḥ cāturātmārādhana vidhi śca

Sūkṣmavyūhadevatābhāhiryāgavidhiḥ cāturātmārādhana vidhi śca (224 ślś.)

‘Rules for Liturgical Worship of the Vyāhas in their Manifest Forms, and Guidelines for a Contemplative Discipline directed at the Four’.

This chapter turns to the liturgical aspects of overt worship [bhāhiryāga]. The rites begin by cleansing the pedestal-area [bhadrapiṭha] on which the icon is kept—by sweeping away old flowers, washing it and by chanting a specified mantra—whereupon worship with water, incense, flowers, etc. is to be done (1-6). The details of how the liturgy step-by-step is prepared for and how it proceeds are given (7-131).

First, the disposition of the vessels used in the service is outlined—where the arghya-water is to be placed for later use, where the snāṇa-water is to be placed, and where the pādya-water is to be kept, as well as other containers to be used. God’s presence is invoked into these various containers, and the worshipper petitions God to accept his forthcoming worship (7-28a). Then the icon is offered the water set aside for washing His hands [arghya] by putting some drops on His head (28b). This is followed by offering the water set aside for cleansing His feet [pādya] (29a), whereupon wooden sandals for His feet are symbolically offered, too. A special bathing cloth is advanced (29b), and then various items are given in order (verbally?) to the icon—a pot filled with rice, a mirror, sandal-paste for the hands, a plank for sitting on during the bath, a toothbrush, a tongue-scraper, water for washing the face, scented oil for an oil-bath, a detergent powder [udvartanam] for removing the oil afterward, some hot water, sandal-paste mixed with camphor, cow’s milk for a milk-bath, curd for a curd-bath, honey for a honey-bath, sugarcane juice or sweetened water for bath, juice of āhārī-fruit for a bath, water mixed with red-sandal for a bath, another dozen or more kinds of water each for bath, ending with a libation of water
from holy rivers 30-40). During these baths incense will have been offered, after which incense-scented and -purified towels are offered to cleanse off the deity's body—one for the head and one for the body. Then the idol is removed to a dry spot, where four vessels are set, filled with sandal-water and they are to be decorated with sandal-paste, garlands etc. (41-50a). After this the pādaśītha (foot-rest) is to be set and then wind should be wafted with a fan of peacock feathers; then is offered a comb, followed by offerings of betel nut, flowers, silk clothes, the "sacred thread," an upper cloth, a crown and all other kinds of ornaments. Again flowers from neck to foot are to be offered along with bangles and pratisara. Then cosmetics are applied to the deity; also betel nut for chewing is given. Two flowers—one over each ear—are given, whereupon a mirror is advanced to "show" the deity what has been done (50b-58a). Then a flower-festooned lamp is waved before Him, followed by incense accompanied by bell-ringing. A (third?) pair of sandals are (verbally) offered, along with a white umbrella, a palanquin, chariot and other vehicles marked with Garuḍa. Two long-handled whisks are also supposed to be offered, as well as music, éclat and entertainment. Praises are to be sung, whereupon the worshipper circumambulates the icon and falls at its feet (59b-63a).

Then the food-offerings are to be made on a table covered with white silk etc. Curd, honey, ghee, cold water, etc., are offered, after which water is again offered for cleaning the idol's mouth. Then a decorated cow is paraded before the idol, whereupon prepared, cooked foods are brought, followed by drinks and sweets. Again water for washing out the mouth is offered, followed by betel nut and leaf (63b-69a).

Next the arcaka rubs sandal-paste on both his hands and he begins worship with mudrās (69b-73a), followed by a japa which may be done with a rosary or with fingers (73-74). The edible dishes are removed, and then homa is done in a fire-pit prepared for the purpose and in a method according to prescribed steps (75-131). This ends the pūja liturgy of a single icon.

A new section of this chapter begins by turning to what is presumably an option on the above, namely the liturgy to be followed when the four Vyāhas are worshipped. In this kind of endeavor, fire is taken from a single kunḍa-pit and divided into four parts—just as the Lord is One Who takes four Aspects—and one by one homa is to be done in each with different materials and accompanied by different mantras (132-162). After āgniḥārya is over (163), then pīrsanvibhāga-rites must be attended to. This is done ideally with four carefully-selected Pāṇcarātra brāhmins who are imagined to be the four Vyāhas (170) and who are so worshipped (163-180). This is followed by ālāmayāga in
which the priest imagines the four Vyūhas within himself and ritually worships them. Then the priest goes to the sanctuary of God [bhagavad-gṛham] and, falling down at the feet of God, he recites sacred texts (181-190).

These things, then, having been scrupulously done, later after bathing in the evening, he will again worship God (and the fire) before going home. Still later, while at home, he will interrupt his sleep (193) at midnight and will arise and do nyāsa-concentrations of Aniruddha, Pradyumna, Śaṅkarṣaṇa and Vāsudeva in different portions of his body. Further yogic exercises are also to be done (198 ff.) in the quiet of his home in the middle of the night—to the end that he may the better concentrate on God in each of His Four Forms. Anyone who does this for a year will come clearly to see Vāsudeva, etc. (191-215). The chapter ends by saying that whoever does this comprehensive routine scrupulously day in and day out will be richly rewarded with spiritual gifts (216-224).

VII. व्रतविधि

"Rules for (Supererogatory) Observances"

The chapter opens with an eulogy of performing certain supererogatory functions [vrata]—all seemingly connected with the four Vyūhas and their worship—praising those who undertake these extended modes of worship (2-10). The first observance mentioned is a special celebration in the annual kārtika-month, and it is a liturgy which all four castes may do (11-37a).

The next observance mentioned is to begin in śravaṇa-month and continues for one year; it is, however, for brāhmans only to perform. In this, each month something different is required of him by way of a gift, and at the end of one year he should give a gift of land or whatever his means allow him to give. No distinctive name is given to this year-long "samvatsaravrata"-routine (37b-57).

Then is described a vow that covers a twelve-year period. This activity may be done by all including kṣatriyas, vaiśyas and śūdras—although there are different rules that apply to each group (58-66).

Another vrata concerns an incremental fast [upavāsa], starting with a one-day fast and working up to a twelve-day fast over the period of one year; during the following year this pattern is reversed (68-72).

Still another vrata is for twelve days during caitra-month's bright fortnight, and this involves—along with the standard honors given to the four Vyūhas—fasting during the day and eating only at night (73-82).

In the ṛṣīṛha-month for 12 days, one may undertake to do pūjā thrice daily ending up with a special four-day worship of the four Vyūhas. This is considered yet another vrata that it is commendable to do (83-88).
In the āśraya-month one may commence a certain pattern of ritual and also of occasional fasting which is to be repeated only on stipulated days during the ensuing year. This is a vrata that may be done by all men and women no matter what their āśrama may be, and it wipes away the sin of having accepted gifts from others (89-104).

The chapter closes with general instructions about all the (seven?) vrata, and gives promise of the rewards to be gained by doing them (105-124).

VIII. संत्वसरावरताविधि Smāvatsaravratavādhi (157 sūs.)

"(Supererogatory) Observances to be Done During the Year"

This chapter deals with two further vratas. These may be undertaken by all persons, and they are, therefore (cf. adhy. II: 7-12, supra), sometime done with mantras (by brahmans) and sometimes without mantras (by others) (1-2.). The first vrata mentioned (3-136) is one that covers a twelve-month cycle, in each month of which a different mūrti-aspect of the Lord is given especial daily honor from the tenth day of the bright fortnight of one month until the tenth day of the bright fortnight of the next month. The "cakra"-mandala-design to be used, with monthly variations in the special liturgy, is explained in the context of the special liturgy itself—how the "bijas" of the four Vyūhas, the twelve mūrtis, the twelve Goddesses, the weapons, etc., are inserted into the mandala, how "āṅganyūṣas" are done, etc. (3-45). The vrata is to begin in the month of mārgaśīrṣa, with special honor done to the first of the twelve mūrtis, Keśava (41-78). Each thirty-day period thereafter has a different mūrti especially honored—Nārāyaṇa during pūṣya-month; Mādhava during māgha-month; Govinda-Viṣṇu-Madhuvändana respectively during the three months of phālguna-caitra-vaiśākha; Trivikrama during jyeṣṭha-month; Vāmana and Śīdharā during āśāga and ṣravaṇa months; and Ḫrṣikesa, Padmanābha and Dāmodara during Ḫāḍrapada, dāśīvina and kārttiika months—with groups of three having especial relation made to one of the four vyūha-aspects (79-116). Further details about liturgical and ethical observances particular to this twelve-month vrata are given, along with the rewards (117-136).

The second vrata (137-157) is one done during the caturmāsa-period, starting on the tenth day of the bright fortnight of āśāga-month, etc. This is an observance requiring special worship in the home, and involves preparing special six-part "cakra"-mandalas, which vary slightly from month-to-month as each one of the four Vyūhas is centrally honored in it, and also preparing special kūṇḍa-firepits for offerings. He who does this last vrata will not be reborn.

IX. विभावदेवतांतर्यागाविधि Vibhavadevatāntaryāga-vādhi (136½ sūs.)

"Rules for the Silent Worship of the Vibhavadevā-Forms"
The sages say that they know now about the silent, mental worship [antaryāga] of the "śākhsmavyāha"-forms of God (see adhy. II-V, above); now they want to hear similarly about the ways to give silent, mental worship to the vibhavadevatā-forms (1-3).

The bulk of the chapter is concerned with the directions for constructing mantras addressed to the numerous vibhava-forms of God. First, a 32-spoked cakra-design is made in the spaces of which vowels and consonants are placed; by an esoteric selection process mantras may be composed from this cakra-device. In each case a mantra has its "praṇava" ("Om"—see also āks. 60b-62), its "piṇḍa" (i.e., the deity to whom directed) and its "nāmaḥ" ending. The "piṇḍa" varies according to the name of the deity addressed (4-89a). The various mantras should recall that the God of Gods has, also, subtly inhering in Him, qualities which are to be imagined as semi-deities—Time, Learning, Oceans, Clouds, etc.—some twenty-four in all being named (89b-102). There follow further introductions for projecting different forms of the Lord (with weapons, with companions, in different postures, etc.) in the various parts of the cakra-design as well as in different parts of the believer's own body, in the sky and in the nether worlds. Wherever one wants to worship God, there He will be found in accessible and comprehensible form (103-123). Bhagavān advises, however, to select one of the twelve forms of God (as supreme over all the other) in the cakra-device (124-129a), or else to worship God as Supreme over all the other deities (at some particular spot) in the sky (129-131). With a few concluding general remarks the chapter ends (132-137a).

X. विभवावदेवताबहिर्यागविधि Vibhavadevatābahiryāgavidhi (58 āks.)

"Rules for Overt Worship of the Vibhavadevatā-Forms".

Nārada relates that Saṅkarṣaṇa then asked how to do overt worship [bahirya-ga] in a maṇḍala, in fire and in water (1).

Bhagavān replies that a "cakra"-maṇḍala-design provides a proper medium for liturgical worship so long as one acknowledges the presence in it of certain things i.e., Viṣṇu's weapons, the flag-staff, etc.) and so long as the "bijākṣaras" have been transferred to the hands and mudrā-gestures accompany the various usual offerings of sandal paste, flowers, etc. (3-31).

* Śāl. 133a names three titles: Paṇḍkara, Vārāha and Prājāpatiya. The first represents an extant text (q.v.); the second is known by its appearance in certain canonical lists (Kapilājala 5/100; Purūṣottama 96/106; Bhāradvāja 7/103; Mārkandeya 42/91; Viṣṇu Tantra 45/154; and perhaps in a supplementary list in Hayuṣṭa where it is referred to as "Vārāha Purāṇa"), and by one chapter (ch. 15 on "grhācana-pratīṣṭhā") surviving in Prāyaścititasya-graha (MGOML R. 3473); the third is known only by this reference.
He then turns to worship centered about the sacred fire. But, it should be noted, in addition to making various offerings into the fire, this fire-worship is accompanied by rituals and offerings of flowers and other materials to a *mandala* (32-44a). Bhagavān interjects at this point that God can be worshipped, indeed, by means of His "mantramūrtis" in any one of four places—in water [*uḍha*], in the heart, in an icon [*bimba*], or in the fire (44b-45).*

The third way to worship God overtly is by repeatedly filling the cupped hands with various kinds of waters mixed with fragrant powders, etc., and, mentally picturing the *mudrās* that should accompany it, uttering a *mantra* to each of the many *devatīs* one by one (46-54).

After worship in each of the three above cases is over, the worshipper must assume that God withdraws Himself from His presence in the *cakra*-design, or in the sky, or in the water, and goes to His rest. Flowers and fruits only are to be used in such *pājā* to the *mantra-mūrtis*; left-over flowers and fruits not already distributed to brahmins are to be discarded (55-58).

**XI. विभवमूर्तिद्यानविधि**

*Mandaladhyānalakṣāṇa* (79½ šis.)

"Rules for the Contemplation of *Mandala*".

Śaṅkaraṇa asks about the drawing of and the contemplation upon *mandalas* (2). Bhagavān gives detailed instructions for making a *mandala* with strings as guidelines, some specific measurements, colors, etc. (3-35). While other further measurements are given, the remainder of the chapter is largely given over to how to "fill" the *mandala* with God's powers, e.g., in the centre of the *cakra*-hub, Bhagavān Himself is to be thought of without form (36 ff.); other gods, in the form of "*bijā*"-abbreviations from their particular *mantras*, will be placed in the petals or spokes of the design as well as in their "abodes" in the four quarters (41 ff.). The rest of the chapter devotes itself to further details of the shape and disposition of the *mandala*, with all its embellishments. Five *kūṅda*-firepits of different shapes and dimensions are to be placed in the immediate vicinity of the *mandala* (57 ff.) (36-80a).

**XII. विभवमूर्तिद्यानविधि**

*Vibhavamūrtidhyānavidhi* (245 šis.)

"Concerning the Contemplation of (God's) Aspects"

Śaṅkaraṇa asks how to contemplate God's Person while reciting *mantras*. The bulk of the chapter is given over to descriptions of various forms that God assumes. Interspersed among these descriptions for purposes of *dhyāna*-meditation are some theological statements which bear testimony to God's Unity in His Diversity. It is stated that He takes His many shapes out of His own desire [*ābhīmānikarāṇam* (5b)] to come within the grasp of His worshippers, *See XV, opening lines, for (another?) meaning of "mantramūrti".*
doing so out of compassion [svayameva anukampa(ya (17a)] for His worshippers who have faith and devotion, etc. Indeed, God comes to man in five ways: in their believing hearts [hrnyadhya], as a Being in the sky [gagana], as a concentrated Power in this mundane world [bhuma], as the recipient Person in the midst of the (sacrificial) Fire [va$hmadhye], and as the pervasive Spirit in the Waters [jalantara] (16b).*

The following forms are mentioned and described: Adisesa (6-19), Madhusudana (20-22), Kapila (23-25), Visvvarupa (26-39), Harisena (40-46a, mentioning Agnishastra as part of this aspect), Varaha (46b-52a), Vajivaktra (= Hayagriva, 52b-66), Arunaavasyi (= the Lord Recumbant on the ocean, 67-72), Narasinha (73-86), Siripati (81-91a, mentioning Agnisoma also as part of this aspect), Garuda asana of the hue of the blue lotus (91b-97), Parijatajit (98-102), Datta (103-113), Nyagrodha (Vata) patraasayin (114-121a), Ekaasrinda (Matsya) to whose snout the arc was tied (121b-140), Narayana (141-144), Krishna (145-159), Aasvagantta (i.e. Kalkin) (160-167a)—these being the “important” deities [pradhana-devata] (167b). Those who know these deities thus, and who contemplate upon them so, will be relieved from the three sicknesses of birth, old age and death.

Then follows (169-176) a brief essay on the modes of operations of these forms during their active phases—underlining their essential identity with the Vyahas and with the Lord. Among the Vibhava-manifestations is also the Mount of the Lord, Garuda. His worship is then elaborately described; he is stated to symbolise the five vital breaths (Prana) and he has accordingly, five forms.

Even the marks [lau$hana] of the Lord are worthy of honor in their own right because they have an independent identity and can bring salvation—so merciful and omnipresent is God in His saving work (177 ff.). Those are described as follows: Garuda (178-196, 197-202, 240-245). Then there are the twelve Saktis of the Lords of these which have to be meditated upon: Sri, Kirti, Jay, Maya, Sudhi, etc. (203-239).

XIII. अख्यायमूर्णिदेवतायान्विति Astraprabhasanadevatadhyanaavidhi (66 sls.)

“Rules for the Contemplation of the Weapons and Ornaments of God”.

Although generally speaking the gods have four arms, four faces, many ornaments, yet when they are worshipped they are to be imagined with only two arms, one head, etc. (1-2). Bhagavata says Visvou has the following ornaments, and the descriptions are given as if the items are personified: kiritra-crown (3b), kaustubha-chest-jewel (5a), trivatsa-mole on the chest (7a), malagaarland (8b), heti-sword (9b), kamala-lotus (10b), gada-club (11b), sahkhara-

* Perhaps this passage too may be taken as an oblique definition of the “five” (pa$hca) in the title “Pa$hcardtra.”
conch (12b), laṅgala-plow (13b), musala-pestle (14b), kārmuka-bow (16b), nandaka-sword (17a), kheṭaka-shield (18b), paraśu-axe (20b), pāśa-robe (21b), ankuśa-spear (22b), mudgara-hammer (23b), majara-spiked-ball (24b) and śakti-weapon (25b). It is said that they are to be contemplated standing beside the Lord, with one hand on the hip, the other hand by some in waving a fly-whisk and by others in brandishing a warning finger. Some of the above are also identified with cosmic entities—sun, moon, death, etc. (26-34).

Next is given the description for dhyāna-purposes of the twelve goddesses (35-43), followed by some further details concerning their placement, their weapons, their service to the Lord, etc. (44-59). These weapons, consorts and some other devatā-members of His retinue are all to be recalled while contemplating the Lord; however, one may contemplate the Lord alone in His solitary splendor—but in either case this is to be done with devotion. The chapter concludes with some counsels as to the type of place one may seek out for contemplation (60-66).

XIV. पवित्रारोपणविधि  
Pavitraropanavidhi  (35 śās.)

“Rules for the Garlanding Festival with Pavitra”.

The question is asked (by Balarama?) about what can be done in certain cases when for various reasons lapses occur in worship cycles. Bhagavān replies that this kind of a sin, as well as many others, can be rectified by performing a “pavitraropana” rite (1-10a). The proper time to do it is on any auspicious day within a four-month period between āśādha-full-moon day to kārtīka-full-moon day (a period otherwise known as “cāndra”—10b-15, with some good-better-best choices given). How the five-day liturgy is to be conducted—a service which includes as a central element a formal confession for past sins (28 ff.)—is outlined (16-34). One who does this liturgy will get anything he desires (35).

XV. पवित्रसनाविधि  
Pavitraśanavidhi  (34 śās.)

“Rules for Bathing Rites that Follow the Garlanding Festival”

Having completed the preceding pavitraropana-festival, the pūjaka waits until either the fourth or the seventh day and then takes the idol in the form of its “mantramūrti” (i.e., an effigy of the Lord made out of darbha-grass, and invested with power through mantras) to a holy river or other sacred watering place. There, the pūjaka, his family, other faithful friends, et.al., take a ritual bath with the darbha-grass effigy (“mantramūrti”). When the party returns, amid great éclat and celebration, there is great rejoicing and all-night celebrations in the village. This holy undertaking serves to please God, the devas, the departed spirits and all living beings, etc., and it remedies all shortcomings, leads to the prosperity of the country while also redounding to the credit of brahmins.
and cows (3-5). It is a celebration that should be done as a fitting end to the (liturgical?) year (34).

XVI. दीक्षागहासाङ्विणिविधि

“Rules for the Expiation of Sins as a (Preliminary) Part of दीक्षा-Initiation”.

The question is raised concerning the initiation of brahmins and others (into the Pāncarātra fold). Bhagavān starts to reply with a eulogy of दीक्षा itself. Then, turning to the procedure for दीक्षा-initiation, he points out that a candidate must first live for some time with his acārya; only after he has pleased his teacher and has confessed to him his sins and undergone expiation for them may the दीक्षा-ceremonies begin.

A twelve-day period is enjoined on the candidate, and during that period he should fast during the daytime, spending most of his time singing praises to God and collecting the necessary materials for God’s worship and for his own initiation. His nails and hair should be cut to make him ritually clean, and he should also recite the “Vāsudeva”-mantra 400 times for four days. Further, immediately prior to his initiation, he will have bathed four times in a twelve-hour cycle. Other preliminary preparations are also mentioned for this twelve-day period (1-17a).

For those brahmins whose sinful background so requires it, there is an expiatory period of from two to four months required in addition to making a gift of gold; for other castes, the period of expiation must be twice as long (17b-22a). For such sinful ones, a (preliminary) “Narasimha”-दीक्षा is to be given (23-26; see also next adhyāya). That having been taken care of, then an initiate is ready for the three-fold दीक्षा-ceremonies—namely, “Vibhava”-दीक्षा, “Vyāha”-दीक्षा and “Śūkṣma”-दीक्षा (29a; also 36b-37).

Saṁkarṣaṇa interposes the question at this point (that even with a candidate who has undergone a “Narasimha”-दीक्षा) how can one be sure that he is, indeed, free from sin and ready for (further, three-fold) दीक्षा (29b-30)? Bhagavān replies that a discerning acārya can tell simply by looking at the candidate’s physical appearance. (In any case), the mantra which the candidate receives at his initiation will kill off any (remaining?) sin and will lead him toward all benefits in life (31-34). In the first of the three-fold initiations (viz., “Vaiabhava”-दीक्षा), the candidate must demonstrate his ability to do japa, homa, vrata, etc., to a selected vibhava-form of the Lord. (Note: the other two types of दीक्षा, “Vyāha”-दीक्षा and “Śūkṣma”-दीक्षा, are not further mentioned here.) Thus it is that the candidate is led by a perceptive and sympathetic acārya toward the realization of all successes in life (35-41).
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XVII. वैभवियन्सिन्हामन्त्ररूप्यार्थगतः; वर्त्तारणविविषयः

"The Composition of the Mantra to the Narasimha-vihava, and Rules for its Worship."

Asked about the procedure for the worship connected with "Narasimha" (-dīkṣā), Bhagavān launches into a detailed set of instructions (3b-104). First, the mantra addressed to him (Narasimha) must be constructed by referring to the "varṇacakra" [as in adhy. II ff., suṭra], thus producing a twelve-syllable mantra (4-13). After this has been done, then the various instruments of worship of Narasimha should be correctly collected and the worshipper (i.e., the ācārya) should purify himself and otherwise get ready for the worship of the mantra-aspect of Narasimha. Himself "becoming" Narasimha by various yogic concentrations (16-39), these powers are again externalized back into the cakra-design (43-93), whereupon liturgical worship to Narasimha through it is done (94-104).

Then the bhaktas (i.e., those who are to undergo this preliminary "Narasimha-dīkṣā") are led in blindfolded (105) and the ācārya does certain rituals whereby they are wiped clean of their sins (to 139). In the presence of the initiates, pūjā to Narasimha is continued with tarpana-srites, and concluded (140-153). For the next seven days (as a part of "Narasimha"-dīkṣā), "Śaṅktika" is done—in which, during the course of seven lakhs of japa, the initiate pacifies [=? a kind of repentence?] for evil thoughts which he has harbored (154-181); then, for seven—or three—more days "Pauṣṭika" is done, wherein the initiate is strengthened [=? a kind of renewal and rededication?] (182-198); then "Āpyāyana" is done to satisfy or atone for past sins making offerings of fruits and sweets to Narasimha (199-235); after this, "Rakṣāvidhāna" is done for seven days, wherein protection is petitioned [=? for leading henceforth a more perfect life, etc.?] by doing bhūta-tarpana thrice daily 108 times each and by offering regular worship and by making regular fire-offerings to manḍalas of different kinds on each of the seven days to while also feeding birds and animals (236-332).

Since the preceding has been an extraordinary [viśeṣa] kind of "Rakṣāvidhāna", there is given next a more ordinary [sādhārana] kind to follow (333-434a) which, although it also requires seven days to complete, is more modest in the prescriptions for its various component parts.

He who would have success come of this complicated Narasimha-worship, done as a preliminary to fuller initiation, should yet for another three or seven days honor Narasimha with japa and homa, etc. (436-452). By doing this in certain specified ways, he can get for himself anything his heart desires.
Those who wish to worship Narasimha every day, who are vexed with life, those who are pure and self-controlled—to them only should the preceding rules be taught (453-454).

XVIII. अधिवासदिक्षा Adhivāsadikṣā (232 sls.)

"The Initiation Ceremonies"

Saṅkarṣaṇa says he now wants to know how three-fold dikṣā-initiation ceremonies proceed for those who are brahmans, as well as for those who are free from sin, and also for those who have faith (2-3). Bhagavān begins by telling him that the place selected for the important adhivāsa-rites must be carefully chosen, purified, levelled, etc. (4-13). A maṇḍapa-pavilion is to be erected there according to certain specifications, and in it a pitha is to be provided. On top of that, a smaller pedestal is to be made for placement of naivedya-offerings. A closed, secureable place should also be made ready for homa (14-22a); alternatively, arrangements may be made in a brahmin's house or in the acārya's dwelling (22b-23).

When all is prepared, a bell is sounded (as a signal?) whereupon various materials and instruments to be used in the forthcoming adhivāsa-rites are gathered (24-47). Then the acārya invokes the Vyūha(s) by means of the special mantra he has learned for the purpose, and, having himself bathed and done his own daily duties, he enters into the maṇḍapa-pavilion. There the candidate will be waiting for him, and he will receive the acārya's blessing. Then the acārya begins nyāsa, etc. (48-61a). The liturgy begins as the acārya, in the view of all present, makes certain further preparations—filling jars, etc., consecrating them for use, worshipping them and invoking the presence of the gods. These items are carefully placed, then, around the pitha, and the power of the "viśākhayāpa"-mantra is asked to preside over those things and to remain until the ceremony is concluded (61b-87). "Dravyasampāta"-homa is done in an adjoining place provided for it (88-110).

Then the candidate is consecrated with various mantras by the acārya, with the object to make him transcend his previous sinful life. This having been done, the acārya acknowledges that the candidate is now ready for initiation proper (111-120). The candidate must feel that the Lord pervades his whole body. Then, following the acārya's commands the candidate worships the Lord with mantras as the "Supporter" and the "Supported" [ādāra-ādheya]—and how God is to be so imagined is then outlined (121-160a). Thereupon eight homas are done and, with the remaining ghee, the candidate's head is touched and tarpaṇa-water offerings are made with mantras by way of worship of the deities now resident in the candidate's body. This is immediately followed by a prāyaścitta-homa, in case anything was inadvertently done by
mistake. A red thread is next brought, which, having been duly consecrated and empowered, with the "netra"-mantra, is spread over the candidate from head to foot while he does seven homas repeating a special "Om huum..."-mantra (160-174). The candidate is to contemplate how he is bound by the twenty-five tattvas, and how within his system is all reality including the four Vyāhas, Time, etc. (175-199). This is a description of one kind of "Vaibhava"-dīkṣā.

Another kind of "Vaibhava"-dīkṣā is described in the remainder of the chapter (200-232). It is much like the preceding except that it is simpler to execute—having less homa, tarpana and other ritual requirements; also the dhyāna required is somewhat different; and the acārya participates in a slightly different manner (as a mediator).

XIX. दीक्षा-विशिष्टम्, वर्गध्वनियानां च Dīkṣāvidhiḥ, varṇādṛśavijñānaṁ ca (182 śls.)

"The Initiation Ceremony (Cont'd) and Certain Subsequent Rites".

Narada says that Saṁkarṣaṇa then asked Bhagavân to explain the dīkṣā-ceremony proper, now that they know all the preliminaries. Bhagavân says he will tell about "ekāneka"-dīkṣā, which is three-fold in that it can yield (a) kaivalya, (b) kaivalya-and-bhoga or (c) bhoga only. Women, elderly folks and youngsters may all be eligible for the "ekāneka"-dīkṣā, so long as they convince the acārya of their readiness. (1-7).

The step-by-step description of this dīkṣā is then given: a mandala-design is prepared (12) while the candidate sleeps; the candidate’s dreams are analyzed for omens (16-34); the candidate, after bathing, etc., is asked to sit in the mandala wherein God’s presence has already been invoked, or elsewhere according to the acārya’s directions, and he is purified by mantras while the acārya keeps his hand on the candidate’s head (36-38); he is then blindfolded and is asked to offer ārghya to the "mantramūrti" form of the Lord, whereupon the blindfold is removed; he is then shown this "form" of God, whereupon the acārya gives him his name (39-41). His name must be one of the twelve names or weapons of God; for brahmins the name ends with "-svāmī", for ṭṛṣṭriyas with "-deva", "vardhana" for vaiśyas and for śūdras with "-dāsa" (42-45). Then the initiate, if he is a brahmin, gets up and worships the kalaśa, maṇḍala and guru after which he does an atoning homa, with dhyāna (46-56, 59-63); if he is a kaśātya or other, he will perform his duties in the maṇḍala or before a mūrti—with no fire (58).

Other meditations with mantras are to be contemplated by the initiate, and he is later led to the yāgaśāla where many homas are to be done with mantras by the acārya (64-116). The initiate is then himself blessed with pāṭh
twelve āhūtis, and some closing rituals are done—and this ends the ritual part of “Vaibhava-dīkṣā (117-122).

Since, as it was said that this dīkṣā can give one also either bhoga or bhoga-and-kaivalya, there follow some specific instructions as to how to alter certain details of the ceremonies in order to gain a specific end. Five ways are briefly mentioned, each one concerned in some way or another with one of the six pots used in the dīkṣā-rites: the “budāmaya-dīhva”-path, the “sabdābrahma-mayādīhva”-path, the “kālādīhva”-path, the “padādīhva”-path and the bhuvanādīhva”-path (123-151).

But, the sages interject, there are six pots. Is there a sixth way to effect the dīkṣā ceremonies? There follows then a discourse (153-170) on the “varṇādīhva”-path, and how one can by its method choose special letters for special mantras, and each of these mantras have their own sure effect.

The closing ślokas (172-182) give directions that the mantras used in each of the six especially-aimed dīkṣā-variations must not be mixed or confused.

XX. अचार्यभीषकविधि

“Rules for the Bath by the Acārya.”

This chapter describes the steps by which the śīṣya-initiate is ritually drenched by the acārya and is thus made ready to do his duties. This bathing-rite also prepares him in such a way that he will henceforth be successful in employing mantras in worship by himself. The bathing ceremony is to be done in a small, especially-built maṇḍapa wherein the initiate is to be seated upon a pedestal [bhadrapiṭha] which is invested with the presence of Ādiśeṣa. While the initiate intones the “aśāhśara”-mantra, the acārya takes a jar of consecrated water [ vaiṣṇavakumbha] and pours it over the initiate’s head. After this, the initiate is accepted by the acārya as pure (1-12).

Then the acārya leads the initiate to God where the latter worships Him and then by himself takes up the agnikārya-rites, by bālīdāna-offerings (13-18). Then the deities—Ādiśeṣa in the pedestal, the pedestal, the company of gods in the kumbha-pots, Agni in the fire, the deities in the maṇḍala, et. al., are dismissed (19-25). Prior to turning to worship of his guru [gurupujā] he does some concluding rites to further neutralize the area; brahmans and other honored guests are rewarded, and only then does the initiate himself take food (26-38). He should never forget his guru in anything he henceforth does (37-40).

XXI. समयाचारविधि

“The Rules of Conduct for the Initiate”

This chapter lists the numerous miscellaneous rules of conduct, etiquette and outlook. For example: whenever the guru asks a question, the initiate...
should commence his reply with "bōgham"; he should show the utmost respect for the guru and serve him in all ways; he should circumambulate (clockwise) the Peepal and Banyan trees, cow, a gathering of pious people, and teacher's house; he should treat all the guru's relatives with the same respect accorded the guru himself; he should always rise when the guru enters the room; he should treat the marks of Viṣṇu's conch, discus, etc., with respect, never sitting on them or using them carelessly; he should always use fresh flowers in pūjā; he should not be greedy; he should shun those who have not been initiated as he has; he should contemplate Viṣṇu's presence in his mantra-form on his brow on the top of his head (or elsewhere in or on his body) as "Protector" whether he goes out, goes to sleep, etc.; etc. (1-56). There follow some general rules about following these cautions as a way of life—these being but one of five things an initiate must give his utmost respect and devotion to, namely: the fire, the guru, the mantra, the śāstra and experts in the śāstra (57-61). The rewards for those who follow this way of life are described (62-66), and these rewards will accrue to four groups of people—well-versed and practicing Pāṇcarātrins, the initiate himself, his guru, and the guru's issue (67a).

**XXII. अधिकारिकृतमेतदेवकथाः**

"Chapter on the Types of Deserving Persons and their Mudrās".

Sāṅkaraṇa, hearing the last statement (in the preceding chapter), asks what are the qualities such persons of the four groups mentioned must maintain. This gives the frame-work for descriptions of each group, their pious habits, their desirable qualities, etc.—the ideal Pāṇcarātrin (3-27); the ideal youth eligible for initiation (i.e., "putra" in sense of an initiate treated like a son by the guru, as well as the blood-issue of the guru also) (28-37); the post-initiation aspirant (38-43); the ideal acārīya (44-48, 58). Bhagavān then describes the three kinds of utterances, those of divine origin, those mediated through sages, and those authored by men; the characteristics of each are given; the first two are worthy of acceptance, but the last, pauruṣa, is to be ignored, as it is mostly beset with defects; where it agrees with the first or the second, it may be accepted, (49-56). The last two ślokas allude in an enigmatic manner to the four mudrā-gestures applicable to the above four kinds of persons ending with Deśika—but the passage does little to explain these beyond the fact that they are the same five minus anguṣṭha, (thumb) already mentioned in relation to Narasiṃha (63-65a).

**XXIII. रिभवदेशविषयमेतदेवकथाः**

"The Directions for Composing the "Piṅḍa"-Part of the Mantras Addressed to the Vibhava-Forms of the Lord"
Nārada says Saṁkarṣaṇa then asked Bhagavān how the “piṇḍa”-form of the mantra should be formed. Bhagavān then tells him how to select the various letters from the “varṇacakra”-motif to compose the fifteen or more letters, along with the praṇava-syllable “Om”, the “bija”-abbreviation, and the final “namāḥ”-ending (and another unnamed element) which go to make the Piṇḍa form of the Mantra (1-41). The previously unnamed element is the “saṁjñā”-attributive substitute, by the variation of which a mantra may be ever so slightly—but so effectively—altered. In the next section (42-106) are given various Padma-mantras of three, four, five letters going up to twenty and twenty-four and how to use them to different deities, with suitable “saṁjñā”-adjectives which may be added in the case of different aspects of the Godhead being addressed. The gist is that mantras of various lengths and potencies may be made at will and for various purposes. The last section of the chapter (107-126) deals with the “saṁjñā”-adjectives which may be similarly added to comprise the mantras addressed to Viṣṇu’s weapons [lāñchanas].

XXIV. प्रतिमाप्रसादादलक्षणकथ्य

Pratimāprāsadālakṣaṇakathana

(431½ ślś)

“Chapter Concerning the Description of Temples and Icons”.

This chapter deals with the construction and iconography of icons, and the preparation and description of the temple which will be used to house those icons. Icons can be of the form of painted pictures on wall, wood and cloth (4-5), or else fashioned of clay (9, 12-13, 21-32), wood (6b-8), stone or metal (10); they are not to be made with precious jewels both because these are out of the reach of common folk and because they tend to distract one from his religious meditation. Furthermore, they are difficult to fashion, etc. (II, 15-17). After telling briefly about the selection of proper clays, the narrative then turns to the selection and collection of wood and stone materials for icons—these matters being treated together (12-13, 33-39a). Then comes a long section on the measurement of the pedestals of different designs for the different murti-forms they support (237-279).

Then the chapter turns to a consideration of the structure which will house the icons: construction begins on an auspicious day by digging foundations. A hole is dug and refilled, Vāstupuruṣa is satisfied, and other preliminary rites are attended to (280-305). The first stones (either bricks or stones, with no explicit reference to number or “sex”) are prepared and worshipped where one [mahāśilā—334] is placed in the previously filled pit; after other ceremonies (to 357) the construction begins (366-357). Measurements of the temple and its parts are then given, using the size and measurements of the pitha as the standard for proportional measurements: garbhageha (353-391), the maṇḍapa (392-408), along with pratiṣṭhā-directions.
(since the *manda*pa may be sanctified even before the icon is dedicated); the *prakṛtṛa*-courtyards with their embellishments, making for some seven different types of temples [ananta-bhavana, jagatka, caturāyatanā, puñcāyatanā, aṣṭāyatanā, daśāyatanā, dvādaśāyatanā], each with particular characteristics (409-430a). There are promising rewards for those who build one or another of the different types of temples (430b-432a).

XXV. प्रतिष्ठाविधि  

Pratiṣṭhāvīdhi  

(375 śls.)

"Rules for the Consecration Ceremonies"

As part of the preparation for the ceremonies of consecration of a temple and its icons, care should be taken to see that the materials needed are on hand, that a special *manda*pa has been properly prepared and decorated according to the requirements, that there is a *yūgasaḷā* with all the appropriate appointments of *kunda*-firepits, etc., and that the necessary *kumbha*-pots have been assembled and decorated (4-32).

A major portion of the chapter (33-276) following this is given over to a step-by-step description* of the consecration ceremonies.

[Let it suffice here merely to indicate some of the things done.] In the *manda*pa, gods are invoked to be present for the ceremonies in the *manda*la-design; deities are also invoked to be present in the *kumbha*-pots, which are later to play such a vital role; *homa* is done as described in the dikṣā-chapter; the festival-flag is raised; the guardians at the entrances are requested to take their places; a small-scale *pūja* is done before proceeding further (33-45). Then the pots containing sanctified waters, into which various precious items have been placed, are used to bathe the ("karma*bera"-*) icon, after which the stationary ("mūlabera"-*) icon is fixed and cemented into its place and sanctified with libations from the pots (46-104). All the while, during this last part, *maṇtranyāsa*-concentrations are done to the ("mūlabera"-*) icon, after which the "*maṇtrabimba"-*) icon is taken in procession. When this is finished, the "*maṇtrabimba"-*) icon is returned to the *manda*la-design in the *manda*pa-pavilion, as are the pots, and *pūjā* with 108 *homa*-offerings is done in honor of the ("other gods," whereupon the (subsidiary) icons are fixed on their pedestals with *mana*tras and the weapon-representations are also installed in their separate *manda*pa-shrines. This concludes the "ordinary" *pratiṣṭhā*-sanctification ceremonies of the temple icons (121-215).

*Note: which is nonetheless not very clear."
Another variety of pratiṣṭhā-consecration is mentioned in which all of the rituals are done to the pedestals rather than to the icons or their substitutes (216-222).

In any case, after the major icons of the temple have been installed, then Garuḍa is established (223), the whole temple is washed [prāśada-sōdhana] (237), and the Lord is offered His śayana-rest. Thereupon, “kumbha-pūjā” is commenced, with homas. In the course of this (251), guru-pūjā is attended to by offering him the left-over articles from the pūjā so far done. “Kumbha-pūjā” is resumed, culminating with the ritual of “taking” the gods from the kumbhas and “placing” them into their own apartments (274 ff.). The flag-pole is also then established (276).

Then follow some miscellaneous rules concerning pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies: when a “svayaṁvyakta”-icon (a “self-existent” holy object) is to be established, such things as the saniśkāra-purifications and snapanas are not necessary (278 ff.); when a temple or an idol or a guru changes from one śāstra-routine-of-worship to another, then pratiṣṭhā-ceremonies must be done over again (according to the new rules)—hence it is always important to know the past “history” of any newly-acquired “svayaṁvyakta”-icon before immediately commencing worship in an attempt to honor it (283 ff.); when a wooden or painted image is carried about (while travelling) it must be consecrated anew each time worship is to be done by certain rules (307 ff.); when an image or its pīṭha-pedestal, etc., gets broken, it must be reconsecrated according to certain procedures after repairs have been made (320 ff.).

The chapter ends with an elaborate list of the rewards that are to be realized by all who take part in any phase of the consecration ceremonies for a temple or any of its parts (340-375).

CRITICAL NOTES—

Because of its prolix expository style, some passages of the Sāttvata-samhāda are bound to remain difficult for interpretation. The 1902 printed edition, long out of print, in addition contains numerous spelling errors and printing mistakes. A new edition should eliminate such superficial difficulties for readers.

That the text, as it presently stands, is incomplete is suggested both by internal evidence and external testimony. Between chs. XIII and XVI there appears to be a gap in the on-going narrative. Presently, two chapters, XIV and XV on pavitrāropana-rites, are placed there; these might well have originally been elsewhere—perhaps after the present chs. XXIV and XXV on instituting temple routines. However, there is also a distinct possibility that chs.
XIV and XV are early interpolations (they are, as noted in our “Introductory Remarks” above, assigned to this śāṅhītā in some secondary Pāñcarātra collections). It is not known what—if anything else—may originally have filled in the gap between chs. XIII and XVI. Further, some additional chapters on dīkṣā are suggested by XVI:29a when a three-fold initiation procedure is named—"Vaibhava"-dīkṣā, "Vyūha"-dīkṣā and "Sūkṣma"-dīkṣā. Inasmuch as the opening chapters (II-VI) in their treatment of worship follow a three-fold exposition moving from the “vaibhava” through “vyūha” to “sūkṣma” forms of divine manifestations, one is led to expect a similarly careful and progressive treatment in the subsequent treatment of dīkṣā. But the present text does not contain these further matters. In chapters XVI-XIX only “Vaibhava”-dīkṣā is taken up. As for external testimony of additional material, we can cite only one example: a chapter on “ācārya-viśigāyāaucahanirnaya” found in Uśavasamgraha (Adyar ms. TR. 569.2—pp. 1241-1245 in Volume Two) claims to be Ch. XXXVIII of “Śātvata-śāṅhītā.” Further search among extant manuscript traditions of the primary work and in the numerous secondary collections may yield additional textual materials. Going by the pattern provided in other extant Pāñcarātra śāṅhītās, one would certainly expect to find more data concerning the temple functions and its liturgical cycles and personnel than is available in the two closing—and suggestively detailed—chapters (XXIV and XXV).

As with most of the śāṅhītā-texts, so with the Śātvata-śāṅhītā, only the most tentative suggestions can be advanced regarding its date of composition. Its citation by Utpala and its mention in other presumably “early” śāṅhītā-texts (see “Introductory Notes,” above) attest to its relative antiquity. In IX:133a it mentions perhaps Pauṣkara, Vārāha and Prājāpatiya. Further internal evidences that other texts were known to the author(s) are found in two places. In VI:189 our text enjoins that “āgama”-texts be read and their meaning meditated upon; and in XXII:47-55 passim, āgamas are noted. What these other pieces were is for the time being in the realm of sheer speculation.

However, judging from other “early” works, the Śātvata-śāṅhītā shares with them certain primitive motifs that place it on a par with them. Throughout it—as in other works like Ahirbudhnya, Viśvakṣena and Sanatkumāra—there is a refrain-like insistence on the Oneness of God despite His many forms. As in Pauṣkara (and also Lākṣmi Tantra) the Ultimate Reality that comprehends even God is said to be śābda. As well, in the Śātvata-śāṅhītā as in other “early” śāṅhītās there is a decisive and pervasive adherence to the Vyūha-doctrine—a touchstone of Pāñcarātra theology, to be sure, but in some “later” works more superficially adhered to than in the “primitive” works. Still another consideration that may mark this work as “early” rather than “later”
is in regard to qualifying preliminaries to actual dīkṣā-initiation. It may be possible to suggest that in the early period (say, as reflected also in Viṣṇuksena-
saṃhitā) there were more aspirants for initiation—especially inasmuch as this privilege was explicitly extended in both cases to women and to śūdras—than could comfortably be accommodated. Hence, a kind of elimination procedure was instituted. In the case of Viṣṇuksena-saṃhitā (q.v.) a system of "lots" was used to narrow down the field of eligibles. In Sātvata-saṃhitā we have an analogous elimination procedure, namely the very elaborate "Narasimha"-
dīkṣā (XVI: 176 ff. and XVII passim) as a prerequisite for final acceptance. But all of the above-mentioned considerations are merely suggestive of archaic origins, and give us no sure clues to dating.

Among the more interesting facets of this saṃhitā worthy of extended study are those which concern a comparison of the dīkṣā-routines enjoined in XVI ff. with the extended treatment of the pañcasāṁskāra-rites found in Īśvara-
saṃhitā XXI: 280-448. In the Sātvata treatment, the "Vaibhava"-dīkṣā seems to prefigur what becomes explicit in the Īśvara passage (which, it should be noted, is also conceived to be a part of "Vaibhava"-dīkṣā). Perhaps through this comparative study we can gain better insight into the origins of the all-important pañcasāṁskāra-rites.

The meaning of the term "Pāñcarātra" is a topic that many ("later"?) saṃhitās take up (see Index, below). None of the "definitions" are entirely satisfactory. However, in XII: 1-16a of our text, we encounter an interesting and suggestive passage, indicating an implicit "meaning" to the theology of the system. There it is said that God comes to man in "four" ways—and these are named, which along with his original form, makes five. While the referents are not the usual ones found in other saṃhitās alluding to groups of "five," the passage here is worthy of note and comparison with other definitions.

A number of manuscripts are available should a new, critical edition be prepared. The present Sātvata-saṃhitā, however, is not to be confused with another work—also printed (edited by Pañḍit Ananta Sastrī Phadake, Banaras, Chowkamba Sanskrit Series, No. 427, 1934, Devanāgarī script)—called Sātvata Tantra. Like our Pāñcarātra text, this latter work is also a Vaiṣṇava manual. But it belongs to the Kṛṣṇa-Bhāgavata cult and is probably of the post-Caitanya period. Consisting of nine pañalas, that Sātvata Tantra concerns itself with Bhāgavata philosophy, a description of the avatāras, various stories, the four aims of life and devotion to Kṛṣṇa who is identified with the Supreme Being. There is nothing in it that is identifiably Pāñcarātra-inspired.
The *Hayāśīrṣa-saṃhitā* is a work of almost 6500 ślokas, divided into four sections—"Ādi-kāṇḍa," "Saṃkarṣaṇa-kāṇḍa," "Liṅga-kāṇḍa," and "Saura-kāṇḍa"—of 42, 39, 20 and 43 chapters respectively. The entire work is almost exclusively concerned with matters pertaining to the construction of temples and images and to the subsequent rites of installation and sanctification. As such, then, it is an unusual work among the texts of the *Pāñcaratīr ṭa* for its concentration on these matters to the exclusion of such subjects as dīkṣā-initiation, mantra lore, ācāra-behavior norms, worship routines and festival cycles. Yet, despite its focus, it is not the most satisfactory text to turn to for architectural and iconographical data since most of the short-to-medium length chapters lack detail and sophistication.

Since just the first section, the "Ādi-kāṇḍa" (almost 1400 ślokas), has been printed, we present a condensation of that part of the text only in the following pages. As "Addendum one" to this entry we list the chapter-titles of the other three sections of the *Hayāśīrṣa-saṃhitā* so that readers may have some idea of the contents in the remainder of the work at hand.

The present work takes the form of a dialogue between Mārkāṇḍeya and Bhṛgu, the latter of whom recapitulates a conversation that Śiva and Gaurī had with Bhṛma. After a conventional opening chapter in which the framework of the dialogue is set, a second chapter turns to the greatness of the Pāñcarātra system and its literature. The next two-and-a-half chapters move to preliminaries of selecting proper personnel for supervising the construction of a temple; Chs. V (second half) through XIV treat of the construction of constituent parts of the temple compound; Chs. XV through XXXII take up matters pertaining to the fashioning of icons; and the remaining Chs. XXXIII through XLIII, conclude with the rites of consecration for the building and its icons.

* Scheduled for publication in 1969 by the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Bibliotheca Indica series) are the two first Kāṇḍas of this work, edited by Dr. Kali Kumar Dutta Shastri. Dr. Dutta will also prepare the remaining two Kāṇḍas for later publication.
DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

I. शास्त्रावलीर सास्त्रावलीर (29 śls.)

"The Lineage of the Teaching"

Märkaṇḍeya asks Bhṛgu why Viṣṇu appeared as an horsefaced creature; as well, he asks to know about the Pāṇcarātra teachings that came to him from Brahmā by way of Śiva (1-3a). Bhṛgu turns first to the Pāṇcarātra, which he says is very old. He agrees to tell Märkaṇḍeya about it since the latter is a devotee of Hayaśīra, Who is but another Form of Viṣṇu (3b-4).

He (Bhṛgu) then relates how Śiva and Gaurī asked Brahmā to tell them about the doctrines revealed to him (Brahmā) by Hayagrīva. Brahmā then tells how, when the Lord was in His yoganidrā-sleep, a beam of lejas-light was emitted from the Lord’s navel and this became a great lotus of 1000 petals. Brahmā tells how he himself appeared on this and how, while he was there chanting Vedas, he exuded sweat; this sweat fell down in two drops upon the Lord’s Body. These drops became two asura-demons who came then and took the Vedas from Brahmā. When the Lord learned of this event, He awoke from His trance and took the form of Hayaśīraḥ, and went to the nether world and recovered the Vedas and returned them to Brahmā and other rśis (5-23).

It was at this time that Brahmā asked the Lord "How many 'Pāṇcarātras' have already been told by you?" He further asks how to install images of the Lord for worship, how to tell the qualifications of an ācārya, how to perform "Vāstu-yāga"-rites, how to perform pūjā, how to install the "first stone," how to do proper rites at a site selected for a temple, how to construct temples and images, how to perform the five kinds of installation rites, and how to perform flag-raising ceremonies, etc. (24-29).

II. पाण्ड्रात्रसुप्रिनियमतं पाण्ड्रात्रसुप्रिनियमतं (19 śls.)

"Explanation of the Pāṇcarātra (System and Literature)"

Bhagavān replies that he will answer Brahmā’s questions. He commences by saying that at the beginning of each kalpa-period He gives out instructions in Pāṇcarātra sufficient for the time. Now in this present age His teaching has been condensed by the rśis into twenty-five scriptures. These are then named (2b-7), and in addition three purāṇas and two “second-class” samhitās are also named;* along with these certain other works by sages may be considered to be reflecting the Lord’s Teaching (8-10).

Bhagavān then says that those who would install an image for worship, attending to all the various details, should first search out a qualified ācārya-director. Such a person's qualifications are outlined (12-18). A śudra may

* See "Addendum two" after "Critical Notes," below.
well be an ācārya, for it is conceivable that a śūdra or vaiśya, or kṣatriya yajamāna may prefer to select a non-brahmin ācārya (16). In any case, in selecting an ācārya, a grhastrha (but one who maintains strict celibacy) is to be preferred (17).

III. वर्जनियाःचारणक्षणः

"Concerning What Disqualifies a Preceptor"

This chapter treats of the various considerations that disqualify a man from ācārya-ship. The point seems to be that a man, despite his intellectual qualifications, must also satisfy certain confessional, moral and physical prerequisites.

IV. अचारणक्षणः

"Concerning Preceptors"

The first ślokas turn to a definition of an "ācārya" as one who accepts Viṣṇu as the dispeller of the five "bhūta"-ignorances (2-6). Also, an ācārya should be an expert in the four-part Hayaśira-saṁhitā as well as the rest of Pāñcarātra teachings. Finally he should be a persuasive religious leader (7-9).

V. भूतालक्षणः

"Qualification for a Building Site"

This Hayaśira-saṁhitā is not to be given to certain folks like the followers of Jaimini (Pūrea Mīmāṁsakas), of Sugata (= Buddhists), to Nāstikas (= atheists), to Nāgas (= Digambara Jains), to followers of Kapila (= Sāṅkhyas), or to Aksapādas (= followers of Aksapāda, the author of the Nyāya-sūtras) (1-3).

Turning to the main topic, the text points out that when planning a town, space should be allocated for the brahmin quarters as well as for shrines in various directions to the appropriate deities (East = Śūrya, South = Matṛdevatās, North = Skanda, etc.) (4-19a). The ground where a temple is going to be built should be tested to be assured of its purity—by smell—and it should, further, be of a pleasant shape and dimension (19b-28a).

VI. भूतासुधि

"Purifying (the site) of the spirits"

Sites for building a temple are further discussed—using the terms "suśādā", "bhadrākā", "pārṇā" and "dhamrā" (1-9a). Further tests are outlined: digging for water, noting soil-color, flora, etc. (9b-14a). "Bhūtabali"-rites are performed (14b-15) and, when pegs-and-strings are laid, a prayer (17) is offered petitioning the Spirits to leave, whereupon homa-rites are done preliminary to plowing the site (16-21). After the plowing is done, seeds are sown
and when this crop ripens, cows are allowed to graze. Then the site is plowed again, and levelled (22-23a).

VII. **Saṅkulakṣaṇa**

"Regarding Pegs"

The bulk of the chapter (1-10) is given over to definition of units of measurement used in constructing building and icons and the appointments for each. It is stated (11) that pegs (saṅku) should be made according to these units of measurement.

VIII. **Devatāvibhāga**

"Apportioning Places for the Gods"

The area around the precincts of the temple-site should be levelled, then in the middle a stake is driven down and, from it, the directions are fixed. With strings the limits of the space are marked out—whereupon brahmins are fed (1-8). The place is cleared of refuse, during the course of which omens should be attended to (9-14). Then the "Vāstu-puruṣa"-figure is indicated on the ground in the form of a detailed diagram (15-30).

IX. **Balīdāna**

"Balī-offerings"

Colored powders should be used to mark off different areas of the "Vāstu-puruṣa"-diagram and balī-offerings should be made to the various portions, followed by pūjā-offerings of mutton (1-23).

X. **Arghyadāna**

"Water-offerings"

In the place where the temple sanctuary will be raised—that is, in the "brahma-sthāna"-portion of the "Vāstu-puruṣa"-diagram—worship of Vāsudeva, along with Śrī and others, is next to be done (1-4). And this is followed by putting a pot there into which Brahmā's presence is invoked (5-11). The ācārya then offers various foods and grains in homa-sacrifice to all devatās, and thereupon he turns to the digging of a small hole. Pūjā offerings of flowers, etc. are made into this hole; also, water from the pot into which Brahmā had been invoked is poured into it. More flowers are placed in the hole along with barley and other grains. On the completion of the "garta"-pūjā the ācārya is rewarded, whereupon a larger pit is dug at the same place (12-28).

XI. **Silādhivāsa**

"Bathing the Building Blocks"

In front of the pit a small maṇḍapa-pavilion is constructed, with a vedikā-altar and four firepits, etc. Bricks are placed in the pit in allotted places along
with pots (1-4). *Pujā* is done, after the auspicious time has been settled upon. Then the pit is 1/4 filled in, with mud, bricks and seeds; in the same manner another 2/4 are filled in one-by-one, whereupon the remaining part is purified (5-18a). Then, the “brahmasthāna” area is determined, and “Vāstu”-pujā is done (18b-19a). The qualities of the “first bricks” are given (19b-23) if the temple is to be made of bricks; similarly for a temple to be made of stone, the characteristics for the “first stone” to be laid are given (24).

Two *maṇḍapas* are now constructed to the East and South-east of the pit, and the bricks (or stones) are bathed. Pots having being filled with water, the bricks are ritually cleansed again with purified water to the accompaniment of *mantras*. Pujā is to be offered to the bricks prior to the performance of “iṣṭakā”-homa (24-39).

**XII. पतालयागपत्तक**

“Section on the Rites at the Pit”

“Silādhivāsa”-rites being over, the ācārya faces East and sees to the filling of 9 pots with 5 gems and other auspicious materials (not named in text). The pots are blessed by invoking the presence of gods and placing the pots in the pit, and each of 8 pots is covered with a brick. In the middle (pot?), *garbhādhāna* is to be done by taking clay from 10 places, roots, gems, grains, metals, etc., and placing them there together (1-19). The measurement of the lotus-shaped “garbhādhāna”-container used is given (20 ff.), along with precise directions for placing the various materials into it (20-34). *Homa* having preceded all this, the actual “garbhādhāna”-ceremony is done at night (50) by removing and then replacing this central container in the pit—the ācārya meditating all the while on Bhūmi (41b-49). The pit is then filled with bricks, and a *piṭha*-pedestal is constructed atop this filled-in pit. A “Vāstuvajña” is (again) performed—all these ceremonies so far constituting one-fourth of the pratiṣṭhā-consecration of the temple (up to 56). This section is summarized by the observation that whosoever does this much gets the same rewards as he who finished a temple altogether (58a).

The chapter ends with an eulogy of any who undertake to build (and finish) a temple (58b-62).

**XIII. प्रसादालक्षणपत्तक**

“Section Dealing with the Characteristics of Temples”.

The first part of the chapter turns to the matter of measurements of different parts of the temple—walls of *prakāras*, *maṇjari*, space between courtyards, the *jagati*-portion of sanctuary, the “*mukha*”-*maṇḍapa* (1-7a). Then directions for the *prāsāda* itself are given—it being made in proportionate
measurement to the icon—and the horizontal floor-plan is discussed with its various parts, along with the decorations and some remarks concerning the sub-shrines of attendant deities (4b-24). Then the comparative heights of various parts of the temple are discussed (25-27). This is followed by a brief discussion of where the various deities should be located on the vimāna (?)—Mahāvarāha in the East, Narasimha in the South, Sūrdhara in the West, Hayasirṣa in the North, Jamadagni in the Southeast, Rāma in the Southwest, Vāmana in the Northwest and Vāsudeva in the Northeast. In the midst of this are other remarks concerning the various storeys (bhūmi) of the vimāna and what postures of the Lord are to be revealed there—giving directions for a building up to seven storeys (28-37). The closing ślokas turn to the respective heights of pillars, doors, altars, etc.—all to be in the same tāla-measure as the prāśāda itself (30-41).

XIV. आसाददेवतासमथापनपत्र Prāśādadevatāsaṁsthāpanapatāl (16 śls.)

“Section on the Location of Shrines for the Temple Compound”.

The chapter turns to the location and identity of the 4, 8 or 12 sub-shrines that surround the main shrine of a temple (1-16). If the main shrine is dedicated to Vāsudeva, the four sub-shrines surrounding it will be to Vāmana (Southeast), Narasimha (Southwest), Hayasirṣa (Northwest) and Varāha (Northeast). If Nārāyaṇa is the main deity, Aṃbikā will be found in the Southeast, Bhāskara in the Southwest, Brahmā in the Northwest and Liṅga in the Northeast.

In a cluster of eight surrounding sub-shrines, when Vāsudeva is in the main shrine. He will be surrounded by Balarāma, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, Nārāyaṇa, Brahmac, Viṣṇu, Narasimha and Varāha. If Vāsudeva is in the center, He will be surrounded by the 8 directional deities of Indra, Agni, et. al. —or alternatively by the 8 Mother Goddesses. When Devī is in the main shrine, she will be surrounded by the 8 Mother Goddesses.

In a cluster of 12 surrounding sub-shrines, when Viśvarūpa (14) is located in the main shrine, He is surrounded by Kaśava, et. al.

XV. सिलालक्षणपत्र Silālakṣanapatāl (51 śls.)

“Section on Characteristics of Stones (for sculpting images)”

This chapter turns to the collection of stones for use in making images. The opening ślokas (1-20) list the preferred places for getting stones—these being presumably the same places “mentioned in the śāstras” and alternatives to these when the other places are not close at hand. Then the qualifications of color (21-30), “age” (31-34a) and “sex” (34b-37) are discussed. “Male” stones are to be used for icons, “female” stones for basements and pedestals
and “neuter” stones are to be used for “pinäikā” (38). Then the defects of stones are considered (39-46) before the chapter’s conclusion—concerning the desirable qualities of stones (47-51).

XVI. वनयागापत्ता Vanayāgāpata (50 śls.)

“Section concerning Rites done Outside”

When stones are to be collected, it is to be preceded by a particular ritual performed (in a forest?). Auspicious days for the commencement of this rite are suggested (1-2a). The rites are to be preceded by a Narasīṁhapājā and other preliminaries (2b-10) whereupon, in the forest (or wherever the stone is to be quarried?) homa and sprinkling the rock with water and other rituals are done to the rock previously selected. Narasiṁha is invoked while lingering spirits are asked to leave, and after a night of fasting and sleep the ācārya with the śilpin takes the stone-cutting instruments and goes to the stone-bed selected. Facing either North or East the śilpin then cuts out a generous piece (11-44).

Similarly, when wood is going to be used, it also deserves to be done with all rituals observed. The wood or stone is carried back to the site of the temple and there, north of the prāśāda, it is put in a workroom, and fashioning of it is begun (45-50).

XVII. दिक्षांति Dikṣānti (14 śls.)

“Śānti-rites Required for Stones not Found in the Proper Places.”

This chapter concerns an alternative method of taking stones: when they cannot be found in the proper and recommended spots, they may be quarried from another place, brought to the temple, buried in a place north of the prāśāda, then “requarried” with all the attendant rituals as if they had been discovered there! (1-14)

XVIII. प्रतिमालक्षणa Pratimālakṣaṇa (57 śls.)

“Characteristics of Icons”

This chapter commences the long sections which are to follow on iconographic and iconometric technical details. The chapter commences by pointing out that before a stone is worked upon, a pattern is lightly scored on the rock. Then bali-offerings are made, followed by pājā (the mantras for which are given) (6). The ācārya and brahmins connected with all the preceding rites are then honored, whereupon work on the project of making images begins (7 ff.).

How to divide the pattern into 9 sections (bhāga) is given (8-17a).* The

* Or perhaps—since ch. XXIV, below, deals with nine vyāhas—this may be taken to mean that the 9 sections of the pattern are to refer to the vyāhas. Note (in ch. XXXV) that nine pots are used in adhivāsa-rites during pratisṭhā-installation ceremonies.
remainder of the chapter deals with general rules of iconometry (17b-57), presumably in reference to making an image of Vāsudeva (see 51).

**XIX. पिन्दिकालक्षण**

"Concerning Pedestals"

This chapter deals with how to execute the pedestal-base (?) for an icon. It is to be one-half the height of the icon.

**XX. श्रीलक्षणपदल**

"The Section (describing the iconographic) Characteristics of Lakṣmi"

This chapter deals with iconometric (I-10) and iconographic (II-16) details for making images of Śrī. It is said that other details are to be found in the "Saura Kāṇḍa" (one of the four divisions of Hayāśīrṣa-samhitā but not as yet published).

**XXI. वानातेयस्क्षण**

"The Characteristics of Garuḍa".

This chapter turns to Garuḍa, and gives mainly iconographic details which must be sustained (1-5). The chapter closes with directions for making and properly placing the "Garuḍa"-mandapa (6).

**XXII. केशवदिप्रतिमालक्षणपदल**

Keśavādipratimālakṣaṇapadala (23½ śls.)

"The Section concerning the Iconographical Requirements of Keśava, et. al."

The twelve mārtis are called "māsādhipatis," "the Lords of the months"—and their origins are traced to the four Vṛūhas (1-2). The iconography of Keśava is described (3b-4), and the same thing is done for Nārāyaṇa (5), Mādhava (6-7a), Govinda (7b-8), Viṣṇu (9-10a), Madhusūdana (10b-11), Trivikrama (12-14a), Vāmana (14b-15), Śrīdhara (16-18a), Hṛṣīkeśa (18b-19), Padmanābha (20-21a) and Dāmodara (21b-22). In each case, their wives should be shown holding a lotus and viṇā (23-24a).

**XXIII. दशावतारप्रतिमालक्षण**

Daśāvatārapratimālakṣaṇa (38 śls.)

"Concerning Icons of the Ten Avatāra-incarnations".

This chapter turns to the general iconographical directions for making the ten avatāra-forms: * Matsya (2-4), Kūrma (5-7), 2 types of Varāha (8-14), Narasiṁha (15-23), Vāmana (24), Jāmadagnya (25-27), Rāma (28-31), Balarāma (32-33), Buddha (34) and Kalkin (35-38).

* Note that Krṣṇa is omitted from this list.
XXIV. नवव्युहप्रतिमालक्षणं

“Regarding the Images of the Nine Vyuhas”*

Adimūrti Vāsudeva having already been treated (ch. XVIII, above) this chapter turns to the other forms of Vāsudeva with two hands (3-4a), then to Baladeva (Samkarsana) (4b-5), to Pradyumna with his wife (6-9a), to Aniruddha (9b-10), to Nārāyaṇa (11-16), to Viṣṇu with eight arms (17-19a), to Narasimha (19b-21) and to Varāha (22-23a).

XXV. प्रतिमालक्षणं

“Characteristics of (Some Other) Images”

This chapter deals with some rules for iconography related to miscellaneous forms: the eight-armed aspect of the Lord on His vehicle (1-3a), Lākṣmi and Sarasvatī (3b), Viṣvarūpa (4-8), Jalasāyi (9-11a), and Hariśākāra (11b-15). There is also a closing section on the iconography for the Lord’s horse-faced shape (Hayaśīrṣa = Hayagrīva) (16-25).

XXVI. ग्रहप्रतिमालक्षणं

“Concerning the Icons of the Planetary Deities”

The nine personified planets are here treated iconographically: Sun (Āditya: 1, also 3-8a), and Moon (Soma: 2); then Aṅgāraka (Mars), Budha (Mercury), Guru (Jupiter), Rāhu and Ketu (explanation for eclipses), Saurī (Saturn) and Bhārgava (Venus) (8b-12a).

XXVII. महलक्षणं

“Characteristics of the Female Deities”

This chapter deals with the female consorts of the various gods: Brahmā’s wife (1-4a), Śiva’s wife (4b-6a), Viṣṇu’s wife (6b-7a), Varāha’s wife (7b-8), Mahendra’s wife (9), Cāmuṇḍā (10-12), Vināyaka’s wife (13-19) and Śukumukha’s wife (20-22a).

XXVIII. लोकेशप्रतिमालक्षणं

“Iconography of the Directional Deities”

The iconography for the following eight directional deities are given: Indra (1-2), Agni (3-4), Yama (5-6), Nirṛti (7), Varuṇa (8), Vāyu (9), Kubera (11) and Rudra (12-14).

XXIX. रुद्रप्रतिमालक्षणं

“Iconography of Rudra”

* Listing nine rather than four vyuhas is extremely unusual; cf. Pauskara-samhita XXXIII, in which nine aspects, including the four Vyuhas, are mentioned.
This chapter describes the various shapes that Rudra takes, including his Ardhanaari form. (1-28).

**XXX.** गौरीप्रतिमालक्षण \(Gauripratimālakṣaṇa\) (21½ śls)

“Iconography of Gauri”

Gauri, Siva’s wife, in her forms Lalitā and Cauḍikā is then described in her 2-armed or 4-armed aspect. Iconographic details are given for each (1-13a).

**XXXI.** लिंगलक्षण \(Liṅgalakṣaṇa\) (22½ śls)

The iconographic details of the liṅga-aniconic form are given here in detail (1-23a).

**XXXII.** पिन्डिकलक्षण \(Pīṇḍikālakṣaṇa\) (12 śls)

“Characteristics of Pedestals”.

The base on which an image is placed must be made with all care, whether it be solid or hollow, and must be of a certain proportion to the image. It should be carefully measured (1-12).

**XXXIII.** कालपरिक्लक्षण \(Kālaparikṣaṇa\) (22 śls)

“Selecting the (proper) Time”.

There are five kinds of pratiṣṭhā-rituals of installation (they are not named). The term itself refers to placing the icon on its pedestal. This action is a symbolization of the Lord (the arca-icon) coming together with Śrī (śakti, prakṛti, the base) (1b-3). The rules for installing an icon should be drawn from the same source as were the rules used for making the icon. Then comes the listing of auspicious months, days, times etc. for commencing pratiṣṭhā-rites (4-22).

**XXXIV.** दिक्पालपाताल \(Dikpālapatāla\) (42 śls. + prose)

“The Section on the Dikpāla-rites”

The first part of the chapter (1-40) deals with all the preparations for pratiṣṭhā-rites—petitioning the lingering spirits to go away, constructing the special mandapa, preparing the kuṇḍa-firepits therein for homa, etc. The later part of the chapter (41-42—with long prose insertion) gives mantras, etc. and other directions for the dikpāla worship that must be done within the mandapa before proceeding further in taking over the site [bhūparigraha].

**XXXV.** कलासाधिवासन \(Kalaśādhivāsana\) (46 śls.) *

“Consecration of the Pots”

The narrative moves now to the preparation of the nine pots to be used in the pratiṣṭhā-rites—how placed, what filled with, etc.

* Some ślokas here seem wanting; there is no jalādhivāsa section.
"The Bathing Rites"

_Homas_ are done in the "yāga"-mandapa, the icon is placed on a bed of colored-rice, the icon is covered with a cloth and taken on a palanquin to the "snapana"-mandapa, where snapana-rites are done. Pure water is poured over the icon first. This cleanses away all "śilpadosas." Then, one by one, the other pots are poured to the accompaniment of _mantras_. In the same manner, _snapana_-rites should also be done to the _pūjālīka_-pedestal as well. The icon, on a _ratha_-vehicle, is then taken back to the "yāga"-mandapa where it is laid on a _śayana_-bed; the pedestal is put on a separate _śayana_-bed. _Pūjā_ is done. For every drop of liquid poured on the Lord, the _yajamāna_ may expect to live 1000 years in "svargaloha."

"Consecration"

For the Presence of the Lord in all His Power to dwell in the icon it is necessary to invoke various divine energies with specific _mantras_ (1-44a). The Real Presence of Vāsudeva is also to be invoked in each part of the icon in the form of deities, only following which may various honors be given to the icon (44b-70). _Homas_ are done, and then four cows representing the four major rivers are milked (and this is offered as a _homa_?) whereupon _brahmāns_ are fed (71-92).

"The Rites of Gem Burial"

This chapter turns to the procedure involved in placing the icon on the pedestal in the garbhageha-sanctuary. Where exactly the icon is to come in the sanctuary room is given. The rules vary according to the posture of the icon and its identity (1-15). The pedestal (which is "neuter," and made of stone only, 62a) is installed first and in it (in a cavity made for the purpose) gems, _etc._ are placed—while offerings of grains and gems are simultaneously made in the various courtyards to "protect" the central gem-burial (17-28a). The steps for performing "ratanṣāya"-rites are given, along with _mantras_. Certain alternatives to follow for some of the details enjoined are also given (28b-59). Thinking of the pedestal as Śrī, after _pūjā_, the icon of the Lord is fixed on it. For all _prāśādas_, the _pratimā_-icon is called "jiva" (61b).

"Installation Rites"

Some _slokas_ seem to be missing.
“Ratnanyāsa” having been done, then, after certain other rites, the deity to be sanctified is washed with mantra-invoked water. The icon is then taken in procession around the village, whereupon it is placed in front of the temple. There a snapana-bath is given, following which four ladies whose husbands are alive (16b) are to come, cover the icon, touch it (sparbana) with darbha-grass, and bathe it again. Next the ācārya offers various honors to the icon and, afterwards at an auspicious time, fixes it on its pedestal (30a). He then attends to “sajīvakarana”—giving “life” to the icon—and fixes God’s Presence in it; this is done by means of mantras.

Omens may be sought to prove that God’s Presence is really there (38bff.), and if so indicated, the ācārya immediately performs dvārapūjā. After this, he installs Garuḍa and the other subsidiary deities.

Payment and other honors are then to be given to the ācārya (including a modern house on the site of the “yāga”-maṇḍapa). The chapter ends with a list of the benefits that come of seeing icons installed thus into a temple.

XL. Avabhytisasana

“The Special “Avabhytisasana” Drenching”.

This chapter turns to the injunctions for taking the ritual bath marking the end of such auspicious, festive pratiṣṭhā-occasions. The ritual bath is known as “avabhytisasana”—but in this case the bath is given to the newly-installed icon using 81 pots. Then, after food has been duly offered, bali-offerings are made (1-24a).

XLII. Balidana

“Bali-offerings”.

This chapter contains detailed directions on how to make bali-offerings daily—from the time pratiṣṭhā rites are completed, thereafter (1-27a).

XLIII. Dvārapratiṣṭhā

“Installation of Divine Powers in the Sanctuary Entrances”.

Whether the pratiṣṭhā rites are done to the temple sanctuary’s door-ways first or to the central icon first is a matter of choice. In either case, however, the procedure is essentially the same—and in this chapter the steps for investing the door-joints, the lintel and the threshold with the presence of deities are given (1-31).

XLIII. Hṛṭpratiṣṭhā

“The Vital Part of Installation Rites”.

After finishing the vimāna-structure up to the point known as “śukanāśā,” then a rite called “hṛṭpratiṣṭhā” is to be done. Here the rite consists mainly
of putting a pot filled with gems, etc. as a finishing element atop the vimāna-
tower. Alternatively, a discus or a mūrī of Viṣṇu may be used. Thus steps
for the rite are given in moderate detail here.*

**XLIV.** Dhvajapratīṣṭhā

"Installing the Flag"

The flag-pole is made of wood but ornament on it of cakra, etc. may be
made of stone, metal, etc. Details for making the flag-pole—which here seems
to be a permanent fixture of the temple compound, and not a temporary thing
replaced at each festival—are given. Also rules for its sanctification are given.
There is also a notable passage here (12-19) concerning the symbolism of the
parts of the vimāna-structure and of the temple compound on the analogy to the
human body, with the prātimā being the "jīva" of the whole.

**CRITICAL REMARKS**

This title Hayāśīra-saṃhitā does not appear in any of the canonical lists
except the one in the second chapter of the "Ādi-kāṇḍa" itself (where, not
surprisingly, it is listed first) and in the presumably derivative lists found in
Agni Purāṇa (XXXIX: 2-5)** and in Maheśvara Tantra ("Jānaka-kāṇḍa"
XXVI: 17-20a). The titles "Vāgīśa" (Pādma 22/108) and "Hayagrīva"
(Puruṣottama 43/106; Mārkaṇḍeya 72/31; Viṣṇu Tantra 52/154) may or may
not refer to the work under consideration, these being synonyms for the horse-
faced aspect of the Lord. A fragment quoted from a "Hayagrīva-saṃhitā"
in Vedānta Deśika's Pāṇcārātrarāhṣa (ādhy. I) is too short to identify posi-
tively, although it is likely that it comes from our Hayāśīra-saṃhitā.

Other quotations that may or may not derive from the work at hand are
found in materials coming from the 12th century Halāyudha in Purānasarvasva
(late 15th century), in Raghunandana's Maṭha-pratīṣṭhā-tattva (16th century),
and in the Hariḥkātavilāsa (17th century). The entire issue is complicated
by the fact that there exists in manuscript a portion of another Pāṇcārātra
work called "Hayagrīva Tantra" (Adyar ms. 26. E. II, of which remains one
pāṭala only, a dialogue between Pārvatī and Iśvara) that might also have
served as source for the various quotations.

The facts, however, that nine—rather than the usual four—vyūhas are
assumed in this text (see ch. XXIV; cf. XVIII: 8-17a, XXXV), that offerings

---

* In other saṃhitā-texts the comparable activities are found under the instructions out-
lined for "mūrdheṣṭakā" rites, also followed by the subsequent placement of the final.

** According to Stella Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple, p. 105 n., Agni-purāṇa XLII is
completely dependent upon ch. XIII of the "Ādi-kāṇḍa" of Hayāśīra-saṃhitā; ch. XIII of
Ādi-kāṇḍa is also (elsewhere?) used.
of mutton are mentioned as part of "Vāstuṭājā" (ch. IX), and that certain groups are specifically mentioned (ch. V) all provide suggestive materials for dating this work fairly early. The list of twenty-five canonical titles (ch. II), for some of which at least approximate dates may be assigned, makes the dating of this work, however, considerably less easy than it might at first seem. In the foreword to the 1952 edition of the first fourteen chapters of the "Ādi-kāṇḍa," the editor tentatively sets the date for the composition of the Hayāṭrā-samhitā near 800 A.D. Upon further study of this work in the context of other known works of the extant Pāṇcarātra corpus, this tentative suggestion may stand in need of revision. The same editor adduces certain evidential data suggesting a North Indian origin for the text—a factor to be borne in mind by those who take up the critical problems of dating this text.
ADDENDUM ONE

Some notion of the contents of the remainder of *Hayagṛṣṭa-saṁhitā* may be gleaned from the following chapter-titles:—

**SAMKARŚANA-KĀNDĀ:**

1. śrīsthāpana
2. vihaṇgendrasthāpana
3. cakrapraṭiṣṭhā
4. viśeṣāvidhi
5. caturmukhasthāpana
6. nṛṣiṁhapratiṣṭhā
7. varāhasthāpana
8. puruṣottamasthāpana
9. vāmanasthāpana
10. vaikuṇṭhasthāpana
11. hayaśirṣapratiṣṭhā
12. aniruddhapratiṣṭhā
13. jalaśayanapratiṣṭhā
14. daśāvatārapratiṣṭhā
15. anantapratiṣṭhā
16. viśvarūpapratiṣṭhā
17. liṅgapratiṣṭhā
18. rudramūrtipratiṣṭhā
19. aradhanārīśvarapratiṣṭhā
20. hariśaṅkarapratiṣṭhā
21. mātṛpāṇīsthāpana
22. bhairavasthāpana
23. ādityapratiṣṭhā
24. gauriṣṭhāpana
25. gaṅapatisthāpana
26. nava-grahalokāsthāpana
27. acalaprātimāpratiṣṭhā
28. calaliṅgapratiṣṭhā
29. lekha-cāpratiṣṭhā
30. citra-pratiṣṭhāpatala
31. vidyā-pratiṣṭhā
32. vāpikūpataḍāgapratiṣṭhā
33. sabhā-pratiṣṭhā
34. samudāyapratiṣṭhā
35. jīrṇodharāvidhi
36. utsavapatāla
37. yajñāvabhūthāsnānavidhi
38. śrīvivāhavidhi
39. gaurivivāhavidhi

**LIṅGA-KĀNDĀ:**

1. pratimālakṣaṇa
2. gaṅiprātimā
3. kālalakṣaṇa
4. yajñārāmbha
5. kalaśādhivāsa
6. ācāravuddhi
7. lakṣanoddhāra
8. snānavidhi
9. pīṇḍikāsthāpana
10. adhivāsana
11. brahmasthāpana
12. liṅgapratiṣṭhā
13. caṇḍayāga
14. balīnāavidhi
15. viṣalakṣaṇa
16. vṛṣabhapratiṣṭhā
17. jīrṇodhārāvidhi
18. dvārapratiṣṭhā
19. brdayapratiṣṭhā
20. dhvajārohaṇavidhi
SAURA-KĀṆḍA:

1. vāstupuruṣanirṇaya
2. bhūtalakṣaṇa
3. śāṅkulakṣaṇa
4. arghyadāna
5. vāstupuruṣavidhi
6. vaṁśādilakṣaṇa
7. prāśadalakṣaṇa
8. śalyoddhāra
9. adhivāsana
10. pādapratiṣṭhā
11. piṭhalakṣaṇa
12. piṅḍīkālakṣaṇa
13. piṅḍīkālakṣaṇa
14. prāśadapratiṣṭhā
15. vimānapratiṣṭhā
16. prāśadalakṣaṇa
17. prāśadalakṣaṇa
18. prāśadalakṣaṇa
19. prāśadalakṣaṇa
20. dvāralakṣaṇa
21. vanayāga
22. pratimārambha
23. pratimālakṣaṇa
24. pratimālakṣaṇa
25. garbhakṣaṇarnavavidhi
26. pratimāyā guṇadoṣau
27. ādityapratimā
28. soma pratimā
29. maṇḍalalakṣaṇa
30. agnikāryavidhi
31. sthāpanavidhi
32. adhivāsana
33. bhāṇupratiṣṭhā
34. cāturthikavidhi
35. balidānavidhi
36. yātrādhivāsa
37. snapanotsava
38. pratiṣṭhā
39. dvārapratiṣṭhā
40. hṛtpratiṣṭhā
41. dhvajārohanavidhi
42. pavitrarohaṇa
43. abhiṣekavidhi

Note:—Complete manuscripts of the Hayasīrṣa-samhitā are available at Adyar Library and Research Centre (36. A. 1—Devanāgarī script), the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta (No. 4200), and perhaps elsewhere; several incomplete versions are available. Care should be taken to distinguish the Hayasīrṣa-samhitā of the Pāñcarātrāgama with another “Hayasīrṣa-samhitā”—a work of seven paricchedas and comprising 2250 granthas divided into 199 chapters on mantraśāstra (e.g., Adyar 33. A. 1 and 2), as well as the “Hayagrīva-samhitā” already noted.
ADDENDUM TWO

List of Samhita Titles found in the Hayasirsa-Samhita “ADI” II: 2b-10a:

1. Hayasirsa
2. Traylokamohana
3. Vaibhava
4. Pauskara
5. Naradiya
6. Prahrada [v.l. Prahlada]
7. Gargyagala
8. Sripraśna
9. Sandila
10. Isvara-samhita
11. Satyoktam [v.l. Satproktam]
12. Vasistha
13. Saunaka
14. Nārāyanīya
15. Jānārđṇava
16. Svāyambhuva
17. Kāpila
18. Vihagendra
19. Ātreya
20. Nārasimhākhyā
21. Ānandākhyā
22. Āruṇā
23. Baudhāyana
24. Vaiśvāvatārita
25. [Aṣṭākṣaravidhāna] Mahātantra

The passage listing these titles concludes by saying that originally there were only these twenty-five. Later on, however, samhita-works multiplied in numbers. But all of them are to be understood to be derived from the ones named above. Then are named eight additional titles to illustrate the point:

Bhāgavata, Śivokta, Viṣṇubhāṣita, Padmodhava, Vārāha, Sāmānya-samhita, Vyāsokta-samhita and Parama-samhitā.

CORRIGENDA

No attempt is made here to list unimportant misspellings, nor to point out each time there has been an inconsistency in our usage of English and American spellings (e.g. 'color' in one place, 'colour' in another place) nor to call attention to obvious lapses by the printers, nor to correct minor mistakes in punctuation and the like. Rather, the effort has been to concentrate on the matters which, if not noted, might lead the serious reader into error or create confusion in his comparison of our descriptive condensations with the Sanskrit texts.

Also, note generally, all references to 'Index' should be taken to refer to what is in the second, supplementary volume to this one, soon to be published.
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p. 9: ch. VIII, line 2, read 'Vasiṣṭha' (for 'Visiṣṭha').
p. 80: ch. XXI, 3rd paragraph, last line, read 'thoughts on God' (for 'thoughts of God').
p. 85: first footnote, add to last sentence there, 'e.g., goṇḍaras, subsidiary maṇḍapa-shrines, etc. Also, such matters as the emphasis on the -pāṭhasamāskāra-rites (XXI: 284-448) would seem to point to a later, rather than an earlier, date of composition.
p. 91: ch. XII, line 5, read 'oblations' (for 'obligations').
p. 105: add note to Addendum: 'Almost identical to Bhāradvāja-samhitā list. See infra, pp. 326-7.'
p. 107: General Introduction, line 7, read '(12/100)' at beginning of line.
p. 114: second paragraph, line 4, read 'among whom was' (for 'among who was').
p. 118: ch. VII, line 1, read ' (2-rga)' (for ' (2-rga)').
p. 119: ch. X, line 2, read 'comprise it' (for 'comprise in').
p. 125: line 2, read 'penitential-vrata' (for 'penantial-vrata').
p. 129: Critical Notes, line 9, read 'in the wake' (for 'in the work').
p. 142: ch. I, line 3, read 'bhakti' (for 'bhakti').
p. 147: see SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY for publication data concerning the recent critical edition of this title.
p. 149: ch. I, new printed edition contains 79-1/2 šls.; last paragraph, first line, read 'their' (for 'there'); Ch. II, new printed edition contains 166 šls.
**CORRIGENDA**
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p. 176 : footnote, read 'ch. XIX' (for 'ch. XXIX').

p. 177 : ch. XXIV, line 2, read 'some' (for 'same').

p. 178 : ch. XXVIII, line 13, read 'in as much' (for 'in a much').

p. 181 : *Introductory Remarks*, line 7, read 'each' (for 'each').

p. 197 : see *SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY* for publication data concerning recent editions of this title.

p. 204 : ch. IX, line 3, read 'islands' (for 'island').

p. 205 : footnote, add precise reference 'II.i.22 ff'.


p. 267 : ch. XIV, line 1, read 'preliminary' (for 'preliminary').

p. 272 : ch. XXVII, line 5, read 'In "caitra"-month' (for 'In "caitra"-month').

p. 284 : line 16, read 'on the Lord's' (for 'in the Lords').

p. 287 : ch. XXXI, line 1, read 'pavițāroha(pha)na-ceremonies.'

p. 288 : ch. XXXI, last paragraph, line 2, read '235-257' (for '2 5-257').

p. 294 : ch. XLIII, line 4, read 'ritually' (for 'ritually').

p. 299 : line 14, read 'His' (for 'He').

p. 305 : ch. II, line 5, read 'in' (for 'on').

p. 313 : ch. VI title, read 'Discussion... ' (for 'Decision...').

p. 314 : ch. X, add title 'Discussion about God.'

p. 315 : next-to-last line, read 'descriptions' (for 'description').

p. 328 : see *SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY* for more information regarding publication of this title. Note that many of the chapters with lapses shown in our "Description of Contents" have been fleshed out by comparison with other manuscripts, which, in turn, results in slightly different śloka-counts per chapter.

p. 344 : see *SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY* for a recent translation into English of this title.
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p. 353: ch. XVIII, line 2, read ‘discoursing’ (for ‘discussing’).
p. 356: ch. XXIX, line 5, read ‘lightning’ (for ‘lighting’).
p. 359: ch. XXXVII, line 4, read ‘navapādmamandala’ (for ‘navapāda-
mandala’); line 11, read ‘the’ (for ‘to’).
p. 364: Critical Notes, line 4, read ‘now available through E. J. Brill,
Leiden, fulfils as great a need as’ (for ‘under..... as’).
p. 365: see SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY for publication data concerning
the recent critical edition of this title.
p. 368: ch. III, line 4, read ‘routines’ (for ‘rutince’).
gaps.
p. 376: ch. XVII, new printed edition contains 256-1/2 śls.; ch. XVIII, 189
śls.
p. 379: ch. XXIV, new printed edition contains 101-1/2 śls.; line 10, read,
‘japa—adhivāsa-rites’ (for ‘japa-adhivāsa-rites’).
pp. 384/385: here should be Viṣṇu-Saṁhitā entry, incorrectly placed
pp. 473-493, infra.
p. 386: last line, read ‘once’ (for ‘one’).
p. 395: see SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY for publication data concerning
the recent critical edition of this title.
p. 400: ch. XII, new printed edition contains 44 śls. + 44 mantras
p. 403: ch. XVII, line 6, read ‘appropriateness’ (for ‘appropriatenes’).
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p. 411: ch. XXXIII, new printed edition contains 23-1/2 sūls.; line 2, read 'proffered' (for 'preferred').


p. 418: ch. I, line 6, read 'men' (for 'man'); ch. II, line 5, read 'is constituted of' (for 'itself continues').

p. 432: ch. XII, insert at beginning of line 2, 'abhiṣeka-libations'.

p. 445: ch. XLVI, insert in line 2 after 'prose' a close parenthesis and comma.

p. 448: see SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY for publication data concerning the recent critical edition of this title.

p. 461 ff.: NOTE — — The editor of the new printed edition of Śrīpañnasanyāśāhita (see SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY for details) has chosen to combine what we show in our Description of Contents as chs. XXVIII and XXIX into one, long chapter numbered 28, containing over 310 sūkhas. Thus, to look up a matter from our Description of Contents in the new edition, the reader must — — starting with ch. XXIX onward — — subtract one digit from our Roman-humeral chapter-numbers (e.g., our ch. XLII=40 in new edition; our chapter LX=50 in new edition; etc.). Note also the sūkha-counts in the new edition vary here and there from our statements, due to additional stanzas Mrs. Padmanabhan found in certain manuscripts she consulted, following our suggestions provided in correspondence and conversation. In our "INDEX" — — to come in a supplementary volume to this present volume — — all inconsistencies between our Description of Contents and the new printed edition will be resolved to accord with the now-widely available version Mrs. Padmanabhan has edited for KSV, Tirupati.

The extremely illuminating lists of parallel passages summarized by Mrs. Padmanabhan, pp. lxxvii-lxxxxvi [sic], showing corresponding passages in Pāda, Saṅgata, and Īśvaraı, was a matter we had also discovered independently, and demonstrated in A Sourcebook of Vaiṣṇava Iconography (Pāncarātra Pariśodhana Pariśad Publication No. 2, Madras, 1969), passim. Mrs. Padmanabhan is to be congratulated for her forceful, exhaustive and definitive tables illustrating the interdependence of these important texts.
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p. 492: ch. XXIX, add the following condensation of śl. 69-109a, inadver-
tantly omitted from our Description of Contents of this chapter when
printed:

Returning to the matter of dikṣā-initiation, it may be given—as
may also upanayana-investiture—to women as well as to śādras. But
in these cases, the ceremonies are done with “tantric” mantras only
(69-70). As for the issue of ārāloma and anuloma marriages, the
latter may receive dikṣā, but only the sūla-community among the
ārāloma-offsprings are eligible for initiation (71-73).

‘Turning to the four ārama-stages, it is pointed out that there are
modes of behavior appropriate to each stage. And, among brahmā-
cirins there are three groups, each with defined practices—“liṅgings,”
“śīyus,” “uṇāsakas.” All of these observe similar, strict rules of
diet, deportment and dress, but the “liṅgings” bear the [brand]
marks of Viṣṇu and worship the Lord; while the “śīyus” perform
sāmkhyā-prayers thrice daily and worship their god; the “uṇāsakas”
bathe thrice daily and wait upon their guru (74-79a). Grhasthas,
divided into four groups—“vratis,” “grhasthas,” “āōhyas” and
“ācāryas”—are characterized by certain duties and moral qualities
(79b-84). Vānaprasthas are also categorized into four groups—
“vaikhānasas,” “tantrins,” “cīrins,” and “gurus” (85-89a). The
yrins [= sannyāsins] are respectively called “haṃsas,” “parama-
haṃsas,” “bhagavāns” and “prabhus”—and their modes of be-
havior differ according to the amount of food eaten, the marks worn
on their bodies, the type of staff they carry, the number and types of
rituals they attend to, etc. (89b-95a).

The remainder of the chapter deals with the observances to be done
daily; with the mantras properly to be employed; with rules of
proper etiquette in regard to one’s guru; and with rules for eating
properly (95b-109a).’

p. 492: ch. XXX, line 3 and 4, read ‘The more specific yogic rules to be
practised by a devout observer of the pañcakāla-routines are then
given (5-52)’ (for ‘The more specific yogic rules…are then given
(5-52)’).

p. 494: add to the last footnote, ‘See pp. 160ff. of that volume.’

p. 495: ch. IV, end of line 3, read ‘be willing to submit to’ (for ‘be willing
to’).
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p. 498: ch. VIII, end of line 7, read ‘to be taken care of’ (for ‘to be taken care’).
p. 503: ch. VIII, line 3, read ‘then’ (for ‘them’).
p. 504: ch. X, last sentence, read ‘duly initiated—are listed’ (for ‘duly initiated are listed’).
p. 510: ch. VIII, line 3, end, read ‘initiates’ (for ‘initiate’).
p. 512: top line, read ‘astra’ (for ‘astrum’).
p. 514: Introductory Remarks, line 12, insert start-parenthesis mark before ‘e.g., . . .’.
p. 516: ch. II, line 3, read ‘brahmins’ (for ‘brahmin’s’).
p. 527: ch. XVII, second paragraph, last sentence, read ‘seven days while also’ (for ‘seven days to while also’).
p. 530: line 13, read ‘has its’ (for ‘have their’).
p. 535: line 1, add before sentence beginning “Further search...”: ‘And there are over 130 ślokas on “utsava-prāyaścitta” identified as belonging to “Sāttvata-samhitā” in Prāyaścitapāṭala (MT 2996).’
p. 549: line 2, read ‘The’ (for ‘Thus’).
ADDENDA
For
'Summary Bibliography'
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